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O.001 DIETARY ASSESSMENT PRACTICES AND USE OF
RELATED MOBILE APPS AND WEBSITES IN
INTERDISCIPLINARY PRIMARY CARE: A MIXED
METHODS STUDY

PRESENTER: C. Bonilla1

Co-authors: P.M. Brauer1, D. Royall1, H. Keller2, R. Hanning2, A. DiCenso3

1University of Guelph, Guelph, ON, Canada
2University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada
3McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Introduction: Nutrition care is part of the management of most prevalent chronic

conditions, including obesity. Diet assessment (DA) is a key part of the overall

assessment of nutritional status. A number of challenges exist in conducting DA,

and electronic DA (e-DA) tools within mobile apps or Websites can potentially

improve the accuracy and efficiency of DA.

Objectives: To explore DA practices and use of e-DA tools by health providers in

Ontario Family Health Teams (FHTs).

Methods: A mixed-method sequential design with interdisciplinary focus groups

and a Web-based survey to explore current practice, facilitators and barriers to

use of e-DA.

Results: Eleven focus groups with 50 health providers identified important

themes: 1) diet assessment as an interdisciplinary activity, 2) improving patient’s

eating habits, 3) improving quality of diet assessment and 4) integrating e-DA

tools into the care process. In the web-survey of 191 respondents from nine

disciplines in 89 FHTs, 64% conducted DA “every day” with various DAmethods.

Dietitians reported greater use of e-DA than other health providers (63 % vs.

19 %; p<0.001) respectively. Yet, there was high interest among all disciplines in

the use of e-DA tools for the management of obesity, diabetes and heart disease,

especially for patient self-monitoring. Several barriers were identified and recom-

mendations were suggested to facilitate e-DA acceptance.

Conclusion: Multiple disciplines are often involved in DA and e-DA tools may

facilitate diet counselling over time. The understanding of key facilitators and

barriers informs future changes to e-DAs to promote their uptake into clinical

practice.

O.002 SUCCESSFUL WEIGHT LOSS, MORTALITY AND
MORBIDITY OUTCOMES IN A COHORT OF
SUPER-OBESE BARIATRIC PATIENTS IN NORTHERN
IRELAND

PRESENTER: A. Brown1, 2

Co-authors: W. Todd2, M. Richardson2, R. Nijjar2

1Specialist Weight Management Services, Heart of England NHS Foundation

Trust, Birmingham, United Kingdom
2Upper GI and Minimally Invasive Surgery Unit, Heart of England NHS Founda-

tion Trust, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Introduction: Weight loss surgery for super-obese patients with significant co-

morbidity is high risk but poses particular challengeswhen combined with treating

a remote patient population.

Objectives: We present the outcomes of such a population treated in a distant

specialist centre.

Methods:Aprospectively collected databaseof 64 patients assessed in a satellite

unit by a multidisciplinary team (MDT) between 2010 and 2013 was analysed.

Patients were flown to a specialist surgical centre for surgery, housed locally for

convalescence and then transported home. Specialist dietetic follow up was

performed locally with MDTsupport from the specialist centre.

Results: Sixty-four patients underwent weight loss surgery, mean age 45.4±

10.2 years, 44 females (68.8 %) with mean weight 161.9±27.6 kg and BMI

58.1±7.0 Kg/m2. Procedures performed include RYGB bypass (60 %), Sleeve

Gastrectomy (27 %), and Laparoscopic Gastric Banding (13 %). There was no

significant difference between operation in relation to sex, ethnicity and age. At

12 months mean weight and BMI was 108.2±27.2 kg and 38.6±.7.2 kg/m2 (p=
0.0001). The overall mean excess percentage BMI loss at 12 months was 60.4±

17.9 %, with band patients losing 51.3±26.9 %; sleeve 52.4±16.5 % and bypass

65.5±14.2% (p=0.0001). Average number of co-morbidities was 2.7±1.5 (range

0–6) per patient with 26.6 % of patients having diabetes. Average length of stay

was 1.7±1.1 days. At 30 days there was nomorbidity ormortality and at 12month

no procedure related mortality.

Conclusion:Centralization of surgical services for high risk super-obese patients,

supported by locally led specialist dietitian follow up and remote MDT input

provides good outcomes. This model of care allows for access to bariatric

services by a remote community.

O.003 THE IMPACT OF SEVERE OBESITY AND SURGICAL
WEIGHT LOSS ON SEX LIFE

PRESENTER: C.K. Buffington

Co-authors: K. Castleberry, K. Kim

Florida Hospital Celebration Health, Celebration, FL, USA

Introduction: Overweight and obesity often have a negative impact on sex life.

Objectives: In the present study we have examined sex life quality of life (QoL)

among individuals with severe obesity before and up to 2 years after weight loss

surgery.

Methods: Sex life QoL of surgical candidates (n=104) was measured using the

Impact of Weight on Quality of Life (IWQOL) questionnaire. Scores for sex life

QoL were examined relative to lean controls, age, BMI, gender and other QoL

domains. Sex life QoL was studied preoperatively and at postoperative years one

and two following sleeve gastrectomy (SG), the adjustable gastric band (AGB) or

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB).

Results: Preoperatively, IWQOL sex life QoL scores for the severely obese

(47.03+2.56) were significantly (p<0.0001) below those of lean controls

(95.2+3.1). Effectors of sexual QoL with severe obesity included age and

gender (p<0.05), but not BMI. Sexual QOL scores improved at postoper-

ative years one (70.91+3.44) and two (74.49+4.12) but remained below
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that of the lean controls. Sex life improvements were significantly greater

for the RYGB and SG than for the AGB, as were changes in body size, i.e.

% EWL and total % change in BMI. An increase in self-esteem was,

according to multiple regression analysis, an independent predictor

(0.0001) of improved sex life.

Conclusion: Sex life QoL is impaired among individuals with severe obesity.

Massiveweight loss with bariatric surgery results in highly significant improvement

in sex life in association with greater self-esteem.

O.004 A CRITICAL QUESTION FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY
CANDIDATES: WHY DO YOU THINK YOU NEED
SURGERY AND ARE YOU READY FOR CHANGE?

PRESENTER: E. Deveci1, 2

Co-authors: B. Yücel3, H.Ö. Sertel-Berk2, U. Barbaros2, F. Türker2

1Işık University, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Department of Psychology, İstan-

bul, Turkey
2Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of Internal Medi-

cine, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, İstanbul, Turkey
3İstanbul University, İstanbul Faculty of Medicine, Psychiatry Department, Eating

Disorders Program, İstanbul, Turkey

Introduction:Bariatric surgery leads the body to go throughpermanent alterations

which affect it forever body that will change people’ life forever. Therefore,

understanding the changes with surgery increase both the preparation process

of surgery and treatment compliance.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate why obese people decide to

undergo bariatric surgery and their treatment motivation within the transtheorical

model, and to further assess the prevalence of diet behavior.

Methods:Fifty one participants (28 females/23males; age: 17–63years,mean/sd:

39.52–12.42); Body Mass Index: (40.00–73.27, mean/sd: 53.64–7.71) formed the

samples. All completed Obesity Stages of Change Questionnaire and The Demo-

graphic Information Form included questions ‘Why Do You Think You Need

Surgery?’, ‘What kind of methods have you tried to lose weight before?’.

Results: Bariatric Surgery candidates (BSC) were evaluated in terms of stage of

change: 23.3 % in contemplation, 67.4 % in preparation, 3 % in action. Forty

percent participants (P) in contemplation stage don’t believe in diet and exercise

success; 41.4 % P in preparation stage think that surgery is the exact solution for

stomach restriction and losingweight so they need surgery. 76.9%Phave tried at

least one of the methods like acupuncture and weight-lose medicine besides diet

and sports for losing weight.

Conclusion: This study shows that morbid obese individuals’ decreasing belief to

lose weight by using diet and exercise methods, constitute an critical factor in

terms of deciding for surgery. Moreover, it is known that treatment motivation of

BSC have an a important role in pre and post surgery process.

O.005 THE IMPACT OF PSYCHOSOCIAL VARIABLES AND
PERSONALITY TRAITS ON LONG TERM OUTCOME
OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: P.C. Gordon1

Co-authors: J. Sallet2, P.C. Sallet1

1Faculty of Medicine, University of São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Instituto de Medicina Sallet, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: A significant proportion of patients who undergo bariatric surgery fail to

achieve enduring weight loss. Previous studies suggest psychosocial variables affect

postoperative outcome, both in terms of weight loss as in terms of quality of life,

although this subject is still under discussion.

Objectives:We conducted a study to further investigate the impact of psychoso-

cial variables on Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) outcome over long term

follow up.

Methods: Individuals eligible for bariatric surgery were evaluated using validated

psychopathological scales and personality trait inventory in a specialized clinic for

bariatric treatment. Patients who had RYGBwere selected for the study. Percent of

excess weight loss (%EWL) was measured after 2 years of surgery and on the

patient’s last clinical appointment. Also, patients from this cohort were invited for a

further evaluation using BAROS-2 (Bariatric analysis and reporting outcome

system).

Results: This study included 333 subjects. Preoperative mean age was

35.4 years, and mean BMI was 43.3 kg/m2. Follow up at 2 years and on the last

clinical observation included respectively 151 (45.3%) and 226 (67.9%) subjects.

Lower scores on the persistence personality trait and lower body dissatisfaction

predicted lower %EWL. Evaluation using BAROS-2 included 95 (28.5 %) sub-

jects with mean follow-up time of 55.4 months. Lower scores on persistence

personality trait and higher depression scores before surgery predicted worse

overall prognosis.

Conclusion: Psychosocial variables and personality traits assessed preoperatively

predicted outcome measures of bariatric surgery. These findings provide guidance

in identifying patients at risk for worse outcome and designing interventions to

improve long term postoperative prognosis.

O.006 GUIDELINES FOR MEDICAL TESTING AND
CLEARANCE PRIOR TO BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: S. Krzyzanowski

Co-authors: K. Kim, C.K. Buffington

Florida Hospital Celebration Health, Celebration, FL, USA

Introduction: The incidence of co-morbidities in association with severe obesity is

high and increases significantly the risk for surgical complications. Medical clear-

ance and preoperative testing for bariatric patients may help to reduce surgical

risks and mortality.

Objectives:We have standardized criteria for medical testing and specialty clear-

ance for bariatric patients prior to surgery.

Methods:Criteria for surgical testing and clearance were based upon information

obtained from several sources. First, we reviewed the ‘ACC/AHA 2007 Guide-

lines on Perioperative Cardiovascular Evaluation and Care for Non-cardiac Sur-

gery’. Secondly, specialists (cardiologists, pulmonologists, endocrinologists, on-

cologists, hematologists) were asked to provide their recommendations for pre-

operative testing and clearance. Finally, clearance protocols were modified to

include the suggestions of several highly experienced bariatric surgeons.

Results: Based on information collected from these sources, we have established

guidelines for testing and medical clearances for cardiac and pulmonary risks, MRSA,

autoimmune disorders, endocrine issues, oncology history, hematological disorders,

and hepatic conditions. The criteria established for each of these conditions will be

described and the benefits of having available standardized clearance and testing

protocols will be discussed.

Conclusion: The establishment of guidelines for bariatric medical testing and

clearance by the surgical practice provide for standardization of patient care

and may reduce surgical risks and mortality.

O.007BARIATRICSURGERY INMENTALRETARDPATIENTS

PRESENTER: A. Pazouki

Co-authors: A. Ghanbarijolfaie, S. Mokhber

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Mental Retardation (MR) is characterized by low intelligence or

mental activity. Because of insufficient compliance for diet and exercise in MR

patients, the optimal treatment for morbid obesity in MR patients remains

controversial.

Objectives:AlthoughMR is the contraindication of bariatric surgery, this operation

will change the quality of life of these patients and improve their health.

Methods:We report two morbid obese patients suffering from MR who referred for

bariatric surgery to our center both with good familial support.

Results: The first case was a married 43 years old woman with mild MR with BMI

63.8 kg/m2, sleep apnea and hyperlipidemia who underwent laparoscopic Roux-

en-Y Gastric Bypass. After 24 months she lost 37.4 kg and her sleep apnea and
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hyperlipidemia were resolved. The second case was a 16 years old boy with

moderate to severeMRwith BMI 49.8 kg/m2 NASH and hyperlipidemia in the lab

test before surgery. He underwent laparoscopic sleeve Gastrectomy. After

27 months his weight dropped to 91.9, which was 88 % of his excessive weight

loss. NASH and hyperlipidemia were also resolved.

Conclusion: As no major complication was observed in both cases although MR

is the contraindication of bariatric surgery, more studies have to be done to

assess the quality of life of MR patients after bariatric surgery and change the

view on this subject.

O.008 PREPARING PATIENTS FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY:
EVALUATING METHODOLOGY USED TO DELIVER
PRE-OPERATIVE EDUCATION

PRESENTER: M. Sherrin

Lowell General Hospital Center for Weight Management and Metabolic Surgery,

Chelmsford, MA, USA

Introduction:Delivering themost effectivemeans of helping patients improve their

ability to achieve and maintain weight loss is a critical component of successful

bariatric programs. Undoubtedly, there is agreement within the bariatric commu-

nity that patient education is an essential element of the pre-operative process. It

is less clear, however, which methodology is most effective to deliver this content.

Objectives:This investigation seeks to understand the value of preparing bariatric
candidates using interactive, group workshops compared to lecture-based edu-

cation classes. Specifically, the study compares the pre-operative weight loss

achieved and the excess body weight loss (EBWL) at 6, 9, 12 and 15 months

following gastric sleeve and Roux Y gastric bypass of patients attending interac-

tive, group workshops vs. lecture-based education prior to surgery.

Methods: A retrospective analysis examined pre-op weight loss and post-

operative EBWL of 34 patients. Of the total number of cases reviewed, 17

voluntarily attended a series of interactive, group workshop in addition to six

mandatory lecture-based classes.

Results: Pre-op weight loss and percentage of EBWL post-operatively was

compared to patients who attended only the six required pre-operative lecture-

based educational. Participants in the interactive, group workshop lost more

weight before surgery and were able to maintain a greater EBWL post-

operatively. These gains were consistent across RXYand sleeve patients.

Conclusion: Learning methodology may play a pivotal role in the effectiveness of

pre-operative education. This investigation indicates the bariatric community will

benefit from further study of educational methodology used to support patients.

O.009 PATIENTS’ PRE-OPERATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF
THEIR BARIATRIC PROCEDURE: A MULTI-CENTRE
INTERNATIONAL STUDY

PRESENTER: N. Story

The University of Sydney, Silverwater, NSW, Australia

Introduction: Choice of bariatric procedure is jointly made between the patient

and their surgeon. Nonetheless little is known about who/what influences

patient’s choice of procedure; their understanding of the associated risks; and

expectations of eating behaviour change.

Objectives: One purpose of this before and after study was to investigate influ-

ences on patients’ choice of procedure and their understanding of their procedure

chosen.

Methods: Participants (204) were recruited from ten clinics from Australia, New

Zealand and the USA seeking either gastric banding, gastric bypass or sleeve

gastrectomy. Pearson’s Chi Square analysis was used to test whether there was

any association between procedure types. Significance was set at .01 to adjust for

multiple testing. Cramer’s V was calculated for effect size.

Results: Regardless of procedure type (p>.01), >83 % of participants performed

their own independent research; requested their procedure; and were influenced

by people known to them (63.6 %). The GBP group significantly agreed that their

procedure was superior (p=.002); the gold standard (p<.001); appropriate

treatment for T2DM (p=.005); involved mal-absorption (p<.001); and changed

food taste (<.001). The AGB group significantly disagreed that their procedure

conferred the ‘best’ weight loss (p=.002) but agreed it was associated with the

lowest risks/complications (p<.001). The SG group significantly agreed their

procedure was associated with the highest risks/complications (p<.001).
Conclusion: Compared with the AGB group, GBP and SG groups appear

to accept higher risks/complications in order to achieve ‘superior’ weight

loss. The mechanisms by which each procedure might facilitate weight

loss or alter behaviours were not well understood by participants prior to

surgery.

O.010 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A MINDFUL EATING
APPROACH IN A UK TIER 3 PRE-BARIATRIC SERVICE

PRESENTER: P. Sufi

Co-authors: H.L. Davies, R. Sebastian, T. Larkin-Hinds

NLOSS, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Weight cycling, yo-yo dieting and disordered eating patterns are

common in individuals who meet criteria for bariatric surgery. Mindful eating

encourages patients to move away from their unhelpful dieting habits. Bariatric

services have been encouraged to incorporate this technique in their recommen-

dations they make to patients.

Objectives:To study the effectiveness of amindful eating interventionwithin a Tier

3 pre-bariatric service in UK.

Methods: Forty-two patients were recruited to a group based programme

employing a mindful eating approach with the desired outcome of weight neutral-

ity over a 12 week period. Various questionnaires were used to assess psycho-

logical and physiological parameters.

Results: Sixty-seven percent of patients either lost or maintained weight. The

patient group with patients who had the highest scores for eating disorders (ED)

and anxiety and depression had the highest level of weight gain. This programme

was effective in reducing ED scores (65 %) and quality of life (QOL) scores

(80 %).

Conclusion: Using a mindful eating technique within a pre-bariatric service dem-

onstrates weight maintenance, weight loss and improvements in scores of ED

and QOL. There was heightened awareness within the groups of emotional

eating which has been a virtually untreated risk factor impacting on the outcome

of bariatric surgery.

Patients with high ED scoresmay benefit from an extended period of exposure to

the mindful eating cycle. However further studies will be required to confirm the

role of mindful eating in long term outcomes following surgery.

O.011 EXAMINING NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY PATIENTS: WHAT HAPPENS TO DIETARY
KNOWLEDGE OVER TIME?

PRESENTER: M. Taube-Schiff1, 2

Co-authors: M. Chapparo2, L. Gougeon3, K. Warwick3, M. Weiland3,

C. Plummer1, S. Shakory4, S. Sockalingam1, 2

1University Health Network, Toronto, ON, Canada
2University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
3Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada
4York University, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction:Nutrition assessment and education is a standard of care in bariatric

surgery programs of excellence. However, this education ismostly delivered prior

to surgery despite the importance of knowledge retention required over a long

period of time (i.e., post surgery and beyond). Despite the known importance of

information retention, no studies have documented the trajectory of nutrition

knowledge over the course of the bariatric surgery process.

Objectives: We aimed to determine changes in bariatric surgery nutrition knowl-

edge scores from the pre-surgical phase to 1-month post surgical intervention.

Ongoing data analyses will also examine associations between knowledge and

nutrition related clinical outcomes.
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Methods: Prior to data collection, patients attended a nutrition orientation class

and met with a registered dietitian individually to ensure adequate nutrition

knowledge. One hundred nine consented patients eligible for bariatric surgery

then completed a standardized nutrition knowledge questionnaire, Eating After

Bariatric Surgery (EABS), prior to and 1 month following bariatric surgery.

Results: Preliminary analyses reveal patients’ nutrition knowledge (measured by

EABS) significantly increased from the pre-operative phase (M=46.3; SE=1.33)

to the post-operative phase (M=56.58; SE=1.36), t=7.91, p<0.001.
Conclusion:Results indicate that dietary knowledge significantly improves follow-

ing the surgical intervention. This suggests that needing to adhere to dietary

guidelines enables this information to be retained and implemented. Results will

be discussed in the context of Knowles (1984; 2005) framework that suggests

motivation is often required for successful adult learning. Using the study results

and this framework, we provide recommendations for tailoring dietary educational

interventions to meet the needs of bariatric surgery patients.

O.012 ANESTHESIA RELATED COMPLICATIONS IN
LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY.
DESCRIPTIVE STUDY IN 930 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M. Cariaga1

Co-authors: R. Villagran 1, L.D. Guerrero1, C. Flores1, P. Escobar1, F. Milla1, 2, I.

Mir1, 2, P. Maqueira1, 2, V. Olate1, 2, P. Fuentes1, 2, M. Yañez1, 2, S. Araya1, 2, C.A.

Ojeda1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction:Bariatric surgery in obese patients has shown goodand safe results.
However, both surgical and anesthetic complications exist.

Objectives: Describe the anesthesia related complications of obese patients

undergoing laparoscopic bariatric surgery at Clı́nica Antofagasta, Chile, during

November 2009–September 2013.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, in 930 obese patients

with body mass index >30 and comorbidities, underwent laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) or Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) with

balanced general anesthesia using propofol 2 mg/kg and TCI (Target Controlled

Infusions) Schnidermodel, rocuronium0.6mg/kg and fentanyl 2mcg/kg by bolus.

Excel was used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Nine hundred thirty patients, 220 male (23.6 %), 710 female (76.4 %),

mean age 35.5 years (14–69), mean BMI 38.7 Kg/m2 (30–64). Seven hundred

eighteen patients underwent LSG (77.2 %), 212 (LRYGB) (22.8 %). Complica-

tions: 24 patients (2.58%). Respiratory depression eight cases (0.86 %), three of

them by recurarization, all with satisfactory recovery, without reintubation; ten

cases of pharyngeal erosions (1.07 %) resolved spontaneously; three dental

injuries (0.32 %), one tracheal migration of partial dental prosthesis (0.10 %)

resolved by bronchoscopy; in two patients (0.21 %) the use of a guide for oral

tracheal intubation was necessary. No cases of mortality associated with anes-

thesia in this series.

Conclusion: In our series of 930 patients, the complication rate was 25 per 1,000.

We can conclude that anesthesia is a safe procedure in this kind of patients.

O.013 RESPIRATORY FUNCTION AFTER SUGAMMADEX
AND NEOSTIGMINE ADMINISTRATION FOR
REVERSAL OF MODERATE ROCURONIUM-INDUCED
NEUROMUSCOLAR BLOCKADE IN MORBIDLY
OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M. Foletto1

Co-authors: M. Carron2, F. Zarantonello2, L. Prevedello1

1Clinica Chirurgica I, Bariatric Unit, Padova, Italy
2Anesthesiology - Bariatric Unit, Padova, Italy

Introduction: Introduction. Sugammadex may improve postoperative respiratory

function after general anesthesia by reducing risks associated with residual

neuromuscular blockade (NMB).

Objectives:Objective. To evaluate respiratory function in morbidly obese patients

following general anesthesia.

Methods: Thirty-four morbidly obese patients received propofol-remifentanil an-

esthesia during laparoscopic-sleeve gastrectomies. Rocuronium-induced NMB

was assessed acceleromyographically at the adductor pollicismuscle. Random,

postoperative administration of 2 mg/kg sugammadex (SUG, 17 patients)

or 50 g/kg neostigmine (NEO, 17 patients) was provided to reverse (TOF

ratio 0.9) moderate NMB (T1-T2). A portable spirometer was used with

the patient in a supine, 35˚-head-up position before initiating anesthesia

(baseline) and during the early postoperative period (15 and 30 min after

tracheal extubation). Data are expressed as mean±SD and compared

between two groups (t-test analysis); significance was p<0.05.
Results: No differences in patient characteristics, anesthetic drugs, and baseline

spirometry were observed between groups. Recovery from NMB was quicker in

the SUG group than that of the NEOgroup (1.6±0.35 vs. 9.9±4min, p<0.05). No
significant differences in 15-min postoperative spirometry were observed. Post-

operative forced vital capacity (1.68±0.7 vs. 2.41±0.8 L, p<0.05), forced expira-

tory volume in one second (1.37±0.7 vs. 2.05±0.6 L/s, p<0.05), and peak

expiratory flow (2.55±1.7 vs. 3.75±1.4 L/s, p<0.05) were lower in the NEO group

than those in the SUG group for 30-min postoperative spirometry.

Conclusion: Respiratory function was restored more quickly in morbidly obese

patients who received sugammadex to reverse rocuronium-induced NMB.

O.014 PAIN MANAGEMENT DURING BARIATRIC SURGERY
ROLE OF TAP BLOCK

PRESENTER: HV Shivaram

Co-authors: M. Kumar

Columbia Asia Hospitals, Bangalore, Bangalore, India

Introduction: Despite the laparoscopic approach the patients can suffer significant

pain after bariatric surgery. The traditional methods of relieving pain with opioids,

NSAIDs or epidural analgesia etc have systemic effects and adverse events. The

transverses abdominal plane (TAP) block is a peripheral nerve block in abdomen

which anesthetizes the incision area.

Objectives: To study the analgesic efficacy, duration of pain relief and need for

additional analgesics after ultrasound guided TAP (Transverse Abdominis Plane)

block in 100 patients who underwent bariatric surgery.

Methods: One hundred patients received ultrasound guided bilateral TAP

block at the end of the laparoscopic bariatric surgery (Sleeve, RNY

gastric bypass & mini gastric bypass) before extubation. All the patients

were observed for 48 to 72 h post-operatively. The analgesic efficacy of

the block, duration of pain relief and need for rescue analgesics were

documented.

Results:Out of 100 patients we observed that in eight patients the TAP block did

not work effectively. In the rest of the patients the immediate post operative

recovery was smooth, visual analogue pain score was lower and the need for

rescue analgesics was much lesser. Time to ambulate was average 5.8 h.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that the ultrasound guided TAP block in

morbidly obese patients undergoing laparoscopic bariatric surgery is an effective

strategy as part of a multimodal analgesic technique. It smoothens post operative

recovery, reduces need of rescue analgesics and facilitates earlymobilization of a

morbidly obese patient.

O.015 COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC PLICATION: EARLY RESULTS

PRESENTER: H.S. Abou Ashour1

Co-authors: A.A. Zeineldin2, A.F. AL Kased1

1Minoufiya Faculty of Medicine, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt
2Minoufiya University Hospital, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt

Introduction: Laparoscopic greatercurvature plication LGCP is a new emerging

restrictive procedure with a lot of debates about its current and future results,
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laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy LSG is a widely practiced bariatric procedure till now

has little morbidity and great impact on weight loss.

Objectives: Analysis of early results both procedures regarding impact on weight

loss%, complications, cost, hospital stay and impact on metabolic comorbidities.

Methods: Inminoufiya university hospital, 200 obese patients were included in this

study, 100 patients underwent LGCP and 100 patients underwent LSG. Operative

time, hospital stay, intaoperative and post operative complications, the overall

cost, impact on weight loss % and metabolic comorbidities were analyzed.

Results: Mean procedure duration was 77.8 min for the LGCP groups and

65.4 min for LSG group. The mean hospital stay was 45.3 h for the LGCP group

and 48.4 h. % EWL for patients at 3rd, 6th and 12 months was 28%, 40.6 % and

62.3% respectively for plication groupP<0.001, and for LSGwas 32.4%, 49.2%

and 79.7% respectively p<0.001.Mean cost of LGCPwas 4,107.6 $ and for LSG

was 5,954.4$ p<0.006. Two patients (2 %) showed gastric leak after LGCP and

(1 %) showed gastric leak after LSG. Two patients showed gastric stenosis in

LGCP group and no stenosis appeared in LSG group. Both procedures had

nearly similar impact on metabolic comorbidities.

Conclusion: Inspite a lower cost, LGCP is inferior to LSG regarding weight loss

and early results don’t express a better safety specially in leak prevention.

O.016 VITAMINDDEFICIENCY IN THEOBESEPOPULATION–
THE INDIAN PARADOX

PRESENTER: C.a. Remedios1

Co-authors: A. Govil1, 2, M. Lakdawala1, 2

1Centre for Obesity & Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
2Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: India is a tropical country with abundant sunshine therefore the

deficiency of vitamin D in India is unexpected.

Objectives:Vitamin D 3 deficiency has been linked to obesity and development of Type

2 diabetes. The aim of this study was to 1) evaluate the prevalence of vitamin D3

deficiency in the Indian obese population 2) determine if a correlation exists between

vitamin D3 deficiency, body mass index, waist circumference 3) to determine whether

vitamin D3 deficiency is an independent risk factor for type 2 diabetes in a purely obese

Indian population.

Methods: This was a retrospective observational study of 757 obese patients.

Anthropometric parameters were recorded. Prevalence of type 2 diabetes

mellitus, fasting and post prandial sugars, insulin and HbA1c were recorded.

Vitamin D3 levels were measured in all patients. Vitamin D3 deficiency was

defined as serum 25–OH D levels less than 10 ng/ml. The median BMI was

41.41 kg/m2 (range 28.1–93.42 kg/m2) and median age 41 years (range 18–

79 years). The median Waist Circumference was 125 cm (range 93–212 cm).

Results:Overall prevalence of vitaminD3deficiencywas 41%. There is a positive

correlation between increasing BMI and Vitamin D3 deficiency. The incidence of

vitamin D3 deficiency in males was comparable.

Conclusion: The Indian obese population had a high prevalence of vitamin D3

deficiency. A positive correlation between increasingBMI and vitaminD3deficiency.

No correlation was found between vitamin D3 deficiency and waist circumference.

Vitamin D3 deficiency was not found to be an independent risk factor for type 2

diabetes in obese Indian population.

O.017 A COMPARISON BETWEEN LAPAROSCOPIC
SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS DUODENAL–JEJUNAL
BYPASS WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (SADJB-SG)
AND LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG)
A 1-YEAR RESULT

PRESENTER: A.M. Almulaifi

Co-authors: W. Lee, K. Ser, J. Chen

Min-Sheng General Hospital, National Taiwan University, Taoyuan, Taiwan

Introduction: LSG has been gaining acceptance as a single procedure for morbid

obesity. While SADJB-SG has been introduced as a novel metabolic surgery by

adding a duodenal switch procedure to LSG.

Objectives: A comparison study of 1-year result between LSG and SADJB-SG.

Methods: A retrospective study of total of 178 patients from 2012 to 2013 (89 for

LSG and 89 for SADJB-SG). Changes in %EWL, BMI, metabolic syndrome’

postoperative time, estimated blood loss, length of hospital stay, and postopera-

tive complications were assessed.

Results: The mean preoperative BMI of patients in LSG and SADJB-SG were

36.2±5.6 and 35.1±5.9 Kg/m2 respectively (p=0.185). There weremore patients

with T2DM in SADJB-SG group than in LSG group (n=77 vs. 40, p<0.001). The
operation time and hospital stay were significantly longer in SADJB-SG group

(122.6±32.3 vs. 189.1±32.7min, p<0.001; 3.2±1.6 vs. 4.4±2.6 days, p<0.001).
The major and minor operative complication rates were borderline higher in

SADJB-SG group (major: 3 % vs. 1 %; minor 11 % vs. 7 %, p=0.430).
At 12 months’ the BMI was lower in SADJB-SG than LSG (23.9±2.2 vs. 26.1±3.7,

p=0.065) andSADJB-SGalso hadhigher%EWL (87.2±14.9%vs. 67±27.0%,p=
0.023). Resolution of T2DM is more significant in SADJB-SG group. LDL, total

cholesterol and metabolic syndrome improved after surgeries in both groups.

Conclusion: In this study we found superiority of DJB-SG over LSG in T2DM

remission, triglyceride improvement, %EWL, and achieving low BMI in first year.

Adding duodenal switch to sleeve gastrectomy increases the effect of diabetic

control and metabolic syndrome resolution.

O.018 SURGERY FOR OBESITY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW
AND NETWORK META-ANALYSIS

PRESENTER: H. Alobaid2

Co-authors: G. Wells1

1Cardiovascular Research Methods Centre, Ottawa, ON, Canada
2The Ottawa Hospitals, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada

Introduction: Obesity is the fifth leading cause of global deaths. The efficacy and

safety of obesity treatment are still controversial.

Objectives: To assess the efficacy and safety of bariatric surgery, in modifying

clinically important outcomes such as weight and comorbidities including diabe-

tes, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and obstructive sleep apnea.

Methods: Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) from January 1950 to September 2010,

comparing different surgical procedures, or surgical to nonsurgical treatment in adoles-

cents andadults,who fulfill the definition of obesity, were included. Percentage of excess

weight loss, body mass index, weight loss in kilograms, resolution or improvement of

obesity related comorbidities, and safety were evaluated. Direct and indirect comparison

models were applied.

Results:Nineteen RCTs with 1,346 participants were included. Bariatric surgery result-

ed in greater weight loss when compared to nonsurgical treatment. Weight loss was

alsoassociatedwith resolutionand/or improvement of theobesity relatedcomorbidities.

Weight loss varied across the surgical procedures, where malabsorptive procedures

suchasbiliopancreaticdiversion/duodenal switchhad thegreatestweight loss, followed

by sleeve gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. Purely restrictive procedures

such as vertical banded gastroplasty and adjustable gastric banding resulted in the

least weight loss and were associated with greater risk of reoperations as well as

conversion toother typesofbariatric surgeryprocedures.Malabsorptiveprocedures led

to more early complications when compared to others.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery is more effective than nonsurgical treatment for

obesity. The safety and efficacy varied across the surgical procedures. Long-

term, high-quality and adequately powered trials are still needed to support the

available evidence.

O.019 SAFETY OF ONE-STEP CONVERSION OF GASTRIC
BAND TO SLEEVE: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
ACS-NSQIP DATA

PRESENTER: A. Aminian1

Co-authors: S. Shoar2, Z. Khorgami3, T. Augustin1, P.R. Schauer1,

S.A. Brethauer1

1Bariatric and Metabolic Institute, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA
2Weight Loss and Metabolic Center, The Brooklyn Hospital Center, Weill Cornel

Medical College, Brooklyn, NY, USA
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3Department of Surgery, University ofMiamiMiller School ofMedicine, Miami, FL,

USA

Introduction: The conversion rate of laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding

(LAGB) to laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has increased during recent

years.

Objectives: The safety profile of one-step conversion of LAGB to LSG is not clear

from the current literature.

Methods: Using the database of the American College of Surgeons-National

Surgical Quality Improvement Program (ACS-NSQIP), morbidly obese patients

undergoing primary LSG and conversion of LAGB to LSG in one-step between

2010 and 2012 were identified. Peri-operative outcomes (including 30-day com-

posite rate comprised of 18 postoperative adverse events) were compared

between groups using a univariate cross-sectional analysis.

Results: Data of 11,320 patients (10,997 primary LSG and 323 LAGB to LSG) was

analyzed. LAGB to LSG group had better preoperative health status, including

significantly lower BMI, ASA scores, and prevalence of diabetes and hypertension.

Operative time for LAGB to LSG group (130.0±53.7 min) was significantly longer

than primary LSG group (98.5±42.8 min, p<0.001). The 30-day composite mor-

bidity and mortality rate was 6.8 % in the LAGB to LSG group and 5.4 % in primary

LSG group (p=0.29). The rate of minor complications including urinary tract infec-

tion and wound infection were significantly higher in the revisional surgery group.

Thirty-day rates of other postoperative complications, reoperation, readmission,

mortality and length of hospital stay were comparable between the two groups.

Conclusion: This national data suggests that conversion of LAGB to LSG in a

single stage has comparable safety to primary LSG. In this study, improved

preoperative health status of patients after LAGB may serve as an equalizer with

regards to postoperative outcomes of conversion to LSG.

O.020 ONTARIO BARIATRIC SURGERY: COMPARISON OF
MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY FOLLOWING THE
IMPLEMENTATIONOFAPROVINCE-WIDE BARIATRIC
PROGRAM

PRESENTER: M. Anvari1, 2, 4

Co-authors: D. Hong2, 4, S. Yusuf3, 4, T. Ontario Bariatric Network Group5, R.

Breau1

1the Centre for Surgical Invention and Innovation, Hamilton, ON, Canada
2St. Josephs Healthcare Hamilton, Hamilton, ON, Canada
3Population Health Research Institute, Hamilton, ON, Canada
4McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada
5Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Ontario, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: In 2009, the Ministry of Health established the Ontario Bariatric

Network (OBN) to create a provincial wide referral portal and registry, and

standardized assessment, perioperative and postoperative care paths among

the eight newly established Bariatric Centres of Excellence (2011).

Objectives: This study compares the impact of this standardization.

Methods: Ontario bariatric surgery outcomes (mortality, morbidity, weight loss)

are compared before (2009–2011) and after (2012–2013) the establishment of

the OBN, registry and standardization of care. Descriptive statistics are used for

all related variables.

Results: From 2008 to 2011, 90.5% of procedures were roux-en-y gastric bypass

(RYGB), 7.5 % sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and 2.5 % lap band. For the fiscal year

2012/13, 87.9 % of procedures were RYGB, 9.6 % SG and for 2013/14 85.5 %

RYGB and 12.5 % SG. The remaining procedures include duodenal switch,

revision and repair. All years reveal an average age of about 44, and a female

proportion of about 81 %. Registry data shows an excess weight loss of 71 % at

1 year, with the mean BMI reduced from 48.6 kg/m2 to 32.1 kg/m2.

The rate of serious complication from2008 to 2011 is 5.3% compared to 2.1% for

the fiscal year 2012/13 and 2 % for 2013/14. The re-operative rate is 0.7 % for

2008–2011, compared to 0.56 % for 2012/13 and 0.2 % for 2013/14. Surgical

mortality rates (0–30 days) have decreased from 0.12 % (2008–2011) to 0.07 %

for 2012/13 and 0.017 % for 2013/14.

Conclusion: The rate of mortality and morbidity of bariatric surgery in Ontario has

decreased after standardization, despite inclusion of complex surgeries such as

duodenal switch, and revisions and repairs.

O.021 RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL ON
PRE-OPERATIVE LIVER SHRINKING DIET ON
PERI-OPERATIVE OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS
UNDERGOING GASTRIC BYPASS: IS IT TIME TO
CHANGE OUR PRACTICE?

PRESENTER: S. Chakravartty

Co-authors: P. Sidhu, G. Vivian, A.G. Patel

King’s College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Pre-operative liver shrinking diets are routinely adopted to make

bariatric surgery less technically challenging. While evidence suggests that such

diets decrease liver volume, there is little evidence that peri-operative outcomes

are improved.

Objectives: To assess effect of preoperative diet on perioperative outcomes.

Methods: In this randomised controlled trial (NCT01950052), undertaken in

morbidly obese patients undergoing laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric bypass, the

arms included a control group on normal diet and a diet group on very low calorie

diet (800 kcal) for 4 weeks. The effect of diet on body composition, liver volume

and fibrosis was analysed with dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry scan, ultra-

sound and Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse respectively. Perioperative out-

comes were measured.

Results: The diet (n=10) and control (n=10) patients were similar in age (median

43.5 vs 38.5 years), gender (female: male; 10:0 vs 9:1) weight (median 125 vs

136 kg) and body mass index (median 53.4 vs 52.75 kg/m2). Pre-intervention

liver volume, body fat composition, lean mass and resting energy expenditure

(REE) were similar. After 4 weeks, diet group had a significant decrease in mean

bodyweight (6.5+/2 vs 0.3+/1.6 kg; p<0.001), liver volume (23% vs 2%, p=0.03)
and REE (73+/23 vs 5.4+/20 kcal, p<0.001) but no difference in body fat or

abdominal fat percentage. There was no difference in median operating times

(129 vs 139 min, p=0.16), blood loss’ hospital stay or complications.

Conclusion: Pre-operative very low calorie diet (VLCD) decreases liver volume

but does not seem to alter peri-operative outcomes. Therefore routine use of

VLCD prior to bariatric surgery is questionable.

O.022 FAST TRACK IN LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY ENHANCES
RECOVERY: RESULTS FROM A PROSPECTIVE,
RANDOMIZED, CONTROLLED SINGLE CENTRE
STUDY

PRESENTER: N. Geubbels

Co-authors: I. Evren, M.B. Hoen, Y.I. Acherman, S.C. Bruin, A.W. van de Laar, M.

de Brauw

Slotervaart Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Fast track (FT) programmes have proven to be a safe and effective

method to reduce postoperative recovery time in various surgical fields.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate if FT has advantages over

standard care in patients undergoing laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(LRYGB) surgery. We conducted the first randomized controlled trial on this topic.

Methods: One hundred and forty patients undergoing primary LRYGB were

randomized in the FT group (N=69) or the conventional care group (N=71).

Primary outcome was functional hospital stay (FHS), which is the timemeasured

from admission until the patient met the predefined discharge criteria. Secondary

outcomes were postoperative pain scores, postoperative nausea or vomiting

(PONV), 30-day morbidity and mortality and readmissions.

Results: There was no difference in baseline characteristics between treatment

groups. Median FHSwas shorter in the FT group (17 h vs. 20 h, p<0.001). Median

postoperative pain scores (VAS) were lower in the FT group after 30min (5 vs. 6, p
=0.011), but not after 60 min. PONV did not differ significantly between treatment

groups. Complication rate was low and did not differ between groups (1.4 % vs.

3.4 %). Readmission rate did not differ between groups (2.9 % vs. 1.4 %).

Conclusion: FT track patients had a shorter postoperative recovery time and

lower median VAS score directly postoperative. The implementation of FT was

safe and did lead to an increase in readmissions.
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O.023 CONSERVATIVE AND SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS IN
THE RENAL TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE

PRESENTER: R. Hajjar1

Co-authors: P. Garneau2, O. Court3, G. Chan4

1Université de Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada
2Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur de Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada
3Royal Victoria Hospital, Montréal, QC, Canada
4Hôpital Maisonneuve-Rosemont, Montréal, QC, Canada

Introduction: Morbid obesity, an epidemic in the renal failure population, is asso-

ciated with longer and complicated surgery. The best treatment of obesity in the

transplant candidate is unknown.

Objectives: Efficacy assessment of conservative and surgical weight loss

methods with chronic renal failure.

Methods: A retrospective review was conducted in the pre-transplant surgical

clinic at Hôpital Maisonneuve-Rosemont from 2010 to 13. Patients assessed for

obesity followed a conservative weight loss program including target weight,

regular follow-up, nutritionist, physical exercise and community health consulta-

tion, aiming for a BMI of 35 kg/m2 to be waitlisted.

A retrospective review was performed for patients with renal failure undergoing

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy from 2009 to 14 at the Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur

and the Royal Victoria Hospital.

Results: Fifty-four patients had subsequent clinical follow-up at the pre-transplant

clinic after assessment for obesity. Fourteen patients (26%) lost sufficient weight

to be wait-listed, among whom five patients maintained a significant long-term

weight loss (BMI>3 kg/m2). The highest BMI change achieved was 6.7 over

22 mo. No one with a BMI>40 kg/m2 achieved sufficient weight loss to qualify for

listing.

Twenty-five patients, with a mean BMI of 45.5 kg/m2, underwent sleeve gastrec-

tomy, the majority (72 %) without complication. The complications encountered

were related to volume and electrolyte imbalances, most probably due to the

underlying renal failure. The mean BMI at 1, 3 and 6 months post-surgery was

4.9, 10 and 10.4 kg/m2 respectively.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery induces greater and faster weight loss than con-

servative methods, though careful attention should be paid to post-operative

volume and electrolyte related complications.

O.024 EARLY RESULTS ON THE EFFECT OF A LONG
BILIOPANCREATIC LIMB IN ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS:
A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL (ELEGANCE)

PRESENTER: J. Homan1

Co-authors: K. Dogan1, E. Aarts1, B. Betzel1, K. van Laarhoven2, I. Janssen1, F.

Berends1

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Radboud University Medical Centre, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Introduction: The Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) is the most performed

bariatric procedure worldwide. However, there is no uniformity on limb length for

optimal weight reduction.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effect of a Long

Biliopancreatic Limb RYGB (LBPL-RYGB) and Standard RYGB (S-RYGB) in

morbid obese patients.

Methods: In this randomized controlled trial 144 morbid obese patients, who

underwent a primary RYGB, were randomized 7 patients underwent a S-RYGB

(Roux/Biliopancreatic limb 150/75 cm) and 70 patients a LBPL-RYGB

(Roux/Biliopancreatic limb 75/150). The primary outcome was percentage Ex-

cess Weight Loss (%EWL). Secondary outcomes were remission of Type II

Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) and short- and long-term complication rates. The

12 months results are now being presented.

Results: The baseline characteristics between S-RYGB and LBPL-RYGB were

comparable, mean BMI was 44.3 (35.1–56.2) kg/m2 and 123 (85 %) patients were

female. At 12months follow-up BMI decreased to 31.2 (23–40.1) kg/m2 for S-RYGB

versus 29.4 (20.5–40.2) kg/m2 for LBPL-RYGB. This correspondents with an EWL

of 70.6±17.6 % for S-RYGB versus 79.6±20.9 % for LBPL-RYGB (p=0.017).

Thirty-five (24 %) patients had T2DM at baseline; mean HbA1c decreased from

62.5±20.5 to 43.2±10.2 mmol/mol (p<0.001). In the LBPL-RYGB 9 (53%) patients

achieved complete remission of T2DM versus 3 (17 %) patients in the S-RYGB

group. The short- and long-term complication rates were comparable.

Conclusion: A LBPL-RYGB results in more EWL with comparable compli-

cation rates. Results on T2DM suggest higher rates for complete remis-

sion after LBPL-RYGB. Results on the long term should corroborate

these findings.

O.025 GASTRIC ELECTRICAL STIMULATION WITH ABILITI
(GES) VS ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (GB): A
MULTI-CENTER RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY
ONWEIGHT LOSS EFFICACY AND SAFETY

PRESENTER: T. Horbach2

Co-authors: S. Morales-Conde3, A. Torres4, J. Dargent5, F. Favretti6, G.M.

Rovera7, M. Anselmino8, G. Meyer9, C. Stroh10, M. Susewind11, R.A. Province1,

M. Kolopp1

1IntraPace, San Jose, CA, USA
2Stadkrankenhaus Schwabach, Schwabach, Germany
3Hospital Virgen del Roció, Sevilla, Spain
4Complutense University of Madrid Hospital Clinico “San Carlos”, Madrid, Spain
5Polyclinique de Rillieux, Rillieux Cedex, Spain
6Vicenza Regional Hospital, Vicenza, Italy
7Clinica San Luca Torino, Torino, Italy
8University hospital Pisa, Pisa, Italy
9Wolfart Klinik Adipositas Zentrum, Gräefelfing, Germany; 10. SRH Wald-

Klinikum Gera, Gera, Germany; 11. C Ev. Krankenhaus Hubertus, Berlin,

Germany

Introduction: The abiliti system has been developed to deliver tailored gastric

stimulation in response to consumption and provide behavioral feedback from

onboard sensors.

Objectives: This randomized multicenter controlled study, conducted in nine

European centers, compared 12 month efficacy and safety of gastric band to

GES for treatment of obesity.

Methods: One hundred fifty obese subjects (35BMI55 kg/m2) were randomized

1:2 to either GES or GB (any available commercial system). Both systems were

laparoscopically implanted and the subjects were then seen regularly for weight

measurement, dietetic counseling, and in the case of the GES group, download

and review of sensor data, and stimulation regimen adaptation if required.

Results:At 12months, the percent weight loss (%WL) and percent excess weight loss

(%EWL) were not significantly different between the two groups (GES vs GB): mean

%WL13.7±7.4vs16.2±8.4 (p=0.06), andmean%EWLwas35.3±19.6vs39.4±22.9

(p=0.2). The%EWL delta of 4.1%was less than the 10%margin considered to be a

clinically relevant difference.

The incidence of device/procedure related adverse events was significantly

greater in the GB vs GES group (2.0 vs 0.5 per patient/year, p<0.001), with no

difference in incidence of serious adverse events between groups (0.09 vs 0.05

per patient/year, p=0.37).
Conclusion: In this randomized, controlled study, GES therapy proved to be a

safe and effective treatment leading to a clinically equivalent weight loss to GB,

with a superior safety outcome.

O.026 BONE MINERAL DENSITY CHANGE 1 YEAR AFTER
THREE DIFFERENT BARIATRIC PROCEDURES: A
CASE-MATCHED STUDY

PRESENTER: C. Huang

Co-authors: A. Garg, P. Chang, M. Hsin

BMI Surgery Center/E-Da Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Introduction: Bariatric surgery has emerged as the only long-term treatment

option for controlling obesity and related co-morbidities. Several studies have

shown decrease in bonemineral density (BMD) after LSGand LRYGB. LAGBP is
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a new procedure with dual restrictive mechanism of weight loss without altering

GI anatomy.

Objectives: This study aimed to compare the changes in BMD at 1 year after

LAGBP, LSG and LRYGB.

Methods: Totally 120 patients were included, 40 patients in each group which

were matched by age, sex and BMI. Thirteen males and 27 premenopausal

women were included. The mean preoperative age and BMI was 29.98 +/

6.51 years and 39.51 +/ 3.82 Kg/m2, respectively. BMD was measured with

DEXAat lumbar AP spine and total hip pre operatively and after 1 year of surgery.

Results:Themean%of excess weight loss at 1 year was 61.88 +/ 16.77, 77.14 +/

12.27, and 72.71+/ 17.42 after LAGBP, LSG and LRYGB respectively. The mean

BMD at LAPS remained statistically unchanged in LSG and LRYGB group but

significant increased in LAGBP group. The mean BMD at TH decreased signif-

icantly in all three groups as compared to pre operative values. However, it was

significantly higher in LRYGB than LAGBP.

Conclusion:Bone loss at the hipswas observed in all patients evenwith adequate
micronutrient supplementation, and LRYGB caused significantly greater bone loss

than the other procedures. The significant increase in vertebral BMD following

LAGBP suggests that this procedure may be less detrimental for trabecular bone.

O.027 7 YEARSOUTCOMEOF LOWBMI (30–35 KG/M2) TYPE
2 DIABETES IN MINI GASTRIC BYPASS VS SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: K.S. Kular

Co-authors: N. Manchanda, G.K. Cheema

Kular College & Hospital, Ludhiana, PB, India

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is effective in the management of Class I Type 2

Diabetes (T2DM). The data on Mini Gastric Bypass (MGB) & Laparoscopic Sleeve

Gastrectomy (LSG) is showing promising results in T2DM. There are a few studies

comparing the LSG to MGB in Class I diabetes.

Objectives: This study compares 7 years results of MGB & LSG in Class I T2DM.

Methods:Retrospective analysis of 241 T2DM patients with BMI 30–35 kg/m2’ of

whom128 (82 F/46M) had undergoneMini Gastric Bypass (MGB) and 113 (79 F/

34 M) Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) in the period Feb 2007 to Feb

2014’ was done.

Results: The mean body mass index (BMI) was 33.4.1±3.3 kg/m2 for the MGB

and 32.5±5.2 kg/m2 for the LSG group, respectively (p<0.001). Complete remis-

sion was achieved in 64 % MGB & 52 % LSG patients at 1 year, 67 & 51 % at

2 years and 54 & 33% at 7 years respectively. The mean HbA1c decreased from

10.7±1.5 to 6.2±0.5 % in MGB & 10.2±2.1 to 6.8±1.5 % in LSG at 1 year, 5.4±

1.2% inMGB&7.4±1.3% in LSG at 3 years and 5.7±1.8% inMGB& 8.1±1.7%

in LSG at 7 years. No 30 days mortality was seen in either group. 1.6 % experi-

enced major complications in MGB and 2.6 % in LSG.

Conclusion: In this study, MGB has better outcome than LSG in T2DM patients

with BMI 30–35 kg/m2 at 7 years with fewer complications.

O.028 OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY VERSUS ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS AT 3 YEARS: A CASE-MATCHED STUDY

PRESENTER: A. Menon

Co-authors: P. Ireland, B. Ahmed, P. Senapati, K. Akhtar, B. Ammori

Salford Royal Hospital, Stockport, United Kingdom

Introduction: Although published evidence comparing laparoscopic sleeve gas-

trectomy (LSG) to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) has shown comparable

medium-term weight loss, it lacked control for potentially confounding factors.

Objectives: This is an update of an ongoing case-matched comparison of LSG

and LRYGB at a single institution, reporting outcomes at 3 years.

Methods:Patients undergoing LSG (n=32) or LRYGB (n=32) between July 2009
and March 2011 were matched for age, gender, diabetic status and preoperative

body mass index (BMI). Outcome measures were postoperative morbidity and

mortality, percentage excess weight loss (%EWL), and resolution of type-2 dia-

betes (T2D) defined as glycosylated haemoglobin <42 mmol/mol.

Results: The groups were comparable for age (48 vs. 47 years), sex

(female 75 % each), preoperative BMI (51 vs. 52 kg/m2), and prevalence

of T2D (31 % each). There were no leaks, conversions or mortality.

LRYGB resulted in greater %EWL at 1-year (55 % vs. 61 %), 2-years

(47 % vs. 69 %), and 3-years (58 % vs. 68 %), but these effects were

not significant. There were no significant differences in postoperative remission of

T2D at 1-year (71 % vs. 70 %), 2-years (80 % vs. 80 %), and 3-years (50 % vs.

60%), but follow-up of the T2D patientswas low at 2-years (50% vs. 50%) and 3-

years (20 % vs. 50 %).

Conclusion: LRYGB appears to result in greater weight loss over 3 years com-

pared to LSG. However, the data at present is insufficient to detect medium-term

differences in T2D remission.

O.029 A COMPARISON OF WEIGHT LOSS AND FOLLOW-UP
INTERVENTIONS REQUIRED FOR SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMYANDGASTRIC BYPASSATA SINGLE
CENTRE: IS THERE AN OPTIMAL PROCEDURE FOR
CANADA?

PRESENTER: A. Munshi1

Co-authors: T. Alford2, C. Sheppard1, C. deGara2, S. Karmali1, D. Birch1

1Centre for the Advancement of Minimally Invasive Surgery, Edmonton, AB,

Canada
2University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is accepted as

the gold standard surgical treatment for severe obesity. Experience with the

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), initially used as a bridge to LRYGB in

super obese, suggests it may be used as ‘definitive’ procedure with comparable

weight loss to LRYGB.

Objectives:Outcome comparison of LRYGB and LSG with attention to burden of

medium-term follow-up and costs of investigations.

Methods: Retrospective chart review completed for patients undergoing LRYGB

or LSG from 2008 to 2012 at a single centre by three surgeons. Demographics,

weight loss, comorbidities, complications and investigations required were

recorded.

Results:Data was collected on 255 LSG and 235 LRYGB. Patient demographics,

preoperative BMI, and comorbidities were not significantly different. Mean weight

losswas significantly higher after LRYGB (p<0.001). Resolution of co-morbidities

was significantly higher for LRYGB versus LSG for diabetes (64.1 % vs 39.4 %,

p<0.01) and hypertension (45.2 % vs 30.1 %, p<0.05). Complications for LSG

include post-operative bleeding (1.2 %). LRYGB complications included post-

operative bleeding (5.1 %), leak (0.9 %), bowel obstruction (2.1 %), thrombo-

embolic events (1.3 %), wound infection (14.9 %), marginal ulcers (8.8 %),

strictures (6.9 %) and internal hernias (1.4 %). Patient complaints leading to

interventions were more frequent for LRYGB and resulted in a mean cost per

patient of $1077, versus $190 for LSG.

Conclusion: LRYGB leads to greater weight loss, diabetes remission compared to

LSG; however with a greater burden of care and cost due to frequent interventions.

In a province with limited resources and significant burden, LSG may be the

treatment option balancing clinical effectiveness with cost efficiency. Further study

is necessary to examine the long term complications and costs to optimize the

management of severe obesity.

O.030 COMPARISON OF NUTRITIONAL BEHAVIORS AND
WEIGHT LOSS IN A DIVERSE GROUP OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M. Parikh

Co-authors: S. Stein, D. Horwitz, I. Samaroo, J.K. Saunders, A.

Ude-Welcome

Bellevue Hospital/NYU Medical Center, New York, USA

Introduction: There is little data regarding preop nutrition behaviors and post-op

weight loss in minorities undergoing bariatric surgery, especially Hispanics and

non-Hispanic African-Americans.
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Objectives: To identify preop nutritional behaviors in a diverse group of Hispanic,

non-Hispanic African-American and Caucasian patients undergoing bariatric sur-

gery at our institution. And to identify if these differences predict weight loss after

surgery.

Methods: A retrospective review of 1,222 patients who underwent bariatric sur-

gery (50 % sleeve, 25 % bypass and 25 % band) between 2010 and 2013 was

conducted. Preop nutritional assessment was standardized and results were

entered into a registry. A regression model was created to evaluate the associa-

tion between preop eating behavior, ethnicity and post-op weight loss.

Results: The ethnic breakdown of the cohort was 81 % Hispanic, 12 % African-

American, and 3 % Caucasian. Mean age and BMI were 39.4 years and 44.3 kg/

m2, respectively. Hispanics reported higher consumption of liquid calories (e.g.,

soda and iced tea) compared to the other groups. The weight loss differed slightly

among the ethnic groups for bands and bypasses, but not sleeves. The regres-

sion model revealed that the largest meal being breakfast, skipping lunch, youn-

ger age, and undergoing gastric bypass were all associated with more weight

loss. Reporting a financial barrier to maintaining healthy diet, sweet-eaters, older

age, African-American ethnicity and undergoing gastric banding were all associ-

ated with less weight loss.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery is effective across a diverse ethnic population,

including Hispanics and non-Hispanic African-Americans. Strategies focused

on specific eating behaviors preoperatively may improve weight loss outcomes

postoperatively.

O.031 LEVEL-3 MULTIDISCIPLINARY MEDICAL WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT IMPROVES OUTCOME OF GASTRIC
BYPASS SURGERY AT 6 AND 12 MONTHS

PRESENTER: P. Patel

Co-authors: A. Hartland, A. Hollis, R. Ali, J. Aslam, S. Mirza, A. Khan

Walsall Manor Hospital, Walsall, United Kingdom

Introduction: The United Kingdom department of health recommends a 6-month

multidisciplinary specialist weight management program (Level 3) prior to bariat-

ric surgery. Evidence for this recommendation is limited. Our bariatric centre

provides a level 3-weight management program 6 months prior to bariatric

surgery since 2009.

Objectives: The aim of our observational study was to compare weight loss in two

cohorts; Roux-en-Y gastric bypass only (RYGB only) vs. Level 3-weight manage-

ment followed by RYGB (weight management).

Methods:ATotal of 110 patients were selected i.e., (n=66) RYGB only cohort and (n=
44) weight management cohort. Patients in both cohorts were matched for age (+

3 years), sex, pre-operative BMI and pre-existing co-morbidities, therefore the principle

variable being weather they undertook the medical weight management program prior

to RYGB. Patients from both cohorts were followed up at 6 and 12months (+1month)

to assess weight loss.

Results:The averageweight loss from the weightmanagement cohort vs. RYGBonly

cohort was 31 % vs. 23 % (P=0.0002) and 34 % vs. 27 % (P=0.0037) at 6 and

12 months respectively. The average absolute weight loss from the weight manage-

ment cohort vs.RYGBonly cohortwas47.9 kg vs. 33.7 kg (P=0.0006) and51.1 kg vs.
43.4 kg (P=0.12) at 6 and 12 months respectively.

Conclusion: Our observational study revealed that in our matched cohorts pa-

tients receiving medical weight management input prior to RYGB lost on average

significantly more weight at 6 and 12 months compared to RYGB only. We

recommend all bariatric centres to implement level 3-weight management pro-

gram prior to bariatric surgery.

O.032 CLINICAL BENEFIT TO GASTRIC STAPLE LINE
REINFORCEMENT IN GASTROINTESTINAL
SURGERY: A META-ANALYSIS

PRESENTER: S.A. Shikora1

Co-authors: C.B. Mahoney2

1Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, USA
2Minnesota State University, Edina, MN, USA

Introduction: At present, there are several options for reinforcing gastric staple

lines. However, there is no consensus. The purpose of this study was to use a

meta-analysis to create quantitative evidence on the efficacy of staple line

reinforcement.

Objectives: To use a meta-analysis to determine if staple line reinforcement

reduces the incidence of staple line complications and to also determine if there

are differences in the effectiveness of different reinforcement methods.

Methods: A literature search was done using PubMed of all English language

studies from 1/1/2000 through 12/31/2013. Types of reinforcement were com-

pared using a random effects model; statistical analyses were performed using

Comprehensive Meta-analysis, 2.2.064.

Results: Staple line reinforcement provided superior results compared to not

reinforcing. However, Seamguards provided worse results than no reinforcement

or oversewing. Peri-Strips resulted in superior outcomes for both leaks and

bleeds.

Leaks by Reinforcement Type

Buttress Type # study Arms # patients Rate (%)

None 86 24,331 1.92 %

Oversew 50 13,091 1.80 %

Peri-strips 23 6,552 1.10 %

Seamguard 26 2,015 2.64 %

*between buttress type differences all significant at p<0.05
Bleeds by Reinforcement Type

Buttress Type # study Arm # patients Rate (%)

None 59 46,927 2.87 %

Oversew 37 11,669 2.09 %

Peri-strips 23 7,204 1.57 %

Seamguard 19 1,637 2.38 %

*between buttress type differences all significant at p<0.05
Conclusion: These data provide evidence that staple line reinforcement reduces

leaks and bleeding. The effectiveness of different methods used to reinforce the

staple line in gastric surgery is not equal. These differences between methods in

this study are statistically significant.

O.033 ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS—REVISIONAL
VERSUS PRIMARY BARIATRIC PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: V.M. Soni

Co-authors: P. Chowbey, R. Khullar, A. Sharma, M. Baijal

Max Hospital, New Delhi, DL, India

Introduction: Revisional surgery is associated with higher morbidity.

Weight loss following revisional surgery may not be at par with the

weight loss achieved by the revised procedure performed as a primary

bariatric option. A retrospective comparison and analysis was done of

patients at the centre undergoing revisional surgery (Roux en y gastric

bypass—RYGB) with patients having the same procedure performed as

the primary bariatric surgery for obesity.

Objectives: To compare safety profile and weight loss following RYGB as a

revisional versus as a primary bariatric procedure.

Methods: Study period was from December 2009 to December 2012.

Group A were patients undergoing revisional RYGB surgery. A compara-

ble group of patients were then identified from the same surgical pool

(Group B) and matched case to case with each patient in Group A, who

underwent the RYGB as the primary bariatric procedure. The two groups

were studied for operative time, complications early and late, hospital

stay, weight loss over 1 year.

Results: Twenty-nine patients were revisions to RYGB. There was no

significant difference in the operative time, complications and hospital

stay between the revisional and primary procedure. The decrease in

BMI from 0–6 months and 0–1 year between Group A and Group B

was 5.84 and 7.49 respectively (p<0.001). The data was evaluated using the

student’s T test.

Conclusion: Roux en Y gastric bypass can be performed safely as a

revisional bariatric procedure. However weight loss following revisional

RYGB is lower compared to the same procedure being performed

primarily.
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O.034 A NOVEL METHOD FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF
GASTRIC FISTULA COMPLICATING LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: BIOLOGICAL GLUE
APPLICATION IN A COMBINED PERCUTANEOUSAND
ENDOSCOPIC APPROACH

PRESENTER: A. Assalia

Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Leakage and subsequent gastric fistula is the most dreadful com-

plication after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), which may lead to serious

morbidity and even mortality. We present herein a novel approach for the man-

agement of this severe complication.

Objectives: to assess the safety and efficacy of fibrin glue application in the setting
of gastric fistula following LSG.

Methods: Thirteen morbidly obese patients (mean age=40.8 years, mean BMI=

43.1 kg/m2) developed gastric fistula following LSG. Nine patients underwent

percutaneous drainage, one underwent operative drainage and three patients still

had the drain from the original procedure. The fistula was acute in four patients,

subacute in five and chronic in four. Nine patients underwent previous failed

endoscopic interventions. Fibrin glue (5 ml of EVICEL ) was applied percutane-

ously, thus occluding the proximal tract and the gastric orifice of the fistula, under

endoscopic visualization. A pigtail drain was left in the distal tract to monitor and

treat possible continuous leakage.

Results: There were no complications except of abdominal pain in two patients

associated with fever in one. Both resolved within 1–2 days. Fistula closure was

achieved in 11 patients (84.6 %), all of them asymptomatic. Two patients are still

awaiting repeated procedures. Closure was accomplished after a single application

in 6, 2 applications in 4 and 3 applications in one. The mean follow up period was

8.4 months (range=1–14).

Conclusion:Our experience indicates that percutaneous application of Fibrin glue

under endoscopic visualization proved to be a simple, tolerable, and effective

method for the treatment of fistula following LSG.

O.035 DEVELOPMENT OF CHOLELITIASIS AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY (SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY,
ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND GASTRIC
BANDING): INCIDENCE AND RISK FACTORS AT 7
YEAR FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER: J.E. Contreras1

Co-authors: O. Orellana2, P. Marin2, C. Santander1, J. Zamarin1, J. Bravo1, 2, I.

Court2, P. Brante2, J. Hamilton2

1Department of Surgery Medicine Faculty University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
2Division of Bariatric andMetabolic Surgery, Clı́nica SantaMarı́a, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: rapid weight loss after bariatric procedures is associated with higher
risk of cholelitiasis. Few studies with midterm follow up in population submitted to

Laparoscopic Gastric Banding (LGB) and Laparoscopic Sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG) exist.

Objectives: determine incidence and risk factors associated with cholelitiasis

development after each procedure.

Methods: retrospective cohort study. Population: patients submitted to laparo-

scopicRoux enYGastric Bypass (LRYGBP), LGBand LSGbyour teambetween

January 2006 and November 2013. Each patient submitted to clinical and

abdominal ultrasound follow up after surgery. Statistical analyses of uni

and multivariable risk factors of gallstone development including: age,

gender, preoperative body mass index (BMI), associated comorbid con-

ditions, type of bariatric procedure and percentage of excess weight loss

(%EWL) were performed.

Results:One thousand and one hundred ninety patients of the initial cohort were

submitted to follow up. Mean follow up of 25,9 (range 12–42) months.

137 (11,6 %) patients developed symptomatic cholelitiasis. Mean time of 6,2

(range 6–24) months after surgery. According to bariatric procedure: (LSG) 118

(11,6%), (LRYGBP) 19 (11,17%) and (LGB) 0 (0%) patients developed gallstone

disease. Higher risk of cholelitiasis among patients with%EWL higher than 25%.

No other significant risk factors found.

Conclusion: %EWL higher than 25 % of the initial weight is associated with

increased risk of cholelitiasis development. There are no significant differences

in incidence according to surgical procedure.

O.036 STRATEGIES FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY IN THE
“ULTRA-OBESE”

PRESENTER: M. Deitel1

Co-authors: J. Sapala2, M.H. Wood3

1Editor-in-Chief Emeritus, Obesity Surgery, North York, ON, Canada
2Brookhaven Memorial Hospital, Patchogue, Long Island, NY, USA
3Harper University Hospital, Detroit, MI, USA

Introduction: Over 43 years in our practices, 69 carefully-selected ultra-obese

patients weighing >500 lb (BMI >74 kg/m2), age 23–42 yrs, non-smokers,

underwent bariatric surgery.

Objectives: To present strategies.

Methods: Preop: 1) High-protein, low CHO diet for 2–4 weeks to shrink large liver

40 %. 2) A “planned” project (preop admission, expert surgeon, experienced

multidisciplinary team). 3) Super-large hospital gowns. 4) Heavy duty beds and

large sturdy chairs. 5) Standard VTE prophylaxis or, when indicated e.g., past

DVT, retrievable caval catheter. 6) Thorough prep under skinfolds. In operating-

room: 1) Heavy-duty operating-table, or extra support by adjustable stool under

table. 2) Plywood board widened at the waist, placed under mattress. 3) Huge

canvas mattress with multiple holding-loops for many staff lifting the patient. 4)

Very skilled anesthetist. 5) Long instruments—if laparoscopic, place ports 2–3 cm

higher or extra ports. 6) Brief or most adept operation—possibly staged,

malabsorptive preferred. 7) Decreased OR time to avoid DVT and rhabdomyol-

ysis with pressure-points padded. 8) Prolonged reverse Trendelenburg avoided,

to prevent dependent venous pooling. Postop: 1) ICU likely. 2) Early activity. 3)

Available CT table holding 500 lb.

Results:Mean preop BMI was 83 kg/m2 (74–412), with maximum weights 906 lb

(412-kg, pair-shaped female) and 607 lb (276-kg). Postop complications: five

pneumonia. Only two deaths—pulmonary emboli in 1980s. Impaired glucose,

hypertension, sleep apnea, dyslipidemia, poor mobility and gyn problems re-

solved in all.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery has been life-saving for the ultra-obese.

Though poor risk, we selected patients deemed to have a favorable chance for

survival.

O.037 BARRETT ESOPHAGUS: A POSSIBLE LONG-TERM
COMPLICATION AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Genco1

Co-authors: R. Maselli1, L. Scucchi2, G. Casella1, M. Cipriano1, G. Leone1, M.

Lorenzo3, G. Baglio4, N. Basso1, A. Redler1

1Surgical Sciences Department, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
2Histopathology Department, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
3UOML Naples, Torre Annunziata, Naples, Italy
4Epidemiology Department, ASP lazio, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is present in <1–4 % of patients. Sleeve

gastrectomy (SG) has been shown to be effective inweight loss andDMTII, but its

effect on gastroesophageal-reflux-disease (GERD) has been inconsistent.

Objectives:We investigated whether GERDafter SG could predict progression to

BE in a prospective cohort of patients. These are the early results of a prospective

ongoing evaluation.

Methods: SG patients were called and an upper endoscopy (UE) was performed

(Group-A). The control group (Group-B) was composed by obese patients, who

did not undergo bariatric-procedures. GERD-symptoms, PPI therapy and BMI

were collected. Biopsies of the “Z line” were taken. BE was histologically evalu-

ated and compared between the groups.

Results:Group-A was composed by 106 patients (mean follow-up 51 months, M/F

30/76, BMI at SG 47.3 kg/m2, follow-up BMI 31.3 kg/m2), while Group-B by 98

patients (M/F 87/11, BMI 43.5 kg/m2).
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In Group-A and Group-B GERD symptoms were present in 66 % and 55 %. An

intrathoracic sleeve migration was noted in 78 %. LA-esophagitis percentage was:

LA-B 18.8% and 22.5%, LA-C 37.7 % and 0%, LA-D 22.6% and 0%, in Group A

and Group B respectively. BE Histological diagnosis was 16.98 % in Group-A and

0.98 % in Group-B.

Conclusion:Our results show that 80% of patients submitted toSGhad amild-to-

severe esophagitis, not corresponding to reflux symptoms, and 16.9 % of them

had a histologically confirmed Barrett esophagus. Whether these results will be

confirmed, SG should be considered a reflux-inducing bariatric procedure, a very

close follow-up should be performed to avoid Barrett-related dysplasia progres-

sion and a modification in the surgical procedure should be considered.

O.038 PITFALLS IN DIAGNOSING INTERNAL HERNIATION
FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: N. Geubbels

Co-authors: Y.I. Acherman, S.C. Bruin, A.W. van de Laar

Slotervaart Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: The reported incidence rate of Internal Herniation (IH) varies: 0–

14 %. There is little explanation for this variation.

Objectives: This study aims to investigate the IH incidence defined in several

ways in a large patient cohort.

Methods: All 1,582 patients undergoing primary LRYGB at our centre between

December 2007 and September 2013 were reviewed for relaparoscopy. Clinical

signs, diagnostic tools, differential diagnosis, peroperative findings and results were

extracted and recorded in a database.

Results: One hundred and nine patients underwent relaparoscopy. Forty-one for

clinical suspicion of an IH. Forty patients (2,5 %) had an IH, 33 with clinical

suspicion and seven found coincidentally during laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Seven patients (17,5%) had clinical/radiodiagnostic signs of small bowel obstruc-

tion. This number was doubled during relaparoscopy (35 %). 18/40 patients were

considered ‘evidently IH’ during relaparoscopy, whilst in 22 patients other pathol-

ogy was present. 9/40 patients with IH were not symptom-free after

relaparoscopy. Eight patients underwent relaparoscopy for clinical suspicion of

IH, but no IH was found. They did have open mesenteric defects, which were

closed during the reintervention. All but one were symptom-free afterwards.

Conclusion: If we used the most stringent definition of IH, our incidence rate

would be 0,8%. If we use a looser definition our incidence rate would be 3%. This

clearly shows the need for a uniform definition of IH. A uniform system for

classification of IH is proposed in order to estimate the correct IH rate allowing

accurate comparisons.

O.039 LAPAROSCOPIC REVISION OF VERTICAL BANDED
GASTROPLASTY: COMPARISON OF ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS AND SINGLE ANASTOMOSIS
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: Y. Lin2, 1

Co-authors: W. Lee2, A.M. Almulaifi2, K. Ser2, J. Chen2

1Kaohsiung Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
2Min-Sheng General Hospital, Taoyuan, Taiwan

Introduction: Currently VBG has been abandoned owing to the poor long-term

weight loss and complications. Many studies showed the result of revision to

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB). Laparoscopic single anasto-

mosis gastric bypass (LSAGB) has the advantage of fewer anastomosis.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to review and compare the results of the

revision surgery for failed VBG in a single program.

Methods: Between April 2001 and March 2013, 86 patients received revisional

surgeries for failed VBG were retrospectively reviewed.

Results: Fifty-three (61.6 %) were converted to LMGB, 20 (23.3 %) were con-

verted to LRYGB, 8 (9.3 %) were converted to laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy,

four needed twice revisional surgery and one was converted to laparoscopic

duodeno-jejunal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy. Mean age, preoperative

weight, and body mass index before revisional surgery were 40.09 years,

95.68 kg, and 36.42 kg/m2, respectively. Early postoperative complication rate

was 15.1 %. Surgical mortality was nil. And BMI at 6 months, 1 and 2 years were

29.87, 28.43, and 27.62 kg/m2, respectively. In comparison between revision to

LSAGB and LRYGB, the postop BMI, weight loss, hospital stay, blood loss and

complication were not significantly different. But operative time was significant

shorter in LSAGB group than in LRYGB group (154.06 vs 207.75 minutes,

p<0.01).
Conclusion: Our study shows that laparoscopic revision of VBG to LSAGB and

LRYGB are both feasible procedures that can provide comparable outcomes.

LSAGB can be done in shorter operative time.

O.040 THE IMPACT OF SUPER MORBID OBESITY
(PREOPERATIVE BMI >50) ON SHORT TERM
POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: K. Nadesakumaran1, 2

Co-authors: C.E. Brathwaite2, A. Barkan2, K. Hall2, J. Karas2

1Stony Brook School of Medicine, Stony Brook, NY, USA
2Winthrop University Hospital, Mineola, NY, USA

Introduction: Bariatric Surgery has been shown to improve associated health

conditions and mortality of morbid obesity. However, Super Morbidly Obesity,

body mass index (BMI) 50 Kg/m2 has been associated with increased complica-

tions after bariatric surgery.

Objectives: Assess short term outcome and the risk of complications in patients

with BMI50 (Group I) vs. those with BMI<50 (Group II) who underwent bariatric

surgery at our Center of Excellence.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed our prospectively collected database for

the 6 year period starting 2008. Complications occurring within 30 days were

assessed. Operations included Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (laparoscopic, robotic,

or open), laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding, laparoscopic sleeve gastrec-

tomy, and revisions. Complications included readmissions, emergency room

visits and all inpatient and outpatient complications.

Results: Of 1,887 patients identified, 439 (141 males and 298 females) were in

Group I and 1448 (290males and 1,158 females) inGroup II. Group I had a higher

incidence of preoperative hypertension 60.14 % vs 52.28 % (P=.004) as well as
OSA (P<.001). Group II had a significantly higher number of females and inci-

dence of GERD. There was no significant difference between the groups in

regard to diabetes mellitus or age. Group I had 12 complications (2.7 %) and

Group II 69 complications (4.8 %) p=.066.
Conclusion: Even with an increased incidence of comorbidities, BMI50 did not

appear to increase complications in our population. Improved technology and

surgical technique may have played a role. Preoperative BMI should not be an

independent contraindication to bariatric surgery given the potential benefits of

reduced morbidity and mortality.

O.041 USE OF BARIATRIC SELF-EXPANDABLE METAL
STENTS FOR THE TREATMENT OF STAPLE LINE
LEAKAGE FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY–CASE SERIES

PRESENTER: M. Shnell

Co-authors: S. Fishman, H. Zamir, E. Santo

Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center, Tel Aviv, Israel

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is gaining popularity as a treat-

ment for obesity. This procedure is prone to some complications, including staple

line leak, sleeve stricture and bleeding. Several therapeutic approaches have

been suggested for staple line leaks but limited data is available regarding the

safety and efficacy of each technique.

Objectives: Describe a single tertiary center experience using bariatric designed,

self-expandablemetallic stents (BSEMS) for the treatment of post-operative leaks.
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Methods: We reviewed the medical records and imaging studies of consecutive

patients diagnosed with staple line leakage between June 2012 and December

2013 and treated with BSEMS.

Either the Hanaro stent (MI-Tech, Seoul, Korea) with a length of 18–24 cm or the

Niti-S stent (Teawoong, Seoul, Korea) with a length of 18 or 23 cm were used.

Results: Twenty six patients were referred to our clinic and treated with BSEMS. The

average treatment duration was 28 days. Success, defined as avoiding further

surgical intervention, removal of external drain tubes, weaning off TPN and resuming

oral diet was achieved in 65 %. A higher rate of 81 % was reached when excluding

five patients in which the stent was removed less than 2 weeks after insertion.

In eight patients endoscopic fistule closure was achieved and in seven patients

reposition was needed due to migration.

Severe adverse event were noted in five patients that mandated early removal:

four patients with severe intolerance and one patient with severe upper gastroin-

testinal bleeding.

Conclusion:BSEMS isasafeandeffective treatment for staple line leak followingLSG.

O.042 INFLUENCE ON CENTERS EXPERIENCE ON
PATIENTS OUTCOME AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY—DATA ANALYSIS FROM THE QUALITY
ASSURANCE STUDYOF THE SURGICAL TREATMENT
OF OBESITY IN GERMANY

PRESENTER: C.E. Stroh1

Co-authors: R. Weiner2, K. Ludwig3, S. Wolff4, C. Knoll5, T. Manger1, T. Obesity

Surgery Working Group1, C. Obesity1

1SRH Wald-Klinikum Gera, Strasse des Friedens 122, Gera, Germany
2Hospital Sachsenhausen Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany
3Hospital Rostock Südstadt, Rostock, Germany
4University Hospital Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany
5Statconsult Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany

Introduction: Since January 1st 2005, the situation of bariatric surgery has been

examined in Germany. All data are registered prospectively in cooperation with

the Institute of quality assurance in surgery at the Otto-von-Guericke University

Magdeburg as German Bariatric Surgery Registry (GBSR).

Objectives: The data registration occurs in an internet online data bank. Data

collection has been started in 2005 and certification of centers in 2009. Partici-

pation at the quality assurance study is obligate for certificated centers and

voluntary for all other hospitals.

Methods:Since 2005 27 264 patients were operated in nine centres of reference,

26 centres of competence and 102 non certificated hospitals. Mean hospital

volume was for non-certificated centres 20 operations, for competence centres

52 operations and for reference centres 160 procedures per year.

Results: Intraoperative, general and specific postoperative complication rate was

significant higher in non-certificated hospitals than in certificated. Postoperative

complication rate in certificated reference centres was for all procedures with 3.0 %

for general and 2.5 % for specific complications significant lower than for These at

other hospitals. Same results were detected for mortality rate which was 0.17 % in

reference, 0.26 in competence and 0.27 % in non-certificated hospitals. Follow up

ratewas in non-certificated centres 31%and in certificated reference centres 71.3%.

Conclusion: Data show a lower incidence on postoperative complications and a

lower mortality in centres with a hospital volume of more than 100 operations per

year. The data suggest that especially for bariatric and metabolic surgery the expe-

rience of the hospital and the hospital volume reduces morbidity and mortality rates.

O.043 IMPROVED INSULIN SENSITIVITY FOLLOWING
BARIATRIC SURGERY: ROLE OF VISCERAL AND
PERIPHERAL ECTOPIC FAT

PRESENTER: A. Auclair

Co-authors: J. Martin, M. Bastien, J. Harvey, L. Biertho, S. Marceau, S. Lebel, F.

Hould, O. Lescelleur, S. Biron, F. Moustarah, P. Poirier

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec, Quebec,

QC, Canada

Introduction:After bariatric surgery, insulin resistance improved (within days) with

further improvements suggesting weight-independent and weight-dependent

mechanisms on insulin sensitivity.

Objectives: Measure the effect of biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch

(BPD-DS) surgery on body fat mobilization/distribution and on cardiometabolic

profile. Examine whether changes in fat mobilization is associated with improve-

ment in insulin sensitivity at 6 and 12 months after BPD-DS.

Methods: Anthropometric, computed tomography scans and cardiometabolic pro-

filewere performedbefore, at 6 and 12months in patientswho underwent BPD-DS

surgery (n=40) and in severely obese controls (n=22). Anthropometric and car-

diometabolic profile were also performed 24 hours and 5 days after BPD-DS.

Results:HOMA-IR decreased at 5 days (38.5±54.7 %; p<0.003). Visceral adipose
tissue (VAT) (61.7±17.4 %), mid-thigh low-density muscle (33.0±13.8 %) and

intermuscular adipose tissue (IMAT) (51.9±19.0 %) decreased at 12 months (all;

p<0.001). Multivariate regression showed that reduction in HOMA-IR after 5 days

mostly predicts (54.7% for non-diabetic and 78.1% for diabetic) 6months changes

in HOMA-IR (p<0.001). Six months reduction of mid-thigh low-density muscle in

non-diabetic patient and VAT in diabetic patients explained respectively 12.5% and

14.5 % the 6 months changes of HOMA-IR (both; p=0.02). In diabetic patients,

there was an additive benefit of mid-thigh IMAT modulation explaining 22.2 % of

HOMA-IR variation between 6 and 12 months.

Conclusion: This imaging study describes a weight-independent and weight-

dependent mechanisms involved in BPD-DS-improvement in insulin sensitivity

through first caloric restriction with further improvement explained by loss of

visceral and peripheral ectopic fat.

O.044 DIABETES REMISSION AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC
DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH: LONG-TERM
OUTCOMES

PRESENTER: S. Beaulieu-Truchon

Co-authors: F. Hould, P.Marceau, L. Biertho, S.Marceau,O. Lescelleur, S. Lebel,

F. Moustarah, S. Biron

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec, Québec, QC,

Canada

Introduction: Long-term data are missing to ensure optimal use of biliopancreatic

diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) as treatment for type 2 diabetes

mellitus (T2DM) in severely obese patients.

Objectives:Establish long-term rates of remission and recurrence of diabetes after

BPD-DS in T2DM patients with severe obesity and identify predictive factors.

Methods: A retrospective study of T2DM patients with body mass index (BMI)

35 kg/m2 who underwent BPD-DS between 2006 and 2011 was conducted.

Remission of T2DM was defined as glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c)<6.5 % and

fasting plasma glucose (FPG)<7.0 mmol/L in the absence of treatment.

Results: Patients were categorized into three groups: 1–abnormal glucose values

without treatment (n=102, HbA1c 6.6±0.4 %, BMI 53.1±9.3 kg/m2, age 43.6±

9.8 years), 2–receiving oral hypoglycemic agents (n=384, HbA1c 7.0±1.2 %, BMI

51.3±8.1 kg/m2, age 46.2±9.5 years), 3–injecting insulin (n=179, HbA1c 8.2±1.6%,

BMI 51.2±7.4 kg/m2, age 48.3±8.1 years). Follow-up time was 54±21 months

(range: 4 to 96 months). One year postoperatively, HbA1c was 5.2±0.6 % and BMI

was 32.0±6.0 kg/m2 for the whole cohort and remained stable during follow-up. The

cumulative 8 year remission/recurrence rates were: group 1=95 %/1 %, group 2=

94%/1%andgroup3=79%/7%.Durationof diabetes, typeof therapy, excessweight

andHbA1cwere preoperative predictors of remission of T2DM.For each increment of

1 % of preoperative HbA1c, the odds of remission were reduced by 28.5 %.

Conclusion: BPD-DS is an effective long-term treatment for T2DM severely

obese patients and should be considered before disease progression.

O.047 PROPHYLACTIC IMPACT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETES IN A
POPULATION-BASED COHORT

PRESENTER: O. Khan2

Co-authors: H. Booth1, M. Reddy2, T. Prevost1, J. Charlton1, P. Littlejohns1, M.

Ashworth1, A. Dregan1, M.C. Gulliford1
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Introduction: There have been few population-based studies of bariatric surgery

with long-term follow-up.

Objectives:To evaluate the effect of bariatric surgery on type 2 diabetes incidence
in a large population-based cohort.

Methods: A population-based cohort study was implemented using primary care

electronic health records from the UK Clinical Practice Research Datalink. There

were 1,995 non-diabetic obese individuals who underwent bariatric surgery,

including laparoscopic gastric banding, laparoscopic gastric bypass or sleeve

gastrectomy, between 2000 and 2010. Two comparison groups were used:

447,469 non-diabetic obese individuals without a bariatric surgery and a sub-

group of 11,773 propensity score matched controls. The incidence of type 2

diabetes, from clinical diagnoses and therapy records, was evaluated following

surgery in a time to event framework adjusting for age, sex, body mass index

(BMI), comorbidities and cardiovascular risk factors.

Results: The bariatric surgery cohort were 84 % female, mean (SD) age 44 (10)

years, and mean (SD) BMI 43.0 (7.7) Kg/m2. The comparison cohort was 58 %

female, mean age 49 (16) years, andmeanBMI 34.5 (4.7) Kg/m2. Propensity score

matching gave a control sample that was similar to surgery cases with respect to

age, gender, BMI and comorbidity. There were 29 new diabetes diagnoses during

follow-up followingBSand33,278 in controls. The adjusted hazard ratio for diabetes

incidence was 0.18 (0.11 to 0.27, P<0.001) in comparison with population controls

and 0.16 (0.10 to 0.26, P<0.001) in comparison with propensity matched controls.

Conclusion: In a population-based cohort, bariatric surgery is associated with

fewer new diabetes diagnoses up to 6 years after surgery.

O.048 7 YEARS OF MINI GASTRIC BYPASS IN TYPE 2
DIABETES PATIENTS WITH A BMI OF <35 KG/M2

PRESENTER: K.S. Kular

Co-authors: N. Manchanda, G.K. Cheema

Kular College & Hospital, Ludhiana, PB, India

Introduction:Mini Gastric Bypass (MGB) is coming up as a metabolically strong,

safe, simple and reversible procedure for Type 2 Diabetics with morbidly obesity.

The long term data about its effects in BMI less than 35 kg/m2 is scarce.

Objectives:This study demonstrates the7 year results ofMGB in lowBMI patients.

Methods: From Feb 2007 to Feb 2014, total 1,468 patients underwent MGB.983

(67 %) patients had Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM). Out of these 128 patients

(82 females and 46 males) had BMI between 30 and 35 kg/m2. The mean age

was 41.6±10.2 years. Retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data was

done for disease duration, family history, medication use, remission, biochemical

indicators including fasting plasma glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin. Re-

mission of T2DM was defined by HbA1C<6.0 % without medication.

Results: Preoperative: BMI 33.4.1±3.3 kg/m2, waist circumference 104.5±

8.2 cm, C-peptide 3.4±1.2 ng/ml, and duration of T2DM6.5±3.1 years. Complete

remission was achieved in 64 % at 1 year,67 % at 2 years and 54 % at 7 years.

The mean HbA1c decreased from 10.7±1.5 to 6.2±0.5 % in 1 year, 5.4±1.2 % in

3 years and 5.7±1.8 in 7 years. A pre-operative duration of T2DM greater than

10 years was shown to significantly reduce the chance of remission (52%). There

was a positive family history of T2DM in 74 (58 %). No mortality was seen, but

1.6 % patients experienced major complications.

Conclusion: Mini Gastric Bypass significantly decreases HbA1C in T2DM

patients with BMI <35 kg/m2. Early intervention in low BMI patients yields

better remission.

O.051 QUALITY OF LIFE FOLLOWING METABOLIC
SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS

PRESENTER: W. Lee

Co-authors: J. Chen, K. Ser, J. Tsou, S. Chen, Y. Lee

Min-Sheng General Hospital, Taoyuan, Taiwan

Introduction: Emerging evidence has shown that metabolic surgery ameliorates

type 2 diabetes (T2DM) in mildly obese patients (BMI<35 kg/m2).

Objectives:We investigated the change of quality of life after metabolic surgery in

patients with T2DM and BMI 25–35 kg/m2.

Methods: Eighty-six diabetic patients with BMI<35 but >25 Kg/m2 were examined

for the influenceofmetabolic surgery at 1 year after surgery. Eighty-six health persons

matched in sex and age were as a control group. We measured Gastrointestinal

Quality of life index (GIQLI), a 36-item questionnaire divided into three domains of

general health and one domain of specific symptoms, before and 12 months after

surgery.

Results: Preoperative BMI and HbA1C were 30.7±2.8 Kg/m2 and 9.3±2.1 %,

respectively. The GIQLI score in T2DM patients before surgery showed a

significant impairment comparing to the normal control (109.2±20.0 to

123.2±14.8, p<0.01). One year after surgery, BMI and HbA1C were 24.3

±2.3 Kg/m2 and 6.2±1.1 %, with a complete remission rate of 65 %. The

GIQLI score increased to 116.3±14.2 points with improvements in all

three domains of general health (social, physical and emotional function)

but deterioration in the domain of specific symptoms, including pain,

bloating, flatulence, belching, etc.

Conclusion: Diabetes remission after metabolic surgery improved the general

quality of life but patients may develop some specific gastro-intestinal symptoms

surgery.

O.052 BRANCHED-CHAIN AMINO ACIDS METABOLITES
CAN PREDICT TYPE II DIABETES REMISSION 1-YEAR
AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Mor

Co-authors: P. Shantavasinkul, P. Omotosho, A. Torquati

Duke Surgery, Durham, NC, USA

Introduction: Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) and related metabolites are

strongly associated with insulin resistance and type II diabetes (T2DM) and are

prognostic for development of T2DM.

Objectives: In obese diabetic population, we evaluated BCAAs and their metabo-

lites changes after Laparoscopic Roux-en-YGastric Bypass (LRYGB) compared to

matched subjects who undergo Diabetes Support and Education program (DSE).

We wanted also to identify baseline metabolic markers that can predict among the

LRYGB candidates who will be responder and who won’t be responder regarding

T2DM remission.

Methods: In a prospective cohort study, we studied preoperatively and at 1-year 60

morbidly obese subjects (BMI 41.6±4.7 kg/m2) with T2DM. Twenty-nine patients

underwent laparoscopic LRYGB and 31 patients received 1-year of DSE. Diabetes

remission was defined as fasting glucose <126 mg/dl and HbA1c <6.5 % and off of

anti-diabetic medications.

Results: Valine, Leucine-Isoleucine, Glycine, Phenylalanine, Tyrosine and C3-

and C5-acylcarnitines levels were reduced 1-year after LRYGB (p<0.001), but
not after DSE. Logistic Regression showed that baseline C5-acylcarnitine levels

can predict diabetes remission 1-year after LRYGB independent of the amount of

weight lost (p<0.04).
Conclusion: In a population of diabetic obese patients, BCAAs and their metab-

olites significantly decreases after LRYGB, but not after usual medical care plus

DSE. This is also the first evidence that a BCCAs metabolite can predict who will

be responder and who won’t be responder regarding T2DM remission after

LRYGB.

O.053 MIDTERM RESULTS OF REVERSIBLE VAGAL NERVE
BLOCKING (VBLOC) IN OBESE PATIENTS
SUFFERING FROM TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
(T2DM): THE DM2 STUDY

PRESENTER: S.A. Shikora1

Co-authors: J. Toouli2, M. Herrera3, B. Kulseng5, R. Brancatisano6, L. Kow2, J.

Pablo3, G. Johnsen4, B. Anthony6, K. Tweden7, M. Knudson7, C. Billington8

1Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, USA
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2Adelaide Bariatric Center, Flinders Private Hospital, Bedford Park, SA, Australia
3Instituto Nacional de la Nutricion, Salvador Zubiran (INNSZ), Mexico City, DF,

Mexico
4Center for Obesity, St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim, Norway
5St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim, Norway
6Institute of Weight Control, Baulkham Hills, NSW, Australia
7EnteroMedics Inc., St Paul, MN, USA
8University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota Veterans’ Administration Med-

ical Center, Minneapolis, USA

Introduction: The 12 month results of 26 morbidly obese subjects with T2DM

treated with VBLOC therapy were previously reported. Statistically significant

weight loss and improvements in blood sugars and systolic blood pressure were

demonstrated. Herein we report the 36-month midterm analysis.

Objectives: To evaluate the 36 month effects of VBLOC Therapy on morbidly

obese subjects with T2DM.

Methods: In this open-label study, 28 morbidly obese subjects with T2DM were

implanted with the VBLOC device (Maestro Rechargeable System). The percent

excess weight loss (%EWL), and the effects on HbA1c, fasting plasma glucose

(FPG), waist circumference (WC), and blood pressure were recorded at protocol

intervals.

Results: Twenty-eight subjects, mean BMI 37 kg/m2 (29.6–44.8), mean age

50.9 years (31–64) were implanted. Seventeen were women. All had T2DM,

mean HbA1c=7.8 % (6.1–10.2). Eighteen patients presented for their 36 month

visit. Compared with baseline values: %EWL was 24.3+3.9 % (p<0.0001).
Results are shown in table:

Parameter N Baseline 36 Month Change P

Weight (kg) 18 106.8±3.1 97.8±3.4 – 8.8±1.7 <0.0001

HbA1c (%) 17 7.6±0.3 7.0±0.3 – 0.6±0.3 <0.04

FPG (mg/dL) 17 155.6±9.2 131.5±7.5 – 24.0±8.8 <0.02

WC (cm) 14 121.4±2.2 1 14.4±2.1 – 7.0±2.5 <0.02

MAP (mmHg) 10 98.6±2.8 91.3±4.1 – 7.3±4.5 <0.14

Mean+S.E.

There were no significant complications or untoward events.

Conclusion: Reversible vagal nerve blocking with the implantable Maestro Re-

chargeable System results in medically meaningful weight loss as well as im-

provement in diabetes control in obese subjects with T2DM. Most significantly,

the benefits are sustainable to at least 36 months after implant.

O.054 COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY, DUODENAL-JEJUNAL BYPASS AND
ILEAL TRANSPOSITION FOR TYPE II DIABETES

PRESENTER: D. Tong

Co-authors: K.K. Lai, N. Lee, K.T. Can, S. Law

The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy (SG), duodenal jejunal bypass (DJB) and ileal

transposition (IT) have been reported to be effective for the treatment of T2DM.

Objectives: It is unknownwhich procedure has a stronger anti-diabetic effect. The
purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of these novel

procedures.

Methods: SG, DJB, ITand sham operation of each procedure were performed in

10–12 weeks old Goto-Kakizaki rats, a spontaneous non-obese model of T2DM.

The glucose homeostasis effect was evaluated by measuring fasting glucose

(FBG) and glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c). Gut hormonal profiles and lipid

absorption were also examined. Rats were observed for 1 year.

Results: All three procedures had significant lower FBG when compared to the

respective sham groups. DJB and IT had lower FBG than SG (SG vs DJB, p=
0.023; SGvs IT, p=0.009)whereas DJB and IT had a similar FBG level, p=0.678.
For HbA1c, all procedures had lower levels than the respective sham groups,

p<0.001. The HbA1c of SG rebounded on 8th week whereas HbA1c of DJB and

IT remained at low level. SG had a significant higherHbA1c level thanDJB and IT,

p<0.001 while DJB and IT had a similar level, p=0.685.
GLP-1 and PYY were raised in DJB and ITwhereas GIP level increased in DJB.

All three procedures have different lipid absorption profile.

Conclusion: SG, DJB and IT all had anti-diabetic effect. DJB and IT had more

potent anti-diabetic effect than SG. Each procedure has different effects on

metabolic diseases and their clinic application deserve individual consideration.

O.055 RESOLUTION OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC ILEAL INTERPOSITION
WITH SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN PTS WITH TYPE-2
DIABETES MULTI–CENTER STUDY

PRESENTER: S. Ugale1

Co-authors: A. Celik2

1Kirloskar Hospital, Hyderabad, India
2Alman Hastanesi, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Diabetic nephropathy is the leading cause of chronic kidney dis-

ease, and associated with increased cardiovascular mortality. 30–40 % of dia-

betics develop nephropathy.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the regression of nephrop-

athy in poorly controlled type-2 diabetics, by laparoscopic ileal interposition

with sleeve gastrectomy, through better glycemic control, even in non-obese

patients.

Methods: This was a retrospective, 2-center study in 60 patients treated at

Kirloskar Hospital, Hyderabad, India and at Alman Hastanesi, Istanbul, Turkey.

Forty-nine were men and 11 women. Mean age was 50.7 years (22–70). Mean

BMI was 33.8 kg/m2 (23.5–51). Insulin therapy was been used by 41 %

of the patients. Mean duration of T2DM was 11.5 years (3–32). Mean

HbA1c was 9.2 % (6.1–15.8). Microalbuminuria (30–299 g/min) was

diagnosed in 47 % of the patients and macroalbuminuria (>300 g/min)

in 53 %. The mean clearance of creatinine was 62.2 mL/min (33–128).

Forty-eight percent of the patients had creatinine clearance 60 mL/min.

Arterial hypertension present in 66 %.

Results:Mean post-operative follow-up was 14 months (12–60). Mean postoper-

ative BMI was 25.2 kg/m2 (19.8–34.5). Mean HbA1c was 6.9 % (5.2–9.6).

Overall, 52.4 % of the patients achieved remission of T2DM. Microalbuminuria

was normalized in 89 %. Macro-albuminuria persisted in 8.6 %. The mean

clearance of creatinine was 98 mL/min (48–120). Arterial hypertension was

controlled in 90 % of the patients.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic IISG seems to be a promising procedure to control

diabetic nephropathy, possibly through remission of micro-albuminuria and

T2DM.

O.056 SHORT VS. LONG BILIOPANCREATIC LIMB GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR TREATMENT OF T2DM. RANDOMIZED
CONTROLLED STUDY

PRESENTER: L. Venclauskas1

Co-authors: S. Johannes2, A. Ernst3, A. Trudnikov4, A. Maleckas1

1Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Department of Surgery, Kaunas,

Lithuania
2Schon Klinika, Hamburg Eilbek, Adipositas Klinik, Hamburg, Germany,

Hamburg, Germany
3Stadtisches Klinikum Karlsruhe, Klinik fur Allgemein- und Visceralchirurgie,

Karlsruhe, Germany
4East Tallinn Central Hospital, Center of Genaral Surgery, Tallinn, Estonia,

Tallinn, Estonia

Introduction: The influence of biliopancreatic limb (BP) length on remission of

T2DM after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is still unclear. No randomized

controlled trials have been done yet.

Objectives: To investigate the effect of variations in the length of BP on the rate of

remission of T2DM in obese patients undergoing RYGB surgery.
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Methods: During the period 2010.09–2013.09 67 obese patients (BMI 35–50)

with T2DM who underwent RYGB surgery were included into the multicenter

randomized controlled study. The patients were divided into two groups: BP–

50 cm (34 pts) and BP–150 cm (33 pts). Length of alimentary limb was the same

in both groups–100 cm. The age, sex, BMI, duration of diabetes and surgery,

inhospital stay, use of antidiabetic medications, decrease of HbA1C and fasting

glucose level (FGL), postoperative complications and remission of diabetes

(HbA1c5.6 %, FGL5.6 mmol/l.) were analyzed and compared between groups.

Results: There were no significant differences between groups in patient charac-

teristics before surgery. Sixty (89.5%) patients reached 12months follow-up. The

%EWLwas significantly higher in the BP 150 cm group compared with BP 50 cm

group (76.5% vs. 64.9%; p=0.026). The HbA1C and FGL decreased similarly in

both groups. Percentage of patients without antidiabetic medications (83.3 % vs.

66.7%) and complete remission of T2DM (58.3% vs. 33.3%)were superior inBP

150 cm group, however, did not reach significant difference.

Conclusion: Patients with BP limb 150 cm had significantly higher %EWL and

better T2DM complete remission rates.

O.057 EVALUATION AND PREVENTION OF LEAN BODY
MASS LOSS FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: N. Di Lorenzo

Co-authors: D. Zuccaro, E. Picone, F. Perrone, P. Gentileschi, A.L. Gaspari

Università di Roma Tor Vergata, Roma, Italy

Introduction: Rapid weight loss following bariatric surgery is negatively associat-

ed to relevant lean body mass loss.

Objectives: Aim of our the study is to evaluate significant variations of sarcopenia

in patients undergoing Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG) and Gastric By-Pass (GBP).

Methods:We evaluated muscle contraction by MuscleLab, Mass body composi-

tion and patient hydration using X-ray densitometry and dual-beam

Bioimpedance, preoperatively (T0) and at 4 months after surgery (T1) in 15 SG

and 15 GBP patients.

Results: GBP: at T0 we had BCMI (Index Sarcopenia average) 13.5, AF (average

contractile force) 1375.9 N, AP (Power contractile average) 670 A; T1 values were

respectively : BCMI 10.35 ( T0–T123.3 %), AF 809.6 N ( T0–T141 %), AP 353A (

T0–T1 47.3 %). SG: at T0 BCMI 14.5, AF 1734 N, AP 976 A; at T1: BCMI 12.65 (

T0–T112.7), AF 1281 N ( T0–T126.1 %), AP 579.1 A ( T0–T1 40.6 %).

Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that condition of sarcopenia in obese sub-

jects is exacerbated after the significant weight loss following bariatric surgery.

GBP seems associated with a most relevant loss of lean body mass.

Physical exercise based on isometric contraction in the preoperatively time and

isotonic and isokinetic contraction postoperatively are indicated to prevent and

reduce the described negative effect of relevant weight loss associated with

bariatric surg.

O.058 IMPACT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY ON PREGNANCY
OUTCOMES

PRESENTER: R. Motallebzadeh1

Co-authors: V. Devi2, V. Acharya2, P. Jambulingam2

1Cambridge University, Cambridge, United Kingdom
2Luton & Dunstable Hospital, Luton, United Kingdom

Introduction: Morbidly obese women are at increased risk of obstetric complica-

tions with associated poor neonatal outcomes. Bariatric surgery is currently the

most effective method for significant and sustained weight loss. Calorific restric-

tion and nutritional deficiencies after bariatric surgery may adversely affect fetal

growth.

Objectives: The aim of our study was to determine maternal and neonatal

outcomes after bariatric surgery.

Methods: A retrospective review of 255 women of reproductive age (18–45 years)

that underwent laparoscopic bariatric surgery (Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, sleeve

gastrectomy or gastric band insertion) at a single-center between 2005 and 2013

was conducted. Maternal outcome measures included incidence of gestational

diabetes, pre-eclampsia, pregnancy-induced hypertension, and cesarean delivery.

Neonatal outcome measures included premature delivery (<37 weeks gestation),

low birth weight (<2.5 kg), macrosomia (>4.5 kg), and presence of neural tube

defects.

Results: Ten women who had 12 pregnancies to term after undergoing bariatric

surgery were identified. No patients required fertility treatment prior to pregnancy

but one patient had two miscarriages before Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. Six

pregnancies (50 %) occurred in the first 2 years after surgery. Mean maternal

age at time of delivery was 35 years (range 29–42). Only one patient had

pregnancy-induced hypertension. Cesarean delivery rate was 4 of 12 pregnan-

cies (33 %) compared to 24.5 % in an aged-matched control group (p=0.47).
There were no preterm births but one child was born with low birth weight. There

were no cases of macrosomia, neural tube defects or perinatal deaths.

Conclusion: Pregnancy after bariatric surgery is safe with no adverse fetal out-

comes or pregnancy complications.

O.060 GASTROESOPHAGEAL MOTILITY AND REFLUX
FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: PRELIMINARY DATA

PRESENTER: C.E. Sheppard1

Co-authors: D.C. Sadowski2, C.C. de Gara2, S. Karmali1, 2, D.W. Birch1, 2

1Centre for the Advancement of Minimally Invasive Surgery, Edmonton, AB,

Canada
2University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction:Significant symptoms of heartburn tend to develop after laparoscop-

ic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Despite the removal of acid-producing cells, symp-

tom management involves acid reduction. In contrast, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass (LRYGB) has been known to reduce/resolve reflux symptoms.

Objectives: The objectives will be to determine the refluxate pH and gastrointes-

tinal motility from patients following LSG and LRYGB to detect if reflux symptoms

are due to the anatomical modifications alone, altered gastroesophageal motility

or significant weight loss following surgery.

Methods: A prospective cohort study of eight non-diabetic obese patients under-

going LSG or LRYGB underwent a comparison of manometry, 24 h pH and

impedance, gastric emptying, gastrin serum level, endoscopy, gastrointestinal

symptom and quality of life questionnaires before, 3 and 9 months following

surgery.

Results: Preliminary data was collected for 5 LRYGB and 3 LSG female patients

at 3 month follow-up. Patients were 46.0±3.3 years of age with an initial BMI of

47.5±1.5 kg/m2. Acid reflux and gastric pH significantly decreased after LRYGB

(p<0.05), while non-acid reflux increased after LSG. Motility remained stable

after surgery (LRYGB, LSG): peristalsis (88%,78%), lower esophageal sphincter

(LES) pressure (23 mmHg, 28 mmHg), and LES residual pressure (13 mmHg,

9 mmHg). Gastrin serum levels also remained stable (70 pg/mL, 63 pg/mL).

However, gastric emptying significantly increased (p<0.001). A significant in-

crease in quality of life after surgery was observed (p<0.05); however, with no

difference in gastrointestinal symptoms.

Conclusion: Trends emerging from our preliminary data suggest that reflux

symptoms are due to increasing alkaline reflux episodes. Gastroesophageal

motility and acid production do not seem to be causal factors. Additional recruit-

ment is necessary to substantiate these trends, and identify the appropriate

postoperative reflux treatment method.

O.061 LAGB: HOW TO GET THE BEST RESULTS

PRESENTER: F. Bellini1

Co-authors: P. Pizzi2, M. Tarantini1, M. Vignoni1

1Bariatric Unit, Azienda Ospedaliera Desenzano, Desenzano, Italy
2Policlinico Di Monza, Monza, Italy

Introduction: LAGB is a simple and safe bariatric procedure, that produces

significant weight loss and resolution of metabolic syndrome. Some reports have

suggested disappointing long-term results, but the weight loss results and
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complications are strictly related to the right selection of the patients, the surgical

technique and the follow up.

Objectives: The aim of our study is to emphasize that in our experience, the best

results of Gastric Band are strictly related to the patient selection, the surgical

technique and patient behavior.

Methods: The outcomes after LAGB are not casual, but the result of a well planned

bariatric activity:accurate patient selection, standardized laparoscopic technique,

experienced surgical team, well-engineered device and rigorous long-term follow-up.

Results: From 2002 to 2013, 3.410 patients underwent LAGB placements

(Heliogast System). Procedures were rigorously performed by two surgical teams:

“two-step” technique, band fixation and the meticulous follow up. Demographic

characteristics, preoperative conditions, surgical details, operative time, morbidity,

mortality, weight loss and complications were reviewed retrospectively. Preopera-

tive BMI was 42,1 for male and 41.6 for female. Conversion rate: 3 (0,08 %), local

impediment 2 (0,07 %), slippage 159 (4,66 %), band erosion 14 (0,41 %), trocar

hernia 30 (0,87 %), port disconnection or leaking 46 (1,30 %), poor weight loss 221

(6,48%), band removal for psychological intolerance 19 (0,55%). Followup77%at

7 years. Mean EWL at 7 years: 54,7 % for female, 51.6 % for male.

Conclusion: Patients who are not committed to making long-term lifestyle chang-

es should not be recruited for restrictive procedure. We assume that combining

some simple technical artifices, we can achieve and maintain EWL>50%, with a

low rate of complications. Themore procedures performed in a hospital, the lower

the risk of serious complications, likewise more-experienced surgeons and qual-

ified multidisciplinary team fared better in terms of long term results.

O.062 FIVE-YEAR PSYCHOLOGICAL OUTCOMES AMONG
MORBIDLY OBESE ADOLESCENTS UNDERGOING
LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING

PRESENTER: N.R. Obeid1

Co-authors:C.Kanter2,B.F.Schwack1,M.S.Kurian1,C.J.Ren-Fielding1,G.A.Fielding1

1New York University Medical Center, New York, NY, USA
2New York University School of Medicine, New York, NY, USA

Introduction: Adolescent obesity is widespread in the US. Bariatric surgery is an

effective treatment, including laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB).

Few studies have investigated psychological outcomes after LAGB among

adolescents.

Objectives: To investigate the postoperative trends of psychological outcomes

among morbidly obese adolescents undergoing LAGB.

Methods: All morbidly obese patients aged 14–17 years who were enrolled in an

FDA-approved trial for LAGB were included, with 1–5 year follow-up. Patients

were seen annually with the bariatric team and child psychologist. Validated

psychological surveys were administered. Primary outcomes included self-

esteem, depression, anxiety, body image, quality of life (QOL), cognitive/

academic function, family/peer support, and eating habits.

Results: There were 97 patients, with mean age 15.6 years, 68 % female, 75 %

Caucasian, and mean preoperative BMI 47.8 kg/m2. Global assessment of

function (GAF) significantly improved (71.4 preop vs. 74.4 at 5 years, p-value=
0.037), as did self-esteem (13.2 preop vs. 15.2 at 5 years,p-value=< 0.0001) and

depression (10.9 preop vs. 8.4 at 5 years, p-value=0.032). Anxiety (p-value=
0.0008), body image (p-value=< 0.0001), QOL (p-value=< 0.0001), and aca-

demic performance (p-value=0.01) were positively influenced. Family communi-

cation did not improve, although this measure was already normal at baseline.

Parent and peer support (p-values=0.018 and 0.049, respectively), as well as

eating habits (p-value=< 0.0001), significantly improved over time.

Conclusion: Morbidly obese adolescents experience overall improvements in

psychological outcomes after LAGB up to 5 years postoperatively. These findings

are significant in this special patient population.

O.063 FASTING PRE-OPERATIVE GLP-1 LEVELS PREDICT
12 MONTHS WEIGHT LOSS IN MORBID OBESITY
AFTER RYGB

PRESENTER: G.R. Faria1

Co-authors: J. Preto2, J. Guimaraes3, C. Calhau3, A. Taveira-Gomes3

1University of Porto - Faculty of Medicine, Campo VLG, Portugal
2Sao Joao Medical Center, Porto, Portugal
3University of Porto - Faculty of Medicine, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: GLP-1 has several functions in glucose homeostasis,

including the stimulation of insulin secretion and the reduction of

hunger and food intake. Several studies have concluded that

markers of glucose metabolism might predict the weight loss after

RYGB.

Objectives: To study the impact of GLP-1 levels on weight loss after RYGB.

Methods: We recruited a prospective cohort of 141 consecutive pa-

tients that underwent primary laparoscopic RYGB between January

2010 and June 2011. Patients were evaluated for clinical and labora-

tory findings preoperatively and at 12 months after surgery. GLP-1

levels were measured in frozen samples, collected after an overnight

fasting.

Results: Most patients (91 %) were female and 61 % had metabolic

syndrome at presentation. The mean pre-operative BMI was 45.8 kg/

m2 and 29.8 kg/m2 at 12 months (%EWL=78 %). Pre-operative median

GLP-1 was 4.61 pM. Twelve months %EWL was inversely correlated with

GLP-1 levels (rho=0.288; p=0.008). The mean %EWL at 12 months was

85.5 %, 81.9 %, 75.1 % and 78.6 % for each quartile of the pre-

operative GLP-1 distribution (p=0.04). By multivariable linear regression

the 12 months BMI was independently related with pre-operative BMI

(p<0.001), age (p=0.01) and fasting GLP-1 levels (p=0.02). Insulin,

fasting blood glucose, HbA1c and the presence of metabolic syndrome

were not independently related to 12 months’ BMI.

Conclusion: Fasting GLP-1 levels are inversely related to the weight loss

after surgery. GLP-1 levels might be a surrogate marker of global glu-

cose metabolism, more sensitive than fasting blood glucose, insulin,

HbA1c or metabolic syndrome. Larger and prospective cohorts are required in

order to validate this finding.

O.064EFFECTOFSILICONRING INREDUCINGWEIGHTAND
BODY COMPOSITION OF MORBIDLY OBESE
SUBMITTED TO GASTRIC BYPASS—ANALYSIS BY
BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

PRESENTER: M.R. Fernandes1, C.A. Madalosso2

1Universidade de Passo Fundo, Passo Fundo, RS, Brazil
2Gastrobese Clinic, Passo Fundo, RS, Brazil

Introduction: The surgery “gastric bypass” (GBP), one of the surgical techniques

employed, is associated with acceptable results in terms of control of comorbidities,

weight loss as well as comfort food. Devices that slow the emptying of the proximal

stomach have been used in order to optimize weight loss. However, intolerance to

solid foods determining vomiting or regurgitation has motivated many surgeons to

abandon its use.

Objectives:To evaluate the effect of the silicon ring for weight loss and occurrence
of vomiting in patients undergoing GBP.

Methods: Patients with BMI greater than 40 kg/m2 or 35 kg/m2 with greater

comorbidities underwent GBP being randomized to the use of the ring. Neither

the patient nor evaluators were knowledgeable of device usage. Outcomes were

percentage of excess weight lost (%EWL), percentage of skeletal muscle mass

(%SMM) and percentage of bone mass lost (%BM) to the bioelectrical imped-

ance, and postoperative vomiting evaluated pre-operatively and 24 months after

surgery.

Results: Among of 31 subjects, 29 patients (33.6±7.5 years old, 55 %

women) completed the study. The %EWL was significantly higher in

patients without ring (82.3±8.2 vs. 72.1±11.7; P=0.010). The variation

of %SMM and %BM did not differ between groups (15.5±4.8 vs. 13.6±

4.4; P=0.531) and (5.5±3.5 vs. 3.1±4.6; P=0.127), respectively.

Vomiting were more frequent in the group with ring compared to the no

ring (46 % vs. 6 %; P=0.026).
Conclusion: The GBP surgery without the use of silicon ring is associated with

better weight loss at 24 months as well as a lower incidence of vomiting food.

However
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O.065 LAPAROSCOPIC SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS GASTRIC
BYPASS (LSAGB): RESULTS AND EXPERIENCE IN A
SERIES OF 1,012 CONSECUTIVE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: O.G. Fonseca1

Co-authors: J.A. Olivares1, R. Iniguez1, R. Navarro1, M.A. Carbajo2

1ISSSTECALI, Mexicali, BC, Mexico
2Centro de Excelencia para el estudio y tratamiento de laObesidad y la Diabetes,

Valladolid, Spain

Introduction: LSAGB has emerged as an option for the treatment for morbid

obesity. We report our experience with the procedure.

Objectives: Report the results and experience in 1,012 consecutive patients

operated with the single-anastomosis gastric bypass procedure.

Methods: From November 2008 to February 2014, 1,012 consecutive

patients underwent LSAGB for morbid obesity. Demographics included

age 45 y (16–74), BMI 53.5 (33–74). Four hundred twenty-six (42 %) had

no previous abdominal surgery. One hundred twenty-five (12.3 %) had

simultaneous abdominal surgery performed. Thirty-two (3 %) were

revisional procedures.

Results: Mean operative time (minutes) was 85 when LSAGB alone was per-

formed, 120 with associated surgery. There were 3 (0.2 %) conversions to open

surgery. Length of stay in uncomplicated patients (99.3 %) was of 3 days and

10 days for those withmajor complications (0.7%). Four patients (0.3%) required

reintervention, and complications were solved conservatively in 4. Anastomotic

stricture developed in one patient (0.09 %) which was resolved with endoscopic

dilatation. Thirty-three (3.2 %) developed anemia. No deaths have occurred. No

revisions have been required. Post-operative %EWL was 82 %, 85 % 79 % and

75 % at 1, 2, 3 and 5 years, respectively. Improvement and remission of comor-

bidities stands at 97 % and quality of life index (GIQOLI) is satisfactory in all of its

parameters post operatively.

Conclusion: LSAGB is a safe and effective procedure for the treatment of morbid

obesity and its related comorbidities. Our series has shown goodweight loss, low

morbi-mortality rate and up to date, no revisions have been required.

O.066 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN
PATIENTS OVER THE AGE OF 60 YEARS

PRESENTER: P. Fournier2, 3

Co-authors: L. Ribeiro-Parenti3, D. Gero2, A. Dayer-Jankechova2, D. Chosidow3,

P. Alleman2, J. Marmuse3, M. Suter1, 2

1Department of Surgery, Hôpital Riviera-Chablais, Aigle, Switzerland
2Department of visceral surgery, University Hospital (CHUV), Lausanne,

Switzerland
3Department of general and digestive surgery, University Hospital Bichat-Claude

Bernard, Paris, France

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity is increasing even in older patients.

Bariatric surgery is often considered more risky in this group, and not necessarily

associated with the same benefits as in younger patients. In France, guidelines

recommend to assess indication for surgery based on comorbidities and physio-

logical age.

Objectives: To present results of RYGBP performed in older patients in three

European bariatric centers.

Methods: Retrospective review of prospectively collected data from all patients

aged 60 or more operated between 1999 and 2013.

Results: one hundred thirty-seven patients (96 women and 41 men) with a mean

age of 62,6 yearswere analysed, including 24who had had a previous procedure.

There was no mortality. The overall post-operative morbidity was 6,5 %. The

mean duration of follow-up was 50 months. The mean EWL was 50,4 % after

6 months, 69 % at 1 year and 67,4 % at 5 years. The mean BMI decreased from

46,6 preoperatively to 35,4 after 1 year and 32,4 after 5 years. There was a

marked improvement in several comorbidities, especially cardiovascular risk

factors. Quality of life improved greatly, despite the fact that osteoarticular prob-

lems were less affected by weight loss than metabolic factors.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic RYGBP is very safe and effective in selected patients,

even beyond the age of 60. In this group, morbidity is not higher than in younger

patients, and results are very acceptable, showing a favorable risk/benefit ratio.

There is no reason to deny bariatric surgery in older patients unless operative risk

is deemed prohibitive.

O.067 CHANGE IN QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER GASTRIC
BANDING. RESULTS OF A MULTICENTER
PROSPECTIVE STUDY

PRESENTER: C. Gouillat1

Co-authors: J. Berthilller2, M. Robert2

1Universite de Lyon, Lyon, France
2Hospices civils de Lyon, Lyon, France

Introduction: Improvement of quality of life (QOL) is currently considered an

important outcome measure when assessing results of weight loss procedures.

Yet there are few comprehensive data regarding the effect of bariatric surgery on

QOL.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of laparoscopic

gastric banding (LGB) on QOL with particular regard to change over time.

Methods: The 886 patients (mean BMI: 42 kg/m2) included between 2008 and

2010 in a French multicenter prospective study designed to assess the safety and

efficacy of a gastric band (MIDBAND) were asked to complete the QOL-SF36

questionnaire preoperatively, 1 month after surgery and each 6 months during

3 years. Change in the SF36 scores was assessed using cross-sectional analysis

and mixed-effects linear modeling.

Results:At 3 years LGB resulted in a significant decrease in excess weight (51%),

excess BMI (58%) and prevalence of comorbidities (29% vs 68%). Prevalence of

slippage, gastric erosion, infection was 4.7 %, 0.3 %, 0.5 %, respectively.

Eight hundred fifty-nine patients (97 %) provided at least one preoperative and

one postoperative SF36 questionnaire. LGB resulted in a significant improvement

of all SF36 scores. The increase was rapid during the first 6months and stabilized

after 1 year. The improvement in QOL was significantly associated with the

decrease in BMI. Persistence of a comorbidity demonstrated a deleterious effect

on QOL. The presence of upper gastrointestinal symptoms during the follow up

affected negatively the Body Pain dimension of the SF36-QOL.

Conclusion:Gastric banding results in a significant improvement in QOL, related

to weight loss and improvement of comorbidities.

O.068 PROGRESS AND RATIONALE FOR THE BY-BAND
RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL: A COMPARISON
OF BAND VERSUS BYPASS OPERATIONS FOR
COMPLEX OBESITY

PRESENTER: R. Welbourn2

Co-authors: C.A. Rogers1, Paramasivan1, J. Donovan1, J. Byrne3, J.M. Blazeby1

1University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
2Taunton and Somerset NHS Trust, Taunton, United Kingdom
3Southampton University Hospitals NHS Trust, Southampton, United Kingdom

Introduction: There is a need for high-quality comparative evidence of the effec-

tiveness and cost effectiveness of gastric band (Band) and Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass (Bypass).

Objectives: To determine the feasibility of recruitment and randomisation in the

By-Band study.

Methods:By-Band is an open parallel-group RCTcomparing Band and Bypass. It

has a dual hypothesis that Bypass is superior to Band in terms of quality of life and

non-inferior to Band in terms of weight loss three years after randomisation. Both

parameters need to bemet to show superiority. It has an internal pilot to establish

methods for effective recruitment. This involves audio recording consultations

between surgeons and patients and using recordings to train surgeons and

nurses in how to explain the study rationale and balance treatment options. In

the pilot we planned to screen 400 patients, of whom 60 % were expected to be

eligible and 30 to 50 % randomised.

Results: Two centres have been open for 29.9 recruitment months and 393

patients screened (26 % lower than expected of whom 78 % were eligible for
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By-Band. Despite a slow start (no patient randomised in the first 3 months),

following feedback on the consultations, recruitment proved possible 9 patients

randomised, 35 % of those eligible. Adherence is good, three participants de-

clined the allocated surgery and one has been lost to follow-up.

Conclusion: The By-Band pilot with integrated qualitative research and construc-

tive feedback has demonstrated it is possible to recruit and undertake a trial to

address this important question. By-Band is now expanding into six more centres.

O.069 CONVERSION OF OMEGA LOOP GASTRIC BYPASS
TO ROUX-EN-Y FOR MANAGEMENT OF
REFRACTORY BILE REFLUX: RESULTS IN 47
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: L. Genser1

Co-authors: M. Tabbara3, A. Soprani1, 2, O. Sibaud2, A. Torcivia1, J. Godfroy2, J.

Siksik1, J. Cady2

1Department of digestive surgery, Pitie Salpetriere Hospital, Paris, France
2Geoffroy St hilaire hospital, department of digestive surgery, Paris, France
3AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France

Introduction: When present, bile reflux refractory to medical treatment (RBR) after

OLGB (1–3%) can be disabling. Conversion toRoux-en-Y remains the sole solution.

Objectives: The objective of this study is to report the feasibility of this procedure

and our results.

Methods: This is a single center retrospective study of prospectively collected

data between 2005 and 2013. The OLGB and conversion to Roux-en-Y were all

performed by the same surgeon using the same laparoscopic technique.

Results: Among the 2,321 patients who underwent OLGB, 116 (5 %) showed

symptoms of bile reflux. Among them47 (2%) had anRBR occurring at amedian

of 11 months after OLGB. Sixty-one percent (29 pts) had an adjustable gastric

banding that was removed in 27 pts (93 %) simultaneously while undergoing

OLGB. Ten patients (21 %) had an anastomotic complication at diagnosis. The

conversion to RYGB was performed in a median delay of 22.5 months following

OLGB and permitted the cure of RBR in all patients. Postoperatively, two patients

were re-operated, one early on for bleeding and the other 4 years later for

incarcerated bowel at the trocar site. Three patients (6.3 %) had an anastomotic

complication. There was no mortality.

Conclusion: Conversion to RYGB for management of post-OLGB RBR is effec-

tive and feasible by laparoscopy, without added morbidity and mortality. The

predictive factors for bile reflux remain to be determined.

O.071 CLOSURE OF MESENTRIC DEFECT REDUCES
INCIDENCE OF INTERNAL HERNIA REVIEW OF 590
CASES OF RYGB

PRESENTER: R. Khullar

Institute of Miminal, Access, Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery, Max Healthcare,

Saket, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: Internal hernia if not detected on time can lead to dangerous

complication following RYGB. We examined our data of 590 gastric bypass

procedures to analyze the impact of mesentric defect closure on incidence of

internal herniation following LRYGB.

Objectives: To determine whether closure of mesenteric defects during LRYGB

has any significant impact on incidence of internal hernia.

Methods: In this study a total of 590 gastric bypass procedures were performed

between January 2008 and December 2012 at our centre. Between January

2008 and December 2009 (Group A) 275 patients underwent LRYGB without

closure of mesentric defect. Subsequently between January 2010 and January

2012 315 patients underwent LRYGB with closure of both jejuno-jejunal and

Peterson defect. Incidence of internal herniation where analyzed with minimum

of 2 year follow up.

Results: In both groups occurrence of internal hernia where recorded for minimum

period of 2 years. In group A, 21 patients presented internal hernia (7.6 %). Mean

interval between LRYGB and reoperation timewas 20months. Meanweight, mean

BMI and % excess weight loss at time of reoperation was 75 Kg, 34 Kg/m2 and

60% respectively. All patients underwent laparoscopic reduction of herniated small

intestine and closure of mesentric defect. In group B, two patients (0.6 %) had

internal herniation through jejuno-jejunal defect. The interval to presentation was 8

and 13 months. Both patients underwent laparoscopy and closure of defect.

Conclusion: There is statistically significant decrease in incidence of internal hernia

after LRYGB if mesenteric defect are closed during surgery.

O.072 ENDOSCOPIC SURVEILLANCE FOLLOWING MINI
GASTRIC BYPASS: THE ROLE OF COMPUTED
VIRTUAL CHROMOENDOSCOPY TECHNOLOGIES
(EGDS-CVCT)

PRESENTER: M. Musella1

Co-authors: E. Manno2, G. Galloro3, P. Maietta1, R. Palumbo1, P. Bianco1, S.

Ruggiero3, M. Milone1

1Advanced Biomedical Sciences Department. General Surgery. “Federico II”

University, Naples, Italy
2AORN “A. Cardarelli”. General and Endocrine Surgery, Naples, Italy
3Clinical Medicine and Surgery Department. Surgical Endoscopy. “Federico II”

University, Naples, Italy

Introduction:Despite several authors have reported excellent results with theMini

Gastric Bypass technique (MGB), potential histologic damage determined by bile

reflux into stomach or esophagus is considered by some bariatric surgeons a

reason to avoid this technique. Endoscopic (EGDS) Computed Virtual

Chromoendoscopy Technologies (CVCT) are imaging techniques designed to

enhance visualization of the vascular network and surface texture of the gastro-

intestinal mucosa, to improve tissue characterization differentiation, and finally to

address biopsy of suspicious areas as well.

Objectives: To evaluate findings provided by EGDS-CVCT in the follow up of

patients (pts) who underwent laparoscopic Mini Gastric Bypass (MGB).

Methods: Starting from 2009, 120 MGBs have been performed in two

units. All pts were evaluated by EGDS-CVCT before surgery. Beginning

from 2010 a routine EGDS-CVCT surveillance has been planned for all

pts at 12, 36 and 60 months after surgery. Twenty-five asymptomatic pts

(18 F–7 M) with a preoperative BMI of 51.7±7.1 have reached 36 months

of follow up.

Results: All 25 surgeries were performed with no complications in an operative

time of 115±15.6 min. BMI at 36 months was 30.3±4.4. EGDS-CVCT diagnosed

noesophagitis in 23 pts (92%) and grade I LosAngeles esophagitis in 2 pts (8%).

A mild chronic gastritis was detected in 21 pts (84 %), while 4 pts (16 %)

presented with moderate chronic gastritis. All data were confirmed by histology.

No dysplasia or intestinal metaplasia were found.

Conclusion: Although a longer follow up would be of interest, EGDS-CVCT at

36months fromMGB surgery has not shown any worrisome finding in our series.

O.073 SLEEVED GASTRIC BYPASS, A CONSENSUAL
COMPROMISE BETWEEN “ONE ANASTOMOSIS
GASTRIC BYPASS” AND “ROUX EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS”

PRESENTER: R.d. Ribeiro

Co-authors: A.A. Guerra, L.T. Manaças, J.A. Pereira, B. Paredes, O. Viveiros

Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Central, Lisboa, Portugal

Introduction: “Roux em Y gastric bypass—RYGBP” is the standard technique

and “One anastomosis gastric bypass—OAGBP” is nowadays more frequently

accepted and used although some controversy concerning biliary reflux and

gastric stump carcinoma remains.

Objectives: Evaluation of the outcomes of SGB, a technique that avoids bilairy

reflux and gastric cancer concerns.

Methods: In our practice we were able to confirm the improvement of the out-

comes of the OAGBP facing RYGBP. We found reduced morbidity (5 % versus
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10%) and slightly better weight loss (95% versus 68% of BMIL) in the 24th post-

operative month. A better alimentary tolerance was also registered in favour of

OAGBP.

We found eight cases (4 %) of biliary reflux in our first 200 OAGBP cases after

2 years of follow up. Those patients were submitted to surgical revisions with a

convertion to RYGBP.

Results: Those operations run free of complications and 100 % efficient

concerning the symptomatic relief.

As we consider 4 % an exaggerated rate of convertion, we decided to add this

step since the original operation and we have got a technique we call (Sleeved

Gastric Bypass—SGB). In the end it has all the conceptual features of the

OAGBP changing the Billroth II type GJ by the Roux en Y type. In 30 cases we

had no surgical morbidity or biliary reflux episodes up to now.

Conclusion: We conclude it has the same operative safety and efficacy and com-

pared to OAGBP and RYGBP. No cases of biliary reflux were registered up to now.

O.074 COMPARATIVE STUDY AMONG LAPAROSCOPY
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGBP), OMEGA
LOOP GASTRIC BYPASS (OLGB) AND OMEGA LOOP
GASTRIC BYPASSADDED TO ”COLLIS-NISSEN” LIKE
SURGERY (OLGBCN) FOR WEIGHT LOSS;
IMPROVEMENTORRESOLUTIONOF CO-MORBIDITY;
REFLUX SYMPTOMS (RS) AND ENDOSCOPIC
FINDINGS: 10-YEAR LATER

PRESENTER: L.E. Silva1

Co-authors: R.J. Cruz Jr1, M.M. Alves1, T.K. El Ajouz2, P.R. Corsi3, R.A. Silva3,

P.P. Ribeiro1

1ICAD Goiania Brazil, Goiania, GO, Brazil
2Hospital Unique, Goiania, GO, Brazil
3Santa School of Medicine, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Objectives:Our aim was compare RYGBP, OLGB and OLGBCN in weight

loss; reflux symptoms and endoscopic findings 10-year later.

Methods:TheRYGBPhad a regular vertical pouch andRoux limbwas of 100 cm.

In OLGB, the stomach were transected at incisura angularis to 36-Fr bougie, and

a long narrow tube was fashioned to angle of His, holding the bougie pressed

against the lesser curvature. After, a manual terminolateral gastroenterostomy

200 cm distal to Treitz, was done. In OLGBCN after the gastroenterostomy, the

crura was approximated posteriorly with permanent sutures. Then, the posterior

aspect of fundus was passed behind the esophagus from left to right. The wrap

was created over a length of 3 to 4 cm enough to cover the latest andmost critical

stapling line of the gastric tube.

Results:Patients that reaching 10-year follow-up received a complete clinical and

endoscopy evolution. 10-year overall follow-up rate was 60,7 %. At 10 years,

significant and similar decreases were reported in mean BMI in all groups.

86.25% inOLGBCNwere free of significant reflux symptoms; 10,2%had erosive

esophagitis (EE) and 8,5 % had hiatal hernia (HH) at endoscopy; 53,1 %; 22,2 %

and 29,6% respectively in OLGB, and 60,8%; 25,9 % and 32,3% respectively in

RYGBP. Barret’s esophagus was similar in OLGB (4) and RYGBP (3) (Mean

2,9 %) and none in OLGBCN. No cancer or dysplasia.

Conclusion:A higher prevalence of symptoms of reflux, EE and HH in OLGB and

RYGBP compared to OLGBCN, at 10-year follow-up, and a similar incidence of

HH, EE and Barret in OLGB and RYGBP.

O.075 READMISSION FOR AND DIAGNOSIS OF ABDOMINAL
COMPLAINTS AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: T. van Tuil

Co-authors: D. Boerma, M.J. Wiezer, E.J. Hazebroek, B. van Ramshorst

St. Antonius Ziekenhuis, Nieuwegein, Netherlands

Introduction: Patients after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) often present with

nonspecific abdominal pain leading to hospital readmission.

Objectives: To investigate the incidence and diagnosis of readmissions for non-

specific abdominal pain in patients following RYGB.

Methods: Data of patients undergoing RYGB between 2003 and 2013 were

retrospectively analyzed.

Results: During the study period 1,223 patients underwent RYGB, of whom 132

patients (10,8%)were readmitted, of which 29 a second time (total 161 episodes)

for nonspecific abdominal pain, at a median of 12 months (range 0–117) postop-

erative. Most common diagnosis was internal herniation (54;33,5 %). Other

diagnoses were intra-abdominal abcess (10;6,2 %), gastric ulcer (7;4,3 %) and

anastomotic stricture (7;4,3 %). In 50 (31,1 %) patients no specific diagnosis was

made.

A total of 198 diagnostic tests were performed, 158 patients (98,1 %) underwent

one diagnostic test, 34 (21,1%) two and 6 (3,7%) three. Patientsmostly underwent

diagnostic laparoscopy (73;36,9 %), abdominal CT-scan (73;36,9 %) and gastros-

copy (28;14,1 %). Of the 73 patients undergoing diagnostic laparoscopy, 57 were

semi-electively plannedunder the clinical suspicion of internal herniation, whichwas

confirmed in 26 (45,6 %) patients. In all other cases mesenteric defects were

closed. Internal herniation was diagnosed on CT-scan in 21 of 54 (38,9%) patients,

in 26 (48,1%) via semi-elective laparoscopy. In 7 (13%) patients internal herniation

was diagnosed via emergency laparoscopy after inconclusive abdominal CT-scan.

Admission period was 3 days (1–16).

Conclusion: Most common diagnosis in readmission for nonspecific abdominal

pain was internal herniation. Diagnostics mainly consisted of abdominal CT-scan

and/or diagnostic laparoscopy.

O.076 IMPACT OF LAPAROSCOPIC GREATER CURVATURE
PLICATION ONWEIGHT LOSS AND SOME
METABOLIC CO MORBIDITIES, PLUS IMPORTANT
RECOMMENDATIONS

PRESENTER: H.S. Abou Ashour

Co-authors: M.S. Ammar, A.A. Zeineldin

Minoufiya Faculty of Medicine, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt

Introduction: Laparoscopic greater curvature plication (LGCP) is a new bariatric

procedure, till now hasn’t wide final acceptance and still practiced by limited

number of surgeons with current debates about promising and disappointing

results.

Objectives: impact on weight loss, associated metabolic diseases and safety.

Methods: One hundred twenty pat ients, 50 hypertensives, 48

dislipidaemics, 32 type II diabetes patients, underwent LGCP and follow-

ed up for 1 year.

Results:Sixty-four women and 56men were enrolled in this study. Mean age was

35.45 years (range 18–63). Average preoperative BMI was 46.7, Mean proce-

dure duration was 73min, mean hospital stay was 42.3 h.% EWL for the patients

at 3rd, 6th and 12 months was 29.3 %, 42 % and 64.6 % respectively, average

BMI at 12 months was 27.7 kg/m2, P<0.001. Twenty-three out of 32 type II DM

patients (71.8 %) became normoglycaemic, 37 patients (77 %) out of 48 patients

showed disappearance of dyslipidaemia, 36 patients (72 %) of 50 hypertensive

patients became normotensive at 6th and 12th months. Twenty-five patients

(20.8 %) had sialorrhea, seven patients (5.8 %) had persistent vomiting, three

patients (2.5 %) showed gastric stenosis, three patients (2.5 %) had gastric leak.

One patient (0.8 %) had partial disruption during the 1st week at the upper end.

One patient showed fold prolapse causing obstruction, gastrodudenal

intususception and obstructive jaundice (1.6 %) had subcapsular hematoma in

the liver.

Conclusion: With some avoidable pitfalls and technical recommendations, the

reduction in gastric capacity achieved by LGCPwas safe and beneficial in weight

loss and some associated metabolic diseases.

O.077 WHY WE ABANDON THE LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC
PLICATION (LGP) STUDY PROTOCOL AND MID-TERM
FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: J.E. Contreras1

Co-authors: D. Villao1, C. Santander1, J. Bravo1, 2
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1Department of Surgery Medicine faculty University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
2Division of Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery, Clı́nica Santa Marı́a, Santiao de

Chile, Chile

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Plication (LGP) is a restrictive bariatric proce-

dure that reduces gastric volume by plication of the gastric greater curvature. First

report showed less risk of gastric leaks, good results and an alternative to the

Sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives: The objective is present our sensitive evidence experience with LGP

with an protocol and follow up study.

Methods: Case series. A 3-year prospective Study Protocol. Selection criteria:

BMI30 kg/m2 and associated comorbidities. Descriptive statistics, clinical out-

comes, percentage of excess BMI loss (%EBMIL) and improvement of comor-

bidities according to standardized follow-up (FU).

Results: A prospective 3 years of follow up in patients operated with LGP during

the period of January 2011 to December 2011. Twenty-three female obese

patients were submitted to LGP, all procedures laparoscopically completed.Mean

preoperative age 42.8 (±7.6) years and BMI of 39.4 (26–44.9) kg/m2. Two

patients required reoperation due to an early complication: one leak with

perigastric abscess and one case of small bowel ischemia due to

portomesenteric vein thrombosis. One patient presented an antropiloric intussus-

ception. There was no mortality in this series. Mean %EBMIL were 45.5 %,

52.2 %, 68.4 %, 48 % and 40 % after 3, 6, 12 and 36 months FU, respectively.

Conclusion: In our experience, when compared with Laparoscopic Sleeve

Gastrectomy, LGP has poorer outcomes regarding %EBMIL and no clear

advantages. Furthermore the incidence of complications was similar to

other bariatric surgery. In conclusion with this evidence, we abandon this

procedure.

O.078 HORMONAL CHANGES IN T2DM PATIENTS
FOLLOWING GASTRIC PLICATION

PRESENTER: M. Fried1, 3

Co-authors: K. Dolezalova1, 3, P. Sramkova1, 2

1OB Klinika Center for Treatment of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders, Prague,

Czech Republic
2Endocrinology Institute, Prague, Czech Republic
31st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Laparoscopic Greater Curvature Plication (LGCP) is a relatively

novel procedure. Since 2009>1000 LGCPs were performed in our institution.

To our knowledge no study on incretin and other metabolic changes following

LGCP is available yet.

Objectives: To evaluate potential influence of LGCP on incretin and other meta-

bolic parameters.

Methods: Twenty-three obese T2 diabetics (av. age: 54,4±6,86 years; BMI: 40,1

±4,77 kg/m2) underwentmeal test (375 kcal; protein 30%, carbohydrate 45%, fat

25 %) before, 1 and 6 months after LGCP. Fasting blood samples and 30 min

interval samples evaluations up to 3 h after meal test were done. Glycaemia,

HbA1c, insulin, C-peptide, glukagon, HDL, LDL-cholesterol, triacylglycerols,

adipsin, adiponectin, ghrelin, GLP-1, GIP, leptin, PAI-1, resistin and visfatin were

recorded.

Results: All patients showed decrease in weight, BMI, waist-hip circumference

(p<0,0001), % body fat (p<0,02), HbA1c and glycaemia (p<0,0001) 1 month

after LGCP.

Postprandially insulin (p<0,0001), glucagon (p<0,03), resistin (p<0,007), leptin,
ghrelin and PAI-1 (p<0,0001) decreased significantly. GIP, GLP-1 and visfatin

didn’t change significantly 1 month after LGCP, however GIP (p<0,0001) and
Adipsin (p<0,005) increased, on contrary with significantly decreased GLP-1

(p<0,05), and visfatin (p<0,005) 6 months postoperatively.

Conclusion: T2 diabetics significantly decreased weight and other antropometry.

Diabetes and lipid parameters significantly improved already 1month after LGCP,

and the trend continued with significance after 6 months. Significant decrease in

insulin, glucagon, leptin, ghrelin, GLP-1, and increase in GIP and Adipsin was

noted during follow-up.

Results suggest that LGCP induces incretin and metabolic changes and is

effective in treatment of obesity and T2DM in short to mid-term.

O.079 NON-SURGICAL PRE-OPERATIVE WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT CLINICS DO NOT IMPROVE
OUTCOMES FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY?

PRESENTER: S. Dresner

Co-authors: W.R. Carr, C. Parmar, J. Jeffries, J. Bradley

James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom

Introduction: UK weight management commissioning guidelines introduced in

April 2014 require patients seeking bariatirc surgery be evaluated in “tier 3” non-

surgical weight management clinics for a minimum of 6 months in order to

become eligible for bariatric surgery. Prior to this general practitioners could refer

directly to bariatric surgeons. Evidence that tier 3 improves outcomes is lacking

and many patients regard it as a hurdle between them and their most effective

treatment.

Objectives: This study compares outcomes from bariatric surgery for patients re-

ferred from “tier 3” compared to direct referral to the surgical team.

Methods:A retrospective comparison of patients undergoing LRYGB or LSG at a

single centre betweenNovember 2011 and August 2013was performed. Patients

referred directly to the surgical team were compared with those referred via the

tier 3 weight management clinics for weight loss and choice of procedure.

Patients were managed according to NICE criteria.

Results: One hundred eighty-four operations were performed. Source of referral

was identified from electronic records for 143 patients (77 %). Fifty were referred

directly from GP and 93 through tier 3. 23/50 and 38/93 underwent LSG respec-

tively. For LRYGB at 12 months %weight-loss and %excess BMI loss was 73 %

vs. 74 % and 62 % vs. 67 %. For LSG at 12 months %weight-loss and %excess

BMI loss was 76% vs. 74% and 73% vs. 65%. Differences were not statistically

significant.

Conclusion: For patients who undergo bariatric surgery tier 3 weight manage-

ment does not alter the choice of procedure performed. At 1 year follow-up post

operatively pre-operative tier 3 weightmanagement does not improve weight loss

outcomes.

O.080 THE MORTALITY RATE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
AMONG 140,000 PATIENTS: A NATIONAL STUDY

PRESENTER: A. Lazzati1

Co-authors: E. Audureau2, 3, 4, F. Hemery2, 3, S. Alghamdi1, D. Azoulay2, 3, 4, A.

Iannelli5, 6

1Centre Hospitalier Intercommunal de Créteil, Créteil, France
2Hôpital Henri Mondor, Créteil, France
3Assistance Publique-Hopitaux de Paris, Paris, France
4Universite Paris Est, Créteil, France
5Hopital de l’Archet, Nice, France
6University of Nice Sophia-Antipolis, Nice, France

Introduction: The rate ofmortality in bariatric surgery in France has been reported

up to now only in monocentric studies.

Objectives: The aim of this study is the analysis of mortality rate after bariatric

surgery on a nationwide perspective.

Methods: The data were collected from a national database (Programme de

médicalisation des systèmes d’information-PMSI). All hospital stays of patients

who underwent bariatric surgery between 2007 and 2012 were collected and

analyzed including the readmissions. In particular we analyzed the mortality after

bariatric surgery at 30, 90 and 365 days using the Kaplan Meier method. Long-

rank test was used for univariate analysis, and Cox proportional hazards model

for multivariate analysis.

Results: During the analyzed period, 143,449 patients underwent bariatric sur-

gery. The most common procedure was sleeve gastrectomy followed by adjust-

able gastric banding, gastric bypass and the biliopancreatic diversionwith 45,600,

43,600, 38,500, and 1,400 interventions respectively.

The total mortality rate at 1, 3 and 12 months was 0,09 %, 0,14 %, 0,2 %

respectively.

Themortality in the first year was 0,20% after sleeve gastrectomy, 0,03% after the

adjustable gastric banding, and 0,35 % after the gastric bypass.
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In the multivariate analysis, the factors associated with high postoperative mor-

tality rate were: male gender, volume of activity of each hospital, type of interven-

tion, conversion to other technique, open versus laparoscopic access, diabetes,

cardiac insufficiency and body mass index.

Conclusion:Mortality rate after bariatric surgery is low. Different risk factors were

identified. This model gives important informations for the selection of patients

undergoing bariatric surgery, and of proper surgical procedure.

O.081 MORBIDITY RATE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY
AMONG 140,000 PATIENTS: A NATIONAL STUDY

PRESENTER: A. Lazzati1

Co-authors: E. Audureau2, 3, 4, F. Hemery2, 3, S. Alghamdi1, D. Azoulay2, 3, 4, A.

Iannelli5, 6

1Centre Hospitalier Intercommunal de Créteil, Créteil, France
2Hôpital Henri Mondor, Créteil, France
3Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, France
4Universite Paris Est, Créteil, France
5Hopital de l’Archet, Nice, France
6University of Nice Sophia-Antipolis, Nice, France

Introduction: The real rate of complications and early reinterventions after bariat-

ric surgery in France is not known.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to analyze the complication and reoperation

rate after bariatric surgery on a nationwide perspective.

Methods: Data were collected from a national database (Programme de

médicalisation des systèmes d’information, PMSI). All hospital stays of patients

who underwent bariatric surgery between 2007 and 2012 were collected and

analyzed including readmissions. In particular we analyzed complications and

early reinterventions (<30 days). We used the long-rank test for univariate anal-

ysis, and the Cox proportional hazards model for multivariate analysis.

Results:During the analyzed period 143,449 patients underwent bariatric surgery.
The most common procedure was sleeve gastrectomy (SG) followed by adjust-

able gastric banding (AGA), gastric bypass (GB) and biliopancreatic diversion

(BPD) with 45,600, 43,600, 38,500, and 1,400 operations respectively. Overall

early complications rate was 4,8% and respectively 1,5% for AGA, 5,5% for SG,

8,0 % for GB, and 11,6 % for BPD. Four thousand eight hundred ten patients

(3,4 %) were reoperated in the first 30 postoperative days. In multivariate analy-

sis, factors associated with high postoperative morbidity were: age, volume of

procedures for each center, type of intervention, open versus laparoscopic ac-

cess, diabetes, cardiac insufficiency and body mass index.

Conclusion: Important differences were found in the morbidity after bar-

iatric surgery according to the type of intervention. Other risk factors

were identified. This model can be useful for risk classification of patients

undergoing bariatric surgery.

O.082 120 000 POUNDS OF BODYWEIGHT, WHAT’S THE
DEAL?

PRESENTER: N. Lijftogt1

Co-authors: E. Manusama2, E.v. Harst3, E. Totte2, R. Tollenaar1

1LUMC, Leiden, Netherlands
2Medisch Centrum Leeuwarden, Leeuwarden, Netherlands
3Maasstad ziekenhuis, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Introduction:Obesity is a world spreading disease and therefore one of the most

concerning problems in healthcare outcome and costs. Moreover necessary

structural processes that are adapted to this category of patients are expensive.

The Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (2009–2013) contains 48,162 patients and

almost 6,000 patients with obesity.

Objectives: To evaluate the problem of obesity in a surgical population these

patients were investigated for results and outcome. Hospital results were reviewed

to discuss best practices in obesity care and variation between Dutch hospitals.

Methods: Categories of obesity were defined according to WHO standards.

Analysis of comorbidities, and their relation with outcome was performed. A

comparison was made between hospitals to asses differences in outcome of

obese patients.

Results:Comorbidities are present inmore than 70% of the patients with obesity.

Cardiovascular comorbidity, diabetes and pulmonal problems are present in at

least 25–60 % of the obese population. Multivariate analysis shows a strong

relation with postoperative morbidity caused by the presence of comorbidity.

Variation between hospitals was evident. There was no relation between experi-

ence in obese patient care and outcome. Hospitals that were already one of the

best performing in the non-obese population also did for the obese population.

Conclusion: Comorbidity and not obesity alone is responsible for postoperative

morbidity. Experience in obesity care does not guarantee best surgical outcome

concerning complications. Further evaluation of care in best performing hospitals

will improve obesity care and decrease the in between hospital variation.

O.083 SUPER-OLD AND SUPER-MORBIDLY OBESE: A LOST
CAUSE?

PRESENTER: E. McGlone, M. Reddy, O.A. Khan

Co-authors: A. Roman, A. Wan

St George’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Recent evidence suggests that the super-morbidly obese do not

benefit as much from bariatric surgery as the morbidly obese. In addition, it has

been shown that elderly patients benefit less from bariatric surgery than their

younger counterparts. There is very little published data on the efficacy of bariatric

surgery in the potentially ‘low-benefit’ and high-risk group of super-morbidly

obese elderly patients.

Objectives: The aims of this study were to assess the efficacy and safety of

bariatric surgery in morbidly and super-morbidly obese elderly patients.

Methods: Prospective data was collected on all patients 60 years or older under-

going bariatric surgery between January 2011 andOctober 2012 in a high volume

unit. Variables recorded included demographics, type of surgery, complications

and percentage excess weight loss (EWL) over an 18 month period. Patients

were divided into two groups for analysis: morbidly obese (BMI 35–50) and super-

morbidly obese (BMI50).

Results: Forty-eight patients were eligible for inclusion in this study
2morbidly and 23 super-morbidly obese. The mean age of the two groups was 65

and 64 years respectively. Ninety-four percent of patients had a gastric bypass or

sleeve gastrectomy. In the super-morbidly obese group there was one mortality

and three major morbidities, whilst in the morbidly obese group there was one

major morbidity (17 % vs. 4 %; p=0.18). Mean EWL was 51 % in both groups.

Conclusion:Although not without risk, bariatric surgery is efficacious in the elderly
cohort. Results are encouraging even for the super-morbidly obese elderly

patient.

O.084 EFFECTS OF FASTING ON BLOOD LIPID, GLYCEMIC
INDEXANDELECTROLYTES INBARIATRICSURGERY
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: A. Pazouki

Co-authors: K. Malekpour, P. Alibeigi, M. Abdolhosseini

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction:Morbid obese patients undergoing gastric bypass surgery are prone

to alterations in the lipid, glycemic, and serum electrolyte profiles, which can be

associated with fasting periods.

Objectives: In the current study we decided to investigate changes in these

factors before, during and after fasting in these patients.

Methods: Eighty morbidly obese patients who underwent gastric bypass surgery

were selected non-randomly and allocated in two age- and sex-matched groups.

The case group was fasting and the control was not, both without any

known complication. Serum levels of lipid profiles were measured in

samples 2 weeks before and 2 weeks after fasting period. Then these

measures were compared.
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Results: Biochemical parameters did not show any significant differences be-

tween two groups prior to fasting period (P>0.05). Mean blood cholesterol in the

groups one and two were 168.5±18.1 and 190.2±40.3, respectively (P=0.003).
Mean LDL level in groups one and two were 104.4±21.4 and 121.5±37.3,

respectively (P=0.016). Mean of total protein levels in groups one and two were

6.4±0.88 and 6.8±0.82, respectively (P=0.022). Other parameters did not show

any significant differences between two groups (P>0.05).
Conclusion: current study shows that fasting does not cause complications like

malnutrition in gastrectomized patients. It also causes significant reduction of

some parameters like cholesterol and LDL.

O.085 THE COST OF OBESITY IN INDIA

PRESENTER: C.a. Remedios1

Co-authors: A. Govil1, 2, M. Lakdawala1, 2

1Centre for Obesity & Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
2Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Bariatric Surgery in India is not covered under insurance forcing

patients to cover the cost on their own. Therefore most people in need of bariatric

surgery avoid or delay surgery as it is considered very expensive.

Objectives:To estimate the average expenditure of an obese individual in his / her

efforts to lose weight before opting for Bariatric surgery.

Methods: This was a prospective study of 100 patients that were scheduled for

bariatric surgery. Their previous weight loss attempts were recorded along with

other expenses incurred due to obesity like medications, aids, medical proce-

dures etc. The average monthly cost was calculated and reported.

Results: The mean BMI was 43 kg/m2. Thirty-five percent of the patients tried >3

techniques to lose weight before considering bariatric surgery. The most popular

weight loss technique was exercise/gymming (80 %) followed by supervised diet

and naturopathy (45 %) followed by slimming centres and weight loss medica-

tions. The average monthly expenditure of an obese individual incl. medications

to treat co-morbidities was 500 USD (30,000 INR).50 % of these patients spent

approximately 80-300USD monthly (5,000–20,000 INR).4 % spent more that

1600 USD monthly (>1,00000 INR) incl. surgeries due to complications of diabe-

tes and excessive weight.

Conclusion: The basic average cost of Bariatric surgery at a centre of excellence

in India is approximately 7000 USD (230 USD monthly), which is lesser than the

monthly expenditure of the obese individual. This one time cost is amore efficient

use of one’s finance providing long term weight loss and weight maintenance,

better health and improved quality of life.

O.086 CAROTID INTIMA MEDIA THICKNESS IN AN OBESE
POPULATION. A VALUABLE TOOL TOMEASURE THE
EFFECT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY ON
ATHEROSCLEROSIS?

PRESENTER: V.A. van Houten2, 1

Co-authors: B.R. Slegtenhorst2, R.A. Klaassen2, A.A. de Smet2, L.J. Schelfhout2,

R.A. Niezen2, T.A. Bruning2, E. van der Harst2

1Groene Hart Ziekenhuis, Gouda, Netherlands
2Maasstad Ziekenhuis, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Obesity is strongly related with cardiovascular morbidity and mor-

tality. Carotid intima media thickness (CIMT), measured with ultrasonography, is

widely used as a prognostic indicator for premature atherosclerosis and thus for

the development of cardiovascular disease.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to assess the CIMT in an obese

population prior to bariatric surgery and compare these measurements to CIMT

in healthy reference individuals.

Methods: Bilateral carotid ultrasonography was performed by an experienced

vascular sonographer. Near and far wall CIMTweremeasured just proximal of the

bifurcation of the carotid artery. CIMT values were compared to a healthy refer-

ence cohort, stratified by sex and age. Past medical history, medication use and

laboratory tests (e.g. cholesterol, triglycerides etc.) were obtained.

Results: One hundred sixty-six obese patients were included in the study (mean

BMI was 43.7±5.2 kg/m2 (men) and 43.3±4.7 kg/m2 (women)). Mean CIMT

values of our obese study population were significantly higher compared to CIMT

values of a healthy reference population (Men, 40–50 years of age: 0.645 mm±

0.10, Z=0.87±0.95, p=0.001; Women, 40–50 years of age: 0.646 mm±0.11, Z=

1.33±1.21, p=0.000).
Conclusion: In obese men and women, CIMT (measured just proximal of the

bifurcation of the carotid artery) is significantly higher compared to a healthy

reference population, even at a young age, indicating that obesity predisposes

to cardiovascular disease from the earliest years. Therefore CIMT is a promising

tool to measure the effect of bariatric surgery on atherosclerosis.

O.087 TWO-THOUSAND WEIGHT LOSS SEEKERS.
CHARACTERISTICS, BURDENS AND EXPECTATIONS

PRESENTER: L. Zahedi-Shoolami1

Co-authors: M. Hashemzadeh2, M. KaramiRad2

1N/A, Toronto, ON, Canada
2Dr Hashemzadeh Bariatric Surgery Center, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Themodern bariatric surgery techniques encouragemore people to

seek for operative modalities in order to decrease weight.

Objectives: Demonstrating the models and characteristics of children and adults

seeking bariatric surgery.

Methods: The study was a cross-sectional survey which has been performed during

a 2 year period from 2011 to 2013 in a private bariatric surgery center in Tehran-Iran.

Two-thousand referees seeking for weight loss procedures were randomly selected

and enrolled in the study. Patients underwent a thorough history, physical examina-

tion and psychiatric evaluation.

Results: Among the 2,000 weight loss seekers 10 % were normal or overweight

and the remainder 90 % were all obese patients with Grade I to super obesity.

Males and females encountered 18.5 % and 81.5 % of the population respec-

tively. The frequency percentage of morbid obesity (BMI40) was 32.2 %, from

which 18.9 % were superobese (BMI50).

Children, 7–18 years old encountered 3.4% of the referees. Among them 50.7%

were morbid obese, while 22.8 % were super obese. 88.2 % had normal endo-

crinological and hormonal evaluations and laboratory tests. Sedentary life style

(88.2 %), positive family history of obesity in parents and siblings (75 %) and

binge eating (76.8 %) were among the main etiologies of the children’s obesity.

Themean BMI of the childrenwas significantly higher than the adult group (41.2±

0.9 vs. 37.7±0.1; p=0.00).
Conclusion: Statistics predict a disastrous trend towards a more obese society in

the next generation. Clarifying the fact that surgical procedures are the final step

of treatment besides designing interventional preventive modalities are manda-

tory to control this ready-to-explode mine.

O.088 DUODENAL SWITCH IN ADOLESCENTS: LONG-TERM
RESULTS

PRESENTER: H. Alobaid

Co-authors: S. Label, S. Marceau, F. Hould, O. Lescelleur, A. Tchernof, S. Biron,

L. Biertho

Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec City, QC, Canada

Introduction: Themanagement ofmorbidly obese adolescents is highly controversial,

particularly in terms of timing and choice of surgical approach.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to assess the long-term safety and effective-

ness of Biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) in this

population.

Methods: Data from adolescents who underwent a BPD-DS over a 20 years

period (1993 to 2012) were extracted from our prospectively maintained data-

base. Data are reported as mean±standard deviation.

Results: Seventeen adolescents (12 F/5 M, mean age of 16.9±0.5 years, ranging

from 15.9 to 17.9 years old) underwent a BPD-DS, with a mean follow-up of 9±

7 years. Initial weight and body mass index (BMI) were 147.1±36.1 kg and 52.5±
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12.0 kg/m2, respectively. Comorbidities included hypertension (n=4), sleep apnea

(n=2) and dyslipidemia (n=2). All patients were available for follow-up, up to

20 years. There were no 30-days mortality or complications. The mean BMI

decreased to 29.1±4.5 kg/m2 and the percentage of excess weight loss was

80.2±12.1 %. There were two long-term reoperations (small bowel obstruction, n
=1 and perforated anastomotic ulcer, n=1). Another patient was readmitted to the

hospital twice for diarrhea and for a suicidal attempt. One patient had an episode of

severe protein deficiency (albumin under 30 g/l) that was treated medically with

success. All reported comorbidities were cured.

Conclusion: BPD-DS in adolescents is an effective and safe intervention, leading

to significant long-term weight loss. It also promotes remission of obesity related

comorbidities.

O.089 NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCIES IN PATIENTS
UNDERGOING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG)

PRESENTER: T. Ben-porat

Co-authors: R. Weiss, A. Wieder, A. Khalaileh, Y. Mintz, A. Pikarsky, D. Adler, R.

Elazary

Hadassah Ein Carem Israel, Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: Nutritional deficiencies are common among morbidly obese pa-

tients. Data is scarce for patients underwent LSG.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to clarify the prevalence of deficiencies and to

identify predicting risk factors for post operative deficiencies.

Methods: preoperative and one year post operative data was collected prospec-

tively. We included anthropometric parameters, obesity related co-morbidities

and blood test findings.

Results: We included 192 candidates. Seventy-seven of them completed

12 months follow-up. Prior to surgery 15 % of them had anemia. Deficiencies of

iron, folate and B12 were 47.1 %, 32 % and 13.1 % respectively. Women were

more deficient of iron (56.2%women, 26.4%men, p <0.001). Before surgery, low

levels of vitamin D and elevated PTH levels were 99.4 % and 40.9 %, respec-

tively. One year post surgery deficiencies of hemoglobin and vitamin B12 have

worsened (20 % and 16.7 %, p<0.001, p=0.048, respectively). One year post

surgery deficiencies of iron, folate, vitamin D and PTH, have improved (27.7 %,

21.4 %, 93.6 %, and 10 % respectively). Deficiencies of hemoglobin and folate

prior to surgerywere predictors for deficiencies year after surgery (p=0.006,OR=

0.090), (p=0.012, OR=0.069), respectively. Also B12 deficiency prior to surgery

was found to be a predictor for postoperative deficiency (p=0.062, OR=0.165).

Conclusion: LSG had a minor effect on nutritional deficiencies 1 year post

surgery. We believe that focusing on the preoperative nutritional status and

tailoring a specific supplemental program for each individual will prevent postop-

erative deficiencies.

O.090 BPD-DS: 9,000 PATIENT YEARS OF FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: S. Biron

Co-authors: F.S. Hould, S. Lebel, S. Marceau, O. Lescelleur, L. Biertho

Laval University, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: At Laval University, BPD-DS became our procedure of choice in

June 1990.

Objectives: To summarise our post-surgical experience with open BPD-DS as a

primary procedure on 549 consecutive patients before April 1999, BMI 49.6 +/

9.4.

Methods:Report last follow/up outcome at 16.4 years (range: 15–22) (90% f/up).

Results: Initial open BPD-DS operative mortality was 1.46 % (operative mortality

in our last 1409 patients, 701 open and 708 laparoscopy, was 0.07 %). Revision

surgery occurred: bowel lengthening for malnutrition in four patients, complete

reversal in eight patients for various reasons, 24 revisions for unsatisfactory

weight loss (15 cases to shorten bowel, 15 re-sleeve gastrectomy, both procedure

in six patients). Fifty percent (50 %) initial excess weight loss was attained in

81%. Of those patients with an initial BMI greater than 50 kg/m2, 78% reached a

BMI less than 40 and 86% of the patients with an initial BMI50 kg/m2 obtained a

BMI<35. Failure to lose 25 % of initial excess weight was 2.9 %. Patient survival

to date was 89.3 %. Patient satisfaction assessed by questionnaire was 95% for

overall result.

Conclusion: Long term weight outcomes after BPD-DS resulted in few revisions

and high patient satisfaction. BPD-DS is a bariatric procedure to which others

procedures should be compared.

O.092 ABDOMINAL WALL HERNIAS AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY: INCIDENCE, RISK FACTORS AND
MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: S. de Castro

Co-authors: U. Coblijn, C. de Raaff, W. van Tets, B. van Wagensveld

Sint Lucas Andreas Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Laparoscopic bariatric surgery is increasingly being performed

worldwide. It is estimated that trocar port hernias occur more often in obese

patients since the ports are not closed routinely. The increased abdominal girth

is also said to be associated with an increased risk of umbilical hernias.

Objectives: To analyze the incidence, risk factors and management of patients

with ventral abdominal wall hernias after laparoscopic. Specifically, to investigate

the number of incisional henrias if the laparoscopic ports are not closed.

Methods: A retrospective analysis was performed of all patients who were oper-

ated between 2006 and 2013. During this period none of the trocar ports were

closed. Patients who had a ventral abdominal wall hernia were included.

Results: Overall, 1524 procedures were performed. There were 1249 female

(82 %) and 275 male (18 %) patients. The median age was 44 years and BMI

was 43 kg/m2. Patients underwent RYGBP (n=859), LAGB (n=364), sleeve
gastrectomy (n=68), revisional surgery (n=226) and miscellaneous procedures

(n=7). Mortality occurred in four patients (0.3 %) and 301 patients (20 %) had

complications. There were 14 patients (0.9 %) with a hernia. Eight patients

(0.5 %) had an incisional trocar port hernia, three patients (0.2 %) an umbilical

hernia and three patients (0.2 %) incisional hernia from other previous surgery.

Gender, age, BMI, smoking, diabetes, procedure type, complications and weight

losswere not associatedwith hernia occurrence. Eight of the hernias were closed

primarily and six with a mesh.

Conclusion: Abdominal wall hernias occur seldom after bariatric surgery. Routine

closure of the ports can be omitted with this low incidence.

O.093 LONG-TERM (10 YEARS) RESULTS OF GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: C. Duvoisin2

Co-authors: A. Dayer-Jankechova2, 1, C. Suter1, P. Fournier2, M. Suter1, 2

1Department of Surgery, Hôpital Riviera-Chablais, Aigle, Switzerland
2Department of visceral surgery, University Hospital (CHUV), Lausanne,

Switzerland

Introduction: Laparoscopic gastric bypass (LRYGBP) has been performed formore

than 15 years, yet very few long-term results have been reported.

Objectives: The aim of this paper is to report 10-year results of this

procedure in a large number of morbidly obese patients operated on between

1999 and 2003.

Methods:Common prospective bariatric database.Retrospective analysis of data.

Results: Four hundred nineteen patients were included: 346 with primary

LRYGBP, 73 with reoperative LRYGBP. Operative mortality included 1

(0,24 %). Twenty-two (5,2 %) patients died during follow-up from causes unrelat-

ed to bariatric surgery. Follow-up data were available for 75% of the patients after

10 years. The mean BMI decreased from 46.6 to 33.1 after primary LRYGBP,

from 35.8 to 31,7 after secondary RYGBP, with no significant difference between

the two groups regarding 10-year BMI. Results were better in morbidly obese

than in superobese patients, with 77,8 % of the former achieving a BMI<35

compared with only 47,5 % of the latter reaching a BMI<40. Long-term compli-

cations (>3 months) developed in 64 (15.3 %) patients, of whom 59 (14.1 %)

required one or more reoperations, mostly for mechanical problems (internal

hernia=36, adhesions=9). Most patients required mineral and/or vitamin
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supplementation. Comorbidities improved markedly and sustainably. For in-

stance, Triglycerides, total and LDL-cholesterol decreased significantly, whereas

HDL increased. The proportion of patients with abnormal values decreased

significantly.

Conclusion: LRYGBP provides long-term satisfactory weight loss and mainte-

nance. Superobese patients have poorer results and have a greater tendency to

regain weight compared with less obese patients.

O.094 FERTILITYOUTCOMESAFTERBARIATRICSURGERY:
THE 5 YEARS FOLLOW UP DATA

PRESENTER: A.A. El-attar

Faculty of Medicine, Tanta University, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Maternal morbid obesity has been associated with higher infertility

rates, increase in pregnancy complications and fetal growth abnormalities. Bar-

iatric surgery is currently the mainstay treatment of morbid obesity. It has been

proven to achieve long term weight loss with improvement in all obesity related

morbidities.

Objectives: To compare the 5 year outcomes of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass (LRYGB) and laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in terms of weight

loss, fertility outcomes and safety during pregnancy.

Methods: This prospective study included 73 adult morbidly obese females

operated upon between August 2006 and December 2008. Forty-one patients

underwent LRYGB (group 1) and 32 patients underwent LSG (group 2). After a

minimum of 5 years of follow up, the followings were looked at: percentage %

weight loss (%EWL), resolution of 1ry and 2ry infertility, conception rate in the pre-

marriage group and gestational morbidity in the mother and baby.

Results: Mean %EWL at 5 years were 68+/ 6.1 and 63+/ 9.8 in group 1 and 2

respectively. Overall conception rates in the 1ry infertility, 2ry infertility and pre-

marriage groups were 60% and 66.7%, 100% and 100%, 91.7% and 75.8% in

groups 1 and 2 respectively. Child gestational age and weight rates were within

normal range for all.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery is effective in the morbidly obese women who

complain from 1ry or 2ry infertility. Also, better fertility indices can be achieved

in those who are seeking marriage.

O.095 GENDER INFLUENCE ON LONG-TERMWEIGHT LOSS
AND COMORBIDITIES AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY WITH A MINIMUM
FOLLOW-UP OF 5 YEARS

PRESENTER: P. Gentileschi

Co-authors: F. Perrone, D. Benavoli, M. Cerci, M. Capperucci, A.L. Gaspari

University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy

Introduction:Gender might be a significant factor to predict outcome after bariat-

ric surgery.

Objectives:The aim of this studywas to investigate gender influence on long-term

LSG and LRYGB results.

Methods: A cohort of 304 consecutive patients underwent surgery between 2001

and 2009. One hundred sixty-two patients (98 women, 64 men) underwent LSG,

142 (112women, 30men) LRYGB.Mean follow upwas 95,8±8,4months (range,

from 50 to 155 months). Weight loss was defined as percent excess body mass

index loss (%EBMIL) and comorbidities outcome as reduction or discontinuation

of therapy.

Results: In LSG, mean age was 41.8±4.6 years, mean preoperative BMI was 47,4

±4,2 kg/m2, 24,8 % with comorbidities. In LRYGB, mean age was 43.8±4,6 years,

mean preoperative BMI was 46,8±3,6 kg/m2, 36,6 % with comorbidities. The

overall mean±standard deviation of %EBMIL after 5 years was 78,8±23,5 in

LSG group and 81,6±21,4 in LRYGB group. In LSG, the difference betweenmales

and females in terms of %EBMIL after 24–36 and 60 months of follow up was

significant (P=0.003). Ninety-eight percent of patients improved comorbidities with

no significant difference between genders. In LRYGB, the difference between

males and females in terms of %EBMIL after 24–36 and 60 months of follow up

was not significant (P=0.06). Ninety-nine percent of patients improved comorbidi-

ties with no significant differences between genders.

Conclusion: LSG is more effective in obese male patients in terms of %EBMIL,

with no difference for comorbidities. LRYGB patients show similar results in terms

of %EBMIL and comorbidities in both genders.

O.096 LINITIS PLASTICA OF THE BYPASSED STOMACH 7
YEARS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: F. Haenen1

Co-authors: B. Gys1, T. Moreels2, T. Gys1, T. Lafullarde1

1St. Dimpna General Hospital, Department of General and Abdominal Surgery,

Geel, Belgium
2Antwerp University Hospital, Dept. Gastroenterology & Hepatology, Antwerp,

Belgium

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is currently the

preferred surgical procedure to treat morbid obesity. It has proven its effects on

excess weight loss and its positive effect on comorbidities. One of the main

issues, however, is the postoperative evaluation of the bypassed gastric remnant.

Objectives: In literature, cancer of the excluded stomach after RYGB is rare.

Methods:We describe the case of a 52-year-old woman with gastric linitis plastica

in the bypassed stomach after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, diagnosed by means of

laparoscopy and Single-Balloon enteroscopy, and it’s clinical importance.

Results: Linitis plastica of the excluded stomach after RYGB is a very rare entity.

This case report shows the importance of long-term postoperative follow-up, and

the importance of Single-Balloon enteroscopy for visualization of the bypassed

stomach remnant, when other investigations remain without results.

Conclusion: This case report is only the second report of a linitis plastica in the

bypassed stomach after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

O.097 ENDOSCOPIC THERAPY FOR DILATED
GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: N.E. Hutcher1

Co-authors: J.C. Saunders2

1Surgical Review Corporation, Raleigh, NC, USA
2CISYS Life Sciences, Raleigh, NC, USA

Introduction: Gastric bypass is one of the oldest and most common methods of

treating severe obesity, yet it is unknown how many have been performed, how

many patients have inadequate weight loss or regain weight, the effect of super

and super-super obesity on weight loss success, the role of dilated

gastrojejunostomy in weight loss failure, and the potential of endoscopic thera-

pies to manage weight loss failure.

Objectives: Determine how many gastric bypass patients have inadequate weight

loss and how many regain weight following adequate loss. Determine what per-

centage of failures are due to dilated gastrojejunostomy and of those, howmany are

candidates for endoscopic therapy.

Methods: An extensive search of the literature was conducted. Results were

combined with data from the BOLD outcomes database and administrative

databases for inpatient and outpatient surgeries. Statistical analysis was per-

formed; 50% loss of excess body weight (EBW) was used to determine success,

and clinical adjustment factors were applied.

Results: From 1993 to 2013, 856,646 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) proce-

dures were performed. Of the 21,605 RYGB patients in BOLD with 2 years of

postoperative follow-up, 25.2 % either failed to reach adequate loss of EBW

(12.3 %) or regained weight after adequate loss (12.9 %). This group was

analyzed for appropriate-sized dilated gastrojejunostomies then used as a rep-

resentative sample of the 856,646 patients, indicating 215,875 failed to

achieve or maintain 50 % loss of EBW and 148,391 are candidates for

endoscopic therapy.

Conclusion: Results indicate more than half of RYGB patients who fail to reach or

maintain loss of 50 % EBW are candidates for endoscopic therapy.
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O.100 LONG-TERM RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMYWITH DUODENAL JEJUNAL BYPASS

PRESENTER: K. Kasama

Co-authors: Y. Seki, K. Hashimoto, A. Umezawa, Y. Kurokawa

Yotsuya Medical Cube, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy with Duodenal Jejunal Bypass

(LSG/ DJB) is the alternative procedure of Laparoscopic Roux en YGastric Bypass

(LRYGB). LSG/DJB has no bypassed stomach and is thought to be suitable for the

patients with a risk of gastric cancer. However, its long-term outcome is still unclear.

Objectives: To clarify long term results of LSG/DJB.

Methods: One hundred forty-four patients underwent LSG/DJB between 2007

April and Jan. 2014 were enrolled and analyzed.

Results: Average of preoperative Body Weight and BMI are 105.7 kg (59.6–

175.1 kg) and 38.6 (26.3–59.2). %BMI loss (as ideal BMI 25) are 98.5 %(n=109),
93.5 %(n=73), 86.5 %(n=33), 82.8 %(n=24), 69.3 %(n=13) at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 years

respectively. According to preoperative BMI, %BMI loss of the patients with BMI

over 50 are 65.7 %, 68.7 %, 89.6 %, 76.5 %, (no 5 year data), 35<BMI<50 are

84.0 %, 85.6 %, 79.9 %, 75.4 %, 68.2 % at 1,2,3,4,5 years respectively. In

comparison with our result of LSG alone, LSG/DJB has better outcome for the

patient with BMI over 50, however same as for patient with BMI less than 50.

Regarding diabetic patients, 77 patients were diabetic preoperatively and their

average HbA1C was 9.0 %. HbA1C has changed to 5.8 %, 5.7 %. 5.9 %, 5.9 %,

5.7 % at 1,2,3,4,5 years respectively. Remission rate for patients with more than

5 years of DMhistory was 74%and for patientswith BMI<35and preoperative C-

peptide less than 3was 42%at 1 year. Comparing previous reports of LSG, LSG/

DJB is more effective for patients with severe DM.

Conclusion: LSG/DJB could reveal better outcome than LSG alone for patients

with BMI over 50 and/or severe diabetes.

O.101 THE VOLUME OF THE GASTRIC POUCH IS
SIGNIFICANTLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE WEIGHT
LOSS IN THE LONG TERM

PRESENTER: F. Martini

Co-authors: A. Schneck, A. Iannelli, J. Gugenheim, I. Ben Amor

Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, Nice, France

Introduction: The gastric bypass (GBP) ismainly a restrictive procedure in reason

of two mechanisms: the size of the gastric pouch (GP) and the diameter of the

gastro-jejunal anastomosis (GJA).

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the evolution of the volume of the

GP and of the diameter of the GJA in relation to the weight loss in the long term.

Methods: All patients operated on for a GBP between January 2000 and Febru-

ary 2004 showing weight loss failure or abdominal pain necessitating a computed

tomography (CT) scan, underwent a CT volumetry of the GP. Patients were

divided in two groups according to the excess weight loss>or <50 %. The size

of the GP and the diameter of the GJA were compared between the two groups.

Results: Thirty patients, 28 women and two men, with a mean age of 38,5 years

and an average body mass index (BMI) of 44,3 kg/m2, underwent CT volumetry

after a mean delay of 124 months from the GBP. The indication was weight loss

failure in 16 patients and abdominal pain in 14 cases. Themean volume of theGP

was 80,9 (30–200) cm3 and 176,3 (32–459) cm3 in the groups of weight loss

success and failure, respectively (p=0,014). The mean diameter of the AGJ was

20,6 (13–35) mm and 19,4 (6–28) mm, respectively (p=0,98).
Conclusion:The size of theGP is themain anatomic determinant of weight loss in

the long term.

O.102 PREGNANCY AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGBP).
OUTCOMES OF 660 GESTATIONS

PRESENTER: J.D. Matielli1, 2

Co-authors: A.B.. Garrido Jr1, 2, A.A. Elias1, 2, M. Oliveira1, 2, R.M. Ito1, 2, H.Y.

Shirozaki1, 2

1Instituto Garrido, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Pregnancy is difficult for obese women: infertility, gestational diabe-

tes, arterial hypertension—eclâmpsia, premature delivery, post-delivery hemor-

rhage thromboembolism, respiratory insufficiency, increased mortality. Also for

fetus: prematurity, fetal death, macrossomia, malformations. Gestation may be

better for morbidly obese after bariatric surgery, but risks exist.

Objectives: We report outcomes of 660 gestations in 574 women previously

submitted to RYGBP during a 20 years period.

Methods: Two hundred thirty RYGBP were open, with silicone ring and 344

laparoscopic, without ring (after 2006). Fertilization occurred days before to

11 years after the procedure. Age: 16–41 years. BMI (kg/m2) preoperative: 33–

61, at fertilization: 22–46. Twenty percent complained of infertility before the

operation.

Results: Pregnancies: 73 in course; 515 deliveries, 447 at term (86 %) and 68

prematures (14 %), 445 cesarean; 1 twins, 1 triplet; 7 miscarriages; 2 ectopic;

74 s gestations. Five hundred thirty-one newborns: 276 boys (52 %), 255 girls

(48%); weight 860–4,300 g (mean 2,945); height 32–52 cm (mean 48). In spite of

advertences, 114 fecundations happened in the first postoperative year: 4 twins

with 2 fetal deaths. After 1 year: 419–10 twins, all survived.

Complications of mothers: anemia 75 %(controlled); hypoalbuminemia 42 %

(controlled); eclâmpsia 0.93 %; gastrointestinal suboclusion 0.77 (controlled);

internal hernia 0.58 %(emergency operations).

Complications of newborns: 1 spina bifida, 1 ano rectal atresia, 5 malformations

(survived). Fetal complication (miscarriages): 10 trisomies.

Conclusion: In conclusion, RYGBP improves fertility; as a rule facilitates gestation

and normal births, but may cause complications and requires careful multidisci-

plinary follow up.

O.103 BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL
SWITCH (BPD-DS) IN THE ELDERLY: LONG-TERM
RESULTS OF A MATCHED-CONTROL STUDY

PRESENTER: A. Michaud2, 3

Co-authors: G.B. Marchand2, 3, S. Lebel1, F. Hould1, S. Marceau1, S. Biron1, T.

André2, 3, L. Biertho1

1Department of Surgery, Institut Universitaire de Cardiologie et de Pneumologie

de Québec, Québec, QC, Canada
2Research Center, Institut Universitaire de Cardiologie et de Pneumologie de

Québec, Québec, QC, Canada
3Department of Nutrition, Laval University, Québec, QC, Canada

Introduction: BPD-DS is one of the most effective surgical approaches for the

treatment of severe obesity, with a higher complication rate. Is the risk/benefit

ratio altered in older patients?

Objectives: To compare peri-operative complications and long-term results of

open BPD-DS in elderly vs. younger patients.

Methods: All patients aged 60 years and above who underwent a primary open

BPD-DS were selected (n=105). Patients were matched 1:1 for sex, BMI, the

presence of Type 2 diabetes (T2DM) and year of surgery with a group of younger

patients (aged 55 years).

Results: The mean age of the patients was 62.3±2.0 vs. 40.4±7.0 years (p
0.0001). Initial BMI and percentage of T2DM were similar in both groups, at

50.9 kg/m2 and 57 %, respectively. Elderly patients had more preoperative

comorbidities than younger ones (4.7±2.1 vs. 3.8±1.9, p=0.003). There was

no difference in 30-day mortality rate (0.9 %, n=1 in each group). There was a

trend for an increased rate in major 30-days complications in the elderly

group (16.2 % vs. 8.6 %, p=0.09). There was no significant difference in

minor complication rate (13.3 % vs. 9.5 %, p=0.40). At a mean of 7.1±

4.1 years of follow-up, there was no significant difference in excess weight loss

(67.6±19.2% vs. 72.7±20.7%, p=0.06) and resolution of T2DM (89% vs. 94%,

p=0.68).
Conclusion:OpenBPD-DS is associated with similar long-term benefits in elderly

patients, in terms of weight loss and resolution of T2DM. As expected, rates of

peri-operative complications tend to be higher in this population. This was not

associated with increased mortality.
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O.104 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS.
ANALYSIS OF 12 CASES

PRESENTER: N. Quezada

Co-authors: S. Morales, C. Maiz, S. Guzmán, R. Funke, F. Crovari, F. Pimentel,

C. Boza

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Obesity is commonly associated with fatty liver disease and

some of these patients can develop cirrhosis. Bariatric surgery is the

most effective treatment for obesity, nevertheless cirrhotic patients may

have higher operative risks and the long-term evolution of liver disease is

unknown.

Objectives: To report our experience in 12 cirrhotic patients who underwent

bariatric surgery.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of our Bariatric electronic database from Janu-

ary 2006 to January 2014.

Results: Twelve patients were identified, 9 (75 %) male, mean age 49±

9 years, preoperative BMI 41.7±6.3. Two patients had preoperative

diagnosis of cirrhosis in whom preoperative EGD showed small esopha-

geal varices and abdominal ultrasound evidenced cirrhosis morphology.

Eight patients were submitted to a Laparoscopic Roux-Y Gastric Bypass

(LRYGB) and four to Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG). Two

patients were recognized to be cirrhotic intraoperatively, therefore had a

LSG instead LRYGB. Cirrhosis was confirmed by intraoperative biopsy in

seven patients and all patients were Child A. There were no periopera-

tive complications and no liver descompensations in this series. We had

no upper GI bleeding in the long-term follow-up. One patient who was

enrolled for orthotopic liver transplantation delayed it for 6 years and only

one patient died 6 years after surgery because of trauma.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery is feasible and safe in cirrhotic patients with low

morbidity and no mortality related in our experience.

O.105 IS GASTRIC LEAKS HAVE AN IMPACT ONWEIGHT
LOSS AND SATISFACTION RATE AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: A CASE-MATCHED STUDY?

PRESENTER: L. Rebibo

Co-authors: A. Dhahri, C. Cosse, P. Verhaeghe, J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction:Gastric leak (GL) represents the main complication following sleeve

gastrectomy (SG).

Objectives: Objective of this study was to evaluate the weight loss of

patients with post-operative GLs following SG compared to patients without

GLs.

Methods: Between March 2004 and October 2012, we included all pa-

tients managed for GL after SG (37 patients). These patients (SG-leaks

group) were matched in terms of preoperative data and operative data

on a 1:2 basis with 74 patients without GLs (SG-control group) selected

from a population of 899 SG. The primary endpoint was the weight

changes over a 1-year period after healing of GL. Secondary endpoints

were GL data and GL management and satisfaction rate 1 year after

healing of GL.

Results: During the study period, 37 patients were managed for GLs fol-

lowing SG. The SG-leaks group consisted of 37 patients (mean age of

41.2; mean BMI of 46.8 kg/m2). Sixteen patients (43.2 %) had early-onset

leakage. Twenty seven patients (72.9 %) required surgical revisional pro-

cedure. Mean time to healing GLs after discover of GLs was 109 days (14–

423). The mean EWL in the SG-leaks group at 12 months was 72.2 % while

the mean EWL in the SG-control group at 12 months was 68.8 % (p=0.46).
Thirty one patients (83.7 %) were satisfied of performing SG at 12 months

follow-up.

Conclusion: Despite the morbidity associated with GL after SG, the results of

weight loss are similar in patients with healed GL than to those without GL. Long-

term satisfaction rate of patients with healed GL depend on weight loss following

SG.

O.106 PREOPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS AS A PREDICTIVE
VALUE ON THE WEIGHT LOSS AT 6 AND
12 MONTHS

PRESENTER: R. Schiano di Cola, C. Giardiello

Co-authors: G. Serino, E. Silvestri, A. Borrelli, R. Brunaccino

Pineta Grande Hospital, Castel Volturno, Italy

Introduction: Several studies showed that a preoperative weight loss could

improve surgery’s results.

Objectives:The objective was to assess the influence of pre-operative weight loss
on the follow-up of patients undergoing a nutritional intervention comparison

group of untreated.

Methods: One hundred fifty-nine patients of the Center for the Treatment of

Obesity in the Pineta Grande Hospital of Castel Volturno (CE) recruited for

bariatric surgery in 2010–2012, after a multidisciplinary framework, were divided

into:

Group 1: 80 patients (age 37.8±9.2 years, weight 134.2±24.5 kg, height

166±9.3 cm, BMI 48.3±7.4 kg / m2) have been submitted to a path of

personalized nutritional education and a pre-intervention ketogenic diet

period of 21 days.

Group 2: 79 patients (age 39.8±10.7 years, weight 130±18.9 kg, height 164±

8.7 cm, BMI 48.1±6.0 kg / m2), have not been specifically treated.

Both groups have been subjected to gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy and to

6 and 12 months follow up.

Results: The post-operative weight loss was significantly higher in Group 1, either

at 6 months (40.2±13.1 kg vs. 31.5±10.2 kg) and at 12months (49.0±16.9 kg vs.

41.8±13.6 kg).

Conclusion: The study confirms that in patients who are candidates for

bariatric surgery, a decrease in pre intervention weight, obtained through

personalized nutritional education associated with a ketogenic diet, al-

lows a greater and prolonged postoperative weight loss compared to

patients not undergoing such treatment.

O.108 BEHAVIOR OF GLYCEMIC CONTROL (GC) AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) AT 1
AND 5 YEARS IN MORBIDLY OBESE (MO) INDIANS

PRESENTER: S. Shah1

Co-authors: P. Shah1, J. Gangwani1, J. Todkar2, G. Edake1, P. Shah1

1laparoLaparo - Obeso Centreobeso centre, Pune, MH, India
2Ruby Hall clinic, Pune, MH, India

Introduction: LSG in MO is known to have improvement in Type 2 Diabetes

(T2DM). However, long term results are still unknown.

Objectives: To evaluate long-term GC in MO Indians at 1 and 5 years after LSG

and its relation with weight and BMI.

Methods: Glycemic outcomes, weight and percentage Excess BMI

Loss (%EBMIL) of 81 MO patients with T2DM who underwent LSG

between January 2005 to January 2009 and had completed 1 and

5 year follow up were assessed and analyzed. Initially 41/81 were

on oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA), 12/81 on OHA+ insulin and 28/

81 on metformin only. The basel ine mean weight was 114.2 ±

27.30 kg , BMI 43 .6 ± 10.11 kg /m2 and dura t ion o f d iabe tes

5.2 years. Remiss ion was def ined as HbA1c 6.5 % and off

medications.

Results: At 1 and 5 years after LSG 66/81, 58/81 had remission, 15/81,

23/81 improved and %EBMIL was 62.7 %, 51.2 %, the mean weight

80.5±18.22, 89.07±21.67 kg respectively. Recurrence of diabetes oc-

curred in 8/66 (12 %) patients who are only on metformin and con-

trolled glycemia. Euglycemia occurred in most within 3 months post

LSG. No patient had worsening of T2DM up to 5 years. Interestingly

two patients regained complete weight by 5 years but remained in DM

remission.

Conclusion: LSG can induce significant remission/improvement of T2DM at

1 year, sustainable long term up to 5 years in MO Indians.
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O.110 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A STAND-ALONE
SURGERY IN SUPER-SUPER OBESE PATIENTS: IS IT
A LONG-TERM SOLUTION?

PRESENTER: C. Theriault

Co-authors: L. Biertho, S. Marceau, S. Lebel, F. Hould, S. Beaulieu Truchon, O.

Lescelleur, S. Biron

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec (IUCPQ),

Québec, QC, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) alone was originally used

to downstage high-riskmorbidly obese patients. It is debated whether it can be an

effective long-term solution by itself in patients with an initial BMI>60 kg/m2.

Objectives: The goal is to assess the outcome of stand-alone LSG in super-super

obese patients with a minimum follow-up of 2 years.

Methods: A retrospective review of the “Institut Universitaire de Cardiologie et de

Pneumologie de Québec” (IUCPQ) prospective electronic database was con-

ducted. Data are reported as the mean±standard deviation.

Results: Thirty-seven patients were included (17 M/20 W, aged 45±11 years,

weighing 189±28 kg, and with a BMI of 68±6 kg/m2). There was one complica-

tion during a surgery (conversion for bleeding), one 30-day complication

(rhabdomyolysis) and there were no post-operative deaths. All patients had a

follow-up of 42±15 months. There was one death 3 years after LSG from low GI

bleeding. The excess weight loss (EWL) at 12, 24, 36, and 48 months was 42±

12%, 45±21%, 40±25% and 38±21%, respectively. However, beyond 2 years,

only 38 % of patients reached the 50 % EWL target and only 27 % reduced their

BMI<40 kg/m2. Comorbidities were improved and cured as followed; 100 % and

74 % for T2DM (n=19), 74 % and 37 % for sleep apnea (n=27), and 65 % and

26 % for high blood pressure (n=23).
Conclusion: In IUCPQ experience, even though LSG produced a significant EWL

and improvement of comorbidities with a low surgical risk, most patients remained

morbidly obese. Thus, LSG as a stand-alone procedure is unlikely to be an effective

long-term solution for this population.

O.111 THE SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A PRIMARY
PROCEDURE IN BARIATRIC SURGERY—RESULTS
OF A CONSECUTIVE SERIES OF OVER 1,500
PATIENTS WITH A 5 YEAR FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: M. Utech

Co-authors: J. Halter, R. Riege, A. Knapp, E. Wolf, M. Büsing

Klinikum Vest, Knappschaftskrankenhaus Recklinghausen, Recklinghausen,

Germany

Introduction: The laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) was initially used as

the first step of a two-stage operation (OP) in bariatric surgery. Recently, this

method established as a separate OP in patients with morbid obesity. Due to the

short history of this surgical procedure, there are limited data in larger cohorts and

long term results.

Objectives: We report on 1,500 patients who underwent LSG at a single center

and analyze the 5-year follow-up data.

Methods: Between 6/2008 and 12/ 2013 1,502 patients (1,015 , 487 ) underwent

LSG at a single center. Initially a standard technique was developed and contin-

ued without any significant modifications.

Results: The average age was 42 years (range 18–74) and the mean BMI

50.1 kg/m2 (35–101.6). The%EWL at 1 year, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years, postoperatively

was 63.1 %, 64.6 %, 62.1 %, 59.4 % and 67.1 %. Initially 23 % of the patients

suffered from diabetes mellitus and 48.6 % from hypertension. After 5 years, the

diabetes mellitus was reduced by 88.2% and hypertension by 95.7%. The mean

operation time reduced significantly from 151 min in 2008 to 72 min in 2012. The

mean hospital stay was 3 days (1–389); the stapler leaked rate was 0.49 % and

the overall mortality was 0.3 %.

Conclusion: Our data emphasize that LSG is a safe and effective a bariatric

surgical procedure. The weight development after LSG is comparable to the

weight course after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass. Worth mentioning is especially

the impact on co-morbidities.

O.113 LONG TERM RESULTS AND EXPERIENCE WITH
LAPAROSCOPIC SIMPLIFIED DUODENAL SWITCH
WITH RIGHT GASTRIC ARTERY LIGATION

PRESENTER: A. Garcia Ruiz de Gordejuela1

Co-authors: J. Pujol Gebelli1, G. Rodrı́guez León1, M. Riveros Caballero2, A.

Casajoana Badı́a1, A. Sturlese Gaya1, J. Elvira López1

1Hospital Universitari de Bellvitge, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Spain
2Hospital Mutua de Terrassa, Terrassa, Spain

Introduction: Laparoscopic duodenal switch is not a common bariatric

procedure due to its complexity and potential morbidity and mortality.

Experienced groups published excellent weight loss results with low

complication rates. We added the ligation of the right gastric artery in

order to reduce anastomotic tensions.

Objectives: Evaluation of the technique and its results.

Methods: Retrospective revision from the prospective bariatric database of our

multidisciplinary team. Primary and staged procedureswere included. All the data

were extracted from the multidisciplinary team that follows-up these patients. We

analyzed morbidity, mortality, weight loss and related diseases evolution after

surgery.

Results: FromApril 2007 to December 2013we operated 176 LDS. One hundred

thirty-seven (79.2 %) were women. Mean age was 47 y.o. (range 23 to 65).

Twenty-two cases were staged. Mean baseline BMI was 47.06 kg/m2 (range

34 to 64). Mean operating timewas 150min (120 to 250). Morbidity rate was 11%

where haemoperitoneum (ten cases) and anastomotic leak (two cases) were the

most common. Eight patients were reoperated. Mortality was 0. Mean follow-up

was 36 months (0 to 60 months). Weight lose after 6, 12, 24, 36 and 48 months

was %EWL: 58.34 %, 71.38 %, 70.61 %, 74.06 % and 69.30 %; and %EBMIL:

64.52 %, 77.98 %, 77.43 %, 80.66 % and 77.02 % respectively. All 24 type 2

diabetics had nomedication and normal biochemistry at the first year control, and

remained this way all the time.

Conclusion: Although LDS is a complex bariatric procedure, our results showed

low morbidity and no mortality in our group. Weight loss was excellent and

maintained during the follow-up done.

O.114 MEDIUM TERM RESULTS OF A DOUBLE-BLIND
PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
COMPARING MULTIVITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS AFTER
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: E. Aarts1

Co-authors: J. Homan1,W. Schijns1, C. van Laarhoven2, I. Janssen1, F. Berends1

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Raboud University Medical Centre, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Introduction:After a Roux-en-YGastric Bypass (RYGB) there is an increased risk

for nutritional deficiencies. Most common are iron, vitamin B12 and folic acid

deficiencies. A new multivitamin supplement (WLS Forte, WLSF) adjusted for

RYGB patients was developed.

Objectives: The aim of this double-blind randomized controlled study was to

determine the effectiveness of WLSF compared to standard multivitamin supple-

ment (SMVS) after RYGB.

Methods: Between June 2011 and March 2012, patients undergoing a primary

laparoscopic RYGBwere randomized for standard SMVSandWLSF for a period of

1 year. WLSF holds higher nutrition’s, e.g. vitamin B12 14000 % RDA, iron 500 %

RDA, and folic acid 300%RDA. The SMVS consists approximately 100%RDA for

all supplements. After this first year results were so in favor of theWLSF tablets that

all patients were offered thismultivitamin. After 2 years serum levels were controlled

again.

Results: In total 148 patients (74 in each group) underwent a RYGB procedure.

Weight, BMI, sex and excess weight loss were similar for SMVS and WLSF

(p>0.05). Less vitamin B12 and ferritin deficiencies were observed in WLSF

compared to SMVS (p<0.05). Within 12months, mean serum vitamin B12 levels

increased (+112.8 pmol/l) in WLSF, and decreased (4.9 pmol/l) in SMVS

(p<0.05). Two year results will be available medio 2014.
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Conclusion:Optimized multivitamin supplement, WLS Forte, is safe and resulted

in less vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiencies after RYGB.

O.115 COMBINED LAPAROSCOPIC-ENDOSCOPIC T-TUBE
INSERTION: AN EFFECTIVE SIMPLE STRATEGY FOR
THE TREATMENT OF STAPLE-LINE LEAKS AFTER
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Barreca

Co-authors: C. Nagliati, V. Jain, D. Whitelaw, P. Jambulingam, D. Raje

Luton and Dunstable University Hospital, Luton, United Kingdom

Introduction: The appropriate management of staple-line leak after Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) is controversial and still a matter of debate.

Transforming a leak into a controlled fistula by the insertion of a T-tube is a viable

option.

Objectives: To minimize surgical dissection and to facilitate identification of the

leak site and insertion of the T-tube, we have developed a combined

laparoscopic-endoscopic T-tube (LET) insertion technique.

Methods: Between 2007 and 2013, 272 patients underwent LSG. Six patients

(2.2 %) developed a staple line leak. Four patients were included in the study and

treated with LET insertion. After laparoscopic dissection of the abscess cavity, a

guide-wire is endoscopically passed through the leak, a polypectomy snare is

anchored to the guide-wire and retrieved, a T-tube is then secured to the snare

and passed through the leak.

Results:All four patientswho underwent LETwere started on oral feeding with the
T-tube in place, according to the T-tube output and the results of radiological tests.

The T-tube was initially closed and subsequently removed either during the index

admission or in the outpatient clinic having the patient been discharged homewith

the T-tube in place. LETsuccessfully treated the leak in all cases.

Conclusion: Staple-line leak is considered the most challenging surgical compli-

cation after LSG. Several therapeutic options have been proposed with variable

results, but the best management still remains controversial. In our experience,

LET is a valid treatment for staple-line leak. It minimizes the surgical dissection,

easily localizes the defect, and we have found it to be safe and effective.

O.116 FREQUENCY AND MANAGEMENT OF
COMPLICATIONS OF THE DUODENAL-JEJUNAL
BYPASS LINER

PRESENTER: B. Betzel

Co-authors: P. Koehestanie, J. Homan, K. Dogan, E. Aarts, P. Wahab, M.

Groenen, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: The duodenal-jejunal bypass liner (DJBL) is a new therapeutic entity

for treatment of obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2DM). So far, it has been reported

to be feasible and safe.

Objectives: Reporting the number of complications of the DJBL and offering a

simple guideline to prevent, treat and resolve them.

Methods: In this prospective, observational study, patients were eligible for im-

plantation of theDJBLwhen theymet among others the following criteria: age 18–

65 years, BMI 28–45 kg/m2, T2DM, and negative serum H. pylori test. Patients

using non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or anticoagulant medication were

excluded.

Results: Between October 2007 and January 2014, 152 (92 %) of 165 planned

implantations, and 94 explantations have been performed in our centre. Early

explantation due to pain or discomfort occurred in 16 (11 %) patients. In total, 15

(10 %) patients experienced complications: 7 (5 %) patients suffered from bleed-

ing of which two were severe arterial bleedings, two patients suffered from

pancreatitis, one patient developed liver abscesses, and one patient had an

obstruction of the sleeve. During explantation, an oesophageal rupture occurred

in two patients.

Conclusion: The DJBL is successful in treating overweight and T2DM and is gener-

ally well tolerated. Fifteen complications and 16 early explantations are reported in

152 procedures. Knowledge of these complications might lead to prevention as well

as earlier and better treatment. A surgical team and interventional radiologist should

be within reach for management of severe complications. Therefore, availability of

these medical specialisms within the implanting and explanting facility is advised.

O.117 VITAMIN DEFICIENCY AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: N. Bodunova

Co-authors: I. Khatkov, R. Askerkhanov, A. Parfenov, E. Sabelnikova, I. Feidorov

Moscow Clinical Scientific Center, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Bariatric surgeries result is a significant reduction in weight. Weight

loss is sometimes accompanied by malabsorption syndrome. This serious com-

plication dictates the need to develop methods for prevention and correction of

such violations.

Aim is to identify the level of vitamins before performing bariatric surgeries and

1 year after.

Objectives: A survey was conducted of 100 patients (40-gastric bypass, 40-

sleeve gastrectomy and 20 gastric banding). Among them were 22 men and 78

women, whose average age was 36 years. The control group consisted of ten

people with normal BMI.

Methods:All patients in the serumwas determined by the level of vitaminD, B1, B2,

B5, B6, B9, B12, C, niacin, biotin, retinol-binding protein.

Results: The study found that even before the operation performance of some

vitamins were below normal. In 85.4 % of patients vitamin C was reduced, in

72,7% - vitamin B5, in 55% -B6, and 73% of patients reduced levels of vitamin D

(p <0,001). In other cases, the values before surgery remained normal.

When investigating a year after surgery, patients showed a lack of such vitamins

as niacin -in 68%, B5 in 52,7 % of cases, B6 have been reduced in 68,2 % of the

patients, in 72.7% - Vitamin D, and retinol - binding protein and folic acid - 56,3%

and 25 % (p<0,001), respectively.
Conclusion: The obtained data demonstrate the need of careful examination of

patients prior to surgery and correction of violations before performing bariatric

surgeries. This will reduce the number of terrible consequences.

O.118 RESULT OF THE LEAK PREVENTION SURGICAL
PROTOCOL (LPSP) IN LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY (LSG)

PRESENTER: C. Copaescu

Ponderas Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Sleeve Resection (LS) has an increased popular-
ity as a metabolic procedure. Beside this, the postoperative leak rates and its chal-

lenging management are important drawbacks for the extension of the LS procedure.

Objectives: To identify the mechanisms of leak production in LS and to propose a

safer surgical pathway for sleeve.

Methods: Data from all the patients who underwent LS from 2005 were prospec-

tively collected (single center, consecutive series). We have analyzed every single

complicated case. The possible causes of leak production were listed and were

considered in establishing a leak prevention surgical protocol (LPSP), introduced

in practice from 2010. The postoperative leak rate (PLR) in the two cohorts of

patients, operated on before (GroupA) andafter this date (GroupB) was analyzed.

Results: A wide range of mechanisms of leak production were described. The

LPSP took care about all these situations.

The total number of the patients who underwent LS in the center was 2,581 (2005–

2013). Group A encountered 1,065 patients and Group B 1,516 patients. The two

groups had similar characteristics; The PLR was 1.03 % (11/1,065) in Group A,

(0,06 %) in the group B (1/1,581) (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The leak incidence after LS may be dramatically reduced if we are

aware off the mechanisms of leak production and avoid their occurrence by

applying an adapted protocol. Moreover, understanding the functional require-

ments of this long, narrow, L-shaped, high pressure gastric tubemay contribute to

the further extension of the laparoscopic gastric sleeve resection as a first option

metabolic procedure.
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O.119 ENDOSCOPIC INTERNAL DRAINAGE FOR
TREATMENT OF LEAKS FOLLOWING SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: G. Donatelli1

Co-authors: S. Ferretti2, G. Pourcher2, B.M. Vergeau1, J.L. Dumont1, T.

Tuszynski1, J.M. Catheline3, P. Dhumane4, I. Dagher2, B. Meduri1

1Unité d’Endoscopie Interventionnelle, Hôpital Privé des Peupliers, Générale de

Santé, Paris, France
2Chirurgie digestive minimale-invasive, Hôpital Universitaire Antoine Béclère,

APHP, Paris, France
3Chirurgie Viscérale, Saint-Denis, France
4Department of General Surgery, Lilavati Hospital and Research Centre, Mum-

bai, India

Introduction:Standardmanagement protocol for gastric line leaks (GLL) is not yet

established.

Objectives: We report our experience about endoscopic internal drainage (EID)

using double pigtails plastic stent changed between 4 and 8 weeks until healing.

Methods: Thirty-four pts (26 F, 43.6 y) presented GLL 12.8 days (1–97) from

surgery. Twenty-five underwent a re-surgery at 10.6 days (0–97) fromSG.One or

more stents (Advanix, Boston Scientific), according to orifice’s size, were deliv-

ered with the one end in the collection and the other one in the stomach. Naso-

jejunal feeding tubewas inserted in 26 patients, two had jejunostomy, and four ate

normal. Endoscopic control was performed systematically between 4 and

8 weeks, with either re-stenting (if the leak was still present), or removal (if

sealed), or closure with an OTSC.

Results:EIDwas possible in 33/34 of cases. Thirteen patients were healed at first

control, 32.3 days (26–54) from stenting, two needed OTSC. At second control,

61.6 days (48–87), ten patients respected criteria of good outcome, six needed

OTSC. Two patients healed follows three and seven changes at 84 and 180 days

respectively. One patient died for pulmonary embolism. Overall, 7/32 patients

(21.8 %) are still under treatment, and 25/32 (78.2 %) were healed with an

average time of EID treatment of 52 days (26–180). They are now symptom-

free at a follow up of 129 days (2–276).

Conclusion: EID is a promising therapeutic mini invasive approach for the treat-

ment of leaks following SG despite the need of multiple endoscopic sessions. It

allows draining peri-gastric collections and promotes tissue regrow, permitting to

avoid re-surgery.

O.120 CARBOHYDRATE RESTRICTION TO PREVENT
HYPERINSULINEMIC HYPOGLYCEMIA AFTER
ROUX-AND-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: J. Homan

Co-authors: N. Botros, I. Rijnaarts, H. Brandts, E. Aarts, I. Janssen, F. Berends,

H. de Boer

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction:Hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia is a rare complication of Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass (RYGB) surgery. Meals with a high carbohydrate content (CHC)

and a high glycemic index (GI) may provoke these hypoglycemic attacks.

Objectives: To assess the effects of reducing meal CHC and GI on glycemic

responses in patients with post-RYGB (pRYGB)-hypoglycemia.

Methods: Fourteen patients with pRYGB hypoglycemia underwent two meal

tests: a mixed meal test (MMT) with a CHC of 30 g, and a meal test with the

low GI supplement, Glucerna SR 1,5&reg; (GMT). Plasma glucose and serum

insulin levels were measured for a period of 6 h.

Results: Peak glucose levels were reached at T30 during GMT and at T60 during

MMT. They were 1.5±0.3 mmol/L lower during GMT than during MMT (7.5±

0.4 mmol/L versus 9.0±0.4 mmol/L, P<0.005). GMT induced the most rapid rise in

plasma insulin: at T30 plasma insulin was 30.7±8.5 mU/L higher during GMT than

during MMT (P<0.005). None of the test meals induced postprandial hypoglycemia.

Conclusion: A 30 g carbohydrate restricted meal prevents postprandial hypogly-

cemia in patients with pRYGB hypoglycemia. The use of a liquid, low GI, supple-

ment offers no additional advantage.

O.121 IMPACT OF A SPECIALIST BARIATRIC EMERGENCY
SURGICAL SERVICE—A PROSPECTIVE STUDY

PRESENTER: O.A. Khan

Co-authors: A. Roman, E. McGlone, M. Reddy

Department of Upper GI and Bariatric Surgery, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: The increasing subspecialisation of general surgeons in their

elective work may result in problems in providing expert care for emergency

cases.

Objectives: Our institution provides a 24-h emergency bariatric surgical on-call

service provided by specialist bariatric surgeons and the purpose of this prospec-

tive study was to audit its activity.

Methods: Between December 2011 and November 2013, all patients presenting

to A&E with an emergency relating to their previous bariatric surgery were

referred to a dedicated emergency bariatric surgical service. The presenting

features, investigations and surgical interventions were recorded.

Results: There were 71 bariatric surgical emergency admissions, 37 of which had

previous surgery at our institution. Presenting features (patient number): abdom-

inal pain (46), dysphagia due to a slipped gastric band (13), balloon intolerance

(6) and leak (5). Investigations: urgent CT of the abdomen (45), gastrograffin-

swallow (5) and radiological-guided band deflation (3). Surgical interventions:

specifically repair of internal hernia (10), gastric band removal (8), diagnostic

upper GI endoscopy (8), balloon removal (6), insertion of stent (3), laparoscopy

+/-washout (3), repair of stomal perforation (2) and division of adhesions (2) and

other (2). Of these 44 cases, 17 were performed “out of hours” and within 12 h of

admission.

Conclusion: A significant volume of patients present as emergencies with

complications related to bariatric surgery. The majority of these cases

require urgent specialist radiological and surgical assessment and a

significant number require urgent “out of hours” surgery by a specialist team.

These results have important implications for provision of an emergency general

surgical service.

O.122 CONCURRENT VENTRAL HERNIA REPAIR AND
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: J.R. Pender

Co-authors: K. Spaniolas, W. Pories

East Carolina University, Greenville, NC, USA

Introduction:Concurrent ventral hernia repair (cVHR) has been reported in 2–5%
of patients undergoing bariatric surgery. Studies reporting on the outcomes of

cVHR are limited by sample size.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the 30-day surgical site infection

(SSI) rate associated with cVHR.

Methods:The ACS-NSQIP database from2006 to 2011was queried using codes

for bariatric surgery and diagnoses for morbid obesity. Patient demographics,

baseline comorbidities, procedural events, and postoperative occurrences were

analysed. 30-day mortality and morbidity were assessed. Comparison between

laparoscopic gastric bypass (RYGB) and sleeve gastrectomy (SG) was per-

formed for 2010–2011.

Results: cVHR was performed in 2.6 % of undergoing bariatric surgery

(1,892/71,694.) The rate of cVHR varied by procedure type: 1.6 % of

adjustable band, 2.2 % of SG, 2.5 % of laparoscopic RYGB, 5.3 % of

band conversion to RYGB, 6.8 % of open RYGB, 17.2 % of major non-

band revision patients. In 2010–2011, there were 503 patients who

underwent cVHR (RYGB 433, SG 70). There was no difference in co-

morbidities between the groups other than diabetes was more common

in the RYGB group (41.6 % vs 28.6 %, p=0.039. SSI was not statisti-

cally different between the two groups (5.1 % for RYGB vs 1.4 % for SG,

p=0.229). After controlling for baseline comorbidities, there was no effect

of procedure on SSI (OR 0.38, 95 % CI 0.05–2.91).

Conclusion: SSI rate remains low after both RYGB and SG. Our study shows no

significant difference in the SSI rate between RYGB and SG, even after control-

ling for baseline differences.
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O.123 USE OF ENDOSCOPIC STENTS FOR TREATMENT OF
POSTOPERATIVE LEAKS IN BARIATRIC-METABOLIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: N. Quezada

Co-authors: C. Maiz, J. Hernández, S. Morales, C. Muñoz, A. Sharp, F. Pimentel,

C. Boza

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Postoperative leaks are one of the most feared complications in

bariatric-metabolic surgery (BMS). There is a wide spectrum of alternatives for

treatment from nil per os, drainage of collections and sepsis management to

prosthesis and surgery.

Objectives: To report our experience with Endoscopic Stents (ES) for the treat-

ment of leaks.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of our BMS database from January 2007 to

December 2013. All patients with leak treated with ES after BMS were included.

Results:We identified 28 patients, 16 (57 %) women, mean age 36.7±4.82 (19–

65), preoperative BMI 37.7±4.9. Nineteen (68 %) patients had leak in the upper

third of the stapler line of Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG) and 9 (32 %) in the gastric

pouch of aGastric Bypass. Time fromsurgery to leak diagnosis was 9.8±10.4 (1–

51) days, and ES were installed 23±27.6 (0–104) days after the diagnosis.

Twenty one (75 %) cases also had an abdominal exploration (lap or open).

Twelve patients (43 %) had ES complications: 7 (25 %) migration, 4 (14 %)

refistulization and one (4 %) breakage. Mean length of ES use was 83.7±62.9

(5–299) days. Patients who used ES as the first treatment (with or without

simultaneous reoperation) had a shorter leak closure time (62.1±34.9 vs 137±

89.6 days; p=0.019). Twenty seven (96 %) cases were successfully treated by

ES.

Conclusion: Use of ES for leak treatment is feasible, safe and effective, although

patients may also require prosthesis revision and abdominal exploration for

sepsis control.

O.124 POST-SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY STENOSIS:
PRESENTATIONS AND POSSIBLE MANAGEMENT
PLANS. EXPERIENCE IN 21 CASES FROM A GERMAN
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

PRESENTER: R. Weiner

Co-authors: I.A. Elsayes, S. Weiner

Sachsenhausen Hospital, Frankfurt am main, Germany

Introduction: Post-sleeve gastrecomy stenosis (PSGS) is a rare but serious

complication with subsequent persistent gastro-esophageal reflux (PGER), food

intolerance and malnutrition.

Objectives: To demonstrate our management strategies for PSGS.

Methods: Twenty-one patients (14 females) presented to us byPSGS (range=7–

392 days post-operatively, BMI range at presentation=25–52 Kg/m2). Seven

patients (33 %) were operated in our clinic (0.7 % stenosis rate). Eleven patients

(52 %) presented with PGER, seven patients (33 %) with solid food intolerance,

four patients (19 %) with septic manifestations of associated proximal

leakage, two patients (9 %) with severe weight loss and two patients

(9 %) with Beri Beri. Diagnosis was confirmed by gastroscopy, computed

tomography scans or gastrografin swallows. Fourteen patients (67 %,

group 1) had sleeve stenosis only and seven patients (33 %, group 2)

had additional pathology (proximal leakage in six patients and perigastic

hematoma in one patient).

Results: In group 1, conversion in laparoscopic RYGB (LRYGB) was done in 13

patients (61 %) and adhesiolysis was enough in one patient (5 %). One patient

developed leakage after LRYGB necessitating relaparoscopy. In group 2, con-

version in LRYGB was done in five patients (24 %). One patient required laparo-

scopic repair of the leak site and adhesiolysis only (5 %). Laparoscopic hemato-

ma evacuation was done in one patient (5 %). Two patients developed leakage

after LRYGB necessitating relaparoscopy. Post-operative follow-up ranged from

1 to 18 months. All patients showed remission of PSGS symptoms, of those 18

patients (86 %) were converted in LRYGB.

Conclusion: Conversion in RYGB achieves promising results in patients with

PSGS.

O.125 BOWEL HABITS AND ITS RELATION WITH CALCIUM
METABOLISMAFTERGASTRICBYPASSSURGERY:A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY

PRESENTER: E. Aarts1

Co-authors: I. Janssen1, W. Schijns1, B. Betzel1, J. Homan1, F. Berends1, D.

Schweitzer2

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Reinier de Graaf Group of Hospitals, Delft, Netherlands

Introduction: The Roux-en-Y Gastric restricts food intake and reduces absorption

of calories. Calcium malabsorption may be harmful to skeletal health in the long

term. Optimal skeletal management post-surgery is highly recommended.

Objectives: To optimize patient care after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass surgery by

gettingmore insight in the relation between calciummalabsorption, stool frequen-

cy and consistency.

Methods: Seventy-five Patients were prospectively followed for 12 months after

surgery. All patients received 100 RDA multivitamins and 500/440 TID calcium/

vitamin D and 25.000 EH cholecalciferol a week.

A standard questionnaire to quantify stool frequency and consistency and labora-

tory assessments prior to surgery at 6 and 12 months were evaluated.

Results: Twenty-four Males and 51 females were included. All patients received a

75 cm biliopancreatic limb and a 150 cm alimentary limb.

At 12 months 72 % of patients reported changes in bowel habits. PTH Levels

were high in 12 and 19%of patients at 6 and 12months respectively. Correlations

between semi-quantified bowel scores (fecal scores) and data from the laboratory

corrected for vitamin D levels demonstrated increasing PTH values along with

more frequent and softer/watery stools (p=0.004). Non-compliance of calcium

intake and high PTH levels are correlated (p<0.001), but compliance and faecal

score are not.

Conclusion: The current study demonstrates interrelationships between fecal

scores, PTH levels and compliance. In theory reducing the faecal score can be

used as a tool to reduce calcium malabsorption.

O.127 METABOLIC AND GENETIC RÔLE OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY UPON OFFSPRING

PRESENTER: S. Biron

Co-authors: P. Marceau, K. Cianflone, F. Guénard, S. Marceau

Laval University, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: What is and how bariatric surgery get to offspring?

Objectives: To summarize our post-surgical experience with morbidly obese

mothers and their offspring along previous studies of our obesity research group.

Methods: A morphological study in which the population was made of 133

mothers with children born after bariatric surgery. The second stage is a

metabolic study upon mothers with 92 children born before and after their

bariatric surgery and equally divided in pre and post. For the third stage

genomic colleagues look at transmission of poor response to insulin. Their

tool measure Methylation on DNA and genetic expression on RNA.

Results: Themorphological change for mothers diminish BMI of 36% andmorbid

obesity by 77 %. For children the trend to obesity is three times slower and

progression of abdominal obesity with aging is almost flat.

The metabolic study show that insulin resistance from HOMA decrease signifi-

cantly in underweight, obese and still morbidly obese subject.

The genetic study show differential methylation in 3 % of genes; the 3 % for CpG

sites are statistically different between before versus after surgery for

Methylation.

Conclusion: The morphological study show that bariatric surgery decrease the

risk for morbid obesity by 67 % and the trend to abdominal obesity is five times

slower. The metabolic study suggest that poor response to insulin is an highway

to obesity. The genomic work show that bariatric surgery has a direct impact on
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phenotype transmissible to newborn in relation to insulin resistance. Our preven-

tive task should be to target at first, women before their first pregnancy.

O.128 UNSTRESSING THE BETA-CELL: FASTING GLP-1
LEVELS ARE REDUCED AFTER RYGB

PRESENTER: G.R. Faria1

Co-authors: J. Preto2, J. Guimaraes1, C. Calhau1, A. Taveira-Gomes1

1University of Porto - Faculty of Medicine, Porto, Portugal
2Sao Joao Medical Center, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: GLP-1 has several functions in glucose homeostasis, including the

stimulation of insulin secretion and the reduction of hunger and food intake. After

RYGB, GLP-1 postprandial release is enhanced, boosting the beta-cell function

and insulin secretion. However, fasting GLP1 levels have not been completely

studied before and its significance is yet undetermined.

Objectives: To study fasting GLP1 levels and its relation to RYGB.

Methods: We recruited a prospective cohort of 141 consecutive patients that

underwent primary laparoscopic RYGB between January 2010 and June 2011.

Patients were evaluated for clinical and laboratory parameters preoperatively.

Seventy-nine (56 %) agreed to collect blood samples 12 months after surgery.

GLP-1 levels were measured in frozen samples, collected after an overnight

fasting.

Results:Mean BMI was 45.8 kg/m2 at presentation and 29.8 at 12 months.

Pre-operative median fasting blood glucose, insulin and GLP-1 were

96 mg/dL, 18.1 IU/mL and 4.52 pM, respectively. Twelve months after

surgery, there was a significant reduction in all the measures (FBG=

82 mg/dL [p<0.001]; insulin=7.6 IU/mL [p<0.001]; and GLP-1=3.45 pM

[p=0.02]). Pre-operative GLP-1 was higher in patients with T2DM (6.61 pM

vs 4.35 pM for patients with resistance to insulin and 3.99 pM with normal

glucose metabolism –p=0.04). The post-operative decrease was more

significant for patients with T2DM (p=0.01), such that by 12 months,

GLP-1 levels were not different between groups (p=0.65).
Conclusion: Fasting GLP-1 levels are reduced after gastric bypass. This reduc-

tion is more significant in patients with T2DM such that 12-month levels are not

different between groups. This finding suggests an important mechanism of

RYGB by “unstressing” the pancreatic B-cell.

O.129 LOOP DUODENOJEJUNAL BYPASS WITH SLEEVE
GASTRECTONY FOR BMI27.5KG/M2 TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS ASIAN PATIENTS

PRESENTER: C. Huang

Co-authors: V. Taweerutchana, P. Chang, M. Hsin

BMI Surgery Center/E-Da Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Introduction: Surgical treatment for type II DiabetesMellitus (T2DM) has become

important therapy except conventional medical treatment. We developed a novel

metabolic surgery: Loop DuodenoJejunal Bypass with Sleeve Gastrectomy

(LDJB-SG) which is hopefully more physiological, carries less surgical related

complications and achieve glycemic control in obese patients with T2DM.

Objectives: To investigate results of LDJB-SG in treating T2DMpatients with BMI

27.5 kg/m2 according to the IDF position statement.

Methods: This retrospectively reviewed and prospectively maintained database

included T2DM patients who underwent LDJB-SG from October 2011 to March

2014. One-year surgical outcomes regarding efficacy of weight loss, co-

morbidities resolution, remission of T2DM, complications, morbidity and mortality

of this operation were reported.

Results: Total 91 (64 Female/27 Male) patients with a mean age of 46.6 years and a

median BMI of 32.0 kg/m2 were analyzed. The median operative time and hospital

stay were 140 min and 2 days. The mean preoperative BMI, HbA1C, FPG and C-

peptide levels dropped significantly from 32.0 kg/m2, 8.9 %, 146.0 mg/dL and

2.5 ng/ml to 23.8 kg/m2, 6.2 %, 96.0 mg/dL and 1.4 ng/ml at 1 year after operation.

And 40.5 % (17 of 37) showed complete diabetic remission and 89.1 % (33 of 37) of

achieved glycemic control without medication. The postoperative complications were

found as following: four patients for intra-abdominal bleeding, one patient for sleeve

leakage, three patients for sleeve stricture, two patients for port sites hernia and one

patient for acute calculous cholecystitis. There was no mortality.

Conclusion: LDJB-SG is a safe and feasible metabolic surgery, demonstrating

excellent outcomes in terms of weight reduction, metabolic result and glycemic

control.

O.130GASTRICBYPASS ISEFFECTIVEONTHELONGTERM
FOR THE REDUCTION OF LIVER STEATOSIS,
INFLAMMATION AND HEPATOCELLULAR
BALLOONING AS WELL AS FIBROSIS IN MORBIDLY
OBESE PATIENTS AFFECTED BY NON-ALCOHOLIC
STEATOHEPATITIS

PRESENTER: F. Martini

Co-authors: A. Schneck, A. Iannelli, J. Gugenheim

Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, Nice, France

Introduction:Morbid obesity is themost significant risk factor for the development

of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH).

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the long-term effect of gastric

bypass (GBP) on the evolution of NASH.

Methods: A percutaneous liver biopsy (PLB) was performed at distance from the

gastric bypass (GBP) in 12 patients affected by NASH, defined as a NAFLD

Activity Score (NAS)>5, on the intraoperative liver biopsy (ILB). NAS and Brunt

scores were evaluated. A clinical and biochemical assessment was carried out

before surgery and repeated before PLB.

Results: There were one man and 11 women with a mean age of 46,5 (26–62)

years with an average body mass index (BMI) of 42,9 (36,3–53,6) kg/m2. After a

mean delay of 62,9 (40–90) months, BMI reduced to 29,3 (23,2–35,2) kg/m2with

an excess weight loss >50 % in all patients. NAS score passed from 5 to 4 in one

patient, to 3 in one patient, to 1 in 5 patients and to 0 in 5 patients. Fibrosis

improved as Brunt score reduced to 0 in all patients from 1 to 3 on the ILB. A

significant reduction of alanine amino transferases (ALAT), gamma-glutamyl

transpeptidases (GGT) and C-reactive protein (CRP) was also observed.

Conclusion: In morbidly obese patients affected by NASH, the GBP is effective in

reducing liver steatosis, inflammation and hepatocellular ballooning. In this series

fibrosis disappeared in all patients.

O.131 OXIDATIVE STRESS, BUT NOT GLUCOSE
CORRELATES WITH IMPROVEMENT IN
NEUROPATHY IN SLIGHTLY OBESE DIABETIC
PATIENTS AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: B.P. Müller1

Co-authors: A.T. Billeter1, B. Israel1, G. Clemens1, H.G. Kenngott1, P.P.

Nawroth2, M.W. Büchler1, L. Fischer1

1Department of Surgery, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
2Department of Endocrinology, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction: Diabetic neuropathy is common in type 2 diabetic patients

(T2DM) but tight glycemic control does not improve the painful symp-

toms. We have shown that laparoscopic gastric bypass (LRYGB) im-

proves diabetic neuropathy in patients with a body mass index (BMI)<35 kg/

m2 within 3 months.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate mechanisms that may

contribute to the improved diabetic neuropathy.

Methods: A prospective cohort of 20 patients with long-standing insulin-

dependent T2DM and BMI<35 kg/m2 were treated with LRYGB. Follow-up was

at least 1 year. Fasting glucose, glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c), Neuropeptid

Y, Neurokinin A, and markers for oxidative stress (nitrotyrosine, carboxylated-

lysine (CML), and oxidized low-density-lipoprotein (oxLDL)) were investigated.

Neuropathy was assessed with Neuropathy Symptom and Deficit Scores (NSS

and NDS, respectively).
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Results: Neuropathic symptoms improved within 3 months and remained stable

for 1 year (NSS 6.9±1.0 to 3.1±0.9, p<0.05); neuropathic deficits improved

steadily over 1 year (NDS 5.1±0.6 to 2.6±0.4, p<0.05). Fasting glucose and

HbA1c decreased over 1 year approaching normal values (all p<0.05).
Neuropeptid Y and Neurokinin A dropped within 6 months after surgery

(p<0.05). Nitrotyrosine and CML both decreased significantly within 3 months

after surgery and remained at low levels for 1 year (all p<0.05); oxLDL remained

unchanged from baseline. Preoperative oxLDL correlated with preoperative NSS

(r2=0.3, p<0.05). The decrease in nitrotyrosine correlated with improvement in

the NDS after 6 and 12months (r2=0.89, p<0.001 and r2=0.68, p<0.05, respec-
tively). Fasting glucose and HbA1c did not correlate with improved neuropathy.

Conclusion:Metabolic surgery improves oxidative stress whichmay play a causal

role in diabetic neuropathy.

O.132 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
DUODENOJEJUNAL BYPASS (LSG-DJB) FOR
DIABETIC JAPANESE PATIENTS WITH BMI LESS
THAN 35 KG/M2

PRESENTER: Y. Seki

Co-authors: K. Hashimoto, K. Kasama

Yotsuya Medical Cube, Chiyoda-ku, Japan

Introduction:Gastrointestinal bypass surgery, such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

and DS, has been well known to its significant clinical effect on type 2 diabetes

mellitus (T2DM). Most of the related studies have targeted Caucasians with BMI

more than 35 kg/m2. There is no data targeting Japanese diabetic patients with

BMI less than 35 kg/m2.

Objectives: To investigate the clinical effect of LSG-DJB on T2DM in mild to

moderate obese Japanese.

Methods: Since 2011, we’ve conducted the clinical trial “LSG-DJB for Asian

T2DM with BMI from 27.5 to 34.9 kg/m2 (UMIN000005716)”. To date, the proce-

dures have performed on 26 patients. To elucidate themechanism of action, meal

challenge tests pre- and 6 months after surgery were routinely performed and a

variety of GI hormones were measured.

Results: At baseline, mean age 46.2 (F/M=14/12), BW 85.9 kg, BMI 31.0 kg/m2.

Sixteen out of the 26 patients were treated with insulin and 14 patients were

treated with incretin related drugs. Mean HbA1c was 9.1 % and the duration of

T2DM was 9.2 years. OP time was 216 min, blood loss was 22 ml and post-OP

hospital stay was 3.1 days. No serious complications and nomortality. Remission

of diabetes (HbA1c<6.5 % without medication) was achieved in 62 % of the

cases. Patients in the remission group improved insulin resistance significantly

compared to those in the non-remission group.

Conclusion: Our preliminary results indicate that LSG-DJB is a strong treatment

for advanced diabetes associated with mild to moderate obesity.

O.133 IMPACTOFROUX-EN-YGASTRICBYPASSMEDIATED
CHANGES OF THE ENTERO-INSULINAR AXIS ON
GLUCOSE CONTROL IN ZUCKER (FA/FA) RATS
BOOSTING OR DE-STRESSING THE BETA CELLS?

PRESENTER: F.J. Seyfried1

Co-authors: M.K. Hankir2, A. Nordbeck1, L. Rotzinger1, C. Corteville 1, C.

Germer1, W.K. Fenske2, C. Jurowich1, C. Otto1

1Department of General- and Visceral-, Vascular- and Pediatric Surgery,

Wuerzburg, Germany
2Leipzig University Medical Center, Integrated Research and Treatment Center

(IFB) for Adiposity Diseases, Leipzig, Germany

Introduction:Caloric restriction and bodyweight loss improve insulin resistance in

patients with type 2 diabetes associated with obesity.

Objectives: To estimate the effect size of weight loss independent Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass (RYGB) specific changes of the entero-insulinar axis on glucose

control.

Methods:Male Zuckerfa/fa rats underwent RYGB (n=11) or sham surgery (n=7).
Seven body weight matched (BWM) rats to RYGB served as additional controls.

After surgery an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was performed and levels of

glucose, insulin and Glucagon-like Peptide-1 (GLP-1) were measured. Immune

histological findings of the pancreas isletswere analyzed andGLP-1 receptor and

PDX-1 mRNA content quantified. Glucose control related target gene expression

was quantified in skeletal muscle and liver.

Results: Shams consumed more food (p<0.001) and gained weight (p<0.001)
compared to both RYGB and BWM controls. Impaired glucose tolerance was

evident only in shams (p<0.01), but not in RYGB and BWM controls. During the

OGTT RYGB rats responded with >2.5-fold increase of GLP-1 (p<0.01) and a

prolonged insulin (p<0.01) response compared to BWM controls. Histology

revealed sings of islet-degeneration in shams, but not in RYGB and BWMshams.

PDX-1 mRNA content was lower (p<0.05) in shams compared to RYGB. G6Pa-

se (p<0.05), Fas (p<0.001) and SREBP1c (p<0.01) mRNA content of the liver

was decreased in RYGB compared to shams.

Conclusion: Functional data, histological findings and target gene expression of

the pancreas, liver and skeletal muscle suggest that ‘unstressing’ (improved

hepatic and peripheral insulin resistance) but not ‘boosting’ (GLP-1 mediated

effects) the -cells is predominant for improved glucose control.

O.134 METABOLIC IMPACT OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AT THE END OF 5 YEARS : A STUDY
IN INDIAN OBESE DIABETIC PATIENTS

PRESENTER: J.S. Todkar1

Co-authors: N.A. Sawant1, P.S. Mhaskar1, A.A. Haldule1, R.Z. Dani2, S.R.

Stephen2

1Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune, India
2Dr L H Hiranandani Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is established as a safe

and effective bariatric operation. A few studies are published regarding the

metabolic impact of LSG at or more than 5 years.

Objectives: This is the first study about the metabolic impact of LSG in Indian

obese diabetic patients at or more than 5 years.

Methods: A retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data of the patients

(Indian obese diabetic who have completed at least 5 years post LSG). This is a

single center study with single surgical and multidisciplinary team. The study is

regarding these parameters: age, gender, BMI, duration of T2DM, medication

usage, comorbidities and nutritional status.

Results: Total 231 patients are included in this study. M: F: 117: 114. Age range 8

to 73 years. Duration of T2DM range 1–20 yrs. BMI range 32.5–67 kg/

m2. Medication usage ranging between OHA only (220), OHA+insulin

(11). 219/231 had additional comorbidities. These parameters at the end

or more than 5 years are compared with preoperative parameters. About

T2DM status 214 / 231 showed resolution. Sixteen showed improvement.

One patient showed aggravation.

Conclusion: LSG is an effective metabolic operation with the durability of mini-

mum 5 years in Indian obese T2DM population.

O.135 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY, EFFICACYANDSAFETYOF
ILEAL INTERPOSITION FOR TYPE-2
DIABETES—MULTI-CENTER DATA

PRESENTER: S. Ugale1, A. Celik2

1Kirloskar Hospital, Hyderabad, India
2Alman Hastanesi, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: In morbidly obese patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM), bariatric

surgery offers effective treatment with low mortality (<0.5 %). Ileal Interposition

with sleeve gastrectomy (IISG) is a novel procedure, shown to be safe and

effective in the treatment of T2DM in morbidly obese as well as low weight

patients. We present our morbidity and mortality data, technical feasibility and

efficacy with IISG surgery in poorly controlled type II diabetic patients.

Objectives: Assess the safety, efficacy and feasibility of Ileal Interposition.
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Methods: A total of 411 patients treated at two centers—Kirloskar Hospital,

Hyderabad, India & Alman Hastanesi, Istanbul, Turkey, between Feb 2008 to

May 2013. Mean Age=45.5; Sex Ratio=270 males and 141 Females; Mean BMI

=30.5. 65.7% of the patients had BMI <35 and 34.3% had BMI >35 kg/m2. Most

patients had long standing diabetes (mean 10.3 years); with a mean preoperative

HbA1c of 9.41 %. Follow-up from 12 to 72 months.

Results: Remission of T2DM (HbA1c<6.5 % without medication) in 81.2 %;

hypertension in 96.1 % and dyslipidemia in 92.2 %. Mean reduction in BMI was

6.27 kg/m2, 7.91 kg/m2, 10.41 kg/m2, 13 kg/m2 where preoperative BMI was

<30, 30–35, 35–40 and >40, respectively.

Total complication rate: 7,5 %.

Mortality rate from procedure: 0.25 %; Other Cause Mortality—1.7 %

Conclusion:With this two centers and two surgical teams study, IISG is seen to be

technically feasible with safety and sequelae that are comparable with other

Bariatric and Metabolic procedures, with a high remission rate for diabetes and

other co-morbidities, even in lower BMI patients.

O.136 SERUM ALANINE AMINOTRANSFERASE AS
PREDICTOR OF INTERVENTRICULAR SEPTUM
THICKNESS AND LEFT VENTRICULAR MASS IN
PATIENTS WITH NONALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER
DISEASE

PRESENTER: C. Ballesta, M. Serradilla

Co-authors: C. González

Inmaculada Concepción Hospital, Granada, Spain

Introduction: Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) is a marker of nonalcoholic fatty

liver disease (NAFLD) and predicts coronary events and type 2 diabetes mellitus

(DM2) independently of traditional risk factors and the features of metabolic

syndrome. The extent to which interventricular septum thickness (IVS) and left

ventricular mass (LVM) are associated with ALT levels in patients with body

weight ranking from overweight to morbid obesity and NAFLD remains unknown.

Objectives: The aim of this study was determine serum ALT as predictor of IVS

and LVM in patients with NAFLD.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study including 151 young participants with

ultrasound-provedNAFLD. Standard echocardiogramswere used to define LVM,

IVS, and left ventricle diastolic function. Participants were classified according to

alanine aminotransferase quartiles: p25, p50, p75, and p100.

Results: This study included 36 men and 115 women with an age of 38.4±

0.7 years and BMI of 43.9±0.6 kg/m2. p100 participants disclosed signif-

icantly higher homeostasis model assessment (P=0.003), DM2 (P=

0.002), and hypertension (P=0.001) prevalence, whereas LVM, IVS,

E/A ratio and Em/Am ratio where significantly higher in this group when

compared with their p25 peers (P<0.01). IVS’s and LVM’s were signifi-

cantly predicted by the statistical models including ALT independently of

BMI, hypertension, and DM2.

Conclusion: ALT levels predict both IVS and LVM left in NAFLD individuals

irrespective of their BMI, DM2, hypertension, age, and sex. ALT levels behave

as a marker of left ventricular hypertrophy in overweight and/or obese NAFLD

patient. It seems worth to obtain cardiac ultrasounds in NAFLD patients with

elevated ALT levels.

O.137 IS BARIATRIC SURGERY SAFE AND EFFECTIVE IN
PATIENTS OLDER THAN 60? OUR 11 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: A. D’Urso

Co-authors: S. Tzedakis, M. Vix, S. Perretta, M. Nedelcu, J. Marescaux, D.

Mutter

Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital, IRCAD IHU,

Strasbourg, France

Introduction: Bariatric surgery in elderly patients remains controversial. Limited

data regarding patients older than 60 are reported in literature.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to report the outcomes of bariatric

surgery in patients >60 years of age at our institution.

Methods:Retrospective review of prospectively collected data in bariatric surgery

patients aged >60 years. Age, comorbidities, %EWL, length of hospital stay,

complications, comorbidities improvement and micronutrient deficiencies were

analyzed.

Results:From2002 to 2013, 37 (1.97%) of 1,874 bariatric patients underwent surgery

at age >60 (mean 61.5 years (60–68)). There were 27 (73%) women and 10 (27 %)

men with a mean preoperative BMI of 46.7±7.1 Kg/m2. Preoperative comorbidities

included hypertension (64.8 %), type 2 diabetes (54 %), sleep apnea (40.5 %),

osteoarticular problems (16.2 %). Two patients (5.4 %) underwent gastric banding,

21 (56.8 %) sleeve gastrectomy, and 14 (37.8 %) Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. All

procedures were laparoscopic. The median hospital stay was 5.6 days (3–13). The

median follow up was 2.8 years (range 0.6–12). The overall %EWL at 1, 2, and

3 years post-operatively was 52.9 %±22.3, 59.9 %±21.5 and 58.9 %±15.4 respec-

tively. The 30-daymortality ratewas nil. Complications included 2 (5.4%) anastomotic

ulcers, 2 (5.4 %) incisional hernia, 1 (2.7 %) gastrointestinal bleeding, 1 (2.7 %)

anastomotic stenosis, one pancreatitis (2.7 %). Four patients (10.8 %) were diag-

nosed with cancer at follow up. 45.9 % of patients presented resolution or improve-

ment of at least one comorbidity (diabetes in 27 %, hypertension in 27 % and sleep

apnea in 8.1%). Thirty-three (89.1%) patients developedmicronutrients deficiencies.

Conclusion: Bariatric procedures in elderly patients are safe and effective with

acceptable morbidity profile and a successful weight loss.

O.138 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN CHINESE PATIENTS WITH
POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN SYNDROME (PCOS)

PRESENTER: S. Luk

Co-authors: S. Wong, E. Ng

Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction:PolycysticOvarian Syndrome (PCOS) is characterized byoligomen-

orrhoea, hirsutisum, acne and infertility. PCOS is common among morbid obese

patients with increased risk of obesity related comorbidities. Bariatric surgery

could be considered as one of the treatment options in women with PCOS.

Objectives: This study prospectively evaluated the incidence of PCOS and im-

provement ofmenstrual problem inmorbidly obese Chinese after bariatric surgery.

Methods: All female patient underwent bariatric surgery from April 2009 to April

2013 at our institution were included. Prospective standardized questionnaire

assessment of PCOS symptoms are collected and serum levels of luteinizing

hormone (LH), follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and LH/FSH ratio are taken in

all subjects. Patient with suspicious of PCOS will receive pelvic ultrasonography.

The diagnostic criteria for PCOS in our cohort were based on the Rotterdam

consensus. Questionnaire assessment are repeated 1 year after the surgery.

Results: Eighteen out of 53 patients (34.0 %) confirmed the diagnosis of PCOS

during the study period were included. All patients had satisfactory weight loss at

1-year follow-up with mean % excess weight loss (EWL) 59.72±29.90 %. There

was significant improvement in the menstrual cycles in terms of number of

spontaneous menses increased from 3.61±2.17 to 5.39±1.46 over the last 6-

month period (p =0.003). Percentage of subjects with oligomenses was reduced

from 44.4 to 5.6 %. Two women were able to conceive after surgery.

Conclusion: Prevalence of PCOS is high among the morbidly obese Chinese

women. Bariatric surgery induced weight loss has significant improvements in

menstrual dysfunction related to PCOS.

O.139 CONCOMITANT VENTRAL HERNIA REPAIR AND
BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR RECURRENT VENTRAL
HERNIAS:A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS

PRESENTER: P. Raj

Co-authors: S. Kumar, C. Palanivelu

Gem Hospital & Research Centre, Coimbatore, TN, India

Introduction: Obesity is of the most important precipitating factors for hernia

recurrence. No guidelines or protocols exist for management of obese patients
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with recurrent ventral hernias. We have earlier demonstrated the safety and

efficacy of combining ventral hernia repair using prostheticmesh and concomitant

bariatric surgery including sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and roux en Y gastric bypass

(RYGB).

Objectives: To study the feasibility, safety and efficacy of combining bariatric

surgery (SG and RYGB) with intraperitoneal onlay mesh repair using prosthetic

meshes.

Methods: A retrospective analysis of all patients who underwent concomitant

ventral hernia mesh repairs performed between 2009 and 2013 was done.

Results:A total of 23 patientswith recurrent ventral herniaswere included. Fifteen

patients have prior open meshplasty and remaining eight had laparoscopic onlay

mesh repair. All patients were operated with Parietex mesh (Covidien, USA). The

hernia repairs was done using our own technique wherein the mesh will be fixed

using transfascial and intracorporeal suturing. Twenty patients had received

Sleeve Gastrectomy and one had a gastric bypass. All patients had completed

a minimum follow-up of 1 year and a maximum of 4.2 years. No recurrence seen

in any of the patients. The mean hospital stay was 3.2 days (2–6 days) No mesh

infection or would complications noted in any of the patients.

Conclusion:The safety of a combined repair using prostheticmeshes has already

been proven. Concomitant ventral hernia mesh repair and bariatric surgery is a

safe and effective method for treatment of recurrent ventral hernia, which helps in

treating the hernia and simultaneously treating the precipitating factor as well.

O.140 THE TOTAL INTESTINAL LENGTH IN BARIATRIC
SURGERY IS AN INDEPENDENT PREDICTOR OF
EXCESS WEIGHT LOSS AFTER ROUX IN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: R.J. Sarkis

Co-authors: A. Khazzaka, N. Choucair

Saint Joseph University, Beirut, Lebanon

Introduction: The length of the small intestine from the angle of Treitz to the

ileocecal valve or Bauhin’ s valve is variable, wemeasured 150 cm in the Roux in

Y gastric bypass (GBP) from the Treitz angle (antegrademeasuring), and 300 cm

for the duodenal switch in malabsorptive procedure from the Bauhin’ s valve

(retrogrademeasuring). The total length of the small intestine is not studied during

bariatric surgeries. There is 25 % of failure after surgery in term of excess weight

loss (EWL)

Objectives: The aim of this study was to measure the whole small bowel and to

observe the relation with the EWL.

Methods: Between 2008 and 2012 patients undergoing bariatric surgery (n=118)
formorbid obesity as primary bariatric surgery or redo surgery after failure ofGBP.

We measured systematically by laparoscopy the length from the Treitz angle to

the Bauhin’ s valve.

Results: The average length of the small bowel was 7.2 m (3.6 to 14.1 m) ; the

common loop after standard gastric bypass was 2 m for the short intestine

associated with malabsorption (EWL >100 %), and 12,5 m for the longest intes-

tine with poor result of EWL (25 %)

Conclusion: The result of the EWL could be related to the intestinal length, a

proportional distribution of alimentary loop, biliary and pancreatic loop and com-

mon loop is recommended for improving the EWL avoiding the excessive

malabsorption.

O.141 ADVANCES IN EXPRESSING, COMPARING AND
PREDICTING BARIATRIC OUTCOME AND DEFINING
SUCCESSFUL WEIGHT-LOSS WITH THE ALTERABLE
WEIGHT-LOSS METRIC

PRESENTER: A.W. van de Laar

Co-authors: S.C. Bruin, Y.I. Acherman, L.M. de Brauw

Slotervaartziekenhuis Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Alterable weight-loss (AWL) is the only metric rendering bariatric

outcome undisturbed by baseline body mass index (BMI), an incomparable

advantage for bariatric research. It signifies a completely new concept in bariatric

surgery: Baseline BMI in fact has no influence on the effectiveness of the operation.

Objectives:To present an overviewof all AWL-related literature and to test the value of

existing AWL-outcome for predicting gastric bypass weight-loss.

Methods:The AWL-concept is presented with its distinct advantages over excess

weight-loss (EWL) outcome.

Nadir weight-loss of all patients with 2-year follow-up after gastric bypass in our

hospital is compared with existing benchmarks, using AWL and EWL.

Results: The AWL metric, developed from a Bariatric Outcomes Longitudinal

Database (BOLD) cohort of 8945 gastric bypass patients, was presented with its

rationale, its algorithm and percentile charts and validated in a different, European

cohort of 500. It repeatedly proved EWL to produce false conclusions both ways.

Mean nadir-BMI of 602 out of 610 patients with 2-year follow-up (81.8 % female,

baseline-BMI 44.5 kg/m2) was 29.1 kg/m2; 49.1%AWL; 81.5%EWL. Compared

to the arbitrary 50%EWL-benchmark, no less than 93.4 % were ‘successful’.

Compared to the BOLD-related AWL-benchmark, 53 % had AWL results within

the inter-quartile-range that corresponds to the half of the BOLD-cohort between

percentile-25 and percentile-75 (IQR>45<63%AWL) and 65 % had ‘sufficient’

weight-loss above the BOLD percentile-25 (>45%AWL). AWL-predictability was

fair, with Pearson-r +0.66.

Conclusion: The AWL-concept is superior to EWL in many ways. It allows

comparing outcome unequivocally whereas the EWL metric is able to produce

false conclusions.

O.142 OPEN SURGICAL ACCESS SYSTEM FOR FRUGAL
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: H. Buchwald

Co-authors: M. Oura, H.J. Menchaca, A.G. Erdman

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA

Introduction: Bariatric surgery today is routinely performed laparoscopically with

abdominal insufflation, under general anesthesia and tracheal intubation, all

procedures not free of potential complications.

Objectives: For simple bariatric procedures at reduced costs and with some

operations feasible in an outpatient, free-standing clinic, a micro-orifice (7–

8 cm) incision under Propofol sedation/local anesthesia, can be employed. The

limitation of this approach is lack of abdominal wall muscle relaxation. To over-

come this problem, we have devised an abdominal access device that expands

within the abdominal cavity simultaneously providing organ retraction and

illumination.

Methods: Our patent-pending device consists of a rotating cyclinder above the

7.5 cmabdominal access entry port that controls the expansion of intraabdominal

blades by a screw and linkage mechanism. The intraabdominal blades can

extend to 12 cm, while retracting tissues and isolating the operative field; illumi-

nation is provided by LEDs built into the blades. The device can be secured to the

abdominal wall by a Velcro connector. A short video will illustrate device structure

and abdominal insertion.

Results: We have constructed several prototypes and conducted successful

engineering bench tests. Simulator, animal, and cadaver abdominal wall inser-

tions have been performed, as well as animal operative procedures through the

device (video).

Conclusion: The proposed device combines open, single port access, retraction,

and illumination, without the need for general anesthesia, abdominal insufflation, and

endotracheal intubation. It is a frugal alternative for performing certain bariatric

operations and other procedures, andmay be attractive for use in emergingmarkets.

O.143 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN THE AWAKE PATIENT; IS
IT FEASIBLE?

PRESENTER: M.H. Elfawal

Makassed General Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon

Introduction:Sleeve gastrectomy is being performed with increasing frequency in

the world for the treatment of morbid obesity. General anesthesia carries a
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significant risk especially in the obese individual. We presented in this study our

initial experience in 15 patients who underwent sleeve gastrectomy under block

anesthesia. p.s: a video of an awake patient who underwent sleeve gastrectomy

will be presented during the talk.

Objectives: to assess the safety and efficacy of sleeve gastrectomy done under

block anesthesia.

Methods: We reviewed retrospectively 15 patients who underwent sleeve under

block anesthesia from May 2010 till May 2012. We studied the conversion rate,

mortality, morbidity, EWL and the resolution of comorbidities at 24 months of

Follow up.

Results: the conversion of block anesthesia to general anesthesia was 0% in our

serie, however in one case we aborted the procedure because of severe buttock

pain. We reoperate the patient after 2 days and it was completed successfully

under block anesthesia. The overall mortalilty, morbidity, EWL and resolution of

comorbidities matched the sleeve gastrectomy results done under general anes-

thesia published in the literature.

Conclusion: Conclusion: Early results of sleeve gastrectomy done under block

anesthesia are encouraging, however more cases and more long term follow up

is needed to judge the safety and outcome of this technique.

O.144 SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
ENDOBARRIER IN CLINICAL PRACTICE

PRESENTER: A. Escalona

Co-authors: F. Pimentel, D. Turiel, P. Pizarro, A. Sharp, F. Crovari, R. Funke, C.

Boza, L. Ibañez

Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: EndoBarrier is a duodenal-jejunal bypass liner (DJBL) that mimick

the duodenal-jejunal exclusion of the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. The endoscop-

ically delivered DJBL exhibited robust metabolic effects in morbidly obese sub-

jects in clinical trial setting.

Objectives: To evaluate feasibility, safety and efficacy of the DJBL use in clinical

practice.

Methods: All patients implanted with the DJBL in our institution from November

2010 to March 2014 were included in this study. This study was approved by the

Ethics Committee.

Results: The device was successfully implanted in 174 of 175 patients. One

implantation failed due to short duodenal bulb (0,57 %). Mean age, weight and

BMIwere 45.2±13.6 yr, 99.6±23.3 kg, and 34.7±6.0 kg/m2, respectively. Female

98 (56.3 %). Mean procedure and fluoroscopy time were 24 min±14.6 and

2.8 min±4, respectively. Among the 174 implanted patients, 22 were admitted

due to complications (12.6%); gastrointestinal bleeding 8 (4.6%), liver abscess 3

(1.72 %) and abdominal pain 11 (6.3 %). Two patients with gastrointestinal

bleeding were explanted. All patients with liver abcess were successfully man-

aged with medical treatment. There were no deaths. All explantation procedures

were performed endoscopically. Endoscopic explantation was performed in 95

patients (54 %) at a mean of 52±22 weeks, 68 patients (71.5 %) were explanted

as planned in terms of time or once clinical outcomes achieved. Seventy nine

patients are still on follow-up. Mean weight loss was 13.2±7.9 kg (p<0.0001).
Conclusion: Safety and efficacy of the DJBL in clinical practice is similar to the

results in clinical trials.

O.145 DUODENAL MUCOSAL RESURFACING (DMR)—A
NEW ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT FOR TYPE 2
DIABETES (T2DM) A SAFETY AND
PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE COHORT STUDY

PRESENTER: M.P. Galvao Neto2, 1

Co-authors: L. Rodriguez1, P. Becerra1, P. Rodriguez1, P. Vignolo1

1Clinica de Cirurgia de Obesidade - CCO, Santiago, Chile
2Gastro Obeso Center, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Bariatric surgeries excluding nutrients from duodenal contact im-

prove glycemic control in T2DM. DMR is an endoscopic, non-invasive procedure

involving thermal ablation of the duodenal mucosa that potentially offers similar

physiologic benefits.

Objectives: To assess safety and effectiveness of DMR in patients with poorly

controlled T2DM (HbA1c>7.5 % on 1 or 2 anti-diabetic agents)

Methods:Thirty patients were enrolled at one center in Santiago, Chile, in a dose-
ranging study (“dose” defined as axial length of circumferentially treated tissue).

Using novel balloon catheters, thermal ablationwas performedon varying lengths

of duodenum in patients under general anesthesia. Procedural safety and glyce-

mic control were assessed in 19 patients who received DMR on ~9 cm (long-

segment) and 11 who received DMR on <6 cm (short-segment)

Results: Baseline HbA1c was 9.2 % and FPG was 187 mg/dl. At 1 month post-

procedure, HbA1c was reduced by 1.1 % in long-segment but only 0.1 % in short-

segmentDMR (N=12 vs 7 at 1month;p=0.058). By 3months, HbA1cwas reduced

by 2% in long-segment but was unchanged in short-segment DMR (N=5 in each at

3months). FPG reductions in long-segment patients were 64mg/dl and 67mg/dl at

1 and 3 months. One patient experienced a duodenal stenosis resolved with

balloon dilation.

Conclusion: DMR substantially improves glycemic control in a dose-dependent

manner with an excellent safety profile at short term.

O.146 OBALON SWALLOWABLE INTRAGASTRIC
BALLOON: NEW NON INVASIVE WEIGHT LOSS
DEVICE

PRESENTER: A. Genco

Co-authors: R. Maselli, F. Frangella, G. Casella, G. Leone, A. Redler

Surgical Sciences Department, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy

Introduction:Many intragastric balloons have been usedworldwide.Most of them

causes discomforts in the early post placement period needing pharmacological

therapy.

Objectives:We aimed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of a new, non-invasive,

swallowable, “adjustable” intragastric balloon.

Methods: Obese and overweight patients, age >18 years, were recruited. After

general work-up, signed informed consent, the Obalon Gastric Balloons (OBG

Obalon Therapeutics, San Diego, Ca.) was placed. Accordingly to patient BMI,

two Obalons were placed for a 3 months period. VAS score was evaluated at

baseline, 1, 2 and 3 months (balloon removal). VAS score, minor and major

complication rate and weight parameters were evaluated.

Results: From May 2013 to March 2014, 85 patients (23/62 M/F, mean age

40.4 years, mean BMI 37.7 Kg/m2) received Obalon balloons. Five of them

(8 %) received two balloons in the same session, 14 % had one balloon placed,

74 % had two devices in two different sessions and 12 % had three devices. A

small group of patients received multiple treatment (3 months treatment repeated

after at least 1 month). Mean “satiety” was 8/10, mean “vomit” was 0/10, mean

“nausea”, and “epigastric pain” were 1.5/10 and 3.4/10 respectively. Only 10% of

patients needed postplacement therapy After 3 months all balloons were endo-

scopically removed without any complications. Four peptic lesions (4.7 %) were

registered in patients who discontinued PPI therapy. At removal mean BMI was

33.6±6 Kg/m2, mean EWL% was 29.4±8 (p=0.03).
Conclusion: The Obalon is a new weight loss device with a strong safety profile

and low post placement symptoms. It provides a significant weight loss.

O.147 7 YEARS RESULTS OF MINI GASTRIC BYPASS IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES WITH MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: K.S. Kular

Co-authors: N. Manchanda, G.K. Cheema

Kular College & Hospital, Ludhiana, PB, India

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is effective in the management of Type-2 diabetes

(T2DM) and obesity. Mini Gastric Bypass (MGB) has shown profound metabolic

effect on glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to determine the results of MGB inmorbidly

obese type 2 diabetics.
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Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis of prospectively collected data

from 674 morbid obese patients with Type 2 diabetes who underwent MGB from

Feb 2007–Jan 2013 (minimum 1 year follow up) at our institute. Patient records

were reviewed with regards to sex, age, anthropometry, duration of diabetes,

glycemia, glycosylated hemoglobin, pre-op insulin, C-Peptide and T2DM out-

comes. Remission was defined as hemoglobin A 1c of <6.0 % without medicine.

Results: Of the 674 patients, 432 were women 242 men (mean age 38.4±

10.2 years). Preoperative characteristics : BMI 40±3.3 kg/m2, weight 112.5±

20.2 kg and duration of T2DM 6.0±3.3 years. The mean HbA1C decreased from

10.2±1.2 to 5.8±0.7 in 1st year and 5.6±1.5 in 2nd year and 5.8±1.6 in 7th year.

Major complication rate was 1.2 %, no leaks, no mortality and marginal ulcers in

three patients. The mean BMI decreased post-operatively to 25.6±2.3 in 1 year,

25.4±3.7 in 2 years and 26.7±2.5 in 7 years. Complete remission of type 2 DM

was achieved 96 % at 1 year 96.4 % at 2 years and 91.6 % at 7 years.

Conclusion:Mini Gastric Bypass surgery is associated with durable remission of

Type-2 diabetes with minimal complications.

O.148EFFECTIVENESSANDSAFETYOFPRIMARYOBESITY
SURGERYENDOLUMENAL (POSE)METHODFOR THE
TREATMENT OF OBESE PATIENTS WITH A FOLLOW
UP TIME OF 1 YEAR

PRESENTER: G. Lopez-Nava

Co-authors: I. Bautista-Castaño, A. Jimenez-Baños, T. de Grado Manchado, J.

Fernandez-Corbelle

Madrid Sanchinarro University Hospital, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Obesity is at epidemic proportions and rising. Bariatric surgical

procedures have demonstrated better durable weight loss than diet and exercise.

However riskmay limit adoption of these procedures. Endoscopic procedures like

the Primary Obesity Surgery Endolumenal (POSE), may offer less risk and

satisfactory results, however, limited safety and outcome data is available.

Objectives: To describe the POSE procedure, perioperative care, 1 year safety

and weight loss outcomes for a single center.

Methods: One hundred forty-seven patients undergoing the POSE procedure

between July 2011 and January 2013 were followed for 1 year. Overall patient

status and weight data was collected at baseline and at 1 year (n=116). Out-

comes included adverse events, change in total body weight (TBWL) and per-

centage of TBWL (%TBWL) (segregated in: >5 %, >10 %, >15 % and >20 %)

Results: Patients tolerated the procedure well with no serious short or long term

adverse events. All but one patient was discharged within 24 h of procedure.

Baseline BMI was 38.0±4.8 kg/m2. Initial body weight (106.8±18.2 kg) was

significantly reduced at 1 year: meanTBWLwas 16.6+9.7 kg andmean%TBWL

was 15.0+7.8 kg. At 1 year of follow up: 92 % of patients loss >5 %, 73 % loss

>10 %, 48.4 loss >15 % and 25.4 % loss >20 % of initial weight)

Conclusion: The POSE method can be considered an effective, safe and well

tolerated for the treatment of patients with obesity, at least at 1 year of follow-up.

O.149 MEDIUM TERM RESULTS OF COMBINED
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND
MODIFIED JEJUNO-ILEAL BYPASS IN BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Luhmann1

Co-authors: A. Hassn2, G. Morris-Stiff2, S. Rahmani2, R. Saad3, A. Salman3

1Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, United Kingdom
2Princes of Wales Hopsital, Bridgend, United Kingdom
3El Zayton Hospital, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: All commonly used bariatric procedures have significant side ef-

fects. In 2009 we presented initial data on a new procedure combining sleeve

gastrectomy with modified jejuno-ileal bypass.

Objectives:We now present medium term results.

Methods: We perform laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy plus division of jejunum

75 cm from D.J. flexure with anastomosis of the proximal limb to the distal 75 cm

of ileum since December 2005. Prospectively collected data include all patients

undergoing the procedure to date.

Results: One hundred sixty-eight of 189 patients completed their follow up. Male

to female ratio was 110: 58, mean age 43 (14–69), mean preoperative BMI 54.5

(41–76). Median follow upwas 4 years (1–8). Mean excess weight loss from year

1 to 8 was 77.5 % (+/8.6), 77.9 % (+/8.9), 76.8 % (+/9.5), 76.2 % (+/9.8), 75.0 %

(+/9.5), 73.9 % (+/9.2), 73.8 % (+/8.0) and 73.7 % (+/6.08), respectively. There

was nooperativemortality and lowmorbidity. Mild derangement of trace elements

(24.6 %) and vitamins (10 %) at 1 year settled permanently with oral supplemen-

tation. No symptoms of dumping or bacterial overgrowth were observed but

transient vomiting occurred in 5 %. Type 2 diabetes mellitus resolved in 80.3 %

and hypertension in 92.3 % of patients.

Conclusion: Results show the procedure is safe and achieves maintained,

good excess weight loss without dumping or loss of access to the

stomach or biliary system. It further preserves duodenal and proximal

jejunal absorption and could become one of the standard procedures for

morbid obesity.

O.150 FIRST HUMAN EXPERIENCE WITH THE ELIPSE: A
NOVEL, SWALLOWED, SELF-EMPTYING, AND
EXCRETED INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON FOR WEIGHT
LOSS

PRESENTER: E. Machytka2

Co-authors: M. Bojkova2, T. Kupka2, M. Buzga2, K. Stecco1, S. Levy1, S. Gaur1

1Allurion Technologies, Wellesley, MA, USA
2University of Ostrava, Ostrava, Czech Republic

Introduction: The intragastric balloon (IGB) has been used effectively for decades

as a weight loss device. However, the need for endoscopy and the risk of

spontaneous balloon deflation and bowel obstruction have limited the use of

balloon therapy.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the feasibility and safety of the

Elipse IGB.

Methods:Eight patients were enrolled. Each patient swallowed one devicewhichwas
filled with 450 mL bacteriostatic water through a delivery catheter. The catheter was

then removed. Each device was designed to remain in the stomach for 6 weeks,

empty, and be excreted. The patients were not prescribed a diet or exercise plan.

Mean baseline patient characteristicswereBMI 31.0 kg/m2, total bodyweight 88.4 kg,

and excess weight 28.7 kg.

Results: All eight patients successfully swallowed the Elipse capsule. All devices

were successfully filled (mean fill time=15 min) and imaged. There were no

serious adverse events. After 6 weeks, mean weight loss was 2.4 kg (range:

0.7–6.3) and mean % excess weight loss was 12 % (range: 4–40 %). In one

patient, the balloon appeared partially collapsed on ultrasound after 11 days. The

balloon was endoscopically punctured and excreted after 4 days. One patient

elected to have the balloon endoscopically punctured after 19 days. The balloon

was excreted after 4 days. All other balloons were excreted without endoscopic

intervention after remaining in the stomach for 6 weeks.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates the feasibility and safety of the Elipse.

Future studies will assess larger and longer term Elipse devices used with a

prescribed diet.

O.151 ASPIREASSIST, AN ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE FOR
TREATMENT OF OBESITY, 1 YEAR RESULTS

PRESENTER: E. Norén1

Co-authors: H. Forssell1, 2

1Department of Surgery, Karlskrona, Sweden
2Centre of Competence, Karlskrona, Sweden

Introduction:AspireAssist is a new endoscopic procedure for treatment of obesity

that does not alter the anatomy of the gastrointestinal tract. AspireAssist is an

alternative for those who are not willing to or not dare to undergo conventional

bariatric surgery.
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Objectives: The aim of the study was to evaluate weight reduction, procedure

safety and changes in electrolytes with AspireAssist.

Methods: Twenty five subjects with a BMI of 38.7 (range 35.1–49.0) were recruited

in an prospective observational study. Median age was 48 (range 33–65) years.

Seven subjects had diabetes. A percutaneous gastrostomy tube (AspireAssist A-

tube) was placed during an endoscopy under conscious sedation. After 14 days a

low-profile valve (the AspireAssist skinport) was installed. The system allows for

irrigation and drainage of stomach contents 20 min after each meal. All subjects

underwent a cognitive behavioral program. Trial Register ISRCTN 49958132.

Results: Median weight reduction at 52 weeks after inclusion was 19.5 (range

2.4–32.5) kg. One subject was hospitalized 10 days due to a minor leakage. One

subject was hospitalized two days due to pains. Two subjects had wound infec-

tions for some days, one was treated with antibiotics. One patient got a skin

breakdown around the stoma. No clinically significant changes in electrolytes

were observed after 52 weeks. A reduction in potassium was noted in blood from

median 4.4 to 4.3 mmol/L and in urine from 71 to 61 mmol/24 h.

Conclusion:AspireAssist is a safe and efficient endoscopic procedure for treatment

of obesity with approximately 20 % weight reduction after 1 year.

O.152 LAPAROSCOPIC “SLEEVE-COLLIS-NISSEN”
GASTROPLASTY: A SAFE ALTERNATIVE FOR
MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS WITH
GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE

PRESENTER: L.E. Silva1, 2

Co-authors: R.J. Cruz Jr1, M.M. Alves1, T.K. El Ajouz2, P.R. Corsi3, P.P. Ribeiro1,

R.A. Silva3

1ICAD Goiania Brazil, Goiania, GO, Brazil
2Hospital Unique, Goiania, GO, Brazil
3Santa School of Medicine, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: GERD maybe a problem in Sleeve post-operative.

Objectives: Our aim was to develop a gastroplasty to indeed treat GERD and

obesity.

Methods: The crura were approximated posteriorly with permanent sutures. The

stomach was transected at incisura angularis enough to pass the 36-Fr bougie,

and a long narrow tube was fashioned to the angle of His, holding the bougie

closely pressed against the lesser curvature. After, this tube was manually

anastomosed to anterior antrum 5 cm from the pylorus. Finally, the posterior

aspect of fundus was passed behind the esophagus from left to right. The wrap

was created over a length of 3 to 4 cm enough to cover the last stapling line of the

gastric tube. One hundred twenty-two morbid obesity patients with GERD were

treated by LSCNG and followed-up for 1–6 years. GERDwas assessed clinically

and by pH-metry 24 h (68 %).

Results: Mean preoperative BMI was 43. Operative mortality was 0. Major com-

plication was 0. Leak was 0. There were few side-effects, although mild dyspha-

gia was fairly common. Mean weight loss was 44 kg (±14), equivalent to 68 % of

excess weight, achieved within 1 year, after which no further significant gain or

loss of weight occurred.

Conclusion: The LSCNG is a safe alternative to gastroplasty because a gastric

resection is avoided allowing the used of gastric remaining to treat GERD and to

cover andprotect the critical point of leak at thegastric tube.AlthoughLSCNGhas few

side-effects and leads tomajor and durable weight losses, longer follow-up is needed.

O.154 SHORT TERM MORBIDITY OF ROUX EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS COMPARED TO BILIO-PANCREATIC
DIVERSION AS CORRECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR
FAILED SILASTIC RING VERTICAL GASTROPLASTY

PRESENTER: A. Assalia

Co-authors: D. Dubin, Y. Kluger, A. Mahajna

Rambam Health Care Campus, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Silastic Ring Vertical Gastroplasty (SRVG) is associated with high

rates of failures due to weight regain and obstrucrive symptoms. Conversion of

SRVG to other bariatric procedure is a necessity. Controversy exists as to the

best procedure after failed SRVG.

Objectives: to compare between Roux en-y gastric bypass (RYGB) and bilio-

pancreatic diversion (BPD) in terms of short term morbidity as reparative proce-

dures for failed SRVG.

Methods: The medical records of patients with failed SRVG who underwent

corrective procedures at our institute between 2004 and 2013 were retrospec-

tively reviewed.

Results: Forty four patients with failed SRVGwere converted either into RYGB in

our initial experience (27) and later into BPD (17). The two groups were well

matched with regards of age, gender and BMI. BPD took less operative time and

had shorter hospital stay, but this wasn’t statistically significant. BPD was signif-

icantly associated with fewer complications than RYGB: 12 patients (44.4 %) in

the RYGBgroup experienced earlymajor complications (compared to none in the

BPD group) including: anastomotic leak (4), bile leak (2), anastomotic stenosis

(2), accidenatla splenectomy (1), bleeding (1). Six patients in the BPD group

(35 %) experienced early minor complications compared to nine in the RYGB

group (33.3 %). No mortality was observed.

Conclusion: Our experience shows that BPD is more safe in the short term as a

corrective procedure for failed SRVG, because it obviates the necessity of the

dissection in the hostile area of the upper stomach with previous staple line and

the creation of the anastomosis in a healthier portion of the stomach.

O.155 IS ONE STEP LRYGBP SUITABLE AS A REVISION
PROCEDURE AFTER GASTRIC BAND FAILURE?

PRESENTER: F. Bellini1

Co-authors: P. Pizzi2

1Bariatric Unit, Azienda Ospedaliera Desenzano, Desenzano, Italy
2Policlinico Di Monza, Monza, Italy

Introduction: Patients who fail to achieve satisfactory weight loss after gastric

band and need redo surgery, are a difficult subset of patients to treat. Whether to

choose from 1 or 2 steps procedure depends primary on the location of the band

and the experience of the team. So far we don’t have significant data for the ideal

choice of revisional procedure.

Objectives: The purpose of our study is to establish the safety and efficacy of

LRYGBP in a single step as redo surgery and suggest it as ideal solution in failed

Gastric Band.

Methods: From 2003 to 2013, 3,452 patients underwent gastric band. As rescue

procedure, for insufficient weight loss, we have carried out 101 LRYGBP.

Results: No conversion to open, no leaks, no major complications except a case

of UGIH treated conservatively. In three patients the RYGBP was performed in a

two-step surgery for local anatomical impediment. The average BMI was 35.9 kg/

m2 (range 27 to 45.2) 12 months after surgery. Compared with a preoperative

BMI of 46.4 kg/m2, the weight loss was statistically significant. Average EWLwas

68 % at 24 months.

Conclusion: The decision whether to perform the operation in 1 or 2 steps is the

real dilemma in revisional Band surgery. In non complicated bands we opt in one

step solution, in complicated bands two steps. In our experience the LRYGBP as

revisional procedure for failed gastric banding is feasible and safe and can

provide comparable results in morbidity as in primary gastric bypass with super

imposable results in terms of EWL%.

O.156 OUTCOMES OF ROBOT ASSISTED ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS AS A REVISIONAL BARIATRIC
PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: V. Bindal

Co-authors: R. Gonzalez-Heredia, M. Masrur, E.F. Elli

University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Revisional bariatric procedures (RBP) are complex and challenging

situations where surgeons are still trying to better the clinical outcomes. Use of

robotics is one of the potential ways to help address the situation.
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Objectives: To evaluate a single centre 5 year experience of Robot assisted

Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RRYGB) as a RBP.

Methods: From 2009 to 2014, 41 patients underwent RRYGB as a revision from

gastric band (n=19) or sleeve gastrectomy (n=17) or previous gastric bypass (n=5).
Ahandsewngastrojejunostomywasperformedusing3-0PDSsuture in all the cases.

Results: Mean pre-operative weight was 111.7±28.6 kg and BMI was 40.9±

10 kg/m2. Mean ASA score was 2.5, with 50 % patients being hypertensive and

32 % diabetic. The mean operative time for revisional RRYGB was 226.8±

54.2 min with a blood loss of 22±19.6 ml. Average length of stay was 3.4 days.

In two cases, pin point leaks were detected intra-operatively during check gas-

troscopy, and they were repaired with sutures.

There were no post-operative anastomotic leaks or hemorrhage or

gastrojejunostomy strictures. None of the patients required a blood transfusion

or re-operation within perioperative period.

The mean percentage excess weight loss was 50.3 % at 6 months, 56.9 % at

1 year and 56.4 % at 2 years.

Conclusion: RRYGB is safe and effective to be used as a revisional bariatric

procedure. Using robotic platform may provide advantages to the surgeon,

enabling him or her to reduce complications and improve the clinical outcomes

of this technically complex and challenging procedure.

O.157 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER
FAILED GASTRIC BANDING: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

PRESENTER: F. Campanile1

Co-authors: G. Silecchia2

1ASLVT - Ospedale di Civita Castellana, Civita Castellana, Italy
2Division of GeneralSurgery, Department of Medico-Surgical Sciences and Bio-

technology, “Sapienza” University of Rome, Latina, Italy

Introduction: Increasing experience with laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding

(LAGB) has shown a high rate of complications and inadequate weight loss

causing re-operation. The best procedure to handle these failures is

controversial.

Sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has increasingly been adopted as a revisional proce-

dure after LAGB, however the literature about this option is scarce and not

homogeneous.

Objectives:We report a systematic review of the literature and analyze it with the

purpose to outline the technical details that appear to be useful in reducing the

complication rate of this revisional procedure.

Methods: The Cochrane, Pubmed and “Google Scholar” databases were

searched to identify studies published up to April 2014. The abstracts were

independently reviewed for relevance by both authors. Potentially relevant pa-

pers were reviewed in full. Articles providing data about revisional surgery from

LAGB to LSG were selected and analyzed.

Results: Out of 983 papers initially obtained, the literature search identified 19

papers providing data about series of LSG as revisional procedure after failed

LAGB. A total of 1,043 patients underwent conversion from LAGB to LSG. Five

hundred five patients underwent a one-stage and 538 a two-stage revision. The

major complication rate of the two stage revision appeared to be lower than in the

single stage, and similar to what reported in the primary LSG.

Conclusion: The conversion of a failed or complicated LAGB to LSG is a safe and

well tolerated procedure with low perioperative major complication rate. A two-

stage approach appears to be burdened by amajor complication rate lower that in

the single stage approach.

O.158 RESIDUAL FUNDUS OR NEOFUNDUS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: IS
FUNDECTOMY SAFE AND EFFECTIVE AS REVISION
SURGERY?

PRESENTER: F. De Angelis1

Co-authors: M. Rizzello1, G. Cavallaro1, A. Iossa1, A. Liguori1, M. Avallone1, A.

Albanese2, S. Ruscio1, F. Longo1, M. Foletto1, G. Silecchia1

1Division of General Surgery & Bariatric Center of Excellence, Department of

Medico-Surgical Sciences and Biotechnology, Hospital ICOT, Sapienza Univer-

sity of Rome, Latina, Italy
2IFSO Bariatric Center of Excellence Policlinico Universitario, University of Pa-

dova, Padova, Italy

Introduction: Up to 30 % of patients who have undergone Laparoscopic Sleeve

Gastrectomy (LSG) require revision surgery for inadequate weight loss,

weight regain and/or the development of severe upper gastrointestinal

(GI) symptoms.

Objectives: The aim of this retrospective study was to evaluate the safety and

efficacy of laparoscopic fundectomy (LF) in cases of a residual fundus/neofundus

development with respect to GERD symptoms.

Methods: The study group comprised 19 patients (17 female; mean BMI

35.4 kg/m2) divided into two groups. Group A (n =10) patients with

severe GERD and evidence of residual fundus,/neofundus, Hiatal Hernia

(HH) with good results in terms of weight loss. Group B (n=9) patients

with severe GERD, a residual fundus/ neofundus, inadequate weight loss

or weight regain. Fundectomy was indicated when a residual fundus/

neofundus was associated with severe GERD symptoms. The presence

of a residual fundus/neofundus was assessed by a barium swallow and/

or multislice computed tomography.

Results:Nomortality or intraoperative complications occurred. Five postoperative

complications occurred: two cases of bleeding, one midgastric stenosis and two

leaks (10.5 %). All patients experienced improvements in their GERD symptoms

and stopped PPI treatment. Group B exhibited an additional %EWL of 53.4 % at

24 months.

Conclusion: LF and cruroplasty is feasible and has good results in terms ofGERD

symptoms control and additional weight loss. The high rate of postoperative

complications observed in this series remains a matter of concern. A re-sleeve

procedure might be considered as an alternative to RYGB/DS conversion re-

stricted to select patients.

O.159 REVISIONAL SURGERY FOR INSUFFICIENT WEIGHT
LOSS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGB):
ADDITION OF DIFFERENT RESTRICTIVE AND
MALABSORPTIVE MODIFICATIONS

PRESENTER: T. Delko1

Co-authors: M. Kraljevic1, D. Raoul1, D. Oertli1, T. Köstler2, U. Zingg2

1University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland
2Spital Limmattal, Zürich, Switzerland

Introduction: Weight regain after short limb (SL) or very very long limb (VVLL)

RYGB is a well-known problem with an incidence of up to 20 % with increasing

need for revisional surgery to achieve further weight loss.

Objectives: This study evaluates different restrictive, malabsorptive or combined

procedures for failed RYGB.

Methods: A restrospective analysis from a prospectively collected database of all

patients undergoing revisional surgery for failed RYGB has been conducted.

Prerevisional excess weight loss (EWL), types of revisional procedures and

additional weight loss were reviewed.

Results: Fifty-one patients (11 male / 40 female, mean age of 43.9 years) under-

going revisional surgery after RYGB were identified. Mean initial BMI was

48.5 kg/m2, mean EWL achieved before the revisional procedure was

26.2 %. Types of revisional procedures were: A) gastric pouch resizing

(N=7) B) gastric pouch banding (N=12) C) restrictive and common

channel modifications (N=7) D) lengthening of the biliopancreatic limb

(N=25). EWL was A) 27.4 % at 12 and 21.9 % at 24 months, B) 55.1 % at

12 months, C) 25.6 % at 12 and 22.8 % at 24 months, D) 51.5 % at 12, 51.3 % at

24, 58.6 % at 36 months of follow up (FU). Three patients with FU>60 months

showed stable EWL of 58.6 %.

Conclusion: Biliopancreatic limb lengthening represents the key method for ad-

ditional weight loss. Rigorous selection and close follow up are needed for this

patient group. Pouch resizing and/or common channel shortening showed poor

additional weight loss. Results for pouch banding are promising, but longterm

data must be awaited.
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O.160 REVISIONAL SURGERY FOR FAILED ADJUSTABLE
GASTRIC BANDING: LAPAROSCOPIC
MALABSORPTIVE VERY VERY LONG LIMB
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (VVLL-RYGB) VS.
SHORT LIMB ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
(SL-RYGB)

PRESENTER: T. Delko1

Co-authors: M. Kraljevic1, D. Raoul1, D. Oertli1, T. Köstler2, U. Zingg2

1University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland
2Spital Limmattal, Zürich, Switzerland

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) has been a widely

performed bariatric procedure. Revisional surgery after LAGB is required in 20–

30% of cases. Data regarding the best revisional procedure for LAGB patients is

scarce.

Objectives: This study compared revisional malabsorptive laparoscopic very very

long limbRoux-en-Ygastric bypass (VVLL-RYGB)with revisional short Roux limb

(SL)-RYGB.

Methods: In this study, 18 revisional VVLL-RYGBs (biliopancreatic limb 50 cm,

common channel 100 cm, long Roux limb) (Group A) were matched one-to-one

with 18 SL-RYGBs (biliopancreatic limb 50 cm, Roux limb 150 cm, long common

channel) (Group B).

Results:Pre-revisionalmeanBMI and agewere comparable (A: 40.5 kg/m2 vs. B:

39.6 kg/m2; A: 46.8 y vs. B: 48.1 y). Creation of a malabsorptive RYGB with a

short common channel did not influence Body Weight Loss (BWL %) or Excess

Weight Loss (EWL) (BWLA: 19.46% vs. B: 19.4%, EWLA: 53.7% vs. B: 57.1%

after 1 year, BWL A: 22.7 % vs. B: 23.3 %, EWL A: 52.8 % vs. B: 53.4 % after

2 years) compared to SL-RYGB in the first 2 years.

Conclusion: Weight loss after malabsorptive or short limb RYGB was similar in

both groups. The value of creating a malabsorptive RYGB with a short common

channel and long Roux limbmight be overestimated. Longterm follow upmust be

awaited to clarify any benefit in longterm weight loss maintenance in revisional

VVLL-RYGB vs. SL-RYGB.

O.161 A ONE-STEP CONVERSION FROM LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC BANDING TO LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS IS AS SAFE AS A TWO-STEP
CONVERSION: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF 673
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: B. Dillemans

Co-authors: B. Defoort, S. Flahou, M. Devisschere, D. Vanderfraenen, S. Van

Cauwenberge

AZ Sint-Jan Brugge-Oostende AV, Brugge, Belgium

Introduction: To achieve additional weight loss or to resolve band-related prob-

lems, a laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) can be converted to

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB).

Objectives:With this study the outcome in terms of earlymortality andmorbidity is

determined and the safety of a single-step procedure compared to a two-step

procedure is evaluated.

Methods: A prospectively maintained database from May 2004 to Decem-

ber 2013 was retrospectively reviewed. Secondary LRYGB after failed

LAGB was performed in 884 patients. In 673 of those the band was still

in situ at the time of operation and this group was included in the

analysis. Either a single-step procedure (LAGB removal combined with

LRYGB) or a two-step procedure (LAGB removal followed by LRYGB in

a second procedure) was performed.

Results: In 532 patients (79.0 %) a single-step procedure was performed.

Since 2011, this single-step approach was successful in 93.1 %. No

mortality or anastomotic leakage at the gastro-jejunostomy or the

jejuno-jejunostomy was observed. Forty-five patients (6,7 %) had a 30-

day complication: most commonly hemorrhage (3.4 %). There was no

statistical difference in complications between the single-step and two-

step patients.

Conclusion: Converting a LAGB to LRYGB can be performed with a very

low morbidity and zero-mortality in a high-volume revisional bariatric

center. This low complication rate can be explained by the full-

standardized surgical technique, the meticulous dissection and construc-

tion of the gastric pouch and the gastro-enterostomy and the tailored

approach for a one or two-step procedure. In due course, there was a

significant increase in performing the conversion single-staged, without

compromising the safety.

O.162 ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING AS SALVAGE
PROCEDURE AFTER FAILED ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS: MID-TERM RESULTS ON 70 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: B. Dillemans

Co-authors: B. Defoort, S. Van Cleven, S. Van Cauwenberge

AZ Sint-Jan Brugge-Oostende AV, Brugge, Belgium

Introduction: Unsuccessful weight loss or weight regain after laparoscopic

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) remains a clinical challenge.

As the most important cause is loss of restriction due to gastric pouch

enlargement or dilated gastrojejunal anastomosis, adding a laparoscopic

adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) around the gastric pouch may imply a

useful conversional strategy.

Objectives: Endpoints of this study were:

& early and late complications
& percentage excess weight loss (%EWL).

Methods:We retrospectively reviewed data of 86 patients with a banded bypass

operated in our unit between August 2007 and March 2013. Only patients with a

salvage banding after failed LRYGB (n=70) were included in this study.

Results:Mean follow-up period was 30.3 months (13.5–70.7). Mean age at

revision was 44.1 years (20.2–70.1). Mean length of stay was 1.3 days.

Mean BMI pre-salvage banding was 41.7 kg/m2. Mean interval from pri-

mary LRYGB to salvage banding was 62.5 months (6.8–170.1). Ten

(14.3 %) patients had a simultaneous pouch reconstruction, 5 (7.1 %) a

blind loop resection and 2 (2.9 %) a distalization. Mean BMI dropped to

33.3 kg/m2 (additional %EWL of 35.8 %). Five minor 30-day complications

(7.1 %) occurred. Eleven patients (15.7 %) had late complications: 5 port flips,

3 band slippages, 2 incarcerated trocar hernias and 1 band migration. No mor-

tality was documented.

Conclusion: Adding a LAGB could offer a valuable salvage option after failed

LRYGB. Mean additional %EWL was 35.8 % in our series, however some

important late complications did occur.

O.163 BPD AS A RE-DO BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC
OPERATION

PRESENTER: K. Dolezalova1, 2

Co-authors: M. Fried1, 2, P. Sramkova1, 3, D. Pichlerova1

1OBKlinika, Center for Treatment of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders, Prague,

Czech Republic
21st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
3Endocrinology Institute, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Biliopancreatic diversion (BPD) is considered as one of the most

powerful primary operation in weight loss and metabolic outcomes. Obesity as

multifactorial disease is defended by multi-level mechanisms. This contributes to

potential treatment failure, necessitating re-do surgery. Replacement of failed

particularly restrictive procedures with combined or malabsorptive ones, such

as BPD, may lead to the best outcomes.

Objectives: Assess effectiveness of BPD in bariatric/metabolic re-do surgeries.

Methods: Between January 2003 and December 2012, 2,781 different bariatric and

metabolic procedures were performed by our team. In total, 251 (9.02 %) patients

required reoperation due to procedure (weight loss/metabolic outcome) failure. In 81

(32.3 %) BPD was chosen for re-do. In this re-do group, 38 (46.9 %) patients were
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T2DM. Prospectively, basic demographic data were collected, as well as pre re-

operation, 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 months post-op %EWL, %EBMIL and T2DM changes

(glycaemia, IRI, Hb1A, HOMA IR, fasting insulin secretion) were monitored.

Results: In re-do BPD resulted in statistically significant (p<0.001) changes:
mean %EWL (55.5±8,4), %EBMIL (76,0±6.8). In T2DM patients, glycemia

decreased (7.9±2.4 mmol/l to 5.4±1.1 mmol/l p<0.001), Hb1A decreased (7.3

±1.7 % to 4.3±0.9 %), HOMA-IR decreased (9.9±2.7 to 3.1±1.5) p<0.001).
There was a steep decrease in antidiabetic medication during the first 3 weeks

after re-operation. Six months after re-do BPD 20 patients (52.6 %) were without

any DMmedication, in 1 year remission and/or improvement was observed in 34

(89.5 %) T2DM patients.

Conclusion: As a re-do procedure, BPD is safe and effective procedure in terms

of %EWL and T2DM improvement/resolution.

O.164 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR
FAILED GASTRIC BAND-MID-TERM OUTCOMES IN
635 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: P. Fournier4, 3

Co-authors: D. Gero2, L. Ribeiro-Parenti3, D. Chosidow3, A. Dayer-Jankechova4,

P. Alleman2, J. Marmuse3, M. Suter1, 2

1Department of Surgery, Hôpital Riviera-Chablais, Aigle, Switzerland
2Department of surgery, University Hospital (CHUV), Lausanne, Switzerland
3Department of general and digestive surgery, University Hospital Bichat-Claude

Bernard, Paris, France
4Department of visceral surgery, University Hospital (CHUV), Lausanne,

Switzerland

Introduction: Laparoscopic gastric banding (GB), one of the most common bar-

iatric procedures for years, is associated with high long-term complication and

failure rates leading to reoperation. Conversion to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(RYGBP) is one of the most popular options in these cases.

Objectives:To assess the safety andmid-term results ofRYGBPafter failedGB in

a large series of patients operated in three different European bariatric centers.

Methods: Retrospective review of prospectively collected data from all patients

undergoing reoperative RYGBP in one or two steps after failed GB.

Results: A total of 635 patients, 557 women and 78 men, were included in this

study. The mean age at reoperation was 43,2 (18–69) years. The mean duration

of surgery was 188 (90–335) minutes. There was no mortality. The overall major

complication rate was 5,9%, with no difference between patients operated in one

or two steps. The mean BMI decreased from 43,7 to 32,8 after 1 year, 32,2 after

18 months, and 32,5 after 5 years. The percentage of patients with a BMI>40 fell

from 64,9 to 11,9 between 0 and 5 years, whereas the percentage of patients with

a BMI<35 increased from 13,4 to 71,8 during the same time frame. Results in

superobese patients were significantly worse than results in less obese patients.

Conclusion: Conversion to RYGBP after failed GB is feasible and relatively safe

in experienced hands, despite a significant morbidity, even when performed in

one session. Mid-term results in terms of weight loss are very acceptable.

O.165 LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
(LAGB) AS A SALVAGE PROCEDURE FOR FAILED
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Hazrati1, 2

Co-authors: S. Nikzad1, P. Yau2, 1, J. Cyriac1, 3

1Slimband Weight loss Surgery Clinic, Toronto, ON, Canada
2Scarborough Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada
3Toronto East General Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: Among patients for whom gastric bypass has failed, LAGB is a

viable option for weight loss or improvement in co-morbidities related to obesity.

Objectives: Safety, efficacy and outcomes of LAGB in this category of patients

were studied.

Methods: Data of all the patients with a previous gastric bypass surgery, who

underwent LAGB in our center from January 2011 to January 2013, were reviewed

retrospectively. Demographics, post-banding complications, changes in bodymass

index (BMI) at the time of revision and 15–18months after, and the effect of banding

on co-morbidities were analyzed.

Results: A total of 23 patients underwent LAGB after a failed bypass. After

excluding eight patients because of procedure incompletion (n=1) and loss of

contact (n=7), data of 15 patients was included in the study. The average age of

the patients was 50.5 years. The average interval to LAGB was 12.5 years. The

mean BMI before LAGB was 40.5 kg/m2; excess weight loss percentage

(%EWL) was 32.8 % after bypass. At follow-up after LAGB, the average BMI

was 36.6 kg/m2, with a%EWL of 26.9 %. The reoperation had to be performed in

three patients due to port flip. Diabetes resolved in 50%, sleep apnea improved in

50 % and resolved in 25 %, GERD improved in 50 % and resolved in 50 % of the

patients and hypertension did not show any changes.

Conclusion: The results of this study indicate that LAGB is a safe, feasible and

effective revisionary procedure for unsatisfactory/failed gastric bypass.

O.166 CONVERSION OF OPEN VERTICAL BANDED
GASTROPLASTY TO (LAPAROSCOPIC) ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS: A SINGLE CENTER, SINGLE
SURGEON EXPERIENCE WITH 6 YEARS OF
FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: T. Lafullarde

Co-authors: B. Gys, F. Haenen, T. Gys

AZ St. Dimpna, Geel, Belgium

Introduction: Few data exist concerning conversion of failed open vertical banded

gastroplasty (VBG) to (laparoscopic) Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB).

Objectives: Aim of this study is to assess feasibility and results.

Methods:Retrospective analysis of patients undergoing conversion of open VBG

to RYGB (50 % open and 50 % laparoscopic) between 1/4/2000 and 1/1/2013

was performed.Weight loss was assessed using%ExcessWeight Loss (%EWL)

at 1 year intervals after surgery. Ideal weight was determined by recalculating

individual lengths to a BMI of 25 kg/m2. Application of polynomial regression

models was used to quantify weight loss over time. We contacted each patient

by telephone.

Results:Ninety patientswere identified.Meanagewas 40 years old, 92% female.

Reasons were insufficient weight loss (82.2 %) and outlet obstruction (17.8 %).

Three patients were reoperated for complications (after open conversion): 1

staple-line bleeding, 1 outlet stenosis and 1 anastomotic ulcer. Analysis of weight

loss after conversion: 78.0% EWL after 1 year, 71.4% after 2 years, 62.1% after

3 years, 64.1 % after 4 years, 70.2 % after 5 years and 68.9 % after 6 years.

Patients who underwent conversion for outlet stenosis had their dysphagia re-

solved in 93.8 %. Patient satisfaction: 86.4 % would repeat the conversion.

Conclusion: Failed open VBG can safely be treated by laparoscopic conversion to

RYGB with similar complication rate as primary laparoscopic RYGB. It offers

excellent %EWL results, relieve of dysphagia and should be considered as the

method of choice for treating failed open VBG.

O.167 SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS DUODENO-ILEAL BYPASS
AS A SECOND STEP AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Sánchez-Pernaute

Co-authors: M. Conde, E. Sánchez López, E. Árrue del Cid, C. Sánchez del

Pueblo, E. Martin Garcı́a Almenta, L. Cabrerizo, M. Rubio, A. Torres

Hospital Clı́nico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Single-Anastomosis Duodeno-Ileal bypass (SADI) is our current

selected technique for patients submitted previously to sleeve gastrectomy

(SG) and with insufficient weight loss and no pathologic GERD.

Objectives: To analyze weight loss and metabolic results of SADI as a second

step.

Methods: Eighteen consecutive patients, four men and 14 women, with a mean

age of 42 years, were submitted to an initial SG. Mean weight was 143 kg, and

mean BMI 55. Ten patients were diabetics. Minimum weight after the SG was

104 kg, 51 % EWL, at a mean time of 11 months from the SG. SADI was
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performed at amean time of 27months from reoperation; meanBMI at SADI was

43 and mean EWL 40 %.

Results: SADI was performed with 3 to 4 portals. In all cases, the length of the

common channel was 250 cm. Duodeno-ileal anastomosis was performed either

mechanical with a 30mm linear stapler or hand-sewnwith a 2-layers running suture.

In one patient re-sleeve over a 54 French bougie was also performed. No postop-

erative complications presented. Mean EWL was 68 at 6 months, 75 % at 1 year,

74 % at 2 years and 76 at 3 years. All diabetics are with normal glycemia under no

anti-diabetic treatment.

Conclusion: SADI is an adequate technique to complete a 2-step technique for

selected morbid obese patients.

O.168 LAPAROSCOPIC -VS- SINGLE INCISION GASTRIC
BAND INSERTION: A DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMISED
CONTROL TRIAL

PRESENTER: S. Chakravartty1, B. Murgatroyd1

Co-authors: U. Singh2, D. Sarma2, S. Sharafudeen2, J. Dasan2, A.G. Patel2

1Princess Grace Hospital, London, United Kingdom
2King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Single incision laparoscopic gastric banding (SILGB) offers an

alternative approach to traditional laparoscopic gastric banding (LGB). Whilst

technically more complex, the single incision approach to surgery is growing in

popularity amongst patients.

Objectives: Here we present the first double-blind randomised control trial com-

paring a laparoscopic and single incision approach (NCT 01844960).

Methods: Forty-four patients were randomised to laparoscopic or single incision

gastric band insertion in our Day Surgery unit between November 2011 and May

2013. All patients met the NICE criteria for surgery. The primary outcome ob-

served was pain. Secondary outcomes included intra-operative and post-

operative complications, operative time, conversion to laparoscopic or open

surgery, time to discharge, duration of convalescence and cosmesis.

Results: Patient characteristics were similar in both groups. Operative time was

significantly longer in the SILGB group (median 59 vs 49 min) p<0.05. No
difference was found in post-operative pain or analgesia requirements, in time

to discharge (median 220min vs 224min) or complications between both groups.

However post-operatively, SILS patients were more satisfied with their operative

approach and the cosmetic appearance of their scars. This was seen consistently

throughout follow-up at 6, 12, 18 and 26 weeks (p<0.05).
Conclusion: A single incision approach to gastric banding does not result in

reduced pain, analgesia usage or time to discharge. However single incision gastric

banding is a popular choice amongst patients with greater satisfaction and more

pleasing cosmetic appearance. Whilst this advanced surgical approach results in a

longer operation, it is a safe and feasible option for the morbidly obese patient.

O.169 SILSBARIATRICSURGERY:ANALYSISOF270CASES
IN A SINGLE CENTER.

PRESENTER: R. Palaniappan

Co-authors: J. Akhter

Apollo Hospitals, Chennai, India

Introduction: In recent years single-incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) has

emerged as another modality of carrying out the bariatric procedures. Because

a SILS procedure would be less invasive, we applied this novel surgical technique

for a selected number of patients enrolled into our bariatric program.

Objectives: To analyse the safety, efficacy and advantages of SILS bariatric

surgery.

Methods:Westarted performing this technique fromOctober 2009.UntilMarch2014,

378 patients underwent 108 laparoscopic and 270 SILS bariatric procedures: one

adjustable gastric band placements, 206 sleeve gastrectomies including two band to

sleeve conversion, 54 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass including two sleeve to bypass, and

ninemini gastric bypass operations, including eight cases where concomitant surger-

ies were performed.

Results: The mean operation time was 108.6 min. Two postoperative complica-

tions (1 alimentary limb obstruction and 1 umbilical incisional hernia) happened

needing surgical re-intervention. There were three patients needing additional

port or conversion to conventional laparoscopic surgery. The duration of postop-

erative hospitalization was 1.8 days and need for analgesic usage was signifi-

cantly less with only 3 days requirements. No deaths occurred. All patients were

very satisfied with the cosmetic outcomes.

Conclusion: SILS can be safely and effectively used for bariatric surgery. In

selected cases it is more efficient with better outcome. This technique will soon

be increasingly used for bariatric surgery.

O.170 EARLY OUTCOMES OF THE FIRST BRAZILIAN
EXPERIENCE IN TOTALLY ROBOTIC BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: E.L. Bastos1

Co-authors: A.C. Ramos1, M.G. Ramos1, L.A. D’Almeida4, D. Pajecki3, C.E.

Domene3, K.C. Kim2

1Gastro Obeso Center, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Florida Hospital Celebration Health, Florida, USA
3Hospital Nove de Julho, São Paulo, Brazil
4Hospital Samaritano, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is currently the most effective therapy for morbid

obesity and the laparoscopic approach is considered gold-standard for Roux-en-

Y gastric bypass. Totally robotic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass has been proposed as

a major evolution in minimally invasive bariatric surgery and its use is becoming

more widespread.

Objectives: To provide an early report of the first Brazilian case-series of totally

robotic gastric bypass and perioperative short-term outcomes.

Methods:All consecutive patients who underwent totally robotic gastric bypass at
two recognized centers of bariatric surgery were included. Patient demographic

data, bodymass index, operative times, hospital stay, complications andmortality

in the 30 postoperative days were recorded. The surgeons received the same

training program before the clinical procedures and all the surgeries were per-

formed under the supervision of an experienced robotic surgeon.

Results: The surgeries were performed by five surgeons and included 68 patients

(52 women–76.5 %), with a mean age of 40.5 years (range 18 to 59) and mean

BMI of 41.3 (35.2–59.2). Totalmean operative timewas 158min (range 90 to 230)

andmean overall hospital staywas 48 h. Postoperative surgical complication rate

(30 day) was 5.9 %, with three minor and one major complication. There was no

mortality, leaks or strictures.

Conclusion: Even with surgeons in early learning curves, the robotic approach

within a well-structured training model was safe and reproducible for the surgical

treatment of the morbid obesity.

O.171 OUTCOMES OF FIRST 100 ROBOTIC GASTRIC
BYPASSES

PRESENTER: T. Rogula

Co-authors: M. Ver, E. Marcotte, A. Aminian, H. Talamas, E. Batayyah, C. Daigle,

M. Kroh, S. Brethauer, P. Schauer

Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction: Reports from high volume bariatric centers showed a very low

complication rate and no deaths within 30 days.

Objectives: The goal of this study was to assess outcomes of initial 100 robotic

bariatric procedures.

Methods: One hundred consecutive morbidly obese patients underwent totally

robotic or robotic-assisted Roux-en-Y gastric bypass as a primary procedure (93)

or as a revision from prior bariatric surgery (7). Twenty-twomales and 78 females

age 46, BMI 47 kg/m2 (18–66).

First 14 operations were completed partially robotically
3patients underwent total robotic procedures and remaining 55 laparoscopic

gastric pouch creation and remaining robotically. Seven patients had prior
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surgeries reversed gastric bypass. Four patients had additional robotic proce-

dures done at the time of the robotic gastric bypass (hiatal hernia, cholecystec-

tomy). Remaining surgeries were primary Roux-en-Y gastric bypasses.

Results: Mean operative time 175 min (132–208); The cumulative sum showed

learning phase achievement after 25 cases. Six technical failures in four

patients—all in the initial 20 cases. The average hospital stay 2.41 days. No

anastomotic leak. Two patients (2 %) developed marginal ulcer. Two patients

(2 %) (initial 20) had gastro-jejuno anastomosis revised at the time the same

robotic operation due to stenosis. One patient (1 %) had postoperative bleeding

requirering re-operation. Major complication rate was 4 %. The cost per encoun-

ter was $9,380. The surgical services cost was higher ($6,733) comparing to

laparoscopy ($6,197). Remaining elements of patients’ care was cheaper.

Conclusion: Our study demonstrated that even during initial 100 cases, it is safe

and efficient.

O.172 WHY PERFORM LIVER BIOPSY DURING BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: O. Brasesco1, 2, 3

Co-authors: P.R. Martinez-Duartez1, G.L. Borlle1, N. Zurbriggen1, G. Muzio2, G.

Menaldi2, J. Bella1, M. Corengia2, C. Balteiro2, I. Alonso3

1Fundación Favaloro, Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
2Hospital Universitario Austral, Pilar, Argentina
3OCMI, Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

Introduction: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) ranges from simple

steatosis to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), leading to fibrosis and poten-

tially cirrhosis in 20 to 25 % of patients with NASH. Different staged can only be

diagnosed through liver biopsy (LB).

Objectives: Evaluated liver biopsy results of patients undergoing RYGB.

Methods: Retrospective review of prospectively collected database of 69 con-

secutive patients who underwent RYGB+LB. We analyzed age, sex, initial BMI,

liver function test, ultrasound and liver biopsies result.

Results: 37,68 % were female, the average age was 46 (19–67) years. The

average BMI was 48 kg/m2 (35–78). Preoperatively, liver function tests were

elevated in 10.5 % and ultrasound detected fatty liver in 85%. Insufficient sample

or unreported 18,9 %. NASH activity grade mild, moderate, or severe steatosis

was present in 13 %, 28.98 %, and 39.12 %, respectively. Staging of fibrosis for

NASH was Stage (S) 0:7,24 %, S1:20.28 %, S2:28.98 %, S3:10,14 %, Cirrhosis

13,04 % and unreported 20.32 % Hemochromatosis was present in five patients

(7.24 %). During post op screening two patients had hepatocellular carcinoma

and required liver transplantation. Non complication related LB.

Conclusion: NAFLD may be is clinically under recognized. Early detection of

NAFLD by LB during bariatric surgery can help identify patients who will require

screening and it is a safe procedure. Our experience demonstrates that a pre op

normal study does not exclude the presence of significant liver disease. The

surgeon should be consider to perform routinely liver biopsy in all bariatric surgery

not only for different diseases diagnose and treatment also for legal concern in the

future if liver failed.

O.173 SCREENING OESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY
PRIOR TO BARIATRIC SURGERY WORTHWHILE? A
SINGAPORE MULTIETHNIC COHORT EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: A. Shabbir1, 4

Co-authors: J.R. Rao2, A.K. Cheng3, A. Kaura2, J.Y. Ng1, K. Guowei1, M.W. Tay2,

D. Lomanto1, 4, J.B. So1, 4

1National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
2Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
3Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
4National University Of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: The pre-operative use of Oesophago-gastro-duodenoscopy (OGD)

for patients undergoing bariatric surgery remains controversial, specially in Asia

where there is a high prevalence of upper gastrointestinal pathologies.

Objectives: To identify the most common findings on OGD in asymptomatic

individuals undergoing bariatric surgery and if a change in clinical management

was warranted with an intention to update our current practice of routine preop-

erative OGD.

Methods: We reviewed prospectively collected data of all patients undergoing

OGD prior to bariatric surgery at the National University Hospital, Khoo Teck Puat

Hospital and Tan Tock Seng Hospital in Singapore between the years 2006–

2013. Patients with GI symptoms were excluded.

Results:Therewere 208 patientswho satisfied the criteria. OGDwas normal in 70

(33.6 %) of them. The most common findings were gastritis 49.5 % (n=103),
hiatal hernia 15.9 % (n=33), esophagitis 9.1 % (n=19) and peptic ulcer disease

4.8 % (n=10). 5.3 % (n=11) had benign polyps. One patient had gastrointestinal

stromal tumour. Helicobacter Pylori associated gastritis was found in 13.9 % (n=
29). 4.3% (n=9) had significant changes to their operativemanagement. 2.4% (n
=5) patients had their surgeries delayed for over 3 months to treat underlying

conditions. One patient had an incidental gastro-esophageal junction cancer and

underwent endoscopic submucosal dissection. Two patients had concurrent

hiatal hernia repair and one patient had a scheduled gastric bypass changed to

sleeve gastrectomy because of peptic ulcer disease.

Conclusion: In our practice, routine pre-operative OGD had a high diagnostic

yield. Our current experience supports the use of routine preoperative OGD prior

to bariatric surgery in Singapore.

O.174 RESULT OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM MEETING
PRIOR TO BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A FRENCH
SPECIALIZED CENTER

PRESENTER: P. Verhaeghe

Co-authors: L. Rebibo, V. Marechal, A. Dhahri, J. Lalau, J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction: Face with the increase of bariatric surgical procedures in France,

guidelines for goodsurgical practice havebeen implemented including discussion

of cases prior to surgery during a multidisciplinary team meeting.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to show the results of MDT meeting

bariatric surgery center.

Methods: From April 2009 to March 2013, all patients discussed during multidis-

ciplinary staff meeting prior to bariatric surgery were included. The primary

endpoint was the validation rate of patient’s record. Secondary endpoints were

the number of MDT meeting, the number of patients and patient’s records

discussed or recused, the rate of redo presentation.

Results: There was 49MDTmeetings. Duringmeeting, 1,099 patient’s records were

discussed representing 816 patients with a mean age of 42 years (16–68). Of the

1,099 submissions files, 776 were approved (70 %) representing 95 % of the

population study number. Further investigation before making a decision was nec-

essary in 13 %, requiring prior support before taking a decision in 5 % and definitive

refusal in 1%.DuringMDTmeeting, 88%submission fileswere validated at their first

presentation while 6 % was validated at their second. Most of patient files were

presented for front-line surgery (84.5 %) while 14 % were presented for second-line

surgery and 1.4 % for third-line surgery. The mean interval between MDT meetings

presentation for non-validated records was 4.5 months.

Conclusion: The decision delivered by MDT meeting is important to standardize

obesity care of obese patients prior to surgery. MDT meeting is even more

important in the context of a second-line surgery.

O.175 INFLUENCE OF LIVER DISEASE ON PERIOPERATIVE
OUTCOME AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A
NORTHERN GERMAN COHORT

PRESENTER: S. Wolter

Co-authors: A. Dupree, O. Mann, A. El Gammal

University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany

Introduction: Obesity is the most important clinical associations with non-alcoholic

fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and non-alcoholic steatosis hepatitis (NASH). Patients
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undergoing bariatric surgery have a high incidence of NAFLD/NASH. Liver disease

has an influence on perioperative complications. However, the influence of Fatty

Liver Disease on preoperative outcome in bariatric patients is still controversial.

Objectives: Our aim was to assess the prevalence of non-alcoholic fatty liver

disease in our cohort morbidly obese patients and the influence on perioperative

complications.

Methods:A total of 315 patients who underwent laparoscopic bariatric operations

either Roux-YGastric Bypass or SleeveGastrectomy andwho had intraoperative

liver biopsies were studied. Histological results were compared to perioperative

complications and comorbidities.

Results: NAFLD is common in our patient cohort. The incidence of severe liver

disease (e.g., cirrhosis) was higher than expected. We found no association

between histological findings and perioperative outcomes in our cohort.

Conclusion: The prevalence of NAFLD among morbidly obese surgical patients

was high although this condition was not associated with increased risk for

postoperative complications. As a result of unexpected findings in intraoperative

liver biopsies, the routine indication of liver biopsies in patients at high risk for liver

disease should be discussed.

O.176 EVALUATION OF MICRONUTRIENT DEFICIENCY AND
BONE HEALTH IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS
UNDERGOING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Aggarwal

Co-authors: S. Anand, M. Misra, R. Jaiswal, A.K. Mukhopadhyay, R. Khadgawat,

S. Chumber

All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), New Delhi, India

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) is a popular weight loss

for morbidly obese patients. In comparison to gastric bypass, LSG is thought to

lead to minimal nutritional deficiencies. However, prospective data on the out-

come of LSG on micronutrient status is scarce.

Objectives: To study the impact of LSG on variousmicronutrients and bone health.

Methods: This is a prospective study of 80 patients who underwent LSG. Evaluation of

micronutrients and bone health was performed preoperatively consisting of serum iron

studies, folate, vitamin B12, calcium, 25 hydroxy vitamin D, parathyroid hormone and

24 h urine calcium. Patients were followed up at intervals of 3 months, 6 months and

12 months following surgery.

Results: Mean % excess weight loss at 12 months was 78.75 %. 80 % patients

had at least onemicronutrient deficiency prior to surgerywithVitaminD deficiency

as the most common. Vitamin D level decreased significantly from 67.9 ng/ml

preoperatively to 50.1 ng/ml after surgery. Twenty-three percent patients devel-

oped Vitamin B12 deficiency and 45 % of patients developed low 24 h urinary

calcium after surgery. There were no significant changes in iron and folate levels.

None of the patients had a deficiency of serum calcium.

Conclusion: Micronutrient deficiencies are prevalent in morbid obese patients.

Patients undergoing LSG develop VitaminB12 and VitaminD deficiency and their

supplementation should be started accordingly. Oral calcium supplements should

be given in the initial post operative period until their calcium intake in diet

improves. We suggest regular monitoring of micronutrient levels in patients

undergoing Sleeve Gastrectomy.

O.177 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
FEASABLE AS OUTPATIENT PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: K. Ahmad

Co-authors: H. Atlas, R. Denis, P. Garneau, N. Safa, N. Alenazi, P. Grassin

Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur de Montréal, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has gained much popular-

ity over the last few years and the demand is always increasing. As we have

limited OR time facilities and restricted budgets in Quebec, we are searching for

safe and less expensive solutions to increase the number of patients who could

benefit from this procedure.

Objectives: The objective is to evaluate the feasibility and safety of sleeve

gastrectomy on an ambulatory basis.

Methods: From February 2007 to February 2014, 1,327 patients underwent LSG

at Sacré-Coeur hospital in Montreal. During the last 16 months (September 2012

to February 2014), 132 of those patients were operated on an ambulatory basis

(length of stay <12 h.). They all complied with well-defined admission criteria.

Results: There were 22 males and 110 females. Average age of those patients

was 38 years and average BMI was 44 Kg/m2. Mean operative time was 71 min.

One hundred twenty-eight patients were discharged before 12 h (97%). Average

length of stay was 8,1 h (6 to 10 h). There were no death. Four patients were kept

in hospital for 24–48 h for minor problems such as pain, nausea and/or vomiting.

Eight patients were readmitted between day 1 and day 21 (6 %). One of them

presented a gastric leak (0,75 %), was treated with stent and percutaneous

drainage, and did well.

Conclusion:We believe that LSG can be performed as an ambulatory procedure

for properly selected patients, with very acceptable results in terms of retention

rate, readmission rate and complications rate.

O.178 SHORT AND LONG TERM RESULTS OF SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY TO TREAT MORBID OBESITY AND
ITS CO-MORBIDITY

PRESENTER: S.S. Ahmad1

Co-authors: S. Ahmad1, R. Matkowitz2

1Gastriccenter/Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany
2Klinik Rotes Kreutz Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany

Introduction: Surgical therapy of morbid obesity has shown to result in significant

and sustainable weight loss. The positive effect on co-morbidities, diabetes

mellitus type 2, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and joint pain was observed in

many studies.

Objectives: To analyze prospectively, the outcomes of sleeve gastrectomy to treat

morbidly obese patients in our center during the period 2001–2013.

Methods: Five hundred eighty patients had Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for

weight reduction, It was performed over 36fr. tube and in 80 % of the cases with

oversuturing. Five hundred twenty were available for follow up, 29%males, 71%

females, mean age 33.6+9.2 years, mean weight 118 kg, mean BMI 43 kg/m2.

We investigated body mass index (BMI) changes, intra- and postoperative com-

plications, patient satisfaction, changes of the co-morbidity related to obesity.

Follow up contact was regular. Patients satisfactions were ssessed.

Results:Mortality rate was one patient (0.17%), Bleeding by four patients (0,6%),

leakage by four patients (0.6%). Fifteen port site infections (2,5%). Fourteen lung

attelactasis (2,4 %), Mean excess weight loss (EWL)% at 68% at 6 months 73%

at 1 year, 82 % at 2nd years, 75 % at 4th year, 73 % in 5th year and remained

around 72 % up to the 10th year. Co-morbidities was present in 68 % of the

patients preoperatively and disappeared or improved in 79 % of them postoper-

atively. Quality of life score improved in the majority of patients. Postop. iron

deficiency anemia was diagnosed in 23 %.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy is an efficient procedure to reduce weight,

decrease co-morbidity and improve quality of life. It has got low peri- and post-

operative complication rate.

O.179 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMYWITH JEJUNAL BYPASS.
EXCESS WEIGHT LOSS AFTER 10 YEARS OF
FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER: M. Alamo1

Co-authors: M. Sepulveda1, 2, C. Astorga1, J. Lagos1, L. Penaloza2, B. Montes2

1Hospital DIPRECA, Santiago, Chile
2Universidad Diego Portales, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: In 2004 a new restrictive and hormonal surgical technique was

created, the Sleeve Gastrectomy with Jejunal Bypass (SGJB).

Objectives: The objective is to present the 10 years results of SGJB as a surgical

technique for the treatment of morbid obesity.
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Methods:Prospective case series. Fifteen patients underwent a SGJB in the year

2004 at DIPRECA Hospital, in Santiago, Chile. SGJB consists in creating a

gastric tube preserving pylorous, sectioning of jejunum 20 cm distal to the Treitz

angle and then performing a jejunum-ileal anastomosis 250–300 cm. Percentage

of excess weight loss (%EWL) is reported.

Results:Mean age of 42.6 (27–61) years and 67.1 % female. Mean preoperative

weight and BMI was 108.3+20.6 kg (84–150) and 40.5+6.3 kg/m2 (35.3–57-8)

respectively. 76.3 % of cases were laparoscopic; the conversion rate was 4.1 %.

Postoperative stay was 4.4+1.7 days. %EWL and BMI at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 years

was 91 %, 97 %, 86.5 %, 89.5 %, 108.9 % y 27.6–28.3–27.5–28.6–27.4 y 23.9 kg/

m2 (18,5–27,5 kg/m2) respectively. Annual follow up was 100 % until year 4 and

then 80%, 76.3%, 60%, 47%, 47%and33.3%at 10th year. Nodumping, anemia,

malabsortion syndrome or bacterial overgrowth was observed. Mortality of 0 %.

Conclusion: SGJB is a safe and effective surgical technique in terms of weight

loss, even after 10 years.

O.180 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS: THE TECHNIQUE
AND THE STANDARDIZED PERI-OPERATIVE
CLINICAL PATHWAY

PRESENTER: A.R. Alqahtani2

Co-authors: M. Elahmedi1, A. Al Qahtani2, 1

1Obesity Chair, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
2Department of Surgery, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: In the presence of growing interest in bariatric surgery in children

and adolescents, knowledge regarding peri-operative management and stan-

dardized care are lacking. This study establishes a pediatric bariatric surgery

clinical pathway, utilizing our current and largest-to-date experience with laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in this age group.

Objectives: To review the outcomes of a standardized multidisciplinary pediatric

bariatric clinical pathway that provided coordinated behavioral, nutritional, psy-

chological, medical and surgical care.

Methods: Starting March 2008, we enrolled morbidly obese children and adoles-

cents in our standardized clinical pathway. This study reviews the details of the

program and reports the outcomes attained by the enrolled patients.

Results:Up to March 2014, 274 patients underwent LSG with standardized care.

Mean age and preoperative bodymass index (BMI) was 14.4±4.0 years (Range:

5 to 21 years) and 48.3±10.0 (Range: 31.8–109.6). Mean BMI change at 1, 2, 3,

and 4 postoperative years was 17.7±7.3, 17.8±9.5, 17.8±8.7, and 23.01±10.75,

respectively. Mean postoperative stay was 3±0.7 days, excluding a 21 years old

bedridden male with a baseline weight of 300 kg (BMI 86.7 kg/m2). Minor

complications occurred in nine patients, with no leaks or mortality. 90 % of

comorbidities were resolved or improved. All patients continued growing without

significant malnutrition or metabolic derangements.

Conclusion: Applying this standardized clinical pathway of LSG in pediatric

patients results in safe and effective outcomes with low complication rates,

maximum co-morbidity resolution, and minimum morbidity.

O.181 THE “SLEEVE OF LIFE”: FIRST REPORT OF
CONCURRENT LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY (LSG) AND LEFT VENTRICULAR
ASSIST DEVICE (LVAD) PLACEMENT AS BRIDGE TO
HEART TRANSPLANT FOR MORBIDLY OBESE
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: K.S. Bajwa

Co-authors: S.K. Shah, P.A. Walker, S.S. Mehta, E.B. Wilson, M.K. Patel, I.D.

Gregoric, S.S. Nathan

University of Texas Medical School at Houston, Houston, TX, USA

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is increasingly reported as a bridge for morbidly

obese patients requiring transplantation.

Objectives: We present what we believe is the first report of LSG performed

concurrently with LVAD placement as a bridge to transplant for morbidly obese

patients with severe heart failure.

Methods: A review of two cases was performed.

Results:
Case 1:

A 57 year oldman (BMI 51.9) with pastmedical history of congestive heart failure,

myocardial infarction (s/p stent placement), diabetes, hypertension, atrial fibrilla-

tion, hyperlipidemia, and stroke presented after extensive preoperative workup to

our facility for LVAD (Heartware, Framingham, MA) placement with concurrent

LSG. He underwent placement of a dual chamber ICD on POD#15. He was

discharged to rehab on POD#22. He has lost 98lbs (18 weeks post-surgery).

Case 2:

A 56 year old man (BMI 44.3) with past medical history of non-ischemic cardio-

myopathy, hepatitis C, diabetes, OSA, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, multiple

strokes, and pacemaker/AICD placement presented after extensive preoperative

workup to our facility for LVAD (Heartmate 2) placement with concurrent LSG. He

was taken back to the operating room POD#1 for mediastinal exploration/

washout secondary to mediastinal bleeding and POD#20 for subxiphoid pericar-

dial window. He was discharged POD#26. He has lost 41.6lbs (7 weeks post-

surgery).

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy might represent the ideal bariatric oper-

ation as a bridge to transplant as the lack of malabsorption has the least

likelihood of affecting absorption of immunomodulators. The ability to do

the operation concurrently with LVAD placement is attractive given the

difficulties of stopping anti-coagulation post LVAD and for decreasing

time to transplant.

O.182 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN PATIENTS WITH BMI
BETWEEN 30 AND 35

PRESENTER: M. Berry

Co-authors: P.A. Lamoza, L. Urrutia, A. Molina, E. Luna, S. Marquina

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: The laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is an bariatric procedure has

been extended to special cases with BMI under 35with associated comorbidities.

Is under investigation, and previous studies have shown beneficial results and

safety.

Objectives: In this paper, we try to show that LSG can be performed in patients with

BMI between 30 and 35 obtaining comparable results to severe andmorbidly obese

patients, with resolution of their comorbidities.

Methods: Descriptive and prospective study. We analyzed 474 patients

from a universe of 1,605 subjected to LSG. Analyzing gender, age,

comorbidities, preoperative BMI, EWL, EWL% and BMI postoperatively

at 1,6,12,24 and 36 months, morbidity and mortality, between 2006 and

2014.

Results: Mean preoperative BMI 33.57 (30–34.9),mean weight 89.88 (68–114)

kg. Mean postoperative BMI at 24months 27 (17–31.5), at 36months 27.02 (21–

32.5), surgical time 86.11 (40–120) min.

Comorbidities: Insulin resistance 74.3 %, Dyslipidemia 65.9 %,Fatty liver

55.3 %,Hypertension 35.2 %, Obstructive sleep apnea 19 %,Hyperuricemia

9.8 %,Hypothyroidism 13.7 %, Type 2 Diabetes mellitus 7.9 %.

Remission of comorbidities: Insulin resistance 93 %, Dyslipidemia 90 %,Fatty

liver 70 %,Hypertension 70 %,Obstructive sleep apnea 72 %, T2DM 82 % and

improvement 18 %.

Morbidity: 7 (2 %); Hemoperitoneum=5, Portal vein thrombosis=1,

Bile peritonitis (Lushka-cholecystectomy)=1,Leaks=0,Reoperations=

1,Mortality=0.

Conclusion: Our results have shown that performing LSG in patients with BMI

between 30 and 35 is safe, and the results are comparable or even better than

those obtained in patients with severe/morbid obesity in terms of resolution of

comorbidities and weight loss

Clearly, BMI is not the only indicator for bariatric and metabolic surgery; there are

other variables to consider in a complete preoperatory evaluation.

It requires further studies and longer follow-up.
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O.183 DUODENAL SWITCH FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF
FAILED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A MATCHED
CONTROLLED-STUDY

PRESENTER: L. Biertho

Co-authors: F. Hould, S. Marceau, O. Lescelleur, S. Lebel, A. Tchernof, S. Biron

Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: The surgical management for weight loss failure after sleeve gas-

trectomy is still debated.

Objectives:To assess the risks and benefits of adding a Duodenal Switch (DS) for
the management of SG failure.

Methods: All patients who underwent a laparoscopic DS for SG failure

were included in this study (N=45). Patients were matched 1:1 for sex,

body mass index (BMI) and year of surgery with a group of patients who

underwent a single-stage laparoscopic BPD-DS. Data were obtained from

our prospective electronic database and are reported as the mean ± standard

deviation.

Results: The initial BMI (54±10 vs. 52±9 kg/m2, p=0.4), age (44±11 vs 43±

9 years, p=0.5) and sex-ratio (26 F/19H) were similar in both groups. All patients

were available for follow-up at amean 41±18months. Patients were converted to

BPD-DS after a mean 24±8 months. There was no short-term or long-term

mortality. Major 30-days complications occurred in 4 %, 6 % and 11 % after SG,

2nd-stage DS and BPD-DS, respectively. T2DM was cured in 54 %, 85 % and

94 % after SG (n=26 patients with T2DM), DS and BPD-DS (n=17 T2DM),

respectively. At the time of conversion and matching, the EWL was 39±13 %

vs. 0 %; 61±14 vs. 78±13 at 1 year (p<0.05) and 74±17 vs. 84±12% at 2 years

(p=0.06).
Conclusion:DS is an effective option for failed SG, with an additional

38 % EWL and 31 % cure rate for T2DM. The overall benefits of a

2-stage BPD-DS could be less, when compared to a single-stage

BPD-DS.

O.184 CURRENT OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: EARLY AND MEDIUM-TERM
RESULTS IN A SERIES OF 1,000 CASES

PRESENTER: L. Biertho

Co-authors: S. Lebel, S. Marceau, O. Lescelleur, F. Hould, A. Tchernof, S. Biron

Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy (SG) in association with duodenal switch has

been performed in our institution in over 4,000 patients, since 1990. Only recently

has it been done as a stand-alone procedure.

Objectives: To report the current early and late outcomes of SG performed at a

tertiary care centre.

Methods: A consecutive series of 1,000 patients who underwent a laparoscopic

SG was identified from our prospective electronic database. The data are report-

ed as a mean±standard deviation.

Results: The mean age of the patients was 47±11 years, BMI was 48±8 kg/m2

and 60%were women. Operative timewas 99±38min and eight patients (0.8%)

required a conversion to open surgery. Mortality rate at 30 and 90-days was 0 %

and 0.2 %, respectively (pulmonary embolism, n=1 and portal thrombosis, n=1).
Complication rate at 30 and 90-dayswas 2.9%, and 3.4%, respectively, including

gastric leak in 0.9 %. During a mean follow-up of 25±18 months, mortality was

0.9% (cancer, n=3, cardiovascular, n=2; other, n=3). Readmission was required

in 9.5 % patients, including revision for weight loss failure (4.7 %), food intoler-

ance (1.5 %) and cholecystectomy (1.5 %). Excess weight loss at 1, 2, 3 and

4 years was 55±18 % (n=550), 53±21 % (n=281); 51±22 % (n=176) and 51±

22% (n=68). T2DM (n=560)was cured in 65%of patients, with a significant drop

in HbA1c (6.9±1 to 5.9±1, p<0.005) and fasting glucose (8.0±2.8 to 6.2±2.3,

p<0.005).
Conclusion: The current mortality and morbidity rate of SG are low (0.2 % and

3.4 % at 90 days, respectively). The average 3-years weight loss is 50 %, with a

significant impact on glucose metabolism.

O.185 STAPLE LINE BLEEDING IN SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY—A SIMPLE AND COST EFFECTIVE
SOLUTION

PRESENTER: D. Sarma, S. Chakravartty

Co-authors: A. Chang, A.G. Patel

King’s College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Staple line bleeding (SLB) is a common intra-operative com-

plication following resection in laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG).

Opinion is divided on the best measure to deal with SLB which includes

expensive reinforcement strategies, suturing the staple line or diathermy.

Tranexemic acid is a relatively inexpensive drug known to reduce bleed-

ing in trauma and surgery.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate whether intra-operative

tranexemic acid reduces staple line bleeding.

Methods: In this prospective study, consecutive patients undergoing LSG

by one surgeon were chosen as controls while those operated by the

second surgeon were assigned to have tranexemic acid (1 g) injection on

induction. Uniform anaesthetic, thromboprophylaxis protocols and opera-

tive techniques with identical staplers without reinforcement were

adopted in all patients. The primary outcome was comparing the number

of staple line bleeding points requiring the placement of a haemostatic

stitch in either group.

Results: Twenty-five patients were allocated to both the control and

treatment arms. Patient characteristics in both groups were similar in

age (median 34 vs 42 years), body mass index (median 54.7 vs 52 kg/

m2), gender distribution (female: male=19:6 vs 20:5) [p=ns] and co-

morbidities. The treatment group receiving tranexemic acid, required

significantly less number of haemostatic stitches for staple line bleeding

(2 vs 0, p<0.05), incurred lower intraoperative blood loss (p<0.01) and

had quicker operating times (median 84 vs 66 min, p<0.05). Morbidity

was similar in both groups.

Conclusion: Intra-operative prophylactic tranexemic acid use is a simple and

economical option for effectively reducing staple line bleeds leading to significant

decrease in operating times.

O.186 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMYWITH ONE LAYER OF
BUTTRESSING MATERIAL

PRESENTER: H.A. Conoman

Cencolap, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Gastric leak and hemorrhage are the most important challenges

after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (SG). In order to reduce these complica-

tions, the staple line can be reinforced with buttressing material.

Objectives: The aim of this report is to present our experience in the realization of

SG in obese patients with one layer of buttressing material in relation to bleeding,

leaks, mortality and operative time.

Methods: Prospective case series of 703 patients who went to SG with one layer

of buttressing material between December 2009 to June 2013 and who were

followed with a specific protocol.

Results: There where 703 patients. Male: 131 patients, Female: 572 patients.

Mean Age 36 (range 15 to 75) years. Mean Preoperative Weight: 98.3±15 (65–

210) kg. Mean Preoperative BMI: 37±3.1 (range 30 to 61) Kg/m2. Mean Excess

Weight: 31.6±12.3 (range 12 to 95) kg. Mean OR Time 58.7±20.2 (35 to 150)

min.

%EBMIL mean was 70.1±24.2 (range 26.1 to 134.4)% at 6 months.

Morbidity: 20 patients (2,8 %). Four Bleeding 2 requires reoperation, 3

deshidration, 4 portal vein trombosis, 2 abscess. No leaks, No

mortality.

Conclusion: SG is a safe and effective treatment for obesity.

The use of one layer buttressing material is effective, safety and may reduce the

episodes of hemorrhage and leaks in similar way than using the two layers on

stapler line, and may avoid misfiring because the thickness in some patients and

reducing costs.
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O.187 ANTERIOR REPAIR OF HIATUS HERNIA DURING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY CAUSES A
SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN INCIDENCE AND
SYMPTOMS OF GERD

PRESENTER: N. Dukkipati

Co-authors: D.J. Thakkar, P. Mulamalla, J. Sandagalla

Livlife Hospital, Hyderabad, India

Introduction: Symptomatic hiatus hernia (HH) with GERD occurs in 15 % of

morbidly obese patients. The current globally preferred bariatric surgery is lapa-

roscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Studies found that identification and

repairing hiatus hernia at the LSG operation decreases GER significantly. Pre-

operative HH detection and repair techniques vary between surgeons and

centres.

Objectives: Retrospective study to evaluate the effects of standardization of

intraoperative detection and anterior repair of hiatus hernia on the incidence of

postoperative symptoms of GERD.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of Patients who underwent LSG at our centre

between Jan 2012 and Dec 2013 were evaluated with a detailed ques-

tionnaire regarding pre and post op GERD symptoms. All patients had

been evaluated for hiatus hernia intra-operatively using a 15 ml Balloon

pull back technique and all identified hiatus hernias/crural laxity were

repaired with anterior crural approximation.

Results: Total of 246 patients underwent LSG between Jan 2012 and Dec

2013 of which 77 were identified with hiatus hernia intra-op, which was

repaired.

There was significant postop remission in preopGERD patients who underwent a

hiatus hernia repair (p=0.003). Most patients with hiatus hernia and underwent

repair were asymptomatic postoperatively (p=0.001).
Of the 50 pts who were preoperatively symptomatic but hiatus hernia was absent

intra-op, 39 had remission of symptoms postoperatively (p=0.001).
Conclusion:Our results show that standardization of intraoperative hiatus hernia

detection and repair can cause a significant reduction in symptoms of GERD (up

to 24 months after surgery) and may also prevent denovo GERD symptom

development after LSG.

O.188 THE EFFECT OF THE SIZE OF THE RESIDUAL
GASTRIC ANTRUM ON THE OUTCOME OF
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY; A
PROSPECTIVE RANDOMIZED TRIAL

PRESENTER: A. Elgeidie

Gastroenterology Surgical Center, Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt

Introduction: LSG is gaining popularity worldwide as a definitive bariatric proce-

dure. However, there are still some controversial issues in its technique; one of

these is the size of residual antrum.

Objectives: The aim of this trial is to study the effect of the size of residual gastric

antrum on the outcome of LSG.

Methods: Between November 2009 and January 2013 113 morbidly obese

patients submitted for LSG were randomized to two groups depending on the

distance from the pylorus at which gastric division begins; antral preserving-LSG

(AP-LSG) and antral resecting-LSG (AR-LSG). In AP-LSG group the distance

was 6 cm from the pylorus and included 58 patients while in AR-LSG group the

distance was 2 cm and included 55 patients. Both groups were comparable

regarding preoperative data. Baseline and 6 and 12 month outcomes were

analyzed.

Results:Therewasnosignificant difference in complication rate or early reoperations.

Weight loss was significant in both groups but there was no difference between both

groups at 6 and 12 months of follow-up. At 12 months %EWL in AP-LSG group and

AR-LSG group reached 64.2 % and 67.6 % respectively (p>0.05). The quality of life

outcome and the overall prevalence of comorbidities and nutritional deficiencies were

similar.

Conclusion: LSG with or without antral preservation produces significant weight

loss at 6 and 12 months after surgery. The procedures are equally effective with

regard to %EWL, reduction in BMI, quality of life, complication rate and amelio-

ration of comorbidities at 6 and 12 months of follow-up.

O.189 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION (LGCP) VS
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG): A SINGLE
INSTITUTION EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: M. Foletto

Co-authors: A. Albanese, D. Verdi, A. Lobba, A. Lana, L. Prevedello

Clinica Chirurgica I, Bariatric Unit, Padova, Italy

Introduction: LGCP and LSG both reduce gastric capacity, either by in-folding

(LGCP) or removing (LSG) the greater curvature. While LSGmid and long-terms

results are well known, LGCP is still considered investigational.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare LGCP and LSG effectiveness

on weight loss and safety.

Methods: Forty-five obese LGCP patients (six males, 39 females) were matched

with 45 LSG patients. Matching criteria were sex, age±10 years, BMI±1 Kg/m2.

Surgical complication rate, redo surgery need, excess BMI loss percentage

(%EBL) and mean BMI at 3 and 6 months were compared.

Results: Mean age and preoperative BMI were 37,8 years and 40,65 Kg/m2,

40 years and 41 Kg/m2 in LGCP and LSG group, respectively.

There was no difference in operative time, complication rate, mean BMI and

%EBL at 3 months in the two groups.

Redo surgery rate was higher in LGCP group (LGCP 48,8 % vs LSG

8,8 %, p=0,001); redo surgery mean time was longer in LSG group

(LGSP 16±6,6 vs LSG 23±6,61 months, p=0,0001). Mean BMI at

6 months was lower in LSG group (LGCP 34,6±5,3 vs LSG 32±5,72,

p=0,0278). Mean %EBL at 6 months was higher in LSG group (LGCP

40,2±25 vs LSG 57±30,93, p=0,0057).
Conclusion: LGCP patients needed redo surgery (plication revision and conver-

sion to LSG) more frequently for failure (9) and gastric prolapse (2). Two LSG

patients underwent duodenal switch for insufficient weight loss, two required

fundectomy and crura repair for persistent GERD. Weight loss results were

greater in LSG group at 6-month follow-up.

O.190 A THICKNESS CALIBRATION DEVICE IS NEEDED TO
CORRECTLY DECIDE ON THE STAPLE HEIGHT AND
AVOID LEAKS IN LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Gagner, R. Huang

Boehringer Laboratories, Inc., Phoenixville, PA, USA

Introduction: Leaks after sleeve gastrectomy (SG) may be due to a mismatch

between staple height and tissue thickness.

Objectives:The aimwas to find out the range of gastric thicknesses in three areas

of stapling.

Methods: SG was performed using a suction calibration system of 40 Fr; and

4 cm from the pylorus. Measurement of combined gastric walls was done with an

applied pressure of 8 g/mm2 on the fundus, mid-body and antrum areas.

Results: Twenty-six patients who underwent a SG were enrolled. There were 15

women and 11 men. The mean age was 36.8 years. The overall BMI of patients

averaged to 45.3 kg/m2. Themean BMI for male patients was 44.7 kg/m2 and for

female patients was 45.7 kg/m2. Although male patients had a thicker antrum

than female patients (3.12 mm vs. 3.09 mm), the mid-body of the stomach

(2.57 mm vs. 3.09 mm) and proximal areas (1.67 mm vs. 1.72 mm) were thicker

in female patients. The range is troublesome, however, as some maximum

thicknesses were up to 2.83 mm in female fundi and 2.28 mm in male patients.

Some antra were as thick as 4.07 mm in females and 5.39 in males. Also, men

had a longer average staple line (22.95 cm vs. 19.90 cm).

Conclusion: Due to the range of gastric thicknesses, onemean staple height cannot

satisfactorily appose the full range of gastric walls thicknesses without potentially

causing necrosis or poor apposition. To help avoid leaks, a thickness calibration

device is needed to correctly decide staple height.
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O.191 0 % LEAK RATE IN SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY—SUTURING, GLUE & OMENTOPEXY
ARETROSPECTIVE 3 YEARSOUTCOMEOFOVER700
CONSECUTIVE SURGERIES

PRESENTER: R. Goel1

Co-authors: M. Goel1, G. Patil1, N. Salian1

1Nova Specialty Hospital, Mumbai, MH, India
2Hinduja Healthcare Surgical, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction:Sleeve gastrectomyhas gained popularity as stand alone procedure

worldwide in last decade. However, high morbidity associated with post sleeve

leaks is a major deterrent in its universal acceptance. Various technical modifica-

tions have not been reduced leak possibility.

Objectives: To reduce possible complications after sleeve gastrectomy, various

options like over-sewing of staple line, use of fibrin glue, buttress reinforcement &

omentopexy have been suggested in past.We started suturing, using fibrin glue&

omentopexy along whole staple line 4 years back in sleeve patients to compare

our results with published data.

Methods: After adequate devasularisation & stapling along 36 F gastric

caliberation tube, upper 3 cm of staple line is imbricated with 3-0 PDS followed

by application of fibrin glue & suturing of omentum all along staple line with

continuous stures. This is expected to seal even a needle stick injury by staples

& avoid potential of torsion of sleeve.

Results:Retrospective analysis of 3 years data withminimum 1 years follow up of

all consecutive sleeve gastrectomies done by a single surgeon has shown

following results –n=623
Mean Surgical Time=70 min

Post op Bleeding requiring re-exploration – 2/623

Post op Leak – 0/623

Mortality – 0 %

Conclusion:We could achieve 0% leak & 0%mortality rates for four consecutive

years. We believe it is not possible to establish relative contribution of each of

these additional procedures since it will require large sample size to get statistical

significance. We strongly recommend routine use of this technique.

O.192 ASSESSMENT OF COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWING
PRIMARYBARIATRICSURGERYACCORDINGTOTHE
CLAVIEN-DINDO CLASSIFICATION—COMPARISON
BETWEEN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY & GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: D. Goitein1

Co-authors: N. Sakran3, 2, 4, A. Szold2, A. Raziel2

1Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Israel
2Israeli Center for Bariatric Surgery, Tel Aviv, Israel
3Emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel
4Faculty of Medicine, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the mainstay treatment for morbid obesity. Com-

mon procedure options are laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) and laparo-

scopic gastric bypass (GBP). The specific method selected depends on several

factors. In contrast with most types of elective surgeries, patient preference has

great impact on the procedure choice. The quoted “safety” of the procedure greatly

influences this decision. Many surgeons believe LSG to be safer than LRYGBP,

and convey this to the patients. This has caused a dramatic shift in practice so that

LSG is rapidly gaining momentum, “at the expense” of GBP.

Objectives: To compare postoperative complications of LSG and GBP according

to the Clavien-Dindo classification and objectively quantitate their relative safety.

Methods: All primary LSG and GBP performed in a high volume bariatric center

were included. Complications were graded according to the Clavien-Dindo clas-

sification. The difference by complication grade between the two procedures was

evaluated. Average length of hospital stay and readmission rates were also

recorded.

Results: Primary LSG and LRYGBP were performed in 1978 and 478 patients,

respectively, between June 2006 and June 2013. Seventy six (3.8%) and 23 patients

(4.8%) suffered postoperative complications in LSG& LRYGBP, respectively (p=0.4;
95 % CI 0.94–1.1). The distribution between complication grades was similar as was

each complication grade separately. Median length of hospital stay was 2 days for

both, and readmission rateswere 2.1%and1.8% for LSGandLRYGBP, respectively

(p=0.9).
Conclusion: LSG is NOT “safer” than LRYGBP. Thismay possibly cause a shift in

the distribution of bariatric procedures.

O.193 HOW TO MANAGE VENTRAL HERNIAS DISCOVERED
DURING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

PRESENTER: HV Shivaram

Columbia Asia Hospitals, Bangalore, India

Introduction: Morbid obesity is associated with increased incidence of ventral

hernias due to chronically elevated intraabdominal pressure, muscular atrophy

and obstructive airway disease. The best method of managing ventral hernias

detected during sleeve gastrectomy is still debatable.

Objectives: To study the post-operative course of nine patients who underwent

suture/open mesh repair for ventral hernias during laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy.

Methods: Out of 105 laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy performed for morbid

obesity, nine patients had ventral hernias of various sizes. All patients received

perioperative antibiotic at the time of induction of anesthesia. After the laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomywas performed the sleeve gastrectomy specimenwas

extracted through umbilical port using endobag. The hernias were repaired by

monofilament non absorbable (prolene) sutures in four cases and bymesh repair

using polypropylene synthetic mesh by retro muscular (pro-peritoneal) open

technique in five cases. Post-operative course was monitored for any adverse

events/recurrence.

Results: After suture repair one patient developed intestinal obstruction due to

small bowel incarceration in hernia sac requiring re-laparoscopyand laparoscopic

mesh repair and two patients developed recurrence during 1.5 years of follow up.

All the five patients who had mesh repair did not have any recurrence or infection

of mesh.

Conclusion: After sleeve gastrectomy for morbid obesity, mesh repair of associ-

ated ventral hernias may be a more appropriate procedure if adequate mesh

infection prevention strategy is followed.

O.194 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS FIRST
STAGE IN OBESE ADOLESCENTS SURGICAL
TREATMENT

PRESENTER: A. Iossa1

Co-authors: F. DePeppo2, M. Avallone1, F. deAngelis1, R. Caccamo2, A. Alterio2,

G. Cavallaro1, M. Rizzello1, A. Contursi2, G. Silecchia1

1Department of Medico-Surgical Sciences and Biotechnologies, University of

Rome “La Sapienza”, Division of General Surgery And Bariatric Centre of Excel-

lence, Icot, Latina, Italy
2Department of General Paediatric Surgery “Bambin Gesù”, Passoscuro (RM),

Italy

Introduction: Primary strategies to cope the childhood obesity include “conserva-

tive” treatment options (behavioural interventions, diet and lifestyle

counselling),however, most of these programs fail. Surgical interventions are

considered a safe treatment option in obese adolescents.

Objectives: To report the preliminary results of the first experience of our Bariatric

Center of Excellence in cooperation with Paediatric Hospital “Bambin Gesù”.

Methods: FromApril 2012 to January 2014 18 (13M/5 F) adolescents (mean age

16.3±2.2 years) was submitted to laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG). All

patients was affected by severe obesity with concomitant comorbidities related,

and five patients was affected by genetic syndrome obesity-related (3 Prader-

Willy, 2 Bardet-Biedl). Mean pre-operative BMI was 48.2±4.5 kg/m. All patients

had a history of failure to lose weight after dietological program and 13 (72.2 %)

had placed a BIB without success.
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Results: Conversion and mortality rate was 0 %. Mean operative time was 110±

34min,meanpost-operative hospital staywas 5 days.We reported only one case

of transient dysphagia (5.5 %) resolved 40 days after surgery with conservative

treatment. No others peri-postoperative complications were registered. After a

mean follow up of 10±3 months mean EWL was 58±4.4 %, with comorbidities

resolution observed in 70 % of pts and improvement in 23.3 % of these.

Conclusion: These preliminary results confirmed that LSG is a safe option for

obese adolescent. The possibility to perform a second stage, the absence of

relevant nutritional deficiency, the good results in term of weight loss and comor-

bidities resolution improved the attractiveness of this choice.

O.195 SPIDER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: P. Noel2, M. Nedelcu1

Co-authors: M. Gagner3

1Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital Strasbourg,

Strasbourg, France
2Casamance Private Hospital, Marseille, France
3Hôpital du Sacre Cœur, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: SPIDER (Single-Port-Instrument-Delivery-Extended-Reach) is a

revolutionary surgical platform that offers the triangulation during the surgical

procedure eliminating the crossover of the instruments, one of the major limita-

tions of the single access surgery.

Objectives:The purpose of this studywas to analyze our initial experience with 19
SPIDER sleeve gastrectomy at the Hospital Prive Casamance between Novem-

ber 2012–December 2013.

Methods: All patients were reviewed in outpatient clinic 1, 3 and 6 months after.

Results: All patients were women with average age of 38.6 (range 23–52). The

mean BMI was 39.7 (range 37.2–46.7). The intervention was completed by

SPIDER approach in all patients without”conversion”to standard laparoscopy.

The mean operative time was 54.2 min (+/SD 14.7 min). The mean BMI at

1 month was 35.5 (+/SD 3.58) with an average EWL of 32.9 % (+/SD 8.56 %).

At 3 months the mean BMI was 32.4 (+/SD 2.78) with an average EWL of 52.7%

(+/SD 8.64%). At 6 months the mean BMI was 29.9 (+/SD 2.60) with an average

EWL of 68.8 % (+/SD 8.38 %). Regarding the comorbidities, a complete remis-

sion of these was observed in five patients, an improvement in four others and no

change in the last patient. The average hospital stay was 3.1 days. The average

follow-up period was 247 days (+/SD 71.4 days). There was no mortality and no

intraoperative complication was recorded.

Conclusion: The SPIDER-surgical-platform seems feasible and effective as a

minimally invasive approach for sleeve gastrectomy allowing easy and

efficient operating procedure compared to other systems of single port

surgery. Prospective long-term studies are recommended before validating this

approach as comparable in terms of efficiency to the conventional laparoscopic

surgery.

O.196 RESIDUAL GASTRIC VOLUME AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Nedelcu1, 2

Co-authors: P. Noel2

1Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital Strasbourg,

Strasbourg, France
2Casamance Private Hospital, Aubagne, Marseille, France

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is the most common restrictive procedure

performed worldwide for treatment of morbid obese patients. There is no con-

sensus regarding the correlation between the residual gastric volume (RGV) and

weight loss failure.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to use CT-scan-volumetry (CTV) to

measure the RGV and to compare the latter parameter to the changes in body

weight and BMI reduction in a small group of 20 patients randomly selected.

Methods: The « success » was defined as EWL >50 % (Reinhold criteria) and

RGV inferior to 250 cc.

Results: Twenty patients were included in the study with a mean BMI of 42.5

(range 35.9–54.7). The mean gastric volume was 227.3 cc (range 90–445).

Eighteen patients achieved an EWL>50 % (16 out 18 patients superior to

70 %) and two patients have had weight loss failure. The mean follow up was

17months. Seven patients in group A have large gastric tube (radiological failure)

withmeanRGVof 310.3 cc and EWL of 85.3%. In group B (13 patients) the RGV

was of 182.6 cc for an EWL of 89.6 % which was not statistical different to the

group A (p value–0.25)

Conclusion: Gastric capacity can increase late after sleeve gastrectomy even

after performing a narrow gastric tubulization with no association with weight loss

failure at short term follow up. RGV showed no clinical importance in this group,

but it can be an useful tool for patients with weight loss failure and to indicate

eventual strategy for revisional surgery.

O.197 DOES THE SURGEON’S EXPERIENCE INTERFERE
WITH THE LEAK RATE AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ?

PRESENTER: P. Noel2, M. Nedelcu1

Co-authors: C. Cazeres3

1Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital Strasbourg,

Strasbourg, France
2Casamance Private Hospital, Aubagne, Marseille, France
3Clinique les Orchidees Jeanne d’Arc, Le Port, La Reunion, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic-Sleeve-Gastrectomy (LSG) is becoming a very com-

mon bariatric procedure, based on several advantages it carries over more

complex bariatric procedures. LSG is generally considered a straightforward

procedure, but the surgical technique is one of the major determinants of the

most feared complication-staple line leak.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to analyze the correlation between the

surgeon’s experience and the leak rate and to assess different risk factors for

developing gastric leak after LSG.

Methods: We reviewed a single surgeon’s experience since the introduction of

LSG (1,700 procedures) performed in La Casamance Private Hospital between

September 2005 and February 2014. We compared yearly the leak rate and

analyzed for possible risk factors.

Results: Eighteen cases (1.05 %) of gastric leak were recorded. Of these, 17

patients were women (94.4 %) with a mean age of 39.4 years (range 22–61) and

meanBMI of 41.2 kg/m2 (range 34.8–57.1). On an yearly basis, the leak rate was

2.63 %(2006), 5.66 %(2007), 0 %(2008), 2.55 %(2009), 1.63 %(2010),

0.81 %(2011), 0.3 %(2012), 0.23 %(2013). In group A (the first 850 cases) there

were recorded 16 cases of gastric leak, in group B (the last 850 cases–500 cases

withGORE-SEAMGUARD-BioabsorbableStaple LineReinforcement) two cases

of gastric leak. Using Fisher’s Exact Test between the two groups, the recorded p-
value was 0.0011. There was no significant difference for leak rate, which was

0.92 % in the revisional group and 1.09 % in the primary LSG group.

Conclusion: The LSG can be performed safely with a low complication rate. This

review of a large series of a single surgeon’s experience demonstrated that the

leak rate after LSG could be significantly reduced by surgeon’s experience.

O.198 INFLUENCEOF INTRAOPERATIVE HYPOTENSIONON
LEAKAGE AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S.W. Nienhuijs1

Co-authors: L.J. de Luna2, E. Korsten1, 2, U. Kaymak2, M. Buise1

1Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands
2Technical University Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Introduction: A leakage after sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is an important postoper-

ative complication. Reported as risk factors are regional ischemia, increased

intraluminal pressure and technical failure of stapling device and/or surgeon.

Objectives: Determine the relation of intraoperative hypotension with a leakage.

Methods:Asurgical database contained the outcomeof a 7-year cohort of primary

SGs. All were performed consistently without specific reinforcement of the staple
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line. Abscesseswere also regarded as a leakage.An anaesthesiological database

contained patient’s characteristics and perioperative measurements. The thresh-

olds for mean blood pressure were set for 40–70 mmHg for 15 or 20 min on a

continuous episode, likewise for systolic (SBP) for pressure under 70–100mmHg.

Databases were combined using Fisher’s exact and Wilcoxon tests.

Results: Thirty-six leakages were identified in a total cohort of 1116 SGs. Epi-

sodes of SBP<100mmHg for 15min (p=.027) and 20min (p=.008) were related

to staple line leakage. An episode of mean blood pressure <70 mmHg for 20 min

was significantly related to leakage (p=.014). A trendwas seenwhen the episode

was 15min (p=.054). With lower numbers of cases no significant differences was

seen with lower thresholds of both mean and systolic pressure. Other identified

risk factors were smoking (p=.019), conventional vs fast track (p=.006), endo
GIA TM vs. TRI-stapler TM (p=.004) and duration of surgery (p=.000). Taken
these factors into account, intraoperative hypotension remained of influence.

Conclusion: Intraoperative hypotension may independently attributes to a leak-

age after sleeve gastrectomy.

O.199 PREDICTIVE FACTORSOFGLYCEMIC RESPONSE TO
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
JAPANESE PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

PRESENTER: M. Ohta1

Co-authors: Y. Iwashita1, K. Yada1, H. Uchida1, M. Inomata1, S. Kitano2

1Department of Gastroenterological and Pediatric Surgery, Oita University Fac-

ulty of Medicine, Yufu, Oita, Japan
2Oita University, Oita, Japan

Introduction: In Japan, the most popular procedure of bariatric surgery is now

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), and LSG has been covered by the

government health insurance since this April. Some literatures demonstrated that

the glycemic response to gastric bypass is related to age, BMI, C-peptide,

duration of diabetes and weight loss.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate significant factors related to

remission of type 2 diabetes after LSG.

Methods: Between 2006 and 2012, 63 Japanese obese patients underwent LSG in

our institute. This study enrolled 27 patients with type 2 diabetes who received it more

than 6 months ago. LSG was carried out using endoscopic linear staplers from the

greater curvature of the antrum 5 cm proximal to the pyloric ring to the angle of His

alongside a 32-Fr endoscope. Remission of diabetes was defined as HbA1c<6.2 %

without drug in this study.Statistical analyseswereperformedusingFisher’s exact test.

Results: The remission was achieved in 23 of the patients (85 %) at 6 months.

BMI (<35 kg/m2) and diabetes duration (>5 years) were significantly related to

failure of remission (p<0.05), while age (>40 years), C-peptide (<3 ng/ml), insulin

use, weight loss (<30 kg), and%excess weight loss (<40%) were not associated.

Only one of three patients (33 %) with BMI<35 kg/m2 and diabetes duration

>5 years achieved the remission 6 months after LSG.

Conclusion: The glycemic response to LSGwas also related to BMI and diabetes

duration, and it may be possible to predict success of type 2 diabetes treatment in

the Japanese patients treated by LSG.

O.200 A MULTICENTER REVIEW OF LEAKS AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Parikh1

Co-authors: E. Chau1, E. Somoza2, L. Ahmed3, A.K. Chopra4, C. Ren-Fielding5,

G. Fielding5, M. Kurian5, B. Schwack5, J.K. Saunders1, A. Ude-Welcome1

1Bellevue Hospital/NYU Medical Center, New York, USA
2Health and Hospitals Corporation, New York, NY, USA
3Harlem Hospital, New York, NY, USA
4Jacobi Hospital, New York, USA
5NYU Medical Center, New York, NY, USA

Introduction: As the number of sleeve gastrectomies (LSG) increases, surgeons

will inevitably encounter more leaks.Management of LSG leaks has evolved over

the last several years.

Objectives: To review leaks after LSG to determine the ideal patient-centered

treatment algorithm.

Methods: Analysis was performed of all patients who sustained leak after LSG

between June 2006 and February 2014 among four bariatric surgery centers.

Leak was defined radiographically and ranged from extraluminal air (without

extravasation) to frank contrast extravasation.

Results: Leaks occurred in 28 patients (out of 2500 total LSG). Mean preop age

and BMI were 38 years and 50 kg/m2, respectively. Median time of presentation

was 11 days [1–35 d]. 27 (96 %) were primary LSG. Bougie size at time of LSG

ranged from 32–40 Fr. The most common intervention was endoscopic stent

placement (n=15, 54 %). Leak was proximal in 86 % of cases. Contained leaks

were managed successfully without stents. Most proximal leaks with contrast

extravasation were managed successfully with stents. Average stent duration

was 47 days. The vast majority of leaks resolved. One patient required

esophagojejunostomy. Mean follow-up was 380 days, with 65.6 % excess weight

loss, and minimal symptoms. There was 1 leak-related mortality.

Conclusion: Leaks can be treated successfully with a range of modalities depending

on the clinical scenario, ranging fromnon-operativemanagement to endoscopic stent

placement to surgical drainage. Esophagojejunostomy is rarely required. Contained

leaks canbe successfullymanagedwithout stents. Shorter (10 cm)wider (23–25 cm)

stents may be more successful than long, narrow stents. Early intervention in leaks

with frank contrast extravasation is critical to successful management.

O.201 EFFICACY OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY IN MILDLY OBESE PATIENTS WITH
BODY MASS INDEX OF 30 35 KG/M2

PRESENTER: J. Park

Co-authors: Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) once was advocated as

the first step of a staged operation for super-obese patients. However, it has been

gaining rapidly increasing popularity recently as a stand-alone procedure for the

treatment of morbid obesity.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of LSG in mildly obese

patients with a body mass index (BMI) of 30–35 kg/m2.

Methods: One hundred ninety-two patients who consecutively underwent LSG

between April 2009 and December 2012 were retrospectively reviewed. The

patients were classified into lower BMI (30–35 kg/m2) and higher BMI group

(>35 kg/m2). Demographics and surgical outcomes were compared between the

groups.

Results:Forty-nine patients (25.5%) belonged to lower BMI group, while the other

143 (74.5%) to higherBMI group. The preoperative BMI of each groupwas 32.7±

1.6 and 42.6±6.6 kg/m2, respectively. Surgical outcomes were similar in both

groups, but severe complications requiring invasive intervention developed only in

higher BMI group (4/143, 2.8 %). The percent of excess weight loss (%EWL) in

lower BMI group was 86.1 % at mean follow-up of 24 months, which was

significantly greater than in higher BMI group (61.9 %, p<0.001). Serial follow-
up showed that %EWL was significantly greater in lower BMI group until 2 years

postoperatively, and the difference became statistically insignificant thereafter.

Conclusion: LSG achieved excellent outcomes without severe complication for

mildly obese patients. LSG could serve as a safe and effective stand-alone

procedure to achieve sustained weight loss and comorbidity resolution in lower

BMI population.

O.202 SINGLE-PORT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR SUPER
OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: G. Pourcher

Co-authors: W. Akakpo, S. Ferretti, H. Trachart, P. Lainas, I. Dagher

Assistance publique des hôpitaux de Paris–Hôpital Beclere, Clamart, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy has been proposed as a primary

bariatric procedure because of the resulting considerable weight loss in super
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obese patients. Traditionally, laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy requires 4–6 skin

incisions to allow for placement of multiple trocars.With the introduction of single-

incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS), multiple abdominal procedures and sleeve

have been performed with good results for morbid obese patients.

Objectives: Decrease the surgical invasion in super obeses patients (>50 kg/m2)

should reduce the complications rate for these fragile patients. The purpose of our

study was to evaluate the feasibility and safety of SILS sleeve gastrectomy for

super obese.

Methods: Sixty tow consecutive super-obeses patients underwent SILS sleeve

gastrectomy in our surgical team from June 2010 to June 2013.

Results: On the 62 patients, 46 were women and 16 were men, with a mean age of

41 years. The mean preoperative body mass index was 52 kg/m2. The mean

operative time was 89 min (42–143), 12 patients had Additional trocars, 4,6 %

complication rate. The mean postoperative stay was 4 days and 95 % follow-up.

Forty-twopatients havemoreor equal 1-year follow-up. Themeanpostoperativebody

mass index was 31 (25–37) kg/m2 at a mean follow-up period of 21 months. The

mean percentage of excess weight loss was 67,8 (52–100) % for the same period.

Conclusion: LESS sleeve gastrectomy for super obese patients seems to be

safe, technically feasible, and reproducible. A randomized trial comparing single-

incision sleeve gastrectomy and conventional sleeve gastrectomy in super obese

is necessary to evaluate the postoperative results.

O.203 OUR FIRST 100 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AS DAY-CASE SURGERY (WITHOUT
OVERNIGHT HOSPITALIZATION)

PRESENTER: L. Rebibo

Co-authors: A. Dhahri, R. Badaoui, P. Verhaeghe, H. Dupont, J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction: Day-case surgery (DCS) has boomed over recent years, as has

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) for the treatment of morbid obesity. The

implementation of gastric banding in DCS is performed regularly inmany bariatric

surgery centers.

Objectives: The purpose of this prospective study was to show the feasibility of

day-case LSG.

Methods: This was a prospective, non-randomized study of 100 patients under-

going day-case LSG (i.e. without overnight hospitalization) from May 2011 to

January 2013. All patientsmet the criteria for DCS and for the treatment ofmorbid

obesity. Standard surgical, anesthetic and analgesic protocols were used. The

primary study endpoint was the unplanned overnight admission rate. The sec-

ondary endpoints were standard DCS criteria, the incidence and type of compli-

cations, weight loss and quality of life over a 6-month period.

Results: A total of 420 patients were screened and 100 (24 %) were included.

There were eight unplanned overnight admissions (8 %). We recorded ten

unexpected consultations (10 %), seven hospital readmissions (7 %) and four

major complications (4 %), including three cases of unexpected surgery for

gastric fistula (3 %). The EWLs at 3 and 6 months were 48.5 % and 78.9 %,

respectively. The Bariatric Analysis and Reporting Outcome System scores at 3

and 6 months were 4.46 and 6.04 points, respectively. At follow-up, 95 % of the

patients were satisfied with LSG performed as DCS.

Conclusion: In selected patients, day-case LSG is feasible and has acceptable

complication and readmission rates. Excess weight loss is similar to that ob-

served for standard LSG. Hence, day-case LSG can be legitimately implemented

for selected patients.

O.204 INVAGINATION OF THE SUTURE LINE. CAN A
THOUSAND CASES PROVE ITS EFFICACY IN
REDUCING THE INCIDENCE OF STAPLE LINE
FAILURE (LEAK) IN A SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

PRESENTER: A.M. Salem

Co-authors: W. Abou Yassine, I. Hammod, Y. Lotfy, A. Mansour, F. Abou Zaid, S.

Kaftaro, A. Asiri

Specialized medical center hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Staple line invagination was suggested to reduce the risk of staple

line failure following laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for the treatment of morbid

obesity.We presented earlier our initial encouraging data. Nowwe are presenting

the data of our first 1,000 cases.

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of invagination of the staple line in reducing the

risk of staple line leak in a series of 1,000 cases of obese patients treated with

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A cohort group of 1,001 consecutive obese patients, operated by the

same surgical team between Jan. 2010 and April 2014 was studied. Clinical data

for the cohort group including demographic data, clinical presentation, surgical

procedures details, and postoperative complications, especially postoperative

leak were collected prospectively.

Results: One thousand and one patients with a mean age of 30.8 years and sex

distribution of 678 females and 323 males were included. The preoperative mean

body weight was 123.6 Kg. The mean BMI was 46.2 (32–69). The patients were

grouped as obese, morbidly obese, super obese and super super obese: 196, 533,

231and41 respectively. Themeasuredmean%EWLat1 yearwas87.2%, at 2 years

was 91.8 %, at 3 years was 88.1 % and at 4 years was 82.5 %. In this series two

patients developed a leak (0.2 %). The first patient was a revisional surgery for post

slipped gastric band removal. The second had a leak for which resulted in a mortality.

Conclusion: Invagination of staple line in laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy helped

to reduce the risk of leak to 0.2 %.

O.205 MINIMIZING HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATIONS IN
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY A
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

PRESENTER: G. Sroka

Co-authors: D. Milevsky, D. Shteinberg, H. Mady, I. Matter

Department of General Surgery, Bnai-Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has gained worldwide pop-

ularity in recent years. Hemorrhagic complications (HC) are reported in up to 15 %,

usually the result of stapler line bleeding. Our previous incidence of HCwas 13.5%.

Attempts are made to reduce HC with stapler line reinforcement (SLR) materials.

Objectives: to assess the impact of SLR on hemorrhagic complications after LSG.

Methods: Between February 2013 and March 2014 patients who were admitted

to our department for LSG were randomly assigned to one of three arms: over

suture of the stapler line (S), stapler line application of biologic glue—Evicel (E), or

control (C). Surgical technique in all arms included blood pressure elevation to

140mmHg before termination of the procedure. Data is presented asmean±SD.

Results: One hundred sixty-five patients were randomized: 49 to S, 49 to E, and

67 to C. There were no demographic differences between arms. Operative time

was significantly longer in S than E and C arms (73.9±21.5 vs. 64.9±23.1 and

54.4±19.6 min. respectively). Hb was no different between arms. Packed cells

were used in 2 from E and 1 from C arms. Infected hematoma occurred in 3

(1.8%) patients: 1 fromE and 2 fromCarms. Leak ratewas 1.2%: 1 fromS and 1

from C arms. No patients were re-operated for bleeding.

Conclusion: Our study shows no clear benefit to the routine use of SLR in LSG.

Intra-operative blood pressure control to 140mmHg reducesHC. Other materials

for SLR should be investigated in RCT’s with regard to their impact on leak rates.

O.206 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN ADOLESCENT PATIENTS
WITH SEVERE AND MORBID OBESITY. MIDTERM
OUTCOMES

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: F. Milla2, L. Guerrero2, P. Maqueira2, I. Mir2, P. Escobar2, C. Flores1,

M. Cariaga2, M. Yañez1, S. Araya1, P. Fuentes2, 1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity and obesity-related disease among ado-

lescents continues to increase. Bariatric Surgery in Adolescents is a controversial

subject, Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG)may be considered as an option.
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Objectives: Analyze age, gender, comorbidities, effectiveness of treatment and

possible complications in the adolescent patients undergoing LSG surgery with

BMI>35.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, adolescent patients

with body mass index>35 BMI, comorbidities and 1 year medical treatment

failure, underwent LSG between September 2009 and September 2013. For data

tabulation and statistical analysis we used Excel.

Results: Forty adolescents, 14 male (35 %), 26 female (65 %), mean age

17,28 years (15–19), mean BMI 39,9 (35–53,5). Twenty-four class II obese

patients (60%), 16 female (66,7 %), eight male (33,3 %), mean age 17,58 years.

Sixteen class III obese patients (40 %), ten female (62,5 %), six male (37,5 %),

mean age 16,81 years. Complications: 1 patient had an abscess treated with

antibiotics, 1 trocar related bleeding. No mortality. Comorbidities: Insulin resis-

tance: 32 patients (80 %), Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease: 14 (35 %), hypertri-

glyceridemia: 8 (20 %). Mean Percentage excess weight loss at 6 months:

78,28 %, at 12 months: 92,27 %, at 24 months: 85,66 %.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy is a safe and effective procedure

for Morbidly Obese Adolescents. Further studies are required to evaluate the

long-term results.

O.207 INCIDENTAL FINDING OF GASTROINTESTINAL
STROMAL TUMORS DURING 827 CONSECUTIVE
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMIES
PERFORMED AT A SINGLE CENTER

PRESENTER: J.B. Yuval

Co-authors: A. Khalaileh, M. Abu-Gazala, Y. Shachar, A. Keidar, Y. Mintz, A.

Nissan, R. Elazary

Hadassah-Hebrew University Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

Introduction: Gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) is a rare neoplasm of the

alimentary tract. Previous reports described an incidence of around 1 per

100,000. Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) provides a patholgical speci-

men of the majority of the stomach. We examined the pathology of patients

udegoing LSG and assessed the incidence and location of GIST.

Objectives: To describe the incidence of GISTs found during LSG in our institution.

Methods:We conducted a retrospective study. Data included: gender, age, body

mass index (BMI) and the existence of hypertension or diabetes mellitus. We

compared the group of patients diagnosed with GIST to the rest of the patients.

Results:Eight hundred twenty-seven patients underwent LSG between 2007 and

2014. Five patients had GIST in the their resected stomach. This represents an

incidence of 0.6 %. The group of patients with GIST had lower BMI and older age

compared to the control group. There were no statistically significant differences

in comorbidities. Tumor size ranged between 2 and 20 mm. All tumors were

closer to the lesser curvature.

Conclusion: The incidence of GIST in our study is a hundred fold higher than

previously reported. This may be due to an association between these tumors

and obesity, or because many asymptomatic GISTs are never diagnosed in the

general population. These tumors are particularly common in older patients and

special attention must be given when performing LSG on them. The stomach

should be inspected thoroughly before resection. The presence of a tumor on the

lesser curvature may necessitate changing the surgical plan or aborting the

procedure.

O.208 OUTCOMEOF HIATAL HERNIA REPAIR ON PATIENTS
WITH GERD UNDERGOING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: T.M. Zeni

Co-authors: S. Thompson, J. Roberts

St Mary Mercy Hospital, Livonia, MI, USA

Introduction: Patients undergoing sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) often have gastro-

esophageal reflux disease (GERD) and/or hiatal hernias (HH). Some reports

suggest that hiatal hernia repair leads to a high rate of resolution of GERD.

Objectives: To evaluate the results of HH repair in morbidly obese patients with

GERD undergoing LSG.

Methods: A retrospective review of patients who underwent LSG fromMay 2010

to September 2013was done. Anti-reflux medication usage and symptomatology

were recorded with a minimum follow up of 6 months postoperatively.

Results: Five hundred eight patients underwent LSG over that time period. Forty-

two (8.3 %) of those patients underwent concomitant HH repair. Thirty-six were

female (85.7%), themean age was 50.4 years (range 31–65), and themeanBMI

was 43.8 (range 35–54). No patients required mesh. No leaks occurred. Twenty-

three of those patients had preoperativeGERD (54.8%)while 19 did not. The HH

repair included a posterior repair in 20 (87 %) of those with preoperative GERD

and 13 (68%) of those without GERD.Only seven (30.4%) had resolution of their

GERD after hiatal hernia repair. No association was seen with the type of repair.

New onset GERD occurred in six (31.6 %) despite HH repair. There were no

episodes of severe GERD requiring revision to gastric bypass.

Conclusion: HH repair in patients with GERD undergoing LSG resolved their

GERD less than one third of the time. Patients should be advised that there is a

high likelihood of persistence of GERD even after HH repair.

O.209 PERFORMING QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWSWITH
POST-OPERATIVEPATIENTSCANOFFERVALUABLE
INSIGHTS INTO WHAT EDUCATION WE SHOULD
PROVIDE TO NEW BARIATRIC SURGERY
CANDIDATES

PRESENTER: C.E. Owers1, 2

Co-authors: V. Halliday2, R. Ackroyd1

1Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Sheffield, United Kingdom
2School of Health andRelatedResearch, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United

Kingdom

Introduction: Outcomes following bariatric surgery are focusing more on heath-

related quality of life (HRQOL) and emphasis should be placed on helping

patients to improve HRQOL including physical, emotional and societal health

before and after bariatric surgery.

Objectives: We aimed to perform interviews with post-operative patients, using

their experiences to design an educational course for use in an RCT.

Methods: Thirty bariatric surgery patients were contacted and invited to a qual-

itative semi-structured interview. Experiences of undergoing surgery and chang-

es to HRQOL were explored. Patients were asked what education should be

given to new patients before surgery. Interviews were audio-recorded and tran-

scribed. Interpretative phenomenological analysis was used to identify themes.

Results: Thirteen patients were interviewed: one male and 12 female, age range

39–72 years old. Key themes identified included: physical health, psychological

health, eating habits, and societal implications.

Patients were more concerned with the psychological aspects and how surgery

influences lifestyle. Suggestions were that any educational course should focus

more on the psychological, eating habits and societal implications of HRQOL.

Clothing issues, relationships, cooking, exercising and developing coping mech-

anisms were the most cited concerns. Patients felt that addressing these aspects

of HRQOL in an educational course would help with post-surgical weight loss.

Conclusion:HRQOL is as important to patients as weight loss. Any pre-operative

educational course should focus on how to adapt lifestyle and psychosocial

health. The insights gained from this study are being used to design the interven-

tion for a randomized controlled trial to assess the effect of this type of patient

education on HRQOL outcomes.

O.210 BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR ADOLESCENT OBESITY:
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF 1,322 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M.M. Boelig2

Co-authors: J.L. Collins1, 2, S. Mehta2, E.P. Parks1, 2, N.N. Williams2, R.

Aggarwal2

1Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA, USA
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2Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

PA, USA

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is being used internationally with increasing fre-

quency in an effort to improve health outcomes in morbidly obese adolescents.

Objectives: To conduct a systematic review of the literature pertaining to

bariatric surgery in adolescents to assess longterm outcomes in weight loss,

co-morbidity resolution, quality of life (QOL), and complications.

Methods: Two authors extracted studies from PubMed, Ovid, EMBASE,

and The Cochrane Library. Selected studies must have featured a

pediatric (<22 years) population and reported weight/body mass index

(BMI) data on >2 patients. Studies reporting BMI data 1 year post-

operatively for >50 % of patients were eligible for weight loss data

analysis.

Results: Two thousand five hundred thirty abstracts were screened, 99

were selected for review, and 60 articles on 43 studies met inclusion

criteria. Fourteen studies of laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding

(LAGB) reported data on 529 patients. At a mean follow-up of 2.4 years,

LAGB was associated with a mean BMI loss of 10.1 kg/m2. Sixteen

studies on RYGB reported data on 425 patients. At a mean follow-up

of 2.4 years, RYGB was associated with a mean BMI loss of 16.7 kg/m2.

Four studies of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) reported data on

186 patients but lacked longterm data. Complication rates were low for

all procedures. Co-morbidities generally resolved or improved. Health-

related QOL generally improved after surgery.

Conclusion: The data supports a substantial decrease in weight after

bariatric surgery in adolescents, particularly after RYGB. Additional ben-

efits of co-morbidity resolution and QOL improvement were also fre-

quently observed. Adolescent bariatric surgery has demonstrated a good

safety profile.

O.211 ERROR–EVENTSEQUENCES INROUX-EN-YGASTRIC
BYPASS PROCEDURES

PRESENTER: E.M. Bonrath

Co-authors: T.P. Grantcharov

St. Michael’s Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction:Analyses of error-event causalities deliver insight into root causes of
surgical complications, but due to the retrospective nature of these studies

specific details on technical causes often remain unclear. Recognizing error

patterns that could lead to complications and identifying subclinical incidents

are prerequisites for developing rescue mechanisms to prevent adverse

outcome.

Objectives: To identify intraoperative error-event patterns in successful laparo-

scopic Roux-En-Y gastric bypass procedures (LRYGB).

Methods: Unedited recordings of LRYGB from four surgical practices

were analysed in a blinded fashion using a validated error framework

(GERT). Error was defined an “act that unintentionally deviates from

what is correct”, or a disrespect for basic surgical principles. An

event was defined as “an unintended incident in care with the po-

tential to result in adverse outcome or requiring additional care

efforts”.

Results: Thirty-one procedures (expert, fellow, shared/resident cases)

were analysed. A total of 577 errors and 29 events were identified.

The most frequent events were minor bleeding (n=16/55 %), burn of

non-target structure (n=6/21 %), and serosa tears (n=4/14 %). Most

errors were made in tasks involving suturing (n=322/56 %) and

grasping/dissecting (n=176/31 %). The commonest error mechanisms

underlying events were “too much force/distance” when grasping/

dissecting (n=7/24 %), “wrong orientation” using an energy device (n=
4/14 %). All events were rectified during surgery.

Conclusion: Blinded observation of successful operations allowed the

identification of numerous error-event sequences. These can be used in

training settings to enhance trainees’ understanding of potential errors

that may lead to intraoperative events and have the potential to cause

harm to the patient if left unrectified.

VIDEO PRESENTATIONS

V.001 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y ESOPHAGO
JEJUNSTOMY FOR CHRONIC LEAK FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER
FAILED ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: M.B. AlHadad

Co-authors: M. Ibrahim, A.O. Maasher, A. Nimeri

SKMC, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is an acceptable pri-

mary operation for morbid obesity. Leak following LSG is one of the most

serious complications. Endoscopic stents can treat most LSG leaks. How-

ever, sometimes endoscopic stents fails in managing LSG leaks.

Objectives: Describe the operative technique.

Methods: Our first patient is a young female pharmacist who underwent LSG at

an outside facility and presented to our hospital 18 months after the initial

operation and multiple failed endoscopic stents. She was in a very poor general

condition, in severe malnutrition, an intraabdominal abscess and she was wheel

chair bound from severe weakness. Our second patient presented 2 weeks after

LSG with a leak and a stricture not amenable to endoscopic stenting.

Results: The first patient was treated with nasojejunal feeding for 4 weeks

and we could not remove her endoscopic stent since it was placed more

than 4 months earlier to presentation. Once her nutritional status was

corrected she was taken laparoscopically to surgery. She underwent re-

section of her remnant sleeve with removal of the stent and resection of the

chronic fistula. Then a laparoscopic Roux en Y esophago jejunostomy was

performed and a gastrostomy tube was placed. The second patient was

treated with TPN since we could not placed neither a stent nor a feeding

tube and then a similar operative strategy was done.

Conclusion: LSG leak and chronic fistula after either failed or unsuccessful

endoscopic management can be treated with Laparoscopic Roux en Y

esophago jejunostomy safely and effectively.

V.002 PERSISTENT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY LEAK WITH
GASTRO-BRONCHIAL FISTULA: SUCCESSFUL
TREATMENT WITH ROBOTIC ASSISTED ROUX-EN-Y
GASTROJEJUNAL “LEAKOSTOMY”

PRESENTER: C.E. Brathwaite

Co-authors: J. Karas, R. Modayil, S. Stavropoulos, K. Hall, A. Barkan

Winthrop University Hospital, Mineola, NY, USA

Introduction: A leak is one of the most serious life-threatening complica-

tions associated with bariatric surgery with the incidence after Laparo-

scopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) having been reported as high as

5.1 %. Endoscopic stent placement has evolved as the initial treatment

of choice for leaks after LSG. Gastro-Bronchial fistula is a rare compli-

cation of persistent leak.

Objectives: We present a case where multiple stent procedures failed and the

recently reported technique of Roux-en-Y anastomosis to the leak site was

successful.

Methods: A 30 year old patient was referred to our center 2 months after

LSG with a leak after laparoscopic reoperation, repair and drainage were

unsuccessful. He underwent endoscopic stenting. However in the ensuing

5 months he required several readmissions for re-stenting owing to persis-

tent collection, and stent migration on one occasion. The patient then

presented with fever, productive cough which rendered him unable to be

recumbent and leukocytosis. A contrast study revealed a gastro-bronchial

fistula via the diaphragm. He underwent robotically assisted repair with the

technique of Roux-en-Y anastomosis of jejunum to the leak site, and repair

of the diaphragm.

Results: The patient had an uneventful postoperative course. He was kept on

intra-venous hyperalimentation for 7 days. An upper GI series showed complete
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resolution of the gastro-bronchial fistula and no leak. He was discharged 9 days

post-op on a liquid diet.

Conclusion: Roux-en-Y gastrojejunal anastomosis to the leak site should

be considered in leaks after LSG where endoscopic stents have failed.

V.003 LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION TO LOOP
DUODENOJEJUNAL BYPASS WITH SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY FOR INTRACTABLE DUMPING
SYNDROMEAFTERROUX-EN-YGASTRICBYPASS—2
CASE REPORTS

PRESENTER: P. Chang

Co-authors: C. Huang

Bariatric and Metabolic International Surgery Center, Kaohsiung City, Taiwan

Introduction: Dumping syndrome is not infrequent after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass and could result in dreaded complications, such as hypoglycemia

or syncope. Those patients who failed medical therapy and diet modification,

regarded as intractable DS, may be considered as candidates for revisional

surgery.

Objectives: Herein, we make a video presentation of laparoscopic revisional

procedure for intractable dumping syndrome with unsatisfactory weight loss after

initial laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

Methods: Two diabetic, morbidly-obese woman (initial body mass index:

36.6 and 41.4 kg/m2) presented with intractable dumping syndrome 2

and 3 years after initial laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, separately. In

addition, these patients also complained of insufficient weight loss (body mass

index: 29 and 31 kg/m2). Laparoscopic revisional procedure of loop

duodenojejunal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy was conducted to relieve their

intractable condition.

Results: The whole procedures went smoothly and the post-operative course

were uneventful. The Sigstad’s score decreased to 2 points 1 year after revisional

surgery. No more dumping syndrome recurred till now.

Conclusion: Though long-term follow-up is warranted to draw a definite conclu-

sion, loop duodenojejunal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy for pyloric restoration

and malabsorptive effect remains an acceptable revisional procedure to relive

intractable dumping syndrome and insufficient weight loss in our patients

successfully.

V.004 LAPAROSCOPIC MEDIAN GASTRECTOMY FOR
STENOSIS FOLLOWING SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Kalaiselvan

Co-authors: B.J. Ammori

Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust, Manchester, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (SG) has become an established

primary bariatric procedure. Gastric stenosis following laparoscopic SG has been

reported in a few studies and often occurs at the level of incisura or mid-body due

to a technical operative error or could complicate a leak. This can bemanaged by

endoscopic dilatations or revision surgery.

Objectives: To describe a novel technique to deal with sleeve stenosis and its

outcome.

Methods: Two patients presented with sleeve stenosis following laparoscopic SG

and underwent a novel technique to deal with this. The patients were followed up

for 18 months.

Results: We describe a novel technique of laparoscopic median gastrecto-

my in two patients that involved resection of the stenotic segment followed

by a hand-sewn, gastro-gastric, end-to-end anastomosis. Both patients had

successfully recovered from stenosis related symptoms, although one re-

quired an endoscopic dilatation of the anastomosis.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic median gastrectomy is a safe and feasible options in

patientswhohave failed conservativemanagement and inwhom there is a desire to

avoid seromyotomy or conversion to gastric bypass.

V.005 GASTROYEYUNAL STENOSIS WITH MEDIASTINAL
HERNIA AFTER GASTRIC BY-PASS

PRESENTER: G. Martinez de Aragon Remirez de Esparza

Co-authors: C. Martinez Blazquez, J. Vitores Lopez, V. Sierra Esteban, J. Valen-

cia Cortejoso, J. Barrutia Leonardo, I. Angulo Revilla, A. Gaston Moreno, A.

Maqueda Merino, P. Siebel Hermida

Hospital Universitario de Alava Sede Txagorritxu, Vitoria, Spain

Introduction: Internal hernias are a common complication in bariatric surgery. The

most frequent are the mesenteric and Petersen defects.

Mediastinic hernia is rare complication but we have to suspect it in any abdominal

pain after gastroesofaghic surgery.

Gastroyeyunal stenosis is a complication related to marginal ulcer and could

happen in any gastroyayunal anastomosis.

Objectives: We present a 56 years old female with LGBP 7 years ago. No

complications in the postoperative with a good weight lose and quality of life until

3 years ago when she has an anastomotic ulcer perforation that required open

urgent surgery. Nowadays has abdominal pain and dysphagia.

Methods: A esophagus gastro yeyunal XR study and CT was performed

and shows mediastinic hernia and near complete gastroyeyunal

stenosis.

Oral endoscopy does not a allow the endoscope pass trough the anastomosis.

Results: The video shows the laparoscopic technique, release of multiple adhe-

sions, herniated content´s reduction (Colon, yeyunal limbs and stomach reser-

voir), stenosis resection, diaphragmatic hernia repair and new circular

gastroyeyunal anastomosis.

Conclusion: This video shows the complication and how we resolved it.

V.008 LAPAROSCOPIC REPAIR OF ULCER PERFORATION
AT GASTROJEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS 4 YEARS
AFTER ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS.

PRESENTER: A. Bueno

Co-authors: A.R. Ahmed, B. Lorenzi

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction:Reoperation for gastrojejunal perforation is one of themost dreaded

complications that a bariatric surgeon may face.

Objectives: To show how you could deal with a gastrojejunal ulcer perforation

after Roux en Y gastric bypass.

Methods: The authors report the clinical case of a 48-year-old woman

who underwent a laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for obesity in

September 2009. Her preoperative BMI was 50.2 kg/m2 (weight 127 kg

and height 1.59 m). In August 2013 she presented acutely to the emer-

gency unit for diffuse abdominal pain (BMI 33.6 kg/m2). Preoperative

work-up showed a pneumoperitoneum.

Results: She underwent an emergency diagnostic laparoscopy and was

found to have a perforation at the gastrojejunal anastomosis. It was

carried out a resection of the perforated section and redo of gastrojejunal

anastomosis. The operative time was 108 min. She went to the intensive

care unite for 2 days and she was allowed to be discharged on the 6th

postoperative day. She did not have any particular morbidity during the

first month after her operation.

Conclusion: Gastrojejunal anastomotic ulcers in bariatric patients can be safely

managed by laparoscopic repair with redo of gastrojejunal anastomosis, if exper-

tise is available.

V.009 STAPLER MISADVENTURE IN SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Palaniappan

Co-authors: J. Akhter

Apollo Hospitals, Chennai, India
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Introduction: Staplers are integral part of Bariatric surgery which helps in in-

creased efficacy of performing bariatric surgery. Linear staplers are used for

vertical sleeve gastrectomy. However there always are issues related to misad-

ventures due to technical problems during stapling.

Objectives: To report a case of stapler misadventure and how we overcame the

issue and completed the procedure.

Methods: A Linear blue stapler jammed and failed to fire fully during the first firing

of a sleeve gastrectomy at the antrum of the stomach. We tried all tricks in the

manual book to complete the firing or remove the locked stapler, but failed. We

stripped the stomach out from the arms of the cartridge to find the stomach

transected even without the completion of the firing. We applied additional firing

medial to the open wound and proceeded with the surgery.

Results: Our technique of leaving an extra centimetre of stomach at the incisura

helped us relieve the stomach and continue with further stapling of open gastric

sleeve. There was no leak identified post-operatively and the recovery of the

patient was uneventful in post-operative period.

Conclusion:Stapling always poses issues with technical threat and hence should

be double checked and used with caution during bariatric surgery, especially

when the stapler is re-used.

V.010 LAPAROSCOPIC REDUCTION OF INTERNAL HERNIA
AND CLOSURE OF PETERSON’S DEFECT

PRESENTER: R. Rosenthal, E. LoMenzo, S. Szomstein

Co-authors: D. Nguyen, M. Sasson

Cleveland Clinic FLorida, Weston, FL, USA

Introduction: Internal hernias are frequent complications in the bariatric popula-

tion particularly after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y surgery. The incidence is between

0.2 and 8.6 %, and is higher than the open approach of gastric bypass. This may

be due to decreased adhesion formation in the laparoscopic approach.

Objectives: Evaluate the feasibility and safety of an internal hernia repair post

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y surgery.

Methods: We present a case of a 35 year old female with intermittent epigastric

pain. She had a history of laparoscopic antecolic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

6 years prior and abdominoplasty 5 years ago. Esophagogastroduodenoscopy

demonstrated a small ulcer at themargin of the gastrojejunostomy. Computerized

tomography showed whirling of the central mesentery suggestive of a

transmesenteric hernia. The patient was taken to the operating room for explo-

ration. A Peterson’s space defect was identified and the bowel was ran retrograde

from the ileocecal valve. The internal hernia was successfully reduced and the

Peterson’s defect was closed using a 2-0 silk suture.

Results: The patient tolerated the procedure well with minimal blood loss and no

complications. She was discharged 24 h later on a pureed diet. One week follow-

up was unremarkable.

Conclusion: A great benefit of the laparoscopic approach in Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass is decreased adhesion formation but also is a cause for internal hernias.

Further research is needed to investigate Roux limb position and mesenteric

defect closure at the time of initial operation to decrease the incidence of internal

hernias.

V.011 LAPAROSCOPIC ESOPHAGO-JEJUNOSTOMY FOR
CHRONIC GASTRIC LEAK AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Rosenthal, E. LoMenzo, S. Szomstein

Co-authors: K. Rodriguez, J. Huaco, S. Johnson

Cleveland Clinic FLorida, Weston, FL, USA

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is becoming the most common bariatric proce-

dure in the USA. Several studies support the safety, effectiveness and durability

of the procedure. Nevertheless, leak rates have been reported from 0.5 to 3 %.

Chronic fistulas are rare but can lead to life threatening complicationswith unclear

options for management.

Objectives: The aim of the case was to confirm if proximal gastrectomy with

esophago-jejunostomy reconstruction is effective towards gastric leak.

Methods: We present a case of a 52 year old, morbidly obese male with hyper-

tension, hyperlipidemia, and obstructive sleep apnea.He underwent laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy 6 months before presentation at an outside hospital. Twenty

days after surgery, he developed gastric leak requiring exploratory laparotomy,

primary repair, washout, drainage and feeding jejunostomy.

Six months after index surgery, patient presented to ED with fever and chills. He

was found to have fluid collection and a leak onUGI and anEGDand endoclippage

was performed. However, the leak was persistent as showed in subsequent CTof

abdomen. Subsequently, he underwent diagnostic laparoscopy, lysis of adhesions,

takedown of jejunostomy, proximal gastrectomy, esophago-jejunostomy andRoux-

en-Y reconstruction.

Results: Three days post operatively, UGI showed no leak and good passage of

contrast. Hewas started on clear liquid diet and discharged homeon full liquid diet

6 days after surgery.

Conclusion: Recent bariatric literature and the present case confirms that prox-

imal gastrectomy with esophago-jejunostomy reconstruction are a safe and

effective approach for chronic staple-line disruptions after laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy.

V.012 LAPAROSCOPIC REMOVAL OF MIGRATED STENT
AND SIDE-TO-SIDE GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY FOR
DYSPHAGIA AFTER A VERTICAL BANDED
GASTROPLASTY WITH GASTRIC OUTLET
OBSTRUCTION

PRESENTER: R. Rosenthal, E. LoMenzo, S. Szomstein

Co-authors: F. Dip, S. Johnson, A. Abdemur, E. Ivanoff

Cleveland Clinic FLorida, Weston, FL, USA

Introduction: Long-term complications of the vertical banded gastroplasty, such

as stricture and erosion at the band site, weight regain, GERD, and dysphagia,

are commonly seen. Most of these complications require surgical revision.

Objectives:Audience will see an alternativemanagement of dysphagia after VBG

in a patient with cirrhosis and prior stent placement.

Methods: A 56-year-old cirrhotic male status post vertical banded gastroplasty,

developed stricture at the band site. He underwent numerous dilatations of the

stricture and then had a stent placed. The patient was referred to our office after

the stent was found to have migrated to the distal stomach causing persistent

dysphagia.

A diagnostic laparoscopy with lysis of adhesions, stent removal, and a

gastrojejunostomy was performed. Intraoperative findings showed severe

micronodular cirrhosis, whichwas felt to be a contraindication for amajor revision.

After the stomach was dissected of the liver, an anterior gastrotomy was created

and the stent was removed. Subsequently with the aid of intraoperative EGD, a

loop gastrojejunostomy was created proximal to the stricture site using a linear

stapler.

Results: Postoperatively patient’s symptoms of dysphagia were resolved and he

was discharged home in a stable condition.

Conclusion: Revisional surgery in patients with a previous VBG is a

complex and demanding procedure. The procedure of choice among

experts is conversion to bypass, however not all patients are good

candidates for such a major operation.

V.013 RYGB AFTER GASTRIC FUNDOPLICATION:
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES

PRESENTER: L.C. Barchi

Co-authors: B. Zilberstein, M.Y. Franciss, C.M. Bussons, G.T. Kappaz, J.A.

Ferreira, E.D. Rodrigues Filho, L.T. Kakuda, R. Pereira, R. Staffa, F.F. Nunes,

M.C. Lima

Gastromed Institute, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Fundoplication (LGF) is very efficient treating

GERD. However, a lot of recurrence are reported when the patient’s BMI are

higher than 35 kg/m2. RYGB are indicated in these cases.
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Objectives: To report a case of RYGB after LGF showing all the technical difficulties

due to adhesions in the gastroesophagus junction (GEJ).

Methods: Forty-four years old female, submitted a LGF 5 years ago, BMI 40, with

still a lot GERD symptoms even with full clinical treatment. RYGBWAS indicated

to treat GERD and morbidity obesity.

Results: The fundoplication was undone and RYGB was performed with a lot of

difficulty due to a volumous left hepatic lobe and gej adhesions. During the

anastomosis test with blue dimethylene a leakage was identified near by the

GEJ. The hole was suture and reinforced with biological glue. Patient received

diet in the 2nd P.O. Day and discharged in the 3rd. Evolve well since then.

Conclusion: Reoperations in the GEJ are very difficult to be perform in obese

patients, but are feasible and safe with experiments bariatrics surgeon. LGF

should not be performed in obese patients.

V.014 CONVERSION OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY TO GASTRIC BYPASS PLUS HIATAL
HERNIA REPAIR WITH MESH

PRESENTER: P.A. Lamoza

Co-authors: M. Berry, L. Urrutia, E. Luna, S. Marquina

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Gastroesophageal reflux Disease is a well known complication of

Sleeve Gastrectomy, solution of these cases must begin with a complete study of

GERD, including barium swallow and endoscopy. In cases where surgery is

required to solve the problem, gastric bypass is an alternative to solve severe

GERD, however when a hiatal hernia coexist, closure of the defect is mandatory,

according to the size of the hernia, a mesh can be necessary to close the hiatus.

Objectives: In this video we show the case of a sliding hiatal hernia in a patient

who underwent a sleeve gastrectomy a year earlier and developed severe and

refractary GERD to medical treatment.

Methods: Laparoscopic technique, dissection of the left and right crura, closure

defect with non-absorbabkle suture. Transection of the stomach to créate the

pouch. Gastroyeyunal anastomosis. Transection of the bowel to divide the

biliopancreatic limb. Measurement of the alimentary limb from the Treitz angle

to 1.5 m and yeyuno-yeyunal anastomosis. Closure of the mesenteric defect.

Pneumatic test. Reinforcement of the hiatal hernia closure with a 2 layer mesh.

sutured with cardinal stitches

Results: No complications.

No GERD reappareance

No Disphagia

Conclusion: Conversion of a sleeve gastrectomy to gastric bypass+repair of

hiatal hernia is a good alternative for a refractory GERD post Sleeve. It must be

done by experienced bariatric surgeons.

V.015 MODIFIED REVERSAL OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: B. Lorenzi

Co-authors: G. Findlay, A. Ahmed

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is one of the most

common bariatric procedures performed worldwide.

Objectives:Metabolic problems such as hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia or recal-

citrant hypocalcaemia, as well as weight loss issues and intolerance to RYGB-

induced restriction are challenging complications and may lead to the decision to

restore original anatomy with pyloric function and duodenal continuity.

Methods: We present the case of a 22 year-old female patient with a complex

psychiatric history (suicide attempts) who underwent a laparoscopic RYGB for

morbid obesity, and developed complete intolerance to RYGB-induced restriction

needing nutrition via a gastrostomy tube.

Results: The video demonstrates the laparoscopic technique of modified reversal

of RYGB. The procedure involved dismantling the gastro-jejunostomy,

reanastomosing the gastric pouch to the gastric remnant, and excision of previous

alimentary Roux limb once appropriate length of the residual bowel was assured.

Patient’s symptoms fully resolved after surgical restoration of normal anatomy.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic reversal of RYGB to original anatomy is feasible

and safe in hands of an experience surgeon working in high-volume

Bariatric Centre.

V.016 LAPAROSCOPIC SUBTOTAL GASTRECTOMY
FOR GASTRIC CANCER AND MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: E.J. Patterson

Co-authors: D. Tseng

Legacy Good Samaritan Medical Center, Portland, OR, USA

Introduction: A 44 year old female with a BMI of 48.9 presented seeking gastric

bypass surgery for morbid obesity.

She had a remote history of a stomach ulcer 20 years ago, and denied any

abdominal pain currently. Pre-operative endoscopy was performed due to the ulcer

history. A 22 cm mass was seen in the prepyloric antrum, with heaped up margins

and a 1 cm central ulcer. Biopsies were taken and the pathology confirmed poorly

differentiated invasive adenocarcinoma with signet ring features.

Objectives: The patient was referred to a surgical oncologist for cancer staging and

furthermanagement. Endoscopic ultrasound showed the cancer invading themucosa

and touching the submucosa, T1b. CTscan was negative for metastases.

Surgical resection was recommended without any adjuvant or neo-adjuvant

therapy such as chemotherapy.

Methods: Surgery was planned as a team approach with the surgical oncologist

performing the gastric resection and lymph node dissection, and the bariatric

surgeon doing the Roux-en-Y reconstruction.

Results: The procedure was done laparoscopically in 2.5 h. The specimen was

placed in a large specimen bag and removed through the left upper quadrant

incision which had to be enlarged to 5 cm. The patient tolerated the procedure

well and was discharged in good condition the following day.

Pathology showed a 2.5 cm invasive adenocarcinoma, invading the submucosa,

with a 3 cm distal margin. Twenty-nine lymph nodes were all negative, including

immunohistochemical staining for cytokeratin.

Conclusion: A team approach to gastric cancer in the morbidly obese is effective

and efficient.

V.017 ROBOTIC SINGLE ANASTOMOSIS (MINI) GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Prasad

Apollo Hospital, New Delhi, DL, India

Introduction:Videopresentation showing technique of robotic single anastomosis

(mini) gastric bypass.

Objectives: To compare feasibility and short term results of the robotic and

laparoscopic procedure.

Methods: Thirty-one robotic and 11 laparoscopic procedures of single anastomo-

sis (mini) gastric bypass were compared.

Results: Short term results are comparable. Blood loss and pain is slightly less in

the robotic group.

Conclusion: Robotic procedure is a feasible and technically easier procedure

compared to laparoscopic procedure with similar short term results.

V.018 LAPAROSCOPIC REVISION OF A NISSEN
FUNDOPLICATION TO A ROUX-EN-GASTRIC BYPASS
WITH SUBTOTAL GASTRECTOMY AND HIATAL
HERNIA REPAIR

PRESENTER: J. Primomo

Co-authors: G. Davis, R. Davis

The Davis Clinic, Houston, TX, USA
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Introduction: The Nissen Fundoplication serves as an excellent antireflux opera-

tion. Recurrent reflux is more prominent in patients with morbid obesity and

undiagnosed pre-operative or postoperative gastroparesis. Conversion to a

Roux-En-Y Gastric Bypass with subtotal gastrectomy addresses both morbid

obesity and gastroparesis.

Objectives: Video presentation of intraoperative techniques for gastrohepatic

adhesiolysis, identification and takedown of the fundoplication, and conversion

to a Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass with subtotal gastrectomy.

Methods: A 39 year old female with a BMI of 40 presented with recurrent reflux,

nausea and vomiting following an open Nissen fundoplication and subsequent

open revision of the fundoplication. Pre-operative workup demonstrated severe

gastroparesis. Decision was made to revise her Nissen fundoplication to a Roux-

En-Y gastric bypass with subtotal gastrectomy.

Results: Dense adhesions were taken down. Medial dissection was performed

until visualization of the caudate lobe. Gastrohepatic adhesiolysis was performed

inmedial to lateral fashion. Posterior and anterior adhesiolysis of the plicationwas

performed. Plication sutures were cut and complete mobilization performed for

takedown of the plication. Gastric pouch was formed in a perigastric fashion.

Subtotal gastrectomy was performed. The Roux limb was measured to 120 cm

and the jejunjejunostomy and gastrojejunosomy were formed in a linear

handsewn fashion. Hiatal hernia was closed. An intra-operative endoscopy was

negative for leak.

Conclusion: Gastrohepatic adhesiolysis with identification and takedown of the

fundoplication help in the conversion of a Nissen Fundoplication to a Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass with subtotal gastrectomy to treat morbid obesity and

gastroparesis.

V.019 SLEEVED GASTRIC BYPASS, A SAFER APPROACH
FOR FAILED RESTRICTIVE BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: R.d. Ribeiro

Co-authors: B. Paredes, O. Viveiros, A.A. Guerra, L.T. Manaças, J.A. Pereira

Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Central, Lisboa, Portugal

Introduction: In different presentations to this Congress we present the

surgical technique and the preliminar data of a new proposal, the

Sleeved Gastric Bypass (SGB). This gastric bypass modification is an

antecolic Roux en Y gastric bypass adopting some main features of the

“One anastomosis gastric bypass” (OAGBP) or “Minigastric bypass”

(MGB). Those are mainly the long and thin gastric pouch, the non-

calibrated gastrojejunostomy (linear, 30 mm length) and the long

biliopancreatic limb (200 cm long).

Objectives: With this technique we want to show why we are getting the same

good outcomes of OAGBP and we avoid the criticisms about biliary reflux and

gastric câncer after OAGBP or MGB, even in revisional surgery.

Methods: Beside this we found a set of technical advantages of this kind of

approach in patients submitted to revisional surgery in case of complications or

weight regain after gastric banding or even after sleeve gastrectomy.

Results: Those are: easier dissection of fibrosis in the His angle área, safer

anastomosis since it is performed in well vascularized non fibrotic tissue and less

risk of gastroesophageal reflux as we construct a thin gastric tube associated to a

Roux en Y derivation.

Conclusion: In this video we demonstrate those advantages we found in cases of

conversion from band to SGB.

V.020 GASTRIC PLICATION: STANDARD TECHNICAL
STEPS

PRESENTER: Y.A. Andraos

Aboujaoude Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon

Introduction: Gastric Plication is a new restrictive procedure. Many authors have

described 4–5 trocars techniques to perform the gastric plication into 1 or 2 rows

of continuous or separated suturing.

Objectives: The author present his technique of performing the Gastric Plication,

and the major steps to render it simple and reproducible. His aim is to minimize

the incidence of complications and to decrease the recovery period.

Methods: It is a Transumbilical Three Trocars Technique (TUTTT). It is composed

of 5 steps. Step 1 is the complete gastric liberation. Step 2 is the calibration of the

stomach over a 36 French tube guided by anterior and posterior marks. Step 3 is

the folding and suturing of the plicated stomach, by a first row of separated non

absorbable sutures that are 1.5 cm distant from each other. Step 4 is the addition

of a second row of sutures by a non absorbable continuous suturing. The final

step consists of performing the Patent and Leak test.

Results: This method of performing Gastric Plication made it reproducible

and easy to learn. The rate of complications is very low, notably the

incidence of compartment syndrome, nausea, vomiting, and gastro-

gastric herniation. It reduces the number of port sites and therefore is

more accepted by the patients.

Conclusion:Gastric Plication by TUTTT is showing very promising results. Steps

described above can be useful to make Gastric Plication a reproducible and

simple bariatric technique.

V.021 POST SCOPINARO INTERNAL HERNIA

PRESENTER: H.M. Abu Shanab

Co-authors: A.A. Alsalman

King Abdul Aziz Hospital, Al Hasa, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Scopinaro biliopancreatic diversion has been shown to be an effective

treatment formorbid obesity in term of diet loss and improvement of co-morbedities,

while laparascopic approach offers many advantages to the patient, certain compli-

cations of the operation continue to pose difficult clinical problems as the number of

the procedures performed increases.

one such complication is internal hernia through one of the mesentric defects

which can result in small bowel obstruction, ischemia, or infarction and often

requires reoperation careful attention must be paid to individual surgical tech-

niques in order to prevent this potentially devastating complication internal hernia

should be always one of the differential diagnosis of acute abdomen specially

after bariatric surgery based on high index of suspicion once diagnosis is made,

management should be prompt and précised in time to avoid disasters.

Objectives: to evaluate the incidence of internal hernia and the way of

management.

Methods: retrospective review of 816 patients underwent scopinaro BPD at one

center (king abdul aziz hospital NGHA. SAUDI ARABIA.

Results: BETWEEN (2006–2013) 816 patient were operated upon with BPD, five

patients developed internal hernias,(0.46 %) two patents were managed

laparascopically with reduction of the hernia, three patients underwent laparoto-

my and required bowel resection.

Conclusion: complications after biliopancreatic diversion are unavoidable but

disasters are often avoidable surgeon s must be very suspicion of internal hernia

post operatively irrespective of the interval after surgery with early involvement of

bariatric surgeon the outcome would be better internal hernia can be managed

safely with laparoscopy.

V.022 BOWEL OBSTRUCTION FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS;
PREVENTION & MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: M.B. AlHadad

Co-authors: M. Ibrahim, A.O. Maasher, A. Nimeri

SKMC, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Bariatric Surgery is safe in experienced hands. However, bariatric

surgery is not without risk. In addition, early aggressive treatment-better out-

comes (failure to Rescue concept). Patients presenting with abdominal pain after

laparoscopic Roux en gastric bypass warrant careful attention.

Objectives: Demonstrate techniques of internal hernia management.
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Methods: Review of the literature of common complications after laparoscopic

Roux en Y gastric bypass and review of the

Results: The technique of LRYGB make a difference in the incidence of

internal hernia. Antecolic carries a lower risk of internal hernia compared

to retrocolic LRYGB. In addition, closure of all mesenteric defects with

non absorbable suture is necessary. Patients presenting with abdominal

pain after LRYGB require careful attention. CT of the Abdomen, EGD

and Diagnostic laparoscopy are necessary to reach the correct diagno-

sis. A high index of suspicion is needed.

Conclusion:Bariatric surgery should be done in amultidisciplinary teamapproach

and a high index of suspicion is necessary to avoid missing serious

complications.@

V.023 ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF GASTRIC BAND
MIGRATION WITHOUT ESPECIALLY CUTTING
SYSTEM

PRESENTER: R.G. Askerkhanov

Co-authors: I. Khatkov, D. Kim, I. Feidorov, N. Bodunova

Moscow Center for Clinical Research, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is a popular meth-

od for the treatment of morbid obesity.

Intragastric band migration is quite a rare type of complication after this bariatric

procedure.

There are few reports in bariatric society about total endoscopic

band removal with especially expensive devices using. Our group

successfully performed four procedures using self made gastric band

cutter.

This case study preset 20 years old female patient with BMI 50 kg/m2,

who has a LAGB in anamnesis in April 2012. She has favorable postop-

erative period without port site purulent inflammation. She has half an

year of good weight loss period (30 kg weight loss) with no effect after

the first and second adjustment. With no any other symptoms she was

examinated—X-ray scans, MRI scan and endoscopy. Gastric band mi-

gration was diagnosed.

The procedure was performed without especial band cutter. For band

cutting we has used biliary lithotripter, jagwire and guidewire. The jugwire

were 25 in was passed around the migrated part of gastric band. The

endoscope was then retrieved and reintroduced on the other side of the

gastric band and with the endoscopic loop, then the band ring was cut. Port

was removed at the same time by the open surgery, and after the

connecting tube were cutting band was removed via a patient mouth.

There were no any complications after procedure and all patient were

discharged with 2 weeks soft diet prescription.

V.024 UNEXPECTED INACCESSIBLE DUODENO-JEJUNAL
(D-J) FLEXURE AFTER GASTRIC POUCH
CONFIGURATION DURING ROUX EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Bueno

Co-authors: S. Hakky, I. Sanchez

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Difficulties with the gastro-jejunal anastomosis is one of the

most dreaded intraoperative complications that a bariatric surgeon may

face.

Objectives: To show how to deal with an inaccessible ligament of Treitz once the

gastric pouch has been made during a gastric bypass.

Methods: The authors report the clinical case of a 59 years old man with a BMI of

48 kg/m2 (weight 131 kg and height 165 cm) who had tried diet, exercise and

drugs to lose weight. His main obesity related comorbidities include type II

diabetic on Metformin, hypertension on Losartan and sleep apnoea using CPAP.

He has had no previous abdominal surgery.

Results: During a Roux en Y gastric bypass in a patient without previous

abdominal operations and once the gastric pouch was configured, it was

noticed that the D-J flexure was completely stuck and inaccessible due

to natural adhesions. The descendant meso-colon was stuck to the

transverse meso-colon giving the surgeons an unexpected situation.

Conclusion: There are mainly two different ways of solving this problem.

Look for the ligament of Treitz gently and patiently or start measuring the

small bowel from the terminal ileum. Both options are suitable and

surgeons should follow the technique with which they are more familiar.

V.025 REVERSAL OF ALIMENTARY TRANSIT TO
DUODENUM FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE
DIARRHEA AND MALNUTRITION AFTER GASTRIC
BYPASS (RYGBP)

PRESENTER: A.A. Elias1, 2

Co-authors: A.B.. Garrido Jr1, 2, M.R. Oliveira1, 2, H.Y. Shirozaki1, 2, R.M. Ito1, 2

1Instituto Garrido de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Diarrhea, flatulence and malnutrition are unusual complications of

surgical reduction of stomach and exclusion of duodenum, such as Billroth II

partial gastrectomy and RYGBP. Conservative treatment may offer good results

in most cases, but not in all.

Objectives: This paper reports the use of a surgical procedure similar to Henley-

Soupault’s, already used for decades in the treatment of post gastrectomy

syndromes, in severe diarrhea and malnutrition after RYGBP.

Methods:Surgical reversal was performed by sectioning the alimentary limb

20 cm bellow gastrojejunostomy followed by jejunoduodenal anastomosis.

Intestinal continuity was reestablished. Four patients (Pn) previously oper-

ated (2 in other centers) for morbid obesity and/or metabolic syndrome had

intense diarrhea and malnutrition uncontrollable by clinical means. All

women, 2 already cholecystectomyzed, 2 type II diabetics. After RYGBP,

P1 controlled and P4 improved diabetes.

Results: There were no surgical complications. Before RYGBP, BMI (kg/

m2) P1:49.8, P2:41.3, P3:37.3, P4:30.1. Months to reversal 27, 12, 18,

27. At reversal, age (years) 54, 45, 37, 64; BMI 16.8, 20.9, 21.6, 21.2.

After reversion (months) 32, 36, 2, 20; BMI 22.6, 26.4, 21.6, 24.0.

Diarrhea and flatulence receded immediately after reversion. Nutritional

condition improved progressively. P1 takes no medication; P2 takes

insulin-5units/day plus oral medication. All feel much better and

healthy.

Conclusion: In conclusion, surgical reversal of the transit to the duodenum is an

efficient solution for severe diarrhea andmalnutrition occurring in rare cases after

RYGBP and do not abolish the benefits of RYGBP on diabetes.

V.026 LAPAROSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF A
GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA AND LENGTHENING OF
ROUX LIMB FOR WEIGHT REGAIN POST GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: S. Hakky

Co-authors: A. Ahmed

Imperial College Healthcare, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Gastro-gastric fistula is a known complication of gastric bypass

surgery and can present with weight regain.

Objectives: Demonstrating the management of a radiologically proven gastro-

gastric fistula in a patient who has gradually regained most of her lost weight

following a Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.
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Methods: A laparoscopy was performed and the gastro-gastric fistula was iden-

tified. Mobilization of the pouch and dissection of the hiatus was undertaken. A

new pouch was formed and the fistula was excised together with the old pouch

and the remnant stomach. The Roux limb was lengthened to measure 150 cm.

Results: Patient recovered well and has shown to gradually lose the regained

weight in her monthly post operative follow ups.

Conclusion: Revision of the gastric bypass in its entirety can be used to manage a

gastro-gastric fistula presenting with weight regain post Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

V.027 LAPAROSCOPIC HIATAL HERNIA REPAIR WITH
DORFUNDOPLICATION AND PYLOROPLASTY

PRESENTER: M. Jawad

Co-authors: R. Moon, D. Stephenson, A. Teixeira

Orlando Regional Medical Center, Orlando, FL, USA

Introduction: Fifty-four y/o female BMI 42.1 with history of sleeve gastrectomy

performed 2 years prior to this presentation. Patient had poorweight loss and now

presents with hiatal hernia and severe reflux resulting in Barrett esophagus and

signs of aspiration that is refractory to medical therapy.

Objectives: Demonstrating techniques of hiatal hernia repair with Dor

fundoplication in sleeve gastrectomy setting.

Methods:We started our dissection at the gastro-hepatic ligament proceeding up

to the esophago-phrenic ligament. The right crus was identified and the connec-

tive tissue and scar around the esophagus cleared inferiorly till the left crus was

identified. The esophagus was reduced into the abdomen approx 3 cm after

which the hiatal opening was closed over a 34Fr Bougie. The stomach fundus

was then brought anteriorly over the esophagus and sutured to the stomach and

crus creating the Dor fundoplication. Secondary to concerns for poor gastric

emptying a pyloroplasty was performed. A gastrostomy was made on stomach

proximal to pylorus and continued longitudinally 2–3 cm onto the duodenum.

Results: Patient was kept NPO till POD#02 after which an UGI was performed and

was negative for any leak or obstruction. A bariatric liquid diet was started and well

tolerated with subjective complete resolution of preoperative reflux symptoms.

Conclusion:Severe medication refractory reflux can occur following sleeve

gastrectomy. Many of these patients are currently being converted to

bypass procedure, with improvement or resolution of reflux symptoms.

However, for those who do not wish for or unable to proceed with

bypass, other surgical repairs such as this will be needed.

V.028 LAPAROSCOPIC REVISION OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR WEIGHT REGAIN FOLLOWED BY
CONVERSION TO ESOPHAGOJEJUNOSTOMYWITH
RESECTION OF GSATROGASTRIC FISTULA DUE TO
LARGE MARGINAL ULCER

PRESENTER: M. Jawad

Co-authors: R. Moon, A. Teixeira

Orlando Regional Medical Center, Orlando, FL, USA

Introduction: Thirty-nine y/o F with history of RYGB in 2007 with com-

plaints of abdominal pain, hunger and weight gain. She underwent re-

section of blind limb with revision of pouch. Following the revision, she

presented with a stricture at the GJ junction secondary to a marginal

ulcer. Attempted endoscopic balloon dilation and medical management

but continue to develop dysphagia to solids and liquids.

Objectives: Demonstrating the complications following revision of RYGB, and

techniques of esophagojejunostomy.

Methods: 1. Adhesions around the blind limbwere released and themesentery of

the blind limb was transected. Transection was carried out from the blind limb of

the jejunum close to the gastrojejunostomy and extended superiorly to transect

the fundus of the stomach dissected from the hiatal hernia. A band was placed

around the pouch proximal to the gastrojejunostomymeasuring 0.8 8 cm andwas

sutured above the anastomosis.

2. Careful dissection was done to separate the pouch away from the left lobe of

the liver, and at this time the gastrogastric fistula was found. This portion came

apart easily revealing a large ulcer extending from the gastric pouch to the

jejunum. An end-to-end anastomosis between the esophagus and jejunum with

2-layers was then created over an Edlich tube.

Results:Post-operatively the patient did well, UGI with no leak on POD # 5, home

on POD # 8 on phase 2 diet.

Conclusion: As the number of bariatric cases increases so will the number of

complex complications. Here a stricture, ulcer, and fistula are managed with

laparoscopic resection and esophagojejunostomy.

V.029 LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION OF ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR
INTRACTABLE MARGINAL ULCER

PRESENTER: F. Martini

Co-authors: A. Iannelli, A. Schneck, J. Gugenheim

Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, Nice, France

Introduction: Marginal ulceration (MU) is a well-known and frequent com-

plication of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGBP) whose physiopathology

still lacks of clinical evidence. Most MU can be managed with conserva-

tive treatment, but a small number of patients require operative revision

for intractable MU.

Objectives: The aim of this video was to show our technique of conversion of

RYGBP to sleeve gastrectomy (SG).

Methods: A 42-year-old woman with a body mass index (BMI) of 36

presented with a 4 years history of recurrent MU. She was diagnosed

with a MU at upper gastro-intestinal endoscopy performed for epigastric

pain 4 years after open conversion of banding to RYGBP (initial BMI of

39). She did not present any predisposing factors either related to the

surgical technique or to her medical history. In spite of appropriate

medical treatment over 4 years she remained symptomatic and was

finally offered laparoscopic conversion of RYGBP to SG with resection

of the alimentary limb.

Results: Postoperative course was uneventful and 1 year later the patient is

symptom free with a BMI of 28.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic conversion of RYGB to LSG is an effective

procedure in patients with intractable MU and should be considered as

an alternative to conversion to a normal anatomy that is inexorably

followed by weight regain, to gastrojejunostomy resection and

refashioning that may be followed by recurrence of MU and to gastric

pouch and remnant resection that is an excessively aggressive proce-

dure that carries the risk of dumping syndrome.

V.030 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX LIMB PLACEMENT WITHOUT
MUCOSA-TO-MUCOSA ANASTOMOSIS FOR
SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC PROXIMAL
FISTULAS AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: F. Martini

Co-authors: A. Iannelli, P. Noel, A. Schneck, J. Gugenheim

Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, Nice, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is an increasingly popular

bariatric procedure. A chronic fistula at the esophago-gastric junction (EGJ) is a

rare but life-threatening complication of this procedure whose causes are still

unclear and management is still controversial.

Objectives: The aim of this video was to present our technique of laparoscopic

Roux limb placement without mucosa-to-mucosa anastomosis for surgical man-

agement of chronic proximal fistulas after LSG.

Methods: ;A 41-year-old woman with a body mass index (BMI) of 38 developed

an EGJ leak 6 days post-LSG. Despite initial control with conservative measures,

the leak persisted and resulted in a left pleural abscess and a broncho-pleural

fistula requiring thoracotomy with resection of the abscessed lung parenchyma.

Endoscopic and drainage procedures failed to prevent sub-diaphragmatic
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recurring collection due to the persistent fistula. Nineteen months after LSG, a

Roux limb was placed on the EGJ and sutured side-to-side around the fistula

defect, without mucosa-to-mucosa anastomosis.

Results: The postoperative course was uneventful and, 20 months later

(39 months post-LSG), the patient is well with a BMI of 27.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic apposition of a Roux-en-Y limb without mucosa-to-

mucosa anastomosis as an efferent path to drain the undebrided fistula defect,

can effectively treat chronic leaks at the EGJ after LSG.

V.031 LAPAROSCOPIC REVERSAL OF MINI GASTRIC
BY-PASS FOR SEVERE MALNUTRITION

PRESENTER: M. Raffaelli

Co-authors: P. Giustacchini, C. Callari, S. Vanella, R. Bellantone

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Policlinico A. Gemelli - U.O. Chirurgia

Endocrina e Metabolica, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Laparoscopic mini-gastric bypass (MGB) is an emerging bariatric

procedure. Excessive weight loss and malnutrition rarely occur, but they may

require restoration of normal anatomy.

Objectives: In this videowe describe our technique for laparoscopic reversal ofMGB.

Methods: A 52-years old morbidly obese woman (BMI 43 kg/m2) underwent

MGB. She developed progressive weight loss and malnutrition and experienced

two episodes of gastrointestinal bleeding caused by an anastomotic ulcer. After

an adequate medical treatment and parenteral feeding, the patient was sched-

uled for laparoscopic reversal of MGB about 3 years after the first operation. The

BMI was 17. Five-ports were used. After adhesiolysis and identification of the

gastric pouch, gastrojejunostomy and the distal stomach, the gastric pouch was

divided proximally to the gastrojejunostomy by a linear stapler. A side-to-side

anastomosis between the gastric pouch and the distal stomachwas performed by

using a linear stapler. The gastrotomy was closed by a double layer running

suture. A mini-enterotomy was performed in the proximal (biliary) and the distal

(alimentary) limbs of the jejunal loop and a side-to-side anastomosis was per-

formed by using a linear stapler. The apex of the loop was cross-stapled with the

linear stapler, in order to close the enterotomies and to remove the gastrojejunal

anastomosis. The specimen was extracted through a gastric bag.

Results: The postoperative course was uneventful. Postoperative contrast study

confirmed normal gastric emptying. Postoperative stay was 5 days.

Conclusion: When necessary, laparoscopic reversal of MGB is a feasible and

safe procedure.

V.032 DUODENAL SWITCH: SURGICAL TECHNIQUES

PRESENTER: H. Alobaid, H. Alobaid

Co-authors: S. Marceau, L. Biertho

Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec City, QC, Canada

Objectives: The objective of this video is to describe the anterior and posterior

approach for duodenal dissection, as well as laparoscopic hand sewn duodeno-

ileal anastomosis.

Methods: the video present the two different techniques for duodenal dissection,

and duodeno-ileal anastomosis using self locking suture.

Conclusion: Being knowledgeable of both approaches of duodenal dissection is

useful. Laparoscopic hand sewn duodeno-ileal anastomosis is feasible and safe.

V.033 AN INCIDENT DURING REVISION OF SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: F.A. Alwan

IFSO Member, Kalamoun, Lebanon

Introduction: rare incident in sleeve or re-sleeve.

Objectives: how to prevent.

Methods: One case.

Results: How to manage the incident.

Conclusion: Do a sleeve gastrectomy without complications.

V.034 FROM LAPAROTOMIC VBG TO LAPAROSCOPIC
RYGBP

PRESENTER: F. Bellini

Co-authors: M. Tarantini

Bariatric Unit, Azienda Ospedaliera Desenzano, Desenzano, Italy

Introduction: All restrictive bariatric procedures are having in the long term a high

percentage of failure. The VBG was once the most common bariatric restrictive

procedure,now is practically abandoned. Even though, these days we are facing

the complications like weight regain or band migration related to that operation.

We present a case of super obese patient with BMI 62 treated 22 years ago,

elsewhere, with an open Mc Lean Gastroplasty.

Objectives: Gastroplasty is virtually an abandoned operation, but, since we are

still facing its complications or lack of weight loss, we are required to propose and

carry out a safe and effective surgical revision procedure. The LRYGBP seems to

be the ideal operation although technically challenging.

Methods: An open Mc Lean Gastroplasty was performed in 1990, in a

male patient with a BMI:58. In 1992 was treated for an incisional hernia.

In 2013 he came to our observation with a BMI of 62 and diabetes.

Laparoscopic conversion of VBG was performed. The local adhesions

and the anatomical clearness were the most challenging conditions, but

using the step-by-step method end with endoscopic support we carried

out a LRYGBP.

Results: Operative time 225 min. No transfusion. No leaks, no postoper-

ative complication. Diabetes resolution and EWL% 46 at 6 months.

Conclusion: Conversion of failed VBG into LRYGBP, in a super obese patient,

gives good functional results and is feasible laparoscopically, although technically

challenging. The endoscopic support during operation is of great help in the

anatomical clearness.

V.035 CONVERSION FROM VBG TO ROUX-Y GBP PISA
EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: R. Bellini

Co-authors: C. Moretto, R. Berta, R. Mancini, M. Anselmino

Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery Unit - Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Pisana,

Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Revision weight loss surgery is more invasive than primary and the

risks due to scar tissue and compromised anatomy lead to higher incidence of

complications.

Objectives: Inourcentre themost common revisional surgery is theconversion from the

Gastric BandandVertical banded gastroplasty toGastric Bypass.Often the quality of life

after these procedures is poor and lead the patients to request revisional surgery.

Methods: This video shows a conversion from a Vertical banded gastroplasty to a

gastric by-pass where the dissection planes are difficult to identify and the band is

partially migrated into the stomach. The Gastro-jejunal anastomosis is fash-

ioned with hand-sewn technique.

Results: The procedure was performed in 155 min and the patient was regularly

discharged in 7th POD.

Conclusion: A conversion to a Gastric Bypass can be a good option with

good results in terms of weight loss and quality of life.

V.036 LAPAROSCOPIC PROXIMAL GASTRIC RESECTION
FOR GASTROGASTRIC FISTULA AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: C. Copaescu
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Co-authors: I. Hutopila, S. Filip, M. Priboi, B. Smeu

Ponderas Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: Gastro-gastric fistula (GGF) is a serious and difficult to be treated

complication after the Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP).

Objectives: To describe a safe and efficient laparoscopic option for the GGF

treatment: the proximal gastric resection.

Methods: The patients who underwent LRYGBP during the last 12 years (2003–

2014) and had been complicatedwithGGFwere included in a single center study.

Preoperative workup included clinical, Upper GI endoscopy and radiological

studies. The particular technical aspects of the GGF treatment by laparoscopic

proximal gastric resection were evaluated for these cases.

Results: Three patients presenting GGF were identified among the total 658

patients operated on during the above mentioned period. (0.4 %). The upper

gastrointestinal endoscopy and radiological studies revealed the GGFs present-

ing 1–3 orifices, with gastric pouch enlargement and normal sized gastro-jejunal

anastomosis. The laparoscopic approach, demonstrated into this video, was

challenging due to the adhesions from the previous surgery. The identification

and exposure of the proximal gastric pouch, the gastro-jejunal anastomosis and

the distal gastric remnant are presented. The particular technical aspects of the

laparoscopic proximal gastric resection for the GGF treatment are presented in

this video. The dissection was initiated and progressed along virgin anatomical

planes, offering an important technical advantage. The mean operative time was

180+/30 min without intraoperative complications. Postoperative course was

uneventful and all the patients were discharged 3–4 days after surgery. No

recurrences of GGF were recorded.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic treatment of GGF after laparoscopic RYGBP with proxi-

mal gastric resectionwas feasible, safe and is effective in preventingGGF recurrence.

V.037 REVISIONAL LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY FOR FAILED GASTRIC PLICATION

PRESENTER: C. Maiz

Co-authors: C. Muñoz, C. Boza

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery (BS) has proven to be the most effective treatment

for obesity and it associated comorbidities. Although, some patients have com-

plications for weight loss after surgery, and 10–25 % of cases require a revisional

surgery.

Objectives: Show the case of a 42 years old woman with severe obesity (BMI)

38.2 kg/m2 and insulin resistance, who underwent a laparoscopic Gastric Plica-

tion (GP) as primary treatment for her obesity, uneventful. In the 2 years follow up

she achieved a lowest BMI of 32 kg/m2 (Excess Body Weight Loss [EBWL]:

47.65 %), but regain weight reaching BMI 36 kg/m2 (EBWL 12.71 %). Evaluated

by a multidisciplinary obesity team, redo surgery was decided.

Methods:After 15mmHg pneumoperitoneum, five trocars were inserted. Abdom-

inal exploration showed noabnormalities. Adherenceswere freed andGP sutures

sectioned, so stomachwas completely open. A 34 F catheterwasadvanced to the

antrum-pylorus. Gastric tubulization was performed with five stapler, and

Monocryl 3-0 reinforcement suture was made over the section line. The resected

specimenwas extracted in Endobag. Incisions were closed by intradermic suture.

Results: Revisional LSG was uneventful and patient was discharged at third

postoperative day. At 1, 3 and 8 postoperative months patient’s BMI were

32 kg/m2 (EBWL 47.65 %), 29 kg/m2 (EBWL 69.8 %) and 27.7 kg/m2 (EBWL

79.4 %) respectively.

Conclusion: Revisional surgery of GP, due to its high rate of failure, is thought to

be a difficult procedure. Although, here we present a case of conversion to LSG,

that have demonstrated to be a possible and effective procedure for weight

management.

V.038 LAPAROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF OPEN GASTRIC
BYPASS RING SLIPPAGE: GASTRIC POUCH REDO

PRESENTER: D. Pajecki

Co-authors: M. Santo, F. Kawamoto, H.D. Joaquim, D. Cesconetto, R. Macacari,

I. Cecconello

HC FMUSP, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: The banded Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) was performed to

promote surgically induced weight loss. Some patients develop serious ring-

related complications: nausea, vomiting, regurgitation and even malnutrition,

requiring revision of their bariatric operation. The functional stenosis due to the

ring slippage produces gastric pouch dilatation, leading to weight regain if distal

obstruction is solved with rings removal.

Objectives:Report evaluation, diagnosis and laparocopic treatment of proximal obstruc-

tive symptoms after ring slippage of 7-year banded RYGB.

Methods:We present a video of laparoscopic treatment of ring slippage

with stenosis of the gastro-jejunal anastomosis associated with gastric

pouch dilation. A new pouch to avoid weight regain was performed. 48-

year old female, overweight since childhood, maximum weight: 119 kg

(BMI 44). Underwent to open banded RYGB in 2007. Remained with

stable weight until 2012. After 5 years of surgery, started with proximal

obstructive symptoms and progressive weight loss (55 kg–BMI 20,7).

Upper gastrointestinal contrast study demonstrated ring slippage and

pouch CT volumetry was 110 ml. Patient underwent multiple upper

endoscopies and dilations without substantive relief of symptoms.

Results: Laparoscopic gastro-jejunostomy resection with ring removal and

a new pouch was redone, 210-min procedure, 1 day fasting, good liquid

diet acceptance. Discharged 4 days after surgery. No early complication

was observed.

Conclusion: Endoscopy dilatation failed in this case. Functional narrow of

anastomosis leads to pouch dilatation being a risk factor for weight

regain after band removal, what brought the need for pouch reconfection.

Laparoscopic treatment is feasible and safe. The symptomatic improve-

ment is immediate.

V.039 SUCCESSFUL LAPAROSCOPIC REVERSAL OF
GASTRIC BYPASS IN A PATIENT SUFFERING FROM
MALNUTRITION

PRESENTER: J. Park

Co-authors: Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is one of the most commonly

performed bariatric procedures around the world. Although it is known as the

golden standard for the treatment of morbid obesity, it carries a risk of a rare, but

serious long-term complication of malnutrition.

Objectives: We report a case of laparoscopic conversion of RYGB into a normal

anatomy.

Methods: A female patient complained of prolonged suffering from inca-

pacitating postprandial pain which consequently made her avoid proper

oral intakes. As a result, she turned out to be seriously malnourished at

30 months postoperatively and requested reversal of RYGB into normal

anatomy.

Results: The operation was successfully performed via laparoscopy. Operating

time was 120 min and intraoperative blood loss was less than 50mL. The patient

was discharged without any complications directly related to surgical procedures,

although her hospital stay was prolonged for the treatment of asymptomatic

septicemia of unknown origin.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic reversal of RYGB into normal anatomy is technically

feasible and might be performed safely when prepared with thorough preopera-

tive evaluation in carefully selected patients.

V.040 SEVERE GASTRO-ESOPHAGEAL REFLUX AFTER
FAILURE OF GASTRIC PLICATION: LAPAROSCOPIC
REVISION TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: M. Robert
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Co-authors: C. Gouillat

Edouard Herriot Hospital, Lyon 1 University, Lyon, France

Introduction:Gastric plication is not considered as a standard bariatric procedure.

The management of its complications and failures remains difficult and

challenging.

Objectives: A case of laparoscopic revision to Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass

(RYGB) is reported, due to severe Gastro-Esophageal Reflux (GER) and

weight loss failure after gastric plication.

Methods: A 54-year-old woman had a history of Gastric banding removed

in January 2012 because of aphagia. Gastric plication was performed in

another institution in March 2012 because of weight regain. She required

a redo surgery on postoperative day 1 because of gastric fistula, gastric

plication was not dismantled, drainage was performed. She then

complained of GER with recurrent pneumonia, vomiting and weight loss

failure and was referred to us. BMI was 39 kg/m2. A gastric Computed

Tomography with gas diagnosed a hiatal hernia and showed a large

fundus without effective calibration of the stomach. Barrett’s esophagus

and biliary reflux were found at gastroscopy. Laparoscopic revision to

RYGB was proposed. Severe adhesions were removed. A Gastric pouch

of 30 cc was made. The former zone of gastric plication was removed.

An end-to-side gastro-jejunal anastomosis and a latero-lateral jejuno-

jejunal anastomosis were performed using a linear stapler. The alimen-

tary limb was 150 cm long.

Results: Duration of the procedure was 180 min. Postoperative course was

uneventful. GER symptoms disappeared.

Conclusion: In case of symptomatic GER after gastric plication and weight loss

failure, revision to RYGB is difficult but effective to treat both.

V.041 SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS DUODENO-ILEAL BYPASS
(SADI) PLUS RE-SLEEVE FOR FAILED SLEEVE

PRESENTER: A. Sánchez-Pernaute

Co-authors: M. Rubio, E. Martı́n, E. Pérez-Aguirre, E. Árrue del Cid, J. Cabañas,

E. Sánchez López, A. Torres

Hospital Clı́nico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Our current practice for staged bariatric surgery includes an initial

sleeve gastrectomy and a single-anastomosis duodeno-ileal bypass (SADI) as a

second step. In some occasions we include a re-sleeve during the second step to

warrant a better postoperative weight loss.

Objectives: To present the case of a patient submitted to re-sleeve gastrectomy

plus a one-loop duodeno-ileal bypass.

Methods: A 36 year-old female was submitted 7 years ago to a sleeve

gastrectomy. Her initial BMI was 43 and she lost to a 90 % EWL. Then

she re-gained up to a 45 % EWL. Laparoscopy was performed. The

stomach was calibrated with a 54 French bougie. A re-sleeve was

performed with an Endo-GIA with black cartridge protected with

Seamguard. Dissection of the duodenum was completed with division at

the level of the gastroduodenal artery. The ileocecal junction was identi-

fied and 250 cm measured upwards. The selected loop was brought

ante-colically to complete a duodeno-ileal end-to-side hand-sewn two-

layer anastomosis.

Results: Postoperative evolution was uneventful, with oral tolerance at 6 h from

the operation and discharge on the 3rd postoperative day.

Conclusion: Duodeno-ileal bypass can be completed with a re-sleeve gastrecto-

my for patients regaining weight after sleeve gastrectomy.

V.042 SINGLE INCISION MULTIPORT REVISIONAL SLEEVE
TO ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS-PRINCIPLES &
TECHNIQUE

PRESENTER: P. Raj

Co-authors: S. Kumar, R. Parthasarathy, C. Palanivelu

Gem Hospital & Research Centre, Coimbatore, TN, India

Introduction: Single Incision laparoscopic surgery has attained widespread ac-

ceptance especially for the cosmetic benefit. But due to altered ergonomics,

complex surgeries have not been performed routinely. But by certain modifica-

tions, this ergonomic disadvantage can be overcome to a major extent.

Objectives: to demonstrate the feasibility and technique of a revisional sleeve to

gastric bypass using the single incision multiport technique.

Methods: by showcasing a high definition video of a patient who

underwent a revisional sleeve to gastric bypass using conventional tro-

cars and instruments

Results: a sleeve gastrectomy was performed using a SILS technique at an

outside institution. The patient has lost 45 % of the excess weight and hence a

revisional sleeve to gastric by [pass was planned using the single incision

multiport technique.

Conclusion: Single incision multiport is a feasible and a easily reproducible

technique even in complex situations like a revisional surgery.

V.043 ROBOTIC INCARCERATED HIATAL HERNIA REPAIR
POST ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS UTILIZING
INDOCYANINE GREEN CONTRAST TECHNOLOGY

PRESENTER: M. Bazan, T. Rogula

Co-authors: E. Marcotte

Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction:Hiatal hernia is anuncommoncomplicationafter gastric bypass surgery.

Herniation of the gastric pouch above the diaphragm may result in severe reflux

symptoms. Open or laparoscopic repair of such complications may be technically

challenging due to location of the hernia. We present the robotic repair of an incarcer-

ated hiatal hernia in a 56 y/o patient who presented with complete herniation of the

gastric pouch after a Roux-en-y gastric bypass procedure. Intravenous indocyanine

green (ICG) contrast was used in order to aid visualization during the surgery.

Objectives: Repair of the hiatal hernia was performed completely using the da

Vinci robotic surgical system. In addition, ICG contrast was used in order to better

visualize anatomic elements, in particular the gastro-esophogeal (GE) junction.

Methods: See video.

Results: The surgery was performed without adverse events. Use of the robot

aided in certain parts of the procedure requiring precision and those performed in

restrictive spaces. This case demonstrates use of ICG technology to aid in

identification of theGE junction during the repair of a hiatal hernia using a surgical

robot. The patient had resolution of symptoms at her 2-week post-operative visit.

Imaging showed correct location of the gastric pouch.

Conclusion: We show successful use of ICG contrast in conjunction with a

surgical robot in order to repair an incarcerated hiatal hernia occurring after

Roux-en-y gastric bypass.

V.044 AUGMENTED VISUALIZATION IN ROBOTIC
BARIATRIC AND ADVANCED FOREGUT
PROCEDURES UTILIZING INDOCYANINE GREEN
CONTRAST TECHNOLOGY

PRESENTER: M. Bazan1, T. Fouse2, T. Rogula1

Co-authors: E. Marcotte1, M.R. Ver1

1Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA
2Affinity Medical Center, Massillon, OH, USA

Introduction: Indocyanine green contrast (ICG) enables surgeons to better visu-

alize vessels, blood flow and perfusion. It is injected intravenously where it binds

to plasma proteins and remains in the vascular space. It is detected using

fluorescence of near-infrared light. Here we demonstrate the use of the
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technology to assess anastomotic integrity during robotic Roux-en-y gastric

bypass and to identify anatomy in the robotic repair of an incarcerated hiatal

hernia.

Objectives: ICG contrast technology was used in three gastro-intestinal robotic

surgery procedures. Two cases involved use of ICG contrast to assess perfusion

and blood supply of bowel and anastomosis during robotic Roux-en-y gastric

bypass. In the third procedure ICG contrast was used to aid in identification of the

gastro-esophageal (GE) junction during repair of an incarcerated hiatal hernia

occurring post Roux-en-y gastric bypass.

Methods: See video.

Results: All three procedures are performed successfully. Administration of ICG

contrast in one Roux-en-y gastric bypass procedure identified a portion of ischemic

small bowel which was subsequently removed and re-anastomosed. The revised

anastomosis is verified using a second administration of ICG contrast which shows

patent blood supply. ICG contrast during the hiatal hernia repair procedure allows

clear visualization of the GE junction to verify correct location of the gastric pouch.

Conclusion: ICG contrast technology demonstrates ease of use and provides

quick, practical visual enhancement during robotic procedures. We see it being

most useful in revisional bariatric and advanced foregut procedures.

V.045 ROBOTIC ESOPHAGEAL DIVERTICULECTOMY,
MYOTOMY AND FUNDOPLICATION AFTER GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: C.E. Domene

Co-authors: P. Volpe, F.A. Heitor

Hospital 9 de Julho, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Esophageal diverticulum may develop after gastric bypass and its

treatment represents a surgical challenge.

Objectives: The video shows the author standardization of esophageal

diverticulectomy, myotomy and fundoplication after gastric bypass.

Methods: Da Vinci 4 arms robotic approach. Dissection of previous adesions.

Dissection of lower esophagus and the diverticulum. Stapling of the diverticulum

over esophageal bougie. Suture of muscular layer. Anterior esophagogastric

myotomy. Dissection of the fundus of the remaint stomach and perform a 300

degreewrapwith three layers: one on the right side of the esophagus, the second

on the left and the third on the right border of myotomy.

Results: The patient had an uneventful post op period. Liquid diet for 2 weeks.

Esophagogram after 3 months showed normal esophageal emptying and normal

anatomy.

Conclusion: The video shows the protection of the myotomy of esophagogastric

transition after bypass with a wrap of the fundus of excluded stomach.

V.046 AN UNCONVENTIONAL WAY TO MANAGE A LATE
SLEEVE LEAK

PRESENTER: S. Hakky

Co-authors: A. Ahmed

Imperial College Healthcare, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: A leak following a sleeve gastrectomy is serious complication that

necessitates surgical management in certain clinical scenarios.

Objectives: To show one of the surgical strategies that can be used with a

contained sleeve gastrectomy leak following failure of endoscopic and radiolog-

ical measures.

Methods: A laparoscopy was performed to manage the persistent leak. The

abscess cavity was exposed and the leaking higher-most staple line leak

identified. With the stomach mobilized and the edges of the leak dissected,

the edges were brought together by interrupted stitches and an omental

patch used to buttress. A feeding jejunostomy was placed for feeding.

Results: The patient recovered well with no more contrast leak on the post-

operative gastrographin swallow.

Conclusion: In this case with limited contamination, a late sleeve gastrectomy

leak was well managed by direct suturing of the edges of the leak and an omental

patch to buttress.

V.047 SITUS INVERSUS AND MORBID OBESITY: SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: L.T. Ocaña

Co-authors: J. Rivas, R. Soler, E. Glückmann, F. Villuendas

Universitary Clinic Hospital of Malaga, Malaga, Spain

Introduction: The Situs Inversus is an unusual genetic malformation which could

affect some organs and it has a hereditary condition. It consist in an erroneous

alignment of the organs, which are located in the opposite side (mirror image).

Objectives: To make a sleeve gastrectomy to a morbid obese patient with an

incomplete situs inversus.

Methods: A female patient, 49, with morbid obesity (BMI 52,8 klgr/m2) and

affected of some comorbidities (hypertension, diabetes type 2, pickwick syn-

drome, asthma). She was diagnosed in an incidental way of an incomplete situs

inversus a few years ago (she has no dextrocardia). The stomach is in the right

side and the duodenum is in the left side.

Results: The surgical technique was specially difficult, with more dissection than

in a conventional case. It was impossible to see clearly the angle of hiss.We leave

six centimeters of antrum and wemade the section of the stomach over a 14mm

catheter, and we reinforce the sleeve with a 2/0 polipropilene running suture.

Conclusion: To make a surgical operation in this patient it is so important to have

as much information as you can. The sleeve gastrectomy is a good technique for

a patient with a situs inversus. The dissection of the upper part of the stomach is

more difficult, because of the relation with the liver.

V.048 LAPAROSCOPIC REVERSAL OF GASTRIC BYPASS
WITH CONCOMITANT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: V. Wong, S. Dexter

Upper GI Surgery, St James University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) can, in some patients, results in

refractory post prandial hyperinsulinaemic hypoglycaemia. Despite dietary mod-

ification and medical management, the condition can persists. Reversal of RYGB

anatomy with restoration of duodenal continuity and pylorus function can be a

potential treatment. In this video, we described an operative technique of laparo-

scopic reversal of RYGB with concomitant sleeve gastrectomy for a patient with

profound hypoglycaemic dumping syndrome.

Objectives: A video demonstrating a laparoscopic reversal of RYGB with con-

comitant sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A video demonstrating a laparoscopic reversal of RYGB with concom-

itant sleeve gastrectomy.

Results: The patient developed significant hypoglycaemic dumping follow-

ing her RYGB, resulting in drop attacks, faints and occasional seizures

requiring hospital admissions. This would typically occurs four to five

times per day, which severely restricted her quality of life. Medical

management with acarbose and octreotide did not improve the frequency

of her hypoglycaemic attacks.

As a result, the patient underwent laparoscopic reversal of RYGB to treat the

profound hypoglycaemia. At the same time, she had concomitant sleeve gastrec-

tomy to maintain weight loss. The patient made a smooth recovery and was

discharged home 4 days after surgery. Since the reversal of RYGB, her symp-

toms of hypoglycaemia have significantly improved. At 6 months follow up, she

reports occasional hypoglycaemic symptoms 2–3 times per week compared to

her daily symptoms prior to reversal.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic reversal of RYGB with concomitant sleeve gastrecto-

my is a viable option in treating RYGB patients with refractory hypoglycaemic

dumping syndrome.
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS

P.001 CONTRIBUTION OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGY TO THE
PRE-SURGERY PREPARATION OF MORBID OBESITY
PATIENTS FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: A.M. Akamine Takahashi

Co-authors: C.R. Boldrini, E.J. Ilias, C.A. Malheiros, W.L. Bruscato

Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: All bariatric surgery candidates participate in a preparation group

with the multiprofessional team and psychological assessment. The patients who

have cognitive difficulties, which could interfere with them joining the treatment,

are sent to neuropsychological assessment. This comprises the examination of

their cognitive functions, such as: attention, memory, executive functions; as well

as their emotional changes.

Objectives: Show the contribution of neuropsychology to the pre-surgery prepa-

ration of morbid obesity patients with cognitive complaints.

Methods: Analysis of the protocols of the neuropsychological assessment of five

clinical cases.

Results: Five female patients, ages 52 to 63, were assessed. They were sent to

neuropsychological assessment due to their difficulty in learning the instructions

of the interdisciplinary team, a disorganized routine, memory lapses and depres-

sion symptoms. In the assessment results, their IQ (intelligence quotient) varied

between the low-to-average and the average level; they all showed lower exec-

utive functions: mental flexibility, inhibitory control, planning and organization;

three patients showed loss of attention; and only one showedmemory difficulties.

Regarding emotional changes, four patients showed significant anxiety symp-

toms and three had a history of suicide attempts. Emotional immaturity and family

conflicts were important psychological findings. All patients were sent to psycho-

therapeutic or psychiatric treatment.

Conclusion:Neuropsychology is important to achieve differential diagnosis, since

it assesses the level of compromise of the cognitive functions that may interfere

with the patient’s understanding of the pre and post surgery treatments. It also

helps to choose the most adequate therapeutic treatment for each case.

P.002 BODY IMAGE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G.O. Barbosa1, 2

Co-authors: K.M. Borges1, L. Moura Jr1, S.C. Borges2, A.C. Santos1

1Nucleo do Obeso do Ceará, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil
2Universidade Estadual do Ceará, Fortaleza, Brazil

Introduction: the objective and subjective nature of body image, built lifelong,

shows the way of being in the world.

Objectives: to reflect on the implications of rapid and pronounced weight loss on

body image.

Methods: a case study, raised by psychotherapy treatment, in 2 weekly sessions

from the third month after bariatric surgery. A 42-year-old female patient, married,

after slimming 77 lbs (initial BMI: 41; final BMI: 28) within 8 months.

Results: initially, she said she felt satisfied with the improvement of her clinical

situation and aesthetic benefits. While slimming she started to verbalize feelings of

hostility to the “new” body and miss the “old” body, as since her adolescence she

was in a condition of weight excess in several degrees. She reported missing the

volume of the breast and hips especially valued by her husband and having

importance in the sexual play between the couple. Similarly, the 5-year-old son

demanded the generous lap of hismother which no longer existed due to significant

weight loss. Ambivalent feelings and regressive mechanisms emerged in the

psychotherapeutic process, especially provoking questions about her ability to be

a good wife and mother. We observed signs of psychological distress that contrast

with the evidence of clinical improvement caused by weight loss.

Conclusion: great and rapid weight loss after bariatric surgery draws the attention

of the interdisciplinary team about the risks the obese are exposed after severe

changes in body image. It confirms the importance of psychological support after

surgery.

P.003 PSYCHOMOTRICITY IN THE TREATMENT
OF OBESITY

PRESENTER: G.O. Barbosa

Co-authors: K.M. Borges, A.C. Santos, L. Moura Jr, D.D. Costa Lima

Nucleo do Obeso do Ceará, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil

Introduction: Human psychomotricity includes physical and psychological as-

pects that enrich the comprehension of emotional and chewing dynamics.

Objectives: To compare personality traits and bite force in two patients in treat-

ment of morbid obesity.

Methods: Anamnesis interview; Pfister´s Colour Pyramid Test; Orofacial

Motricity evaluation to record the bite force in Kilograms.

Results: Patient A, female, 32 years old, married, BMI 40, freelancer, got

obese 2 years ago. Pfister results reveal normal syndrome above the

average, with evident indicators of anxiety despite the paths of conduct

suggest some stability. In her phonoaudiological evaluation in the

stomatognathic system, morphology, posture and functionality showing

normal aspects. Bite Force Left Side: 55.6 kgf and Bite Force Right

Side: 16.0 kgf. Patient B, 28 years old, married, BMI 42 kg/m2, unem-

ployed, overweight since childhood. Pfister results reveal colorless syn-

drome far above average, denoting escape of affective or stimulating

situations, relevant fragil i ty and insecurity. In structure of the

stomatognathic system, normal morphology, parted posture of lips, al-

tered functionality and mobility. Left Side Bite Force: 5.6 kgf and Right

Side Bite Force: 6.1 kgf.

Conclusion: The results show contrasting levels of masticatory tone and

the quality of the person relationship with herself, with the others and

with the environment. The food contact, watching the chewing behavior,

suggests the attitude before life according to the life reports in this

survey.

P.004 SUICIDE AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G.O. Barbosa1, 2

Co-authors: K.M. Borges1, A.C. Santos1, S.C. Borges2, L. Moura Jr1

1Nucleo do Obeso do Ceará, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil
2Universidade Estadual do Ceará, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil

Introduction: The suicide after bariatric surgery suggests reflections about

the benefits of this procedure for the patient wellbeing.

Objectives: To present evidences of suicide after bariatric surgery trying to un-

derstand its relationship with the surgery.

Methods: Study of four cases of suicide and two cases of suicide at-

tempts of patients after bariatric surgery in an interdisciplinary team in

Fortaleza, Brazil. By searching the records it was obtained in their

reports before and after bariatric surgery, allowing us to investigate

similarities between the cases and make a retrospective evaluation of

the care provided by the interdisciplinary team.

Results: Among the patients identified three of them took previous psychiatric

treatment and were diagnosed with anxiety disorder. The others reported no

psychiatric history. In two cases there were reports of conflict within the family,

having been led to psychotherapy before surgery. Drug abuse was the cause of

death in two cases. Except one subject of this study, everyone committed suicide

or attempted suicide 1 year after surgery, suggesting it does not catalyze imme-

diately the suicidal act. However, considering the duration of postoperative eu-

phoria, raises important considerations. All patients adhered to clinical and nutri-

tional follow-up to the sixth month after surgery, and psychological follow-up

remained until the third month, which confirms the difficulty of adherence to

continuous and regular psychological treatment.

Conclusion: The suicide after bariatric surgery causes reflection beyond

results based on evidence favoring think about strategies that can effec-

tively promote quality of life for the obese patient.
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P.005 BASELINE CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT OBESE
PATIENTS THAT ACCESS A HOSPITAL BASED
MEDICAL OBESITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

PRESENTER: T. Chetty

Co-authors: A. Elsharif, R. Fick, V. Cheng, J. Duquette

McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Introduction: Obesity is a common and serious disorder that has enormous

medical, economic, social and mental health consequences. The three main

pillars of treatment include lifestyle approaches, pharmacotherapy and bariatric

surgery.

Although bariatric surgery is currently themost effective treatment for the severely

obese patient,many patients chose not to have surgery or are ineligible for surgery.

A large proportion of these patients enter our medical program for treatment.

The Ontario Bariatric Network is presently in the process of identifying which of

these patients in the medical “stream” would be better served in the community

versus the hospital. The philosophy behind this line of thinking is that the more

“sicker”, complicated patients would be better served in a hospital based

program.

Objectives: To retrospectively analyse the baseline characteristics of the first 100

patients that have entered our program for the period March 2013 to September

2013.

Methods: Baseline age, gender, wt, BMI, co-morbid conditions, medication list,

EOS staging and QOL measurements, laboratory data will be analysed.

Data will be presented as mean/median +/ SD.

Data will be captured for the % of pts that are metabolically “healthy”.

We will also postulate what % of patients could perhaps have been treated in the

community.

Results: This will be ready for presentation at the conference.

Conclusion: This is an important analysis that would inform the OBN, whether

patients seen at a hospital based Bariatric Medical clinic are appropriate, and

more importantly help to determine what % of these patients could be treated in

the community.

P.006 A HEALTH STATUS AND QUALITY OF LIFE
ASSESSMENTS AMONG MORBID AND SUPER
MORBID OBESE PATIENTS SEEKING BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: E. Deveci1, 2

Co-authors: B. Yücel3, H.Ö. Sertel-Berk2, U. Barbaros4, F. Türker5

1Işık University, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Department of Psychology, İstan-

bul, Turkey
2İstanbul University, Faculty of Letters, Department of Psychology, İstanbul,

Turkey
3İstanbul University, İstanbul Faculty of Medicine, Psychiatry Department, Eating

Disorders Program, İstanbul, Turkey
4İstanbul University, İstanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of General Sur-

gery, İstanbul, Turkey
5İstanbul University, İstanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of Endocrinology

and Metabolic Diseases, Internal Medicine, İstanbul, Turkey

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity is increasing and obesity has enormous

impact on the physical, psychological, social, and economic health. Poor func-

tioning in daily life and decreases in quality of life follow the increase in weight of

obese patients.

Objectives:We aimed to examine how physical health status and quality of life of

morbid obese patients (MOP) differ from those of super morbid obese patients

(SMOP) seeking bariatric surgery.

Methods: Participants were 24 patients who sought bariatric surgery (11

females/13 males; 1 MOP/14 SMOP; age: 21–63 years, mean/sd: 39.75–

11.83); Body Mass Index (BMI): 42.14–69.39, mean/sd: 53.2–6.83) and

who completed Short Form-36 Health Survey (SF-36), The World Health

Organization Quality of Life (WHOQOL-BREF) and semi-structured forms

on health status and demographic characteristics.

Results: MOP and SMOP were significantly different in terms of physical func-

tioning, physical health and psychological health. SMOP were poorer than MOP

in terms of physical functioning, physical health and psychological health scores.

Conclusion: This study suggests that super morbid obese patients seem to have

higher problems in terms of health status and poorer quality of life than morbid

obese patients seeking bariatric surgery. Therefore bariatric surgery seems to be

a more urgent weight-loss method for improving the health status and quality of

life in super obese patients.

Key Words: Morbid obesity; Super morbid obesity; Bariatric surgery; Health

status; Quality of life.

P.007 WEIGHT AS A PREDICTOR OF PERCEIVED
DISCRIMINATION

PRESENTER: E. Deveci

Co-authors: B. Tekeş

Işık University, Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Department of Psychology, İstanbul,

Turkey

Introduction: People who have weight problems suffer from discrimination. This

perceived discrimination leads to avoiding social and work life and complicate

losing weight.

Objectives: The aim of this study is investing the effect of bodymass index (BMI),

automatic thoughts and on individual perceived discrimination.

Methods: The data collection instruments were Demographic Information

Form, Perceived Discrimination Scale and Automatic Thoughts

Questionnaire.

Results: The preliminary analyses were conducted on 129 female, 56men a total

of 185 participants (17–66 years, mean/SD: 28.86/8.4). BMI changes from 18.51

to 50.32 (Mean/SD: 25.19/5.5). The stepwise regression analysis revealed that

BMI, collective perceived discrimination and hopelessness were positively, age

was negatively predicting the level of individual’s perceived discrimination and

these variables explained 43 % of total variance. Additionally, it is investigated

how related demographics have an effect on BMI>35. Prevalence of overweight

when theywere child found as 66.7%. Also, 75% of themconsidered themselves

have too much weight and having weight problems for more than 5 years.

Conclusion: According to related literature, people who considered themselves

discriminate because of their weight, are negatively affected about their treatment

compliance. It is important to estimate psychological factors surrounded obese

people.

Key words: Obesity, Perceived discrimination, Automatic thoughts, Weight prob-

lems, Hopelessness

P.008 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY SURGERY EFFECTIVENESS
ONWEIGHT LOSS

PRESENTER: M. Espantoso de Fitts

Co-authors: G. Salinas, L. Saavedra, P.F. Dongo, M.L. Bardelli, V.S. Vargas, P.S.

Dongo, E. Piskulich, H. Agurto

Clinica Avendaño, Lima, Peru

Introduction: In Lima, Perú obesity rates are ascending mostly among adults 30–

59 years old (19.8 %, 2010–2011). Our outpatient clinic has performed 809 SG

from 2005 to 2013. Results on SG efficacy in Peru have not yet been published.

Objectives: Determine the effectiveness of sleeve gastrectomy surgery (SG) on

weight loss followed bymultidisciplinary team in an outpatient clinic. Determine its

relationship with dietician attendance.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of 227 cases from 2011 to 2013, determination

of%EWL,%BMIL and%EBMIL and attendance frequency to dietician controls at

3, 6, 12 and 24months after surgery, four time mixed linear effect model (MLEM)

for sex and age.

Results: One hundred twelve cases (65 %) accomplished inclusion criteria, aver-

age BMI was 40,85 kg/mt2 (DS=8,43) for men and 36,36 (DS=5,59) for women.
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Main drop %BMIL at third month (20,45%m.–19,35%w.).

Sixth month 25,31%m.–26,17%w., first year 28,45%m.–28,71%w.

No signification difference %BMIL according to sex or age.

MLEM shows significative reduction on BMI until 12th month, BMI reduc-

tion of 10.98p. on third month, 14.52p. on sixth month and 15.69p. on

twelfth month. Reduced attendance after on year blocked tests for 24 m.

weight loss calculation. More variables needed to establish any relation-

ship between weight loss and dietician attendance.

Conclusion:Considering%EWL as one of the quality successmarkers for weight

loss, we can affirm that SG surgeries performed in our center are an efficient

treatment for obesity.

P.009 BARIATRIC SURGERY AND ENDOTHELIAL
RESPONSE

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos

Co-authors: E.J. Ilias, W. Freitas, P. Kassab, C.A. Malheiros, O. Prado Castro

Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Endothelial function is a precociously altered factor in atherosclero-

sis, which can vary according to changes in patients’ physical and biochemical

state. Currently, the endothelium has been characterized as the modulator of

some cardio-vascular system’s functions, such as: vascular tonus; cell prolifera-

tion; myocardial function; blood clotting; inflammation; and also participate in the

immune response.

Objectives: To assess the behavior of the endothelial function in morbidly obese

patients prior to and 6 months after gastroplasty by analyzing their brachial

activity as measured by Doppler ultrasound.

Methods: Twenty-five obese patients were studied, among whom 23 were fe-

males and twomales, 39 +/ 9.7 years of age (23–58 years); BMI 47.5 +/ 6.2; 133.9

+/ 10.5 cm waist circumference. Brachial activity was assessed by ultra-sound

measurements. Glycemia and cholesterol levels were also determined.

Results: The patients were evaluated both pre- and postoperatively (6 months

after surgery). There was a weight reduction from 127 +/ 22.5 kg to 85.3 +/ 20 kg;

and BMI from 47.5 +/ 6.2 to 31.7 +/ 5.7 kg/m2. Laboratory test results showed a

significant decrease in glucose levels (98.3 +/ 26.6 to 84.3+/ 8.6); total cholesterol

(from 180.4 +/ 40.9 to 151 +/ 2.4); and LDL (109.5 +/ 40 to 87.6 +/ 21). There was

observed an improvement in endothelium-dependent vasoldilation (from 11.6 %

+/ 6.8 % to 25.6 % +/ 8.5 %; p<0.05).
Conclusion:Weight loss following gastroplasty was associatedwith a reduction in

total cholesterol and LDL levels, and consequently improved endothelial function.

P.010 PHYSIOTHERAPHIC EVALUATION OF BARIATRIC
PATIENTS IN A BRAZILIAN PUBLIC HOSPITAL

PRESENTER: D.A. Ferreira

Co-authors: A.N. Messias, S. Vicencio, L.V. Coelho, L.V. de Freitas, A. Trotte, E.

Coimbra

Hospital Federal dos Servidores do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Introduction:Bariatric Surgery patients present a higher prevalence of pulmonary

disease. Pre-operative prepare including respiratory evaluation and physiothera-

py prepare can improve obese patients condition.

Objectives: Acess the physiotheraphic evaluation of patients on a public bariatric

program.

Methods: Bariatric surgery program patients at a public Brazilian hospital were

evaluated about their medical history. Clinical workup included chest x-rays and

spirometry, before physiotherapy prepare. Epidemical and clinical data of the first

48 obese patients was analyzed retrospectively.

Results:Most patients were female 91,7 %, mean age of 41.4+/8.9 years, mean

weight of 119.6 +/19,0 kg and baseline mean BMI was 45.3 +/ 6,6Kg/m2. 27,1 %

of the patients had previous respiratory condition and 16,7 % were former

smokers.

Patients were analyzed in relation theirs previous pulmonary conditions during

anamnesis. There was no difference between gender, age or former smokers

between groups, however, there was a tendency of a higher BMI (p=0,056) in the
group with related pulmonary condition. This group with pulmonary condition also

had a higher prevalence of alterations in the spirometry (p=0,012).
Conclusion: Directed medical history and spirometry can be important markers

for the evaluation of the pre operative physiotherapy in patients with related

pulmonary disease.

P.011 RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF POST BARIATRIC
NUTRITION STATUS

PRESENTER: M. Goel

Co-authors: R. Goel, S. Dharia

Nova Specialty Hospital, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction: Though science of nutrition is well researched, bariatric nutrition

remains a matter of intense debate. Nutritional deficiencies are reported in

various studies & is a major deterrent in acceptance of bariatric surgery by

masses.

Objectives: To establish that post bariatric patient has better nutrition status in all

compliant patients. We analysed our data for reported deficiencies & objective

evidence and compared with published studies.

Methods: Follow up data of all patients operated in last 4 years at our center was

retrospectively analysed for reported signs & symptoms of macro/micro nutrient

deficiencies besides evaluation of reports of investigations routinely performed at

specific intervals. The clinical parameters used were hair fall, bone pain, ankle

swelling, weakness in legs etc. while reports of vit D, calcium, parathyroid hor-

mone, vit B12, proteins etc. were analysed.

Results:Majority of patients had multiple pre-op deficiencies including vit B12, vit

D, raised parathyroid hormone, low Hb, low protein levels etc. Though follow up

rate after 1 year was moderate, significant improvement was seen across all

parameters in most patients. This can be attributed to emphasis on regular

supplement intake, follow up visits, counselling, support group meetings etc.

Conclusion: Contrary to popular perception, post bariatric nutrition status can be

better that pre-op status. Most of patients presenting for bariatric surgery have

gone through cycles of unsupervised dieting, starvation, excessive physical

activity etc. While bariatric team’s constant supervision & counselling helps

improve their health status after surgery.

P.012 SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF PATIENTS
UNDERGOING PREPARATION FOR BARIATRIC
SURGERY AT SANTA CASA DE SÃO PAULO

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, C.A. Malheiros1, W.L. Bruscato1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity is a Public Health problem worldwide, and over the past

years the incidence of this disease increased in Brazil. In view of this, tracing the

social-demographic profile of the candidates for bariatric surgery enables a better

definition of this obese population.

Objectives:Define the socio-demographic profile of patients who underwent prep-

aration for bariatric surgery in 2013 at the hospital of Santa Casa de São Paulo.

Methods: One hundred forty-three patients who were candidates for bariatric

surgery were studied through a socio-demographic form prepared by the re-

searchers. The following variables were analyzed: gender, marital status, race,

age, education, occupational situation and BMI.

Results: Gender: women (88.1 %) and men (11.9 %). Marital status: single

(33.1 %), married (47.2 %), widowed (7.7 %) and separated (12 %). Race: white

(55.3 %), black (18.4 %), mulatto (25.5 %) and yellow (0.7 %). Age: an average of

43 years. Education: illiterates (1.4 %), incomplete elementary school (28.6 %),
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complete elementary school (15.7%), incomplete high school (5%), complete high

school (36.4 %), incomplete higher education (5%) and complete higher education

(7.9 %). Occupational situation: student (1.4 %), employed (40.6 %), unemployed

(19.6 %), on leave (6.3 %), self-employed (7 %), house wife (18.9 %) and retired

(6.3 %). BMI: overall average of 49.1 kg/m2.

Conclusion: The profile of the patients is: women, white, adults, married, average

age of 43 years, complete high school, active occupational situation and morbid

obesity.

P.013 PSYCHIATRIC ASSESSMENT IN THE PREPARATION
OF MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS FOR BARIATRIC
SURGERY: EXPERIENCE OF SANTA CASA DE SÃO
PAULO

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, C.A. Malheiros1, W.L. Bruscato1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Patients candidates for bariatric surgery must undergo a

multiprofessional assessment (surgeon, endocrinologist, nutritionist and psychol-

ogist) to verify if they are able to undergo the surgery and handle its conse-

quences. After such assessment, the professionals involved may request a

psychiatric assessment when they identify acute anxiety symptoms associated

or not with depression and moderate-to-severe binge eating behavior symptoms.

Objectives: Identify the main reasons for sending morbid obesity patients to

Psychiatric Care after they undergo a psychological assessment when preparing

for bariatric surgery and verify the need for having a psychiatrist in the team.

Methods: There was the use of 143 psychological assessment protocols for

bariatric surgery, and the following items were taken into account: psychological

diagnosis; results from the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HAD) and

Binge Eating Scale (BES); the sending of patients to Psychiatric Care.

Results: Psychological diagnosis: 49.7 % of the patients showed some type of

emotional problem. HAD: 21.2 % showed elevated anxiety and/or depression

symptoms. BES: 21.2% showedmoderate-to-severe symptoms related to binge-

eating episodes. The sending of patients to Psychiatric Care: 45.5 % were

assessed by a psychiatrist and showed elevated depression and/or anxiety

episodes and moderate-to-severe binge-eating episodes.

Conclusion: This data corroborates the assumptions made in the psychological

assessment and indicates the importance of having a psychiatrist in the team.

P.014 THE IMPORTANCE OF AN INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM
TO REDUCE THE WEIGHT OF MORBID OBESITY
PATIENTS DURING PRE-BARIATRIC SURGERY
PREPARATION

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi2, E.J. Ilias2, W.R. Freitas Junior2, V.A.

Amaral de Paula2, P.C. Souza1, C.A. Malheiros2, W.L. Bruscato2

1Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Providing an interdisciplinary treatment to patients candidates for

bariatric surgery is related to more satisfactory post-surgery results. The role of

the interprofessional team during pre-surgery goes beyond assessment, and

involves assistance regarding the surgery and its post-surgery care, as well as

care toward the psychological, nutritional and physical factors that interfere with

both the etiology and the development of the disease in each patient. This

treatment, at the hospital Santa Casa de São Paulo, is made through individual

appointments and an interdisciplinary group.

Objectives: Compare weight and BMI of the patients before and after the inter-

vention of the interdisciplinary team.

Methods: The weight and BMI of 143 patients weremeasured, during the screen-

ing visit and after the intervention of the interdisciplinary team in the treatment for

the bariatric surgery. For the statistical analysis the Student’s t-test was used, with
p<0.05 significance level.

Results:Before the intervention of the interdisciplinary team the averageweight of

the patients was 129.8 kg with average BMI of 49,6 kg/m2. After visits to the

medical team, the nutritionist and the psychologist, as well as to the interdisci-

plinary team, the patients reduce their weight to 126.6 kg and their BMI to 48.4 kg/

m2 (p<0.0001).
Conclusion: There was weight and BMI loss in patients after the pre-surgery

interdisciplinary treatment was conducted, showing the importance of the inter-

disciplinary team regarding the patient’s adjustment to the conditions to be faced

post-surgery.

P.015 PHASE OF LIFE IN WHICH PATIENTS CANDIDATES
FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY BECAME OBESE AT THE
SANTA CASA DE SÃO PAULO

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, W.L. Bruscato1, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction:Obesity is considered a chronic disease, with multifactorial etiology,

which affects patients in any phase of life. During psychological assessment,

before the bariatric surgery is performed, another investigation ismade to find out

in which phase of a patient’s life weight-gaining began.

Objectives: Define in which phase of patients’ lives they became obese,

regarding patients served in 2013 at the hospital Santa Casa de São

Paulo.

Methods: There was the use of 143 psychological assessment protocols for

obesity surgery, and these protocols identified the phase of life when patients

became obese.

Results: 4.2% of the patients have been obese since birth; 21.7% becameobese

in adolescence, and 52.4 % became obese in adulthood.

Conclusion: Most patients developed obesity in adulthood according to the

studied sample.

P.016 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
SITUATIONAL DIAGNOSIS AND THE BMI OF
MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, W.L. Bruscato1, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
6Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction:Obesity is associatedwith the high prevalence of psychopathologies

and the negative impact in quality of life. Obese people have greater risk of having

psychic distress, and their mental health worsens when their level of obesity

increases. During the pre bariatric surgery psychological assessment, a psycho-

logical situational diagnosis is applied, and it comprises the examination of the

psychological condition of the patient and the planning of the therapeutic conduct.

Objectives: Relating the psychological situational diagnosis and the BMI level of

obese patients before bariatric surgery.

Methods: There was the use of 141 psychological assessment protocols for

bariatric surgery, and these protocols were analyzed in relation to the following

items: BMI and situational psychological diagnosis.

Results: 21.7 % of the patients showed an average BMI of 49.5 kg/m2

and were diagnosed with anxiogenic depression; 1.4 % showed adjust-

ment disorders and an average BMI 59.5 kg/m2; 4.2 % had a particular

cognitive deficit and BMI of 47.5 kg/m2; 8.4 % had another type of

mental disorder and average BMI of 48.2 kg/m2; 3.5 % had emotional

difficulties and average BMI of 50.6 kg/m2; 6.3 % who did not join the

treatment had average BMI of 47.3 kg/m2; 2.8 % had family conflicts and
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average BMI of 51.3 kg/m2; 50.3 % accepted and/or understood the

disease well and had average BMI of 49.8 kg/m2.

Conclusion:Half of the obese patients with higher severity index were diagnosed

with at least one psychological disorder and the more severe the obesity, the

greater the indication of any psychological disorder.

P.017 FACTORS ATTRIBUTED BY PATIENTS CANDIDATES
FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY AS THE CAUSE OF THEIR
OBESITY

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, W.L. Bruscato1, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction:Obesity is considered a chronic disease, with multifactorial etiology,

and thatmay lead to the development of severe diseases thatmight cause death.

For some obese patients, surgery is their last chance of treatment. Since the

disease is caused by the association of two or more factors, be them organic,

psychological, cultural, social or behavioral, it is pertinent to have an interdisci-

plinary team act in the preparation and assessment of the obese patient, toward

the perception of what were the reasons attributed to the development of the

disease.

Objectives: Examine the perception of patients on the cause of their obesity.

Methods:Analysis of the protocols of the143patients candidates for bariatric surgery,
and who submitted themselves to a pre-surgery psychological assessment. The

protocol was prepared by the authors for such purpose.

Results: The sample comprised 11.9 % men and 88.1 % women; 28.7 % of the

patients attributed their obesity exclusively to bad eating habits; 36.4 % to

hyperphagia and pregnancy; 20.3 % to hyperphagia, genetics and sedentary

lifestyle; 9.8 % to hyperphagia, genetics, anxiety, pregnancy; 4.9 % to bad eating

habits, pregnancy, hyperphagia, genetics, sedentary lifestyle, depression and

anxiety.

Conclusion:This data shows thatmost patients perceive the association of two or

more factors for the development of their obesity; the factors most cited as the

cause of their obesity were: bad eating habits, pregnancy and hyperphagia.

However, most of them do not include psychological factors, thus patients do

not perceive the association of behavioral and/or psychological factors with the

cause of their obesity.

P.018 EATING ROUTINE OFMORBID OBESE PATIENTS AND
ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH WEIGHT LOSS AFTER THE
INTERVENTION OF THE INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM

PRESENTER: K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1

Co-authors: A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, E.J. Ilias1, W.R. Freitas Junior1, V.A.

Amaral de Paula1, P.C. Souza2, W.L. Bruscato1, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade deMedicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Patients candidates for bariatric surgery undergo preparation with a

multiprofessional team, aiming to lose weight guided by a physician, a nutritionist

and a psychologist. For most patients, prior attempts to lose weight were made

without the guidance of these professionals.

Objectives: Verify in patients without an eating plan how much they engaged

themselves in the treatment after the clinical intervention by the interdisciplinary

team in comparisonwith the patients who already had a certain eating plan or had

the habit to eat excessively driven by emotional factors.

Methods: There was the use of the “eating routine” item of the 72 psychological

assessments for the obesity surgery and calculation of the patients’ weight before

and after the interdisciplinary group prepared for bariatric surgery.

Results: 73.6 % of the patients who already had a certain eating routine before

being prepared by the interdisciplinary group lost—after intervention by the

team—2.5 kg in average; on the other hand, 22.2 % of the patients without an

eating plan lost 3.6 kg in average; 4.1 % of the patients who binge-ate after an

emotional crisis lost 2.3 kg in average.

Conclusion: It was verified that the patients without an eating plan, after the

intervention of the interdisciplinary team, showed better engagement in the

treatment and consequently had greater weight loss. Meanwhile, patients who

already had a certain eating plan and ate more after an emotional distress

showed less satisfactory engagement in the treatment and lost less weight after

the intervention of the team.

P.019 BODY COMPOSITION PROFILE THROUGH
BIOIMPEDANCE OF PATIENTS CANDIDATE TO
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: E.J. Ilias1

Co-authors: M. Fernandez1, A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1,

W.R. Freitas Junior1, P.C. Souza2, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: The assessment of nutritional status can be accomplished with the

use of clinical, laboratory and instrumental indicators. Among the methods,

bioimpedance stands out as a non-invasive, painless, fast, safe and simple

method. It can estimate body composition of patients with extreme obesity with

specific equations according to Kyle et al. (2004).

Objectives: Estimate the body composition through bioelectrical impedance of

patients candidate to bariatric surgery.

Methods:A sample consisting of 56 patients of both sexes, aged between 28 and

72 years, scheduled for bariatric surgery with BMI>40 kg/m2. The following

variableswere analyzed: body fat percentage, lean bodymass (LBM) percentage

and body water percentage.

Results: 42 patients had body fat between 40 and 49 %, three patients had

<40 % and 11 patients had 50–60 %. According to the profile of the study

group recommendation of body fat is 13–31 % on average. 21 patients had

between 40 and 49 % lean mass, 33 patients had 50–79 % lean mass, two

patients with <40 % of lean body mass. According to the profile of the study

group recommendation of lean body mass is 69–88 % on average. Four-

teen patients had 40–49 % body water, 36 patients had <40 % of body

water and six patients had >50 %. According to the profile of the study

group recommendation of body water is 50–55 % on average.

Conclusion: The instrumental method of bioimpedance can be used in candi-

dates for bariatric surgery in combination with other methods of assessment in

order to define body profile and the risk of developing cardiovascular disease.

P.020 INFLUENCEOFDIETARYPRACTICESONBODYMASS
INDEX (BMI) OFPATIENTSCANDIDATETOBARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: E.J. Ilias1

Co-authors: M. Fernandez1, A.M. Akamine Takahashi1, K.S. Hidaka Uwagoya1,

W.R. Freitas Junior1, P.C. Souza2, C.A. Malheiros1

1Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericordia de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Santo Amaro, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Patients Candidates for bariatric surgery perform multidisciplinary

assessment that includes: a complete history (anamnesis), the study of the eating

routine, initial BMI, family history, clinical examination and psychological aspects.

This study aimed to verify whether dietary routine influences theweight of patients

candidates for surgery.

Objectives: To relate the BMI with eating routine.

Methods: Weight and height of 74 patients were measured and BMI calculated.

The feeding routinewas questioned by the protocol developed by the authors and

then, compared the BMI and eating routine.

Results: 18.9 % of patients underwent three meals per day with an average

BMI=49.3; 35.1 % had three meals a day, with an occasional snack

between meals with an average BMI of 50.5; 17.6 % had three meals a
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day with regular snacks between meals with an average BMI of 48; 17.6 %

did not have any food planning with an average BMI of 48.6; 5.4 % had the

habit of eating all day, various types of food and no measurement of

quantity, with an average BMI of 49.8; 5.5 % ate wildly (without control)

after an emotional crisis, with an average BMI of 48.

Conclusion: Different dietary routines did not affect BMI among patients before

surgery.

P.021 CONFUTING THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE FABLE A
SLOW START PREDICTS A POOR OUTCOME!
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF WEIGHT TREND
POST RYGB IN A LONDON COHORT

PRESENTER: L.A. Jones

Co-authors: E.M. Atherton, A. Connolly

Whittington Health, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Interest in factors predicting success following bariatric sur-

gery has led to research in this area. Mor et al. (2012) identified pre-

operative BMI, gender and weight-loss at 1st post-operative visit as

predictive factors for 1 year weight loss (North Carolina, USA).

Objectives:Primary aim-establish whether early post-operative weight loss predict-

ed success, at 1+2 years post-operatively in our London, UK cohort.

Secondary outcome-develop trend lines for charting current patients’ weight loss

at various stages to predict outcome.

Methods: Consecutive sample undergoing RYGB (primary procedure) in

2011 (n=83) were used for data collection/analysis. Weight/% excess body

weight (EBW) loss data were collected at 1st appt, date of surgery, 3 weeks

post-op, 3 months post-op, 6 months post-op, 12 months post-op and

24 months post-op. Scatter charts with regression lines, Pearson correla-

tion co-efficients and coefficients of determination demonstrated the rela-

tionship and predictive value between early post-operative weight loss and

medium term (1+2 year) weight outcomes.

Results: Eighty-two patients were analysed (one lost to follow-up). High correla-

tion found between 3 week+1 year (r=0.63), 3 month+1 year (r=0.81) and
3 month+2 year (r=0.61) data with medium correlation demonstrated between

3 week+2 year data (r=0.49). Corresponding high predictive values were found

(r2), with 3 month weight accounting for 65.6 % of the variation seen at 1 year

post-operatively. Percentiles% EBW lost (10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th) calculated

for all time points allow prediction of weight-loss trends.

Conclusion: %EBW lost at early post-operative visits correlates with medium-

term outcomes. Correlations are highest at 1 year data, hypothesized to relate to

weight regain occurring by 2 years, reducing correlation strength. Results aid

targeting interventions at those showing poor initial weight loss to improve

outcomes.

P.022 IT’S HELPFUL TO USE BIPG (BARIATRIC INPATIENT
PREPARATION GROUP) EDUCATION SESSION
PREOPERATIVELY

PRESENTER: Y. Koak

Co-authors: C. Fong, A. Myers, T. Puplampu, C. Jyamfi-Jones, L. Carstairs

Homerton Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Preoperative education for bariatric patients help to increase

patient’s awareness of changes in lifestyle required after surgery. BIPG is

delivered by the Bariatric nurses, dietitians and physiotherapist around 6–

8 weeks before surgery for the immediate recovery phase. It’s not known if

BIPG is helpful to the patients and a survey was performed.

Objectives: Has the content delivered in BIPG enhanced patient experience?

& Did BIPG have any impact on the length of stay after surgery?

& Was BIPG delivered timely for patients and staff?

Methods: Seventy-one patient questionnaires were collected from Oct to Dec

2013 following a staff focus group to evaluate how effective is our bariatric unit in

preparing patients at BIPG.

Results: 96 % patients felt the session prepared them for surgery; 94 %

felt this session prepared them timely; 97 % felt they had enough time to

learn about the nursing, diet and physiotherapy perspectives in the

session; 98 % felt they were made aware of what to expect before and

after surgery from the session and getting questions answered before

surgery. Suggestions made by the patients and staff were acted upon.

The average length of stay was improved from 4.2 to 3.6 days since

BIPG was implemented in Feb 2011.

Conclusion: BIPG engages patients using a multidisciplinary approach. It was

informative for the patients, well received and delivered timely for patients and

staff. It improved length of stay from 4.2 to 3.6 days since Feb 2011. BIPG was

helpful in educating preoperative bariatric patients.

P.023 PROFILE OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN PATIENTS PRE
AND POST BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, L.V. Rodrigues, J.R. e Silva, B.F. Maranhão,

Y.A. de Oliveira, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: The physical exercise is an important way of helping to lose the

weight excess in bariatric patients. We analyzed the profile of physical activity in

patients with pre-operative and post using a questionnaire.

Objectives: Evaluate the profile of physical activity in patients pre and post

bariatric surgery.

Methods: Ninety-nine questionnaires were administered to patients pre-and

postoperatively, of which 46 were preoperatively and 53 post. It was asked about

motivation, obstacles, importance, objectives for performing physical activity. It

was also asked if they practiced physical activity at the time, which was their

favorite and some desired place to do the exercises.

Results: 45 % of non-operated patients were involved in physical activity, while

67 % of operated did it. The average score given to the importance of physical

activity in general from the unoperated was 9.1 and it was 9.3 from the operated

on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 meant no importance and 10 as extremely

important. It was performed a similar scale tomeasure howmotivated the patients

felt to do physical activity, and it was obtained 6.7 for those who had not under-

gone surgery against 7.1 for the operated.

Conclusion: Bariatric patients tend to performmore physical activity after surgery

than before it, for many reasons. Even though it was not statistically significant,

there is a tendency of people to feel more motivated on exercising after the

bariatric surgery and they also seem to understand the importance of the physical

activities.

P.024 ASSESSMENT OF BODY COMPOSITION PRE AND
POST BARIATRIC SURGERY AND METABOLIC

PRESENTER: A. Machado2

Co-authors: C. Rossoni1, D.S. Casagrande1, C.C. Mottin1

1Catolic Pontificie University, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
2Federal University of Santa Maria, Santa Maria, RS, Brazil

Introduction: The effect of weight reduction in patients after Gastric By-

pass is similar in several studies, different effects on body composition.

Objectives: To assess body composition pre and post bariatric surgery and its

relationship with body mass index, age and gender.

Methods: historical cohort, 54 patients underwent gastric bypass. Patient

data and body composition (Body In 520 Biospace ) were obtained from

patient charts, in time intervals of pre-operative (T0), after surgery 12

(T12) and 24 months (T24).

Results:Positive correlationwas foundbetweenBMI andpercentage of leanmassT0

(r=0.30, p=0.025), T12 (r=0.43, p=0.001) and T24 (r=0.33, p=0.016) and body fat

mass T0 (r=0.48, p < 0.001), T12 (r=0.49, p<0.001), T24 (r=0.53, p < 0.001) as well

as betweenage and the percentage of leanmassT0 (r=0.33,p=0.015), T12 (r=0.31,
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p=0.022), T24 (r=0.28, p=0.039). The variables of body composition between gen-

ders, was found that the differences just occur from T0, for T12 and T24.

Conclusion: changes in body composition in morbid obese before and after

bariatric surgery are similar to those found in the general population, independent

of time postoperatively.

P.025 A PILOT EVALUATION OF A DIALECTICAL BEHAVIOR
THERAPY (DBT) SKILLS TRAINING GROUP FOR
PATIENTS PRESENTING FOR BARIATRIC SERVICES

PRESENTER: M. McMahan1

Co-authors: A. Mushquash2

1Thunder Bay Regional Health Sciences Centre, Thunder Bay, ON, Canada
2St. Joseph’s Health Centre, Thunder Bay, ON, Canada

Introduction: Among patients seeking bariatric services, binge eating is common

and often associated with negative outcomes after bariatric services. Despite this

recognition, interventions targeting binge eating and associated psychosocial

factors are not routinely offered through bariatric services. Evidence suggests

that Dialectical Behaviour Therapy (DBT) skills training is effective in reducing

binge eating and improving psychosocial functioning. However, evidence

supporting DBTskills training among bariatric patients is not available.

Objectives: The present study examined whether a pilot DBTskills group contrib-

utes to reduced binge eating and improved psychosocial functioning among

patients seeking bariatric services.

Methods: Patients meeting criteria for Binge Eating Disorder and waiting for

bariatric services were given an opportunity to participate in the DBTskills group.

The DBT skills group occurred weekly, for 10 weeks. Sessions focused on

developing skills in Mindfulness, Emotion Regulation, Distress Tolerance, and

Interpersonal Effectiveness.

Results:Participant retention was high throughout the duration of the group. From
pre- to post-group, participants showed significant reductions in the primary

outcome of binge eating. In addition, results suggest a trend towards improve-

ments in negative mood regulation and depressive symptoms.

Conclusion: Preliminary results from this pilot study suggest that among patients

seeking bariatric services, a brief DBT skills group has the potential to reduce

binge eating, a behaviour often linked to poorer outcomes in bariatric services.

Further research including follow-up is warranted. Results could point to possibil-

ities on how to further improve well-being and maximize long-term weight-loss in

those participating in bariatric services.

P.026 MEAL VOLUME SIZE OF MORBIDLY OBESE
INDIVIDUALS SCHEDULED FOR BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Mitchell

HSCM, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: Bariatric surgery generally impacts on decreasing gastric capacity

to induce smaller volumes of food ingested during meal times. Little is known on

the pre-op meal pattern and meal sizes.

Objectives: The present study seeks to explore the relationship between morbid

obesity and food volumes eaten per meal.

Methods: The observational retrospective study took place in a bariatric surgery

out-patient hospital center (Montreal, Canada) using patient chart data from the

initial nutrition evaluation. The study included 83 subjects (55 women and 28

men) aged 16 to 62 years old with BMI ranging from39.5 to 82.3 kg/m2. Themeal

volume sizes excluded liquids and were self-reported using visual aids. Data was

analyzed through PASW 18.0 statistics software.

Results: The mean volumes of solid foods consumed per meal were: 1.4 cups at

breakfast, 3.0 cups at lunch and 4.5 cups at supper. During breakfast, 30.9 % of

subjects reported no solid food (0 cups), 24.7 % reported consuming 1.5 cups of

solid food and 19.8 % reported consuming two cups worth of solid food. Supper

volumes were the largest; 37.1 % of subjects were reaching or exceeding four

cups (1 l) of solid food consumed.

Conclusion:Results are coherent with that of the binge eating disorder (BED)meal

pattern, characterized by little or no food at the beginning of the day and excessive

food consumption later. The BEDmeal pattern is often linked to morbid obesity and

may lead to enlarged gastric capacity through greater volumes of foods consumed.

P.027 ASSOCIATION OF DIABETES MELLITUS,
HYPERTENTION, SLEEP APNEA AND TOOTH LOSS IN
CLASS III OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: C.R. Passeri2

Co-authors: A.R. Freitas1, J.M. Yamashita1, A.S. Peres1, J. Caracik2, S.C. Sales

Peres1

1Bauru School of Dentistry, USP, Bauru, SP, Brazil
2Amaral Carvalho Hospital, Jaú, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Morbid obesity is a cronic disease related to several health prob-

lems, such as: diabetes, hypertension, sleep apnea, cancer and oral health

status, among others. Good chewing is mandatory to whom will undergo a

bariatric surgery, then it must previosly be evaluated by multiprofessional team.

Objectives: The present study aimed to assess the correlation between tooth loss

and diabetes mellitus, hypertension and sleep apnea in class III obese patients.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional study and the sample was composed of 578

obese candidates for bariatric surgery attended to in the Public Health System of

Brazil. These patients presented low socioeconomic and education levels. The

variables of age, gender, BMI, time of obesity, diabetes, hypertention, sleep

apnea, current or former smoking and alcohol habits and tooth loss were evalu-

ated. The odds ratio and chi-square test were adopted (P<0.05).
Results: Of the patients, 80.45 % was female, the mean age was 39.48±10.33,

BMI 51.36±8.56 and 69.38 % underwent some kind of surgery at least 10 years

or more ago. Sleep apnea was found in 67.65 %, hypertension in 28.89 % and

diabetes in 27.85 %. Smoking and consumption of alcohol were found in 77.51%

and 8.48 %, respectively. The patients showed at least one missing tooth in

69.72 %. Tooth loss was significantly associated with diabetes, hypertension

and sleep apnea (p<0.05). The patients with diabetes or hypertention were twice

prevalent to present tooth loss.

Conclusion:These systemic conditionswere associatedwith tooth loss in class III

obese candidates for bariatric surgery. Further studies should be conducted to

elucidate the pathway to these association.

P.028 IMPACT OF TOOTH LOSS ON QUALITY OF LIFE IN
DIABETIC AND NON-DIABETIC MORBIDLY OBESE
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: C.R. Passeri1

Co-authors: A.R. Freitas3, F.D. Aznar3, J. Caracik1, A.S. Peres3, S.C. Sales

Peres3

1Amaral Carvalho Hospital, Jaú, SP, Brazil
2Faculdade de Odontologia de Bauru - USP, Bauru, Brazil
3Bauru School of Dentistry, USP, Bauru, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity and diabetes are conditions that can heavily impact on the

quality of life, aswell as the tooth loss beyond the aesthetic damage that can bring

psychological harm to individuals.

Objectives: The study aimed to evaluate the impact of tooth loss on quality of life

in diabetic and non-diabetic morbidly obese patients.

Methods: The sample consisted of 50 diabetic and 50 non-diabetic morbidly

obese patients, candidates for bariatric surgery. Anthropometric analysis used

Body Mass Index (BMI). Oral examination included the number of missing teeth.

The questionnaire OHIP-14 was applied to measure quality of life. Data were

analyzed by Mann–Whitney test and Pearson linear correlation (P<0.05).
Results: The BMI for diabetics was 49.29±7.91, while in non-diabetic was 51.52±

8.06. Themean ofmissing teethwas 4.36±4.58 for diabetic and 3.72±3.26 for non-

diabetic. The OHIP-14 were 6.89±7.35 and 6.00±6.79 (diabetic and non-diabetic).

There were no differences between the groups concerning tooth loss. OHIP-14 and
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all domains of the questionnaire in diabetic patients found positively correlated with

the tooth loss (P<0.05).
Conclusion: The tooth loss significantly impacted the quality of life of the diabetes

morbidly obese patients, suggesting the need for dental care given to bariatric

surgery to treat dental problems and improving the quality of life in these individuals.

P.029 CHANGES IN THE COUPLE RELATIONSHIP
FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M.L. Pories

Co-authors: M.A. Rose, J.L. Hodgson

East Carolina University, Greenville, NC, USA

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the most effective intervention for morbid obesity,

resulting in substantial weight loss and the resolution of co-morbid conditions. It is not

clear what impact bariatric surgery and the subsequent life-style changes have on

patients’ couple relationships. The unique contribution of this phenomenological study

was to examine the lived experience of the couple after one member of the couple

underwent bariatric surgery.

Objectives: The unique contribution of this phenomenological study was to ex-

amine the lived experience of the couple after one member of the couple

underwent bariatric surgery.

Methods: Following IRB approval, participants were recruited from the clinic of a

southeastern regional academic bariatric surgery certified center of excellence.

Couples in which one member had undergone bariatric surgery in the preceding

10 months were identified and invited to participate in the study. Ten couples (six

Caucasian, three African-American, one bi-racial) in which one member of the

couple (six male patients, four female) had undergone bariatric surgery in the

prior three to 10 months were interviewed jointly.

Results: The participant couples described the following five emerging thematic

experiences: (a) changes in physical health; (b) changes in emotional health; (c)

changes in eating habits; (d) greater intimacy in the relationship and; (e) the joint

journey. All couples felt their post-operative successwas due to a joint effort on both

members of the couples’ part.

Conclusion: Qualitative research techniques offer new approaches to examine

the biopsychosocial needs of bariatric surgery patients in order to develop

culturally-appropriate interventions to improve the patient’s surgical and

biopsychosocial outcomes.

P.030 PREVALENCE OF METABOLIC SYNDROME IN THE
OBESE INDIAN

PRESENTER: C.a. Remedios1

Co-authors: A. Govil1, 2, M. Lakdawala1

1Centre for Obesity & Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
2Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Indians as a race have a much higher moridity rates at lower BMI’s

as compared to their caucasian counterparts. The reason could be because

indians are more centrally obese.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to determine the prevalence of type 2

diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidemia in an obese Indian population.

Methods: This was retrospective analysis on 3,175 obese patients who presented

at our centre for Bariatric Surgery. Anthropometric measurements, pre-operative

blood parameters, medications and duration of co-morbidities were recorded.

Results: The mean age was 41.22 years. The mean BMI was 42.2 kg/m2. The

female to male ratio was 1.01. All females had a waist circumference of 80 cm or

higher. 99 % of males had a waist circumference equal to or above 85 cm.

The prevalence of all three components of metabolic syndrome–Diabetes, hyperten-

sion and dyslipidemia was 7%. 30%had type 2 diabetes, 93%of thesewere on oral

hypoglycaemic agents or insulin or both. 38 % had a history of hypertension of which

80%were on antihypertensivemedications. 19% of these patients had dyslipidemia,

of which 57 % were on medications.

Conclusion: Central Obesity is one of the major contributing factors for preva-

lence of major components of the metabolic syndrome. Routine investigative

scanning and anthroprometric measurements concentrating on central obesity

should be undertaken to document presence of type 2 diabetes, hypertension

and dyslipidemia in the obese Indian population.

P.031 QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENT IN FOOD INTAKE POST
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN THE INDIAN OBESE
POPULATION

PRESENTER: C.a. Remedios1

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala1, 2, A. Govil1, 2

1Centre for Obesity & Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
2Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: The laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy surgery is particularly

effective for volume eaters as it reduces food intake and appetite.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to qualitatively evaluate the dietary intake of

patients pre and 1 year post sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A retrospective study conducted on 40 obese patients that underwent

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy at our centre between 2010 and 2011. Anthro-

pometric parameters and excess weight loss percent and body fat percent were

measured pre and post surgery. Twenty-four hour diet recall conducted preoper-

atively & 1 year post operatively was evaluated to assess total calories, protein,

carbohydrate and fat.

Results: Mean pre-operative and post operative BMI was 47 kg/m2 34 kg/m2

respectively. Pre-operative Body Fat % was 51 % and post-operative was 40 %.

The mean excess weight loss% at 1 year was 56 %. The mean daily energy

intake pre-operatively was 1,885 kcals and protein intakewas 53 (11%of the total

energy intake) Post operatively total energy intake decreased to 1,101 kcals and

protein intake increased to 65 g (23 % of the total energy intake). Pre-operative

mean daily fat intake was 77 g and postoperatively it reduced to 30 g. Pre-

operatively both genders consumed the same % of carbohydrates, protein and

fat. Post operatively intake of protein increased from11% to 25% in both genders

There was a decrease in % of fat intake from 36 % to 24 % in males and in

females from 36 to 26 %.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy not only results in decreased

quantity of food but also improvement in the quality of food. This could be

attributed to continuous nutritional and dietary follow ups postsurgery.

P.032 LAPARPSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
(LAGB) WITH GASTRIC PLICATION: SHORT-TERM
RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH LAGB ALONE
AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Almulaifi’

Co-authors: W. Lee, J. Chen, K. Ser, J. Tsou, Y. Lee

Min-Sheng General Hospital, National Taiwan University, Taoyuan, Taiwan

Introduction: Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding (LAGB) is the safe but

less effect bariatric surgery.

Objectives: Combining LAGB with gastric plication (LAGB-P) may increase

weight loss compared to LAGB alone.

Methods: Forty-two morbidly obese patients underwent LAGB-P and with follow-

up data of 12 months were compared with matched groups of LAGB alone and

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG).

Results: There were 21 males and 21 females with an average age of 32.6±

9.7 years (range 18 to 58) and a mean BMI of 40.7±6.1 Kg/m2 (range 31.5 to

56.4). The mean operation time was 141.9±24.8 min and hospital stay was 2.3±

1.9 days with two (4.8 %) major complications. There was one (2.4 %) major

complication in the LSG group and none in the LAGB group. The operation time

for LAGB-Pwas longer than for LAGB and LSG (75.6±17.9 and 110.5±22.3 min;

p<0.001). The mean BMI of the LAGB-P group decreased from 40.7 to 29.4 Kg/

m2 at 1-year after surgery, with excess weight loss of 62.6 % which is similar to

the 67.2 % in the LSG group but higher than the 31.7 % of the LAGB group.

Revision surgery was required in 2 (4.8 %) patients in the LAGBP group, none

(0 %) in the LAGB group and 1 (2.4 %) in the LSG group.
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Conclusion: By combining LAGB with gastric plication, LAGB-P can augment the

weight loss of LAGB and is similar to LSG but may increase risk.

P.033 VITAMIN D AND PARATHYROID LEVELS IN THE
INDIAN OBESE POPULATION

PRESENTER: C.a. Remedios1

Co-authors: A. Govil1, 2, M. Lakdawala1, 2

1Centre for Obesity & Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
2Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Vitamin D deficiency is a cause of secondary hyperpar thyroidism

and diseases resulting in impaired bone metabolism.

Objectives: The aim of this study was 1) to find out the overall prevalence of

vitamin D3 deficiency 2) overall prevalence of secondary hyperparathyroidism 3)

to find the relation between vitamin D3 deficiency and serum PTH levels in the

obese Indian population.

Methods: This was a retrospective observational study of 1,500 obese patients.

Anthropometric parameters were recorded. Pre-operative vitamin D3, PTH and calci-

um levels were recorded. Deficiency of vitamin D3 was defined as less than 10 ng/ml

Hyperparathyroidism was defined as more than 88 pg/ml.

Results: The mean BMI was 42.2 kg/m2. The mean vitamin D level was 14 ng/ml

and mean PTH level was 51 pg/ml.

The overall deficiency of vitamin D3 was 27 % and overall hyperparathyroidism

was 17 %.

No co-relationwas foundbetween lowVitaminD3 levels and elevated parathyroid

levels.

Conclusion: There is a high rate of vitamin D3 deficiency in the Indian obese

population independent of secondary hyperparathyroidism.

Vitamin D3 screening should be mandatory prior to bariatric surgery and supple-

mentation should be administered as soon as deficiency is detected even in the

absence of parathyroid levels.

P.034 A LOOK AT THE NORTHEASTERN ONTARIO
BARIATRIC REGIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
TREATMENT CENTRE

PRESENTER: C.F. Richards1

Co-authors: K.A. Loney1, S. Lamoureux1, E. Depatie2, R. Edwards2

1Health Sciences North, Sudbury, ON, Canada
2Northern Ontario School of Medicine Northern Ontario Dietetic Internship Pro-

gram, Sudbury, ON, Canada

Introduction: The centre sent its first patients to surgery in 2012. Within the

program, the patients receive comprehensive initial assessments and post-

operative follow-up care by an interdisciplinary team. Surgical options include

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) and sleeve gastrectomy (SG) performed at

offsite Ontario Bariatric Network Centres of Excellence. The predicted excess

body weight (EBW) loss at 1 year ranges from 50–75 % after a RYGB and 40-

60 % after a SG. Limited literature exists on total body weight (TBW) loss with

reported findings of 32±8 % at 1–2 years post RYGB.

Objectives:Theobjectiveswere to identify thepatient demographicsand todetermine

the EBW loss and TBW loss at 6 months and 1 year post-surgery.

Methods: Two dietetic interns completed a retrospective chart audit (n=41) of all
SBRATC patients from September 2012 to December 2013. The exclusion

criteria included transfer patients or patients that did not have measured weights

within 2 weeks of their scheduled follow-up date. Data analysis was completed

using pivot tables in excel.

Results: The patients’ ages ranged from 21 to 64 years (average 44.7) with

92.7 % being female. The average initial body mass index was 52.1. EBW loss

at 6 months and 1 year was 54.1 % and 64 % for RYGB and 48.1 % and 58.9 %

for SG. TBW loss at 6 months and 1 year was 25.3 % and 29.6 % for RYGB and

25.7 % and 30.2 % for SG.

Conclusion: The EBW loss and TBW loss were consistent with identified expec-

tations within the literature.

P.035 FEASIBILITY OF ORAL REPLACEMENT OF VITAMIN
B12 AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: E.C. Rocha

Centro Integrado de Tratamento da Obesidade, Fortaleza, CE, Brazil

Introduction: It is common thought that surgeries that greatly diminish the area of

the stomach, such as gastric bypass surgery, can lead to failure of oral absorption

of vitamin B12. Our study shows that this is not true.

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the efficacy of weekly oral re-

placement of vitamin B12 in patients undergoing gastric bypass.

Methods: We conducted a retrospective study in which the medical re-

cords of 53 patients undergoing gastric bypass were analyzed in the

period from January to August 2012. Anthropometric data and laboratory

tests preoperatively and 12 months after surgery were collected. All

patients were instructed to orally ingest a single tablet of cyanocobalamin

5,000 mcg (Citoneurim 5,000 IU) once a week.

Results: Of the 53 patients studied, 75.47 % (40) were female and 24.53 % (13)

males. Themean age was 39.6 (± 10.65) years. Themean preoperative BMIwas

40.03 (± 3.89) kg/m2 and after 12 months the average value was 25.78 (±

3.67 kg/m2). Serum levels of vitamin B12 were increased from 481.96 (±

247.60) pg/mL before surgery to 942.49 (± 486.34 pg/mL) 12 months after

surgery.

Conclusion: The concept that oral replacement of vitamin B12 in patients

undergoing surgeries that significantly decrease the stomach area is

being disproven. Indeed, weekly supplementation with high doses of oral

cyanocobalamin increased serum levels of this vitamin in relation to

those seen preoperatively.

P.036 PREVENTING PRESSURE ULCERS IN HOSPITALIZED
OBESE PATIENTS: TESTS OF A DEVICE TOMONITOR
PATIENT POSITION

PRESENTER: M. Rose1

Co-authors: J. Neil1, M. Hand1, R. Castles2, M. Pokorny1, M. Kirkpatrick1, F.

Watkins3

1East Carolina University College of Nursing, Greenville, NC, USA
2East Carolina University College of Engineering, Greenville, NC, USA
3Vidant Medical Center, Greenville, NC, USA

Introduction:Regular turning and repositioning of obese patients is necessary for

prevention of pressure ulcers. A device for monitoring the obese patient’s position

over time would be helpful in quality control.

Objectives: To evaluate an existing instrument for monitoring obese patient’s

body position.

Methods: Ten obese patients were enrolled in the pilot-study, after IRB

approval, from a University Medical Center Sleep Center. The instrument

was affixed to the thigh and recordings taken overnight. Data were

compared to video-recordings taken of the patient for a corresonding

time period. Data were comparable and the device was acceptable to

patients. Placement on the thigh was unacceptable because of extrane-

ous movement of the leg.

In Phase II nine obese patients from theGeneral Rehabilitation Unit were enrolled

and the instrument affixed to the sternum.Recordings of body positionwere taken

overnight and were compared with data from the medical record for the corre-

sponding time period.

Results:While data from the Sleep Center appeared to be valid, in the

Rehabilitation Center data from only four of the nine patients were

comparable to that from the medical record. Two devices either fell

off or were discarded. Moreover, the data were not immediately available to

nurses but required analysis through a special computer program provided by

the device manufacturer, thus limiting its usefullness.

Conclusion: Inadequacy of the existing device led to identification of characteris-

tics of an appropriate body position sensor, including provision of a sustained

audit and feedback loop for the data, accuracy, and patient acceptability. Further

studies are needed.
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P.037 PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF CHANGE IN S. URIC
ACID (UA), INSULIN (I), TRIGLYCERIDE (TG), BMI AND
THEIR CORRELATION AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY (SG) IN MORBIDLY OBESE (MO)
PATIENTS AT ONE YEAR

PRESENTER: P.S. Shah

Co-authors: S. Shah, N.D. Joshi, J. Gangwani, P.N. Shah

Laparo - Obeso Centre, Pune, MH, India

Introduction: Correlation of UA with MO and IR is known. UA is known to

decrease after surgical weight loss. However, there is scarce data about UA

change after SG.

Objectives: To evaluate the change in UA, Insulin, TG and BMI and their corre-

lation after SG.

Methods: 169 MO patients treated at single bariatric unit between Jan 2012 to

Jan 2013 were evaluated prospectively for BMI, UA, TG and Insulin at baseline

and 3, 6 and 12 months after SG.

Results: Out of total 169 patients, 49 patients (29 %) had pre-existing

hyperuriceamia. 4/49 patients who were symptomatic for gout and on medica-

tions had remission at 12 months. 5/49 patients had pre-existing increased

creatinine levels which along with uric acid stabilized at the end of 12 months.

The mean baseline findings for BMI, UA, TG, I (F) and (PP) were 45.52 kg/m2,

8.04 mg/dl, 194 mg/dl, 28.82 mg/dl and 117 mg/dl respectively. At 3, 6 and

12 months, the changes in BMI were 36.12, 32 and 28.8, UA were 5.94, 5.93

and 5.7, TG were 135, 129.2 and 125.1 and I (F)/(PP) were 10.15/20.52, 7.63/

18.9, 7.15/17.4 respectively.

Conclusion: SG can be a safe option to treat hyperuricemia/gout in MO patients

and the improvement in UA, TG and insulin are seen in correlation with BMI.

Further/larger studies are required.

P.038 THE IMPORTANCE OF MEASURING MMA IN
DETECTING VITAMIN B12 DEFICIENCIES

PRESENTER: M. Smelt

Co-authors: A. Boer, M. Said, F. Smulders, S. Nienhuijs

Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Introduction: According to the literature, it is difficult to determine a vitamin B12

(VB12) deficiency at tissue-level for bariatric patients with VB12 levels between

100 and 200 pmol/L.

Measuring plasma VB12 levels is a relative cheap and broadly available

biomarker to assess the VB12 content. However, plasma VB12 concen-

trations poorly correlate with the bioavailable intracellular VB12 content.

To assess the functional VB12 storage, a methylmalonic acid (MMA)

could be measured.

Objectives: Show relevance of MMA measurements to detect VB12

deficiency.

Methods: Since post-bariatric surgery patients frequently show clinical VB12

deficiency while laboratory values are still within the normal ranges, we measure

MMA in patients with VB12 levels between 140 and 300 pmol/L. For lower VB12

levels we give VB12 injections immediately.

We observed 660 patients in a pilot study. All patients have had bariatric

surgery (300 sleeve, 360 gastric bypass) either 6 or 12 months ago.

Information that was taken into account for this research includes com-

plaints, VB12 and MMA levels.

Results: In total 105 patients (=16 %) had VB12 deficiencies based on VB12 or

MMA.Of these patients, 32 patients had aVB12 level below140pmol/L, 73 patients

had a VB12 level between 140–300 pmol/L and MMA levels above 300 nmol/L.

Of these 105 patients, a small group has symptoms like tingling fingers and

extreme fatigue, even patients with normal-high VB12 levels.

Conclusion: This study suggests that if VB12 deficiency is tested, MMA

levels should by default be assessed instead of VB12 levels. If MMA is

measured we can treat VB12 deficiencies earlier and possibly prevent

complaints.

P.039 THE IMPACT OF OBESITY IN LUMBAR LORDOSIS IN
WOMEN

PRESENTER: S. Souza

Co-authors: S.M. Fabris Luiz, M.M. Sakoda, T.L. Silva

Londrina State University, Londrina, PR, Brazil

Introduction:Obesity is a medical condition in which excess body fat has adverse

health effects and is associated with skeletal overload and compensation in the

curvature with limitation in mobility and pain, however few protocols have mea-

sured this deformity.

Objectives:To investigate hyperlordosis inmorbidly obese females in comparison

with age-matched nonobese women.

Methods: Forty four women stratification in two groups was conducted. G1 (n=
22, age 51.2±6.1 years, BMI 52.0±9.1 kg/m2) included morbidly obese bariatric

candidates and G2 (n=22, age 50.4±3.3 years, BMI 22.0±2.0 kg/m2), nonobese

controls. X-rays of the lumbar region were performed in the standing position

including lateral resting posture (R1) and maximum flexion of the trunk (R2).

According to the Cobb technique, tangential lines were drawn on the upper edges

of the vertebral bodies S1 and L1, in both R1 and R2 radiographs, in order to

calculate the lordotic angle.

Results:R1 angle was 50.3±14.1 degrees for G1 and 56.0±11.0 degrees for G2,

without differences. R2 angle diminished to 17.3±4.8 degrees for G1 and to 20.8

±5.3 degrees for G2, a significant change regarding obese cases (P=0.043).
Correlation analysis reinforced BMI links with R2 angle (P=0.049) as well as with
history of back pain (P=0.027).
Conclusion: Obesity has a detrimental impact on lumbar lordosis and such

possible contribution to lumbar pain deserves additional studies.

P.040 OBESITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH URINARY
INCONTINENCE

PRESENTER: S. Souza

Co-authors: S.M. Fabris Luiz, C.R. Alves, V.A. Tolla

Londrina State University, Londrina, PR, Brazil

Introduction:Urinary incontinence iswell documented as a comorbidity of obesity.

Studies demonstrate improvement of incontinency after weight loss.

Objectives: To determine the prevalence of urinary incontinence (UI) in a popu-

lation of patients before and after a bariatric surgery.

Methods: Twenty nine women were invited to participate (age 43.8±6.6 years,

body mass index 51.5±8.2 kg/m2) was evaluated. It comprehended by The

Questionnaire Survey on Female Urinary Frequency and Incontinence (Tomoe

et al., 2005). This tool encompasses ten items covering history, duration, type and

manifestations of urinary continence along with other variables.

Results: Frequency of daytime urination was 8.0±2.4 times (1–20), and at night

4.1±3.7 times (0–5). Uncontrolled loss of urine was reported by 100 % of the

patients, classified as daily in 31%, weekly in 26%, and monthly in the remaining

43 %. Interference of this disorder with daily home chores and external social or

professional activities was defined as serious by 78.9 % of the subjects. Impact

on sexual activities was mentioned as well but it had a lower priority probably

because of overall poor sexual life. In spite of all repercussions, only 10.6% of the

group sought specialized treatment.

Conclusion: Patients after bariatric surgery are more likely to lose a previous diagno-

sis of UI than are obese patients not treated with bariatric surgery. This supports the

fact that bariatric surgery may have other indirect benefits to the obese population.

P.041 SHORT-TERM PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PROGRAMME IN
WOMENWITH METABOLIC SYNDROME

PRESENTER: S. Souza1

Co-authors: S.M. Fabris Luiz1, S.F. Costa2, N.C. Azevedo1, P.P. Louverdi1

1Londrina State University, Londrina, PR, Brazil
2Universidade Regional de Blumenau, Blumenau, Brazil
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Introduction: The metabolic syndrome (MetS) is a major and escalating public-

health and clinical challenge worldwide with surplus energy intake, increasing

obesity, and sedentary life habits.

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of a short programme exercise of women with

metabolic syndrome.

Methods: Twenty-four sedentary female patients, age range 32–55 years, were

invited to participate in a 6-week physical programme. The training consisted of 40–

50-min sessions of aerobic performed three times a week; reaching 50 to 60% of the

heart rate reserve, a total of 18 sessions. Anthropometric data, functional exercise

capacity, general biochemical profile, were evaluated according to standardized pro-

tocols. All assessments were performed before and after the training programme.

Results: The physical programme proved effective in improving the distance and

reducing arterial pressure levels, pulse pressure without modifying heart rate. The

distance covered was significantly greater after the short-term cardiovascular training.

Conclusion: Benefits of aerobic exercise of moderate intensity were seen within only

12 weeks of training in sedentary patients with metabolic syndrome. These findings

indicate that short-term combined aerobic training may represent an important non-

pharmacological approach for treating individuals with metabolic syndrome.

P.044 PSYCHO-SOCIAL CORRELATES OF ADHERENCE TO
TREATMENT AMONG BARIATRIC SURGERY
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: J.S. Todkar1, K.S. Ghorpade1

Co-authors: A. Shobhna2

1Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune, India
2Fergusson College, Pune, India

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is recognised as the best scientific tool for the

treatment of the rapidly growing epidemic-obesity. Post-surgery, Behavioural and

dietetic modifications are required, but pose several adherence challenges. Dif-

ferent nutritional beliefs, food habits, social environment and personality charac-

teristics of the Indian culture demand research in the psycho-social aspects of

bariatric surgery in Indians.

Objectives: This study aims at evaluating various psycho-social aspects of bar-

iatric surgery in Indian Obese patients and the comparison between pre-op and

postoperative status.

Methods: This is a prospective study done in Indian obese patients undergoing

bariatric surgery. (N=34) (M:F=10:24), average age 39 years. Pre-surgery test

packet measuring Perceived Competence (PC) and Autonomous Self-

Regulation concerning enteringweight loss programme (ASR)was administered.

Post-surgery at 15 days, 1 month and 3 month follow-ups congruent with major

diet changes, patients’ Autonomous Self-Regulation concerning continued pro-

gram participation (ASR), Perceived Autonomy Support from the healthcare staff

(PAS) and Social Support (SS) was measured and were simultaneously evalu-

ated for Treatment-Adherence (TA).

Results: PC, ASR, PAS and SS show a strong significant correlation with TA. PAS

andSS contributed 70% (average) of the variance in TA and are its strong predictors.

Conclusion: Internal characteristics of PC and ASR and environmental charac-

teristics of PAS and SS are found to be the psychosocial correlates of TA post

bariatric surgery. Autonomy Support from the bariatric team and family and

friends’ social support predicts TA in these patients Thus it’s necessary to satisfy

the psychological needs of competence, autonomy and relatedness in order to

encourage treatment-adherence post-surgery in bariatric patients.

P.045 THE INCIDENCE OF VITAMIN D AND CALCIUM
DEFICIENCY IN PRE-OPERATIVE BARIATRIC
SURGERY PATIENTS

PRESENTER: N. Walker

Co-authors: E. Govan, R. Ackroyd, K. Patel

Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Sheffield, United Kingdom

Introduction: Nutritional deficiencies including Vitamin D and calcium are widely

reported after bariatric surgery. These are attributed to dietary restriction, food

choices and/or malabsorption.

This potentially places the bariatric surgery population at a greater risk of a

vitamin D and/or calcium deficiency.

Deficiencies can be more resistant to correct postoperatively, if there is

already a pre-existing deficiency. Recent studies found that only 3 % had

micronutrient screening. It is also not routine practice to screen in the UK.

Objectives: Thesewere to identify the incidence of vitamin D and/or calcium deficien-

cies & to determine whether the service should routinely advise all pre and post

operative bariatric patients to take vitamin D and/or calcium supplementation.

Methods: We assessed vitamin D & calcium status in patients with BMI’s of

>45 kg/m2 referred to the Sheffield bariatric surgery service.

Two hundred twelve patients of which 46 (21.6 %) were male, 166 (78.3 %)

female, had pre-operative micronutrient blood screening from October 2011 to

May 2013.

Results: 58 % (n=124) of pre-operative morbidly obese patients had a nutritional

deficiency.

Of the 124 patients with a nutritional deficiency, 96.7%had a vitaminD deficiency.

57 % of patients, with a vitamin D deficiency, 30 % had a primary vitamin D

deficiency.

25% of the nutritionally deficient patients had a calcium and vitamin D deficiency.

Conclusion: All pre-operative patients should have blood screening and appro-

priate supplementation to correct any pre-existing vitamin D/calcium deficiencies.

Pre-operative blood screening and supplementation may reduce the incidence of

vitamin D and/or calcium deficiencies following surgery.

Not all patients require vitamin D and/or calcium supplementation.

P.046 CPAP-THERAPY AS THE FUNCTIONAL FOREPLAY
FOR PATIENTS WITH MORBID OBESITY PREVIOUS
TO BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: E. Zorin1

Co-authors: S. Vostrukhova1, V. Egiev2, Y. Mayorova1, A. Meleshko1

1Treatment and rehabilitation Center of Russian Ministry of Health, Moscow,

Russia
2Moscow State City Hospital #1, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Last decade, incidence of morbid obesity where conservative

treatment is ineffective dramatically increased. Morbid obesity patients

always suffer from syndrome of obstructive sleep apnea (OSAS). Severe

form of OSAS leads to chronic O2-deficiency, that worse for all reparative

processes, and promotes a number of complications.

Objectives: to evaluate role of CPAP-therapy in preoperative foreplay of morbid

obesity patients.

Materials:
Twenty-eight patients with morbid obesity and OSAS.

Inclusion criteria:

& BMI over 40

& The index of de-saturation more than 30 %.

& The average saturation within the night less than 92 %

Exclusion criteria:

& General contra-indications for surgical intervention

The main group consisted of 15 patients, the control–13 patients. There were no

significant differences between groups. The control group included patients with

low compliance to CPAP-therapy.

Methods: Before starting the study, night respiratory monitoring was per-

formed for all patients. Effectiveness of CPAP-therapy was carried out by

monitor pulseoximetry. There was 14-day course of CPAP-therapy in the

main group, then RnY Gastric Bypass was performed. In the control group

RnY Gastric Bypass was performed without CPAP-therapy.

Results:Mean increase in oxygen saturation during night in comparison with

the initial data in the group of CPAP-therapy was +4.8 (+/1,6 %), p‹0,05. In

the main group, postoperative complications were not observed vs five

patients (38 %) in the control group. Duration of staying in hospital in the

main group was 4.8 days less, p < 0.05.

Conclusion: Functional foreplay by CPAP-therapy in morbid obese patients with

OSAS significantly improves the course of the postoperative period.
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P.047 ANESTHESIA RELATED COMPLICATIONS IN
LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY.
DESCRIPTIVE STUDY IN 930 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: L. Guerrero2

Co-authors: R. Villagran1, M. Cariaga2, P. Escobar2, P. Maqueira2, I. Mir2, V.

Olate2, C. Flores1, F. Milla2, P. Fuentes2, M. Yañez1, S. Araya1, C. Ojeda1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery in obese patients has shown good and safe

results. However, both surgical and anesthetic complications exist.

Objectives: Describe the anesthetic complications of obese patients undergoing

laparoscopic bariatric surgery at Clı́nica Antofagasta, Chile, during November

2009–September 2013.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, in 930 obese patients

with body mass index >30 and comorbidities, underwent laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) or Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) with

balanced general anesthesia using propofol 2 mg/kg and TCI (Target Controlled

Infusions) Schnidermodel, rocuronium0.6mg/kg and fentanyl 2mcg/kg by bolus.

Excel was used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Nine hundred thirty patients, 183 male (19.7 %), 747 female

(80.3 %), mean age 35.5 years (14–69), mean BMI 38.7 Kg/m2 (30–64).

Seven hundred seventy-five patients underwent LSG (83.3 %), 155

(LRYGB) (16.7 %). Complications: 24 patients (2.58 %). Respiratory de-

pression eight cases (0.86 %), three of them by recurarization, all with

satisfactory recovery, without reintubation; ten cases of pharyngeal ero-

sions (1.07 %) resolved spontaneously; three dental injuries (0.32 %), one

tracheal migration of partial dental prosthesis (0.10 %) resolved by bron-

choscopy; in two patients (0.21 %) the use of a guide for oral tracheal

intubation was necessary. No cases of mortality associated with anesthesia

in this series.

Conclusion: In our series of 930 patients, the complication rate was 25 per 1,000.

We can conclude that anesthesia is a safe procedure in this kind of patients.

P.048 SLEEP APNOEA—REALLY AN INDICATION FOR HIGH
DEPENDENCY UNIT ADMISSION?

PRESENTER: O.A. Khan

Co-authors: A. Roman, E. McGlone, M. Reddy

Department of Upper GI and Bariatric Surgery, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Bariatric surgery has been shown to ameliorate the symptoms of

sleep apnoea in the morbidly obese and these patients present a significant peri-

operative risk.

Objectives: In our unit, patients requiring continuous positive airway pres-

sure (CPAP) ventilation have been routinely placed in our High Depen-

dency Unit (HDU) following surgery. We prospectively audited the effica-

cy of this policy.

Methods: From January 2009 to October 2012, a total of 24 patients with

CPAP-dependent sleep apnoea underwent bariatric surgery. These patients

were routinely housed in the HDU in the immediate post-operative period.

The peri-operative outcomes of these patients were prospectively recorded

and analysed.

Results: Of the 24 patients (M:13; F:11; mean age: 49±1.6 years), 14 had a

gastric bypass, eight had a sleeve gastrectomy, one had a gastric band insertion

and one had a revision of a gastric bypass. The mean pre-operative body mass

index was 52.2±1.4.

The mean HDU stay was 1.4±0.2 days, during which none of the patients

required inotropic or invasive ventilator support whilst on the high dependency

unit. Following transfer to the ward, five patients developed complications of

which one was readmitted to the HDU with a leak. The overall mean hospital

length of stay was 3.9±0.5 days.

Conclusion: There is significant morbidity associated with bariatric surgery in

patients with sleep apnoea however these occur in the later post-operative

period. Routine immediate post-operative HDU admission is not warranted in this

subgroup of patients.

P.049 SUGGAMADEX VS. NEOSTIGMINE FOR
NEUROMUSCULAR BLOCKADE REVERSAL DURING
SURGERY IN THE HIGH RISK MORBIDLY OBESE

PRESENTER: O.A. Khan

Co-authors: A. Roman, E. McGlone, A.K. Kayal

Department of Upper GI and Bariatric Surgery, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Bariatric patients are at high risk of anaesthetic complications

following reversal of neuromuscular blockade (NMB) during surgery.

Sugammadex is a relatively new agent for reversal of NMB.

Objectives: We undertook a cohort comparison study to compare the physiolog-

ical effects of reversal of the NMB using Sugammadex and Neostigmine (a

traditional anti-cholinesterase inhibitor).

Methods: Twenty consecutive morbidly obese patients undergoing either laparo-

scopic cholecystectomy or bariatric surgery were enrolled. NBM was achieved

with Rocuronium and reversal with Sugammadex. The peak expiratory flow rate

(PEFR) was measured preoperatively, and then serially measurements were

taken at 5, 10 and 15 min following reversal. The cohort was compared with 20

consecutive patients who underwent reversal with Neostigmine and

Glycopyrolate.

Results: Preoperative PEFR were comparable in both groups (p=0.09). The

PEFR after the reversal was delivered was as follows for Sugammadex (%re-

duction in PEFR) vs. Neostigmine and Glycopyrolate (%reduction in PEFR) at:

5min: 45.3±10.1 vs. 62.5±14.0; 10min: 48.5±10.8 vs. 59.3±13.3; 15min: 55.5±

12.4 vs. 46.5±10.4. As shown, the reduction in PEFR was less than the

Sugammadex group and was statistically significant at 15 min (p=0.02).

Conclusion: As compared to Neostigmine, Sugammadex is associated with

better recovery of respiratory function following reversal of NMB of general

anaesthesia in morbidly obese patients. These results suggest Sugammadex

should be the reversal agent of choice in bariatric surgery.

P.050 OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNOEA IN MORBIDLY OBESE
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: P.S. Moreira2

Co-authors: A.C. Sá1, P.V. Reis1, 3, A.C. Midões1, I. Valdoleiros1, A. Santos1, F.

Abelha1, 3

1Hospital de São João, Porto, Portugal
2Hospital de Santo Antonio, Porto, Portugal
3Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: Obesity is a disease and bariatric laparoscopic surgery (BLS) is

considered the most effective treatment. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is

prevalent in obese patients and associated with worse outcomes.

Objectives: Evaluate the incidence of OSA in patients undergoing BLS

and its correlation with post-operative outcomes in Post-anesthesia Care

Unit (PACU).

Methods: After approval by the institutional ethics committee, a prospective ob-

servational study was conducted for 3 months. Exclusion criteria: inability to give

consent or history of pulmonary disease. Sixty-five consecutive patients were

included. Data was collected pre-operatively, intra-operatively and during PACU

stay, including pain, nausea and vomiting (PONV), occurrence of adverse respi-

ratory events (ARE): polypnea, bradypnea, airway obstruction and hypoxia, or

adverse cardiac events (ACE): arrhythmia, angina and cardiac arrest. Descriptive

analysis, student, Mann–Whitney, Fisher’s exact or Chi-square tests were applied.

Results: Twelve patients (18 %) had diagnosis of OSA and seven patients were

treated with Continuous Positive Airway Pressure at home. OSA patients were

older (47 vs. 40, p=0.032) and had STOP-Bang 5 more frequently (69 % vs.

21%, p=0.001). At PACU, OSA patients presented more hypertension (33 % vs.

10 % p=0.036), and required more oxygen therapy (p=0.004). At PACU dis-

charge, OSA patients had worse results in ABG sampling: O2 saturation (92.3±

2.3 vs. 94.1±2.0, p=0.019); PaO2 (70 vs. 78, p=0.04); PaCO2 (45.5±6.6 vs.

41.0±4.9, p=0.015); HCO3 (24.5±1.6 vs. 22.8±2.5, p=0.043). Groups were

similar in sedation scale, PONV, analgesic consumption ARE/ACE, hospital

and PACU stay.
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Conclusion: Patients with OSA presented more cases of post-operative hyper-

tension, required more oxygen therapy and had worse ABG sampling at PACU

discharge.

P.051 QUALITY OF RECOVERY IN BARIATRIC
LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: P.S. Moreira2

Co-authors: I. Valdoleiros1, P.V. Reis1, 3, A.C. Midões1, A.C. Sá1, A. Santos1, F.

Abelha1, 3

1Hospital de São João, Porto, Portugal
2Hospital de Santo Antonio, Porto, Portugal
3Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: The Quality of Recovery (QoR) 40 questionnaire is a vali-

dated scale to assess the QoR after anesthesia. It provides a global

score and sub-scores across five dimensions: physical comfort (PC),

emotional state (ES), physical independence (PI) psychological support

(PS) and pain (PA).

Objectives: Evaluate the QoR in patients undergoing bariatric laparoscopic sur-

gery (BLS) and identify the incidence of poor quality of recovery (PQoR).

Methods:After approval by the institutional ethics committee, a prospective study

was conducted for 3 months. Exclusion criteria: inability to give consent

or previous history of pulmonary disease. The QoR-40 was performed

the day before the procedure (T0), 24 h after the surgery (T1) and

3 months after surgery (T2). PQR was defined as a global T1 QoR-40

score less than 1 standard-deviation below the group mean. Descriptive

analysis was used to summarize data. Wilcoxon and Mann Whitney tests

were performed for comparisons.

Results: Sixty-five consecutive patients were included (85 % women, body mass

index 43,8±5,4 kg/m2), ASA II/III (9 and 91 %, respectively) undergoing gastric

bypass (78 %), sleeve gastrectomy (5 %), gastric band placement (9 %) or

removal (8 %). There was no difference in global QoR-40 score between T0

and T2. There was an improvement of the ES dimension (41 vs. 43, p<0,001)
and a decline in the PCand PA dimensions (57 vs. 55, p=0,022 and 35 vs. 34, p=
0,031, respectively). There were five cases of PQR (11,4 %) and hypoxemia was

more frequent in this patients (p=0,012).
Conclusion: Patients submitted to BLS did not improve global QoR scores

3 months after surgery.

P.052 ADVERSE RESPIRATORY EVENTS AFTER
BARIACTRIC LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: P.S. Moreira3

Co-authors: P.V. Reis1, 2, A.C. Midões1, I. Valdoleiros1, A.C. Sá1, A. Santos1, F.

Abelha1, 2

1Hospital de São João, Porto, Portugal
2Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade do Porto, Porto, Portugal
3Hospital de Santo Antonio, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: Bariatric laparoscopic surgery (BLS) is a common treatment for

morbid obesity. Obese patients have more perioperative complications.

Objectives:Evaluate occurrence of adverse respiratory events (ARE) after BLS in

post-anesthesia care unit (PACU).

Methods:After approval by the institutional ethics committee, a prospective study

was conducted for 3 months. Exclusion criteria: inability to give consent or history

of pulmonary disease. Sixty-five consecutive patients were included. Data was

collected pre-operatively until 24 h postoperatively. AREwere: bradypnea, polyp-

nea, hypoxia and airway obstruction. Student, Mann–Whitney, or Chi-square

tests were applied.

Results: Clinical and demographic characteristics were similar between groups.

Forty-five patients presented 52 ARE (26 hypoxias

1polypneas, 6 bradypneas, 4 airway obstructions). Patients with ARE presented

lower O2 saturation (95 vs. 96 %, p=0,009) and pO2 (75.7 vs. 92.8 mmHg, p=

0,036) on preoperative arterial blood gas (ABG). At PACU admission, these

patients had lower pH (7.32 vs. 7.33, p=0,028), pO2 (82.7±10.9 vs. 90.6±10.9,

p=0,036), O2 saturation (93 vs. 97 %, p<0,001) and higher pCO2 (46.6±6.6 vs.

42.4±3.6 mmHg, p=0,013). Patients with ARE had more episodes of arterial

hypertension (AHT) (20.5 vs. 0 %, p=0.033). Airway obstruction was associated

with a longer stay at PACU (161 vs. 123 min, p=0,036). Patients with severe

hypoxia were older (51 vs. 40 years, p=0.004), had longer surgery (177 vs.

127 min, p=0.006), a higher STOP-BANG (5 vs. 4, p=0.039) and a lower quality

of recovery (QoR) score (154 vs. 168, p=0.012).
Conclusion:Patients presented ARE frequently after BLS. ABGmay help identify

susceptible patients. ARE were associated with AHTand a worst QoR.

P.053 BISPECTRAL INDEX MONITORING IN PATIENTSWITH
MORBID SUPEROBESITY DURINGANESTHESIAWITH
SEVOFLURANE

PRESENTER: A. Lavryk, M. Andrij, o. Vynnichenko

National Institute of Surgery and Transplantology, Kiev, Ukraine

Introduction: Early and uneventful postoperative recovery ofmorbidly superobese

patients remains a challenge for anesthesiologists. It could be valuable to titrate the

administration of inhaled anesthetic, such as sevoflurane, in morbid obese pa-

tients, in order to shorten emergence using bispectral index (BIS) monitoring. The

aim of the study is to show whether the titration of sevoflurane based on the BIS

monitoring would allow shortening of recovery time in morbidly superobese pa-

tients and to evaluate whether BIS monitoring would contribute to reduce the

amount of sevoflurane administered while providing an adequate anesthesia.

Objectives: Fifty-five morbidly superobese (IBW=67±8,3 kg/m2) undergoing

biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch procedures were studied.

Methods: In the first group (27 patients), patients were anesthetizedwithout the use
of BIS, and sevoflurane being administered according to standard clinical practice.

In the second group (28 patients), sevoflurane was titrated to maintain a BIS value

between 40 and 60 during surgery, and then 60–70 during 30min prior to the end of

surgery. Recovery times were recorded. Time to extubation was also noted.

Results: Awakening and extubation times were significantly shorter in the BIS

group (P<0.05). The sevoflurane consumption and cost in the BIS group were

lower than in the non BIS group (P<0.05).
Conclusion: Bispectral index monitoring during anesthesia for morbidly obese

patients provides statistically significant reduction in recovery times. It also has

the added advantage in decreasing sevoflurane consumption.

P.054 COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT OF SURGICAL RISK
IN PATIENTS WITH MORBID SUPEROBESITY IN
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Lavryk, M. Andrij, o. Vynnichenko

National Institute of Surgery and Transplantology, Kiev, Ukraine

Introduction: Today, obesity is considered as a global pandemic non-infectious

nature. Theonly surgical treatment is for this patients effective. Therefore the problem

of assessing the risk of bariatric surgical operations requires further study, especially

in patients with extremely high body mass index (BMI). Most often in practice,

surgeons use indices P-POSSUM. Validity of the scale P-POSSUM was analyzed

in patients with morbid superobesity. Theoretically obtained values were compared

with the actual definition of acceptability, followed by indices for practical work.

Objectives: Investigated 74 patients (BMI=67±5,6 kg/m2) who underwent by-

pass surgery biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch.

Methods: All patients were evaluated on a scale of P-POSSUM. For the deter-

mination of P-POSSUM we used formal indices surgery and physiology. Infor-

mative indices (sensitivity and specificity) for predicting possible complications

was calculated using SPSS16.0 by constructing rock curves.

Results:The frequency of complications by indices P-POSSUM projected as 68±

8,2%. Real number of complications was 12.5%, the cumulativemortality of 0 %.

Conclusion:When testing the informativeness of index P-POSSUM found its low

specificity for predicting risk of complications in patients withmorbid superobesity.
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P.055 THE HUNDRED MOST CITED BARIATRIC SURGERY
RESEARCH

PRESENTER: A.R. Ahmed3

Co-authors: S.S. Ahmad1, S.S. Ahmad2

1University of Tübingen, Bönnigheim, Germany
2Jordan Hospital, Amman, Jordan
3Department of Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery, Imperial College London, Lon-

don, United Kingdom

Introduction: Many studies quantitatively analyzing the academic literature have

appeared in the last two years. These bibliometric studies provide the “bestsellers”

for the reader. Citation analysis is a commonly used bibliometric method. In spite of

the limitations, it remains a good way for measuring the impact an article has on a

specific field, specialty or a journal.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to analyze the qualities and characteristics of

citation classics in the field of bariatric surgery.

Methods: The Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge was used to list all Bariatric

Surgery Related Articles (BSRA) published from 1945 to 2013. The top 100 most

cited BSRA in 199 surgical journals were selected for further analysis.

Results: Most of the articles were published in the 2000‘s ranging from 1963 to

2009. The top 100 most cited were published in 11 of the 199 journals. Leading

countries were USA followed by Canada and Australia. Most of the articles

published (87 %) were clinical experience articles. The most common level of

evidence was IV (45 %).

Conclusion:Most of the discoveries and milestones in Bariatric surgery research

have been included in our bibliometric study. This could provide a source of great

reference and value for young investigators and clinicians. Not surprisingly, newer

papers, so called ‘rising stars’, have notmade it into the list. It is also apparent that

the number of citations of an article is not related to the level of evidence, this can

be supported by the fact that many Level IV articles have made it into the list.

P.056 METABOLIC SURGERY FOR TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS (T2DM) IN PATIENTS WITH BODY MASS
INDEX (BMI) <30KG/M2: A METAANALYSIS

PRESENTER: A. Baskota

Co-authors: S. Li, N. Dhakal, H. Tian

West China Hospital, Chengdu, China

Introduction: Controversy exists regarding the role of metabolic surgery in non

obesed patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM) and its use in clinical practice is still

jeopardized.

Objectives:Our aimwas to analyze the available studies which described surgical

treatment in T2DM with body mass index (BMI) <30 kg/m2 by conducting a

metaanalysis.

Methods: A meta-analysis was conducted by performing electronic searches of

published articles from January 2000 to April 2013 that focused on the clinical

resolution of diabetes and changes in various metabolic outcomes. Weighted

mean difference (WMD) and its 95 % confidence intervals (CI) were calculated;

heterogeneity among studieswas examined using I2 statistic and further stratified

analysis was done.

Results: Ten prospective trials including 290 patients were included for the meta-

analysis. According to WMD calculation, bariatric surgery led to reduction of

2.84 kg/m2 [95%CI 2.10, 3.58, p<0.00001] in BMI, 1.88 % [95%CI 1.32, 2.43,

p<0.00001] in glycosylated hemoglobin, 3.70 mmol/L in fasting blood glucose

(95 % CI, 1.93-5.47, p<0.00001), 6.69 mmol/L in postprandial glucose (95%CI,

2.29, 11.08, p=0.003). Moreover, after surgery 58% patient were insulin free and

64.3 % of patients were off medication with remission rate of 44.3%. Nomortality

with major complication rate of 4.8 % was seen.

Conclusion: Surgical procedure can have satisfactory effects on improvement of

T2DM in non obesed patients mostly in amelioration of anti diabetic therapy but with

low remission rate. The benefit of metabolic surgery in these patients cannot be

completely understood at this moment. Further studies with high quality with uniform

use of remission criteria is recommended.

P.057 INCREASE IN TESTOSTERONE LEVELS AND LIBIDO
AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: S. Borude

Breach Candy Hospital, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction: Testosterone is responsible for building muscle and bone mass as

well as sperm production and sex drive.Observational studies have shown loss of

libido in morbidly obese patients. S. Testosterone levels were serially observed in

all our male patients.

Objectives: The aim of our study was to document the role of bariatric

surgery in Testosterone levels and libido in morbidly obese individuals.

Methods: This is a prospective Observational ongoing study by a single

Bariatric surgeon spread over Mumbai’s different institutes (5). Nineteen

morbidly obese males who participated in this study were followed for

1 year. Total Testosterone level and sexual quality life were measured

before and after the surgery. The previously validated questionnaire was

administered to evaluate sexual information. The questionnaire has 13

questions measuring; sex drive, erections, ejaculation, overall satisfaction

with sex life, emotional history and sleep patterns. Subjects were studied at

three time points i.e. Pre-op, between 3–6 and 6–12 months.

Results:Mean age=43.36 (20–69) years.

Mean Pre-op BMI=46.39 Sq. Mtrs.

Mean Post-op BMI=32.85 Sq. Mtrs.

Average pre-op S. Testosterone level was=328.43

Between 3 and 6 months=385.27

Between 6 and 12 months=465.32

Questionnaire results showed fair improvement in first 6 months and marked

improvement in 6–12 months period.

Conclusion: Lack of or under production of testosterone is either directly due to

decreased production in the testes or indirectly due to lack of stimulation of the

testes by the pituitary gland.

Correction of body fat & muscle mass along with emotional changes may have

lead to these effects.

P.058 EARLY EXPERIENCE OF LAPAROSCOPIC BANDED
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY USING GABP RING

PRESENTER: T. Chamany

Co-authors: R. Makam, R. Kanth

AV Hospital, Bangalore, KA, India

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy is being used as a bariatric

procedure more frequently and is replacing adjustable gastric banding. But there

is a fear that the remnant stomach may dilate over time and cause weight regain.

Objectives: To evaluate Banded Sleeve Gastrectomy using a GaBP ring regard-

ing its effectiveness and quality of life.

Methods: A prospective cohort study was performed between Sleeve

Gastrectomy and Banded Sleeve Gastrectomy with 48 patients in each

limb matched for sex, age, and initial body mass index during the same

period.

Results: All 96 patients tolerated the respective procedures well with no intra

operative or post-operative complications. The weight loss compared between

the banded and non-banded sleeve gastrectomy at the end of 1 month (9.58 kgs/

7.1 kgs), 6 months (33.74 kgs/28 kgs) and 1 year (55 kgs/46.1 kgs) showed

superior weight loss in the banded sleeve gastrectomy group. Three patients had

symptoms of gastro esophageal reflux in the banded group which subsequently

improved. The two groups compared equally in respect to safety and patient

satisfaction.

Conclusion: Banded Sleeve Gastrectomy is a safe procedure with good

patient satisfaction. Initial results show better weight loss. Long term

study is required to evaluate the potential prevention of stomach pouch

dilatation and weight regain.
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P.059 COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS FOR MEASURING
VITAMIN D IN THE FOLLOW-UP OF PATIENTS AFTER
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION TYPE (BPD)
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Chouiali1

Co-authors: M. Langlois2, S. Biron3

1Department of Biochemistry, CHUSandUniversité deSherbrooke., Sherbrooke,

QC, Canada
2Division of Endocrinology, CHUS and Université de Sherbrooke., Sherbrooke,

QC, Canada
3Department of Surgery, IUCPQ and Laval University, Québec, Québec, QC,

Canada

Introduction: The prevalence of hypovitaminosis D may reach 90 % in

patients after BPD despite supplementation with mega doses of vitamin

D. Although LC-MS/MS is the gold standard for vitamin D measurements,

it is not routinely used in clinical practice. Our hypothesis is that methods

of assays currently used in laboratories of Medical Biochemistry

(immunoassays) for evaluation of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D may not recognize

equimolarly the two forms of 25-OH D (D2 and D3) thus overestimating the

prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in patients supplemented with D2 and expos-

ing them to risks of toxicity.

Objectives: To compare two methods of measuring the 25-OH D: the Roche

immunoassay method and the LC-MS/MS method.

Methods: This is a cross-sectional correlational descriptive study focusing

on two groups of post-BPD patients: 40 supplemented with D3 and 40 with

D2. Patients will be recruited during their follow-up visit to the obesity

clinics at the CHUS and IUCPQ. The calculation of the sample size

(90 % power) was performed using SPSS software based on the compar-

ison of the slopes of the regressions reported by literature. The study com-

paringmethods will be performed using the Analyse-it software software program

considering p<0.05 as statistically significant.

Results: Preliminary results in one patient showed that the routine method

underestimated total vitamin D by 80 % (40 mmol/l with Roche vs 206 with LC-

MS/MS).

Conclusion: The results of this study will allow us to offer the best method to

detect and monitor treatment of vitamin D deficiency in obese population in pre-

and post-BPD.

P.060 EX VIVO COMPARISON OF POWERED THICK TISSUE
STAPLERS IN A PORCINE STOMACH MODEL

PRESENTER: E.M. Contini

Co-authors: M.A. Stellon, M.L. Godek, D.G. Bronson

Covidien, North Haven, CT, USA

Introduction: Recently, two US endoscopic surgical stapler manufacturers re-

leased thick tissue “black” stapler reloads (i.e., ECR60T (Ethicon) and

EGIA60AXT (Covidien)) to address customer requirements for challenging sur-

gical applications such as sleeve gastrectomy, gastric bypass and lung

resections.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate and compare the perfor-

mance of two powered surgical stapling systems designed for thick tissue

application.

Methods: Testing was performed on excised porcine stomach in a ran-

domized fashion. Devices were assigned by region of the stomach (i.e.,

pylorus, body, fundus) to ensure that similar tissue thicknesses and

densities were tested for each device. Instruments were clamped on

tissue for 15 s, and subsequently deployed. The time to fire and retract

each instrument was recorded. Staples were removed from tissue, mea-

sured in a blinded fashion and subjected to statistical analyses.

Results: Comparison of two commercially available thick tissue “black”

reloads used in conjunction with powered systems revealed superior

staple formation (i.e., less undercrimp and fewer malformed staples) for

the Covidien iDrive Ultra Powered Stapling System with Tri-Staple

Technology in the tissue model described. The speed of firing for the

Covidien device was always slower than the Ethicon device. Further, the

Covidien device slowed down in response tissue properties, such as varying

thicknesses and/or densities.

Conclusion: Covidien’s iDrive Ultra Powered Stapling System with Tri-

Staple Technology exhibited superior staple formation with respect to

undercrimp and number of malformed staples per firing in a thick

tissue ex vivo porcine model when compared to Ethicon’s ECHELON

FLEX Powered ENDOPATH Stapler.

P.061 3-YEAR FOLLOW GASTRO JEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS
IN GASTRIC BYPASS, PERFORMED WITH LINEAR
STAPLER COMPARED TO HANDSEWN

PRESENTER: J. Del Castillo Perez

Remedios Cliinic, Cali, Colombia

Introduction: Dilation of the gastrojejunal anastomosis has been associated with

weight gain after gastric bypass.

Our group evidenced better conservation of handsewn anastomosis after 3 years

of follow-up compared to linear stapler anastomosis.

Objectives: evaluate gastric bypass gastrojejunostomy in comparinggroup I and II,

and show which of the groups presented greater dilatation after 3 years of follow-

Methods: cases and controls:

group I and II

show which group has greater dilatation after 3 years of follow-

Gastric bypass was performed based on parameters IFSO and anastomosis was

calibrated with bugia 32 fr.

Two homogeneous groups and were taken:

& Age: 18 to 70 years

& Female gender 68 %

& Imc 35–53.

& Follow-up to 3 years.

& Similar Comorbidity

& Total patients: linear mechanical suture 162 patients, 168 patients

handsewn.

Surgical technique:

& Anastomosis with linear stapler jhonson 45 mm:

25 mm staple is introduced and final closure pds 000. With bugia 32 fr.

& Handsewn Anastomosis: pds 000 first line suture, with the background silk

and 00. Bugia 32 fr.

Results: Endoscopy: Pre surgical, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years.

Patients with 3 years of follow who is evaluated in millimeters anastomosis

endoscopically.

Percentage of stenosis and its management is reported.

Conclusion: The 3-year follow-up will be completed in May 2014 so it is

considered that for the month of August at the world congress will be

complete.

P.062 TRANSITION FROM OPEN VBG TO LSG IN A DECADE:
INDIAN EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: S.A. Dhorepatil

Shree Hospital, Pune, MH, India

Introduction: Bariatric Surgery started in India 1999. The procedure adopted was

openVBG. in this 2–3 years 169 procedureswere conducted. After first 2 years in

2001 laparoscopic gastric banding was introduced. 290 gastric banding

procedures were performed, majority between 2002 and 2005. 2002 lap

RYGB was started for patients with high BMI & or with co-morbidities.

Between 2002 and 1020, 135 patients underwent LRYGB. We started

offering the patients lap. sleeve gastrectomy from 2005 onwards & there

were 432 LSG done till Dec.2010.
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Objectives: Bariatric Surgery evolved over a period of time all over the world from

JIB to present LSG & many more. There are various reasons for adopting new

procedure of choice. We have tried to find out how this change took place in our

center by retrospectively evaluating our own data of open VBG/SAGB/LRYGB &

LSG between 1999 and 2010.

Methods: The patient underwent bariatric surgery in our center from 199 to 2010

were evaluated by reaching them by email/tel conversation/hospital follow up

record & going thru the records of patents for major post-op hospital complica-

tions, re-admissions, co-morbidities etc.

Results: Out of 1,026 patients who underwent bariatric surgeries during

said period, only 690 patients could be reached for study purpose…

totalling to 60 %. The comparison was drawn fro weight loos/BMI/CO-

Morbidity resolution/major complication/overall general quality of life (well

being of patients.

Conclusion: The study shows the switch over of procedures were mainly related

to surgeons knowledge of procedures & risk reduction than the benefits to the

patients in therm of wt. loss/BMI etc.

P.063 COMPARATIVE LEVELS OF IRON AND FERRITIN IN
WOMEN BEFORE GASTRIC BYPASS WITH CONTROL
GROUP

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos1

Co-authors: L. Cardia1, P. Colombo2, E.J. Ilias1, W. Freitas1, P. Kassab1, C.A.

Malheiros1, O. Prado Castro1

1Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil
2Universidade Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: The Iron and ferritin deficiencies are frequent nutritional issues after

Roux en y gastric bypass.

Objectives: Compare the iron and ferritin levels, hemoglobin and hematocrit

between eutrophic women with obese women candidates to a gastric bypass

surgery.

Methods: There were 33 eutrophic women and 35 obese women in Santa Casa

Medical School Obesity ambulatory. The levels of iron and ferritin determine the

hematological profile. The BMI index was used to determine obesity in patients.

The study uses significances values of p<5 %.

Results: The average age was 41,4±9,7 years in eutrophic women and 39,7±7,3

in obese women (p=0,9679).

The ferritin levels (g/dL) presented statistics differences between groups, obese

152,87±139,60 and eutrophics 59,71±38,65 (p=0,0018).
The study doesn’t report differences in iron levels (g/dL) between groups of obese and

eutrophics 78,05±24,35 e 88,41±38,44 (p=0,2994) as well as levels of Hb (mg/dL)

and Ht (mg/dL). However, minimum values of Hb (9,90) and maximum (15,03) was

indentified in eutrophicswomen, while in the obese group the lower valuesworewithin

normal range 11,60 e 16,00.

Conclusion: There isn’t impact in iron levels in obese patients, however, obesity

presents higher levels of ferritin than the eutrophics.

P.064 COMPARISON OF THE LIPID PROFILE BETWEEN
EUTROPHIC AND MORBIDLY OBESE WOMEN,
CANDIDATES FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos1

Co-authors: L. Cardia1, P. Colombo2, E.J. Ilias1, P. Kassab1, W. Freitas1, C.A.

Malheiros1

1Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Universidade Santo Amaro, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity and dyslipidemia increase the risk of atherosclerotic car-

diovascular diseases and constitute an important cause of morbidity and

mortality.

Objectives: To compare the lipid profile of eutrophic and obese women, and

analyze BMI’s impact on each of the lipid fractions.

Methods: The sample comprised 40 eutrophic and 44 obese female patients from

theSevereObesityClinic. The lipid profilewas determined by dosing total cholesterol

(TC;HDL-cholesterol; LDL-cholesterol; VLDL-cholesterol; and triglycerides).Obesity

was assessed by body mass index.

Results:HDL levels (mg/dL) 48.83±10.95 in obese and 57.63±14.33 in eutrophic

women showed a statistically significant difference (p=0.0024), as did both VLDL
levels (mg/dL) 28.29±11.34 in obese and 18.69±9.43 in eutrophic patients (p=
<0.0001), and TG levels 138.78±55.10 and 106.95±93.35 (p=<0.0001).
Conclusion: Obesity has a direct impact on triglyceride and VLDL-

cholesterol levels, not influencing TC levels, though. Slim individuals

have higher HDL-cholesterol levels, in spite of TC levels being similar

to those of obese patients.

P.065 ROMANIAN EXPERIENCE WITH VERTICAL
GASTROPLASTY, RECONSTRUCTION AND SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY FOR MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: R.F. Galea

Co-authors: A.F. Catoi Galea, D. Mircioiu, S. Chiorascu, F. Mihaileanu, A.

Mironiuc

Iuliu Hatieganu University of Medicine and Pharmacy Cluj Napoca, Cluj-Napoca,

Romania

Introduction: The Bariatric Center from the Second Surgical Clinic from Cluj-

Napoca Romania, surgical correction of obesity began in 1997 and took place

in three stages.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to analyze the results of silicon ring

vertical gastroplasty (GVS) as compared with laparoscopic sleeve gas-

trectomy (LSG).

Methods: In the first stage of 17 years (1997–2013) open GVS was performed in

1,111 patients. There were excellent results in 90 % of cases. The second period

from year 2000 includes surgical revision with reversal or reconstruction using the

same technique. These revisions were performed in 4.23 % cases for stenosis and

in 4.44 % for enlargement of the stoma.

Results: The third period (from January 2013) followed after replacing the GVS

procedurewith laparoscopic surgery through sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) or gastric

bypass (LGB). At this stage, 30 patients were operated out of which two were

submitted to LSG and other two to LGB after open failed GVS. LSG was

performed in 26 patients as a first choice intervention. Gastric fistula occurred in

two cases and 3 days after surgery which required suture re intervention subse-

quently completed with a stent and the patients had a good evolution. In one case

a mean stenosis occurred which was endoluminal dilated.Weight loss was 20 kg

at 3 months and 30–60 kg 1 year after surgery.

Conclusion: Conclusions—vertical gastroplasty was replaced by LSG due to the

increased incidence of weight gain.

P.066 COMPARISON OF 2-YEAR OUTCOMES BETWEEN
LAPAROSCOPIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION
AND LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: V.V. Grubnik2

Co-authors: O.B. Ospanov1, K.A. Namaeva1, V.P. Golliak2, M.S. Kresun2

1Astana Medical University, Astana, Kazakhstan
2Odessa National Medical University, Odessa, Ukraine

Introduction: Laparoscopic greater curvature placation (LGCP) is a new restric-

tive bariatric procedure witch has a similar restrictive mechanism like laparoscop-

ic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) without potential risk of leak.

Objectives:Aim of the study was to compare effectiveness and safety of LSG and

LGCP.

Methods: Multicenter prospective randomized study was started in 2010.

A total 54 patients with morbid obesity were allocated either LGCP (n=
25) or LSG (n=27). Main exclusion criteria were: ASA>III, age>75, BMI

>65 kg/m2. There were 40 women and 12 men, mean age was 42,6±

6,8 years (range 35–62). Data on the operation time, complications,

hospital stay, body mass index loss (BMIL), percentage of excess weight

loss (%EWL), loss of appetite and improvement of comorbidities were

collected during the follow-up examination.
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Results:Themean timeof laparoscopic operationwas92,0±15min for LSGand73±

19 min for LGCP (p>0,05). The mean hospital stay was 4,0±1,9 days in the LSG-

group and 3,8±1,7 days in LGCP-group (p>0,05). One year after surgery, the mean

%EWL was 59,5±15,4 % in LSG-group and 45,8±17 % in LGCP group (p>0,05).

After 2 year mean %EWL was 78,9 %±20 % in the LSG-group and 42,4±

18 % in the LGCP group (p<0,01). Loss of feeling of hanger was 28 % in

LGCP-group and 76 % in the LSG-group (p<0,05). The comorbidities includ-

ing diabetes, sleep apnea and hypertension, were markedly improved in both

group after surgery.

Conclusion: The short-term outcomes of the study demonstrate the equal effec-

tiveness of both procedure, but longer follow-up show that LGCP is preferably

than LSG as a restrictive procedure for weight loss.

P.067 COMPARISON OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AND GASTRIC BYPASS IN THE
TREATMENT OF MORBID OBESITY: A PROSPECTIVE
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED MULTICENTRE
SLEEVEPASS STUDY WITH 4-YEAR FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: M. Helmiö1

Co-authors: M. Victorzon2, J. Ovaska1, M. Leivonen3, A. Juuti3, P. Peromaa-

Haavisto4, P. Nuutila5, T. Kauko6, P. Salminen1

1Turku University Hospital, Division of Digestive Surgery and Urology, Turku,

Finland
2Vaasa Central Hospital, Department of Surgery, Vaasa, Finland
3Helsinki University Hospital, Department of Surgery, Helsinki, Finland
4Hatanpää Hospital, Department of Surgery, Tampere, Finland
5Turku University Hospital, Department of Medicine, Turku, Finland
6University of Turku, Department of Biostatistics, Turku, Finland

Introduction: The long-term efficacy of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(RYGB) in the treatment of morbid obesity has already been demonstrated.

Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (SG) has shown promising short-term results,

but the long-term efficacy is still unclear.

Objectives: The objective of this prospective randomized multicentre study is to

compare the results of RYGB and SG.

Methods: A total of 240 morbidly obese patients were randomized to undergo

either RYGB or SG. The primary end point of the study was weight loss and the

secondary end points were resolution of comorbidities and morbidity. The results

at four years were analyzed.

Results:Themean excessweight loss at 4 years was 52.1% in the SG group and

54.6 % in the RYGB group (p=0.004). Type 2 diabetes was resolved or improved

in 94 % of patients in the SG group and 93% in the RYGB group (p=1.000). The
corresponding results for arterial hypertension were 78 % and 69 % (p=0.506)
and for hypercholesterolemia 86 % and 73 % (p=0.651).
Conclusion:At 4-year follow-upweight loss after RYGB is slightly better than after

SG. The results regarding resolution of obesity related comorbidities were similar.

P.068 SHORT-TERM RESULTS: COMPARING LPS
ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING WITH LPS
ADJUSTABLE BAND PLICATION

PRESENTER: W. Hsu

Co-authors: W. Wang

Taipei Medical University Hospital, Taipei City, Taiwan

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is a valid means for

weight management in themorbidly obese. New techniques including laparoscopic

adjustable gastric band plication (LAGP) has also been reported as a safe alterna-

tive. Would addition of plication to adjustable band provide more beneficial results?

Objectives:We hereby make a head-to-head comparison in a 1 year follow up in

terms of weight loss, operative time, complications, in-hospital stay, and costs.

Methods: FromDec 2011 to Feb 2013, prospectively collected data of 80 patients

who met the Asian Pacific Bariatric Surgery Society Guidelines for Bariatric

Surgery 2005 criteria were retrospectively reviewed. Forty patients (15 M: 25 F)

had received LAGB, and 40 patients (17 M: 23 F) received LAGP.

Results: The mean age of LAGB and LAGP were 34.4 and 33.0 years, respec-

tively. The mean BMI were 35.9+3.6 kg/m2 for LAGB and 38.7+6.2 kg/m2 for

LAGP. At 3–6–9–12 month follow up, the %EWL were 20.3+11.4 %, 31.9+

16.8 %, 42.9+23.2 %, 51.2+19.3 % for LAGB, and %EWL were 28.8+10.5 %,

34.7+10.6 %, 45.7+14.6 %, 43.7+17.7 % for LAGP. The mean operative time

was 68.5+18.1 min for LAGB, and 93.8+20.2 min LAGP. The mean hospital stay

was 2.1+ 0.4 days in LAGBand 2.8+ 1.2 days for LAGP. Therewas no30 days re-

admission, and none required reoperation during follow up.

Conclusion: LAGP provide more rapid weight loss in the initial 9 months following

surgery, but at 12 month, the effect ceases. The mean hospital stay, post-operative

nausea and vomiting, as well as, total surgical costs favors LAGB. At 1 year follow up,

LAGP shows no true benefit over LAGB.

P.069 CLINICAL AUDIT OF 800 CASES TO FIND OUT THE
EFFECTIVE AND SAFE BARIATRIC & METABOLIC
PROCEDURE IN INDIAN POPULATION

PRESENTER: G.S. Jammu

Jammu Hospital, Jalandhar, PB, India

Introduction:Obesity epidemic is increasingnot only in developed countries but also in

developing countries like India. In India under nutrition and significant proportion of

overweight and obese people now coexist. With India becoming diabetic hub of the

world, there is a need to develop a procedure which will decrease obesity, diabetes

and thus economic burden.

Objectives: To compare LSG, RNYand MGB procedures.

To analyze the complications of procedures.

Tomake the policy for safe bariatric andmetabolic procedures based on the audit.

Methods: Audit has been conducted at Jammu hospital Jalandhar from Jan 2009

to March 2014. During the audit total 800 cases of which 160 (20 %) cases of

LSG, 190 (24 %) cases RNY and 450 (56 %) cases of MGB were analyzed.

Results:On the basis of audit Mortality rate was found 2.14 % in cases with LSG

and 0.625 % in RNY and NIL in MGB. Leaks were highest in LSG (1.42 %)

followed by RNY (0.625 %) and NIL in MGB. Persistent vomiting was found in

LSG only. Hair loss was found highest MGB (10 %) followed by 8 % in LSG and

RNY. Weight regain was found 14 % in LSG and 8 % in RNY but Nil in MGB.

Conclusion: LSG may be done in non compliant patients and who are ready to

accept weight regain.

RNY may simply be replaced with MGB as both these procedures act on the

principle of restriction and malabsorption but MGB supersedes RNY in its tech-

nique, efficacy, reversibility and revisibility.

P.070 DOES ACHIEVING A PRE-OPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS
TARGET HELP PREDICT SUCCESS IN BARIATRIC
SURGERY?

PRESENTER: N.A. Jennings

Co-authors: M. Boyle, S. Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction:Many bariatric units including our own impose pre-operative weight

loss targets (POWLT) upon their patients. This approach has been demonstrated

to reduce complications following surgery but there is no good evidence linking

POWLT to weight loss outcomes.

Objectives: To assess if achieving our current standard of a 5Kg POWLT was

associated with improved weight loss post operatively. Secondarily to evaluate if

switching to a 10 % excess weight loss target could improve results.

Methods:We analysed 515 consecutive cases (137 LSG, 406 LRYGB) compar-

ing patients who did or didn’t achieve a 5 Kg POWLT. Percentage excess weight

loss (%EWL) and success of surgery (Achieving >50%EWL) were analysed. The

same comparison was made for patients using a POWLTof 10 % of their excess

weight at presentation.

Results: LRYGB–No difference in %EWL was observed for a 5Kg POWLT or

10 % EWL target at 2 years post procedure. Achieving 10%EWL target was

associated with increased success rate at 2 years.
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LSG–Successful achievement of either a 5Kg POWLT or 10%EWL target was

associated with significantly increased %EWL and successfully surgery at two

years post procedure. For both procedures weight loss immediately leading up to

surgery appeared to be more important.

Conclusion: Our current standard 5Kg POWLT demonstrated little difference in

post operative results for gastric bypass patients. Pre-operative weight loss

appears more important in predicting outcome for patients undergoing sleeve

gastrectomy. If POWLT are to be used asking patients to loose a percentage of

their presenting weight is a more robust way of setting a target.

P.071 COMPARISON BETWEEN ROUX-EN-Y AND
DUODENAL-JEJUNAL BYPASS ON HYPERGLYCEMIA
IMPROVEMENTS IN SD RATS

PRESENTER: P. Li

Yangzhou University, Yangzhou, China

Introduction: Type 2 diabetesmellitus (T2DM) has become a severe public health

problem throughout the globe. To treat such disease,metabolic surgery has come

into the spotlight, among which Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) and

Duodenal-jejunal bypass (DJB) are reported to induce significant improvements

on hyperglycemia.

Objectives: In this study our goal is to compare the effects of these two surgeries

and explore the possible underlying mechanism.

Methods: Sprague–Dawley (SD) rats were established of T2DM model and

randomly assigned into three groups: the RYGB group, the DJB group and the

Control group. Several indexes including body weight, food intake, fasting blood

glucose and fasting glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) were measured during a

postoperative 8-week period.

Results: Our results revealed that both RYGB and DJB improved hyperglycemia

efficiently along with elevated GLP-1 concentration compared to preoperative

period. Moreover, RYGB demonstrated significantly better effects than DJB on

decreasing blood glucose and induced a larger increase of GLP-1 levels (P<

0.05), which suggests that GLP-1 might be a key factor causing the differences in

their results. Additionally, RYGB led to more weight reduction and less food

intake.

Conclusion: Both RYGB and DJB can significantly decrease blood glucose,

RYGB being the more effective one. Postoprative increased GLP-1 levels in

varying degrees could be a possible explanation as we seek further into their

respective mechanisms.

P.072 FAST TRACK BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A HIGH
VOLUME CENTRE

PRESENTER: G.M. Marinari

Co-authors: A. Zarcone, P. Cutolo, G. D’alessandro, V. Borrelli

Humanitas Gavazzeni, Bergamo, Italy

Introduction: Lowering the perioperative complication rate and the total costs is

essential to implement a high volume centre in bariatric surgery. A fast track

surgical program (FTSP) is the key to success.

Objectives: To demonstrate safeness, feasibility and efficiency of fast track bar-

iatric surgery.

Methods: In 2012 we performed 408 bariatric procedures in a traditional surgical

setting (TSS). Since February 2013 we adopted a FTSP with two experienced

surgeons, out of the learning curve, two young surgeon and a skilled anaesthesi-

ologist. Procedures were sleeve gastrectomy, gastric banding, gastric bypass and

biliopancreatic diversion. All the operations were performed by two surgeons: we

never used NGT and CVC, all the patients received drugs against postoperative

vomiting and pain, and all stayed 2 h in recovery room, where they started drinking

and walking before discharge to ward. We had a 6-months teamwork training

period, therefore the comparison is between data before and after training period.

Results: Thanks to FTPS in 2013 we performed 597 bariatric procedures, with an

almost 50 % increase compared to 2012. In the comparison between TSS and

FTPS the hospital stay dropped from 5.2 to 3.2 days, the mean surgical time

decreased from 122 to 110 m, the mean anaesthesiologist time from 50 to 26 m,

the mean total OR time from 213 to 136 m, respectively. As far complication rate

in FTPS mortality was nil, leak 0.7 %, bleeding 1.9 %, readmission 1.1 %,

reoperation 0.4 %.

Conclusion: Fast track increases the efficiency of a bariatric unit with a low

complication rate, and it is therefore safely feasible.

P.073 LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY IN
SUPER-OBESE PATIENTS (BODY MASS INDEX
>50 KG/M2): A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND
META-ANALYSIS

PRESENTER: A. Menon

Co-authors: B. Ammori

Salford Royal Hospital, Stockport, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic bariatric surgery for super-obese patients (BodyMass

Index [BMI] >50 kg/m2) poses significant technical and physiological challenges.

However there is a paucity of high quality evidence relating to postoperative

outcomes in this population.

Objectives: A systematic review and meta-analysis was performed to compare

postoperative percentage excess weight loss (%EWL) and remission of Type-2

Diabetes (T2D) following the most commonly performed laparoscopic bariatric

interventions (Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass [LRYGB], Sleeve Gastrectomy [LSG],

Adjustable Gastric Banding [LAGB], and Biliopancreatic Diversion/Duodenal

Switch [BPD/DS]) in the super-obese.

Methods: The MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Cochrane library databases were

searched for relevant articles which were subjected to two-level screening. A

random-effects model was used to calculate pooled values for postoperative

%EWL and T2D remission.

Results: After preliminary screening of 234 citations, 15 studies comprising 1,065

patients were included in the meta-analysis. Pooled weighted mean differences

of%EWLwere significantly greater following BPD/DS (59.5%), LRYGB (55.8%),

and LSG (53.8%) at 1-year compared to LAGB (35.0%). However this effect was

not significant at 2 years (BPD/DS [72.8 %], LRYGB [56.9 %], LSG [51.3 %], and

LAGB [53.6 %]). No significant difference was seen in pooled absolute risk

differences of T2D remission following BPD/DS (0.86), LRYGB (0.85), LSG

(0.76), and LAGB (0.69) at 1-year.

Conclusion: All of the bariatric procedures investigated appear to result in

good rates of diabetic remission, and both short- and medium-term

weight loss in super-obese patients. However, the low number of studies

that met the inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis makes it difficult to

reliably discern any significant differences in efficacy between these

procedures at the present time.

P.074 COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY AMONG THE SUPER OBESE

PRESENTER: J.M. Morton

Co-authors: U. Rosas, H. Rivas, T. Garg, D. Rogan

Stanford, Menlo Park, CA, USA

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the most effective and enduring treatment for

morbid obesity. However, variability does exist in outcomes after surgery. Preoper-

ative BMI >50 may help explain some of this variability.

Objectives: The objectives of this study is to determine the influence of preop BMI

upon post op surgical outcomes.

Methods: Preoperative, and 12, 24-month postoperative data were prospectively

collected on 1,916 consecutive surgeries (1,428 RYGB, 319 SG, and 169 AGB).

Patients were compared on the basis of preoperative BMI >50. Percent excess

weight loss (%EWL), change in biochemical glycemic and cardiac markers, and

comorbidity statuswere assessed preoperatively and 12-months post-operatively.

Results: At 12-months post-op patients with BMI50 kg/m2 had less %EWL

(59.8 % BMI50, 73.1 % BMI <50, p<0.001) and this persisted at 24-months
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post-op (61.5 % BMI50, 72.2 % BMI <50, p<0.001). Subgroup analysis by

procedure type (Roux-en-y gastric bypass, sleeve gastrectomy, and adjustable

gastric banding) revealed similar disparities in weight loss outcomes between the

two groups. While BMI50 kg/m2 patients had higher preoperative fasting glu-

cose, this difference disappeared at 12- and 24-months postoperatively. BMI50

had the greatest improvement in fasting glucose (15.47 % BMI50, 9.93 % BMI

<50, p<0.05). Similarly, no differences existed in 12- and 24-month postoperative

high sensitivity C-reactive protein and triglyceride/HDL ratio.

Conclusion: Patients with preoperative BMI50 may experience less weight loss;

but, comorbidity resolution is similar for both groups.

P.075 BARIATRIC SURGERY OUTCOMES IN SARCOPENIC
OBESITY

PRESENTER: M. Robert1, 3

Co-authors: D. Mastino4, E. Disse2, 3

1Edouard Herriot Hospital, Lyon 1 University, Lyon, France
2Centre Hospitalier Lyon Sud, Université Lyon, Lyon, France
3Hospices Civils de Lyon, Lyon, France
4Cagliari University Hospital, Cagliari, Italy

Introduction: Several factors like gender, age, technical procedure, redo surgery

have been already associated with bariatric surgery failure. Sarcopenia, defined

as low skeletal muscle mass and function, was recently correlated with greater

difficulty to achieveweight loss and could be a predictive factor of bariatric surgery

failure.

Objectives:We aimed to assess whether pre-operative sarcopenic obesity could

be considered as a predictive factor of weight loss failure in bariatric surgery

patients.

Methods: Preoperative body composition was assessed in 69 patients (41 wom-

en, 28 men) with BMI from 34 to 50 Kg/m2, operated on between 2010 and 2012.

Seventeen patients underwent sleeve gastrectomies (25 %) and 52 had RYGBP

(75 %). Skeletal muscle mass (SM) was calculated from Bio Impedance Analysis

using Janssen’s formula. The sarcopenic group (n=23) was defined as the lowest

tertile of SM/height2 from each gender group. Surgical complications, co-morbidities

and weight loss, defined as %EBMIL, %EWL and %WL were evaluated at 3, 6,

12 months after surgery.

Results: Despite a pre-operative lower SM (26,8 vs 32,8; p=0,001), the

sarcopenic group did not experience a lesser weight loss during the entire

follow-up (1 year %EBMIL=75 vs 68, p=0,232; %EWL=65 vs 69, p=0,338;
%WL: 28,6 vs 27,4, p=0,567) even after correction for age, type of surgery and

pre-operative BMI in a regression model.

Conclusion: This study suggests that bariatric surgery remains effective in

sarcopenic patients. However one may question whether sarcopenia does not

increase the risk of weight regain, and long-term studies are necessary.

P.076 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS VS SINGLE
ANASTOMOSIS DUODENO-ILEAL BYPASS WITH
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. MID-TERM RESULTS

PRESENTER: A. Sanchez-Pernaute

Co-authors: E. Arrue Del Cid, M.E. Sánchez López, P.M. Saez Carlin, L. Estela

Villa, A. Barabash, M.A. Rubio, A.J. Torres Garcı́a

Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Gastric bypass (LGB) and biliopancreatic diversion are two proce-

dures used to treat morbid obesity and its metabolic complications.

Objectives: To compare mid-term results of LGB and single-anastomosis

duodeno-ileal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy (SADI-S), a modified one-loop

duodenal switch.

Methods: We performed a prospective comparison of 232 morbidly obese pa-

tients submitted to LGB (n=124) or SADI-S (n=108) between July 2009 and July

2013.

Results: The groups were similar in terms of age. Patients with higher BMI and

more comorbidities were assigned to the SADI-S group. Median length of stay

was similar in both groups (8.1 days for LGB and 6.7 days in the SADI-S group).

The difference in severe complications did not reach statistical significance (6.4%

LGB vs 3.7 % SADI-S, p=0.4). There was nomortality in this series. The SADI-S

group had greater excess weight loss (EWL) at 18months (79.4±21.43 vs 95.3±

21.3; P=0.001), 24 months (77.68±21.43 vs 93.67±23.14; P=0.001) and

36 months (75.84±27.88 vs 91.33±29.07; P=0.03). The diabetic patients in the

SADI-S group presented a significant decrease in glycated hemoglobin (5.0 % vs

5.9 % respectively, p=0.001).
Conclusion: Both procedures were efficient regarding weight loss and improve-

ment of comorbidities, and carry a low rate of postoperative complications. In the

mid-term, SADI-S offers a better weight loss and a better metabolic response

than LGB.

P.077 COMPARING THE QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND
MINI GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: M. Shareef

Co-authors: M. Ismail, H. Ansari, M. Rajagopal

Moulana Hospital, Malappuram, India

Introduction: Though bariatric surgery offers excellent long term weight

loss and resolution of co morbidities, the immediate post operative

period is not good, especially the quality of life. Mini gastric bypass is

gaining popularity as it gives comparable results and a smooth post op

period.

Objectives: We aimed to compare the Gastrointestinal Quality Of Life

(GIQLI) difference between obese patients undergone Laparoscopic

Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB) and Laparoscopic Mini Gastric By-

pass (LMGB) in this study.

Methods: From January 2012 to March 2014 we enrolled 50 patients who

received Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB) and Lparoscopic

Minigastric Bypass (LMGB). Quality of life was measured by the Gastrointestinal

Quality of Life Index (GIQLI), a 36 item questionnaire before and at 3.6 and

12 months after LRYGB and LMGB and was compared.

Results: The two groups were comparable in age and gender. One year after

bariatric surgery, the mean general score of GIQLI improved significantly (p=

0.001). All patients had improvement in the three domains of the questionnaire

(social function, physical status, and emotional status) but not in gastrointestinal

symptoms. The preoperative general score was 104±13.8 points in LRYGB group

and 108±14.7 points in LMGB group. Despite a significant difference between two

groups regarding preoperative GIQLI scores (p=0.001), the postoperative gastro-

intestinal quality of life was better in LMGB group than LRYGB group (p=0.091).
Conclusion: In conclusion, our study has demonstrated significant improvement

in quality of life 1-year after laparoscopic bariatric surgery. LMGB group had a

better GIQLI score at 1-yr compared to LRYGB group.

P.078 TRI-STAPLE TECHNOLOGY SEEMS TO GIVE BETTER
RESULTS IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M. Valeti

CARE Hospitals, Hyderabad, AP, India

Introduction: the new tristaples introduced by Covidien seem to give good tissue

compression causing minimal staple line bleeding and post operative leaks after

bariatric surgery.

Objectives: To evaluate the outcome of Bariatric Surgeries (Gastric Sleeve) using

tri staple technology comparing to previously available staplers.

Methods: A review of patients who underwent Laparoscopic Gastric sleeve be-

tweenDec 2007–Feb 2014 till date. Two hundred sixty-five sleeveswere performed

during this period using the previously available endostaples. With the recent

introduction of tristaple technology (covidien), we have started using them for the

last 24 months and 645 tristaples were used for the past 124 Sleeves.

Results: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy was performed in 124 patients with

tristaples. Mean age being 39 yrs, 76 % were females, BMI range 37–55. The

average operating time was 60–90 min.
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No postoperative leak happened in any case in the above group with need of

additional methods of hemostasis is less than 5 %.

with the previously available staples used in 141 cases, the need for additional

methods of hemostasis was in 61 % and two post operative leaks have happened.

Conclusion: As compared to the previously available staplers, tri-staple technol-

ogy provides a better angulation, easy handling, improved tissue approximation,

better homeostasis and burst pressure strength.

Overall it can be concluded that tristaple technology seems to be superior leading

to better outcomes in our last 2 years of experience.

P.079 MID AND SHORT TERM RESULTS OF SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY, STUDY FROM A SINGLE CENTRE

PRESENTER: M. Valeti

Co-authors: A. Hussain, V. Mohan

CARE Hospitals, Hyderabad, AP, India

Introduction: This is single-centre series of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG) reporting on perioperative outcomes, weight loss, comorbidity resolution

and the results. Review of prospectively collected data for patients who

underwent LSG from March 2007–December 2012.

Objectives: laparoscopic Sleeve gastrectomy has become the most commonly

performed bariatric procedure in Asian countries today. in India almost 80 % of

Bariatric procedures are sleeve gastrectomies.

Objective is to compare and evaluate this procedure and make it time tested.

Methods: There were 265 patients with a mean age of 39 years (SD, 9) and a

mean preoperative body mass index (BMI) of 46 kg/m (2) (SD, 7).

Standard LSG with 36 french bogie is used in all cases.

Results: There were sevenminor complications and no deaths. Themean follow-

up was 37 months and had a mean postoperative weight loss of 41 kg (SD, 16)

and mean excess BMI (meBMI) loss of 64 % (SD, 22).

Seventy seven patients were super obese (BMI, >50 kg/m (2)). The mean weight

loss in super obese was 45 kg (SD, 18), and the meBMI lost was 49 % (SD, 21).

Resolution of comorbities, type 2 diabetes resolved or improved in 72 % of pts

hypertension resolved or improved in 81 %, betterment from knee and hip joint

pains in 90 %, infertility has resolved in 57 % of girls.

Conclusion: The short- and medium-term results of LSG are very encouraging.

Excess wt loss and resolution of comorbities are comparable to RYGB and other

standard procedures.

looks like LSG is becoming the primary bariatric procedure of choice in India and

Asian countries.

P.080 ROUTINE ABDOMINAL DRAINS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS. A
COMPARATIVE AND RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 174
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: R. Villagran

Co-authors: L.D. Guerrero, F. Milla, P. Escobar, P. Maqueira, I. Mir, V. Olate, C.

Flores, M. Cariaga, M. Yañez, S. Araya, P. Fuentes, C.A. Ojeda

Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: The use of drains as a routine after laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric

bypass have not been adequately defined.

Objectives: To assess the need and importance of routine use of drains after

laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric bypass.

Methods: Case series, non randomized, retrospective study, in 174 obese pa-

tients with body mass index (BMI)>30 and comorbidities, underwent Laparo-

scopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP), between November 2009 and

September 2013. Sixty cases with drians and, 114 cases not. Excel and Stata

10.0 were used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: One hundred seventy-four patients, 41 male (23,5 %), 133 female

(76,5 %), mean age 39.3 years (17–69), mean BMI 42,8 Kg/m2 (31,7–68,8).

Complication drains group: 1 (1,6 %) intraperitoneal bleeding, no surgery, no

transfusion; 4 (6,6 %) gastrointestinal bleeding; 2 (3,3 %) internal hernias. No

leaks or abdominal collections in this group. Complication not-drains group: 5

(4,3 %) gastrointestinal bleeding; 1 (0,8 %) leaks from the gastroyeyunal anasto-

mosis; 1 (0,8 %) subphrenic collection treated with antibiotics; 2 (1,7 %) internal

hernia, both required surgeries. No cases of stenosis or mortality occurred in this

series. The differences were not statistically significant (p<0,05).
Conclusion: The use of drains after laparoscopic bariatric surgery as a routine

does not reduce postoperative complications in our study. Perhaps can help on

early bleeding detection. More prospectives and randomized studies are

necessary.

P.081 COMBINED LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY
ANDBARIATRIC SURGERY (LBS/LC). RESULTS IN 108
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: R. Villagran

Co-authors: L. Guerrero, F. Milla, P. Escobar Ziede, P. Maqueira, I. Mir, C. Flores,

M. Cariaga, P. Fuentes, M. Yañez, S. Araya, V. Olate

Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: With advancement in laparoscopic surgery a number of surgical

procedures can be performed combined with laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The

bariatric procedures could be performed together in a single surgery, as well.

Objectives: Describe the safety and complications of obese patients undergoing

LBS/LC according to obesity levels.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, in 108 obese

patients with body mass index >30 and comorbidities, underwent Lapa-

roscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy and simultaneous cholecystectomy (LSG/

LC) or Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass and simultaneous chole-

cystectomy (LRYGBP/LC), during February 2010-September 2013. For

data tabulation and statistical analysis we used Excel.

Results:One hundred eight patients, 19male (17.6%), 89 female (82.4%), mean

age 34.7 years (17–59), mean BMI 39.9 kg/m2 (31,2–55,9), 13 class I obese

patients (12 %), 48 class II obese patients (44.5 %), 47 class III obese patients

(43.5 %), 30 patients who underwent LRYGBP/LC (27.8 %), 78 patients who

underwent LSG/LC (72.2 %). All of them presented gallbladder stones during the

pre-surgery study. Complications: 1 case of gastrointestinal bleeding in a Class III

obese patient (0.9 %). No cases of mortality associated with cholecystectomy

during laparoscopic bariatric surgery. The difference between this group and our

complete series is not statistically significant.

Conclusion:We can concluded that cholecystectomy combined with laparoscop-

ic bariatric surgery does not increase the complication rate. Further randomized

and controlled studies are needed.

P.082 ROUTINE ABDOMINAL DRAINS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS. A
COMPARATIVE AND RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 174
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: L. Guerrero2, F. Milla2, P. Escobar2, P. Maqueira2, I. Mir2, V. Olate2,

C. Flores1, M. Cariaga2, P. Fuentes2, M. Yañez1, S. Araya1, C. Ojeda1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: The use of drains as a routine after laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric

bypass have not been adequately defined.

Objectives: To determine if routine use of drains decreases complications rate in

laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric bypass. Or if is helpful for leaks or bleeding

diagnosis.

Methods:Case series, non randomized, retrospective study, in 174 obese

patients with body mass index (BMI)>30 and comorbidities, underwent

Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP), between November

2009 and September 2013. 60 cases with drians and, 114 cases not.
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Excel and Stata 10.0 were used for data tabulation and statistical

analysis.

Results: One hundred seventy-four patients, 41 male (23,5 %), 133 female

(76,5 %), mean age 39.3 years (17–69), mean BMI 42,8 Kg/m2 (31,7–68,8).

Complication drains group: 1 (1,6 %) intraperitoneal bleeding, no surgery, no

transfusion; 4 (6,6 %) gastrointestinal bleeding; 2 (3,3 %) internal hernias, both

required surgeries. No leaks or abdominal collections in this group. Complication

not-drains group: 5 (4,3 %) gastrointestinal bleeding; 1 (0,8 %) leaks from the

gastroyeyunal anastomosis, detected at 11th day.; 1 (0,8 %) subphrenic collec-

tion, CT diagnostic at 9th day; treated with antibiotics successfully; 2 (1,7 %)

internal hernia, both required surgeries. No cases of stenosis or mortality oc-

curred in this series. The differences were not statistically significant (p<0,05).
Conclusion: The use of drains after laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric bypass as a

routine does not reduce postoperative complications in our study. Perhaps can

help on early bleeding detection. More studies prospective and randomized are

necessary.

P.083 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN SUPERSUPEROBESE
PATIENTS: BMI>60

PRESENTER: M. Nedelcu, M. Vix

Co-authors: S. Tzedakis, A. D’Urso, G. Sojod, S. Perretta, J. Marescaux, D.

Mutter

Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital, IRCAD IHU,

Strasbourg, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic-Roux-en-Y-Gastric-Bypass (LRYGB) and

Laparoscopic-Sleeve-Gastrectomy (LSG) remain the popular procedures of

choice in bariatric surgery. The Super-superobesity (BMI>60 kg/m2) can yield

to highermorbidity/mortality in bariatric surgery related to patient’s characteristics

or surgeon’s experience. The safety of laparoscopic bariatric procedures in

super-super obese (SSO) patients is still debatable.

Objectives: To evaluate the outcome of bariatric surgery in supersuperobese pa-

tients (BMI>60).

Methods:A retrospective series of 46SSOpatients submitted to either LRYGB (n

=26) or LSG (n=20) between 2001 and 2013 was evaluated. Baseline demo-

graphics, comorbidities, 30-day perioperative morbidity and mortality, late com-

plications were collected and compared within each procedure.

Results: This study included 32 women and 14 men, with a mean age of 43

(range: 31–52). The mean body mass index was 65.23 kg/m2 (range 60.5–89.1)

for LSG and 64.26 kg/m2 (range 60.6–76.3) for LRYGB. Co-morbidities were

obstructive sleep apnea (25 cases–54.3 %), hypertension (24 cases–52.2 %),

and diabetes mellitus (14 cases–30.4 %). One postoperative immediate compli-

cations (<30 days) was recorded: a gastrojejunal leak.

Late complication was observed in 16 patients (34.8 %) including 11 cases after

LRYGB (3 postincisional hernia; 2 internal hernia; 3 stenosis of gastro-jejunal

anastomosis; 3 cases of ulcers with 1 perforation) and five cases after LSG (2

stenosis; 3 GERD). Mean hospital stay 5.8 days (range 4–25). There were no

conversions. One case of mortality was recorded at POD 3 due to massive

pulmonary embolism.

Conclusion: Both procedures appear to be acceptable for SSO patients with low

complication and mortality rates within the 30-day perioperative period. SG

appears safer in these difficult cases. Both LRYGBP and LSG are appropriate

surgical option for the treatment of massive super-obesity.

P.084 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ALONE ORWITH
DUODENAL SWITCH? A COMPARISON OF RESULTS
IN THE DIFFERENT BMI-CLASSES

PRESENTER: Y.I. Yashkov

Co-authors: N.S. Bordan, O.V. Ivleva

CELT- Clinic, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy is becoming popular bariatric operation how-

ever its long-term results are still unknown.

Objectives: We undermined a continuous study to compare results of two main

operations in our Center- SG alone and SG with Duodenal Switch (BPD/DS).

Methods: We compared % EWL in different BMI-groups in 236 pts undergoing

SG (11 %-open, 89 %- laparoscopic) done since 2006 and 442 pts undergoing

BPD/DS (all-open) since 2003. Revisional operations and not numerous cohorts

(for SG BMI>60, for BPD/DS <35) were excluded from the study.

Results: Postoperative 30-day mortality was 0 % after SG and 0,4 % after BPD/

DS. Early complication rate – 3,3 % after SG and 4.76 % after BPD/DS. Best

results after SG were observed in the pts with BMI <35. In the rest BMI-groups

clear tendency of weight regain was observed 2 years after SG but not after BPD/

DS. To 5 years % EWL was comparable in each BMI-groups after BPD/DS but

was different in groups undergoing SG. Patients having BMI >45 were more

tended to weight regain 2 years after SG alone.

Conclusion: SG alone provided the best weight loss results only in the patients

with BMI<35. %EWL was comparable at the level around 70 % at 5 years after

BPD/DS independently of initial BMI-group. All candidates to SG alone especially

thosewithBMI >45 should be informed about possibleweight regain after 2 years.

BPD/DS in each BMI group provides better weight loss than SG alone at 5 years.

P.085 INTRA OPERATIVE STAPLER LINE BLEEDING IN
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M. Abdolhosseini

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, P. Alibeigi, A. Khalaj

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Staple line bleeding is an important issue during surgery whether

intraoperative or early post-operatively. Intra operative staple line bleeding is some-

times a dilemma for the surgeon and takes a lot of time for controlling and managing.

Objectives: This survey is interested to investigate the causes, accompanying

factors and various methods for managing those bleedings.

Methods: We documented all data of patients who have undergone laparoscopic

procedures andused staple for theGI tract, stomach or small bowel. TheirmeanBP

during surgery, number of need to control thebleeding, how tomanage the bleeding,

how long it took and the probable factors for bleeding were all documented.

Results:Among 79, 32 patients had staple line bleeding during surgery, 28% from

the first stomach staple, 25 % second stomach staple line, 9 % third stomach

staple line, 15% from the last stomach staple line and 31% of bleeding was from

jejunal staple line.We had 65points of bleeding that needed to be controlled and it

took 301min to control them (4.5 min for each point). For controlling the bleeding,

we used Ligasure in 52 % of bleeding points, 27 % with clips and 21 % with

suturing In none of them occurred any complications. In the majority of bleedings

therewere no causes of bleeding but themost probable cause seems to be due to

insufficient releasing of the mesenteric and fat.

Conclusion: Identifying the causes of staple line bleeding leads us to better

management of this complication during surgery.

P.087 EXPERT OPINION ON STAPLER LINE BLEEDING
CONTROL INTRA OPERATIVELY

PRESENTER: P. Alibeigi

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, M. Abdolhosseini

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Most bariatric surgical procedures require staple lines creation

along gastric pouch, gastric remnant, or as anastomoses between hollow viscera.

One of the most common complications of bariatric surgery is bleeding from

staple line.

Objectives: Till now there are no measurable criteria and definition that can be

used in different centers and by different surgeons and it depends on surgeons’

preference.

Methods:We classified the main questions to three topics and asked them from

nine experts in bariatric surgery and designed a numeric system due to the
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differences between surgeons’ skills and gave one score to each 100 bariatric

cases of each surgeon. The three questions were: The surgeon’s approach to

bleeding of stapler line, to fat tissue or bowel mesentery bleeding, the instrument

or method used to control the bleeding.

Results: For the first question 22 scores out of 33 was dedicated to the answer

that the surgeons control all jet bleedings immediately, but for non-active bleed-

ings (oozing), they pack the site of bleeding andwait and they control the bleeding

if it’s not stoppedwith the followingmethods: the highest score was for suturing as

the first choice, bipolar cuttery for the second choice and titanium clip for the third

choice. Regarding fat tissue or bowel mesentery bleeding the highest score was

for controlling all of the bleeding immediately after identification.

Conclusion:We should have specific classification to manage the intra-operative

external stapler line bleeding in bariatric surgery, in order to reduce complications

and improve the result of the surgery.

P.088 GASTRO-COLIC FISTULA AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: H.K. Almajrafi

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala, A. Govil

Center of Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is a relatively new procedure and hence the

complications are yet to be known and reported.

We are reporting a very rare complication of sleeve gastrectomy which is gastro-

colic fistula after leak.

Objectives: To report a rare complication which may happen after a leak in sleeve

gastrectomy, Identify symptoms and radiological signs in addition tomanagement

of the complication.

Methods:Twenty-seven years old lady had a sleeve gastrectomy. She developed

leak fromgastro-esophageal junction 2months after that inwhich shewas treated

endoscopically and discharged. She presented 2 years later with loose motions

after feeds in which Barium meal was done and showed gastrocolic fistula.

The patient underwent disconnection of the fistula laparascopically uneventfully.

She had another contrast study which showed a normal sleeve, started on liquids

5 days after surgery and recovered well.

Results: Gastro-colic fistula after sleeve gastrectomy can happen and treatment

could include a disconnection of the fistula with restoration of normal anatomy.

Conclusion:Gastro-colic fistula after sleeve gastrectomy is a rare reported complica-

tion after sleeve gastrectomy. Treatment depends on the location of the fistula and the

feasibility of anatomical restoration. In our case disconnection of the fistula and re-

sleeving the sleeve was a sufficient treatment.

P.089 REVISION LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA – VL.001

PRESENTER: G.D. Alvarez

Co-authors: É.N. Faria, D.T. Girardon, A. Machado, M.D. Miranda

Federal University of Santa Maria, Santa Maria, RS, Brazil

Introduction:We present a case of a morbidly obese patient, with previous open

Roux en Y gastric bypass (RYGB), diagnosed gastro-gastric fistula, who was

successfully treated by revision laparoscopy.

Objectives: Demonstrate the feasibility of laparoscopic surgical correction, a

gastro- gastric fistula in open gastric bypass.

Methods: The morbidly obese patient underwent a open RYGB 5 years ago. She

regain weight and her body mass index (BMI) of 47 kg/m (2), when she undergo

laparoscopic revision of RYGBby gastro-gastric fistula by our group. The diagnoses

was made by REED and upper endoscopy. Important steps of the revision include

lysis of all adhesions between the liver and the stomach, dissection of the gastric

pouch, the fistula was identified and green stapler was discharged. A suture

reinforce was made on the stapler line. The metilen test was negative.

Results: The operative time was 3 h and length of stay was 72 h. There were no

anastomotic leaks. At amean follow-up of 4months, bodymass index (BMI) loss was

33 and comorbid conditions were improved. The REED e upper endoscopy demon-

strated pouch without evidence of fistula.

Conclusion: Revisional laparoscopic RYGB to treat gastro-gastric fistula is techni-

cally difficult and carries higher morbidity, it is feasible and effective in the treatment

of patients with weight regain by this type of fistula.

P.090 PREVENTION OF HEMORRHAGE IN LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC BY PASS

PRESENTER: F. Bellini1

Co-authors: A. Giovannelli3, P. Pizzi2

1Bariatric Unit, Azienda Ospedaliera Desenzano, Desenzano, Italy
2Policlinico Di Monza, Monza, Italy
3S. Ambrogio, Milan, Italy

Introduction:GI hemorrhage is a potential concern in the postoperative manage-

ment of patients undergoing laparoscopic RYGBP. The early diagnosis and site

bleeding identification of this life-threatening complication are essential.

Objectives: The inaccessibility of the gastric remnant and the risks associated

with the early endoscopymake the identification of the bleeding site a challenging

task.

With the introduction of a prevention protocol, we dramatically reduced the

numbers of hemorrhage.

Methods: Over a 8 years period the medical records of patients who had hemor-

rhage after LRYGBP were reviewed for clinical presentation, diagnostic evaluation

and management. With the application of an inflexible protocol we had no hemor-

rhage in the last 500 patients. 1) wait 20 s before staple fire 2) carful inspection of all

the staple lines 3) avoid low blood pressure. 4) avoid NSAID in intra/post-operative.

5) correct staple height.

Results: Of 1,520 patients who underwent LRYGBP 19 (1,25 %) developed

postoperative hemorrhage. Ten patients with melena, 1 with emathemesis, 8

intraperitoneal. Comparing bleeders to non bleeders, the average BMI, gender

distribution, gastro-jejunal anastomotic technique, were not significantly different.

Four patients required surgery to control hemorrhage (gastric remnant, J-J

anasthomosis, gastric vessel). Nine patients were treated conservatively, with

blood transfusion in three patients. The administration of ketorolac was related

with an early acute anastomotic ulcer and hematemesis. No hemorrhage in the

last 500 patients after the application of our protocol.

Conclusion:Hemorrhage complicates LRYGB in a small but significant number of

patients. Bleeding usually occurs, most commonly in the immediate postopera-

tive period, at the GJ anastomosis and EGDS is effective in controlling hemor-

rhage if performed by skilled endoscopist. The bleeding prevention can be

achieved with application of an intraoperative rigid protocol.

P.091 PORTMESENTERIC VEIN THROMBOSIS WITH
CONSECUTIVE INTESTINAL INFARCTION AFTER LSG

PRESENTER: F.M. Birkfellner

Co-authors: H. Nehoda

BKH St. Johann i.T., St. Johann, Austria

Introduction: A 66-year old female with a BMI of 38.3 underwent LSG

surgery. Perioperatively she was treated with intermittant pneumatic com-

pression and a prophylaxis with low molecular weight heparin. Showing a

decent cl in ical evolut ion the pat ient was discharged 5 days

postoperatively.

She was readmitted 21 days postoperatively with vague abdominal pain and a

mild leucocytosis.

Objectives: The CT-scan confirmed a portomesnteric vein thrombosis. Even

though anticoagulation started immediately after the diagnosis was confirmed,

the patient’s condition worsened the next day, developing an acute abdomen with

peritonitis.
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Methods: An emergency laparotomy was performed. A massively

hyperaemic smaller bowel with an infarction of 100 cm in the ileum

was found and resected and an abdominal low pressure system (VAC)

was installed. In a second look operation 3 days later the bowel had

recovered and the abdomen was closed. Due to delayed recovery the

patient was discharged in decent condition after a total hospitalisation of

18 days. Currently the patient is doing well with an weight loss of 30 kg.

Results: According to recent international literature (Portomesenteric vein

thrombosis after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, Jose´ Salinas et al.,

Surg Endosc 2014) portomesenteric thrombosis after bariatric surgery is

a very rare but severe complication, especially considering its nonspecific

clinical presentation and the high index of suspicion required for its

diagnosis usually the patient present with an right upper quadrant pain

and elevated inflammatory parameters.

Conclusion: Immediate anticoagulation is obligatory and the need of

longer postoperative low dose heperinisation is currently under

investigation.

P.092 PORTOMESENTERIC VENOUS THROMBOSIS
FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: P. Blanc

Co-authors: C. Breton, R. Kassir, P. Lointier

Clinique Chirurgicale Mutualiste, Saint Etienne, France

Introduction: Portomesenteric vein thrombosis is rare after laparoscopic bariatric

surgery.

Objectives: to know the rate of Portomesenteric venous thrombosis following

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy after sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Retrospective study.

Results: we describe two Portomesenteric venous thrombosis following laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy and discuss the physiopathology, the treatment, the

diagnosis.

Conclusion: The clinical presentation is a nonspecific abdominal pain. The

diagnostic is made by abdominal CT imaging. The treatment is an

anticoagulation. The risk is bowel ischaemia, that is why, prompt diag-

nosis and care is crucial.

P.093 CHOLELITHIASIS AND USE OF URSODEOXYCHOLIC
ACID FOLLOWING BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G. Brakmane1

Co-authors: J. Deguara2, C. Borg1

1University Hospital Lewisham, London, United Kingdom
2Kingston Hospital NHS Trust, Kingston upon Thames, United Kingdom

Introduction: Morbidly obese patients have a higher incidence of choleli-

thiasis compared to their lean counterparts. Rapid weight loss after

surgery predisposes to gallstone formation. Routine cholecystectomy

during bariatric surgery is associated with longer operation time and

hospital stay and higher complication rates. Ursodeoxycholic acid

(UDCA), a bile acid, may play a role in preventing gallstone development

post-obesity surgery.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to review the literature and

analyze the efficacy, cost, compliance and complications associated with

UDCA use following bariatric surgery.

Methods: A systematic literature search using OvidSP and Pubmed search

engines was performed.

Results: Efficacy: Five prospective, randomized trials were found. These show

that UDCA reduces the incidence of scan-detected gallstones compared to

placebo when administered to patients after RYGB, gastric banding or VBG.

The studies were published between 1993 and 2003 and most of the operations

were performed open. The doses of UDCA used varied. A daily dose of 600 mg

was associated with the lowest rate of gallstone formation and of adverse events

in the largest study. It is however unclear whether UDCA significantly alters the

incidence of symptomatic gallstones and cholecystectomy rate.

Cost: A recent study showed that routine use of post-operative UDCA was not

cost-effective.

Compliance and complications: Compliance varied between 39 and

85 %. This may be due to the development of GI and skin side effects.

Conclusion:While UDCA can decrease the incidence of post-operative,

scan-detected cholelithiasis, its use in the era of laparoscopic surgery should be

re-evaluated in view of its cost, side-effects and compliance.

P.094 BOWEL OBSTRUCTION BY DEFLATION AND
MIGRATION OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON

PRESENTER: J.L. Cabañas Ojeda

Co-authors: C. Hernandez Perez, B. Lasses Martinez, D.O. Sierra Barbosa, A.J.

Torres Garcia

Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: The introduction of intragastric balloons meant a new tool to

treat obesity. However this procedure is not without complications. De-

flation and migration has been described since the introduction of the

technique carrying important implications for patients.

Objectives: To present a complication of intragastric balloon.

Methods:We introduce a 49 years old patient with history of schizophre-

nia and intragastric balloon placed 2 years ago with no follow up.

He was brought to E.R. by relatives with a history of a week of vomiting,

anorexia, abdominal pain and inability to pass flatus or stool.

Abdominal X rays reveled small bowel dilatation and suspicion of a

foreign body on left flank, later confirm by CT scan, showing a deflated

balloon on ileum and proximal bowel dilatation.

Results: An urgent exploratory laparoscopy was performed, finding a deflated

intragastric balloon lodge in the terminal ileum. It was extracted via an enterotomy

and primary closure.

Conclusion: Even though intragastric balloons are a safe method of treating

obesity, complications are not uncommon, and physicians should be aware of

them. Deflation of these devises can happen form 2.8 to 19.4 % according to

different authors.

Close follow up and extraction 6 month after placement are good measures to

prevent complications. Some balloons are filled up with blue methylene, even

though this method is not flawless, it could provide some evidence of puncture or

deflation.

Every weight loss procedure on a pswychiatric patient is still subject of intense

debate. Regardless of this, every patient with intragastric balloon should always

be closely followed.

P.095GASTRICPERFORATIONAFTERGASTRIC PLICATION

PRESENTER: R. Chemaly

Co-authors: G. Al Hajj

MiddleEast Institute of Health-Obesity &Weight Control Center, Bsalim, Lebanon

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Plication (LGP) is gaining popularity world-

wide, in term of efficient, low cost, low risk bariatric procedure. Few cases of

gastric perforation were reported in the literature.

Objectives: We present our first series of LGP with an unusual case of gastric

perforation presenting with multi-organ failure.

Methods:SinceNovember 2010 till December 2013, we performed123 LGP. The

mean age was 28.5 year old [16–41] with a male to female ratio of (26/97) and a

mean BMI of 36.8 Kg/m2. The technique was similar to that described in the

literature with a double row of suture on a 34 French orogastric tube.

Results:Minor complications (Nausea, Hypersialorrhea and epigastric pain) were

encountered in 32.5 % (40/123) of patients. This reported case, of a 42 year old

female patient with a BMI of 34 Kg/m2, was the only major complication that

necessitated reoperation. The patient was readmitted with severe sepsis, due to

NSAIDs induced gastric perforation, along with acute renal and liver failure. A

diagnostic laparoscopy was done with suture repair of double posterior
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perforations. Her postoperative course was progressively favorable. In our dis-

cussion, complications after LGP are evoked along with risk factors and the

different alternatives for management.

Conclusion: LGP is still a young bariatric procedure with an acceptable short term

EWL, yet it still has to prove itself among other well established procedures. More

long term studies and follow up are needed.

P.096 THE INFLUENCE OF PROPHYLACTIC PROTON PUMP
INHIBITOR TREATMENT ON DEVELOPMENT OF
SYMPTOMATIC MARGINAL ULCERATION

PRESENTER: U.K. Coblijn1

Co-authors: S.M. de Castro1, S.M. Lagarde2, S.D. Kuiken1, B.A. van

Wagensveld1

1Sint Lucas Andreas Ziekenhuis, Amsterdam, Netherlands
2Amsterdam Medisch Centrum, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Marginal ulceration (MU) at the gastrojejunostomy (GJS) is a com-

plication of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) for morbid obesity,

occurring in 1 to 16 % of the patients. In an attempt to minimize the incidence,

sometimes prophylactic proton pump inhibitors (PPI) are prescribed.

Objectives:Aim of this studywas to inventory the effectiveness of PPI prophylaxis

in preventing MU.

Methods: A prospective database of patients who underwent LRYGB from No-

vember 2007 till September 2012 was reviewed. Minimal follow up was

15 months.

In August 2011 the postoperative protocol was altered and prescription of

Pantozol 40 mg daily was added till 6 months after surgery.

Results: A total of 685 patients underwent LRYGB. 341 (49.8) patients received

PPI’s compared to 344 patients (50.2 %) who did not.

In the group receiving PPI’s diabetes was less common, NSAID’s and corticoste-

roids were preoperatively less used.

Six (1.8 %) versus 23 (6.7 %) patients developed MU (p=0.001). This

remained statistical significant in multivariate analysis (p=0.02). Of the

six patients developing MU under PPI prophylaxis, two patients did not

use the PPI’s, one patient used Diclofenac 50 mg 3 times daily and one

patient developed an ulcer next to a nasogastric feeding tube. In patients

using PPI’s, symptoms of MU were less severe, no perforation occurred.

Conclusion: The standard prescription of PPI’s after LRYGB decreases the

incidence of marginal ulceration. Attention should be paid to patient compliance.

P.097 PROGNOSTICATION OF COMPLICATIONS AFTER
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: EVALUATION OF THE
OBESITY SURGERY MORTALITY RISK SCORE AND
THE CLAVIEN-DINDO CLASSIFICATION

PRESENTER: U.K. Coblijn1

Co-authors: S.M. de Castro1, S.M. Lagarde2, W.F. van Tets1, L.T. de Wit1, B.A.

van Wagensveld1

1Sint Lucas Andreas Ziekenhuis, Amsterdam, Netherlands
2Amsterdam Medisch Centrum, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: The Obesity Surgery Mortality Risk Score (OS-MRS) is val-

idated for the assessment and risk stratification regarding mortality of

patients undergoing Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). The peri-and

postoperative mortality is low, complications are more common. Some-

times the OS-MRS is used to predict complications.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the OS-MRS as an instrument to

predict post-operative complications.

Methods: The OS-MRS was applied to a prospective, consecutive database with

patients undergoing laparoscopic RYGB or sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) between

November 2007 till October 2013, minimal follow up was 30 days. Complications

were classified according to the Clavien-Dindo classification ranging from no

intervention necessary till death.

Results:One thousand fifty-nine patients underwent LRYGBor LSGas primary or

revisional (20.1 %) procedure. 945 (81.5 %) was female, mean age was

44.2 years and mean BMI 45.0. 650 (56.1%) patients belonged to OSMRS class

A, 470 (40.6 %) to class B and 39 (3.4%) to class C. Three patients died (0.3 %),

all had revisional surgery and belonged to class B. 125 (10.8 %) patients expe-

rienced adverse events within 30 days, distributed as 64 (9.5 %) in class A, 57

(12.1 %) in class B and 4 (11.4 %) in class C. These differences were not

statistical significant. Also the distribution of complications with serious conse-

quences (Clavien-Dindo >2) was not significant. The only predictor for complica-

tions was revisional surgery (p=0.007).
Conclusion: The OS-MRS is not reliable to predict morbidity. The only predictor

for complications is revisional surgery.

P.098 THE INFLUENCE OF PREOPERATIVE
ABNORMALITIES AT
ESOPHAGOGASTRODUODENOSCOPY ON
POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS.

PRESENTER: U.K. Coblijn1

Co-authors: S.M. Lagarde2, S.M. de Castro1, S.D. Kuiken1, W.F. van Tets1, L.T.

de Wit1, B.A. van Wagensveld1

1Sint Lucas Andreas Ziekenhuis, Amsterdam, Netherlands
2Amsterdam Medisch Centrum, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: In some centres standard preoperative esophagogastroduodenscopy

(EGD) is performed prior to laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB). The

role of this screening tool is unclear. It could be hypothesized that preoperative

lesions influence the risk on postoperative complications.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to analyse whether preoperative

lesions found at endoscopic screening are associated with postoperative early

(leakage or bleeding) or late (stenosis, marginal ulceration (MU)) complications.

Methods: Patients who underwent LRYGB between December 2007 and August

2012 where all screened by EGD. The case records were retrospectively

reviewed and variables collected included gen-eral patient characteristics, the

results of the EGD, comorbidities,medication and all postoperative complications

(early and late) Minimal follow up was 9 months.

Results: Five hundred and twenty three patients (400 (76.5%) female, mean age

44.3 years, mean BMI 46.5 kg/m2) underwent preoperative EGD followed by

laparoscopic Roux en Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) or Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG).

In 266 (51.1 %) patients, one or more abnormal results were found including

gastritis (24.1 %), esophagitis (16.5 %); ulcer (1 %) and Barrett’s oesophageal

disease (1 %). A total of 98 patients had one or more complications (18.2 %) and

in 48 patients (9.2 %) these occurred within 30 days. Complications ranged from

unexplained abdominal pain and dysphagia to anastomotic leakage.

There was no significant association between the EGD findings and postopera-

tive complications.

Conclusion: The results of preoperative screening by means of EGD are not

associated with postoperative complications. Therefore no increased risk of

postoperative complications when an abnormality was found on EGD exists.

P.099 PETERSEN’S SPACE HERNIA: DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT OF A CASE SERIES

PRESENTER: J.E. Contreras1, 2

Co-authors: J. Zamarin1, 2, M. Bravo1, 2, J. Bravo1, 2, I. Court2, D. Villao1, C.

Santander1, J. Hamilton2, P. Brante2

1Department of Surgery Medicine faculty University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
2Division of Bariatric andMetabolic Surgery, Clı́nica SantaMarı́a, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Petersen’s space hernia is a protrusion of intestinal loops through a

defect between the alimentary loop and the transversemesocolon that occur as a

late complication of the laparoscopic gastric bypass.

Objectives: Is to present a case series of eight patients making focus on the

difficulty of the clinical diagnosis.
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Methods: a prospective protocol report of eight patients treated for Petersen

space hernia. Demographic, clinical, CT scan and surgical findings were

assessed. Surgery is always performed laparoscopically. Complete abdominal

exploration is perform identifying the Petersen’s Space. All adherences must be

taken down and then return the limbs back to their original position using soft

traction. The vitality of the bowel is assessed and then the space is completely

closed with a no absorbable suture.

Results: Eight patients where operated for Petersen’s space hernia. Their mean

age was 43 years old (range: 22–52). All patients presented between 12 to

24months after primary gastric bypass, with exception of one case that occurred

8 years after. Characteristically all patients had a good percentage of excess

weight loss (mean85%). Themean hospital staywas 2 days. Nomortality and no

recurrence was observed.

Conclusion: All surgeons, especially those how do not perform bariatric surgery,

must we aware of this late complication of laparoscopic gastric bypass. The CT

Scan is an excellent tool to get to the diagnosis, but the surgeon and the

radiologist must know the signs to look up for. Although is still controversial we

think is mandatory close the defect.

P.100 CLOSURE VS NON-CLOSURE OF MESENTERIC
DEFECTS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
(RYGB): SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION OF INTERNAL
HERNIAS

PRESENTER: T. Delko1

Co-authors: M. Kraljevic1, D. Raoul1, D. Oertli1, T. Köstler2, U. Zingg2

1University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland
2Spital Limmattal, Zürich, Switzerland

Introduction: Internal hernia is a life threatening early and late complication after

RYGB. No consensus on whether mesenteric defects should be closed or left

open during primary RYGB exists amongst bariatric surgeons.

Objectives: This study evaluates the impact of complete mesenteric defect clo-

sure on internal hernia rate after RYGB.

Methods: A retrospective review was conducted of all RYGB patients from

2000 to 2013 who had all mesenteric defects primarily closed or left open

during RYGB.

Results: Of 589 patients, 269 (45.7 %) had left open mesenteric defects vs. 320

(54.3 %) with primary complete closure of all mesenteric defects (mesojejunal

and Petersen defect, closure with non-absorbable single stitches). All had

antecolic Roux limb positioning, 235 were short limb (SL)-RYGBs (Roux limb

150 cm, biliopancreatic limb 50 cm, long common channel), 262 very very long

limb (VVLL)-RYGBs (common channel 100 cm, biliopancreatic limb 50 cm, long

Roux limb) 92 revisional (Band to VVLL RYGB or SL-RYGB), all except 2 VVLL-

RYGBs were performed laparoscopically. Twenty-five patients were diagnosed

with IH, 24 (8.9 %) in the non-closure group and 1 (0.3 %) in the closure group.

Two patients died after severe bowel necrosis and lethal sepsis.

Conclusion: Closure of mesenteric defects might reduce the rate of IH significantly

and prevent from bowel incarceration and lethal sepsis. Nevertheless, a high index

of suspicion of IH must be maintained even after closing mesenteric defects.

Diagnostic laparoscopy is the tool of choice to exclude IH either in patients with

closed or left open mesenteric defects.

P.101 CT SCANS IN DIAGNOSIS OF COMPLICATIONS IN
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Duprée

Co-authors: P. Busch, M. Tichbi, S. Wolter, N. Sauer, Y.K. Vashist, J.R. Izbicki, J.

Aberle, O. Mann

University Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany

Introduction: Major complications in bariatric surgery are rare but in case of occur-

rence often severe. Due to the elevated BMI diagnosis of major complications

seems to be more challenging than in norm weight patients.

Objectives:We aimed to show the relevance of abdominal CTscans in diagnosis

of major complications after bariatric procedures.

Methods: All patients operated from 1/2010–12/2012 were retrospective studied

after bariatric surgery with special view on realized CT scans for diagnosis of

anastomosis insufficiency and stapler line leakage which required an operative

intervention.

Results: A total of 588 bariatric procedures were performed, of these 262 sleeve

gastrectomies and 293 RYGBs. The overall major complication rate was 2,9 %.

2,2% stapler line leakages in the sleeve gastrectomy (n=6) and 0,7% leaks after

RYGB (n=2). In the RYGB group as rare uncommon complications a spleen

rupture, a colon perforation and a pulmonary embolism occurred. One death

occurred after sleeve gastrectomy due to mesenterial ischemia. In 18 cases CT

scans were performed, of these in 50 % with false-negative findings. In all of that

cases a reexploration were performed and led to the right diagnosis with consec-

utive therapy.

Conclusion: In the detection of major complications after bariatric surgery the CT

scan captures a subordinated role. Clinical aspects and experience as well as

blood parameters are of overriding importance in diagnosis of post bariatric

complications, especially if there are no seminal findings in CTscan.

P.102 ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT IN THE TREATMENT OF
MICRO-LEAKS IN PATIENTS AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Enriquez1

Co-authors: R.R. Kelly2, C. Ayala 2

1Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Tijuana, BC, Mexico
2WLSCLINIC, Tijuana, BC, Mexico

Introduction: The gastric sleeve surgery has become a popular bariatric proce-

dure, indicated weight loss and resolution of comorbidities.

Objectives: Endoscopic management as an alternative in the treatment of micro-

leaks in patients after sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Report of case. Obese female patient 52 years old with a BMI of 38

(216 lbs/5.5 ft (2) Comobilidades. Hypothyroidism, 2TDM, central obesity and

depression.

One gastric sleeve was performed during surgery in the third line of staples there

was a malfunction of the stapler, staples line was reinforced with running suture.

Methylene blue test without evidence leaks. However, 48 h after the patient had

epigastric pain after drank water (leak suspect), so in the fluroscopy a microfuge

was identified in the middle third of the gastric sleeve in lateral decubitus position.

The patient was hemodynamically stable. Approach endoscopic identifying pin-

point leak in the middle third and proceeded to place three endoscopic titanium

staples to seal and strengthen with tissue glue. this patient tolerate taking fluids,

maintained clinically stable and was discharged next day.

Results: In the third month postoperatively the patient is free of symptoms with a

40 % loss of excess weight.

Conclusion: the prevalence of leakage is low (2.4 %). Making appropriate endo-

scopic approach in postoperative patients that suspected leak, is good option in

postsurgical patients, The operative endoscopic approach in cases of microleakage

could be standardize as routine protocol in perioperative management of patients

undergoing bariatric surgery as one resource that prevents reoperation.

P.103 REOPERATION IN SUPEROBESE PATIENT WITH
DUODENAL SWITCH AND HYPOVOLEMIC SHOCK

PRESENTER: R. Enriquez1

Co-authors: R.R. Kelly2, C. Ayala 2

1Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Tijuana, BC, Mexico
2WLSCLINIC, Tijuana, BC, Mexico

Introduction: The duodenal switch is a strategy for managing patient superobese

as it ismore effective forweight lossand resolution of comorbidities comparedwith

gastric bypass Y roux; however at higher risk of leaks that gastric bypass (p0.05).
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Objectives: Report of case: Female 21 years with BMI 57 (375 lbs, 5.8 fts)

Comobilidades: sleep apnea, glucose intolerance and polycystic ovary syndrome

(PCOS). A duodenal switch was performed and need reintervention.

Methods: Report of case. Surgery time 3.5 h. 48 h after showed evidence of

hemodynamic instability and hematoma wall in surgical incision right side, hemo-

globin dropped to 6 g, so was hemotransfused with four units of blood group (0 -)

reintervention without finding hemoperitoneum, neither in the single anastomosis

fistula; it was observed one dissecting hematoma wall, proceeding to

electrocoagulation and even pneumoperitoneum was observed that contributed

to inhibit bleeding.

Results: In the third month postoperatively, the patient is free of symptoms of

comorbidities, with a very significant weight loss.

Conclusion: Dissecting hematoma wall is one cause of bleeding and hemody-

namic instability. Pneumoperitoneum in second surgery contributed to inhibit

bleeding. The insertion sites of the ports should be systematic reviewed as part

of the routine surgery and try to avoid potential complications associated with the

surgical technique.

P.104 WERNICKE’S ENCEPHALOPATHY DURING
PARENTERAL NUTRITION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: R. Eryilmaz1

Co-authors: T. Bilecik2, C.Ö. Ensari2, V. Doğru1, K. Zengin3

1Akdeniz University, School of Medicine, Antalya, Turkey
2Antalya Training and Research Hospital, Antalya, Turkey
3Istanbul University Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty Department of Surgery, İstan-

bul, Turkey

Introduction: Wernicke Encephalopathy (WE) is caused by severe thiamine

deficiency and it may occur after any bariatric operation, often leading to long-

term disability.

Objectives: We report the case of a patient treated with parenteral nutrition

without vitamin supplementation due to complications after laparoscopic Roux-

en Y gastric bypass.

Methods: A 19-year-old woman underwent surgery for severe obesity. In a

2 months period, gastric fistula and stenosis were developed. Neurologic signs

like diplopia, nystagmus and motor-sensorial deficits emerged on postoperative

day 28. EEG, brain MRI, neurologic and ophthalmologic examinations were per-

formed. No pathology was detected. Patient was transferred to an advanced

center for neurologic condition and anastomotic stenosis. Shewas diagnosed with

WE. She was re-operated and administered high dose thiamine infusion. Although

some neurologic symptoms were disappeared, permanent sequela occurred.

Results: Bariatric surgeons need to be aware of the clinical presentation of WE.

Conclusion: Patients undergoing bariatric surgery should be started on thiamine

supplementation once oral intake begins.

P.105 LATE POSTOPERATIVELY PERFORATED DUODENAL
ULCER FOLLOWING GASTROPLASTY

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos

Co-authors: E.J. Ilias, W. Freitas, P. Kassab, C.A. Malheiros, O. Prado Castro

Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction:With a great number of bariatric surgeries, we face a scenariowhere

emergency unit assessments may present peculiar features that impair diagnosis

as in the following case.

Objectives: Case report of a patient previously submitted to gastroplasty with

perforated duodenal ulcer, who does not present with pneumoperitoneum as

assessed at the time of hospital admission.

Methods: Patient J.C.C.S., 41 years of age, male, presenting with acute

epigastralgia at admission, radiating to the back over the past 30 min.

Previous gastroplasty (2 years and 10 months ago), with a 65-kg weight

loss, currently weighing 75 kg Patient reported “flu-like” symptoms while

taking nimesulide for 4 days. The patient was in good general health,

diaphoretic, pale, with a 124BPM heart rate, and 140/90 mm blood

pressure. Serum tests were normal, while abdominal X-rays revealed

opacification of the upper abdomen. Computed tomography revealed free

liquid in the peritoneal cavity, and no additional findings. Exploratory

laparotomy evidenced the presence of a bile-like liquid in the upper

abdomen and an acute perforated duodenal ulcer. Upon ulcer suturing,

the cavity was both washed and drained. The patient was given 80 mg/

day omeprazole postoperative.

Results:The Patient evolved satisfactorily, and thenwas given regular food on the

third postoperative day, and was finally discharged on the fifth postoperative day.

Conclusion:Gastroplasty may be associated with perforated duodenal ulcer, and

may not involve pneumoperitoneum, as might be expected from air exclusion

from the gastric chamber. Any signs of abdominal pain, tachycardia and free

liquid in the cavity are fundamental for recommending surgery.

P.106GERDAFTERBARIATRIC SURGERYANDMETHODOF
REDUCING IT

PRESENTER: M. Fishman

Pavlov’s State Medical University, spb, Russia

Introduction: Operations as LSG, LRGB and LDS frequently lead to GERD.

Nissan’s operation technically is not possible.

Objectives: Evaluated the results of surgical treatment of 480 (62.1 %) patients

who underwent LSG-327 (68.1 %), LRGB-142 (29.5 %), LDS-11 (2.3 %). In 193

(40.2 %) documented the presence of GERD, in which 84 (43.5 %) cases

combined with hiatal hernia (HH).

Methods: Were formed four groups: 1-st - 287 (59.8 %), which performs standard

operations, 2-nd: - 84 (17.5 %), supplemented by the elimination of the standard

operations of HHand crural closure (CC); 3-rd: - 109 (22.7%),with initial symptomsof

GERD, but without CC, 4-th: - 132 (27.5 %) were operated according to our method-

ology. Technique of the LSG, LRGB, LDS is standard. We have developed a tech-

nique of operations, where available, HH and GERD symptoms, supplemented by

eliminating ofHH,CC, the formation of anti-reflux valve (ARV), in all other cases—only

supplemented by the formation of ARV. Long-term results—up to 3 years.

Results:Standard operations are high risk factors for GERD. In the 1-th group, the

first days 148 (51.5 %), there were signs of GERD. In the 2-nd - 79 (94 %) and in

the 3-th - 97 (89 %) of GERD symptoms remained. In the 4-th - GERD in 14

(10.6 %). Our methodology is effective in the prevention of GERD.

Conclusion: The proposed original method of forming ARV can be recommended

for wider use.

P.107 HOW RISK STRATIFICATION MODELS FAIL TO
PREDICT ADVERSE OUTCOMES IN A LARGE DUTCH
BARIATRIC COHORT

PRESENTER: N. Geubbels

Co-authors: M. de Brauw, Y.I. Acherman, A.W. van de Laar, S.C. Bruin

Slotervaart Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Several risk stratification models for bariatric patients have been

constructed from large, prospectively maintained databases.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to validate these risk prediction models in a

large Dutch bariatric cohort.

Methods: Fivemodels were identified: Obesity Surgery Mortality Risk score (OS-

MRS) and models originating from large databases: Longitudinal Assessment of

Bariatric Surgery (LABS), Bariatric Outcomes Longitudinal (BOLD) database,

National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) and the Michigan

Bariatric Surgery Collaborative (MBSC). Our validation cohort consisted of 740

consecutive primary laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass patients operated in

our centre between December 2007 and July 2012. Composite endpoint were

adverse outcomes scored according to the Clavien-Dindo (CD) classification for

surgical complications.

Results:Mean age was 42.1 (SD±10), median BMI 42.5 (range 35–67.6), 18.8%

were males. Comorbidities were frequent: 40.9 % of the patients had
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hypertension, 25 % had Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, 11.9 % had sleep apnea and

2.6 % has a history of venous thrombotic event. Eighty-seven (11.8 %) patients

had a CD 2 complication and 33 (4.5 %) had a CD 3 complication. Cox and Snell

R2 varied between 0.002 and 0.019, indicating that little of the outcome variance

was explained by the model. C-statistics were <0,7, indicating low discriminative

ability.

Conclusion: None of the included models predicted adverse outcomes in our

validation cohort. Caution is warranted when applying these risk models to inform

patients and to adjust outcome report, since they might not apply to other

(European) cohorts.

P.108 MANAGEMENT OF GASTRIC LEAK FOLLOWING
REVISIONAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: J.P. Giannone

Co-authors: T. Cerabona, A. Kaul, A. Maffei, N. Matsuoka, L. Malellari

Westchester Medical Center, Valhalla, NY, USA

Introduction:We present a case of a 37 year old female with failed weight loss after

having the Lap Band for 6 years. She had a BMI of 40 kg/m2 with no other obesity

related comorbidities. Her band was removed, 3 months were allowed for tissue

healing, and then a sleeve gastrectomywas performed. Post-op swallow study was

negative for leak, but on post-op day 2, the patient became tachycardic with severe

LUQ pain. She was taken back to the OR where a small proximal staple line leak

was discovered. The area was repaired primarily and drained, and a jejunostomy

tube was placed. The patient improved post-operatively and sepsis resolved, but a

persistent gastric fistula remained on bedside methylene blue swallow. She then

underwent an upper endoscopy with clip placement of the fistula, with complete

resolution and healing.

Objectives: The case highlights the management options in gastric leak and

persistent fistula following sleeve gastrectomy, including washout, primary repair,

and drainage with distal feeding tube, as well as endoscopic clip placement.

Methods: The case of a gastric leak post-op from a revisional sleeve gastrectomy

after band removal is highlighted and discussed, including management options.

Options including primary repair and endoscopic techniques such as clip place-

ment and stenting will be discussed.

Results: The patient was successfully managed through this known complication

of revisional surgery.

Conclusion: Primary repair after washout and drainage, as well as endoscopic

clip or stent placement, are all successful management options when presented

with a gastric leak following sleeve gastrectomy.

P.109 PETERSEN’S SPACE AT REVISION PROCEDURES
AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGBP)

PRESENTER: C.V. Gonçalves1, 3

Co-authors: M.R. Oliveira2, 1, A.B.. Garrido Jr.2, 3, A.A. Elias2, 3, R.M. Ito2, 3, H.Y.

Shirozaki2, 3

1Sobracil, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2IFSO, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
3Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction:Closure of Petersen´s defect in RYGBP is not unanimously accepted.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate if maintaining the space unclosed

at RYGBP is safe.

Methods: Thirty-six of these patients were revised: Age 18–36 (m=34,3) years; 2

women–9 men; BMI (kg/m2) at RYGBP 36.5–59.0 (m=43.4); BMI at revision 22.1–

46.2 (m=28.9); excess weight loss 25.6–121.0 % (m=80.8). Laparoscopy was

performed 7 months to 7 years after RYGBP for cholecystectomy in 28 cases, for

removal of Fobi-Capella silicone ring in four and for suspicion of internal hernia in 4

(abdominal pain, in the absence of gall stones). 63.9% (n=23) were asymptomatic.

Results: All spaces were found open. In 12 patients (33.3 %) there were jejunal

loops inside the space, including the jejunojejunal anastomosis in two cases.

However mobilization was always easy and no sign of vascular impairment was

observed.

Conclusion: We conclude that leaving the Petersen´s space unclosed at

RYGBP procedures may not increase risk of internal hernia, if the space is

left wide open.

P.110 LAPAROSCOPIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION
IMPACT OF TECHNIQUE ON RESULTS.

PRESENTER: P. Holéczy1

Co-authors: M. Bužga2, M. Bolek1, L. Havrlentová1, J. Krištof1, A. Navrátilová1, J.

Gazdičko1

1Vitkovice Hospital, Ostrava-Vitkovice, Czech Republic
2Medical Faculty, Ostrava University, Ostrava, Czech Republic

Introduction: Laparoscopic greater curvature plication (LGCP) is relatively new

operation. The surgical technique is still evolving.

Objectives: High incidence of complications led the authors to the changes in the

surgical technique. The aim is to refer about results in two groups of patients

operated on by means of different technique.

Methods: Two groups of patients (74 vs. 77 pts.) were compared. In the

first group two rows of continuous suture were used, in the second group

only one row. Both groups were comparable in BMI, age, sex, percent-

age of excess weight. Early and late complications and reoperations

were monitored and compared.

Results: In the Group I, there were 14,9 % of early complications and 14,9 of late

complications, as well. There were 8,1 % early and 13,5 % late reoperations. In

the Group II., there were only 3,8 % of early complications, 7,8 % of late

complications. Percentage of reoperations was lower, as well (2,6 early and

10,4 late). Excess weight loss were 41,3 % in the first group and 36,5 % in the

second group, 7 month after the operation.

Conclusion: Seven month is too short period to evaluate results of bariatric/

metabolic procedure. But the change in the surgical technique resulted in signif-

icantly lower percentage of early and late complications. The major problem

regarding late complications is the spontaneous deplications caused by suture

arosion. Inspite of using only one row of suture the authors did not solve this

problem effectively.

P.111 SUPER OBESITY AS A RISK FACTOR FOR
COMPLICATIONS IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: B. Leal2, D. Islas1

1Christus Health, Guadalupe, NL, Mexico
2Christus-Muguerza, Monterrey, NL, Mexico

Introduction: Obesity is a health problem. Management of obesity is

important for its treatment and complications of these have great mor-

bidity and mortality. These had been associated with a greater body

mass index (BMI) and consequently there’s a general avoidance to offer

surgical treatment to patients with high BMI.

Objectives: To determine if super obesity represents a risk factor for surgical

complications.

Methods:A study was performed, including patients who had undergone by-pass

(BP), sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and gastric banding (GB). The pool of patients

was divided in two groups, one with a BMI 50 kg/m2 and a second with BMI<

50 kg/m2. Complications after surgery were registered and data was submitted to

statistical analysis.

Results: Of all bariatric surgeries included. 53.2 % were female. 67.7 %

had undergone BP, 26.1 % SG and 7 % GB. Of these 111 (14 %) were

in the BMI 50 kg/m2 group and 679 (86 %) in the BMI<50 kg/m2. 56

major complications were registered, 12 (10.8 %) in super obese patients

and 44 (6.5 %) in non-super obese (OR 1.7, CI 95 % 0.84–3.56, p=

0.11). We found no statistical difference between complications in both

groups.

Conclusion: In our group of patients, super obesity doesn’t behave as a risk factor
for complications in bariatric surgery.
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P.112 NON OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL HEMORRHAGE IN BARIATRIC SURGERY
PROCEDURES

PRESENTER: G.S. Jammu

Jammu Hospital, Jalandhar, PB, India

Introduction: With increasing number of bariatric surgery procedures, complica-

tions like hemorrhage from staple line or hemorrhage due to suture needle may

sometimes occur intraluminally or extraluminally.

Objectives: To control the hemorrhage.

Methods: From January 2009 till March 2014, six cases of hemorrhage occurred

in our series of 800 cases of bariatric surgery. Out of six cases in one case the

hemorrhage was detected just 1 h after the surgery when the drain output

suddenly started increasing. On re exploring this patient a minute bleeder was

observed which was coagulated and hemostasis was achieved. In four other

cases the bleeding was observed within 6 h of surgery when drain output

increased more than 250 ml. In 6th case, patient started having bouts of

hematemesis 8 h after the surgery and this hematemesis continued for about

36 h. This patient lost more than litre of blood.

These five patients were given blood transfusions along with terlipressin (an

analogue of vasopressin with relative specificity for the splanchnic circulation

where it causes vasoconstriction in these vessels with a reduction in portal

pressure.) 6 hourly.

Results:All the five patients responded to terlipressin effectively. The external and
internal hemorrhage stopped completely within 24 h of terlipressin as indicated by

the drain output and stoppage of hematemesis.

Conclusion: Terlipressin is an effective vasoconstrictor agent which may be given

in cases of external and internal hemorrhage when there is no underlying cardiac

disease.

P.113 GASTRIC NECROSIS: A RARE COMPLICATION OF
GASTRIC BANDING

PRESENTER: Y. Jeon

Co-authors: J. Park, Y. Kim

Soonchunyhang University Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is one of the

representative surgical procedures for the treatment of morbid obesity. As LAGB

is simple, and reversible, it has become the most commonly used bariatric

procedure in Korea.

Objectives: We report a case of acute gastric necrosis, which is a very rare, but

life-threatening complication after LAGB.

Methods: A 28-year-old woman presented with sudden abdominal pain

and visited a nearby hospital. Her past history included LAGB for

weight reduction 5 years ago and she had never experienced any

similar symptoms before. She was managed conservatively for 4 days

but the symptom didn’t improved at all, and then transferred to our

hospital. On arrival, she presented marked tenderness in epigastrium.

Endoscopic and abdominal CT findings, taken on the day of transfer

and brought in, strongly suggested gastric necrosis. The patient

underwent emergent laparoscopic explorat ion, which revealed

necrotized gastric fundus. We decided to convert to laparotomy and

performed total gastrectomy with Roux-en-Y reconstruction.

Results:Grossly, upper half of the stomach, mainly at posterior wall,

was severely necrotized. Although there was no evidence of band

slippage in intraoperative findings, this patient showed similar find-

ings with other cases reported so far and gastric necrosis due to

band slippage was strongly suspected. She was discharged un-

eventfully on the 10th postoperative day.

Conclusion: Since gastric necrosis after LAGB is a very rare compli-

cation, accurate diagnosis could be often delayed. Surgeons should

be aware of this late complication and proper management at an

early stage is essential to prevent fatal outcomes.

P.115 EMERGENT CONVERSION TO OPEN BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: K.B. Jones Jr

Christus Schumpert, Shreveport, LA, USA

Introduction: Modern day surgical training is all about minimally invasive

surgery. With little or no experience and/or confidence in rapid, emergent

conversion to an open procedure, how does the surgeon expeditiously do

so?

Objectives: The intent of this paper is to give those inexperienced in “open”

techniques to quickly recognize the need for same and rapidly open and tempo-

rarily control an acute hemorrhage or severe problem requiringmore than the tips

of laparoscopic instruments.

Methods: The left subcostal or high transverse incision has been used by

this author and several others with an experience of several thousand

open cases. The author’s emergent technique includes a 3 cm midline

incision from the Xyphoid inferiorly, extending into a 135 degree left

subcostal “hockey stick” approximately 12 cm in length, large enough

for the surgeon’s fist to rapidly apply a tamponading moist lap sponge.

Extension of the incision and rectus muscle bleeding is then controlled

before proceeding.

Results: This author has used the left subcostal incision in greater than 4,000

bariatric cases over a 30 year career with an incisional hernia rate and major

wound infection rate of less than 1 %.

Conclusion: Today, the laparoscope has virtually replaced all open GS visceral

techniques which are de-emphasised in surgical training programs. This author’s

experience demonstrates a rapid fire technique, which will assist the inexperi-

enced open surgeon in dealing with a very treatable acute complication and

preventing a long term disaster with a hugemid-line wound infection, dehiscence,

and ultimate hernia.

P.116 MARGINAL ULCERS FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC
MINI GASTRIC BYPASS (LMGB): IS THAT A
PROBLEM?

PRESENTER: V. Kanakala

Co-authors: R. Sarkar, M. Boyle, N. Jennings, P.K. Small, S. Balupuri

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction:While Laparoscopic mini gastric bypass (LMGB) is gaining popular-

ity for the treatment of morbid obesity, complications associated with this proce-

dure are still under close scrutiny.

Objectives:We have reviewed our cohort of patients to evaluate the incidence of

marginal ulcers after LMGB.

Methods: This is a prospective study at a single institution. Symptoms of

abdominal pain, vomiting, dyspepsia were investigated as per our proto-

col and upper GI endoscopy offered where necessary. We have a strict

protocol to educate our patients to refrain from smoking and avoid non

steroidal medications. Patients are discharged with proton pump inhibi-

tors for 6 months.

Results:Total of 67 patients underwent LMGB at our institution. 51 (76 %)

patients were female [41 yrs. (25–60 yrs.)] and the rest were male

[50 yrs. (32–64 yrs). Mean body mass index for these patients was

47.4 (37.6–70) and mean excess weight of 64.9 kg (28.1–153.8 kg). 9

(13.4 %) had completed >1 year follow-up and 32 (48 %) patients

completed 6 months follow-up. 9 (13 %) patients had symptoms of

intermittent gastro oesophageal reflux. Two (3 %) patients had marginal

ulcers and showed good response to high dose proton pump inhibitor

therapy.

Conclusion: Though numbers are small in our series, only two patients (3 %)

developed marginal ulcers. Both of them had good response with conservative

treatment. We select of patients without hiatus hernia, reflux disease, however

educating patients about smoking and avoidance of non-steroidal medications is

important in prevention of marginal ulcers.
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P.117 BLOOD BEZOAR CAUSING OBSTRUCTION AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Khalaj1

Co-authors: A. Pazouki2, M. Pakaneh2

1Shahed University, Faculty of Medicine, Mostafa-Khomeini Hospital, Tehran,

Iran
2Minimally Invasive Surgery Research center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Bowel obstruction is a known complication after bariatric surgery

especially Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. Blood bezoar is a rare cause of small

intestinal obstruction after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

Objectives: Special attention needs to be taken to identify the post-surgical

complication of bariatric surgery to diagnose rare complications.

Methods: We are going to present two cases of small bowel obstruction after

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass due to blood bezoar.

Results:A 34 years old woman with BMI 43 kg/m2 had colicky abdominal

pain, vomiting and obstipation the day after. In the 6th day after opera-

tion she became febrile and complained of abdominal pain and tender-

ness. The mass including dried clot extracted through anastomotic hole

and anastomosis repaired.

The second case was a 45 years old womanwho underwent the same operation.

After upper GI gastograffin study the day after the operation she complained of

the same symptoms. A transition zone, dilated proximal bowel loop with a firm

intraluminal mass was detected. By grasping and pressing the mass with bowel

grasper the mass disrupted and pushed distally. Patient defecated and became

asymptomatic. After defecation we saw some pieces of a relatively firm clot.

Conclusion:The best way for prevention of blood bezoar is prevention of bleeding
at staple line and doing hemostasis at stapler line.

P.118 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS YIELDS LOWER
RATES OF SHORT BOWEL SYNDROME

PRESENTER: V. Kothari

Co-authors: C. Tadaki, M. daSilva, J. Tsui, R. Jones, M. Humphreys, T. Kindel

University of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE, USA

Introduction: Short bowel syndrome (SBS) is a feared complication of

laparoscopic or open gastric bypass (LGB/OGB) and biliopancreatic di-

version with a duodenal switch (BPD-DS). An analysis at this institution

revealed 11 of 265 SBS patients had a bariatric operation. This abstract

looks to determine if laparoscopy improves the rate of SBS in bariatric

patients.

Objectives: This abstract looks to determine if laparoscopy improves the rate of

SBS in bariatric patients.

Methods: The University Health System Consortium (UHC) database identified

patients by International Classification of Disease 9TH revision codes (ICD-9)

from October 2010 to March 2014. Codes for an LGB, OGB and BPD-DS are

(4438, 4439, 4389/4551/4591) respectively. We could not differentiate between

laparoscopic and open BPD-DS with the current codes. SBS is defined by code

5793. Obesity, morbid obesity, and BMI modifier codes captured surgical

candidates.

Results: Thirty-seven thousand nine hundred twenty-six patients were

identified as obese/morbidly obese and having an operation. Thirty-four

thousand nine hundred forty-seven had a LGB, 2,599 an OGB and 383 a

BPD-DS. 103 (0.27 %) patients developed SBS. OGB had a lower SBS

rate than BPD-DS (0.46 % vs 3.13 %; p<0.001). LGB had the lowest

rate of SBS compared to OGB (0.23 % vs. 0.46 %; p=0.018) and BPD-

DS (0.23 % vs. 3.13 %; p<0.001).

Conclusion: The conversion from open to laparoscopic gastric bypasses has

significantly improved the rate of SBS development. The use of improved tech-

nology and technique has further decreased the likelihood of this devastating

complication. One possible reason for lower SBS rate is the laparoscopic closure

of potential defects. Further studies are needed to ascertain the etiology for lower

SBS rate.

P.119 SYMPTOMATIC CHOLELITHIASIS AFTER A
RESTRICTIVE BARIATRIC OPERATION.

PRESENTER: D. Lapatsanis

Co-authors: N. Kohilas

“Evaggelismos” General Hospital, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Cholelithiasis is a common side effect of rapid weight loss. In

morbidly obese patients undergoing bariatric operations, it is a common

complication that can happen in the months following surgery.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to ascertain the incidence of symptomatic

cholelithiasis after a restrictive bariatric operation, laparoscopic sleeve gastrec-

tomy (LSG) or laparoscopic total vertical gastric plication (LTVGP), the time frame

in which it is to be expected, and its final treatment and outcome.

Methods: Patients who underwent LSG or LTVGP in a single center were

studied retrospectively. All had an abdominal ultrasound before the oper-

ation. Patients with a history of cholecystectomy or had already choleli-

thiasis at the time of surgery were excluded. Out of 426 patients, 358

were included in the study. Of these, an abdominal ultrasound was per-

formed if they complained of dysphagia, vomiting or abdominal pain in the

months following operation.

Results:Of 358 patients, 30 (8,4 %) developed cholelithiasis postoperatively. The

time of development was 2 to 14 months (median 6 months). One patient had

acute cholecystitis and one had a mild acute pancreatitis. All underwent laparo-

scopic cholecystectomy. Adhesions from previous operations or inflammation of

the gallbladder did not lead to conversion or complication from the

cholecystectomy.

Conclusion: Symptomatic cholelithiasis is a substantial pathology after restrictive

bariatric operations and usually presents in the first year after the operation. So

it’s important to be included in the differential diagnosis of postoperative vomiting

and dysphagia.

P.120 ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT FOR POSTOPERATIVE
LEAK AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: J. Lee

Co-authors: H. Lee, W. Cho

Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is now considered as a

new stand-alone bariatric surgery. It has several advantages including simple

surgical technique, no intestinal anastomosis, no foreign body, normal intestinal

absorption, prevention of the dumping syndrome, fewer metabolic and nutritional

complications, and preservation of endoscopic access to the upper gastrointes-

tinal tract.

Objectives: Although the procedure is technically simple, its complications such

as staple line leak can be very serious and difficult to treat, even life threatening.

The most frequent leak point is near the gastroesophageal junction. We experi-

enced a leak after LSG treated with laparoscopic and endoscopic procedure.

Methods:A 30-year-old morbidly obese female with bodymass index 40.2 kg/m2

underwent LSG. The patient discharges from hospital on postoperative 5th day

without any postoprerative complication. On postoperative day 19, she visited

emergency room for fever and abdominal discomfort.

Results: Leak was suspicious on physical examination and radiologic find-

ings including CT scan. Conservative management such as percutaneous

drainage catheter insertion was performed. However the patient was he-

modynamically unstable and imminently septic. Laparoscopic irrigation

and drainage procedure was performed. On 3rd day after drainage proce-

dure esophagogastroduodenoscopy revealed the fistula opening at staple

line just below gastroesophageal junction. Fibrin tissue adhesive was

injected around the fistula and the esophageal covered stent was inserted

to cover the leak. At 14th days after stent insertion, the barium study confirmed no

more leak.

Conclusion: Endoscopic procedure including esophageal stent insertion with

fibrin tissue adhesive injection could reduce recovery time of the fistula developed

after LSG.
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P.121 MID- TO LONG-TERM BAND COMPLICATIONS
INCLUDING LIFE-THREATENING GASTRIC NECROSIS

PRESENTER: S. Lee

Daejeon St. Mary’s Hospital, The Catholic University of Korea, Daejeon, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) was once one of

the most popular procedure as bariatric surgery due to its less invasiveness;

however, diverse kind of mid- to long-term complications were evident as time

went by.

Objectives: During our bariatric practice, as we experienced several late band

complications, some of them, life-threatening, our objective is to describe them

and present our management.

Methods: Seven patients experienced mid- to long-term complications after

LAGB. Esophageal dilatation, gastric prolapse, band erosion, access port prob-

lem, aspiration pneumonitis, superior mesenteric artery syndrome and near-total

gastric necrosis were experienced during our practice.

Results: While esophageal dilatation, aspiration pneumonitis and superior

mesenteric artery syndrome were managed conservatively, gastric pro-

lapse, band erosion, access port problem, and near-total gastric necrosis

cases were surgically managed. Life-threatening near-total gastric necro-

sis occurred due to prolapsed stomach with left gastric artery obstruction

due to band with subsequent gastric necrosis. It was managed with near-

total gastrectomy leaving a small viable gastric pouch and converting to

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

Conclusion: Although LAGB is a less invasive bariatric procedure, it is

associated with several late complications. Clinical manifestations related

with band complication are very diverse, therefore, referring physicians

should be familiar with those symptoms and early surgical consultation

should be made in case of patients with suspicious band complication.

P.122 INTERNAL HERNIA AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC
BYPASS SURGERY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND
META-ANALYSIS

PRESENTER: N. Lijftogt2

Co-authors: N. Geubbels1, M. Fiocco2, N.J. van Leersum2, M.W.Wouters3, M. de

Brauw1

1Slotervaart Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands
2Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands
3NKI-AVL, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Internal herniation (IH) after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(LRYGB) is a frequently seen complication. The route of the Roux limb (antecolic

or retrocolic), closure of the mesenterial and Petersen space and the mesocolic

defect are described as a cause for IH.

Objectives: To assess whether closure of the internal mesenteric spaces can

reduce IH incidence.

Methods: PubMed, Cochrane and EMBASE were searched for studies

that included obese patients after LRYGB surgery. This systematic re-

view was conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines.

Results: Forty-seven articles included data of 32,849 patients. Median

follow up (FU) varied between 0- 108 months. Articles were pooled by

route of the Roux limb. The antecolic group contained 30 studies. Lowest

IH incidence was in the antecolic group with closure of all defects (1 %,

p<0,0001) followed by the antecolic group with all defects left open and

the retrocolic group with closure of the mesenteric defect (both 2 %, p<

0,0001). IH incidence was highest in the antecolic group with closure of

the jejunal defect and the retrocolic group with closure of all defects

(both 3 %).

Conclusion: This is the first meta-analysis assessing the influence of

mesenteric closure on the IH incidence. We conclude that the antecolic

procedure with closure of both the mesenteric and Petersen’s defect

shows the fewest IH’s after LRYGB. However, the low study quality,

the incomplete FU and the heterogeneity between studies reflects the

necessity of a prospective trial with adequate FU.

P.123 ABDOMINAL PAIN AFTER ROUX EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS: SEMIOTIC ASPECTS SUGGESTIVE OF
INTERNAL HERNIAS

PRESENTER: F. Marchesi1

Co-authors: F. Tartamella1, M. Ricco’2, G. De Sario1, V. Reggiani1, A.

Giammaresi1, M. Anselmino3

1Clinica Chirurgica e Terapia Chirurgica, Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria di

Parma, Parma, Italy
2Servizio Prevenzione e Sicurezza sul Lavoro, Azienda USL di Parma, Parma,

Italy
3Bariatric and Metabolic Surgery Unit – Azienda Ospedaliera-Universitaria

Pisana, Pisa, Italy

Introduction: Abdominal pain is the most frequent cause of hospital admission

after Roux en y gastric bypass (RYGB).

Among numerous possible underlying causes, internal hernia represents

one of the most peculiar and insidious circumstances, setting challenging

diagnostic and therapeutic problems for the surgeon.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to analyze abdominal pain incidence and

characteristics after RYGB, discriminating peculiar aspects suggestive of internal

hernias.

Methods: Nine patients submitted to internal hernia repair after RYGB and a

group of 49 controls (non complicated RYGB) were evaluated using 2 types of

abdominal pain questionnaires (Roma III and Roma III modified). Overall abdom-

inal pain incidence (controls) and specific characteristics of internal hernias

(cases) were analyzed.

Results: Thirty-two percent of controls presented aspecific (no diagnosed cause)

abdominal pain after RYGB - mainly deep, remittent, colic, located in the upper

left abdomen, postprandial.

78 % of the cases presented prodromic algic episodes similar to those of the

controls, differing from the acute episode only in pain intensity.

Excess weight loss, mainly at 3 months and after 1 year, showed the most

significant correlation with internal hernia (p: 0.043 and p: 0,026, respectively).

Conclusion: Based on abdominal pain characteristics (angina abdominis-like) we

can reasonably postulate the presence of remittent bowel torsions (remittent

internal hernias) in many patients, occasionally complicating.

Therapeutic management of such cases remains controversial, laparoscopic

exploration being a good option when symptomatology is suggestive.

P.124 THE ROLE OF ROUTINE BLOOD TESTS IN
PREDICTING POST-OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS IN
BARIATRIC PATIENTS

PRESENTER: N. Menon2

Co-authors: C. Neophytou1, J. Ahmed1

1Royal Derby Hospital, Derby, United Kingdom
2University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the most effective treatment for morbid obesity.

Early detection of postoperative complications is challenging and especially

important for these high risk patients.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate the role of routine blood tests in

evaluating and identifying early post-operative complications in patients under-

going bariatric procedures.

Methods: This was a retrospective study covering a period between 01/

03/2009 to 31/05/2013. Epidemiological data, type of procedure and pre-

and day one post-operative blood test results were obtained from the

bariatric database, maintained by one bariatric surgeon of the Royal

Derby Hospital. Statistical analysis was done using chi-square test.

Results: Three hundred sixty-seven consecutive patients (258 female)

were included. Two hundred ninety-eight gastric bypasses, 53 sleeve

gastrectomies and 16 revisions were performed. Eighty-three patients

had 101 complications within the 2 year follow-up period. Four patients

had significant post-operative bleeding, three had anastomotic leaks and

five developed collections that required further surgical interventions.
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Analysis of pre and post-operative blood tests revealed statistically sig-

nificant relationship between haemorrhage and a drop in haemoglobin of

more than 20 g/L (p<0.001), an increase in white cell count by 4x109/L

(p<0.05) and an increase in the creatine by 10 mol/L (p<0.05).
Conclusion: Physical signs and examination are valuable when assessing pa-

tients in order to establish any post-operative complications. Paraclinical investi-

gations offer a more holistic approach and can reveal a significant complication

that might otherwise not be obvious at first instance. The cut-off points proposed

above can hopefully offer a useful guide and raise the alert.

P.125 ROUX EN O ANASTOMOSIS IN GASTRIC BYPASS A
NIGHTMARE FOR A BARIATRIC SURGEON

PRESENTER: T. Mishra, L.K. Kona

Global Hospitals, Hyderabad, AP, India

Introduction:Roux en O anastomosis during Gastric bypass is a rarely described

entity. This complication results from improper anastomosis of the bilio-pancreatic

limb to the gastric pouch, with a misplaced jejuno-jejunostomy.

Objectives:We had a post-operative patient of RYGB who had presented

to us with recurrent vomiting and weight loss for which he underwent two

other procedures after the primary procedure. With great difficulty and no

preoperative definite diagnosis he was subjected to diagnostic laparos-

copy where a roux en O anastomosis was detected and subsequently

rectified. We tried to find out from literature review about the prevalance

and management of this entity.

Methods: Due to great difficulty faced by us in managing this problem we did a

thorough search of literature using PubMed/Medline/google scholar/Netscape

regarding this entity, its incidence, diagnosis and further treatment from any

articles published or printed in last 20 years.

Results: Its really amazing that after extensive search of literature and

taking in to account the volume of bariatric surgery taking place in this

last two decades, we could find only two publications and totally eight

reported cases of Roux en O anastomosis/Syndrome. What is baffling is

more than 50 % of these misconstructions could not be diagnosed by

any investigation and were diagnosed on surgery.

Conclusion: To conclude Roux enO syndrome is indeed a very rare misconstruc-

tion. Its very difficult to diagnose this condition by any investigation and patient will

need a correction surgery to get relief from its symptoms.

P.126 GASTRIC BAND TUBAL FRACTURES—A RANDOM
EVENT?

PRESENTER: M. Naqvi

Co-authors: A. Gill, H. Alazzani, Z. Iqbal, P. Super

Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust, Birmingham, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is an effec-

tive weight loss procedure. Despite low morbidities, patients manifest

unique complications; device and non-device related. Leakage from sili-

cone tubing cracks at metal connectors are a recognized problem for a

popular LAGB. Fractures are thought to occur from kinking and body

movement, implying occurrence of equal frequency either side of the

metal connector.

Objectives: To determine the distribution of tubal failures at the metal connector

(band versus port side) of a popular LAGB—one side is operator connected; the

other, factory fitted.

Methods: Tubal repairs performed from 25/07/09–12/11/13 were included. Tubal

disruption sites were established using radiographs and notes. Pearson’s chi-

squared test was used for analysis.

Results: Two thousand two hundred sixty-four LAGB were inserted with a

tubal failure rate of 1.5 %. Thirty-three tubal repairs were performed. Mean

time to tubal failure was 32.8 months. 84.8 % of tubal failures were on the

port side (p=0.00006), mean time to tubal fracture being 32.9 months

compared to 22.6 months on the band side. The highest frequency of port

side fractures (n=16) occurred in 2012, relating to LAGB inserted in 2009.

One thousand seven hundred fifty bands were inserted between 2005 and

2008–no tubal leaks were seen.

Conclusion: Reoperations carry significant risk and financial/resource im-

plications for bariatric surgery providers. Our results show the factory

fitted tubing section commonly failed. The surgical technique remained

identical over 10 years, suggesting this wasn’t a random device related

complication. We postulate a change in the manufacturing process in

2008 of this LAGB may explain our findings.

P.127 PROPRANOLOL HAS A PREVENTIVE EFFECT ON
BLEEDING DURING GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY; A
MULTI-CENTER SURVEY

PRESENTER: A. Pazouki

Co-authors: M. Abdolhosseini, P. Alibeigi, V. Ghaedamini

MinimallyInvasive Surgery ResearchCenter, IranUniversity ofMedical Sciences,

Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Obesity is a prevalent disease in developed and developing coun-

tries which affects the life style grossly. Bariatric Surgery is nowadayswidely used

for the treatment of severe obesity to reduce its mortality and morbidity.

Objectives: One of the most important complications during surgery is bleeding,

which increases the surgical time and may cause re-operation. Propranolol has

been proven to be effective in other surgeries, but not in bariatric surgery.

Methods: Eighty-two patients have been randomized to receive 40 mg propran-

olol or placebo twice daily 2 weeks before surgery in a double-blind RCT, in which

the unique nurse only knew the difference. Then all the patients undergone

gastric bypass surgery. The bleeding sites which needed hemostasis and the

bleeding volume were evaluated during the operation.

Results: Mean bleeding spots were 2.13±0.84 in case and 2.5±1.03 in

control groups with no significant statistical difference. The needed time

for hemostasis was 7.96±3.85 in case and 9.67±5.01 in control group with

no statistical difference. The vessels were in 96.3 % from artery and 3.7 %

from veins with no difference between the two groups. The mean hemo-

globin was 13.6±1.8 before and 12.9±1.5 after the surgery with no differ-

ence between the two groups.

Conclusion: Although our results were not statistically significant, other studies

with greater sample size and more parameters may conclude that propranolol

can be effective in reducing the bleeding parameters in gastric bypass surgery.

P.128 PERFORATED DUODENAL ULCER AS A LATE
COMPLICATION OF ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS—DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: R.d. Pereira

Co-authors: B. Zilberstein, M.Y. Franciss, L.C. Barchi, G.T. Kappaz, J.A. Ferreira,

L.T. Kakuda, F.F. Nunes, C.M. Bussons, E.D. Filho, R.N. Staffa, R.W. Moreira,

M.C. Lima, H. Oliveira

GASTROMED/Zilberstein Institute, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity has significant global growth in recent years, and

thus bariatric surgery has increased every year. Roux-en-Y gastric by-

pass (RYGBP) remains the most widely used surgical procedure for

morbid obesity.

There are several late complications which may occur after bariatric

operations. In RYGBP the most common late complications include mal-

nutrition, hypovitaminosis and intestinal obstruction from internal hernia.

Perforated duodenal ulcer in the excluded segment is rare, with less than

20 cases reported in the literature.

Objectives: Report a case of a 39 years old female patient with perforated

duodenal ulcer after roux en y gastric bypass.

Methods: This case report is of a 39 years old female patient submitted to a Roux

en Y gastric bypass eleven years ago, presenting abdominal pain without any

associated symptom.
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The patient were submitted to blood and imaging exams, and went trough a

exploratory laparotomy, that diagnosed perforated duodenal ulcer.

Results:After two days the patient showed clinical worsening, and a newCTscan

was performed, demonstrating a small pneumoperitoneum and moderate

amount of free abdominal fluid. She underwent laparotomy again, and after

extensive adhesiolysis, a perforated duodenal ulcer was found.

Subsequent laparotomies and complications occurred due to significant protein

malnutrition, infections and small bowel fistula.

Conclusion: The diagnosis of perforated duodenal ulcer after RYGBP is extreme-

ly difficult, as it is a rare condition, but has to be remembered in patients with

epigastric pain without other diseases. The early diagnosis is essential for ade-

quate treatment and better prognosis.

P.129 EARLY POSTOPERATIVE OBSTRUCTION AFTER
GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.002

PRESENTER: R. Pullatt

Co-authors: K. Byrne

Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA

Introduction: This is a Video demonstrating potential causes andmanagement of

obstruction post LRYGBP.

Objectives: To demonstrate causes and management of Early postoperative

obstruction after a Gastric bypass.

Methods: The first patient is a 30-year-old male POD 8 from gastric bypass at an

OSH who was vacationing in Charleston when he presented to MUSC with

unremitting abdominal pain. CTobtained in the ED showed dilatation in the roux

limb with distally decompressed small bowel and no evidence of obstruction in

biliary limb. Hewas taken to the operating room and a roux limb obstruction at the

site of the Jejuno-jejunal anastomosis was noted. The obstruction in the jejunal-

jejunal anastomosis was bypassed with a side to side anastomosis of the roux

limb proximal to the obstruction and the common channel immediately distal to

the Jejunojejunostomy. The second patient is a 40 year old female 5 weeks

postop from gastric bypass. She presented to ER with cramping abdominal pain

and CTscan showed dilation of roux limb with distal decompressed small bowel.

The roux limb had herniated through the mesocolic defect. The roux limb was

pulled back through the defect and reanchored with non absorbable sutures.

Results: Both patients had resolution of their obstruction and had uneventful

recoveries.

Conclusion: Early obstructions presenting within a few days are usually technical

and at the jejunojejunostomy from narrowing due to stapled closure of the

common enterotomy. This is usually resolved by bypassing the obstruction if only

one of the roux limb is obstructed.

P.130 PETERSON DEFECT CLOSURE CAN CAUSE LARGE
BOWEL OBSTRUCTION AFTER LRYGB – VL.003

PRESENTER: R. Ramamoorthy1, 2

Co-authors: A. Naik1, M. Hogan1, M. Howlader1, P. Sufi1, A. Alhamdani1

1Whittington Hospitals NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom
2University College London, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux En Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB) is the most

commonly performed weight loss surgery. Internal hernia through the mesenteric

defects is a recognised problem after LRYGB. The debate onwhether to routinely

close the mesenteric defects is mounting.

Objectives: We report a case of a large bowel obstruction after Peterson defect

closure following a LRYGB in the first post-operative day.

Methods: A 27-year old female with a BMI of 60 kg/m2 underwent an elective

LRYGB procedure. She developed abdominal pain, distension and vomiting. She

was tachycardic. Blood tests including lactate and inflammatory markers were

unremarkable. CT scan of her abdomen showed large bowel obstruction with

dilatation of the proximal transverse and ascending colon up to 8.3 cm diameter

with suspected obstruction at the level of Peterson’s Space mesenteric defect

closure. There was pneumatosis within the caecal wall.

Results: The patient was immediately re-explored. We found that the transverse

colon was significantly dilated proximal to the Peterson’s defect. After release of

endoclips at that site, the bowel contents started to pass into distal large bowel. A

flatus tube was placed per-rectum. Patient’s symptoms resolved later on conser-

vative management.

Conclusion: We believe that closure of mesenteric defect did contribute to

patient’s symptoms. However, patient’s CTscan did not show complete collapse

of the distal transverse colon post Peterson defect. Therefore, a picture of

pseudo-obstruction cannot be ruled out with certainty. Early intervention of those

patients could prevent catastrophic consequences.

This post-operative complication after internal hernia space closure will add to the

debate of weather to close this defect.

P.131 GASTRIC FISTULA AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY:
MANAGEMENT AND TIME TO PERFORM SURGERY

PRESENTER: L. Rebibo

Co-authors: A. Dhahri, F. Brazier, R. Delcenserie, T. Yzet, C. Cosse, P.

Verhaeghe, H. Dupont, J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction: Gastric fistula (GF) after sleeve gastrectomy (SG) represent the

main early postoperative complication. Most of series of GF management con-

cern short population study with short population, no clear definition of healed GF

and no data for propose revisional surgery faced with persistent GF.

Objectives: The objective of our study was to describe our management and

determine mean delay for performing redo surgery faced with persistent GF.

Methods:BetweenNovember 2004 andDecember 2013, we included all patients

managed for GF after SG. Surgical and endoscopicmanagement were standard-

ized. The primary efficacy criterion was delay for performing surgery for persistent

GF. Secondary efficacy criteria were demographic data, surgery data, endoscop-

ic data, mortality rate, time for healing GF, rate of failure, risk factors for CGF and

follow-up data.

Results: Seventy-six patients were managed for GF following SG in our

institution. The mean delay of discover GF SG was 37.3 days (1–649) Thirty

five patients (46 %) had early onset GF. Two patients presented primary

gastro-bronchial fistula (2.6 %). Fifty patients (67.5 %) underwent immediate

revisional surgical procedure. Seven patients underwent first-line radiologic

drainage (9.5 %). Endoscopic treatment was required as treatment of GF in

91.9 % (n=68). Mortality rate was 2.6 % (n=2). Success rate as treatment for

GF was 86.5 %. Mean delay to obtain closure of GF was 111 days (14–423).

According our results, 80 % of all GF managed were healed 118 days after

discover of GF.

Conclusion: According all GF managed in our institution, surgery for persistent

GF must be performed after 118 days of management for GF.

P.132 SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURES INCLUDING NON
INVASIVE VENTILATION IMPROVE MORBIDITY IN
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Rossi

Co-authors: I. Auriant, N. Devos

Clinique de l’europe, Rouen, France

Introduction: Postoperative morbidity after sleeve gastrectomy is decreasing, but

remain significant. bleeding and surgical fistula remain the leading cause of

morbidy.

In several studies in the post operative care of Obese patients, NPPV (Non

Invasive Positive Pressure Ventilation) reduced the risk of lower respiratory tract

infection and pneumonia, thereby reducing in-hospital morbidity.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to describe if systematic procedure includ-

ing NPPV improve morbidity in the post operative care of sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A 4 years before after study was conducted in a 19 beds intermediate

care unit of a private general Hospital.

Before period: All patients undergoing sleeve gastrectomy were included.
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After period: all patients undergoing sleeve gastrectomy were included and

submitted to a systematic post operative protocol: One Hour Period of NPPV

was applied four times a day during 2 days usingOxygenCPAP systemwith 5 cm

water pressure. Patients underwent simltaneously cardiac monitoring and intra-

venous diabete mellitus control.

Results: Inclusion characteristics were similar in the two groups

Before group: No NPPV:

January 2010 to December 2011: 352 patients.

Complications: 9 Fistula (2.56 %), 6 bleeding (1.70 %)

After Group: NPPV: January 2012 to December 2013: 504 patients.

Complications: 7 Fistula (1.39 %), 3 bleeding (0.6 %)

The overall complication rate fall from 4.2 to 1.98 %

Conclusion: Systematic procedure including NPPVmay improve morbidity in the

post operative care of sleeve gastrectomy.

Mechanisms are unclear but NPPVmay have improve local oxygenation, contributing

as a participative factor of necrotic contribution in postoperative fistula occurrence.

Further study are needed.

P.133 A RARE COMPLICATION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S.S. Saggu1

Co-authors: A. Prasad2, R.k. Saggu2

1Nova Specialty Hospitals, India, New Delhi, DL, India
2Apollo hospitals, New Delhi, India

Introduction: The authors present a case of 39 year old female with sleeve

Gastrectomy presented with complication after 3 weeks.

Objectives: To ensure the safety of procedure.

Methods: She was discharged next day (she had one episode of fever) of proce-

dure on clear liquid diet with routine medicines including amoxiclav syrup. On 7th

postop day in opd, her abdomen was soft and passing flatus and motion normally

with normal vitals. On 15th postop day there was no fresh complains except mild

pain in right side of abdomen, On 19th postop day she had fever and sever pain on

right side of abdomen, abdominal scan showed strangulated umbilical hernia and

slightly high serum creatinine levels, she was put on iv line and antibiotics. Next day

she came to emergencywith severe septicemic shock and uremiawith tachycardia,

immediately she was resuscitated and was taken up for diagnostic laparoscopy.

Results: On laparoscopy there was 2 l of purulent fluid in peritoneal cavity with

necrotic material on right side of umbilicus,there was no leak from sleeve, whole

thickness of umbilicus was necrosed. Peritoneal toilet done, three intraperitoneal

tube drains were kept and umbilectomy was done, pt was kept on ventilator

support and discharged after 4 weeks, than she developed intensive care neu-

ropathy from which she recovered after 4 months.

Conclusion: We would like to point out that in bariatric surgery patient even a

small complain of the patient like fever or pain should be investigated thoroughly

to ensure good and smooth outcome of the procedure.

P.134 PERFORATED ANASTOMOTIC ULCER (ONE YEAR
AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS) – VL.004

PRESENTER: L. Urrutia

Co-authors: M. Berry, P.A. Lamoza, E. Luna, S. Marquina, M. Shulz

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: An anastomotic ulcer post RYGB is not a so rare complication.

Usually presents with abdominal pain and its diagnosis requires a high index of

suspicion, as well as CTscan and endoscopy. Ischemic factors and tobacco are

postulated as etiological factors.

Objectives: The following case study highlights the importance of suspicious and

images in the consultation of a patient with late abdominal pain who underwent a

gastric bypass.

Methods: In this video we show the case of a male patient who underwent a

gastric bypass 1 year early. the patient turned into a heavy smoker of 30 ciga-

rettes a day for the last 2 month and showed in the ER with a sudden abdominal

pain. CTabdomen-pelvis scan was performed and demonstrated pneumoperito-

neum and peritonitis signs into the abdominal cavity.

Results: An immediate laparoscopy was performed, a peritonitis was

found and a perforated anterior anastomotic ulcer covered by a layer of

fibrin was observed, it was closed with a non-running absorbable suture.

An intraoperative endoscopy was done performing a pneumatic test and

a titanium haemostatic clip was found at the place of the ulcer, being

removed. A peritoneal lavage was performed and a drain was left. The

patient was discharged at the 5th post-op day.

Conclusion: Late complications post bariatric surgery are not infrequent. In every

center where bariatric surgery is performed, surgical teams must be prepared to

suspect and solve these complications.

P.135 INTRA AND POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS
AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. A SINGLE
INSTITUTION EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: R. Vilallonga

Co-authors: M. Hidalgo, J. Fort, O. Gonzalez, E. Caubet, J. Balibrea, M.

Armengol

Endocrine, metabolic and bariatric Unit. General Surgery Department, Universitary

Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Center of Excellence for the EAC-BC, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG) has been converted into one of the

techniques more commonly used as a definitive procedure, for its good results

in terms of weight loss and low rate of perioperative complications.

Objectives: In this study we describe our perioperative early complications rate in

a series of 328 patients undergoing primary SG.

Methods:We reviewed a prospective database in which are included all patients

undergoing SG between 9/2006–2/2014. Three hundred twenty-eight consecu-

tive patients were included (234 women) with a mean age of 44.5 years (range

15–69) and BMI=47.2 kg/m2 (range 21–73 kg/m2). The weight of the patients

was 125 kg (range: 54–195 Kg) and the excess weight lost was 63 kg (range 27–

129). Seamguard reinforcement was used in 58 patients and reinforcing suture in

270 patients.

Results: The conversion and mortality rate were 0 %. The perioperative

complications in the first 30 days were: gastric leakage through all period

in nine patients (n=9,2.7 %). Four reoperations with washing and drainage,

two percutaneous drenages and three medical treatments were performed.

Endoluminal bleeding from the stapling line was found in two patients (n=
2,0.6 %) treated with medical therapy, and hemoperitoneum in seven patients

(n=7,2.1 %), five treated with medical therapy, one with percutaneous drain-

age and one embolization of the rectus sheath. There was one case of

stenosis (0.31 %) which was converted to gastric bypass at 27th day. The

rate of reoperation was 1.5 %.

Conclusion: Such studies have shown acceptable results in terms of

postoeprative complication after SG. Our results are similar to published data.

SG is a safe and effective bariatric procedure.

P.136 POST-OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS IN
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS.
DESCRIPTIVE STUDY IN 174 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: L. Guerrero2, F. Milla2, P. Escobar2, P. Maqueira2, I. Mir2, V. Olate2,

C. Flores1, M. Cariaga2, P. Fuentes2, M. Yañez1, S. Araya1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery procedures have increased exponentially in the

past decade as well as the post-operative complications could have done it.

Bariatric surgery has shown safe results.

Objectives: Describe the post-operative complications of obese patients under-

going Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) in Clı́nica Antofagas-

ta, Chile, during September 2009–September 2013.
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Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, in 174 obese patients

with body mass index >30 and comorbidities, underwent LRYGBP. Excel and

Stata 10.0 were used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Major Complications: 2 (1,1 %) gastrointestinal bleeding needed

transfusion, with satisfactory recovery; 4 (2,2 %) internal hernias, all required

surgeries; 1 leak (0,5 %) that needed surgery, drains and antibiotics, with

satisfactory recovery. Others Complications: 1 (0,5 %) intraperitoneal bleed-

ing, 7 (4,0 %) gastrointestinal bleeding; both cases whitout resurgery, no

transfusion was needed either; 1 (0,5 %) subphrenic collection treated

with antibiotics. No cases of stenosis or in this series. No Mortality, No

Conversions.

Conclusion: Our Study suggest that Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric By-

pass, can be performed with acceptable perioperative complication rates.

Overall, in our series, we can conclude that is a safe procedure.

P.138 ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING AND SMALL
BOWEL OBSTRUCTION: A CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: P. Wuidar

Co-authors: C. Wahlen, J. Brilmaker, J. Goyers, J. Weerts

CHC Clinique St. Joseph, Liège, Belgium

Introduction:We report the case of a patient presenting with a rare cause of small

bowel obstruction, 5 years after an adjustable gastric banding operation.

Results: The patient was admitted for abdominal pain and vomiting. On physical

examination, the abdomen was diffusely tender. In her records, the patient had

undergone a total colectomy for constipation and an adjustable gastric banding.

The abdominal CT-scan showed an intestinal obstruction at the level of the angle

of Treitz with a marked gastric dilatation.

On laparoscopy, a small bowel internal hernia was found under the connecting

tube. In fact, the latest was adherent to the proximal mesentery and the first loop

of small bowel was incarcerated under the adhesion. There was no migration of

the tube in the jejunum. The connecting tube was repaired with a reparation kit.

An oesogastroscopy was performed 2 weeks later and showed no residual

abnormality.

Conclusion: This is a rare complication of an adjustable gastric banding.

It seems there has been no report in the literature of direct occlusion induced by

the device used for an adjustable gastric banding. The only possible explanation

to our case is the fact that the patient had had a total colectomy; due to this

procedure, the inexistent transversemesocolon could not prevent the adhesion of

the connecting tube to the mesentery, creating a band under which the bowel

could migrate.

One should keep in mind this potential complication of an adjustable gastric

banding in case of a previous history of total colectomy.

P.139 A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF STUDIES REPORTING
INTERNAL HERNIA AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS (LRYGB): IS IT
NEGLIGENT TO NOT CLOSE THE PERITONEAL
SPACES?

PRESENTER: S. Yeluri

Co-authors: A.I. Sarela

St. James’s University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Introduction: It remains unclear if peritoneal spaces during LRYGB should be

routinely closed due to lack of robust evidence.

Objectives: We reviewed published studies to determine whether closure of

mesenteric spaces during LRYGB is associated with >50 % reduction in the

incidence of re-operation for internal hernia (IH).

Methods: The review protocol is registered in PROSPERO, York

(CRD42013006289). A comprehensive systematic review of literature was un-

dertaken. No randomised trial was identified; hence, study eligibility was extend-

ed to time-series that compared the incidence of IH before and after implemen-

tation of space-closure. Study quality, bias and outcomes were analysed.

Results: The search identified 928 reports. There were eight eligible studies;

further, nine studies reported IH after space-closure, ten studies after non-

closure and 12 studies were on other technical issues. Only one study explicitly

reported length of follow-up separately for non-closure patients (mean

100 months) vs. closure (40 months). In total, spaces were not closed in 5,880

patients vs. closure in 4,878 patients. The length of follow-up was derived from

accrual and publication dates in seven studies and was notably longer for non-

closure patients vs. closure. Because of substantial inter-study variations, the

data were not suitable for meta-analysis. The reported incidence of IH ranged

from 2.9–6.8 % (1 outlier: 15.5 %) for non-closure vs. 0–2.0 % with closure.

Conclusion: Available data are not sufficiently robust to state that non-closure of

peritoneal spaces increases the incidence of IH by >50 % at comparable inter-

vals. It is clinically prudent to close all spaces; but it is not clear that failure to close

is legally negligent.

P.140 TWO WEIRD INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON CASES

PRESENTER: B.D. Yildiz

Ankara Numune Teaching Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: The most widely studied of the minimally invasive endoscopic

therapies for obesity is the gastric balloon (GB).

Objectives: Here we describe two cases of endoscopic balloon placement in

which balloons did not inflate properly without causing any immediate or long

term complications.

Methods: Case 1: 36 years old female patient applied to our out patient clinic for

treatment of her obesity. Her body mass index was 41.1 kg/m2. Heliosphere

BAG(Helioscopie,Vienne, France) was inserted orally into stomach. There was

part on balloon which did not expand. Postoperative plain upright abdominal x-ray

showed irregular balloon sitting inside fundus. She lost 7 kg at that time. Her

percent excess weight loss (%EWL) was 6.6 % at 6 month post-prodecure.

Case 2:43 years old male patient presented to our obesity clinic again balloon did

not fully inflate. 5.5 months after balloon placement he was called in and balloon

was taken out. He had lost only 8 kg at that time thus his %EWL was 5 %.

Results: Median weight loss of 15–17 kg and up to %32 EWL were reported for

GB by different authors. Our patients had much lower weigth loss and %EWL

when compared to these results. Volume of balloons cannot be a factor in this

failed weight loss.

Conclusion: Structure of intragastric balloon might influence %EWL and manu-

facturers must be vigilant about errors in production line and upgrade product

technology for better outcomes.

It might not be cost effective using intragastric balloon for preparation for a

definitive obesity surgery procedure in developing countries.

P.141 POST LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
(LSG) GASTROESOPHAGRAL REFLUX (GERD) MAY
BE DUE TO SEVERAL REASONS

PRESENTER:W. Yin

Co-authors: J. Chen, C. Lee

Department of Surgery, Dalin Tzu Chi General Hospital, Chia-Yi, Taiwan

Introduction: It was reported that up to 40 % of bariatric patients have existing

gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), esophagitis, and/or hiatal hernias, and

are at risk for an exacerbation of their reflux after LSG because of high resistance

gastric tube and disruption of the phrenoesophageal ligament at the lower esoph-

ageal sphincter (LES).

Objectives: More understanding on GERD after LSG with salvage surgery to

obtain better outcome.

Methods:Herewepresent a 50 year-old gentlemanwho did not have a significant

reflux disease and hiatal hernia before surgery suffered from de novoGERD after

LSG probably due to gastric tube narrowing and obstruction by adhesion to liver

with rotation. His body weight reduced markedly and quickly with residual BMI of

19 (<half of pre-LSG) within 1 year. The second episode of GERD with more

progressive manifestations, one and half year later, was associated with hernia-

tion of gastric pouch into hiatal defect with partial obstruction of esophagus.
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Results: The first episode of GERD improved after laparoscopic adhesiolysis and

residualmild symptomwas controlledwell with Proton pump inhibitor. The second

episodewas solved by laparoscopic reductionwith herniorrhaphy and conversion

to gastric bypass.

Conclusion: In addition to the high pressure gastric tube and LES dysfunction,

narrowing at the angularis and hiatal hernia are very important causes for post-

LSG GERD. These factors should be eliminated for excellent recovery.

P.142 IMPACT OF GSTRIC SLEEVE AND GASTRIC
PLICATION SURGERIES ON PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS

PRESENTER: H.S. Abou Ashour1

Co-authors: A.F. AL Kased1, W.A. Shehab-Eldin1

1Minoufiya Faculty of Medicine, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt
2Minoufiya University Hospital, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy LSG and laparoscopic greater

curvature plication LGCP surgeries are new restrictive bariatric procedures,

although weight loss was the primary concern of such surgeries, great impact

on glucose metabolism in type 2 diabetic patients were observed during the post

operative follow up.

Objectives:Highlighting the impact ofweight loss after LSGe and LGCPon type 2

diabetes mellitus (T2DM).

Methods: In minoufiya faculty of medicine and other private hospitals, 61 T2DM

patients were included in this study, 29 patients underwent laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy and the other 32 patients underwent laparoscopic greater

curvature plication. Blood glucose level,glycated Hb,fasting plasma insu-

lin level was performed pre operatively, patients were evaluated after

6 months and 12 months for (blood glucose level, glycated Hb level)

together with evaluation of fasting plasma insulin level.

Results: Twenty-three out of 32 T2DM patients (71.8 %) with LGCP became

normoglycaemic with significant improvement of fasting insulin p<0.0001.
Twenty-two out of 29 patients (75.8 %) who underwent LSG returned to normal

blood glucose and glycated Hb level after 6th and 12 months follow up with

significant improvement of fasting hyperinsulinemia p <0.0001. Mean % EWL

after LGCPafter 6 and 12monthswas 42%and 64.6% respectively andmean%

EWL after LSG after 6ths and 12 months was 48.3 % and 78.4 % respectively in

included patients.

Conclusion: Both gastric plication and gastric sleeve gastrectomy have a signif-

icant impact on type 2 diabetes mellitus,being a curable disease.

P.143 ROUX-EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS SLOWS DOWN
PROGRESSION OF RETINOPATHY IN TYPE 2
DIABETES

PRESENTER: J. Banks1, 2, 3, S.T. Adams1

Co-authors: K.A. Laughlan3, R. Gale3, P. Sedman2, G.V. Miller3, S.H. Leveson1,

V. Jayagopal3, 1

1Hull-York Medical School, York, United Kingdom
2Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust, Hull, United Kingdom
3York Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, York, United Kingdom

Introduction: Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a well-recognised complication

of obesity. One of the microvascular complications of T2DM is diabetic retinopa-

thy (DR). Bariatric surgery has been shown to effectively treat obesity and can

induce remission of T2DM.

Objectives: It is not known what effect this improvement in T2DM may have on

pre-existing DR. We aimed to investigate this.

Methods: A dual-centre, observer-blinded, case–control study investigated the

progression of DR in patients who received Roux-en Y gastric bypass (treatment

group (TG)), compared with controls who received medical therapy (control group

(CG)) for their T2DM.Retinal imageswere taken pre-operatively and approximately

2 years post-operatively for the TG and over a 2 year interval for the CG. Data were

collected for confounding variables, including glycaemic control (HbA1c) and BMI.

Results: Forty-five patients were recruited (TG=21, CG=24). DR showed signif-

icant progression for those in the CG (p=0.03) but not in TG (p=0.135). There

was a significant trend in favour of surgery over medical therapy alone in im-

provement of glycaemic control when measured by change in HbA1c (p=0.017).
Conclusion: The trends within the pilot data collected thus far may represent a

real difference in the progression of DR in patients who have received Roux-en Y

gastric bypass compared with medical treatment alone. The suggestion of this

trend could be verified by further recruitment of cases and appropriate controls.

Should this be the case there could be potential cost savings for health service

providers along with a reduced burden of disease for patients.

P.144 EFFICACY OF MINI-VERSUS R-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS ON TREATMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
MORBID OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: P. Alibeigi

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, M. Abdolhosseini, A. Abed

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction:Obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2DM) are themost common diseases

in developed countries and there is no medical cure for T2DM. Bariatric surgery offers

powerful alternative to treat obesity and T2DM, especially laparoscopic mini gastric

bypass surgery (LMGB), which was shown to be the preferred operation in metabolic

syndrome due to the only one anastomoses and profound blood supply of gastric tube

with lower rate of leakage.

Objectives: We conducted this study to evaluate the rate of T2DM remission

following LRYGB VS LMGB in our center and attempted to identify the predictors

of diabetes remission that may allow the optimal selection of the proper surgical

method for candidates.

Methods: In this study a retrospective chart analysis of all diabetic patients

undergoing LRYGB or MGBP, aged 16–60, were recruited from April 2012 until

August 2013 at the obesity clinic of Hazrat Rasool hospital. Patients were strat-

ified into two groups based on the type of the procedure. And the two groupswere

compared for remission of diabetesHbA1c, 2hppG and FPG before and 3 and

6 months after surgery.

Results: The results will be ready in a month.

Conclusion: LMGB may be a better choice for the treatment of diabetic patients

with central obesity and greater BMI.

P.145 IMPACT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ON GLYCEMIC
CONTROL AND RESOLUTION OF TYPE II DM IN
MORBIDLY OBESE SAUDI PATIENTS. PRELIMINARY
1-YEAR RESULTS.

PRESENTER: A.M. Almontashery

King Abdullah Medical City, Makkah, Saudi Arabia

Introduction:Obesity ismajor health care challenge inSaudi Arabia. Type II DM is

the most common obesity-related comorbidity in Saudi Arabia with more than

80 % of diabetic patients being obese. Recent data showed beneficial effects of

sleeve gastrectomy on the control of DM.

Objectives: Our objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of sleeve gastrecto-

my in glycemic control and remission of type II DM for morbidly obese patients

with type II diabetes mellitus (DM) in Saudi Arabia.

Methods: After IRB approval, prospective analysis of all morbidly obese Saudi

patients going for LSG at KAMC as weight loss operation “according to NIH 1991

guidelines”, from Feb 2013 was conducted. Twenty-three Morbidly obese patients

having type II DMwere included in our study “Preliminary 1-year results of proposed

5 years study.” Pre- and post-operative demographic data, weight, BMI, duration of

DM, FBS, HbA1c level, lipid profile, number, doses and frequencies of DM medi-

cations is analyzed. Patients were followed at 3, 6, 9, and 12months postoperative.

Results: Resolution of DM was observed in 25 %, 67 %, 86 % and 85 % at 3, 6, 9,

and 12 months of follow-up. Glycosylated hemoglobin decreased from 9.8
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preoperatively to 7.5, 6.2, 6.1, 5.5 at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months after surgery. Patients

with a shorter duration of DM (<5 yr) and better weight loss after surgery achieved

early and greater resolution rates.

Conclusion: LSG provides durable glycemic control, improvement and resolusion

of Type II DM in morbidly obese Saudi individuals.

Further follow-up and more patients would help to give firm conclusion.

P.146 DIABETES MELLITUS TYPE 2 MODIFIES BODY FAT
DISTRIBUTION/COMPOSITION AND
CARDIOMETABOLIC PROFILE; DOES THIS ALTER
OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC SURGERY?

PRESENTER: A. Auclair

Co-authors: J. Martin, M. Bastien, J. Harvey, S. Marceau, L. Biertho, F. Hould, S.

Lebel, S. Biron, O. Lescelleur, P. Poirier

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec, Quebec, QC,

Canada

Introduction: Ectopic fat deposition is associated with several comorbidities in-

cluding type 2 diabetes (T2D). No studies have attempt to precisely compare

ectopic fat modulation between patient with and without T2D following bariatric

surgery.

Objectives: To compare, in subjects with and without T2D, the impact of

biliopancreatic diversion with duodenalswitch (BPD-DS) surgery on body fat

distribution/composition and cardiometabolic profile.

Methods: Anthropometric measures, abdominal and mid-thigh computed tomog-

raphy scans and fasting cardiometabolic profile were performed before and

12 months after BPD-DS surgery in patients with and without T2D (n=20 in both

group).

Results: At baseline, hypertension (95 % vs. 30 %) and dyslipidemia (75 % vs.

15 %) were more prevalent (p<0.001) in T2D patients compared to patients

without T2D. The groups were similar for age, weight, body mass index (BMI)

but not for LDL-cholesterol (2.53±0.82 vs. 2.70±0.73 mmol/l), triglycerides (1.92

±0.85 vs. 1.36±0.64 mmol/) and body fat distribution: visceral adipose tissue

(2,531.8±813.5 vs. 1,783.7±459.8 cm3), mid-thigh intermuscular adipose tissue

(14.7±5.9 vs. 11.1±3.7 cm2) and low-density muscle (44.8±11.0 vs. 37.8±

9.3 cm2); T2D vs. non-T2D respectively. Twelve months after BPD-DS, T2D

remission occurred in 36 patients (90 %). Changes at 12 months, to body fat

distribution/composition and cardiometabolic profile were similar for both groups.

Conclusion:BPD-DS surgery was equally effective in T2D and non-T2D patients:

cardiometabolic profile and body fat distribution/composition were both improved.

P.147 CORRECTION OF LEVEL GLYCAEMIA BY SURGICAL
METHODS

PRESENTER: M. Fishman

Pavlov’s State Medical University, spb, Russia

Introduction: There are publications about the treatment of DM2 in patients with a

BMI <35 kg/m2 which requires awareness and further study.

Objectives: Operated on 265 (37.4 %) with DM2: LAGB-38 (14.3 %), LSG - 110

(41.5 %), LRGB-106 (40 %), LDS - 11 (4.1 %). 13 (4.9 %) BMI <35 kg/m2.

Methods: HOMA: LDS: 32.4+1.4; LRGB: F 8.3+1.5, M 8.9+2; LSG: F 5.9+0.8,

M 10.4+2; LAGB: F 4.5+0.3, M 4.5+0.8. C- peptide: LDS: 3.8±0.7; LRGB: F 2.0

±0.9, M 2.0±0.8; LSG: F 1.6±0.6, M 2.0±0.9; LAGB: F 1.6±0.5, M 1.3±0.5.

HbA1c: LDS: 8.4±0.6; LRGB: F 5.9±1.4,M 6.1±1.4; LSG: F 5.5±1.0,M 6.5±1.8;

LAGB: F 4.9±1.3, M 4.7±0.9. Insulin: LDS: 52.37±4.35; LRGB: F 21.08±10.75,

M 25.19±15.72; LSG: F 18.92±11.54, M 27.56±19.89; LAGB: F 15.37±682, M

14.49±7.01. BMI <35 kg/m2: HOMA: LRGB: 8.3±1.5; LSG: 5.9±0.8; LAGB:

4.5+0.3. HbA1C: LRGB: 6.23+1.12; LSG: 6.45+1.31; LAGB: 6.12+0.94.

Results: Effect varied: LAGB - is low, LSG, LRGB, LDS - high. HOMA: LDS: 5 y.

4.7±0.6; LRGB: F 3.5±0.7, M 5.8±1.6; LSG: F 3.7±0.3, M 5.8±1.2; LAGB: 8 y. F

3.9±0.2, M 4.3±0.3. C-peptide: LDS: 1.6±0.3; LRGB: F 1.5±0.3, M 1.7±0.4;

LSG: F 1.4±0.4, M 1.8±0.6; LAGB: F 1.5±0.4, M 1.4±0.4. HbA1C: LDS: 5.6±

0.7; LRGB: F 5.1±0.7,M 5.8±1.1; LSG: F 5.2±0.6,M 5.8±1.1; LAGB: F 4.8±0.9,

M 5.2±0.8. Insulin: LDS: 19.81±4.32; LRGB: F 13.12±5.75, M 18.86±8.91;

LSG: F 15.11±4.80, M 18.90±9.89; LAGB: F 15.10±5.38, M 17.23±5.23. BMI

<35 kg/m2: : LRGB: 2.8+0.7; LSG: 3.4+0.4; LAGB: 3.7+0.2. HbA1C: LRGB:

5.14+0.85; LSG: 5.68+1.13; LAGB: 5.92+0.44.

Conclusion: LAGB is limited, combined operations - best in glycemic control.

Patients with BMI <35 kg/m2, DM2 can have surgery.

P.148 PREOPERATIVE DIFFERENTIAL CLINICAL
CHARACTERISTICS AMONG TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS BMI 24–34 THAT CURE OR IMPROVE
AFTER TAILORED ONE ANASTOMOSIS GASTRIC
BYPASS (BAGUA)

PRESENTER: M. Garciacaballero

1University Malaga, Malaga, Spain
2Autonomous University of the State of Mexico (UAEmex), Toluca, Mexico

Introduction: Since bariatric surgery is used in the treatment of diabetes mellitus

type 2 (DMT2, the authors attempt to identify preoperative parameters that might

indicate which patients will have complete resolution of diabetes.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to analyze the preoperative clinical and

analytical differences between patients that solved or only improve their diabetes

after tailored BAGUA.

Methods: The analysis included 56 patients T2DM, 24 (12 insulin-dependent)

BMI 24–29 and 32 (22 insulin-dependent) BMI 30–34, in which a tailored BAGUA

was performed. The mean follow-up was 27 months (range 12–44). T2DM

resolution was considered when HbA1c<7 % without any anti-diabetes medica-

tion. We analyse the predictive resolution value of routine preoperative clinical

(age, BMI, years DMT2, years of insulin, metabolic syndrome and presence of

diabetes-related complications) and analytical (fasting glucose and C-peptide

levels, HbA1c) parameters.

Results: Hundred percent of patients preoperative OAD treated resolved their

diabetes, while only 74 % of insulin dependent. The 26 % insulin-dependent

patients that only improved diabetes left insulin, needing only OAD postopera-

tively. All together resolution rate was 84 % and 16 % improved. From all

preoperative parameters evaluated, we only found significant difference between

patients that solved and those that improved, in preoperative C-peptide levels and

diabetes related complications rate.

Conclusion: After tailored BAGUA, 100 % of preoperative OAD treated and 74%

of insulin-dependent patients solve their diabetes. Those insulin-dependent pa-

tients that only improve after BAGUA presented lower preoperative C-peptide

levels and higher rate of diabetes-related complications.

P.149 THESTUDYOFGASTRICBYPASSSURGERYFORTHE
TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS WITH LOW
BMI

PRESENTER: K. Gong

Co-authors: N. Zhang, B. Zhu, D. Du, Z. Zhang

Beijing Shijitan Hospital, Capital Medical University, Beijing, China

Introduction: Gastric bypass (GBP) surgery is well-accepted surgical procedure

for the type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) patients with high BMI, it is still contro-

versial for the T2DM patients with low BMI.

Objectives: To evaluate the GBP procedure for the patients who suffered from

T2DM with low BMI.

Methods: Sixteen patients suffering from T2DM were selected to undergo GBP

surgery were enrolled at Beijing Shijitan Hospital, Capital Medical University

between January 2011 to December 2013. The serum glucose, C-peptide and

insulin of the patients were measured and the results were analyzed before and

after surgery.

Results: Sixteen patients suffered from T2DM underwent GBP surgery success-

fully (a mean age of 41 years), seven weremale and nine were female. The patients

were followed up for a mean time of (22±7) months. No major complications. The
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meanBMIwas26.43±2.31 kg/m2before surgery. Themean fasting bloodglucose of

all patients was 10.49±3.01mmol/L before surgery andwas 7.10±1.67mmol/L after

surgery. The 0.5 h-, 1 h-, 2 h-, 3 h-postprandail blood glucose were also significantly

decreased respectively (P<0.001) in all patients after surgery, 3 h-postprandail blood
glucose was 7.42±2.70 mmol/L after surgery. Compared before and after surgery,

there were no statistical difference in the levels of serum C-peptide in all patients

(P>0.05). The mean 1 h-postprandail serum insulin of all patients was significantly

increased after surgery compared with those before surgery (P<0.001).
Conclusion:This research shows thatGBP procedure is safe and effective for the

patients who suffered from T2DMwith low BMI and the further studies with larger

samples are needed.

P.150 SHORT TERM REVERSAL OF FATTY ACID
INTOLERANCE AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC
DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL SWITCH (BPD-DS)

PRESENTER: T. Grenier-Larouche2, 1

Co-authors: F. Frisch2, D. Caron-Dorval1, S. Biron3, S. Marceau3, L. Biertho3, S.

Lebel3, F. Hould3, D. Richard 1, A. Tchernof3, A.C. Carpentier2

1Centre de Recherche de l’Institut Universitaire de Cardiologie et de

Pneumologie de Québec, Quebec City, QC, Canada
2Département de médecine, Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, QC,

Canada
3Institut Universitaire deCardiologie et dePneumologie deQuébec, QuebecCity,

QC, Canada

Introduction: The insulin-resistant state of obese subjects is characterized

by overproduction of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) during fasting and

spillover in the bloodstream of NEFA derived from TG-rich lipoprotein

lipolysis after meals.

Objectives: To study changes in muscle, hepatic and adipose tissue insulin

sensitivity in T2D after BPD-DS.

Methods: Patients with severe obesity with T2D (n=9) or normal glucose

tolerance (n=4) awaiting BPD-DS, underwent metabolic studies before,

3–4 days and 3 months after surgery. Muscle insulin sensitivity (SI) and

insulin secretion were respectively measured by euglycemic and hyper-

glycemic clamp. NEFA appearance was measured using i.v. administra-

tion of [U-13C]-palmitate. Perfusion of heparin and Intralipid (HI) supple-

mented with [9,10-3H]-triolein was also performed during the euglycemic

clamp. HOMA-IR and disposition index (DI) were calculated to assess

hepatic insulin sensitivity and pancreatic function.

Results: HOMA-IR, but not SI or DI were normalized 3 days after the surgical

intervention. We found reduced NEFA appearance rate during fasting and i.v.

administration of HI during the clamp in T2D patients 3 days after BPD-DS. This

suggests reduced intracellular lipolysis and improved NEFA storage in adipose

tissues. Reduction in HOMA-IR was very closely associated with reduction in

NEFA appearance rate. After 3 months, patients achieved a mean excess weight

loss of 31.3% (26.5–35.0) and patients with T2D increased their SI and DI. NEFA

metabolism remains improved.

Conclusion: In T2D, hepatic and adipose tissue insulin sensitivities are

rapidly reversed after BPD-DS, independently of weight loss. Muscle

insulin sensitivity, on the other hand, improves only with weight loss after

BPD-DS.

P.151 FACTORS AFFECTING RESOLUTION OF TYPE-2
DIABETES MELLITUS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR
MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: S. Kalghatgi, O.V. Sudheer

Co-authors: D. Balakrishnan, G. Unnikrishnan, R. Menon, P. Dhar, S. Sudhindran

Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi, India

Introduction: Although majority of type-2 diabetes (T2DM) patients undergoing

sleeve gastrectomy have resolution of disease postoperatively, some cases

continue to be diabetic.

Objectives: To identify risk factors for non-resolution of type-2 diabetes mellitus in

patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for morbid obesity.

Methods: Patients with T2DM undergoing sleeve gastrectomy for morbid obesity

in 2010-2014were included in study. BMI and status of T2DM (duration of disease,

family history, dosage of hypoglycemic agents, fasting blood sugar, HbA1c) was

recorded preoperatively and then reassessed at 3 months postoperatively. Pa-

tients who had complete resolution of T2DM (defined as HbA1c<7.0 and/or FBS<

126 mg/dL without medication) were compared with patients who had partial/no

change in diabetic status after surgery with regards to preoperative BMI, HbA1c,

degree of weight loss, duration of T2DM before surgery (using Wilcoxon’s non-

parametric rank sum test) and family history of T2DM (using Chi-Square test)

Results: Eighty patients included in the study. Complete resolution of T2DM seen

in 77.5% (n=62), partial response in 15% (n=12) and no-response in 7.5% (n=6)
of cases. Duration of T2DM (inmonths) prior to surgery correlated with partial/non-

resolution of T2DM (81.2 vs 141.3, p=0.031). There was borderline statistical

correlation between absence of family history of T2DM and complete resolution

(p=0.057). Interestingly, there was no difference in degree of weight loss (19.2 vs

18.6, p=0.6), preoperative HbA1C (8.32 vs 8.99, p=0.3), preoperative BMI (40.9

vs 42.6, p=0.6) between complete responders and partial/non-responders.

Conclusion: Long standing T2DM prior to surgery is a risk factor for non-

resolution of T2DM after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

P.152 INDIAN DIABETES REMISSION SCORE AND
PREDICTORS OF DIABETES REMISSION AFTER
METABOLIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M. Lakdawala1, 2

Co-authors: A.G. Bhasker1, 2, C. Remedios2

1Section chief–Bariatric surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Bariatric surgery has proven results for diabetes remission in obese

diabetics. Despite this a lot of ambiguity exists around patient selection and

predictors of success after surgery.

Objectives: Evaluation of results of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(LRYGB) in obese type 2 diabetic (T2DM) Indian patients at 5 years, to define

predictors of success after surgery and to propose the “Indian diabetes remission

score” (IDRS).

Methods: Prospective observational study. 106 Indian patients underwent

LRYGB from Jan 2004 to July 2009. Patients were evaluated for percent excess

weight loss (%EWL) and remission of T2DM. Mean age–50.34±9.08 years,

mean waist circumference–129.8±20.8 cm, mean weight–119.2±23.6 kg, mean

BMI–45.01±7.9 kg/m2, mean duration of diabetes–8.2±6.2 years.

Results: At 5 years mean EWL% was 61.4±20.3, mean weight regain of 8.6±

6.2 kgwas seen in 63.6%,mean glycosylated hemoglobin dropped from 8.7±2.1

to 6.2±01.3 %, mean triglycerides declined by 31 % and serum high density

lipoprotein rose by 18.4%.Mean low density lipoprotein levels declined by 6.8%.

Mean systolic and diastolic blood-pressures declined significantly. Age, body

mass index, fasting c-peptide levels, duration of T2DM and pre-op use of insulin

emerged as significant predictors of success after surgery.

Conclusion: LRYGB is safe and efficacious for long term remission of obese

diabetics (BMI35 kg/m2). Patients with IDRS score 8 achieved best remission of

T2DM after surgery. IDRS can be helpful to select right patients pre-op and

prioritize for surgery.

P.153 NUTRITIONAL INFLUENCEOF LONG LIMBROUX ENY
RECONSTRUCTION: A YEAR OBSERVATION

PRESENTER: J. Lee

Co-authors: H. Lee

Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Korea

Introduction:Metabolic surgery is grabbing interest for a treatment of type

2 diabetes even in less obese or normal weight patients. Application of

LLRY procedure for non obese diabetes patients is controversial.
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Some surgeons concern about nutritional deficiency after LLRY procedure for

less or non obese patients.

Objectives:We tried to evaluate the nutritional effect of LLRY reconstruction after

subtotal gastrectomty for gastric cancer patients with diabetes.

Methods: From Jul. 2010 to Dec. 2011, ten gastric cancer patients with type 2

diabetes underwent LLRY reconstruction after radical subtotal gastrectomy.

There nutritional parameters were compared with matched ten gastric cancer

patients who undergone Billroth I reconstruction after radical subtotal gastrecto-

my (age, sex, TNM stage, BMI, regimen of chemotherapy were matched).

BMI, Albumin, hemoglobin, total protein, cholesterol, BUN, creatinine, WBC

count, lymphocyte % were compared in pre operative, 1 weeks, 6 months, and

12 months after surgery.

Results: The patients’ demographics were comparable.

There were no significant difference in BMI, albumin, hemoglobin, total

protein, cholesterol, BUN, creatinine, WBC count, lymphocyte % 1 weeks,

6 months, and 12 months after surgery.

Conclusion: There was no significant difference in nutritional status between

LLRY group and control group.

LLRY reconstruction may not cause severe nutritional problem.

Metabolic surgery for less or non obese patients would be acceptable.

P.154 CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO IMPROVE TYPE 2
DIABETES AFTER GASTRECTOMY FOR
NON-MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: J. Pak1, J. Cho1

Co-authors: S. Park1, Y. Kwon1, E. Lo Menzo2, S. Szomstein2, R.J. Rosenthal2

1Korea University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea
2Cleveland Clinic Florida, Weston, FL, USA

Introduction:Bariatric surgery in non-morbidly obese patients (BMI<35 kg/

m2) has been emphasized in view of its metabolic effect. But there are

very few evidences to do metabolic surgery for non-obese type 2 diabe-

tes mellitus (T2DM).

Objectives:We investigated rate of T2DM improvement according to surgical types

and which surgical component is beneficial to T2DM in non obese population.

Methods: Among the all patients underwent curative gastrectomy for gastric

cancer between 2008 and 2011, 90 patients with T2DM under BMI 35 kg/m2

were retrospectively evaluated. The surgeries performed were Roux-en-Y total

gastrectomy (RYTG), subtotal Billroth II (B-II) and subtotal Billroth I (B-I) gastrec-

tomy. The study population was divided into two groups concerning T2DM

following surgery, “Improved” and “Not improved”.

Results:At 2 years after operation, 54 patients (60%) experienced an improvement

of T2DM. Themultivariate analysis identified a lower preoperative HbA1c (P=.004),
without combined medication (P=.043), and a higher BMI before the operation (P
=.007) as independent predictors of T2DM improvement. RYTG was proved to

improveT2DM thanB-I (P=.025), butwasnotwhen compared toB-II (P=.104). The
surgery including bypass component had positive impact on T2DM improvement

with borderline significance (P=.052), while role of fundus had no significance.

Conclusion: A component of gastrointestinal bypass showed its importance to

improve T2DM in non-morbidly obese patients, but role of fundus was not

apparent to control diabetes. Preoperative status of HbA1c, BMI and combination

therapy were related to control T2DM.

P.155 LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
ANDDIABETESMELITUS, A LONG-TERMFOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: Z.H. Perry

Co-authors: L. Lantsberg, S. Mizrahi, S. Atias, U. Netz, E. Avinoah

Soroka University Medical Center, Beer-Sheva, Israel

Introduction: This study is an historic cohort study about LAGB as the treatment

of DM2 for long periods.

Objectives: To evaluate the long term effects of LAGB upon DM.

Methods: The list of patients was taken from the OR and the department’s

database. All of the patients in this study had DM type 2 before the surgery and

had the surgery 5–10 years prior to the day of the interview. The patients were

interviewed by a set of questionnaires, which included questions about their

demographics details, health condition prior and after the surgery and a quality

of life evaluation. In addition we had a control group of diabetic patients who were

only monitored in our diabetic clinic.

Results:More than a 150 patients participated in the study. Average time

since the surgery was 7 years. After the surgery more than 50 % of the

participants did not suffer from diabetes (i.e. haven’t needed any treat-

ment–dietary or pharmalogical). In comparison, in the control group none

of the patients showed such remission rates.

Conclusion: We have shown in this study that LAGB is an effective

treatment for morbid obesity, as well as the comorbidities that comes

with it–DM type 2, in a longer period of time than was proven until this

study. From this study we can conclude that there is a need for further

studies which will characterize the best subjects for this surgery regard-

ing the satisfaction from the treatment and the health benefit.

P.156 METABOLIC SURGERY FOR THE TREATMENT OF
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH BMI<30. IS IT JUSTIFIED?

PRESENTER: J. Pujol Rafols

Co-authors: J. de la Cruz, D. Coronado

Clinica Tres Torres, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction: There is growing evidence that surgery has an important role in the

treatment of diabetes. Current studies suggest that the control of glucose metab-

olism is achieved in part through mechanisms independent of weight loss. Many

studies demonstrate the benefit of surgery for those diabetic patients with BMI

between 30 and 35 and even some groups advocate surgery in diabetic patients

with BMI <30.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate if metabolic surgery as primary

therapy for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) with body mass index (BMI) <30 kg/

m2 is justified based on current data.

Methods: We performed an electronic literature search of published articles to

identify relevant evidence about the risk/benefit of bariatric surgery for T2DM in

patients with BMI<30.

Results:Nine studieswere found that met inclusion criteria. Three revisions, three

case series, one prospective multicentric, one prospective cohort study and only

one randomized control trial. Seven different techniques were analyzed. Follow

up ranged between 6 and 24 months. The diabetes remission rate in BMI<30

varied between studies within 27 and 95%. BMI dropped from25.7–30.8 to 21.8–

24.4. Morbidity was low with a mortality rate of 0–0.27.

Conclusion:Preliminary studies show that diabetes surgery for BMI<30 seems to

provide acceptable outcomes with significant remission rates and low postoper-

ative complications. Nevertheless further studies with larger samples, randomi-

zation, and longer follow-up are necessary to demonstrate long term benefits and

fully clarify its role in the treatment of T2DM before it can be fully recommended.

P.157 IMPACT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY ON DIABETES
TREATMENT AND CONTROL DURING 6 YEARS
FOLLOW-UP IN A POPULATION-BASED COHORT

PRESENTER: M. Reddy2

Co-authors: H. Booth1, O. Khan2, T. Prevost1, J. Charlton1, P. Littlejohns1, M.

Ashworth1, A. Dregan1, M.C. Gulliford1

1King’s College London, London, United Kingdom
2St George’s University of London, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: The effect of bariatric surgery on diabetes control and drug

utilisation in the context of usual care settings has not been well evaluated.

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of bariatric surgery on diabetes drug

therapy and glucose control in a large population-based cohort.
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Methods: A population-based cohort study was implemented in the UK Clinical

Practice Research Datalink comprising 634 obese individuals with type 2 diabe-

tes mellitus who underwent bariatric surgery (BS), including laparoscopic gastric

banding, laparoscopic gastric bypass or sleeve gastrectomy, between 2000 and

2010. Comparison was made with 51,940 obese patients with type 2 diabetes

without BS. Outcome measures included utilisation of insulin and oral hypogly-

cemic drugs, body mass index (BMI), and HbA1c.

Results:Two-thirds (67%) of theBS cohort were female and 78%hadBMI40Kg/

m2. The mean BMI declined from 47.8 Kg/m2 before BS to 36.0 Kg/m2 at year 2

and 38.7 at year 6. The mean HbA1c declined from 7.6 % (SD 1.7) to 6.3 % at

year 2 and 6.9%at year 6, comparedwith 7.3%, 7.2%and 7.3% in controls. The

proportion of cases not prescribed oral hypoglycemic drugs or insulin increased

from 16 to 55 %, year 2, and 40 %, year 6,. After adjusting for case-mix and

baseline differences, the relative rate of diabetes prescriptions was 0.36 (0.30 to

0.43, <0.001) at year 2 and 0.50 (0.36 to 0.70, P<0.001) at year 6.
Conclusion: In a population-based cohort of obese diabetic patients, BS was

associated with improved diabetes control and lower drug utilization up to 6 years

after surgery.

P.158 ASSESSMENT OF PRESSURE PAIN THRESHOLD AND
QUALITY OF LIFE IN DIABETIC AND NON-DIABETIC
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: S.H. Sales-Peres1

Co-authors: F.J. Andrade1, A.C. Sales-Peres1, C.R. Passeri1, M.C. Sales-Peres1,

P.C. Conti1, R. Ceneviva2, A. Sales Peres1

1University of São Paulo, Bauru-SP, SP, Brazil
2University of São Paulo, Ribeirão Preto, Ribeirão Preto, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Despite the evidence of oral rehabilitation in patients who will undergo

bariatric surgery, it is essential to adjust the final outcome of surgery.

Objectives: To assess the pressure pain threshold (PPT) and the quality of life in

diabetic and non-diabetic class III obese patients.

Methods: Sample was composed of 90 patients indicated for bariatric surgery

and was divided into: diabetic (n=38) and non-diabetic (n=52) and edentulous

before and after prostheses treatment (n=60) and full dentate (n=30). PPT was

determined by quantitative sensory testing (QST) through the use of an

algometer on the palmar thenar of the right hand pre- and post-stimulation. The

edentulous patients underwent an evaluation before and after rehabilitation. The

Oral Health Impact Profile (OHIP-14) questionnaire was adopted to measure the

quality of life. Data were analyzed by the paired t test (P<0.05).
Results: PPT in diabetic or non-diabetic patients showed a significant dif-

ference in edentulous with or without prostheses and full dentate. The

patient prostheses user increased their PPT before the treatment. Among

the full dentate patients, the non-diabetic presented a better PPT than the

diabetic and it was inverse among the edentulous. Regarding the quality of

life, the self-reported functional limitation and physical pain was higher in

the edentulous patients. The pain processing of these patients may be

assessed through clinical examinations and self-reported pain.

Conclusion: PPT and quality of life were worse in the diabetic obese and eden-

tulous patients. Thus, the treatment offered to class III obese candidates for

bariatric surgery should involve a multi-professional team, including the dentist.

P.159 PERIODONTAL DISEASE BETWEEN DIABETES AND
NON-DIABETES MORBIDLY PATIENTS

PRESENTER: S.H. Sales-Peres

Co-authors: A.R. Freitas, F.D. Aznar, J.M. Yamashita, A.C. Sales-Peres, F.J.

Andrade, C.R. Passeri, A. Sales Peres

University of São Paulo, Bauru-SP, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity and diabetes has been strongly associated with the occur-

rence of periodontal diseases and these conditions may directly affect the quality

of chewing and swallowing of food.

Objectives: To evaluated the relation between diabetes and periodontal diseases

in the Brazilian morbidly obese patients, candidates for bariatric surgery patients.

Methods:Sample consisted of 100morbidly obese patients that were divided into

two groups: Diabetic (D=50) andNon-Diabetic (ND=50). Oral examinationswere

performed by two calibrated examiners (Kappa>0.87) employing bleeding on

probing (BOP), calculus index (CI) and clinical attachment loss (CAL). BodyMass

Index (BMI) and Waist Circumference (WC) were measured. The presence or

absence of diabetes was obtained by medical records. Mann–Whitney test and

Pearson linear correlation were applied (P<0.05).

Results: BMI was 49.29±7.91 and 51.52±8.07 and WC was 123.10±11.28 and

124.68±14.26 in the D and ND, respectively. BOP mean was 54.92±33.71 and

37.21±30.67, CI mean was 42.53±25.45 and 29.89±28.27 for D and ND, re-

spectively. CAL of 4–5 mmwas most prevalent in ND (P>0.05) and CAL of6 mm

in D (P<0.05). There were significant differences between D and ND on BOL, CI

and6 mm CAL (P<0.05). The anthropometric parameters did not showed corre-

lation with periodontal conditions (P>0.05).

Conclusion: Diabetic morbidly obese patients showed poor periodontal condi-

tions, fact that should be consideredwhen these patients are undergoing bariatric

surgery, due to the risk of postoperative complications. These findings highlight

the importance of amultidisciplinary team to treat the obese patients, contributing

to improve oral and general health.

CNPq and FAPESP (12/10687-0)

P.160WEIGHTREGAINEFFECTSONRESOLUTIONOFT2DM
IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS: RESULTS OF
2 YEARS FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER: D. Sargsyan

Co-authors: M.Gagner, M.Bashah,W. Elhag,M. Karam,M.AlKuwari,M. Rizwan

Hamad Medical Corporation, Doha, Qatar

Introduction: Morbid obesity and T2DM are highly endemic in Gulf countries.

Objectives: Excess weight loss (%EWL) following bariatric surgery, status of

T2DM in 321 diabetic patients, rate of T2DM relapse in relation to weight regain

were examined.

Methods: Data recorded: %EWL, use of diabetic medications, pre- and postop

levels of fasting blood glucose (FBG) and HbA1c.

Results: Out of 321 patients, 63 % were females (mean age 43 years

(SD10)), mean BMI was 46 kg/m2, (SD9). Two hundred sixty-six patients

underwent sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) and 52 gastric bypass (LRYGB). Fol-

low up data obtained in 74 % of patients (mean f/u duration 16 months

(SD19)) showed %EWL of 56 % (SD23) and mean -BMI was 11 kg/m2

(SD5.1) and was not different in LSG and LRYGB groups (%EWL 55 and 62

and -BMI 11 and 13 accordingly, p>0.11). Out 237 patients followed 61 %

stopped diabetic medications, 34 %–reduced the dose and number and 5 %

unchanged. Pre- and postop FBG was 10.9 and 6.1 mmol/l (SD 3.8 and 1.8,

p<0.01) and HbA1c was 8.6 and 6.4 accordingly (SD 2.0 and 1.3, p<0.01).
Among patients who completed 2 years follow up there was a 13 % weight

regain (41 patients) and % of weight regain was similar: 12.8 % in LSG

group and 13.5 % in LRYGB group. Interestingly, 44 % of patients with

weight regain were still off diabetic medications with mean postoperative

FBG and mean HbA1c at 6.3 (SD 1.8) and 6.1 (SD 1.3) accordingly.

Conclusion: LSG and LRYGB cured 60 % of obese T2DM patients and have

comparable results in terms of weight loss and diabetes control. Patients with

weight regain remained in remission in 44 % of cases.

P.161 REAL-TIME MONITORING OF GLIPIZIDE IN
ADIPOCYTES BY ICELLIGENCE SYSTEM

PRESENTER: B. Süsleyici Duman1

Co-authors: M. Koldemir Gündüz1, Ü. Zengin2, M. Taşkın3

1Marmara University, Faculty of Science and Arts, Department of Biology, Istan-

bul, Turkey
2Bezmialem Vakıf University, Medical Faculty, Department of Anesthesiology and

Intensive Care, İstanbul, Turkey
3Istanbul University Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty, Department of General Sur-

gery, İstanbul, Turkey
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Introduction: 3 T3-L1 cell line is viewed as the gold standard to monitor unipotent

adherent cell differentiation to adipocytes.

Objectives:Our aim was to study the proliferative capacity of 3 T3-L1 adipocytes

by continuousmonitoring assay to investigate cytotoxicity of commonly used oral

antidiabetic drug glipizide in 3 T3-L1cell line during 120 h exposure using the

iCELLigence system.

Methods: After iCELLigence cell index (CI) impedance measurements were

performed, 3 T3-L1 cells were resuspended in medium and adjusted to subse-

quently 50.000 cells/mL. After seeding 150 L of the cell suspensions into the wells

of the E-plate 8, 3T3L-1 cells were monitored every 10 min for a period of up to

96 h by the iCELLigence system.

Results: Half maximum inhibitory concentrations (IC50) were determined based

on the dose-response curves derived by iCELLigence measurements. After real-

time analysis, IC50 values of 3 T3-L1 adipocytes exposed for 24 h to the following

substances were obtained for glipizide. The IC50 values were found to be 180 M

after 24 h glipizide administration which demonstrate the therapeutic affect of

glipizide at 180 M concentration after 24 h is prominent in adipocytes.

Conclusion: Our data propose that the iCELLigence system is suitable for dy-

namic live cell monitoring and combines high data intake rates which simplify

handling. Consequently, the iCELLigence system can be used for toxicity testing

of drugs via using in vitro cell cultures.

P.162 BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL
SWITCH FOR THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS IN PATIENTS WITH OBESITY

PRESENTER: I. Todurov

Co-authors: L. Bilianskyi, O. Perekhrestenko, O. Kalashnikov, S. Kosiukhno, O.

Plehutsa

National institute of surgery and transplantology named by O. O. Shalimov, Kiev,

Ukraine

Introduction: The biliopancreatic diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) is the

most effective bariatric procedure for surgical treatment of type 2 diabetes

mellitus (T2DM) in obese patients.

Objectives: To evaluate the effects of BPD-DS on T2DM in obese patients.

Methods:Open BPD-DSwas performed in our institute in 84 patients with obesity

from 2010 to 2013. T2DM was diagnosed in 26 (31 %) of them (7 (27 %) males

and 19 (73 %) females with mean age 47.9±8,2 (35–63) years as per American

diabetes association criteria.

Results:Meanpreoperative bodyweight of patients–149.5±30.8 kg (90–193), body

mass index–52.6±10.4 kg/m2 (35.2–75.4). T2DM was diagnosed for the first time

in 11 (42.3 %) patients. In other 15 (57,7 %) patients mean diabetes duration was

5.8±3.1 (2–10) years. 5 (19,2 %) patients were on insulin therapy, 10 (38,5 %)–on

peroral antidiabetic medicaments. Preoperative mean HbA1c–7.9±1.3 % (6.3–

10.4 %). HbA1c>7 % was in 18 (69,2 %), HbA1c 6.1–7 %–in 8 (30.8 %) patients.

Mean preoperative homeostatic model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-

IR)–11.5±5.5 (patients on insulin therapy were excluded). After BPD-DS T2DM

remission was achieved in 23 (88.4 %) patients (serum glucose 7.0 mmol/L and

HbA1c 6.0 % on free diet and with no antidiabetic therapy), control–in 2 (7.7 %)

patients (under the same conditions, HbA1c–6.1–7.0 %), improvement–in 1 (3.9 %)

patient (HbA1c was reduced by 1.5%with less therapy). MeanHOMA-IR regressed

to 2.7±1.2. There were no major postoperative complications and mortality.

Conclusion: BPD-DS is safe and effective technique to resolution of T2DM in

patients with obesity.

P.163 DIABETES SEVERITY SCORE (DSS)

PRESENTER: S. Ugale

Co-authors: N. Gupta

Kirloskar Hospital, Hyderabad, India

Introduction:Many procedures are used for diabetic control in obese patients, but

there are varying results for the same procedure in different series globally. We

needed to quantify the diabetic severity, to judge the efficacy of a particular

procedure; and also choose the most appropriate procedure.

We usedour experiencewith Laparoscopic Jejunal orDuodenal Ileal Interposition

(JII or DII) with sleeve gastrectomy (SG), used for diabetes remission, to identify

the important factors, useful for a scoring system that is simple enough to be used

in a surgical clinic.

Objectives: To develop a simple scoring system to select the most appropriate

surgical procedure for diabetic remission.

Methods: Forty six patients underwent JII+SG and 200 had DII+SG. DSS was

calculated based on preoperative parameters. DSS of the subjects with andwithout

remission (maintaining HbA1C<6.5 % without any medication) were compared.

Results: Mean DSS in patients who underwent JII+SG (n=46) was 9.2±1.4.

Twenty one (46 %) had remission in diabetes. In the same group, patients with

BMI35 kg/m2, DSS was 8.9±1.7 and remission rate was 85 %. DSS was signif-

icantly lower in patients with remission than patients without remission (8.1±0.8

versus 10.2±0.9, p<0.0001). Mean DSS in patients who underwent DII+SG (n=
200) was 10.4±1.3 (significantly higher than II+SG group, p=0.0004). 72 % had

remission in diabetes. DSS was significantly lower in patients with remission than

patients without remission (9.7±0.8 versus 12.0±0.5, p<0.0001).
Conclusion: Preoperative DSS can be a useful tool, when planning surgical

treatment for diabetic patients. It can be applied to other procedures retrospec-

tively for further validation.

P.164 ATHEROGENIC DYSLIPIDEMIA CHANGES AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY IN DIABETIC PATIENT

PRESENTER: M. Vicente-Vicente

Co-authors: B. Serrano-Fernández, P. Sierra-Polo, C. Cabrejas-Gómez, G. Mar-

tı́nez-Aragon, C. Martı́nez-Blazquez

Araba University Hospital, Vitoria, Spain

Introduction: Obesity and diabetes are independently associated to atherogenic

dyslipidemia (triglycerides -TG- , HDL and small dense LDL measured by TG/

HDL>3.5 ratio), increasing cardiovascular risk. A weight reduction and a better

glycemic control, improve the profile.

Objectives: Analyze changes in lipid profile in diabetics undergoing to bariatric

surgery (BS) and look for factors that may influence.

Methods: We reviewed the records of diabetics who underwent to BS (1998–

2012) in the Araba University Hospital. Using SPSS, we performed a descriptive

analysis and we searched any association among changes in lipid profile and

other factors (overweight lost % -OWL-, surgical technique).

Results: N=49 F 32 (65 %) M 17 35 %) Average age (BS):49±7 (28–60)

Type BS: Restrictive 9 (18 %) Restrictive+Malabsorptive 40 (82 %)

Before BS: BMI 46±7 HbA1c 8±2 % LDL 111±27 HDL 45±12 TG 197±128 TG/

HDL ratio 5.1±4.6. Two years after BS (n=46): BMI 30±5 OWL% 75±20 %

HbA1c 5,9±1% LDL 100±28 HDL 52±12 TG 109±41 TG/HDL ratio 2.2±1. Two

years after BS (n=29): BMI 32±8OWL%66±22%HbA1c 6,5±2% LDL 106±27

HDL 59±17 TG 109±58 TG/HDL ratio 2.3±1.8. The initial TG/HDL ratio corre-

lated significantly with HbA1c (r=+0,512) but not with BMI. Improvement in TG/

HDL ratio was associated with the type of technique (p < 0.013), but not with

OWL% (p=ns)
Conclusion: Those patients with poorer HbA1c showed a more atherogenic

profile.

After BS, there was a significant improvement in TG, HDL and TG/HDL ratio. This

was associated with malabsorptive technique and it was independent of OWL%.

P.165 IMPROVEMENT IN OXIDATIVE STRESS AFTER
DUODENOJEJUNOSTOMY IN AN EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS

PRESENTER: C.R. Wietzycoski1

Co-authors: J.C. Marchesini2, S. Al-Themyatt 3, R.D. Correa da Silva4, M.M.

Trindade4

1Hospital Unimed Vale do cai, Montenegro, RS, Brazil
2Clinica Marchesini, Curitiba, PR, Brazil
3Al Khobar Hospital, Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia
4Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
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Introduction: Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM) is a multifactorial syndrome with

severe complications. This study provides an evaluation of the repercussion of a

metabolic surgery (end-to-side duodenojejunostomy described by Marchesini)

nine in STZ-induced diabetic rats during the neonatal period. The effects of

duodenojejunostomy on oxidative stress status will be elucidated.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to demonstrate alterations in oxidative

stress after metabolic surgery.

Methods: Twenty-four 2-day-old Wistar rats were used. In 16 of the rats, T2DM

was induced by a 100 mg/kg injection of streptozotocin. The development of

diabetes was confirmed after 10 weeks using an oral glucose tolerance test

(OGTT). Eight diabetic rats composed the diabetic surgical group (DM+OP);

the remaining eight rats composed the diabetic group (DM). Eight animals in

which diabetes was not induced formed the clinical control group (CO). The

Marchesini technique was used in the DM+OP group. After 90 days, the rats

were sacrificed, and the oxidative stress markers were measured.

Results: Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS), superoxide dismutase

(SOD) and catalasewere significantly reduced in the DM+OP group compared to

the DM group.

Conclusion: The duodenojejunostomy was effective in controlling the exacerbat-

ed oxidative stress present in diabetic rats. More data from ongoing studies may

correlate these findings with intestinal hormone alterations (incretins) and inflam-

mation status.

P.166 EARLY RESULTS OF GASTRIC BYPASS WITH
METABOLIC LIMB TO TREAT TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: C.R. Wietzycoski1

Co-authors: A.D. D’Avila1, C.K. de Oliveira1, G.I. Garbellotto2, R.D. Correa da

Silva3

1Hospital Unimed Vale do cai, Montenegro, RS, Brazil
2PUCRS, Porto Alegre, Brazil
3Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre, Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

Introduction:Obesity an type 2 diabetes are frequently associated and have high

rate of complications despite the best clinic treatment available. Bariatric surgery

has been proposed as the most effective treatment for patients with type 2

diabetes mellitus (T2DM) and body mass index (BMI) above 30 kg/m2.

Objectives: The purpose of our study was to access remission rate and improve-

ment of metabolic control of T2DM after gastric bypass modified by a long

biliopancreatic limb of 150 cm and an alimentar limb 120 cm long.

Methods: Fifteen obese patients with T2DM that underwent Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass (RYGBP) with a long biliopacreatic limb were prospectively evaluated

with regards to body weight, body mass index (BMI), fasting glucose and Hb1AC

up to a median of 12 months after surgery.

Results: Before surgery the patients had a mean BMI of 44.8±7.46 kg/m2 and

HbA1c of 7.58±0.89 %. After a mean time of post RYGBP follow-up of 12±

4.72 months, the mean of BMI was 30,85±5.82 and HbA1c was 5.62±

0.47 %(both with p<0,05 compared with before surgery). Using a cutpoint of

HbA1C 6.0, complete remission rate of diabetes at 12 months was 73,4 % and

partial remission was 26,3 %. In fact 100 % of the patients had diabetes control

with H1AC less than 7.0 mg/dl. No serious complications were reported.

Conclusion: Gastric bypass with metabolic limb in obese patients and diabetic

patients is safety and associated with a high remission rate of diabetes at

12 months. Prospective controlled trials comparing with classical RYGBP are

encouraged to confirm these early results.

P.167 GASTRIC HERNIATION POST PLICATION – VL.005

PRESENTER: N.A. AlEnazi

Co-authors: P. Garneau, K. Ahmed, N. Safa, A. Henri, R. Denis

Scare Coeur Hospital, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: video submission.

Objectives: video submission.

Methods: video submission.

Results: video submission.

Conclusion: video submission.

P.168 RARE COMPLICATIONS OF LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC BANDING—CONCOMITENT GASTRIC AND
COLONIC MIGRATION – VL.006

PRESENTER: C. Copaescu

Co-authors: B. Smeu, S. Filip, I. Hutopila, M. Priboi

Ponderas Hospital, Bucharest, Romania

Introduction: The band erosion is a well-known late complication, but

migrations of the device through the small bowel or into the colon

represent very rare complications after LAGB; only few cases are report-

ed in the literature.

Objectives:This video collection presents our surgical strategy for a simultaneous

migration of the device into the stomach (the band) and into the colon (the

connecting tube).

Methods: This video presents the preoperative work-up—recto colonoscopy,

barium enema, abdominal CT, irigography) and the particular aspects of the

combined laparoscopic transgastric band removal with the colonoscopic

connecting tube extraction.

Results: The patients have been operated for morbid obesity 5–7 year be-

fore, when a gastric banding procedure has been performed. Six to

12 months after the procedure the reservoir has been explanted due to its

rejection. The connection tub was abandoned into the peritoneal cavity. The

patients had no follow-up visits for the next 4–6 years. There after they

presented to us for a large variety of clinical signs: abdominal pain, perito-

nitis or trans-anal prolapse of the connection tube with no other clinical sign.

A further metabolic procedure to maintain the weight loss may be discussed

at least 6 months after this surgery.

Conclusion: Rare complication after LASGB are presented. Laparoscopy was

successful in all the cases. Our strategy to combine the laparoscopic trans gastric

band removal and colonoscopy connecting tube extraction was a safe and

efficient solution. A further metabolic procedure to maintain the weight loss may

be required.

P.169GASTRIC BANDANDPORTMIGRATIONASCAUSEOF
INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION – VL.007

PRESENTER: M. Flores de la Torre2, 1, 4

Co-authors: M.A. Carbajo2, K.E. Bautista Castro4, C.G. Medina Ramirez3, 4, C.

Luna Quintero3, 4

1Centro Hospitalario de San Jose, Guadalupe, Mexico
2CentroDeExcelencia EuropeoPara El EstudioY Tratamiento DeLaObesidad y

la Diabetes, Valladolid, Spain
3Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, Zacatecas, ZAC, Mexico
4Hospital San Agustin, Zacatecas, ZAC, Mexico

Introduction: A 43 years old man, presents intestinal obstruction, with a

history of gastric banding 4 years ago, obesity (BMI 40), initial computer

tomography shows expansion of small bowel and foreing body as cause

of obstruction, upper endoscopy reports 10 % of erosion, after initial

medical management, he went into laparoscopic exploration, finding

complete migration of the gastric band which went into the stomach,

the tube to carry fluid and subcutaneous injection port went throught

the small bowel.

Objectives: we perform gastric section to remove gastric band, pulling the tube

which was stuck and it was sectioned due traction, leaving the port inside the

bowel. After the surgery we took abdominal x rays in which we could identify the

port at the right hipocondrius.

Methods: after 2 days the computer tomography shows the port in the large

bowel without any leaks or complication, after three more days the port was

expelled throught rectum, now the patient is awaiting to have a mini gastric

bypass.
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Results: the gastric band could get to have multiple, complex and unexpected

complications that can put in danger the patients life, as it was in this case,

fortunately the patient evolved positively.

Conclusion:we couldn’t perform themini gastric bypass at the same time due the

risk of intestinal obstruction cause the port was in the small intestine.We consider

the mini gastric bypass as the best option for the revisional weight loss surgery.

P.170 ENDOSCOPIC VERSUS LAPAROSCOPIC REMOVAL
OF ERODING BANDED GASTRIC BYPASS BANDS –
VL.008

PRESENTER: K.A. Gawdat1

Co-authors: H. Shehab2

1Ain Shams School of Medicine, Cairo, Egypt
2Cairo university school of Medicine, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Bands are used to restrict the gastric pouch in a variety of Bariatric

procedures. The Fobi-Capella modification of the gastric bypass entails banding the

gastric pouch to give better weight loss outcome however, these bands have their

own set of complications, erosions being themost serious. Band Erosion rates range

from zero to 2%. Band erosions after this procedure are difficult to manage. Surgery

for this complication can be very problematic and is associated with major complica-

tions and morbidity.

Objectives: To demonstrate the endoscopic technique for removal of eroded

bands after banded gastric bypass. This will be compared to the laparoscopic

technique for band removal.

Methods: From September 2013 to January 2014, five patients had endoscopic

eroded band removal, two patients had gortex bands and three patients had

prolene bands. Three patients had laparoscopic band removal two of them had

gastric resection and pouch reconstruction.

Results: The endoscopic Procedure time was 10–21 min, Band removal was

successful in all patients and two patients had a concomitant gastro-gastric fistula

diagnosed. Patients did well postoperatively with same day discharge. The video

will show the technique for cutting and extracting the band endoscopically. The

laparoscopic group operative time was 120–174 min with 2–15 day hospital stay

and one case developed postoperative leak.

Conclusion: Endoscopic eroded gastric bypass band removal is feasible, safe

and should be the primary therapy for this complicationwithmuch lowermorbidity

than the laparoscopic approach.

NO VIDEO FILE PROVIDED.

P.171 OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY – VL.009

PRESENTER: G.S. Jammu

Jammu Hospital, Jalandhar, PB, India

Introduction: With increase in number of Bariatric Surgery procedures and evolving

technology in doing these procedures, the complications areencountered sometimes.

Objectives:Diagnosing the complications andmanaging them in time is the key to

success of any procedure.

Methods: Eight hundred cases of Bariatric Surgery done at Jammu Hospital

Jalandhar, India. Few of the operative complications which were recorded. These

were subjected to management with 75 % success rate.

Results: Three out of four of the recorded operative complications could be

managed and in one early delayed complication mortality was observed.

Conclusion: Timely diagnosis and intervention can help to save the patient from a

disaster.

P.172 DEHISCENCE OF GASTRIC POUCH DURING LRYGBP
ON SG – VL.010

PRESENTER: E. Manno

Cardarelli Hospital, Metabolic and Bariatric Unit, Naples, Italy

Introduction: the video shows the case of a 37 yo woman submitted to a sleeve

gastrectomy on 2009 (BMI46). On 2013 she complained gastro oesophageal

reflux symptomatology confirmed by a gastroscopy, that revealed a severe

oesophagitis (class B Los Angeles classification). After a 4 months of proton

pump inhibitor therapy with no results, she was scheduled for a RYLGBP on SG.

Objectives: the purpose of the video is to define themanagement of the dehiscence

of gastric pouch during the procedure, a rare but well known complication, due to a

stapler closing defect or an inadequate preparation of posterior wall of the stomach.

Methods: once detected the dehiscence, the defect was closed by a several vycril
2/0 stitches. The procedures continued with a gastroentero anastomosis and an

enteroentero anastomosis according to the “double loop technique”. At the end of

the procedure, the methylene blu test revealed a minimal amount of liquid spilled

out the suture line. The option was do not overstitch the suture line in order to

avoid ischemia, but treat it with fibrin glue and omentoplasty.

Results: The patients observed a total parenteral nutrition for 7 days, and

discharged in 10 days. The radiological study of the gastrointestinal didn’t re-

vealed any leakage.

Conclusion: the dehiscence of the gastric pouch is a dangerous and challenging

complication. The use of other techniques in addition to the primary suture of the

defect is strongly suggested.

P.173 DISASTER WITH NASOGASTRIC TUBE AND
CIRCULAR ANASTOMOSIS DURING GASTRIC
BY-PASS – VL.011

PRESENTER: G. Martinez de Aragon Remirez de Esparza1

Co-authors: C. Martinez Blazquez1, J. Vitores Lopez1, V. Sierra Esteban1, J.

Valencia Cortejoso1, I. AnguloRevilla1, A.Martinez deAragonMartinez dePison2

1Hospital Universitario de Alava Sede Txagorritxu, Vitoria, Spain
2Hospital la Pitie San Petrier, Paris, France

Introduction: We report two complications during bariatric surgery.

Objectives: Show the complications and how we resolved them.

Methods: The first case presented is a nasogastric tube stappling as we do the

gastric pouch with endocutter.

We show how to perform a new reservoir and closure the excluded stomach.

Results: The second is a misfire with endocutter circulate.

After opening the gun firing the anastomosis was not performed.

After the initial surprise we decided to close the open gastric pouch, resect a 10 cm

segment of the jejunal alimentary limb and redo a new circular anastomosis.

Conclusion: It is vital to realize the errors during surgery to correct them and

prevent serious complications in the postoperative period. We hope these exam-

ples will help other surgeons to prevent errors in the future.

P.174 COMPLICATIONS FROM REDO BARIATRIC SURGERY
– VL.012

PRESENTER: R. Pullatt

Co-authors: K. Byrne

Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA

Introduction: The patient is a 36 y/o who had a Laparoscopic Gastric bypass

performed 2 years ago. Patient had an enlarged pouch and no satiety.

Objectives: Management of a difficult postoperative complication using a Lapa-

roendoscopic approach.

Methods: She had a upper gi study, which showed an enlarged pouch. A Lapa-

roscopic stapler was used to trim the pouch. The patient did well in the immediate

postop period. She was readmitted in a week for massive hematemesis. The

patient was stabilized and an endoscopy was performedwhich revealed theGJ to

be hemostatic, a massive amount of blood was found at the JJ anastomosis. As

no surgery was performed on the JJ anastomosis we assumed the bleeding was

from the excluded stomach staple line. The patient was stabilized with transfu-

sions. The patient was discharged after stabilization. She represented to the ED

with hematemesis and required further transfusion.Upper gi endoscopy showed the

presence of the operatively placed drain and a cavity, which seemed to be oozing
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blood which was intubated to enter the excluded stomach. IR measures were

unrevealing. Due to continued bleeding and unsuccessful endoscopic attempts at

controlling bleeding we took the patient to the operating room. A laparoscopic

exploration was performed using the drain as a guide. We were able to expose

the gastrogastic fistula,whichwas outlined by the drain. The drainwas removedand

the excluded stomach, whichwas bleeding from the raw area around theGG fistula,

was over sown and a stent was used to fix the hole in the gastric pouch.

Results: Patient did well.

Conclusion: Revisional Bariatric surgery has higher complication rates than primary

procedures and the surgeon may have to use endoscopic methods along with

traditional laparoscopy to manage some of these complications.

P.175 VAGINAL LAXITY, AN IGNORED FUNCTIONAL
COMPLICATION AFTER BARITRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: S. Al Saleh

Co-authors: S.A. Jaber

King Fahd Military Medical Complex, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is effective as a stand-

alone bariatric procedure. Despite its positive effect with regard toweight loss and

improvement of obesity-related co-morbidities, some patients developed vaginal

laxity postoperatively. The pathogenesis of this laxity is probably related to poor

protein intake and ignorance of such a functional disorder.

Objectives: Vaginal laxity is a serious functional disorder that may cause sexual

dissatisfaction thereby causing some women to demand a treatment. This study

aimed to evaluate the incidence of vaginal laxity after significant weight loss post

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Twenty female patients underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrecotmy.

After 12 months, patients were evaluated in order to assess the presence of

vaginal laxity and evaluate its effectiveness on sexuality.

Results: Pending.
Conclusion: Pending.

P.176 THE LONG “HOCKEY STICK”—A CORRECTABLE
CAUSE OF NAUSEA AND EPIGASTRIC PAIN AFTER
ROUX Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: P.F. Crookes

Co-authors: Y.B. Kim

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Introduction: Patients after Roux Y Gastric Bypass (RYGBP) may report post-

prandial epigastric pain and nausea and vomiting, sometimes years after surgery,

often attributed to anastomotic ulcer or stricture or to behavioral issues. We

reviewed a group of patients who were found to have an elongated blind limb of

jejunum of the end-to-side gastrojejunostomy (“hockey stick”) as the only abnor-

mality on investigation.

Objectives: To determine if ingested material preferentially entered the “hockey

stick” before passing into the Roux limb, and if removal of the redundant portion of

jejunum was associated with symptomatic improvement.

Methods: Patients with troublesome nausea, epigastric pain and vomiting after

RYGBPunderwent endoscopy to exclude ulcer or other obvious causes. Patients

found to have a prominent “hockey stick” underwent upper GI contrast study to

study the functional significance of the redundant portion.

Results:Seven patientswere identified. The hockey stick was amedian of 5 (4–9)

cm long. All underwent laparoscopic excision of the redundant portion. Two

patients were discharged that day, the others having overnight stay. There were

no complications. Nausea and epigastric painwere dramatically relieved in four of

the seven and substantially improved in two others. One had no improvement and

was later found to have esophageal dysmotility.

Conclusion: We describe an easily recognizable abnormality which may cause

late onset epigastric pain and nausea. We hyothesize that ingested food may

easily enter the redundant portion causing distention, leading to nausea and pain.

Over time it leads to enlargement. Excision is curative in a high proportion of

cases.

P.177 WERNICKE–KORSAKOFF SYNDROME FOLLOWING
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos

Co-authors: E.J. Ilias, W. Freitas, P. Kassab, C.A. Malheiros, O. Prado Castro

Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome (WKS) arises from acute severe

deficiency overlapped with chronic deficiency of vitamin B1. It initially manifests

as mental confusion, aphonia, and confabulation. Brain blood flow is reduced,

whereas cerebrovascular resistance increases. Subsequently, nystagmus,

ophthalmoplegia, coma, and if untreated, coma ensue.

Objectives: To present 4 WKS cases and discuss its causes, early diagnosis and

treatment.

Methods: over a 10-year period, we had fourWKS cases out of roughlymore than

1,000 patients that underwent surgery. All of them were morbidly obese patients

(BMI>40 kg/m2) submitted to Fobi-Capella surgery. We assessed two male and

two female patients. They presented with late postoperative neurological symp-

toms and signs thatwere compatiblewith those previously described, which led to

a clinical diagnosis of WKS. All patients were given oral and parenteral supple-

mentation of vitamin B1 and vitamin B complex.

Results: There was partial remission of signs and symptoms in two patients and

total remission in two patients.

Conclusion: WKS diagnosis must be considered in postoperative bariatric sur-

gery patients starting to present with neurological symptoms. Vitamin andmineral

supplementation should be administered to patients submitted to bariatric sur-

gery. The diagnosis of WKS should be an early one, and its treatment, involving

high doses of vitamin B1 and vitamin B complex, should be instituted immediately

so as to revert the neurological condition and diminish its sequelae.

P.178 LATE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION POST LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: S.A. Jaber

King Fahd Military Medical Complex, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: The Late effect of RYGB on sexual function of previously morbidly

obese men has not been well studied.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to examine the late effect of RYGB on

sexual function after three years of surgery.

Methods: Twenty eight previously morbidly obese men who underwent RYGB

were followed for 3 years. Brief Male Sexual Function Inventory questionnaire

was administered to evaluate sexual function.

Results: Twenty eight men answered the questionnaire both before and after

surgery. Complete blood count and B12 level was checked up. 1) Sexual drive,

Improved in 12 of 28 (42.8 %) patients in the first year but three years later, three

patients 3/12 (25 %) noticed significant decrease in sexual drive, and 9 of 12

patients (75 %) indicated that their sexual drive remained better than before

surgery and the remaining 16/28 patients (57,1 %) noticed no difference. 2)

Erection: Eight out of 28 patients (28.5 %) noticed weakness in erection and

penile rigidity. 3) Ejaculation: Three patients (10.7 %) mentioned that they have

significant delayed ejaculation. 4) Morning erection decreased or disappeared in

eight patients (28.5 %). 5) Sex enhancers has been used in a regular manner in

12 patients (42.8 %) after 3 years of surgery. 6) Overall dissatisfaction was

obvious in eight patients (28.5 %) after 3 years of surgery.

Conclusion:Results demonstrate sexual quality of life inmorbidly obesemenwas

negatively affected after 3 years after. gastric bypass surgery. This study sug-

gests potential late sexual dysfunction post laparoscopic gastric bypass.

P.179 THE ROLE OF PREOPERATIVE GROUP COUNSELING
ON POSTOPERATIVE OUTCOME OF ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Jangjoo

Surgical Oncology Research Center, Imam Reza Hospital, Faculty of Medicine,

Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran
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Introduction: The morbid obesity patients have various concept of postoperative

course after bariatric surgery. These concepts may be related to their information

about the surgery.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the role of preoperative group counsel-

ing on the postoperative outcome.

Methods: In a prospective study 110 patients with morbid obesity were enrolled.

The participants were assigned into two groups of patients who were given

information individually (group 1, 46 patients) or in groups (group 2, 64 patients).

The patients were informed regarding preoperative tests and visits, operative

steps and postoperative course. In group 2 the patients could freely contact to

their group members. The two groups were compared regarding postoperative

vomiting, pain, commitments on follow-up and using medications, eating disorder

and weight loss.

Results:Seven patients of group 1 had postoperative vomiting compared to three

patients in group 2. ThemeanVAS score of pain in group 1was 7 compared to six

in group 2. Thirty nine patients in group 1 had timely follow-up visits compared to

58 patients of group 2. Forty patients in group 1 took their medications regularly

compared to 64 patients of group 2.With the initiation of regular diet 15 patients of

group 1 had eating disorder compared to six patients in group 2. The 6 month

mean BMI of group 1 was 32 compared to 34 in group 2.

Conclusion: It seems that group therapy can decrease the postoperative prob-

lems. The close contact of patientswith eachother can help them in tolerating and

resolving various problems.

P.180 HYPOGLYCEMIA AND HYPERINSULINEMIA AFTER
GASTRIC BYPASS: IS IT A PRE-EXISTINGMETABOLIC
ERROR?

PRESENTER: C.J. Mendes1

Co-authors: P. Russo2, T. Szego1, T. Szego1

1CCOGASTRO, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Le Forte Hospital, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia after gastric bypass is a rare compli-

cation. Currently it is associated with incretin factors in the postprandial setting,

especially in stimulation of cells. The exaggerated response of glucagon-like

peptide-1 has been suggested as source for this complication. However, because

an obese individual usually has comorbidities, it is necessary to further investigate

whether further possible inborn errors of metabolism are triggered by gastric bypass.

Objectives:To study possible inborn errors ofmetabolism in hyperinsulinemic and

hypoglycemic patients who underwent gastric bypass because this complication

is often obscured in routine investigations.

Methods: Laboratory values of inborn errors of metabolism were evaluat-

ed. We screened for groups of intoxication disease, diseases linked to

energy deficiency, and diseases due to degradation or synthesis defects

of complex molecules.

Results: Results of laboratory evaluations and a screening flowchart with inborn

errors of metabolism are presented.

Conclusion: Inborn errors of metabolism can be responsible for hypoglycemia

and hyperinsulinemia; before surgery they appear to be in balance with the

organism and do not manifest until after surgery.

P.181 PETERSEN HERNIA: DON’T FORGET TO REMEMBER

PRESENTER: P.S. Moreira

Co-authors: J. Santos, C. Nogueira, M. Marcos

Porto Hospital Center, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-YGastric Bypass (RYGB) is themost common

bariatric surgery performed nowadays. The increasing use of this procedure has,

however, brought to light a complication first described in 1900 and exceedingly rare

for many decades: Petersen’s hernia. Although originally it concerned a different

anatomic space and type of anastomosis, this term is currently used to describe a

small bowel herniation that may occur after a gastrojejunostomy, through the space

between the transverse mesocolon, the small bowel alimentary limb and the

retroperitoneum.

Objectives: Petersen’s hernias are often forgotten differential diagnosis of ab-

dominal pain or small bowel obstruction (SBO). The authors aim to share their

experience with this rare yet increasing diagnosis.

Methods: We reviewed our Bariatric Surgery Prospective Database. Between

2003 and 2014, 375 patients were submitted to RYGB with antecolic retrogastric

anastomosis and were included in this analysis. Mean follow-up was 30 months

(range 1–127).

Results: Four cases (1.1 %) of Petersen’s Hernia complications were found: two

patients presented with SBO symptoms and two with recurrent pain. All patients

were submitted to CTscan and laparoscopic hernia repair with no need for bowel

resection. All patients were discharged uneventfully and remain asymptomatic to

present time.

Conclusion: Petersen´s hernia although rare must be kept in mind in patients

submitted to RYGB and presenting with recurrent abdominal pain and SBO.

Laparoscopic repair is feasible and presents good results.

P.182 DISADVANTAGES OF INTRAGASRIC BALLOONS

PRESENTER: K. Mylytsya

Co-authors: M. Mylytsya, N. Lutsenko

ZMAPO, Zaporizhzhya, Ukraine

Introduction: Intragastric balloon is less invasive and cheaper bariatric procedure.
Objectives: Twelve patients have undergone balloon insertion. Mean patient age

was 38 and 10 of them were female. Body mass index (BMI) measured between

27.5 and 42,4.

Methods: Different types of balloons were uses (BIB, Medsil, Heliosphere).

Balloons were inserted without any sedation. refractive nausea and epigastric

discomfort were a major problem at first days but it was no need to remove any

balloon. BIB and Medsil were fulfilled by fluid, Heliosphere was fulfilled by air.

Results:Removing of balloons for most of patients weremade after 6 months, but

four patients remove balloons in period between 1,5 year and 3 year. The mean

maximum weight loss during the 6 months was 6.4 kg. Refractive nausea and

epigastric discomfort were a major problem for liquid balloons at first days but it

was no need to remove any balloon. The problem of air balloons is it’s removing.

Most of patients regain it’s weight in a year after removing of any balloon.

Conclusion: Temporary weight loss can be achieved, mandatory removal of the

balloons at 6 months results in regain of the lost weight in the majority of patients.

Main indication for using of intragastic balloon should be preparing for bariatric surgery.

P.183 PREVALENCE OF CONSTIPATION IN MORBID OBESE
PATIENTS BEFORE AND AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: A. Pazouki1

Co-authors: P. Alibeigi1, M. Abdolhosseini1, S. Akbarnejad1, M. Masoodi2

1MinimallyInvasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran
2Colorectal Research Center, Rasool-e-akram hospital, IranUniversity ofMedical

Sciences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity is increasing in developed and develop-

ing countries. Surgical approach is the only effective choice for morbid obese

patients to achieve their optimal weight. Overweight and obesity, aside from other

factors, affect functional defaecatory disorders, such as constipation.

Objectives: As far as few studies have evaluated the effect of bariatric surgery on

patients’ constipation, we have designed this study to concern this important issue.

Methods: During this analytic cross sectional study 250 morbid obese patients,

candidates for bariatric surgery (Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB), Minigastric

bypass (MGB), and sleeve gasterectomy) at Rasool-e-Akram Hospital 2012–2014

were enrolled to our study.Wexner questionnaire was filled by all patients before and

6 months after surgery to evaluate constipation. Data including sex, age, level of

education, BMI, pastmedical history, previous anorectal surgery and obstetric history

were collected.

Results: Among 250 patients enrolled in our study 109 patients (43.6 %)

underwent MGB, 128 (51.2 %) RYGB, 13 (5.2 %) Sleeve Gastrectomy. Mean
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value of BMI was 46.4 before surgery which was reduced to 37.8 after surgery

(p<0.001). Before the study 104 patients had constipation which was reduced to

51 patients 6 months after surgery (p<0.001).
Conclusion: The present study showed that bariatric surgery reduces the fre-

quency of constipation and improves the quality of life in morbid obese patients.

P.184 PAINMANAGEMENTANDBARIATRIC SURGERY: ARE
WE DOING THE RIGHT THING?

PRESENTER: S. Robinson, W. Wang

Co-authors: P. Kastanias, F. Paat, C. Lopez, A. Buzon-Tan

University Health Network, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: The University of Toronto Collaborative Bariatric surgery program, a

Center of Excellence, has performed approximately 2000 laparoscopic Roux-en-

y gastric bypass and vertical sleeve gastrectomy surgeries. There are challenges

with designing an optimal postoperative pain management regime after bariatric

surgery due to altered pharmacokinetics in obesity and the restrictive/

malabsorptive characteristics postoperatively. There is a growing body of evi-

dence that certain surgical procedures, abdominal surgeries specifically, may

result in increased chronic pain. Pain is one of the top three causes of readmis-

sion after bariatric surgery and a recent study has shown increased opioid use

post bariatric surgery. As the number of bariatric surgery cases increases, this

problem is anticipated to amplify.

Objectives: The objective of this longitudinal, descriptive, correlational study was

to examine acute and chronic pain pre and post bariatric surgery.

Methods: Fifty-seven patients having bariatric surgery at one surgical center in

2013were followed longitudinally and data from validated, self-report instruments

for pain and patient satisfaction were collected at seven time points. For this

interim analysis, data collection was cut off at N=16 for the 6 month post-op

timeframe.

Results: Preliminary data indicates that acute postoperative pain is reasonably

well controlled and there is a high level of patient satisfaction with postoperative

pain management. In contrast to existing pain literature, an interim analysis

indicates a significant trend towards decreased average chronic pain severity

and interference at 6 months post-op. Study results presented are limited since

this is an interim analysis with a small size drawn from a single surgical center.

Conclusion: See results section.

P.185 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC
CONVERSION OF ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR SLIPPAGE
AND FAILURE OF WEIGHT LOSS – VL.013

PRESENTER: R. Rosenthal

Co-authors: D. Nguyen, M. Sasson, A. Kostantinos, E. LoMenzo, S. Szomstein,

K. Rodriguez

Cleveland Clinic FLorida, Weston, FL, USA

Introduction: In recent years there has been a large body of literature reporting

failure of LAGB explanation and conversion to another procedure.

Objectives: To understand the conversion LAGB to RYGB.

Methods: A 49 year old female presents for revision of an LAGB due to poor

weight loss and anterior slippage.

A six trocars laparoscopic approach was chosen. The capsule was incised and

dissection was performed laterally at the left crus of the diaphragm. There was no

hiatal hernia. The band was transected. The capsule excised and with the aid of

the green cartridge linear cutter, the stomach was vertically transected over 32-

FrenchEwald tube, creating a gastric pouch approximately 30 cc in diameter. The

distal limb of the small bowel was brought to the upper abdomen antecolic,

antegastric fashion without tension. A side-to-side gastrojejunostomy was per-

formed on the posterior wall with a linear stapler and the anterior wall with double

layer of running 2-0 Vicryl sutures and checked for leakagewith air andmethylene

blue. A side-to-side jejunojejunostomy between the biliopancreatic and alimenta-

ry limbs are performed with two application of the linear stapler. The

jejunojejunostomy site was closed with several application of the linear stapler.

Results: The recovery was uneventful. The upper gastrointestinal imaging was

normal on post-operative day 1 and the patient was discharged home on post-

operative day 3 tolerating diet.

Conclusion: The laparoscopic conversion of failed or complicated banding to

gastric bypass in this subset of patients is technically challenging. The concept

of reversibly or easy conversion after failure should be reconsidered.

P.186 A FIRST CASE REPORT OF WEIGHT LOSS SURGERY
FOR A PATIENT ON HAEMODIALYSIS IN JAPAN

PRESENTER: T. Togawa1, 2

Co-authors: Y. Ozamoto1, 2, H. Torii1, 2, A. Hagiwara2, 1

1Kusatsu General Hospital, Kusatsu, Japan
2Faculty of Life and Medical Sciences Doshisya university, Kyotanabe, Japan

Introduction: Weight loss surgery remains relatively novel in obese patients with

chronic kidney disease (CKD). In Japan, where bariatric surgery is not common

yet, there is no case report of surgical treatment for obese patient undergoing

haemodialysis.

Objectives:We present here a first case report of laparoscopic sleeve gastrecto-

my (LSG) in Japan, performed for a obese patient with CKD, who were under-

going haemodialysis treatment.

Methods:A 43 years old male, with body mass index of 46.6 kg/m (2), was

undergoing haemodialysis treatment because of Focal and Segmental

Glomerular Sclerosis since 8 years ago. To evaluate whether or not a

bariatric surgery brings about any ire-reversible complications in the pa-

tient in the post surgery period, we put him in “pseudo post surgery state”,

by rapid weight loss under hospitalization therapy, including strict nutrition

therapy and functional therapy.

Results: The body weight decreases about 40 kg during preoperative hospitali-

zation over 3months. No adverse events occurred in this patients due to the rapid

weight loss. He was judged to be indicated for operation, and underwent LSG.

There was no complication, such as a gastric leak nor postoperative hemorrhage.

Conclusion:We challenged this unprecedented operation in Japan, because the

patient was young and long-term survival was expected. If the weight loss

achieved with LSG is maintained over a long period, this patient might be added

to the kidney transplantation-waiting list. This case suggests that LSG is an

effective treatment for obesity in patients with CKD.

P.187 POST-OPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS IN
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS.
DESCRIPTIVE STUDY IN 174 PATIENTS.

PRESENTER: R. Villagran

Co-authors: L.D. Guerrero, F. Milla, P. Escobar, P. Maqueira, I. Mir, V. Olate, C.

Flores, M. Cariaga, M. Yañez, P. Fuentes, S. Araya

Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery procedures have increased exponentially in the

past decade as well as the post-operative complications could have done it.

Bariatric surgery has shown safe results.

Objectives: Describe the post-operative complications of obese patients under-

going Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) in Clı́nica Antofagas-

ta, Chile, during September 2009–December 2013.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study, in 174 obese patients

with body mass index >30 and comorbidities, underwent LRYGBP. Excel and

Stata 10.0 were used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: One hundred seventy-four patients, 41 male (23.5 %), 133 female

(76.5 %), mean age 39.3 years (17–69), mean BMI 42.8 Kg/m2 (31,7–68.8).

Complications: 16 patients (9,1 %). One case (0.5 %) Haemoperitoneum; nine

cases of gastrointestinal bleeding (5.1 %), two of them needed transfusion, with

satisfactory recovery; one leak (0.5 %) that needed surgery, and had satisfactory

recovery, one abscess (0.5 %) with antiobiotic treatment, four internal hernia

(2,2 %) that required surgery. No cases of stenosis or mortality occurred in this

series.
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Conclusion: In our serie of 174 patients we can conclude that bariatric surgery is a
safe procedure.

P.188 SMALL HIATUS HERNIA AND GASTROESOPHAGEAL
REFLUX AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTECTOMY IN MORBIDLY OBESE CHINESE

PRESENTER: S.K. Wong

Co-authors: H. Lok, C.C. Lam, E.K. Ng

The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction: Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is common after laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Hiatal hernia repair was recommended for

patients with large hiatus hernia, but outcome of small hiatus hernia (2 cm)

without repair is unknown.

Objectives: To evaluate the effects of small hiatus hernia on GERD after LSG in

Chinese.

Methods:Aprospective study of patientswho underwent LSG from2006 to 2013.

Endoscopy was performed and patients with large (>2 cm) hiatus hernia (HH)

were excluded from analysis. GERD was defined as the presence of either reflux

or heartburn and required anti-reflux medication. The severity of GERD was

quantified by symptom score.

Results: Ninety-seven patients with mean age of 37.8±10.7 were evaluated with

mean follow-up of 37.4±23.8 months. The mean preoperative body weight and

BMI was 111±19 kg and 41.4±5.7 kg/m2. Before LSG, HH was present in 12

patients, seven hadGERD and six hadmild reflux esophagitis. The prevalence of

GERDwas increased to 40.0% and 42.2% at 1 and 3 years after LSG (p<0.01).
The reflux score was mild but increase from 0.4±0.7 to 0.7±0.9 at 1 year and 0.8

±0.8 at 3 years (rANOVA, p=0.025) and 18 (18.9 %) patients become PPI-

dependent. Patients with HH were associated with higher preoperative reflux

score (1.1±0.9 verse 0.3±0.6, p<0.01) but not postoperative scores nor inci-

dence of PPI-dependence (25 %) after LSG. Logistic regression analysis show

only preoperative reflux score predict PPI-dependent GERD after LSG.

Conclusion: Reflux symptoms are common after LSG. Only preoperative reflux

symptoms predict PPI-dependent GERD after LSG and small hiatus hernia does

not increase chance of PPI dependence.

P.189 ESTABLISHING A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH
TO LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BAND ADJUSTMENT
(LAGB)

PRESENTER: J. Abraham

Co-authors: L. Halder, S. Bridgwater, N. Shah, F. Lam, V. Menon

University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust, Coventry, United

Kingdom

Introduction: To provide a timely approach for LAGB adjustment using nursing

and dietetic skills to support and maintain patient outcomes.

Objectives: To provide timely support in optimising weight loss following LAGB.

To reduce patient waiting times from referral to band adjustment.

To reduce delays in ascertaining potential LAGB complications.

Improve continuity of care.

Methods:Audited the original radiological LAGB adjustment service using patient

waiting times from referral to adjustment, established a nurse-dietitian led clinical

LAGB adjustment service for second and subsequent adjustments. Developed

clinical guidance and referral procedures, attended clinical LAGB adjustment

skills training and achieve competence. Audited the nurse-dietitian clinic from

referral to adjustment and number of patient referrals to radiology. Undertook a

patient satisfaction survey of new nurse-dietitian service.

Results: Prior to Nurse-Dietitian adjustment clinic, patient waiting times from

referral to adjustment ranged from 2 to 12 weeks, average 7 weeks. Post-

implementation of the Nurse-dietitian led adjustment clinic waiting times from

referral to adjustment ranged from 0 to 14 days, averaging 7 days. Patient

satisfaction survey achieved 100 %. Total nurse-dietitian clinical contacts n=

141, successful adjustment 95 %, unable to locate port 5 %, referred to radiology

with suspected flip/leak 15.6 %, total referral to radiology 20%. Clinical guidance

and the nurse and dietitian competence training were successfully achieved.

Conclusion: X ray exposure and radiological appointment contacts were reduced

by 80 %. This improved waiting times for the first radiological band fill and

assessment of suspected complications. Overall accessing the nursing and

dietitian band adjustment skills improved continuity of care, reduced LAGB com-

plications and improved patient outcomes.

P.190 ERODED GASTRIC BAND – VL.014

PRESENTER: A.A. Alsaigh

Riyadh Care Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Laparoscopic intra gastric removal of eroded gastric band.

Objectives: Tips & tricks.

Methods: video & narration.

Results: Laparoscopic intra gastric removal of eroded gastric band.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic intra gastric removal of eroded gastric band.

P.191 LONG-TERM RESULTS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
GASTRICBANDINGFORMORBIDOBESITY. 18YEARS
FOLLOW UP IN A SINGLE UNIVERSITY UNIT

PRESENTER: K.E. Arapis

Co-authors: L. Ribero Parenti, P. Antonakis, P. Tammaro, D. Chosidow, A. Daika,

J. Marmuse

Bichat University Hospital, Paris, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric band (LAGB) is a common proce-

dure for morbidly obese patients.

Objectives: Nevertheless, few long-term studies have been published.

Methods: Between 1995 and 2009, LAGB was attempted in 899 consecutive

patient. LAGB was successfully placed either using perigastric dissection in 373

cases and in 522 cases using pars flaccida technique. The follow up scheme

included monthly visits for the first 3 months, then one visit every 3 months for the

first year, two visits in the 2nd year and yearly after. BMI, EWL%, late complications

requiring band removal were recorded. Treatment failure was defined as EWL less

than 25 % or band removal.

Results: The median follow-up was 10.5 years. Follow-up data were available in

95 % of the patients after 3 years, and in 91 % after 12 years. Perioperative

complications leading to reoperation occurred in 11 cases (1.2 %), while the

procedure related mortality was 0.01 %. The band was removed in 357 cases

(39.7 %), due to complications mandating removal in 273 cases (30.3 %), due to

treatment failure in 69 cases (7.6 %), and due to patient preference in 15 cases

(1.6 %). Complications included pouch dilatation (10.6 %), band slippage (11 %),

band erosion (29 patients–3,2 %) and esophagitis (41 patients–4.5 %). The

treatment failure rate gradually increased during follow up, and after 15 years

only 15 % of the patients were classified as non-failures.

Conclusion: Long-term complications and reoperations are alarming in our se-

ries. The follow up scheme could explain our worse results. Patients should be

informed for the risk of reoperation.

P.192 AMBULATORY LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING

PRESENTER: M. Blanchet

Co-authors: E. Fontaumard, B. Gignoux, V. Frering

Clinique de la Sauvegarde, Lyon, France

Introduction: Day-case surgery is becoming the gold standard for several proce-

dures like inguinal hernia repair, cholecystectomy. Our bariatric centre started

with gastric banding ambulatory surgery in 2009.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to present the evolution of the patient pathway

with ambulatory surgery for gastric banding.

Methods: Since 2010, 4,009 patients were operated with gastric banding. Ambu-

latory procedure was performed as a primary treatment modality.
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This change in procedure involved surgeon, anaesthesiologist, administration

and nursing staff.

This process has benefited from authorities and insurance companies with a

change of their pricing system since March 2012.

Results:The length of stay was greater than or equal to 3 days for n=985 patients
in 2010 (96,8 %); n=990 patients in 2011 (93,2 %); n=592 patients in 2012

(58,7 %) and n=106 patients in 2013 (11,5 %).

At the same time, the rate for ambulatory surgical procedure has increased from 3.1%

in 2010 to 88.5 % in 2013 for patients operated with gastric banding.

Conversely, unplanned hospital admission and readmission rate has decreased

to reach 0.6 % in 2013.

According to the call to home the day after the surgery, patient satisfaction rate

was above 99 %.

Conclusion: In our country, there is a political will to develop ambulatory surgery

with a target rate of 50 % of all surgical procedures in 2015.

This experience demonstrates the feasibility of this transfer with an entire safety

and a high satisfaction rate from the patients.

P.193 PERIODIC EMPTYING OF THE GASTRIC—BAND
SYSTEM REDUCES LATE COMPLICATIONS

PRESENTER: B. Breznikar

Co-authors: D. Dinevski

Maribor Medical Faculty, Maribor, Slovenia

Introduction: During the first 2 years of performing gastric banding (2005–2007),

we noticed the beneficial effect of reducing pressure within the gastric-band

system in regard to patients who had developed complications. In 2007, we

emptied the selected band systems in order to prevent future complications,

and started a prospective study in January 2009.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the periodic

emptying of the gastric-band system reduces late complications associated with

gastric banding.

Methods:One hundred thirty patients were enrolled in a randomized prospective

study from January 2009 to December 2013. This study was performed at one

Community Hospital by a single surgeon. In the treatment group, the band-

system was completely emptied once a year for 1 month. Then, the system

was filled with 3–4 ml of fluid, followed by an additional 1–2 ml every month

thereafter, until reaching a desired amount.

Results: There were a total of 5 band slippages and one migration, of which four

slippages and one migration occurred in patients of group A (no emptying). One

slippage occurred in group B (periodic emptying).

Conclusion: Periodic emptying of the gastric-band system obviously re-

duces late complications such as migration, slippage, and dilatation of

the pouch. Further observations for longer periods are needed in order

to quantify the effect of periodic emptying and to establish the optimal

emptying frequency and refilling procedure. The problem is that the gas-

tric banding procedure is performing less and less so we do not have

enough cases for a good statistic evaluation.

P.194 LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING
SURGERY FOR THE PREOBESE LESS THAN BMI 30
KG/M2: SINGLE INSTITUTIONAL 4-YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: M. Cho1

Co-authors: H. Kim1, S. Lee1, J. Kim2, G.Chae2, J. So2, B. Son2, K. Eoh3, N. Kim4

1Seoul 365mc Hospital, Seoul, Korea
2365mc Obesity Clinic, Seoul, Korea
3365mc Obesity Clinic, Busan, Korea
4365mc Obesity Clinic, Daejoun, Korea

Introduction: Rates of metabolic syndrome and obesity-related diseases are

rising steeply from BMI 27 in Korea. It is corresponding to Class I obesity. so

we need the effective tool for weight loss and maintenance.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate safety and feasibility of LAGB for

the preobese compared to the conventional indication.

Methods: Data were recorded prospectively by patients’ hospital visits and reg-

ular phone interview who undertook LAGB at Seoul 365mc Hospital for 4 years.

The preobese group (PG) was defined BMI 25–30. The conventional group (CG)

was classified inmore than BMI 30. All patients were used LAPAPs and followed-

up more than 1 year.

Results: All 638 patients were enrolled with the same-day LAGB. Preoper-

ative BMI of the PG (n=125) and CG (n=513) was 27.1 and 35.9. 1 and

2-year BMI was reduced to 23.1 vs. 29.4 and 21.9 (n=53) vs. 27.7 (n=
160) (p<0.001). 1 and 2-year %WL was 13.7 % vs. 18.2 % (P<0.001),
and 19.5 % vs. 23.3 (p=0.18). One and 2-year %EBMIL was 164 % vs.

64.12 % and 270.7 % vs. 82.8 (P<0.001). Outlet stenosis was developed

more frequently in the PG (20 % vs. 10.9 %, p=0.02). Slippage occurred

in five patients (1.6 % vs. 0.6 %). The explanation rate was 2.5 % (1.6 %

vs. 2.7 %) due to accomplished desired weight, slippage and poor adap-

tation. There was no band migration and mortality.

Conclusion: The effect of weight loss is much better in the preobese. The LAGB

for the preobese is a feasible and safe tool for weight loss, although this study

needs more long-term follow-up.

P.195 FIVE YEAR OUTCOMES OF A TELEMETRIC
ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (AGB) STUDY

PRESENTER: N. Christou

McGill University, Saint Laurent, QC, Canada

Introduction: Conventional gastric bands require repeated needle sticks for

adjustment.

Objectives: We evaluated the use of a novel AGB that uses the hysteresis

principle to provide power and instructions transcutaneously to adjust the band

avoiding needles.

Methods: This was a prospective study with scheduled visits at 1, 3, 6 and

12 months and for yearly of 5 years. Weight loss (kg), % Weight loss, % Excess

Weight Loss, resolution of comorbidity and complications were recorded.

Results: The study was limited to eight women with mean (+/ SD) age 44+/

12.1 yrs, and BMI 41.7+/ 3.8 with the hypertension 38 %, hyperlipidemia 38 %,

weight bearing osteoarthropathy 100 %, gastro-esophageal reflux 50 %, type 2

diabetes 13 % and obesity associated depression 100 %. %WL averaged 32 %.

There was one band slippage (13 %) at 1 year, successfully corrected with band

repositioning. Three of the Easybands sustained mechanical failure (38%) within

1–2 years. One band was removed due to patient choice after she became

pregnant against medical advice. Given the results at the interim analysis the

sponsor elected not to pursue further development of this band. At the end of the

trial the four remaining patients with EASYBANDS elected to have them removed

fearing future problems with a device without medical and company support.

Three of these were converted to sleeve gastrectomy and now average 78 %

EWL. One patient who elected band removal only regained all her original weight.

Conclusion: The high mechanical failure rate and poor weight loss results sug-

gest further work is required to refine the concept and the device.

P.196 A CASE OF REMOVAL OF ERODED GASTRIC BAND
THROUGH GASTROTOMY – VL.015

PRESENTER: N. Dukkipati

Co-authors: D.J. Thakkar

Livlife Hospital, Hyderabad, India

Introduction: Lap-Band erosion is migration of the band through the stomach wall

into the stomach. This complication occurs in less than 2 % of patients when

surgeons use present day technique (pars flacida technique).

Objectives: We present the case of a 29 yr old male patient who underwent Lap

Adjustable gastric banding in 2010. One year after surgery he started having sero

sanguinous discharge from the port site. He presented with the above symptoms

in Oct 2013. Endoscopy was performed which showed partially eroded gastric

band lying in the stomach.
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Methods: The patient underwent laparoscopic removal of gastric band via

gastrotomy in Nov 2013.

Results: Patient was discharged on Day 3 after he tolerated liquid diet and drain

removal. At 3 month follow up patient is asymptomatic.

Conclusion:Gastrotomy to remove partially eroded gastric band is a feasible and

safe technique.

P.197 FAILED GASTRIC BAND

PRESENTER: R. Gonzalez-Heredia

Co-authors: M. Masrur, V. Bindal, K. Patton, E. Elli

University Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Gastric band surgery has a high rate of complications or failure

leading to removal along with additional procedures in many patients.

Objectives: This study describes our experience with failed gastric band cases.

Methods:This retrospective analysis includes all consecutive patients who

underwent a gastric band removal and/or a revised surgery in our hos-

pital from 2008 to 2013. There were three groups. One, just had the

gastric band removal and the two others groups had a conversion to

sleeve and a conversion to roux-en y gastric bypass as a revisional

surgery. Patient demographics, date of gastric band placement, indica-

tions for revision, postoperative morbidity and mortality, operating time,

blood loss, length of stay and EWL were recorded. These outcomes

were compared between conversion to sleeve Gastrectomy or roux-en

y gastric bypass by T-test.
Results: A total of 74 patients were included in this study. Twenty-four underwent

a conversion to SG as a revisional surgery, 19 out of 24 were performed during

the band removal as a one-stage surgery and five patients, in two-stage. There

were no significant differences between one-stages versus two-stage approach

regarding to operative time, complications and length of stay. One-stage proce-

dure are associated to longer operative time with similar complications rate to

those done in two-stages.

Conclusion: Both sleeve gastrectomy and roux-en-y gastric bypass did well as a

revisional procedure after failed gastric band in terms of complications and weight

loss in a short term. Larger studies with longer follow up are required to ascertain

whether one procedure scores over the other.

P.198 BANDING THE GASTRIC BYPASS, IS IT WORTH IT?
14 YEARS OF FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER:K.A. Gawdat

Co-authors: A. Osman, B. El-Shayeb

Ain Shams School of Medicine, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Variables involved in performing Roux-en-Y gastric bypass are

Pouch size, stoma size, limb lengths. Varying combinations of these give different

weight loss results and change eventual outcomes. The Fobi-Capella modifica-

tion of the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass entails placing a prosthetic band around the

gastric pouch to limit the pouch dilatation and improve weight loss results.

Objectives:Evaluate how banding the gastric bypass pouch, affect the procedure

outcome on the short and long term.

Methods: FromMarch 2000 to December 2014 2018 patients had a laparoscopic

Banded micro-pouch Roux-en Y (LBMRYGB) procedure, follow up was up-to

14 years. Banding of the gastric pouch was done using Prolene or gortex.

Patients were followed up in terms of early and late complications, weight loss

and food tolerance.

Results: Banded patients showed better short and long term weight loss as

compared to the non-banded group. 61 % EBWL for the non-banded group at

36months compared to 89%EBWL for the banded group. At 60months the non-

banded showed 59%EBWLcompared to 82% for the banded group. At 10 years

the non-banded group showed 43 % EBWL compared to 74 % EBWL for the

banded group. At 14 years of follow up the banded group showed 69 % EBWL.

Food intolerance and vomiting was higher in the non-banded group. band ero-

sions (2 %).

Conclusion: LBMRYGB gives superior weight loss than the non-banded gastric

bypass both in the short and long term and that justifies its use despite the higher

late complications and food intolerance rates.

P.199 PROSPECTIVE, DOUBLE CENTER, PRELIMINARY
RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE
GASTRIC BANDING WITH MIDBANDTM

PRESENTER: S. Han

CHA University, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Although laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is a pop-

ular bariatric procedure. However, prospective study regarding operative tech-

nique (gastro-gastric stitch or non-stitch) is not available yet in South Korea.

Objectives: This study aimed to prospectively assess LAGB safety and effective-

ness outcomes using the MIDBANDTM.

Methods: Between February 2013 and March 2014, 42 severely obese patients

underwent primary LAGB with pars flaccid technique at double center in South

Korea. We investigated each excess weight loss, co-morbidities change, opera-

tive time and postoperative complications between stitch and non-stitch operative

technique. Patients were followed at 1 month interval for 1 year.

Results:Themean (±SD) age of the patients at baselinewas 33.4±8.2 years. The

mean weight and body mass index were 105.0±17.3 and 38.4±4.8. The age

before surgery was 33.7±10.3. Themeanweight and BMI before LSG were 85.7

±9.0 kg and 32.4±1.6 kg/m2. There was no difference regarding excess body

weight loss at 3, 6 and 12 months postoperatively between stitch and non-stitch

group. The operative time (60.5 min) of non-stitch group is shorter than stitch

group (73.0 min) (p=0.012). There were no 30-day mortality and major

complications.

Conclusion: These prospective outcomes demonstrate the safety and efficacy of

gastric banding over time using the MIDBANDTM. Non-stitch technique using

MIDBANDTM is simple and safe. Long-term prospective comparative study is

needed to demonstrate the safety and efficacy of non-stitch technique.

P.200 GASTROPLASTY WITH STOMACH PLICATION GP
ASSOCIATED WITH SIGNIFICANT PSYCHOLOGICAL
SUPPORT: A REAL ALTERNATIVE TO THE SLEEVE AND
GASTRIC BY-PASS

PRESENTER: J. Le Goff

Medical Center, Paris, France

Introduction: Experience for GASTROPLASTY WITH STOMACH PLICATION

(GP) is described.

Objectives: Compare results of GP with those of sleeve and gastric bypass for

weight reduction, morbidity and mortality, over 18 years, from 1996 to 2014.

Methods: Reversible, non invasive, adjustable. GP with posterior gastric access.

Release of gastric fundus. Anterovalve is very fixed with eight serogastric stitches

placed in oesophageal muscle. Gastric cavity is reduced below the band. Lower

part of oesophagus is entirely stripped of fat and nervous branches of left vagus:

gastric evacuation is slowed. Anterovalve stimulates nervous system of abdom-

inal oesophagus IGLE O’BRIEN contributing to satiety. Multidisciplinary support

medical, surgical nutritionists, psychiatrists, psychoanalysts, strongly focusing on

psychological factors and sports. Inflations, deflations performed by surgeon

himself judging band functions, weight loss.

Results: Six hundred eighty-four patients, average BMI, 42.6. Average age

35.8 years. Average loss of excess weight (LEW) 64 % at 18 months, 62 % at

5 years (46 patients without follow up, 58 % LEW at 10 years of 466 patients.

100 % LEW at 12 years for 112 patients. POSTOPERATIVE MORTALITY=0++.

POSTOPERATIVE MORBIDITY, very LOW: 8 GASTRIC EROSIONS with band

removal 11 PATIENTS requiring reoperation due to DILATATION, with new band

over dilatation.

Conclusion: GP give longer lasting results than single band, with LOW MORBID-

ITY, POSTOPERATIVE MORTALITY=0, MORTALITY=0, much lower than for

sleeve, gastric bypass (important MORBIDITY, POSTOPERATIVE MORTALITY
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0,5 to 1,5 %) with EQUIVALENT RESULTS regarding WEIGHT LOSS at any

TERM without failings, with BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE. Dilatations are very

reduced. A small amount of food gives good quick satiety. IMPORTANCE PSY-

CHOLOGICAL SUPPORT inmorbid obesity to be 80%90% psychological rooted.

Importance to be as UNAGGRESSIVE as possible, not add problems and

mutilations.

Acceptance of slimming, patients should not be PASSIVE but very INVOLVED.

PRE, POSTOP FOLLOWUPare very important as surgical act. Inflations enable

a link with patients.

So GPmust be CONSIDERED as a REAL ALTERNATIVE to sleeve and bypass.

P.201 LAPAROSCOPIC TRANSGASTRIC REMOVAL OF
PARTIALLY ERODED BAND – VL.016

PRESENTER: B. Lorenzi

Co-authors: G. Findlay, A. Ahmed

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Gastric erosion is a well-documented complication of laparoscopic

gastric band placed for morbid obesity. Endoscopic removal is the technique of

choice when the band has fully eroded into the gastric cavity.

Objectives: However, the retrieval of a partially eroded band could be

extremely difficult with standard endoscopic or laparoscopic techniques.

Basa NR et al., first described a novel laparoscopic transgastric ap-

proach for removal of an eroded adjustable band in 2008 which could

not be removed endoscopically.

Methods:Wepresent the case of a 58 year-oldmale patient who had successfully

lost weight after the initial adjustable gastric band insertion in 2004. In the last

months of 2013, the patient lost the restriction associated with the band, and a

contrast study and upper gastrointestinal endoscopy revealed that the band had

partially eroded into the stomach.

Results:An attempt to remove the band endoscopically failed, and a laparoscopic

transgastric removal was planned and successfully performed. Two small

gastrotomies were perfomed in the anterior wall of the gastric body in order to

insert a 5 mm and a 10 mm transgastric balloon ports. The band was easily

divided with laparoscopic scissors and removed. The two gastrotomies were

carefully repaired, and an omental patch was also placed. The patient tolerated

the procedure well and was discharged home on post-operative day 1 after a

contrast study showed no evidence of leakage.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic transgastric removal of an eroded band is safe and

feasible when standard endoscopic and laparoscopic techniques are not

successful.

P.202 NOVELGASTRICBANDFIXATIONMETHODAVOIDING
SLIPPAGE AND EROSION INFRA-BAND FIXATION
USING “SAFETY-LOOP”

PRESENTER: Y. Park

Seoul Slim Surgery, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding is a safe and effective

procedure for the management of morbid obesity. However, band slippage is a

frustrating complication causing various results.

Although gastro-gastric suture has been used for preventing band slippage, the

result is not so satisfactory (more than 3–5 %), and can make adversely iatro-

genic injury considered main cause of immediate postoperative leakage and late

band erosion.

We needed new band fixation method which can prevent band slippage more

effectively with minimal injury.

Objectives: To evaluate new infra-band fixation method using Safety-loop made

of silicone.

Methods: Between March 2012 and March 2013, 306 consecutive patients

(mean age 34 years, mean BMI 41) underwent laparoscopic adjustable gastric

banding (LAGB) by a single surgeon. Infra-band fixation method using Safety-

loop was used instead of gastro-gastric sutures in all cases.

We analyzed postoperative complications (slippage, pouch dilatation, early leak-

age and erosion).

Results: Median follow-up was 19.2 months. There was no mortality and all

patients were discharged on the day of operation.

There was no slippage and erosion or immediate postoperative leakage.

Excess weight loss in the patients was comparable to previous patients with

gastro-gastric sutures.

Conclusion:Even with short term follow up period, these results demonstrate that

infra-band fixation using Safety-loop can prevent band slippage and erosion

effectively.

P.203 PERCENTAGEOFEXCESSBMI LOSTANDSAFETYOF
SURGICAL TECHNIQUE NON ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC
BANDING LAPAROSCOPIC TREATMENT OF MORBID
OBESITY. LONG TERMS

PRESENTER: M.E. Valdez

Co-authors: D. Valdez Parodi

Centro de Cirugia de obesidad Perdiendopeso, Lima, Peru

Introduction: Morbid obesity is a chronic condition associated with an in-

creased risk of morbidity and mortality. Bariatric surgery is the only effec-

tive method for long-term control of morbid obesity. Any bariatric procedure

performed will be good if you get: pathological reduce weight and keep in

time, cure or ameliorate the associated comorbidities.

Objectives: To evaluate the percentage of excess BMI lost (%EBL) and safety of

the surgical technique not adjustable gastric band (LNCGB) technique of the five

steps.

Methods: Clinical Series involving 76 obese post-operated laparoscopically from

2003 to 2006 in a Bariatric Surgery Center of Lima. %EBL was used as safety

indicators: morbidity <10 % mortality <1 %.

Results: 32 (42.1 %) patients %EBL was >65 % and 57.9 % were >50 %. The

%EBL>50 % was recorded in 63.5 % of women and 30.8 % of men. The

statistically significant %EBL was higher in women (p=0.006). When comparing

pre-and postoperative BMI, there was a statistically significant reduction. There

were no early complications (in the hospital), the rate of late complications (after

discharge of the patient) was 3.9 %, with the main erosion of the gastric band.

Conclusion: LNCGB laparoscopically is safe with good results in reducing morbid

obesity.

P.204 WHY DOES THE GASTRIC BANDING FAIL?

PRESENTER: M. Vix

Co-authors: M. Nedelcu, A. D’Urso, S. Perretta, L. Marx, J. Marescaux, D. Mutter

Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital, IRCAD IHU,

Strasbourg, France

Introduction: Many gastric band removal (GBR) are linked to complications and

weight loss failure, indicating for some of the patients a new bariatric procedure

(NBP).

Objectives: to assess the reasons for GBR.

Methods: Patients undergoing GBR between January 2009 to September 2013

were reviewed. The reasons, the feasibility and the efficiency of GBR were

analyzed.

Results: A series of 111 patients underwent GBR (100 women, age 41±8 years,

11 men, 42±4.7 years). 68 out of them (61.3 %) had weight regain or weight loss

insufficiency. Forty-three patients had complications (38.7 %): dysphagia

(14;12.6 %), gastroesophageal reflux (10;9 %), gastric erosion (4;3.6 %), access

port problems (4;3.6 %), ectopic gastric pancreas (1;0.9 %), abdominal pain and

vomiting (9;8.1 %),patient desire removal (1;0.9 %). A NBP was performed in 56

patients (50.4 %) with a BMI of 42.5±4.7 kg/m2: 31 gastric bypass and 25 sleeve

gastrectomies. There were no conversions, no mortality.

Conclusion: The failure of the gastric band is multifactorial. Main reason of con-

version is weight loss failure. Nevertheless complication rate remains high and

explain the dramatic decline of this procedure. GBR does not preclude a NBP.
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P.205 EFFECTIVE BARIATRIC SURGERY MUST BE EASY,
SAFE, WITH LOW COMPLICATION AND IDEAL
WEIGHT LOSS AND LONG TERM MAINTENANCE IT
SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO REVERSE TO MODIFIED
IT.(2) MINI GASTRIC BYPASS (MGB) IS MODIFIED
MASON LOOPWITH COMPATIBLE RESULTS TO
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS
(LRYGBP) AND LOW COMPLICATION RATE.(3)

PRESENTER: M. Abdolhosseini

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, P. Alibeigi, P. Nikoyan

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction:Effective bariatric surgerymust be easy, safe, with low complication,

ideal weight loss and long term maintenance and it should be convertible. Mini

gastric bypass (MGB) is a modified mason loop with compatible results to

laparoscopic Roux en Y gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) and low complication rate.

Objectives:We contributed this study to evaluate the exact outcomes of MGB.

Methods: Candidates of MGB referring to four hospitals participated in this study

from Dec 2013 to Jan 2014.

Results: From 150 patients 109 of the follow ups for 9 months were collected. All

of the patients have undergone laparoscopic LMGBP. Mean preoperative BMI

was 45.74 (±6.37). Mean BMI was 35.96 kg (±5.7) after 3 months and 33.61

(±5.3) after 6 months and 30.7 (±5.1) after 9 months the mean preoperative

weightwas 121meanexcessweight losswas 20%at 1month, 53%at 6months,

and 64 % at 9 months. Mean hospital stay was 2 days. The mean operative time

was 65 min. The 30 days complication occurred in two patients (one leak from

jejunal and another leak from opening gastro jejunostomy suture line after en-

doscopy cauterization) with no mortality rate or conversion to open.

Conclusion: Although our study had no control group, the complications of MGB,

the hospitalization and operation time seem to be less in MGB.

P.206 LAPAROSCOPIC MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS: EGYPTIAN
MULTI-CENTER ONE TEAM EXPERIENCE WITH 522
CASES

PRESENTER: M.M. Abouzeid1

Co-authors: O. Taha2

1Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt
2Asuit University, Asuit, Egypt

Introduction: Mini-gastric bypass (MGB) is gaining popularity throughout the

world, bariatric surgeons report excellent short and long-term results.

Objectives: To present experience in MGB of One Egyptian team from two

different universities.

Methods: Two university centers and three private hospitals participated with one

team of surgeons working with the same protocol. From January 2011 to Febru-

ary 2014, 522 laparoscopic MGBs were done
3cases (7.3 %) of them were redo after previous bariatric surgery procedures,

males 232 (44.4 %) and females 290 (55.6 %). Mean age 36.6 (17–56), and

preoperative mean body mass index 47.2 kg/m2 (37–68). Type 2 diabetes

mellitus (T2DM) affected 112 (21.4 %), whereas hypertension 134 (25.7 %).

Mean follow up period was 20.5 months (12–34).

Results: All procedures were completed laparoscopically. Mean operative time

49min (32–98). Mean length of hospital stay 36 h (24–96). No conversion to open

surgery or mortality. One intra-operative complication. Peri-operative morbidity

cases 4 (0.76 %). All patients experienced excess weight loss (EWL) with mean

76 % (35–95 %) and 7 % of patients had less than 50 % EWL. Hypertension

resolution 71.6 % (96/134) and T2DM remission 91 % (102/112). No record of

weight regain to date. Symptomatic bile reflux seven patients (2.3 %), and

managed conservative. One patient didn’t tolerate inadequate food intake and

required reversal.

Conclusion: For morbid obese patients in a developing country like Egypt and in

experienced teams MGB is a rapid, safe, reversible and effective operation for

durable weight loss. And with short operative time early complications are few.

Longer follow-up and prospective comparative studies are needed.

P.207 SUTURELESS GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: H.M. Abu Shanab

Co-authors: A.A. Alsalman, K.E. Alaghbary, F.O. Elmokayed, T.O. Swieleim

King Abdul Aziz Hospital, Al Hasa, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Gastric bypass surgery has been dominant standard operation for

obesity, minigastric bypass now is being replacing the Roux-En-Y gastric bypass

because of the simplicity in doing it, furthermore it has less complication in term of

the internal hernia as compared by the classical gastric bypass, however it is

comparable with it in excess weight loss and in general it is more safer in its

technique specially if you can do it completely using stapppling technique.

Objectives: to evaluate the efficacy and safety of minigastric bypass procedure.

Methods: we present here a method of how to do sutureless gastric bypass and

our experience at our center (king Abdul aziz Hospital),for the last 5 years, we are

going to present 256 patients with sutureless minigastric bypass Between Dec.

2009 and Sep. 2013

Results: Between Dec. 2008 and Dec 2013 256 pt. underwent LMGB, Male 37

(14.5 %) Female 219 (85.5 %). Mean age 35.1±10 range (16–57 years).

Preoperative BMI (45.2±8.5 kg/m, All the operations completed laparoscopicaly.

Mean operative time 55 min (range 35–140).

Mean intraoperative blood loss 35 ml (range 10–50 ml) The average postopera-

tive stay 2.5 days, One Patient developed acute dilatation of the excluded

stomach on the 2nd postoperative Day. No leakage from the anastamosis or

gastric tube.

No death occurred within 30 days. No DVT or pulmonary embolism, bile reflux

was 0.8, while iron deficiency anamia was found 5 % anastmotic ulcer 3.5 %, no

internal hernias encountered in our patients.

Conclusion: sutureless minigastric bypass is the safe, easy to do operation

for obesity, it is as effective as the classical gastric bypass with less

complications.

P.208 COMPARISON OF LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BY-PASS AND BILIOPANCREATIC
DIVERSION REGARDING THE METABOLIC RESULTS

PRESENTER: N. Aksakal1

Co-authors: M.T. Belen1, O. Agcaoglu1, I. Azamat1, M. Tukenmez1, M. Kalayci2,

F. Turker3, I. Satman3, U. Barbaros1, S. Mercan1

1Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of General Sur-

gery, Istanbul, Turkey
2Yeditepe University, Department of General Surgery, Istanbul, Turkey
3Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of Internal Medi-

cine, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Obesity continues to be a growing problem in both the developed

and the developing world and it has been related with a strong link with co-morbid

conditions such as type 2 diabetes.

Objectives:Here we report our institution series comparing the outcomes regard-

ing efficacy in treating morbid obesity or type 2 diabetes mellitus in morbid-obese

patients following Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) and

biliopancreatic diversion (BPD).

Methods: Between March 2011 and October 2012, a total of 20 patients who

underwent LRYGB and BPDwith the diagnosis of morbid obesity were compared

in two study groups and analysed prospectively.

Results: There were eight patients in BPD group and 12 in LRYGB. Compared with

patientswhohadBPD, thosewhohad LRYGB lostmoreweight at 6thmonth follow-

up analysis. Operative time was longer in BPD group versus LRYGB with 150 and

120 min, respectively. There were not any conversion to open surgery in both

groups and there were no difference between study groups regarding the compli-

cations and hospital stay. Moreover, there were not any statistical difference be-

tween study groups regarding metabolic results including hypertension, hyperlipid-

emia and diabetes.

Conclusion: The effects of BPD and LRYGB are similar. However further high-

quality prospective studies with long follow-up periods are needed to provide

more reliable evidence.
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P.209 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS AS A
REVISIONAL STRATEGY FOR LAGB FAILURE

PRESENTER: M.B. AlHadad, A. Nimeri

Co-authors: M. Ibrahim, A.O. Maasher

SKMC, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the most effective long term therapy for morbid

obesity. LAGB, has the highest long term failure rate. We here in present our

revisional strategy for LAGB failure.

Objectives: To evaluate outcomes of revision of LAGB to LRYGB.

Methods: This is a consecutive series of revisional bariatric surgeries done from

June 2009 to March 2013. Pre operative EGD/UGI study for all cases. All patient

had a drain placed at the time of surgery as well as intraoperative endoscopy at

the end of surgery. Clears liquids were started 2 h after surgery.

Results: We performed 103 revisional surgeries, LAGB conversion to LRYGB

represented 45 cases, LAGB reversal in 23 cases and conversion to either LAGB

or LSG in five cases. Average age 45 range 20–53 years, females represented

82 % of our patients, average BMI was 45 range 32–75 kg/M2, 35 % of our

patients had BMI>50 kg/M2. Conversion to LRYGB was performed in one stage

in 70 % of cases. Average OR time 160, range 90–270 min. Our leak rate was

2 %. In addition, one patient had delayed collection (2 weeks of TPN and Line

sepsis). Our stenosis was 2 %, gall stones requiring cholecystectomy 4 %. Re

admission 6 %. Bleeding requiring blood transfusion 0 %, Pneumonia 2 %,

conversion to open 0 %, and mortality 0 %. EWL% one year 18–97 % ave

58 % FU 51 %, and EWL 2 year 8–82 average 58 %.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic conversion of LAGB to LRYGB in one stage can be

performed with low morbidity and mortality in one stage.

P.210 LAPAROSCOPIC TRANSGASTRIC ERCP AFTER
GASTRIC BYPASS (VIDEO) – VL.017

PRESENTER: A. Baldini

Co-authors: M. Blanchet, L. Quencez, V. Frering

Clinique de la Sauvegarde, Lyon, France

Introduction: The occurrence of gallbladder lithiasis after bariatric surgery is increas-
ing from the third postoperativemonth to the second year after gastric bypass (GBP).

Because of the exclusion of the biliary andpancreatic tree fromendoscopyafterGBP,

the management of gallstone-related complications requires a specific approach.

Objectives: The aim of this video is to describe a technic for laparoscopic

transgastric access to perform endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography

(ERCP) in a patient with biliary tract complication after GBP.

Methods:A61 years oldmenwas admitted 1month after omega-loop gastric bypass

with an acute cholecystitis, treated first with antibiotic and percutaneous drainage.

Three months later, cholecystectomy was performed requiring a conversion with

a mini laparotomy.

The postoperative coursewas complicatedwith an acute cholangitis and ERCP is

the primary indication in this case.

Laparoscopywas performedwith five trocars. The duodenoscopewas introduced

via a 15 mm trocar which was previously introduced into the anterior wall of the

remnant stomach through a short gastrostomy.

Results: The ERCP procedure was concluded without intraoperative complica-

tion. The papillotomy can be performed like a standard procedure. The duration of

the procedure was 50 min. There was no intra or postoperative complications.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic approach for ERCP allowed to treat gallstones of the

biliary tract after GBP with safety and success according to a good interaction

between surgeon and gastroenterologist.

P.211 MINI GASTRIC BYPASS&PARTIAL SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Bekavac-Beslin

Co-authors: T. Grgic, G. Mirosevic, M. Nikolic, T. Kruljac

University Hospital “Sestre Milosrdnice”, Zagreb, Croatia

Introduction: In Mini Gastric Bypass and Partial Sleeve Gastrectomy (MGB+

PSG) we tried to combine benefits of both: MGB and SG. The rational behind this

approach is the observation that reduced levels of ghrelin are found 5 years after

SG, whereas higher levels of PYYand GLP1 are noticed after MGB.

Objectives: A combination of both procedures MGB and SG might provide a

better control in two separate endocrine hormonal systems which are important

for the control of glucose and weight loss after the bariatric procedure.

Methods: The MBG+PSG procedure is performed laparoscopically with trocar

positioning identical as for a sleeve gastrectomy. The resection line goes horizontally

from the greater curvature on the plane of the antrum, towards the lesser curvature.

Longitudinal gastric resection follows in the same manner as a sleeve resection.

The greater curvature is dissected. Another possibility is to dissect the greater

curvature to the level of the left crus of the diaphragm and then do the resection of

gastric body.

The jejunum from the Treitz’ ligament is mobilised, measured at about 200 cm

and an antecolic isoperistaltic gastroenteroanastomosis is formed.

Results:Eleven patients were operatedwith average age of 34 year. AverageBMI

45,74. Average EWL 1month after procedure 28%, 3 month 60% and 6 months

80 %.

Conclusion:We would like to emphasize the importance of flow of ideas, presen-

tations of new methods on congressis thought to be a trigger to bariatric commu-

nity to find new solutions for treating morbid obesity.

P.212 THE LRYGBP: THE BLUE TEST ON BOTH
ANASTOMOSIS

PRESENTER: F. Bellini1

Co-authors: P. Pizzi2

1Bariatric Unit, Azienda Ospedaliera Desenzano, Desenzano, Italy
2Policlinico di Monza, Monza, Italy

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric By Pass has become one of the major opera-

tions for the treatment of morbid Obesity. The Roux Y configuration is well

established, but many technical aspects vary between surgeons according to their

experience. In particular there is no standard technique for creating the gastro-

jejunostomy and convergent opinion about anasthomosis impermeability test.

Objectives: Since the most critical post-operative complication of LRYGBP is

leak, which is the most important cause of surgical related mortality, we consider

the evaluation of the impermeability of the anasthomosis an important aspect of

the operation. The aim of this study is to evaluate the efficacy of intraoperative

blue test on both anasthomosis, in the prevention of postoperative leak.

Methods: From January 2008 to January 2013 we have performed 531 LRYGBP

in a way we call “simplified technique”. The jejunal partition is performed at the

end of the procedure, getting thus the possibility to test both anasthomosis.

Results: The intraoperative blue test was positive in 5 (0,94 %) patients. We

treated them with an extra stitch and the postoperative course was regular.

Postoperatively two early jejunal leak due to manipulation treated

laparoscopically, one gastro-jejunal leak as consequence of cauterization in

postoperative hemorrhage, two drains decubitus treated conservatively with drain

retraction, two gastrojejunal leak.

Conclusion: The most dreaded complication in bariatric surgery is the

anasthomotic leak. This complication may be even more challenging than the

original operation.We consider the possibility to evaluate both anasthomosis with

a stress test, fundamental. The positivity of the test performed intraoperatively,

can be simply treated with an extra stitch, reducing as a consequence, the

number of postoperative leaks.

P.213 DOES ROBOTIC SURGERY OFFER ANY ADVANTAGE
TO LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS?

PRESENTER: I. Ben Amor

Co-authors: T. Debs, I. Reccia, F. Martini, A. Iannelli, J. Gugenheim

Service de Chirurgie digestive, Centre de transplantation hépatique, Hôpital de

l’Archet II), Nice, France

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the only viable method for producing long-term

weight loss in morbidly obese patients. Laparoscopic surgery has revolutionized
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bariatric surgery andmade it a safe procedure, with very good results andminimal

complications. The gastrojejunal anastomosis is an essential step that can cause

serious complications. The new introduction of technology as the robot and the

benefits it could offer to laparoscopic surgery has yet to be assessed.

Objectives: To report outcomes of robot-assisted gastric bypass in a large series

of morbidly obese patients.

Methods: One hundred sixty patients were submitted. The robot was used to

manually perform the gastrojejunal anastomosis. We evaluated the benefits and

the risk of complications between the first 80 and the last 80 procedures.

Results: Installation of the robot took 6 min. Mean operative time to perform the

gastrojejunal anastomosis was 16.5 min. 8 (5.7 %) presented an early postoper-

ative complication that required reintervention. There were 3 (1.8 %) digestive

fistulas, two seen in the first 80 cases and one in the last 80, but none in the last 60

cases. No anastomotic stenosis was found at 1-year follow-up. Average cost per

procedure was 4,100 Euros, with amortized costs as usage increased.

Conclusion:The use of the robot for the gastrojejunal anastomosis appeared safe

and effective in terms of anastomotic complications only when the learning curve

was achieved. Robot surgery is initially costly, but increasing usage and potential

reduction in anastomotic complications can balance the greater robotic overhead

costs. Further randomized comparative studies to laparoscopic surgery are

needed.

P.214 HIATAL HERNIA REPAIR AFTER RYGB

PRESENTER: F.M. Birkfellner

Co-authors: H. Nehoda

BKH St. Johann i.T., St. Johann, Austria

Introduction: A 66 years-old female was admitted with increasing dsyphagia and

dsypnoea. Gastric banding in 1998 (BMI 52.7, 172 cm, 156 kg) had failed and

was converted to LRYGB in 2005.

The CAT-scan revealed a huge axial/paraoesophageal hernia with displacement

of the oesophagojejunal anastomosis and approx. 1.5m of jejununm into the right

hemithorax. At the time of diagnosis the patient’s BMI was 30.4 (%EWL 90 %).

Objectives: The CAT-scan revealed a huge axial/paraoesophageal hernia with

displacement of the oesophagojejunal anastomosis and approx. 1.5 m of

jejununm into the right hemithorax. At the time of diagnosis the patient’s BMI

was 30.4 (%EWL 90 %).

Methods: We carried out a laparoscopic hiatal hernia repair by replacing the

jejunumand the oesophagojejunal anastomosis into the abdominal cavity, closing

the hiatal defect and enforcing the hiatus with a non-resorbable patch.

The patient was discharged symptom-free 7 days postoperatively.

Results: This is to our best knowledge the first report on a Type IV hiatal hernia

following revisional RYGB.

We believe that the extensive mobilization and the necessity of a high

oesophagealjejunal anastomis after AGB facilitate this kind of hernia. Since

RYGB is recognized as the gold standard of failed AGB there is one additional

sequela to keep in mind. Still laparoscopic hernia repair can be achieved by

experienced upper GI- or bariatric surgeons.

Conclusion: We believe that the extensive mobilization and the necessity of a

high oesophagealjejunal anastomis after AGB caused this kind of hernia. Since

RYGB is recognized as the gold standard of failed AGB there is one additional

sequela to keep in mind.

P.215 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN YGASTRIC BY PASSWITH
HAND-SEWN GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY USING AN
ABSORBABLE BIDIRECTIONAL MONOFILAMENT
BARBED SUTURE – VL.018

PRESENTER: P. Blanc

Co-authors: R. Kassir, C. Breton, P. Lointier

Clinique Chirurgicale Mutualiste, Saint Etienne, France

Introduction: The laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is a techni-

cally demanding procedure. The hand-sewn technique with the absorbable

bidirectional monofilament barbed suture Stratafix (Ethicon) appears to be ideal

for GJA during double loop techniquewith the anastomosis in the left hypocondra.

Objectives:We describe this procedure and illustrate with a case video.

Methods: Using the Stratafix, the anti-mesenteric border of the Roux limb is

sutured to the staple-line at caudal end of the pouch in a continuous fashion. This

suture-line serves as the 1st posterior layer and prevents any tension on the

anastomosis. A second posterior suture-line is created between both openings

using absorbable suture as 3-0 Vicryl (Ethicon) (interrupted suture-line). A gastric

tube is advanced into the Roux limb and the anterior layer is created in a

continuous fashion with the Stratafix on the left corner to the right corner of the

anastomosis. The anterior layer may also be completed in a continuous double-

layered fashion with the Stratafix from left to right and from right to left. No knot is

needed at the end of the anastomosis.

Results: The advantage of the use of Stratafix are: short learning curve, short-

ened operative time, knotless technique, assistance is not required to maintain

suture tension and the suture does not slip. In our trial, no complications occurred

as a direct result of the suture, including GJA stenosis, leaks or intestinal obstruc-

tion on the tail of Stratafix.

Conclusion:Stratafix appears to be efficient, safe and reproducible, but additional
studies are needed to evaluate long-term results.

P.216 GASTRIC BY PASS USING CUSTOM KIT PROCEDURE
– VL.019

PRESENTER: P. Blanc

Co-authors: C. Breton, R. Kassir, P. Lointier

Clinique Chirurgicale Mutualiste, Saint Etienne, France

Introduction: Gastric bypass is a standardised procedure. The idea of a custom

kit procedure (Tyco Healthcare, Mansfield, MA) is therefore to facilitate preoper-

ative preparation by offering all of the equipment necessary to perform the

surgical procedure in one box.

Objectives:We show a laparoscopic double loop gastric bypass using the custom

kit procedure.

Methods: The gastric bypass is performed with five trocars according to the

Lonröth technique. The gastric sections are made using 60-mm Endo GIA Tri-

Staple loaders, the gastrojejunal anastomosis is made with a 30-mm Endo GIA

Tri-Staple loader, the anastomosis of the base of the loop is made with a 45-mm

Endo GIA Tri-Staple loader, the section of the small intestine is made with a 60-

mm Endo GIA Tri-Staple loader. The digestive openings and the mesenteric

windows are closed with a V-Loc.

Results: The advantages are: easier preparation for the paramedical team, lower

cost than individual purchase, packwhich can evolve if the surgical teammodifies

its technique (“It’s built for you”), the unused equipment can be used for other

interventions, the use of V-Loc simplifies the technique and reduces operating

time, the use of bladeless trocars reduce the risk of bleeding and the risks of

eventration, a gastrojejunal anastomosis of 30 mm is used to increase the

restrictive effect.

The disadvantages are: currently only available from one company, equipment

only for single use.

Conclusion: The use of a procedure pack to perform gastric bypass provides an

advantage for the paramedical team as well as for surgeons.

P.217 LAPAROSCOPICROUX-EN-YGASTRICBYPASSWITH
30 MM LINEAR CUTTER TECHNIQUE
GASTROJEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS

PRESENTER: P. Blanc

Co-authors: C. Breton, R. Kassir, P. Lointier

Clinique Chirurgicale Mutualiste, Saint Etienne, France

Introduction: Gastric bypass is one the most well-documented operations in

obesity treatment. T date, there are still somedifferences in performing the gastric

bypass procedure.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the 30 mm staplers in

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for creation of the anastomosis.
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Methods: From 2012 to 2014, 80 patients underwent a RYGBP. A five-port-site

technique is performed. Division of the stomach is first achieved horizontally

using a 60-mm Tri-Staple (Endo-GIA Stapler, Tyco Healthcare, Mansfield, MA).

The gastro-entero-anastomosis is constructed by posterior 30 mm stapling and

placement of an anterior running suture (V-Loc 180 de 15 cm (Tyco). The Roux

limb is measured at 150 cm, and a side-to-side jejunojejunal anastomosis is

fashioned using a 45-mm Tristaple linear stapler and closed by a single-layer

running suture V-Loc. The jejunum is divided between the two anstomotic con-

structions using a 60-mm regular linear or Tristaple, white cartridge. Closure of

the mesentery defect is performed using a multifilament non absorbable running

suture.

Results: Mean operative time was 100 min. The mean preoperative BMI was

41 kg/m2. Postoperative complication rate was: 1.25 %: one occlusion by

jejunojejunal stenosis. There were no leak. Long-term complications were: one

occlusion (peritoneal adhesion, laparoscopic treatment), one gastrojejunal ulcer

treated with proton pump inhibitor. After 1 year, mean weight loss was 40 kg.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass with 30 mm linear cutter

technique gastrojejunal anastomosis is a simple, reproductible and safe

technique.

P.218 MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS: FUNCTIONAL RESULTS AT 5
YEARS

PRESENTER: J. Chevallier, M. Bruzzi

Co-authors: C. Rau, T. Voron, M. Guenzi, A. Berger

Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou HEGP, Paris, France

Introduction: Laparoscopic mini-gastric bypass (LMGB) is an alternative to the

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y bypass, considered as the gold standard in the treat-

ment of morbid obesity.

Objectives: Since 2006, 1,000 obese patients were offered a LMGB, and we

present our results at five years.

Methods: From October 2006 to October 2008, 175 patients underwent LMGB.

Complete follow-up was available in 126 patients (72 %). Morbi-mortality, weight

loss, quality of life and comorbidities were assessed. Major complications were

defined by a Clavien-Dindo score>IIIa.Weight loss was determined as change in

BMI and excess BMI loss rate (%EBMIL). Quality of life were analized using the

Gastrointestinal Quality of Life Index (GIQLI) and a preoperative control-group.

Results: There was no death at 5 years. Thirteen patients (10,3 %) presented

major complications, requiring surgery. Ulcer rate was 4 %. Two incapacitating

biliary reflux were converted into Y (1,6 %). Four gastric pouch dilatations were

treated by surgery (3,2 %). There was no internal hernia. Malnutrition occurred in

two patients (1,6 %). At 5 years, mean BMI was 31,5 +/ 6,2 kg/m2 and mean

%EBMIL was 71,5 +/ 26,5 %. Failures occurred in 5 patients. Postoperative

GIQLI score was significantly higher than preoperative (92,51+/15,86 vs

110,29+/17,45, p<0,001). Social, psychological and physical functions were

significantly increased. No significant difference was found in gastroesophageal

reflux and diarrhea symptoms between the two groups. Long term follow-up

showed an improvement in all comorbidities.

Conclusion: At 5 years, LMGB is effective, safe, simple, easy to convert, with

manageable and acceptable complications. LMGB significantly improves the

quality of life.

P.219 MODIFIED LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR IDIOPATIC GASTROPARESIS – VL.020

PRESENTER: A. Bueno

Co-authors: A.R. Ahmed

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Could be a modified gastric bypass suitable for patient presenting

other pathologies like chronic idiopathic gastroparesis with severe health

affectation?

Objectives: Discuss what could be the best surgical treatment for severe chronic

idiopathic gastroparesis: gastro-jejunostomy vs Roux en Y gastric bypass.

Methods: The authors report the clinical case of a 35 years old woman with a

history of chronic vomiting for the last 4 years resistant to medical treatment. She

had to be fed with percutaneous gastrostomy (PEG) tube for one year. She also

developed abdominal pain going across as a band at the top part of her abdomen

which normally occurred after eating. Her preoperative weight was 58 Kg. She

had multiple gastroscopies without any anatomical abnormality. A barium meal

with follow through reported slow transit. A gastric emptying nuclear scan con-

firmed gastroparesis. The patient was reviewed by numerous gastrointestinal

specialists who were unable to improve her symptoms.

Results: Patient underwent a laparoscopic Roux en Y gastric bypass (Roux limb:

50 cm and Bilio-Pancreatic limb: 50 cm) and was discharged after 24 h of the

operation drinkingwithout vomiting. Oneweek after the operation a barium swallow

meal and follow through showed normal emptying of the pouch into the jejunumand

ileum. Patient was free of symptoms and weight stable postoperatively.

Conclusion: Patients with severe gastroparesis resistant to medical treatment, a

modified gastric bypass in Roux-Y might be consider has an option.

P.220 SILS ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING WITHOUT
ANTERIOR FUNDOPLICATION: SHORT ANDMIDTERM
RESULTS

PRESENTER: J. Cady2

Co-authors: L. Genser1, M. Tabbara3, A. Soprani1, 2, O. Sibaud2, A. Torcivia1, J.

Godfroy2, J. Siksik1

1Department of digestive surgery, Pitie Salpetriere Hospital, Paris, France
2Geoffroy St hilaire hospital, department of digestive surgery, Paris, France
3AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France

Introduction: laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is one of the most

favorable surgeries to be performed bySILS. The introduction of the band into the

abdomen before the pneumoperitoneum is facilitated by the wider incision; this

will also enable the fixation of the access port at the end of the surgery. In addition,

the esthetic result is definitely better. However SILS can be technically demand-

ing and require longer operative time.

Objectives:We present our series of LAGB by SILS describing the technique and

results at short and midterm.

Methods: This is a single center retrospective study between 2009 and 2014. All

procedures were performed by a periumbilical incision and without anterior

fundoplication.

Results: Twohundred twenty-five LAGBwere performed by SILS between 2009 and

2014. Themean operative timewas 65min. There were 24 complications (11%): 12

band slippage (5 %), three band infections (1.3 %), two esophageal dilatation (1 %),

seven infections of the access port (3%). The 1-year follow-up of 144 patients (64%)

showed a significant excess weight loss (>50 %). Eleven patients (5 %) underwent

simultaneous band removal and conversion to omega loop gastric bypass (OLGB)

for inadequate weight loss. There was no mortality in our series.

Conclusion: LAGB performed by SILS is more technically demanding than con-

ventional laparoscopic surgery but offers the same security, comparable morbid-

ity and especially better esthetic results. Avoiding anterior fundoplication guaran-

tees minimum dissection and using flexible bands reduce the risk of slippage.

When necessary, conversion to bypass can be performed simultaneously with

band removal.

P.221 EVOLUTION OF FOOD INTOLERANCE AFTER A
GASTRIC BYPASS AND EVOLUTION OF WEIGHT
CURVE

PRESENTER: P. Chiotasso

CHU Purpan Toulouse, Tournefeuille, France

Introduction: Is there a relationship between food intolerance after gastric bypass

surgery (GBP) and the evolution of the patient’s weight curve.

Objectives: Evaluate the food intolerance according to the patient’s weight curve.

Methods: Fifty GBP patients (43 females, seven males) were postoperatively

evaluated at 10.4 months (1–43 months). They had a second evaluation at
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20.7 months (7–60 months). Four criteria of food intolerance were evaluated.

Patients were divided in two groups according to the weight curve.

Results: Group 1: patients having lost weight or having stabilized their weight:–

11.2 kg (0–43): 44 cases.

The frequency of sugar intolerance increases: 21 cases (47.7 %) vs 13 cases

(29.5 %).

The frequency of fat intolerance increases: (34 cases (77.2%) vs 25 cases (56.8%).

Large meals intolerance remains stable: 44 cases (100 %) vs 44 cases (100 %).

Fast meals intolerance increases: 41 cases 93.1 %) vs 38 cases (86.3 %).

Group 2: patients having an increased weight: + 11.6 kg (5–16): 6 cases.

The frequency of sugar intolerance decreases: 1 case (16.6%) vs 2 cases (33.3%).

The frequency of fat intolerance decreases: 2 cases (33.3 %) vs 3 cases (50 %).

Large meals intolerance decreases: 5 cases (83.3 %) vs 6 cases (100 %).

Fast meals intolerance decreases: 5 cases (83.3 %) vs 6 cases (100 %).

Conclusion: According to the evolution of the weight curve, the evolution of the

food intolerance is different.

The efficacy of the GBP is probably mainly related to the quantitative but also

qualitative food intolerance effect.

P.222 IMPACTOF INTRA-GASTRIC BALLOON (IGB) BEFORE
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BY-PASS (LGBP) IN
PATIENTS WITH MORBID OBESITY: A RANDOMIZED
MULTICENTER STUDY COMPARING IGB TO
STANDARD MEDICAL CARE (SMC) DURING THE
PRE-OPERATIVE PERIOD. (BIGPOM STUDY)

PRESENTER: B. Coffin1

Co-authors: F. Pattou2, X. Hébutrene3, S. Ledoux1, F.Mion4, D. Hajage1, S.Msika1

1Hospital Louis Mourier, Colombes, France
2CHU Lille, Lille, France
3CHU Nice, Nice, France
4CHU Lyon, Lyon, France

Introduction: Weight loss prior to bariatric surgery might be recommended. IGB

could fulfil these criteria but no prospective study has been reported.

Objectives: A prospective randomized multicenter study to compare, in patients

selected for LGBP, the impact of pre-operative IGB to SMC.

Methods: Patients with morbid obesity (BMI>45 kg/m2) selected for LGBP have

been included. At inclusion (M0), patients were randomized into SMC or IGB. After

6-month (M6), the balloon was extracted and LGBP performed. Post-operative

follow-up was 6-month (M12). The main criteria of judgment was the number of

patients having a stay in ICU or IU>24 h; secondary criteria were weight changes,

operative time, hospitalization stay, peri-operative complications.

Results:One hundred fifteen patients have been included (BMI: 54.3±8.7 kh/m2),

55 in the IGB group. On inclusion, every data were similar between both groups.

Weight loss between M0 and M6 was significantly different (SMC: 3.0±7.3 vs.

IGB; 10.3±8.5 kg, P<0.0001). During balloon extraction, three complications

occurred. Mean operative time of LGBP, duration stay>24 h in IU or ICU, mean

hospitalisation stay were similar in both groups. Five patients had one or more

surgical complications, all occurring in the IGB group (P=0.02). At M12 mean

weight and mean weight loss between M0 and M12 were similar

Conclusion: Before LGBP, IGB induced weight loss does not modify the peri-

operative period neither weight loss during the 6-month post-operative period.

IGB induces a specific morbidity. It increases the risk of operative complications.

P.223 2ND CONSENSUS ON MINI-GASTRIC
[ONE-ANASTOMOSIS] BYPASS (MGB/OAGB), PARIS,
OCT. 2013

PRESENTER: M. Deitel

Editor-in-Chief Emeritus, Obesity Surgery, North York, ON, Canada

Introduction:MGB/OAGB involves a long low-pressure gastric sleeve from below

crow’s foot to cardia (with no dissection of His angle), with an antecolic wide

single-anastomosis gastrojejunostomy ~200 cm distal to Treitz’ ligament.

Objectives: SurveyMonkey questionnaire was filled out before and analyzed at

the MGBConsensus Conference, Paris, Oct. 9–11, 2013. All respondents report-

ed past experience with other bariatric operations.

Methods: The survey identified 16,651 MGBs performed by 35 experienced

experts over 5–16 years.

Results: Pre-op BMI was 46.1±4.1 (SD) (range 38–62). Operating time was 80.3±

24.9 min (35–62). Hospital stay was 3.2±1.6 days (1.0–6.0) decreasing with expe-

rience. Leaks occurred in 0.03 % (five patients)—less than dreaded proximal leaks

following SG. Persisting resolution of co-morbidities and improvement in QoL

occurred. Diabetes resolved at 1 year in 91.4±4.9 % (82–96). GE reflux in 15.3±

14.2 % pre-op was 4.7±14.2 % post-op. Revisional surgery was necessary in

3.2 %. Bile reflux was rarely a problem—easily treated by Braun entero-

enterostomy 0.01 %. Marginal ulcer in 1.4±1.8 % (0–5). MGB was avoided in

smokers and those taking NSAIDs. %EWL: 1 yr 75.8, 2 yr 85.0, 3 yr 78.0, 4 yr

75.0, 5 yr 70.2, longer 70.0%. Failure to have >50%EWL at 5 yrs occurred in 14.2±

25.1%. 30-daymortality was 0.2% (33 deaths). Bowel obstruction occurred in 0.15

±0.36 % (0–1)—none from internal hernia. Intractable hypoglycemia was not

reported. PPI, multivites, dairy calcium and Proferrin were prescribed. Anemia

occurred in 5 % of menstruating women; IV iron was rarely required. No gastric-

esophagus carcinoma has been found.

Conclusion: MGB was rapid, extremely low-risk, durable weight loss, modifiable

with the degree of BMI.

P.224 ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN MORBIDLY OBESE
PATIENTS CARRYING AN ANTIREFLUX VALVE
PREVIOUSLY CREATED BY LAPAROSCOPIC NISSEN
PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos

Co-authors: E.J. Ilias, W. Freitas, P. Kassab, C.A. Malheiros, O. Prado Castro

Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: The Roux-en-Y gastric bypass becomes particularly difficult in pa-

tients previously submitted to surgical treatment of Gastroesophageal Reflux Dis-

ease. Even experienced surgeons may feel insecure under such circumstances,

considering that the manipulated abdominal esophagus and valvemake this region

difficult to be reached. Additionally, gastric stapling towards the angle of His makes

for a complex procedure, subject to severe postoperative complications.

Objectives: To present four cases of patients that underwent surgery in our clinic;

to review the literature on possible complications and care needs.

Methods: Four patients had been previously submitted to hiatal plasty and Nissen

antireflux valve procedure for treating gastroesophageal reflux. In two patients, we

opted not to undo the antireflux valve. In another two cases, the valves were undone.

In one of these cases, gastric fundus ischemia was observed in the great chamber,

which was readily identified and required grade I resection. All four cases were

drained and evolved postoperatively without complications.

Results: The same late surgery results were obtained as those from patients

without previous surgery as far as weight loss and disappearance of comorbid-

ities are concerned.

Conclusion: Gastroplasty in obese patients previously submitted to antireflux

surgery is more difficult and associated with high morbidity. Open surgery with

routine drainage is recommended in these cases.

P.225 CHANGESOFBODYCOMPOSITIONAMONGNORMAL
WEIGHT, OVER-WEIGHT, OBESE AND MORBID
OBESE PATIENTS AFTER TAILORED ONE
ANASTOMOSIS GASTRIC BYPASS (BAGUA):
INFLUENCE OF DIABETES AND METABOLIC
SYNDROME

PRESENTER: M. Garciacaballero

University Malaga, Malaga, Spain

Introduction: The use of bariatric surgery to treat diabetes mellitus (DM) require

procedures developed for weight loss in patients with normal and over-weight.
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Therefore, we started tailoring the one anastomosis gastric bypass (BAGUA) to

adapting it to each patient.

Objectives: This study analyzes changes in body composition (BC) of patients with

BMI 23–50 after BAGUA aswell as influence of DMandmetabolic syndrome (MS).

Methods:Westudied 79 (37 diabetic and 42 non-diabetic) patients (BMI 23–50) who

completed all evaluation appointment (preoperative, 10 days, 1, 3, 6 and 12months)

after tailored BAGUA for obesity, diabetes or diabesity. Patients were classified

according to BMI (23–29, 30–34, 35–50), bearing or not diabetes. Variables are

components of BC as well as DM and MS.

Results: Preoperatively, mean values of weight varied 37 kg (78–115 kg), muscle

mass (MM) 8 kg (54–62 kg), while fat mass (FM) 30 kg (22–53 kg). Basal

metabolism (BM) was higher in diabetic. After surgery, preoperative excess

weight loss ranged from 76 % (BMI 35–50) to 128 % (BMI 23–29), FM 56 %

(BMI 23–29) to 65 % (BMI 35–50), without differences bearing DM. MM 12 %

(non-diabetics BMI 30–34) to 17 % (diabetics BMI 35–50), and visceral fat 50 %

(diabetics BMI 30–34) to 56 % (non-diabetics BMI 35–50).

Conclusion: After tailored BAGUA, MM maintains steady while FM is highly

reduced and variable. BM is reduced in all groups. Diabetic lose less weight

and VF, but more MM than non-diabetic patients. Preoperative presence of MS

influence the changes in BC.

P.226 BANDED MICRO-POUCH GASTRIC BYPASS:
ROUX-EN-Y VERSUS OMEGA CONFIGURATION

PRESENTER: K.A. Gawdat

Co-authors: A. Osman, B. El-Shayeb

Ain Shams School of Medicine, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Gastric bypass with an omega configuration was criticized for

alkaline reflux gastritis. Mini-gastric bypass is a comparable procedure to RYGB

in bariatric surgery with reports of very low incidence of the alkaline reflux. The

Banded micro-pouch Roux-en Y gastric bypass (BMRYGB) has become our

bariatric procedure of choice with good long term outcome.

Objectives: Prospective study comparing the Omega versus the Roux en Y

reconstruction in Banded micro-pouch gastric bypass in terms of results, compli-

cations and weight loss.

Methods: from April 2010 till December 2013, 53 patients had banded micro-

pouch omega loop gastric bypass (BMOGb) (group I). A matched group (53

patients) from our BMRYGB patients were selected (group II). Identical gastric

pouch and gastro-jejunostomy size and 20mmdiameter gortex band was placed

around the gastric pouch.

Results: Thirty months of follow up, operative time was shorter in the

group I patients (P 0.05). Two patients had postoperative leaks one from

each group (NS). Mortality one patient in group I died from leak compli-

cations. Late complications were band erosion in one patient in each

group. We observed no alkaline reflux symptoms in Group I and no

internal hernia in group II. Postoperative weight loss was 65 %, 66 %

EBWL for group I, II at 6 months, 81 %, 80 % EBWL at 12 months,

88 %, 89 % EBWL at 18 months (NS).

Conclusion: Similar weight loss and complications were observed after Omega

and Roux reconstruction. No Alkaline reflux was experienced but leaks are more

difficult to manage after BMOGB. Long term follow up is needed.

P.227 CANCER OF THE EXCLUDED STOMACH IN LATE
POSTOPERATIVE ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
(RYGBP)

PRESENTER: A.C. Gomes Filho1, 2

Co-authors: H.Y. Shirozaki1, 2, R.M. Ito1, 2, A.B.. Garrido Jr1, 2, M.R. Oliveira1, 2,

A.A. Elias1, 2

1Instituto Garrido, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: RYGBP has been widely used in treatment of morbid obesity. Few

cases of late complications with the excluded stomach were reported. Gastric

cancer has several predisposing factors. Obesity is one of them. Among others

we have food and genetic factors. Gastric adenocarcinoma of the excluded

stomach after Roux-en-Y gastric by-pass is very rare in the literature and several

factors contribute to this. Due to anatomical changes resulting from bariatric

surgery, its early diagnosis is unlikely.

Objectives: In this article we describe a case of advanced oligosymptomatic

adenocarcinoma of the excluded stomach which was evidenced 8 years after

bariatric surgery performed at our Institution.

Methods: A 45 years old man, submitted to RYGBP with silicone ring 8 years

before, started to complain of vomits and fast weight loss. Laparotomy was

performed with the supposed diagnostic of subocclusion.

Results: Exploratory laparotomy revealed a tumor at the excluded stomach with

peritoneal implanted metastasis. He was referred for chemotherapy and died

1 year later.

Conclusion: Early diagnosis of câncer of the excluded stomach is a challenge for

its difficult diagnostic access.

P.228 OMEGA LOOP GASTRIC BYPASS (OLGB) FOR
MORBIDOBESITY INFRANCE:REPORTOFTHEFIRST
1000 OLGB CASES, FOLLOWED UP TO 7 YEARS

PRESENTER: M. Guenzi

Co-authors: J. Chevallier, G. Arman, C. Rau, M. Bruzzi, F. Zinzindohoue, A.

Berger

HEGP, Paris, France

Introduction: Randomized controlled trials showed that the Omega-loop Gastric

Bypass is a safe and effective alternative to other bariatric surgical operations.

Objectives:
Methods: Between 2006 and 2013, 1,000 patients underwent OLGB in our

institution. Seven hundred eight-eight were women, with a mean age of

41,12 years (±14.61). Mean preoperative weight (+/ SD) was 131 kg (±10.60),

mean BMI was 43.97 kg/m2 (±4.44). One hundred seventy-seven patients have

already had a restrictive procedure.

Patients were followed up (N,% follow-up) at 1 (n=520, 70%), 2 (n=345, 60%), 3

(n=222, 54 %), 5 (n=122, 72 %) and 6 years (n=44, 65 %).

Results: There were two deaths (0.2 %).

Overall morbidity was 5.2 % (n=52), with 32 early and 20 late complications.

Twenty-seven were reoperated and 25 were medically treated. Overall

rate of marginal ulcers was 2 % (N=20). Conversion from OLGB to

RYGB was required in nine cases (0.9 %), for intractable biliary reflux

and marginal ulcers, at a mean of 23.62 months (±9.14), when the BMI

reached 25.7 kg/m2±3.48.

At 5 years, mean BMI decreased to 31.4 +/ 5.5 kg/m2, and mean EWL was

76,3 % +/ 12,6.

Six patients had a weight regain from 3 to 5 years (4.9 %).

The GIQLI score was 110.29, compared to 92.51 for a control group (N=63).

The complete resolution rate for type 2 diabetes was 87% at 2 years follow up (n
=100).

Conclusion: This study confirms that the OLGB is an effective procedure for

morbid obesity with comparable outcomes to RYGB; Its lower morbidity and its

technical simplicity represents a real advantage.

P.229 GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY WITH SUBTOTAL
GASTRECTOMY BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC

PRESENTER: G.B. Hahn

Co-authors: A.B.. Nunes, N.T. Suguitani, A.S. Assoni, A.R. Schweitzer

Universidade de Passo Fundo, Passo Fundo, RS, Brazil

Introduction: Currently gastric bypass is the most commonly used surgical tech-

nique in patients with morbid obesity. Is still debatable indication of gastric

resection of the distal segment, which is performed only in selected cases. In

patients with gastric lesions in the distal segment, and with indication ofMetabolic
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and Bariatric Surgery, performs this surgical technique to provide an associated

surgical treatment of the tumor.

Objectives: Report a Bypass surgery with subtotal gastrectomy for a tumor in the

stomach exclusion.

Methods: A case report of a 42 year-old female patient with body mass index of

41.91 Kg/m2, with dietary failures, and co-morbidities as hypertension, asthma

and sleep apnea syndrome. In endoscopy, a lesion in the submucosa of the

gastric antrumhad showed. To better research a echoendoscopy was performed,

that suggest a Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor (GIST) or leiomyoma. In this case,

we chose to performGastric Bypass Roux-Y without ring and partial gastrectomy

(stomach exclusion). The approximate operating timewas 1 h and 20min without

complications. The surgical specimen was sent for immunohistochemical who

diagnosed the tumor as GIST. There were no complications in the postoperative

period. The patient was referred for follow-up with the chemotherapy service.

Results: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors although rare, are the most common

mesenchymal neoplasms of the digestive tract. The chemotherapy associated

with surgery has shown good results.

Conclusion: This surgical technique has complications and postoperative

mortality very similar to the usual technique and increased surgical time

is approximately 20 min. So, it’s a valid option in cases of associated

gastric lesions.

P.230 BARIATRIC SURGERY AND METABOLIC IN SITUS
INVERSUS TOTALIS: CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: G.B. Hahn

Co-authors: A.B.. Nunes, N.T. Suguitani, A.R. Schweitzer, A.S. Assoni

Universidade de Passo Fundo, Passo Fundo, RS, Brazil

Introduction: The complete transposition of all viscera consists of a congenital

anomaly in which a mirror orientation of the anatomy of the organs occurs. The

incidence of the variant is 0.01 % in the general population.

Objectives: Report a case of a morbidly obese patient with situs inversus totalis

who underwent a bariatric surgery.

Methods: A case of a female patient, 28 years, history of obesity since childhood,

with body mass index of 40.6 Kg/m2, with dietary failures, and co-morbidities as

asthma. It was requested preoperative examinations, routine radiography (x-ray)

of the chest, electrocardiogram, laboratory, spirometry, endoscopy, ultrasound

total abdominal and psychiatric and endocrinological evaluation. These exams

showed dextrocardia and mirror orientation of the abdominal organs, concluding

that it was situs inversus totalis. In this occasion, the position of the operating

trocars wasmade ofmirrored form, performedgastric bypassRoux-Ywithout ring

in the usual way, although occasional technical difficulty.

Results: There was no need to use additional mobilization of the liver maneuvers,

even with the size of the lobes differentiation, there were no other abnormalities.

The entire surgical procedure was performed mirrored fashion. The patient recov-

ered uneventfully in the postoperative period.

Conclusion: In these cases, the surgeon must take extra care, especially for

possible incomplete rotation of the stomach, intestinal bad rotation polysplenia,

atypical liver anatomy or vascular disorders, serious respiratory and cardiac

disorders which can be difficult the success of the procedure.

P.231 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BY-PASS FOR MORBID
OBESITY IN A PATIENT WITH SITUS INVERSUS
TOTALIS – VL.021

PRESENTER: D. Islas, B. Leal, L.G. Osoria

Chrsitus-Muguerza, Monterrey, NL, Mexico

Introduction: We report the case of a morbidly obese patient with situs inversus

totalis presenting for elective laparoscopic gastric bypass.

Objectives: To demonstrate that laparoscopic gastric by-pass can be safely

performed in patients with situs inversus.

Methods: We report a case of a patient with situs inverses totalis.

Results: The operative technique is detailed and we recommend the use of a

mirror image approach to all parts of the operation. The operative time is only

moderately longer than usual. Laparoscopic gastric by-pass can be safely per-

formed in patients with situs inversus.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic gastric by-pass can be safely performed in patients

with situs inversus.

P.232 THE LAPAROSCOPIC MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS: THE
INDIAN. THE LAPAROSCOPIC MINI-GASTRIC
BYPASS: THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE: OUTCOME OF
150 CONSECUTIVE CASES IN A SINGLE CENTRE.

PRESENTER: M. Ismail

Co-authors: M. Rajagopal, M. Shareef, H. Ansari

Moulana Hospital, Malappuram, India

Introduction: The Mini Gastric Bypass (MGB) is a Short, Simple, Successful,

Reversible Laparoscopic gastric bypass weight loss surgery. The Mini Gastric

Bypass (MGB) is low risk, has excellent long term weight loss, minimal pain and

can be easily reversed or revised.

Objectives: To assess the safety and effectiveness of laparoscopic mini-gastric

bypass.

Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of 150 patients who underwent surgery

during the period of Nov 2012 to March 2014 followed up at 1 month, 6 month,

1 year and 2 years interval. Themedian age andmean preoperative BMI were 38

and 43.5 respectively. Type 2 diabetes affected was 56 of 150 (37%) whereas 48

of 150 (32 %) presented with hypertension. Follow up period ranged from 3 to

18 months.

Results: All the cases were performed laparoscopically with no conversion. The

meanoperating timewas 76.8±15min andmeanhospital staywas 3.0±1.5 days.

Immediate postoperative bleeding was seen in 7 (4.6 %) patients. The perioper-

ative morbidity rate was 7.3 %. There was one case (0.67 %) of postoperative

anastomotic leak which required early intervention. Symptomatic bile reflux gas-

tritis was demonstrated in 2 (1.3 %). One patient developed anastomotic stricture

which required endoscopic dilatation. At 1 year the percentage of excess weight

loss was 78±6.4%. Resolution of diabetes was seen in 87.3% and hypertension

in 83 %. There was no mortality in our series. The maximum follow up in our

series is 18 months.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic minigastric bypass is a short, simple, safe and effec-

tive bariatric procedure.

P.233 INCIDENCE AND MANAGEMENT OF
GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN A HIGH VOLUME
UNIT

PRESENTER: V. Kanakala

Co-authors: D. Chattopadhyay, R. Sarkar, N. Jennings, S. Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux En Y Bypass (LRYGB) procedure is considered

to be safe and standard procedure of choice for morbid obesity with lowmorbidity

andmortality. Gastro-gastric fistula (GGF) after LRYGB is a rare complication, but

can be managed effectively by laparoscopy.

Objectives: We present the incidence and management of GGF from a high

volume unit.

Methods: A retrospective review of prospectively collected data. We have per-

formed>1,500 LRYGB procedures in our institution. Post-operatively, these pa-

tients are followed on regular basis for 2 years.

Results: We have recorded six patients with GGF. Four patients were

female [50 yrs (42–58 yrs, two males [50 yrs. (49–51)]. Mean Body

mass index was 56.3 (46.9–67.5). Two patients were positive for

Helicobacter pylori (CLO) at endoscopy. Mean duration of symptomatic

presentation was 581 days (130–1,049 days). Three patients (smokers)

had anastomotic ulcer diagnosed prior to fistulation and were on high

dose proton pump inhibitors. All six patients required surgical intervention

and were dealt laparoscopically. Three patients required revision of the
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gastrojejunal anastomosis. Expectant weight loss was observed subse-

quently, no mortality.

Conclusion: Incidence of GGF is low in our patient group and all patients were

managed laparoscopically. We believe a meticulous initial surgical technique,

pre-operative CLO testing and cessation of smoking are key factors in preventing

gastrogasgtric fistulae.

P.234 EMERGENCY RE-LAPAROSCOPY FOLLOWING
ROUX-EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS A SINGLE CENTRE
EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: R. Khullar

Institute of Miminal, Access, Metabolic & Bariatric Surgery, Max Healthcare,

Saket, New Delhi, DD, India
Introduction: Roux-en Y Gastric Bypass the current gold standard treatment for

morbid obesity is associated with certain morbidity and mortality which may even

require a re-exploration. We examined our data of 1,500 gastric bypass proce-

dures to determine the cause and incidence of emergency laparoscopy in this

patient group.

Objectives: To determine the importance of early re laparoscopy after RYGB in

abdominal emergencies.

Methods: A total of 1,498 gastric bypass procedures were performed between

2005 and 2013 at our centre. Forty four (2.9 %) of these patients underwent

emergency re-explorations following the primary procedure. The presentation,

etiology, diagnostic modality employed and management, and importance of

early intervention were evaluated.

Results: Forty four (2.9 %) patients were re-explored laparoscopically as an

emergency following RYGB. Thirty two patients had small bowel obstruction, six

patients had frank peritonitis, four patients had acute cholecystitis, and two patients

acute appendicitis. Re-exploration was conducted 36 h to 5 years following the

primary procedure. Causesof early re-explorationwere leaks, port site hernias and

bowel obstruction. Late presenters’ had internal hernias, gallstones and complica-

tions of marginal ulcers. Diagnostic modalities included plain abdominal X-Ray,

CECT and abdominal ultrasound. In most of patients the re-exploration was

concluded successfully laparoscopically. An open Laparotomy was required in

three patients. The single mortality was in the patient with colonic perforation.

Conclusion: Emergency re-exploration in conditions like internal hernias, follow-

ing the gastric bypass require early intervention to prevent major complication.

Patients undergoing gastric bypass require long term follow up, early recognition

of complications and re-laparoscopy.

P.235 LAPAROSCOPIC RESECTIONAL GASTRIC BYPASS:
INITIAL EXPERIENCE IN KOREAN PATIENTS WITH
MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: Y. Kim

Co-authors: J. Park

Soonchunhyang University, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is thought to be a gold standard

for the treatment of morbid obesity. However, some investigators from gastric

cancer prevalent area raised concerns about the excluded stomach for not being

suitable for regular surveillance and suggested RYGB with resection of the

remnant stomach as a solution to this matter.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the technical feasibility and short-term

surgical outcomes of resectional RYGB.

Methods: Fifteen consecutive patients who underwent laparoscopic gastric by-

pass with distal gastric resection for primary purpose between January 2011 and

December 2013 were retrospectively reviewed. The surgical outcomes of these

patients were analyzed and compared with those of the patients who underwent

conventional RYGB during the same period.

Results: All the procedures were successfully performed laparoscopically. In

resectional RYGB group, the mean operating time and hospital stay were

170.3±31.9 min and 3.5±1.6 days, respectively; they were significantly

prolonged compared to 127.0±30.6 min and 1.9±1.4 days of conventional

RYGB group (p<0.001 in both). The prevalence of early postoperative

complications was higher in resectional RYGB group (20.0 % vs 8.7 %) but

the distribution of their severity was not significantly different (p=0.172). The
percent of excess weight loss was 66.9 % (range, 17.7–110.6) at mean

follow-up period of 7.9 months.

Conclusion: Resectional RYGB is technically feasible and can be a viable option

in countries with high risk of gastric cancer where surgeons are already well-

trained in laparoscopic gastrectomy.

P.236 LOW ANASTOMOTIC LEAKAGE AND STRICTURE
RATE AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS USING A
25 MM CIRCULAR STAPLING DEVICE REPORT OF 589
CASES

PRESENTER: M. Kraljevic1

Co-authors: T. Delko1, T. Köstler2, R. Droeser1, D. Oertli1, U. Zingg2

1University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland
2Limmattal Hospital, Schlieren, Switzerland

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is the most fre-

quently performed bariatric procedure with effective longterm results for the

treatment of morbid obesity. There is no consensus on which technique might

be the most feasible regarding postoperative morbidity after LRYGB.

Objectives: This study evaluates early and late morbidity when using a 25 mm

circular stapling device for the construction of the gastrojejunostomy.

Methods: A retrospective chart review of a prospectively collected database was

conducted of patients who underwent LRYGB between 2000 until 2013 at our

institution. Outcome parameters were surgical site infections at the stapler inser-

tion site, anastomotic leakages and gastrojejunostomy strictures. Persistent food

intolerance led endoscopic evaluation and if a 10 mm endoscope couldn’t be

pushed through the anastomotic stoma balloon dilatation with 10–15 mm bal-

loons was performed.

Results: Fife hundred eighty-nine patients received LRYGB during the study

period. 6 (1 %) developed anastomotic leakage, 8 (1.4 %) had GJ-strictures

and 18 (3.1 %) showed SSI at the stapler insertion site. One patient with AI died

after severe sepsis and prolonged intensive care treatment. In case of anastomic

strictures the median time between surgery an onset of symptoms was 26 days

(range 26–91). The stricture resolved in all patients with endoscopic dilation.

Conclusion: Using a 25 mm circular stapling device leads to standardized and

reprocducible manner of creation a small stoma size to achieve restriction in

LRYGB. It can be used safely with a very low AI, GJ-stricture and SSI rate. GJ-

strictures can be treated safely with endoscopic dilation which led to resolution of

food intolerance in all cases.

P.237 DO LYMPHOMATOUS CHANGES MAKE MANDATORY
A GASTROSCOPY IN PREOPERATIVE
INVESTIGATION OF BARIATRIC PATIENTS?

PRESENTER: S. Leduc

Co-authors: E. Comeau, A. Méziat-Burdin

Centre Hospitalier de l’Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Canada

Introduction: Bariatric interventions are more and more frequent nowadays but

their preoperative workup are not standardised and the performance of a gas-

troscopy during the preoperative period is subject to controversies. One of the

interventions practiced in bariatric in our hospital, gastric bypass, excludes future

access to the body and antrum of the stomach. The gastroscopy permits the

detection and treatment of lymphomatous changes associated with presence of

H. Pylori to avoid progression towards a Maltoma.

Objectives:We therefore wanted to present our experience and provide evidence

that a gastroscopy might be necessary before gastric bypass to assure that if

present, lymphomatous changes will be treated accordingly.

Methods:Wepresent a retrospective studyof all thepatients operatedon for bariatric

surgery (n=194) at the CHUS between September 2003 and December 2013.
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Results:Three patients (1,5%) presented lymphomatous changes with a score of

Wotherspoon three or more during their preoperative gastroscopy. They neces-

sitated eradication of their H. Pylori as well as a close follow up with several

gastroscopy and biopsies.

Conclusion: Lymphomatous changes associated with H. Pylori are often asymp-

tomatic and although they are not frequent they can have major consequences

for the patients, such as development of a Maltoma of the stomach. A gastros-

copy should be part of the preoperative investigation because the discovery of

lymphomatous changes could postpone and/or modify the bariatric intervention

that has been offered to the patient.

P.238 LAPAROSCOPIC, REVERSIBLE GASTRIC BAY-PASS
WITH FUNDECTOMY AND ESPLORABLE STOMACH

PRESENTER: G. Lesti1

Co-authors: S. A1, C. Lanci2, N. Di Lorenzo1

1Fondazione Salus, Chieti, Italy
2Ospedale San Pio Vasto, Vasto (Chieti), Italy

Introduction: The standard gastric bypass is the ideal procedure for treating severe
obesity. The problem with this procedure is that the bypassed stomach cannot be

explored and thus there is no opportunity to diagnose and treat diseases of the

stomach, duodenum and main bile duct.

Objectives: The present model is based on the use of device (DCB) that allows

the stomach to be isolated from the passage of the food bolus, but also to be still

examinable by endoscopy, with diagnostic and/or operative possibilities.

Methods: A 48 F. bougie is introduced in the stomach, four firing of the stapler

parallel to the bougie is applied to make a fundectomy, and a pouch of 30ml. The

jejunum, identified at the Treitz ligament and followed distally for 130–150 cm, is

pulled cephalad towards the gastric pouch in antecolic position. The device (DCB)

is placed 7 cm from the cardia to gently close the end of the pouch. The jejunum-

ileum anastomosis is made 230–250 cm from the pouch.

Results: The results of 282 patients operated are reported. The population

reviewed includes 188 females and 94 males with a mean age of 43.6 and a

preoperative BMI of 48.2. Weight loss and evolution of comirbities were compa-

rable to the results of standard LRYGBP.

Conclusion: The Reversible LRYGBP (fes) has the same results as of standard,

but permits exploration of the remnant stomach. The removal of the gastric

fundus, leads to a marked decrease in grelin. The LRYGBP (fse) can provide

reversibility, simply, by laparoscopically cutting the dual component band (DCB).

P.239 LAPAROSCOPIC SINGLE-ANASTOMOSIS GASTRIC
BYPASS (LSAGB): LONG TERM OUTCOME IN 1,200
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: E. Luque-de-Leon

Co-authors: M.A. Carbajo

Centro deExcelencia para el Estudio y Tratamiento de laObesidad y la Diabetes,

Valladolid, Spain

Introduction: Mini-gastric bypass was proposed as an option in obesity surgery.

We adopted and modified the LSAGB concept twelve years ago (detailed de-

scription published by Carbajo MA, et al. Obes Surg 2005;15:398–404).

Objectives: To update our experience with LSAGB through our initial series of

patients with currently at least a 6-year follow-up.

Methods: Prospectively collected database of 1,200 consecutive patients sub-

mitted to LSAGB from 07/2002 to 10/2008; 697 (58 %) without previous or

simultaneous abdominal operations, 273 (23 %) with previous operations, 203

(17%) with simultaneous operations, and 27 (2 %) revisional procedures. Values

are presented as mean (range).

Results: Demographics included age: 43 y.(12–74), BMI: 46 (33–86) and EBW:

65 kg (34–220). Operating time (minutes) varied if LSAGB was performed as a)

primary procedure: 86 (45–180), b) with other abdominal operations: 112 (95–

230), c) as revision: 180 (130–240). There were 4 (0.3 %) conversions. Length of

stay in uncomplicated patients (98 %) was 24 h (15–120) and 9 days (5–32) for

those with major complications. These prompted further operations in 15 and

were solved conservatively in 10. Long-term complications occurred in 12 (1 %).

One-year readmission rate was 0.8 %. There were two deaths (0.16 %) due to

pulmonary thromboembolism and nosocomial pneumonia. Postoperative %EWL

was 87%, 81%, 77% and 70% at 1,3,5 and 10 years, respectively. Overall total

or partial resolution of co-morbidities was achieved in 98 % and 91 % at 2 and

10 years, respectively. Quality of life (GIQOLI) was satisfactory in all parameters

assessed postoperatively.

Conclusion: LSAGB provides reduced difficulty, operating time and very lowmorbidity-

mortality. Long term %EWL and degree of satisfaction is similar to the best results

obtained with more aggressive and complex operations. LSAGB is a safe and

effective powerful alternative in bariatric surgery.

P.240 MORTALITY ANTICIPATION AMONG PATIENTS
UNDERGOING SIMULTANEOUS ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS AND VENTRAL HERNIA REPAIR

PRESENTER: S. Mansour

Co-authors: N. Sakai, M. Barreca, D. Whitelaw, V. Jain, P. Jambulingam

Luton & Dunstable University Hospital, Luton, United Kingdom

Introduction: The Obesity Surgery Mortality Risk Score (OS-MRS) has been

proposed as a tool for the assessment and risk stratification of patients undergo-

ing Bariatric surgery.

Objectives: To determine the relevance of the OS-MRS in patients who are

undergoing simultaneous bariatric surgery and laparoscopic ventral hernia repair.

Methods: Prospectively collected data, from 84 consecutive patients undergoing

Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) simultaneously with ventral

hernia repair at a single university hospital, was analysed. This included a 6 years

period from 2007 to 2013. The data was analysed to determine the preoperative

factors correlating with 90-day mortality. The variables used include those iden-

tified by the OS-MRS which are; body mass index 50 kg/m2, male gender,

hypertension, patient age 45 years and pulmonary embolus risk, which included

previous thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, inferior vena cava filter and right heart

failure. Each variable carries a score of 1.

Based on the score, there are 3 categories (0 to 1=Class A, 2 to 3=Class B and 4

to 5=Class C).

Patients are followed up at regular intervals as per our bariatric pathway protocol

Results: Using the 3 risk classes (A, B and C), the results are shown below.

Class Patients (n) Rate (%) Mortality
A 30 36.1 0

B 43 50.6 0

C 11 13.3 0

There were 2 deaths in our study group upon long term follow-up.

Conclusion: There was no 90-day mortality. Combined complex bariatric proce-

dures could be safely performed and the OS-MRS could be a useful tool in

assessing risk.

P.241 DOES THE LENGTH OF THE BILIOPANCREATIC LIMB
AT LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS INFLUENCE WEIGHT LOSS AND
REMISSION RATE OF TYPE-2 DIABETES?

PRESENTER: A. Menon

Co-authors: P. Ireland,B. Ahmed, S. Lawrence, D. Brooks,G. Jones, K. Akhtar, P.

Senapati, B. Ammori

Salford Royal Hospital, Stockport, United Kingdom

Introduction: The potential influence of the length of the biliopancreatic limb (BPL)

at laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) onweight loss and remission

of type-2 diabetes (T2D) has not been previously studied.

Objectives:This is a retrospective case-matched comparison of the effect of long-

BPL (100 cm) versus short-BPL (40–70 cm) on percentage excess weight loss

(%EWL) and T2D remission (HbA1c <42 mmol/mol) following LRYGB in diabetic

patients.
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Methods:Diabetic patients who underwent either long-BPL, (n=42) or short-BPL
(n=42) LRYGB between July 2009 and December 2011 were matched for age,

gender, alimentary limb (AL) length, and body mass index (BMI). However,

anastomoses were hand-sewn in the long-BPL (surgeon X) and stapled in the

short-BPL group (surgeons Y&Z).

Results: The groups were comparable for age, gender, preoperative BMI (48 vs.

47 kg/m2), AL length, and preoperative HbA1c (57 vs. 56). Although it fell signifi-

cantly in both groups, therewere no significant differences in HbA1c levels between

long-BPL and short-BPL at 1-year (38 vs. 40) or 2-years (39 vs. 43). Although long-

BPL was associated with greater %EWL at 1-year (66 vs. 57, p=0.07) and 2-years

(73 vs. 60, p=0.08), the remission rates of T2Dwere similar (75% vs. 65%, p=0.1,
and 56 % vs. 47 %, p=0.2 respectively). Only female gender independently

predicted greater T2D remission at 1- and 2-years on multivariate analysis.

Conclusion: The length of BPL at LRYGB doesn’t influence the remission rate of

T2D. It is unclear whether the greater weight loss associated with the long-BPL is a

genuine observation or relates to the technique of the gastrojejunal anastomosis.

P.242 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS:
WEIGHT LOSS AND OBESITY CO-MORBIDITIES
OUTCOMES

PRESENTER: P.S. Moreira

Co-authors: C. Nogueira, M. Marcos, R. Fontes, J. Santos

Porto Hospital Center, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) is the most com-

mon bariatric surgery performed nowadays and for many it is considered the

current gold standard. It has been associated with improvement or even resolu-

tion of obesity co-morbidities such as diabetes, dyslipidemia and hypertension.

Objectives: The authors aim to audit and share their results and experience with

this procedure.

Methods:We reviewed our Bariatric Surgery Prospective Database. Patients older

than 18 years old, meeting NIH 1992 criteria, with no previous bariatric surgery and

submitted toRYGBbetween2003 and2013were selected. Follow-up ofweight and

co-morbidities such as diabetes, dyslipidemia and hypertension were analyzed.

Results: Our population included 351 patients: 84.3 % females; mean age 44.5±

10.3 years (range 18–65);meanBMI 44.8±6.5 kg/m2;meanweight 118.3±20.1 kg.

At baseline, 41.3 % had diabetes, 58.4 % dyslipidemia and 65.0 % hypertension.

97.2 % of patients were ASA 2 or 3. Operative time was 141±48 min. Mean length

of stay in the hospital was 3.6 days. Mean post-operative follow-up was 30months.

The peak of weight loss occurred during the first year; %EBWL at 1 year follow-up

was 59.4±21.7%.Co-morbidities, such as diabetes, dyslipidemia and hypertension

showed a high and statistically significant rate of improvement and even resolution

early after the surgery. There was no mortality in this case series.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic RYGB showed significant impact on weight and co-

morbidities early after the surgery.

P.243 COMPLICATIONS AND MANAGEMENT OF
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS –
VL.022

PRESENTER: M. Muftuoglu

Co-authors: M. Odabasi, M.K. Yıldız

Haydarpasa NUmune Research and Training Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: In this video, we demonstrate two complications and management

of Laparoscopic Roux en-Y Gastric Bypass.

Objectives:

1 The management of bleeding during the gastric pouch preparation.

2 The management of edema and stricture after gastrojejunal anastomosis.

Methods: If bleeding occurs during the gasric pouch preparation; we put gauze

and press and wait until bleeding stops. We do not use electrocautery, clips and

energy devices, because it can damage the pouch vessels and cause pouch

necrosis.

Stenosis and edema of the gastroenterostomy after laparoscopic gastric bypass

occurred in 3.1 % of the patients. If edema persist 3 weeks after Lap Gastric

bypass, endoscopic balloon dilatation should be done.

Results:Bleeding at lesser curvature of stomach stopped with using laparoscopic

gauze.

Prolonged edema at gastrojejunostomy can result as stricture and endoscopic

balloon dilatation can be successful in the management of anastomotic stricture.

Conclusion: It is recommended that laparoscopic gauze is helpful to control bleeding.

Edema of gastrojejunostomy should be resolved in 3 weeks, if it persists,

anastomtic stricture should be kept in mind.

P.244 ONE YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS
SUBMITTED TO BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: A.J. Murad Jr1

Co-authors: J.A. Valadão1, C.L. Scheibe1, G.P. Campelo1, R.C. Lima1, L.M.

Murad1, T.C. Silva2, G.J. Valadão1

1Hospital São Domingos, São Luı́s, Brazil
2Universidade Federal do Maranhão, São Luı́s, MA, Brazil

Introduction: Cirrhotic patients may present excessive bleeding during surgeries

and clinical descompensation after the procedures. The number of cirrhotic

patients that are obese is increasing.

Objectives: Evaluate the safety and benefits of bariatric/metabolic surgery in

cirrhotic patients.

Methods: Three obese patients with compensated hepatic cirrhosis were submit-

ted to bariatric and metabolic surgery. The patients: 1) M.A.C.C., 65 years-old,

alcoolic cirrhosis, BMI of 43, diabetic and hypertensive, Child-Pugh A-5
2F.A.P.M., 53 years-old, BMI of 33, cirrhosis causedbyNASH, diabetic, Child-Pugh

A-6. 3) E.O.C.B.J., 61 years-old, alcoholic cirrhosis, BMI of 41,8, diabetic and

hipertensive, Child-Pugh A-5. The imaging exams showed slight portal hyperten-

sion, but not esophageal varices. The patients 1 and 2 were submitted to

gastric by-pass, while the patient 3 was submitted to sleeve gastrectomy.

Results: The surgeries in the patients “1” and “3” were technically easy, while it

was very difficult in the patient “2”, caused by a underestimated portal hyperten-

sion, that led to excess bleeding. The patients “1” and “3” were discharged in the

30 day of PO. The patient “2” showed slight hepatic descompensation (ascites

and elevation of bilirrubins and INR, and decrease of the albumin),in the 30 PO,

and was treated with diuretic and lactulona. The hepatic function was normalized

in the 70 PO. One year after the surgery, no one patient was using medication for

diabetes or hypertension. TheBMIwas 29, 24 and 27, respectively. All the hepatic

function exams were normal, with exception of serum albumin of the patient “2”,

that was 3,1 g/dl (Child A-6).

Conclusion: It´s viable, safe and beneficial to perform bariatric/metabolic surgery in

compensated cirrhotic patients, mainly in the Child-A5 patients.

P.245 COMPARISON BETWEEN LINEAR AND CIRCULAR
STAPLER TECHNIQUES OF GASTRIC
POUCH-JEJUNOSTOMY IN LAPAROSCOPIC
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: AN ASIAN
INSTITUTION’S EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: A. Oo1, X. Yang2

Co-authors: J. Goh2, J. Rao1, A. Koura 1

1Department of General Surgery, Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
2National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) surgeries can

achieve excellent long term weight loss results with a low rate of post-operative

complications and metabolic disorders. The current evidence comparing two

different stapling techniques for gastric pouch-jejunal anastomosis (GPJ) done

in LRYGB is still controversial.
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Objectives: To compare the short and long term outcomes of two different

techniques of gastric pouch-jejunal anastomosis done in Tan Tock SengHospital,

Singapore’s second largest acute care general hospital with 1,400 beds.

Methods: A retrospective review of patients who underwent LRYGB from Jan

2010 to December 2013 was done using a prospectively collected database and

medical records.

Results: Among 54 patients, 43% (n=23) were in circular group and 57% (n=31) in
linear group. Mean (SD) of age of circular group was 48.391 (8.933) and linear group

was 49.871 (8.678) (p=0.543). Mean (SD) of pre-op body mass index (BMI) of

circular group was 39.280 (4.673) and linear group was 40.713 (6.374) (p=0.367).
Mean (SD) of length of stay in days (LOS) of circular groupwas 5 (1.128) and circular

group was 5.452 (1.387) (p=0.207). Mean (SD) of total operative time in minutes for

circular group was 206.044 (32.659) and linear group was 190.807 (58.199) (p=
0.264). One anastomotic leak in each groupwas observed. No 30 daysmortality and

anastomotic stricture in either group. Mean (SD) of percentage of excess BMI loss at

1 year follow up was 78.812 (29.486) in circular group and 66.184 (21.127) in linear

group (p=0.153). Mean (SD) of HbA1C at 1 year follow up was 6.7 %(0.882) in

circular stapler group and 6.856 %(1.154) (p=0.740) in linear group.

Conclusion: There is no difference between circular and linear stapler techniques

in our study.

P.246 MINI GASTRIC BYPASS ON TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS: FAST, SAFE AND EFFECTIVE

PRESENTER: M.M. Ozmen1

Co-authors: T.T. Sahin1, E. Gundogdu2, M. Moran2, S. Isgenderova1

1Hacettepe University Medical Faculty, Ankara, Turkey
2Numume Teaching Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Patients with metabolic disease and obesity constitute a special

problem in surgery. Minigastric bypass seems to be a goodalternative for the cure

of both the metabolic disease and obesity.

Objectives: Laparoscopic mini gastric bypass (LMGBP) is being increas-

ingly preferred in morbidly obese patients who have body mass index over

50 kg/m2 or who have concomitant diseases such as diabetes mellitus.

The present study aims to evaluate the effect laparoscopic mini gastric

bypass (LMGB) on Type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM).

Methods:Morbidly obese patients who underwent LMGBwere analyzed in terms

of remission of DM and related metabolic parameters.

Results:Ninety patients with a mean (range) age of 41 (29–59) years, underwent

LMGB and with a mean follow up period of 14 (1–22) months. Mean BMI of the

patients were 55 (41–72) kg/m2. Preoperative mean body weight was 131 (115–

170) kg and it was reduced to 116 (100–152) kg in postoperative 6th month, 103

(95–140) kg in postoperative 3rdmonth and 95 (83–116) kg over 6months period.

Forty (44.4 %) patients had diabetes mellitus
4(41 %) were on oral antidiabetic and 50 (55.5 %) were on insulin. Mean preop-

erative blood glucose level of 152 (111–250) mg/dl which dropped to 98 (88–190)

mg/dl level in the postoperative 3rdmonth and 95 (79–120)mg/dl in postoperative

6th month. Mean preoperative HbA1C level was 7.1 and reduced to 5.7 % and

5.1 % in 3rd and 6th month respectively. Insulin requirements in the diabetic

patients who underwent LMGB were eliminated.

Conclusion: The LMGB demonstrates excellent weight loss and resolution of

comorbidities with better safety profile.

P.247 GASTROJEJUNAL ANASTOMOTIC STRICTURE POST
GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY; COMPARISON OF
CIRCULAR VS LINEAR ANASTOMOTIC TECHNIQUES

PRESENTER: P. Patel

Co-authors: J. Aslam, T. Minto, S. Mirza, A. Khan

Walsall Manor Hospital, Walsall, United Kingdom

Introduction: Anastomotic strictures have been identified as a complication fol-

lowing gastric bypass surgery, most commonly at the gastrojejunal anastomosis.

Present recommendations are for a gastrojejunal anastomosis using a circular

stapler (CEEA 25 mm).

Objectives: The aim of our study was to assess the incidence of strictures

comparing circular stapler (CEEA 25 mm) vs posterior wall anastomosis with a

linear stapler (GIA 60 mm) and anterior wall hand sewn in two layers using 3-0

PDS.

Methods: A retrospective study of a prospective database was conducted be-

tween 2010 and 2013 who underwent a roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) at a

level 4 bariatric centre in the UK. One hundred fifty patients were randomly

selected; 100 patients in the CEEA 25 mm group and 50 patients in the GIA

60 mm group. Patient demographics, oesophagogastroduodenoscopy (OGD)

and additional interventions reports were collated from electronic records, pathol-

ogy and radiology results. All patients were followed up for gastrojejunal anasto-

motic complications.

Results: From the 150 patients, (n=16, 16 %) patients presented with a symp-

tomatic strictures in the CEEA 25 mm group and (n=0) in the GIA 60 mm group

(χ2=8.955, p=<0.0028). All strictures in the CEEA 25 mm group were success-

fully treated with the first OGD balloon dilation (χ2=16, p=<0.0011).
Conclusion: Literature recommendations are for a circular stapler (CEEA 25mm)

for a gastrojejunal anastomosis. Our study shows that the incidence of

gastrojejunal strictures is significantly reduced with a posterior wall anastomosis

with a linear stapler (GIA 60mm) and anterior wall hand sewn in 2 layers using 3-0

PDS in comparison to the circular stapler (CEEA 25 mm) technique.

P.248 MINI GASTRIC BYPASS AFTER PLICATION – VL.023

PRESENTER: A. Pazouki

Co-authors: M. Abdolhosseini, P. Alibeigi

MinimallyInvasive Surgery ResearchCenter, IranUniversity ofMedical Sciences,

Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Mini gastric bypass is a modification to classic bypass, which has

controversial effects, compared to the classic method.

Objectives: Patient selection is an important parameter for choosing the right

surgical method.

Methods: The patient is a 40 year old woman, who underwent open gastric

plication 3 years ago and referred to us for weight regain and was candidate for

mini gastric bypass.

Results: After 2 months of surgery, she lost remarkable weight and is in good

condition.

Conclusion: It should be considered that themost important parameter in bariatric

surgery is the case selection, otherwise the surgeons might face serious

complications.

P.249 EARLY EXPERIENCE WITH BANDED RYGB IN NORTH
INDIA

PRESENTER: A.N. Peters

Co-authors: Y. Gautam

Fortis Hospital, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: The author has been doing Rygb since 2008 in tertiary care centers

in NewDelhi. Although majority of patients do well in terms of excess weight loss,

a sizeable number don’t experience either adequate weight loss, or start

regaining weight after 3–5 years, therefore, banded-RYGB programwas initiated

in November 2013, after it was cleared by the hospital ethical committee.

Objectives: To assess feasibility of Banded RYGB in Indian population and

compare the result with non-Banded RYGB.

Methods: Twenty banded Rygb have been performed in subjects with BMI over

40. The Banded RYGB was performed by technique according to Mel fobi. A

7.0 cm GaBp auto lock ring (Bariatec Corporation) was placed around the newly

formed gastric pouch, 2.5 cm below GE junction and 1.5 cm above

gastrojejunostomy; which was constructed over a 36 F boogie in a hand sewn

retro-colic ante gastric manner. In non-banded Rygb also a hand sewn Gastro-

jejunostomy was performed over a 36 F GCT.

Results: Variables such as, operating time, blood loss, post operative fluid intake,

antiemetic/analgesic requirement, pain score, nausea, vomiting & length of stay
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were compared in two groups. The initial results are similar to standard Rygbp in

terms of operating time, blood loss, hospital stay, post operative liquid intake and

analgesic requirements etc.

Conclusion:BandedRYGB is a feasible procedure in Indian Context and requires

a long term follow-up to evaluate and compare the long term outcomes in terms of

weight regain and resurgence of co-morbidities in both the groups.

P.250 MGB VS RYGB 1 YEAR OUTCOMES, AND
COMORBIDITY RESOLUTION IN SUPER OBESE

PRESENTER: A.N. Peters

Co-authors: Y. Gautam

Fortis Hospital, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: Mini gastric bypass is emerging as a safe and effective procedure

specially for the super obese. Due to technical difficulties in the RYGB in super

obese many would be offered a sleeve gastrectomy to be followed by a definitive

bypass in two stages. A MGB is a safe and good option in these patients.

Objectives: To compare MGB with RYGB in super-obese population in terms of

ease of surgery, technical feasibility and outcomes.

Methods: This retrospective comparative study includes, 1 year follow up data of

57 super obese patients (BMI>55 kg/m2),who underwent MGB from November

2011 till Dec 2012. This data was compared with that of a historical group of 57

super obese patients (BMI >55 kg/m2) undergoing RNY Gastric Bypass, from

January 2010 to November 2012. Both the procedures were performed by a

single surgeon. Age, sex, weight height, BMI&Comorbiditieswere comparable in

both the groups. Variables such as, operating time, blood loss post operative fluid

intake antiemetic/analgesic requirement, pain score & length of stay were com-

pared in two groups. At 365 days follow up readmission rates, morbidity and

mortality, EWL, BMI loss and resolution of comorbidities were compared. All the

data was subjected to statistical analysis.

Results:No significant difference in patient comfort, recovery, hospitalization was

noted in both the groups. One year follow up showed comparable weight loss,

and improvement of comorbidities.

Conclusion: As a definitive procedure MGB appears to be a technically feasible, and

simpler option to RYGB in super obese, with comparable results.

P.251 HAND SEWN BANDED BYPASS USING FOBI’S RING –
VL.024

PRESENTER: A.N. Peters

Fortis Hospital, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: The author has been doing Rygb since 2008 in tertiary care centers in

New Delhi. Although majority of patients do well in terms of excess weight loss, a

sizeable number don’t experience either adequate weight loss, or start regaining

weight after 3–5 years, therefore, banded-RYGB program was initiated in Novem-

ber 2013, after it was cleared by the hospital ethical committee. Twenty banded

Rygb have been performed in subjects with BMI over 40. The Banded RYGB was

performedby technique according toMel fobi. A 7mmGaBpauto lock ring (Bariatec

Corporation) was placed around the newly formed gastric pouch, 2.5 cm below GE

junction and 1.5 cm above gastrojejunostomy; which was constructed over a 36 F

boogie in a hand sewn retro-colic ante gastric manner. In non-banded Rygb also a

hand sewnGastro-jejunostomywas performed over a 36 FGCT. Variables such as,

operating time, blood loss, post operative fluid intake, antiemetic/analgesic require-

ment, pain score, nausea, vomiting & length of stay were compared in two groups.

The initial results are similar to standard Rygbp in terms of operating time, blood

loss, hospital stay, post operative liquid intake and analgesic requirements etc.

Objectives: To see the Feasibility of Banded Bypass in Indian sub Continent.

Methods: Twenty cases of Banded Bypass using Fobi’s Ring were done. The

video is a classical case.

Results: Its a feasible option and needs to be evaluated for long term follow-up.

Conclusion: I am convinced of better outcomes using the banded Bypass in long

term follow up.

P.252 CONVERSION OF LSG TO MGB FOR WEIGHT
REGAIN—A GOOD OPTION – VL.025

PRESENTER: A.N. Peters

Fortis Hospital, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: This young girl presented to me after 3 years of her sleeve gastrec-

tomy done by me. She had a steady weight gain for the last 1 year and wanted a

surgical cure for it. After an extensive work up, follow-up with the bariatric nutritionist

and the psychologist we decided to take her up for a revision procedure. A UGIE

and gastrograffin study did not show any gross dilatation of the sleeve. All the

options of the procedures like Re-Sleeve, banded Sleeve, RYGB and MGB were

explained to the patient and consent taken.

Objectives: To do a revision procedure for failure of weight loss and weight regain

after a sleeve Gastrectomy.

Methods: Patient was evaluated and the UGIE and Gastrograffin done to evalu-

ate the sleeve and laparoscopy done to visualise the sleeve and convert it into a

malabsorptive procedure.

Results: Successfully converted the sleeve into a Mini-Gastric Bypass, and the

patient is doing well.

Conclusion: In case of a Failed restrictive procedure like a sleeve Gastrectomy,

Mini Gastric Bypass is a good procedure to undertake as a simple yet affective

malabsorptive procedure.

P.253 SLEEVED GASTRIC BYPASS, A CONSENSUAL
COMPROMISE BETWEEN “ONE ANASTOMOSIS
GASTRIC BYPASS” AND “ROUX EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS” – VL.026

PRESENTER: R.d. Ribeiro

Co-authors: B. Paredes, O. Viveiros, A.A. Guerra, L.T. Manaças, J.A. Pereira

Centro Hospitalar de Lisboa Central, Lisboa, Portugal

Introduction: “Roux em Y gastric bypass—RYGBP” is considered the standard

bariatric technique. “One anastomosis gastric bypass—OAGBP” and the “Minigastric

bypass” are gastric bypass variants nowadays more frequently used although some

controversy concerning biliary reflux and gastric stump carcinoma remains.

WithOAGBPwe found, facing RYGBP, reducedmorbidity (5% versus 10%) and

slightly better weight loss (95 % versus 68 % of BMIL) in the 24th post-operative

month. A better alimentary tolerance was also registered in favour of OAGBP.

Objectives: Although, in our first 200 patients we found eight cases (4 %) of

clinically relevant biliary reflux (2 years follow up). Those patients were converted

to a RYGBP. Those operations were free of complications and 100 % efficient

concerning the symptomatic relief.

Methods: As we consider 4 % an exaggerated rate of conversion, we decided to

add this step since the original operation and we have got a technique we call

(Sleeved Gastric Bypass—SGB).

Results: In the end it has all the conceptual features of the OAGBP changing the

Billroth II typeGJ by the Roux enY type. In 30 caseswe had no surgical morbidity

or biliary reflux episodes up to now.

Conclusion: In this video we demonstrate the surgical steps of the new proposed

type of RYGBP used in 50 cases up to now.

P.254 VERTICAL BANDED GASTROPLASTY CONVERSION
TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.027

PRESENTER: R.W. Sadek1

Co-authors: A.M. Wassef2

1Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson Univer-

sity Hospital, Somerset, NJ, USA
2Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: We present the case of a 47 year old female with prior history of

abdominal surgery (VBG) as treatment for morbid obesity. The benefits of a

Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass conversion include, superior weight loss to Sleeve
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Gastrectomy, and avoidance of prior stapled region in formation gastric pouch.

Due to a history of rapid weight regain and gastro-gastric fistulas, we elected to

perform Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass conversion rather than Sleeve Gastrectomy.

Objectives: Determine viability and reduce foreseen complications of Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass on a prior Vertical Banded Gastroplasty.

Methods:Entrance into the abdomenwas obtained using (4) trocars:(2) 5mm, (1)

12mm, and (1) 15mm trocar. Trocars were placed in a semi-circular fashion over

the lower abdomen where (2) ports are occupied by graspers, (1) by the Laparo-

scope, and (1) by a Harmonic Scalpel. Dissection of the Omentum from the

greater curvature of the stomach was performed by the harmonic scalpel. A

surgical stapler utilizing multiple green firings were used to separate the gastric

pouch from the distal pouch. Special care was taken near the VBG staple line to

ensure a proper seal. A Harmonic scalpel, surgical stapler, and endo-stitch were

used to seal the J-J and G-J anastomosis. Integrity of the staple line an anasto-

mosis were tested using CO2 over saline and finally sealed with tissue sealant.

Results: Complications: None to date.

Preop BMI: 45

6 month BMI: 37

Conclusion: Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass is a viable option for patients with prior

VBG and history of gastro-gastric fistula seeking weight loss.

P.255 DECREASED SIZED GASTRIC POUCH
RECONSTRUCTION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
GASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULA FOLLOWING LYRGB –
VL.028

PRESENTER: N. Sakran

Ha’emek Medical Center, Afula, Israel

Introduction: Gastro-gastric fistula (GGF) is a rare but troublesome complication

following bariatric surgery. Excision may be a sufficient treatment strategy for

simple fistulas, but when this situation is accompanied by weight gain, “revisional

surgery” may be desired. The optimal type of revision, however, is not defined.

Here we present a case of a morbidly obese patient with previous laparoscopic

Gastric Bypass (LRYGB) who suffered from GGF and weight regain.

Objectives: Case presentation.

Methods: A 40-year-old obese female (body mass index (BMI)=43 kg/

m2), with a history of LRYGB performed 3 years earlier. She was

diagnosed with GFF by UGI test. She initially lost 35 kg. But there after

gained 25 kg. The benefits and risks of disconnect the fistula with

resizing of the pouch were discussed with the patient.

Results: The video illustrates the important laparoscopic surgical steps

required to disconnect the fistula, resize and reconstruct the pouch and

following adhesiolysis and resection of the fundus of the stomach with

the fistula. A standard antegastric, antecolic GB was performed. With a

follow-up of 1 year the BMI 28 kg/m2 and reports satisfaction with the

procedure.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic resection of the gastric fundus and GGF with immedi-

ate resizing and reconstruction of the gastric pouchmay be a safe and feasible for

the treatment of GGF and weight gain.

P.256 ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF SMALL BOWEL
OBSTRUCTION AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BY-PASS IN 732 PATIENTS OPERATED AT A SINGLE
INSTITUTION

PRESENTER: J. Sampaio

Co-authors: A.J. Branco, L.S. Nassif, L. Crippa, S.S. Okayama, D. Pereira-Netto

Department of Bariatric Surgery, Hospital Santa Casa deCuritiba, Curitiba, Brazil

Introduction: Small bowel obstruction is a relatively common postoperative compli-

cation after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) procedure. It has been reported that

1–15 % of RYGB patients develop partial or total obstruction, secondary to adhe-

sions or internal herniation, through Petersen’s or mesenteric defect. Prompt diag-

nosis and treatment increase the rate of successful laparoscopic treatment, which

reduces the probability of re-incidence of obstruction, mainly due to adhesions.

Methods: Of 732 patients who underwent open RYGB between January 2012

and February 2013, a total of 12 (1.64 %) patients were re-operated for SBO at

our institution. A retrospective review of a prospectively collected database was

performed for all patients.

Results: A total of 12 patients had 12 reoperations in the study period, resulting in

a reoperation rate for SBO of 1.64 %. The mean time period between the RYGB

and the reoperations was 14.6 months (range 3–48 months). Of these 12

reoperations, 1 (8.3 %) showed internal herniation at the mesenteric defect and

two at Petersen’s defect (16.6 %). A total of 9 (75 %) reoperations revealed

extensive adhesions causing SBO. Of these nine cases, six revealed adhesions

at the alimentary limb, causing it to kink and obstruct. Three (25%) cases showed

obstruction of the biliopancreatic limb due to adhesions, presenting with aug-

mented serum pancreatic enzymes. Laparoscopic treatment was possible in all

these patients, once average time from beginning of symptoms and surgery was

14 h (range 4–26 h), avoiding intense bowel distension, and in all cases obstruc-

tion was limited to the alimentary or biliopancreatic limbs.

Conclusion: Our findings indicate a 1.64 % reoperation rate for SOB after open

RYGB. Laparoscopic treatment was possible in all cases, once the etiology in

most part of cases was related to adhesions, restricted to the manipulated bowel

during the bariatric procedure, and therefore causing segmental distension.

Prompt diagnosis in cases secondary to internal herniation help avoiding intense

bowel dilation, what increased laparoscopic treatment completion.

P.257 COMPARISON BETWEEN 12 AND 15 MM HANDSEWN
GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY IN GASTRIC BYPASS:
EVALUATION OF SHORT TERM COMPLICATIONS

PRESENTER: J. Sampaio

Co-authors: A.J. Branco, L.S. Nassif, L. Crippa, S.S. Okayama, D. Pereira-Netto

Department of Bariatric Surgery, Hospital Santa Casa deCuritiba, Curitiba, Brazil

Introduction: Anastomotic stenosis, leak, and hemorrhage are common

gastrojejunostomy related complications of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. From January

2012 to March 2013 we compared two sizes of calibration during handsewn anasto-

mosis executed in 732 patients. We hypothesized that the size of the anastomosis

would impact on the incidence of perioperative complications.

Methods: The records of 732 consecutive patients who had undergone open Roux-

en-Ygastric bypass fromJanuary 2012 toMarch2013were retrospectively analyzed.

Data were collected on the rates of anastomotic stenosis requiring dilation of the

gastrojejunostomy, anastomotic leak, hemorrhage requiring transfusion, and wound

infection. Patients with a 12-mm (36 French) gastrojejunostomy were compared with

those with a 15-mm (42 French) gastrojejunostomy for differences in complications.

Monofilament long duration absorbable sutures where used in both groups.

Results: The groups were similar with respect to age, gender, body mass index,

hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, sleep apnea, and surgery duration. In the

15- and 12-mm groups, 11 % and 3.1 % required gastrojejunal dilation, respec-

tively (P=.05). A trend was seen toward a decrease in postoperative hemorrhage

(5% versus 2.8%)with the 12-mmanastomosis. No anastomotic leaks occurred,

and the incidence of wound infection (1.7 % versus 2.2 %) was similar between

the two groups.

Conclusion: In the present study, a 15-mm handsewn gastrojejunostomy was asso-

ciated with a decreased rate of anastomotic stenosis. Long term analysis is neces-

sary to compare the results concerning weight loss and comorbidities resolution.

P.258 NADROPARIN AND ANTI-XA ACTIVITY AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: W. Schijns

Co-authors: E. Aarts, J. Homan, K. Dogan, B. Betzel, K. Kaasjager, I. Janssen, F.

Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction:Morbidly obese patients have an increased risk for venous thrombo-

embolism (VTE), especially after bariatric surgery. Therefore the assumption is

made that the postoperative dosage thrombosis prophylaxis in morbidly obese
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patients should be higher than the standard treatment (nadroparin 2850 IU once

daily) in patients with normal weight.

Objectives: The aim of the current study to evaluate the relation between anti-Xa

activity and bodyweight.

Methods: FromMarch 2013 to April 2014, all patients scheduled for a Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass (RYGB) with a bodyweight over 140 kg were recruited. Preoper-

atively a dosage of 2,850 IU nadroparin once daily for 3 days was administered

and anti-Xa levels were measured. On the first postoperative day thrombosis

prophylaxis, nadroparin 5,700 IU, was administered for 4 weeks and anti-Xa

levels were measured again. Primary outcome was anti-Xa activity by 2,750 IU

and 5,700 IU nadroparine.

Results: Twenty-five Patients were included with a median weight of… and a BMI

of…. At this point in time the anti-Xa levels are being assessed. On the IFSO

World Congress 2014 will present the relation between body weight and anti-Xa

levels. Secondly we will present the correlation between BMI, glomerular filtration

rate and anti-Xa activity.

Conclusion: Conclusion will be assessed before the IFSO world congress.

P.259 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
VERSUS MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS AS A DEFINITIVE
SURGICAL PROCEDURE FOR MORBID
OBESITY-SHORT TERM RESULTS.

PRESENTER: M. Shareef

Co-authors: M. Ismail, M. Rajagopal, H. Ansari

Moulana Hospital, Malappuram, India

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is a popular

bariatric procedure. Laparoscopic mini-gastric bypass (LMGB) is gaining accep-

tance because of its safety and effectiveness as a single bariatric procedure.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare short-term results between

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) and LMGB.

Methods: An observational retrospective study from a prospective database of

patients undergoing LRYGB and LMG between 2007 and 2014, where 200

patients (mean age 42.7 years) were included. Patients were followed at 1, 3,

6, and 12 months and annually thereafter. Short- and mid-term weight loss,

comorbidity improvement or resolution, postoperative complications, re-

interventions, and mortality were evaluated.

Results: One hundred LRYGB and 100 LMGB were included. Significant statistical

differences between LRYGB and LMGB were found in operative time (207 vs.

110 min. p<0.001), minor postoperative complications (p=0.005), and length of

hospital stay (6.3 vs. 4.6 days, p<0.001). Differences in length of stay, early and late

complications, and improvement or resolution in comorbidities were not significant

(P>0.05). One year after surgery, average excessweight losswas 72.3% in LRYGB

and 75.2 % in LMGB (P>0.05). There were no differences regarding major compli-

cations and re-interventions. Therewas no surgery-relatedmortality. Both techniques

showed similar results in comorbidities improvement or resolution at 1 year.

Conclusion: Both LRYGB and LMGB are safe procedures that provide

good results in weight loss and resolution of comorbidities at 12 months.

But the post operative patient satisfaction and less operating time in the

LMG group.

P.260 SIMPLE, SAFE AND EFFECTIVE. THE OMEGA LOOP
GASTRIC BYPASS ADDED TO “COLLIS-NISSEN” LIKE
SURGERY (OLGBCN): 5-YEARS OUTCOMES OF 512
CASES FROM A SINGLE SURGEON

PRESENTER: L.E. Silva1

Co-authors: R.J. Cruz Jr1, M.M. Alves1, T.K. El Ajouz2, P.P. Ribeiro1, P.R. Corsi3,

R.A. Silva3

1ICAD Goiania Brazil, Goiania, GO, Brazil
2Hospital Unique, Goiania, GO, Brazil
3Santa School of Medicine - Sao Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: One of the major challenges of bariatric surgeons is the long-term

follow-up of their patients. This difficulty to follow-up compels us to seek effective

and low morbidity techniques. So, why mess in the mesentery if we can preserve

it and minimize the risk of obstructive intestinal complications?

Objectives: Our aim was to assess prospectively the efficacy and safety of

OLGBCN.

Methods: This was a prospective cohort study from 2002 to 2013. During this

period, 624 patients underwent OLGBCN. From these 624 patients, 512 patients

were followed for 5 years. The stomach were transected at incisura angularis to

36-Fr bougie, and a long narrow tube was fashioned to angle of His, holding the

bougie pressed against the lesser curvature. After, a manual terminolateral

gastroenterostomy 200 cm distal to Treitz, was done. Finally, the crura were

approximated posteriorly. The fundus was passed behind the esophagus. The

wrap was created over a length of 3 to 4 cm enough to cover the latest and most

critical stapling line of the gastric tube.

Results: Mean age was 42. BMI was 44±4.5. No conversion to open surgery.

30 day mortality was 0. Overall mortality was 0,2 %. Perioperative morbidity was

0,8%. Average hospitalization was 2±2 days. Themean operative time was 92±

4 min. No leak was observed. The total mean of cartridges was 3±1. %EWL at

5 years was 76±4,4 %. Barret’s was 0,8 %. No cancer or dysplasia were found.

Conclusion: This long-term study demonstrated that OLGBCN is a safe, simple and

effective procedure to treat severe obese patients. Why mess the mesentery?

P.261 UNEXPECTED & UNUSUAL FINDINGS DURING
LAPAROSCOPIC MINIGASTRIC BYPASS; A CASE OF
NON-ROTATION OF INTESTINE (ORAL &VIDEO
PRESENTATION)

PRESENTER: A. Soliman

Ain Shams Medical College, Abudhabi, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: We report a case of Laparoscopic Minigastric bypass (MGB) in a

morbidly obese patient with non-rotation of intestine. Current experience with

barbaric surgery in patients with this congenital anomaly shows that it can be

operated on safely. Non-rotation of intestine is an anomaly where is the duode-

num and jejunum (including the D-J junction) located entirely on the right side and

the colon was in left abdomen. The technique itself required some modifications

in trocars positions.

Objectives: highlight how is the unexpected & unusual anatomy of bowel will

affect orientation, port positions and operative time during Laparoscopic

Minigastric bypass.

Methods:A 56 years old male with BMI 52.1 and concomitant disorders including

hypertension, Diabetes.

Results: The diagnosis of anomaly was detected after having a stomach pouch

and during the step of mobilization of small bowel where the stomach position

was normal but no transverse colon in its usual position. The key point was when

reached the ileocaecal junction and identified via the appendix (left to the

midline). The mobilization of small bowel loops reached till the D-J

junction at the right side in deep location. while the Rt. Colon was very

close to the left colon and all shifted to the left of midline. This anomaly

identified as non rotation of intestine.

Conclusion: That kind of patient may be a challenge; as atypical organ orientation

may be a problem for a laparoscopic surgeon in that case and need for more

technical andmental preparation of the surgeon and staff of the operating theater.

P.262 INCIDENCE, PRESENTATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
ENTERIC LEAKS AFTER OMEGA LOOP GASTRIC
BY-PASS (OLGB)

PRESENTER: A. Soprani2, 3

Co-authors: L. Genser2, M. Tabbara1, O. Sibaud3, A. Torcivia2, J. Godfroy3, J.

Siksik2, J. Cady3

1AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France
2Department of Digestive Surgery, Pitie Salpetriere Hospital, Paris, France
3Geoffroy St Hilaire Hospital, Department of Digestive Surgery, Paris, France

Introduction: few data exist about the characteristics and management of enteric

leaks after OLGB.
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Objectives:We aimed to describe the incidence, presentation, and management

of enteric leaks in patients who underwent laparoscopic OLGB formorbid obesity.

Methods: An 8-years retrospective chart review was performed on patients who

had enteric leak after undergoing OLGB at a single institution.

Results: Thirty-five were included. Ninety-one percent had symptoms. Arterial

hypertension and severe tabagism were predicting factors of leaks occurrence

post-OLGB (p<0. 01). Enteric leak was diagnosed by systematic upper gastro-

intestinal series in 4 pts (11.4 %) and by computed tomography with per os water

soluble contrast in 4 of 12 pts (33%). Eleven patients (32%) had leak arising from

the gastric stapler line (Type I), 4 (11 %) from the gastro-jejunal anastomosis

(Type II) and 20 (57 %) from unidentifiable location (Type III). The most common

presentation was intra-abdominal abscess in Type I and III and generalized

peritonitis in Type II. Among type III, five patients underwent conservative treat-

ment including radiological drainage in 3 pts, with positive evolution in all of them.

Of the 30 patients (85 %) re-operated, 33 % developed well-drained chronic

fistula into the irrigation-drainage system, with complete healing in all patients

without any further procedure. The mean hospital stay was 19 days with no

mortality reported.

Conclusion: Enteric leak leading to intra-abdominal sepsis post-OLGB is rare.

Conservative management is rarely feasible, leaving surgical management the

treatment of choice that allow complete healing.

P.263 PETERSEN’S DEFECT: THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN SIZE OF DEFECT, AND LIMB LENGTHS
DURING ANTE-COLIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS.

PRESENTER: R.S. Thethi

Co-authors: S. Dexter

St James’s University Hospital, Leeds, United Kingdom

Introduction: Petersen’s defect (PD) is a space created behind the trans-

posed alimentary limb during Roux-en Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB). The trian-

gular shaped PD is bordered by the mesentery of the alimentary limb,

transverse mesocolon and transverse colon. It is a potential site for internal

herniation and, if not properly closed, can form a serious, post-operative

complication risk for patients undergoing RYGB.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to compare varying lengths of

biliopancreatic limb (BPL) and alimentary limb (AL) during ante-colic RYGB,

and observe if these impacted on the area of the resulting PD.

Methods: Four different ante-colic RYGB techniques with varying BPL & AL

lengths were simulated using cadaveric dissections. Six cadavers were utilised

and each of the four procedures was repeated on each cadaver, measuring the

PD area each time.

Results: The mean area of PD was calculated in six cadavers for each of the four

ante-colic RYGB procedures. The mean PD area for following limb lengths was

found to be:- 1) BPL 25 cm, AL 100 cm (3.1 cm2±1.0 cm, n=6); 2 BPL 25 cm, AL

150 cm (5.2 cm2±2.9 cm, n=6); 3 BPL 75 cm, AL 75 cm (12.1 cm2±1.4 cm, n=
6); 4 BPL 150 cm, AL1 50 cm (19.6 cm2±3.3 cm, n=6).
Conclusion: Lengthening of the BPL and AL during ante-colic RYGB, increases

the area of the PD. Lengthening of the BPL clearly hasmore impact on the overall

PD area than lengthening the AL. Surgeons should be aware of the larger defect

with longer Roux limbs, and the potential increase in risk of post-bariatric surgery

internal herniation.

P.264 PRECISE LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS GAINS BETTER RESULTS – VL.029

PRESENTER: C. Wang

Co-authors: W. Yang, J. Yang, G. Cao, Y. Hu, Y. Pan

First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University, Guangzhou, China

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is technically complex. It is important to refine

existing methods and explore new techniques to improve the outcomes of

patients.

Objectives: We discuss the characteristics and applications of the precise

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (PLRYGB) in clinical practice.

Methods:We retrospectively analyzed the clinical records of obese patients who

underwent laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass between 2009 and 2012, and

compared surgical data, postoperative recovery, weight loss, and complications

of patients who underwent PLRYGB with those who underwent conventional

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (CLRYGB) surgery.

Results: Of 211 patients, 89 underwent CLRYGB and 122 PLRYGB. Although the

operating time for PLRYGB was significantly longer than CLRYGB (149±23 min

versus 138±23min, p <0.05), length of hospital staywas shorter in those undergoing

the precise technique (4.2±1.1 days for PLRYGB and 7.7±1.5 days for CLRYGB,

p <0.05) and the percentage of excess weight lost 12 months after surgery was

greater (68.9±7.3 % for PLRYGB and 55.6±7.3 % for CLRYGB, p =0.000). Five

patients (5.6 %) who underwent conventional surgery experienced postoperative

complications, including one anastomotic leak and one internal hernia; one patient

required redo surgery and two corrective surgery. There were no postoperative

complications in the PLRYGB group.

Conclusion: PLRYGB is safe and feasible. The precise approach did not sub-

stantially increase operating time, but decreased duration of hospital stay and the

incidence of postoperative complications, while weight loss outcomes were sig-

nificantly better.

P.265 PRECISE LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS GAINS BETTER RESULTS: A NEW CONCEPT
IN BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: C. Wang

Co-authors: W. Yang, J. Yang, G. Cao, Y. Hu, Y. Pan

First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University, Guangzhou, China

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is technically complex. It is important to refine existing

methods and explore new techniques to improve the outcomes of patients.

Objectives: We discuss the characteristics and applications of the precise lapa-

roscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (PLRYGB) in clinical practice.

Methods:We retrospectively analyzed the clinical records of obese patients who

underwent laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass between 2009 and 2012, and

compared surgical data, postoperative recovery, weight loss, and complications

of patients who underwent PLRYGB with those who underwent conventional

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (CLRYGB) surgery.

Results:Of 211 patients, 89 underwent CLRYGB and 122 PLRYGB. Although the

operating time for PLRYGB was significantly longer than CLRYGB (149±23 min

versus 138±23 min, p <0.05), length of hospital stay was shorter in those

undergoing the precise technique (4.2±1.1 days for PLRYGB and 7.7±1.5 days

for CLRYGB, p <0.05) and the percentage of excess weight lost 12 months after

surgery was greater (68.9±7.3 % for PLRYGB and 55.6±7.3 % for CLRYGB, p

=0.000). Five patients (5.6 %) who underwent conventional surgery experienced

postoperative complications, including one anastomotic leak and one internal

hernia; one patient required redo surgery and two corrective surgery. There were

no postoperative complications in the PLRYGB group.

Conclusion:PLRYGB is safe and feasible. The precise approach did not substantially

increase operating time, but decreased duration of hospital stay and the incidence of

postoperative complications, while weight loss outcomes were significantly better.

P.266 OUTCOMES OF REVISIONAL OMEGA LOOP GASTRIC
BYPASS AFTER FAILED GASTRIC BANDING (ROLGB)
: A RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF 879 PATIENTS.

PRESENTER: L. Genser1

Co-authors: A. Soprani1, 2, M. Tabbara3, O. Sibaud2, A. Torcivia1, J. Godfroy2, J.

Siksik1, J. Cady2

1Department of digestive surgery, Pitie Salpetriere Hospital, Paris, France
2Geoffroy St hilaire hospital, department of digestive surgery, Paris, France
3AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France

Introduction: gastric banding is known to be a restrictive surgery with limited

efficacy. Efficiency of OLGB is already demonstrated.

Objectives: This study aim to report and analyze post-operative morbidity after

revisional OLGB for failed gastric banding (rOLGB).
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Methods: An 8-years retrospective chart review of prospectively collected data

was performed on patients who underwent rOLGB, at a single institution. The

band removal was performed either during rOLGB (Group 1) or in two surgical

steps (Group 2).

Results: Among 2,321 OLGB, 879 (37 %) were rOLGB (700 in Group 1 and 179 in

Group 2). Overall post-operative morbidity after rOLGBwas comparable to the rest

of the primary OLGB in our cohort (3.3 % vs 3.2 %; p=0.54). These included leaks

occurrence (16 vs 19; p=0. 38), intra-abdominal bleeding (9 vs 12; p=0.65),
anastomotic stenosis (4 vs 4). The morbidity was not influenced by the band

removal sequence. Arterial hypertension and severe tabagism were predictive

factors for leaks occurrence after OLGB (p<0.01). The incidence of intractable bile

refluxwas higher after rOLGB than after primaryOLGB (2.8 vs 0.4%;p<0. 001). All
patients who underwent a conversion to Roux-Y were relieved form their biliary

reflux symptoms. The incidence of malnutrition requiring reversal procedure after

rOLGBwas comparable to the rest of the primaryOLGB in our cohort (0.8 vs 0.9%;

p=0.9). No death occurred.

Conclusion: rOLGB is a feasible and acceptable surgical option that is not

associated with higher morbidity when compared to primary OLGB. Intractable

bile reflux occurs more frequently after rOLGB but can be easily cured with

conversion to Roux-Y.

P.267OUTCOMES INPATIENTSWITHVENTRAL/INCISIONAL
HERNIAS UNDERGOING GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: T.M. Zeni

Co-authors: S. Thompson, J. Roberts

St Mary Mercy Hospital, Livonia, MI, USA

Introduction: Few studies have addressed the optimal management of patients

with ventral/incisional hernias (VH) who desire to proceed with laparoscopic

gastric bypass (LGB) surgery.

Objectives: This review aims to reveal our experience in performing LGB in this

group of patients.

Methods: A retrospective review of 1,108 consecutive patients who had a

VH and LGB from September 2005 to January 2014 was conducted.

Patients who underwent either sleeve gastrectomy or a lap band were

not included.

Results: Fifty six patients (5.1 %) who underwent LGB had either concomitant

repair (n=53) or repair of the VH then staged LGB (n=3). Another three patients

underwent first stage repair of the hernia but did not proceedwith bariatric surgery

due to either hepatitis C induced cirrhosis (n=1) or patient desire (n=2). The
mean age was 49 years (range 22–65) and the mean BMI was 50.2 (37.1–70.6).

Thirty four patients underwent repair with mesh (61 %): 30 patients underweight

repair with either Physiomesh or Proceed (Ethicon), two patients with C-Qur

(Atrium), and two patients with SIS (Cook). Mean length of stay was 4 days

(range 2–31 days). There was one mesh infection that required explant (2.9 %).

There were two acute recurrences, one of which resulted in mortality due to

mesenteric infarction.

Conclusion: Ventral/incisional hernia repair with light weight polypropylene mesh

can be done safely with a low risk of mesh infection in patients undergoing LGB.

The high risk ofmortality due to acute recurrencewarrants consideration of liberal

mesh placement.

P.268 GASTRIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION+
HIGHLY SELECTIVE VAGOTOMY

PRESENTER: P. Alibeigi

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, M. Abdolhosseini

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Gastric greater curvature plication (GGCP) is one of the new intro-

duced methods of bariatric surgery that takes its infantry period with variable

result in different centers. On the other hand, it has been proven that vagotomy is

associated with significant weight loss in several studies, and it has also been

added to bariatric procedures, such as vertical banded and gastric bypass.

Objectives: Regarding the fact that bariatric procedures are mostly invasive and

accompany many complications during and after surgery, we combined the two

methods of GGCP with highly selective vagotomy in order to achieve a less

invasive method in this regard.

Methods: We have combined GGCP with highly selective vagotomy for the first

time on one patient, a 45 years old woman, with BMI of 42 kg/m2, no comorbid-

ities and no significant past medical history.

Results: In 1 month follow up the patient had no nausea or vomiting (the day after

surgery and all over the follow-up period) and had 22%Weight loss after 2 weeks

of surgery and 32%after 1month that is comparablewith gold standardRoux-en-

Y gastric bypass.

Conclusion: Although it’s in the beginning of the road but it is a less invasive and

safer procedure than other bariatric procedures such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

and vertical gastric sleeve. Yet, more cases are needed to be evaluated with long

term follow up for more precise conclusion.

P.269 GASTRIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION+
HIGHLY SELECTIVE VAGOTOMY – VL.030

PRESENTER: P. Alibeigi

Co-authors: A. Pazouki, M. Abdolhosseini

Minimally Invasive Surgery Research Center, Iran University of Medical Sci-

ences, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Gastric greater curvature plication (GGCP) is one of the new intro-

duced methods of bariatric surgery that takes its infantry period with variable

result in different centers.

On the other hand, it has beenproven that vagotomy is associatedwith significant

weight loss in several studies, and it has also been added to bariatric procedures,

such as vertical banded and gastric bypass.

Objectives: Regarding the fact that bariatric procedures are mostly invasive and

accompany many complications during and after surgery, we combined the two

methods of GGCP with highly selective vagotomy in order to achieve a less

invasive method in this regard.

Methods: We have combined GGCP with highly selective vagotomy for the first

time on one patient, a 45 years old woman, with BMI of 42 kg/m2, no comorbid-

ities and no significant past medical history.

Results: In 1 month follow up the patient had no nausea or vomiting (the day after

surgery and all over the follow-up period) and had 22%Weight loss after 2 weeks

of surgery and 32%after 1month that is comparablewith gold standardRoux-en-

Y gastric bypass.

Conclusion: Although it’s in the beginning of the road but it is a less invasive and

safer procedure than other bariatric procedures such as Roux-en-Y gastric by-

pass and vertical gastric sleeve. Yet, more cases are needed to be evaluated with

long term follow up for more precise conclusion.

P.270 GASTRIC PLICATION AS STANDALONE PROCEDURE
FOR THE TREATMENT OF OBESITY

PRESENTER: Y.A. Andraos

Aboujaoude Hospital, Beirut, Lebanon

Introduction: Conventional bariatric surgeries are associated with severe compli-

cations and a high rate of failure or weight regain. The author presents his

experience in Gastric Plication, over a period of 3 years, as a new method for

the treatment of obesity.

Objectives: define the place of gastric plication among the restrictive surgeries.

Methods: Seven hundred thirty Laparoscopic Greater Curvature Plication

“LGCP” were performed over a period of 36 months. A total of 672 patients

responded to inclusion criteria: 219 men and 453 women. Their mean age was

35.99 +/ 10.85 years. Their mean Body Mass Index (BMI) was equal to 39.93 +/

6.15 kg/m2.

Results: The average % of excess weight loss “EWL” at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18,and

24 months was 30.19,47.07, 63.05,68.15,68.62 and 69.29 % respectively. More-

over, this study was divided into two subgroups and results were studied based
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on the type of suturing and patient’s BMI over a period of 1 year. The first

subgroup included 183 patients, where gastric plication was performed with

continuous suturing at the first and second row. The second subgroup included

186 patients, where gastric plication was performed with separated stitches at the

first row and continuous suturing at the second row. In the second sub-group, a

higher degree of EWL% was found. The complication rate was greater in the first

subgroup. The overall rate of immediate surgical complications was 1.55 %

including (gastric leak, bleeding, gastric obstruction, gastro-gastric hernia

necrosis).

Conclusion: Gastric Plication is safe, and efficient on EWL based on short and

midterm results. The combination of Separated suturing at the first row and

continuous suturing at the second row is associated with a higher EWL%, lower

rate of complications and a short hospital stay.

P.271 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION: AN
EMERGING BARIATRIC PROCEDURE WITH HIGH
SURGICAL REVISION RATE

PRESENTER: M. Foletto

Co-authors: D. Verdi, A. Albanese, A. Lobba, A. Lana, L. Prevedello

Clinica Chirurgica I, Bariatric Unit, Padova, Italy

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Plication (LGCP) reduces gastric volume

without resection or the need to implant a foreign body. It is still considered

investigational but it could be appropriate for young, lower BMI and patients

refusing LSG and LAGB.

Objectives:The aim of this studywas to assess safety and effectiveness of LGCP

in the treatment of morbid obesity in a 2-year follow-up study.

Methods: Fifty-six obese patients (47 F, 9 M; mean age 30.5±11.7 years; mean

BMI 40.31±4.7 Kg/m2) underwent LGCP (two-layer, non absorbable suture) from

January 2011 to October 2013.

Early and late complications, BMI, excess BMI loss (EBL) were prospectively

collected at 3, 6, 12, 18, 24-month follow-up.

Results:Mean operative time was 72.4±15.6 min, no conversion was required.

Concurrent cholecistectomy was performed in one patient.

Intraoperative endoscopy to confirm gastric patency was performed in 42 pa-

tients. Mean hospital stay was 3 days. Mean %EBL was 34.3±18, 39.9±24,7,

45.3±31.1, 48.7±36.3, 47.3±41.1, 56.2±47 at 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24months respec-

tively. Overall complication rate was 7.14 %, perioperative mortality was zero.

Surgical revisionwas needed in 22 patients after 16.1±6.4months for inadequate

weight loss (15), acute (1) and late gastric prolapse (6). Four patients are still in

the waiting list for surgical revision due to insufficient weight loss or gastric

prolapse.

Conclusion: According to our experience, LGCP has still to be considered inves-

tigational due to high failure, overall complication and surgical revision rate.

P.272 REVISIONOFANUNORTHODOXGASTRIC PLICATION
TO A SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Hakky

Co-authors: A. Ahmed

Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

Introduction:Gastric plication has been on the rise in recent years but there is yet

to be a clear consensus on the technical aspects of this surgery. With the main

attraction of this surgery being its safety, many non-bariatric surgeons have

elected to perform the procedure with very poor results.

Objectives: To manage a case that has failed yo lose any weight a year after

having a gastric plication.

Methods: A Laparascopy was performed following confirmation of the presence

of a huge stomach on radiological images and a sleeve gastrectomy was

undertaken.

Results: The patient recovered very well and has achieved the weight loss with

the revisional sleeve gastrectomy.

Conclusion: Gastric plication is yet to be standardized and there is still no clear

consensus on the best practice to perform this surgery. This is on the contrary to

the sleeve gastrectomy where there now seems to be very clear evidence on he

technical considerations and the benefits. We show in this case that a failed

gastric plication can be managed with a revision to a sleeve gastrectomy to

achieve weight loss.

P.273 4-YEAR RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE
GASTRIC BANDED PLICATION (LAGBP)

PRESENTER: C. Huang

Co-authors: P. Chang, M. Hsin

BMI Surgery Center/E-Da Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banded plication (LAGBP) is a new

restrictive bariatric procedure combining adjustable banding and greater curva-

ture plication of the stomach. In our case matched comparative study between

LAGBP and laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), LAGBP showed similar

results at 2 years in terms of complications and co morbidity resolution. LSG

appeared to be superior to LAGBP after 1 year in terms of % EWL, however at

2 years the % EWL between both procedures were comparable about 65–70 %

presumably due to the synergistic effect of the band.

Objectives: We started LAGBP since May 2009, and till Aug 2013, totally 202

patients (BMI>32) received this procedure. Here we present our 4-year result of

this new bariatric procedure.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed prospectively collected data regarding

demography, operation results, complications, and co-morbidity resolutions.

Results: There were 69 male and 133 female with mean BMI: 39.5 kg/m2 (32–54).

Themean agewas 31.1±5.96 years old, ranging from 16 to 60.Mean operation time

and length of stay were 104 min±39 and 2.1 day±2.3. There was no malnutrition or

any mortality. Totally 11 (5.4 %) patients experienced complications including 1

incision hernia, 2 Band failure, 1 rupture band, 1 tube dislocation, 4 Gastric fundal

hernaiton,and 2 gastric ulcer with bleeding. Excess weight loss (EWL%) at 1 year,

2 year and 3 year, and 4 year was 57.8 %, 62.2 %, 58 % and 68 % respectively.

Conclusion: LAGBP has been proven to be an effective bariatric procedure in this

4-year result and could be treated as one arm of bariatric procedure.

P.274 SHORT-TERM TREATMENT OUTCOMES AND
QUALITY OF LIFE CHANGES OF CLASS I, II OBESE
KOREAN PATIENTS AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION

PRESENTER: S. Kim

Gachon University, Gil hospital, Incheon, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic greater curvature plication (LGCP) is a new bariatric

procedure that successfully reduces the gastric volume by plication of the gastric

greater curvature. In our country, we started the LGCP from March 2013.

Objectives: This IRB-approved study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness and

safety of laparoscopic greater curve plication (LGCP) for the treatment of class I,

II obesity in Korea. We further aimed to evaluate postop food tolerance score

(FTS) and GI quality of life index (GIQLI) compared to other restrictive surgeries

such as laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) & laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) in our center.

Methods: Twenty consecutive patients (19 females; mean age 34.4±7.1 years)

received LGCP for the treatment of class I, II obesity from March 2013 to March

2014. Mean baseline body weight and BMI were 84.7±14.6 kg and 31.3±4.7 kg/

m (2), respectively. The questionnaires were sent to patients pre and postoper-

atively to evaluate the FTS and GIQLI.

Results: All procedures were performed laparoscopically. There was neither mor-

tality nor any postoperative complications. Mean follow-up was 7.4±3.2 months

and mean hospital stay was 2.4±1.0 days. Mean % EWL was 28.4±13.4, 63.5±

23.3 and 87.9±24.2 % at 3, 6 and 12 months. The mean FTS and GILQI improve-

ment of LAGB, LGCP, and LSG was 15.96, 20.95, 21.33 and 3.40, 6.68, 18.78,

respectively (p<0.05)
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Conclusion: LGCP is safe and effective in achieving significant weight loss in

class I, II obese Korean patients. In terms of food tolerance andGI quality of life, it

is comparable to other restrictive procedures.

P.275 TOTAL VERTICAL GASTRIC PLICATION AS A
BARIATRIC SURGICAL TECHNIQUE. FIVE YEARS
EVALUATION OF THE METHOD AND
POSTOPERATIVE PATIENTS’ QUALITY OF LIFE

PRESENTER: D.P. Lapatsanis

Co-authors: S. Douvetzemis, N. Kohylas

Evaggelismos General Hospital, Saronida, Attikis, Greece

Introduction: Morbid obesity-associated medical conditions include pulmonary

disorders, hypertension, diabetes mellitus type II, dyslipidemia and musculoskel-

etal pain.

Objectives: Total Vertical Gastric Plication (TVGP) is a reversible, laparoscopic

surgical restrictive procedure, which is indicated for patients with BMI between 35

and 45.

Methods:Our team retrospectively reviewed 164 obese patients, who had

undergone the laparoscopic TVGP (n=164), from January 2009 until

April 2013. Mean BMI, was 39,88 kg/m2 before and 26,42 kg/m2 1 year

after operation. The goal of the study was to detect whether the reduc-

tion of body weight was sufficient and if it affects the obesity-associated

diseases. Our team measured how many patients were able to stop or

reduce the prescribed medicines after surgery and also we studied

postoperative complications, morbidity and mortality of TVGP and how

it affected the patients’ quality of life, using the Moorehead-Ardelt Quality

of Life Questionnaire II scoring key.

Results: In 164 patients who underwent TVGP, 82 % with pulmonary

diseases, 90 % with diabetes, 55 % with hypertension, 69 % with

musculoskeletal pain and 100 % with dyslipidemia were improved (Ta-

ble 1). Postoperat ive compl icat ions appeared in six pat ients

(reoperations: 0,6 %, morbidity: 3,66 %, mortality: 0 %) (Table 3). Finally,

71 % of all patients who underwent TVGP reported a better quality of life

after the operation, 14 % reported no change and 15 % reported a worse

quality of life post—surgically (Table 4).

Conclusion: TVGP, proved to be a safe surgical method, sufficient in reducing the

excess body weight, effective in confining the studied disorders and improving

Quality of life.

P.276 SAVE AND PERSPECTIVE BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: K. Mylytsya

ZMAPO, Zaporizhzhya, Ukraine

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric Plication is a new but more and more popular

bariatric technique. Plication of the greater curvature produces a restrictive

mechanism that causes weight loss. The results of the first 40 cases are present-

ed in this abstract.

Objectives: A review was made of patients operated since 2012 till 2014 in city

clinical hospital #9. During this period 44 patientswere operated (38women and 6

men)). For the time of operation body mass index (BMI) varied between 34.8 kg/

m2 and 54.2 kg/m2.

Methods: Plication of the gastric greater curvature was performed

laparoscopicaly under general anaesthetic, using two lines of sutures. On the

first line we use several non-absorbal sutures. For the second line we use

Covidien suture V-loc 180.

Results: All patients were operated laproscopicaly. The most frequently found

morbidity was nausea and vomiting. One patient required further surgery due to

gastric fistula. All of patients lost weight in 6 month BMI varied between 26.6 kg/

m2 and 41.7 kg/m2.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Gastric Plication is rather new surgical technique but

very perspective because it is easy reproducible for surgeons, save, effective and

cheap.

P.277 GASTRIC PLICATION SURGERY, TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES AND EXPERIENCE WITH 911 CASES

PRESENTER: A. Ortiz Lagardere

Co-authors: A. Martinez

Obesity Control Center, Tijuana, BC, Mexico

Introduction: Total vertical gastric plication (TVGP) is a surgical technique

that falls into the restrictive procedure category It involves infolding the

stomach with sutures usually in two layers, trying to mimic sleeve

gastretomy surgery.

Objectives: Present our experience with gastric plication surgery and

the technical challenges we had to overcome to obtain excellent

results.

Methods: A total of 911 gastric plication surgeries by the same surgical team in a

single bariatric center have been performed from July 2010 to March 2014 and

information collected in a prospective fashion.

Results: Of the 911 patients (Mean BMI 39.34 kg/m2), 862 primary GP

surgeries and 49 revisions from LAGB surgery. Mean surgery time for

primary GP was 41 min ranging from 17 to 145 min. Mortality rate is

0 %. Early surgical complications occurred in 15 patients (1.7 %) and

delayed surgery complications in ten patients (1 %). Follow up 6 months

to 3 1/2 years (mean follow-up time 26 months), 80 % follow-up rate at

1 year. 67, 65.5 and 58 % EWL at 1, 2 and 3 years after surgery

respectably. 65 % 52 patients where re-operated in the primary GP

group for loss of restriction (6 %) from 4 months to 3 years after initial

surgery, 27 patients belong to our first 150 cases. Persistent heartburn of

varying degrees is the most common postoperative symptom after TVGP

(13 %).

Conclusion: Longer term data on gastric plication surgery is proving that gastric

plication surgery is an excellent weight loss surgery option.

P.278 THE EFFECT OF PROMETHAZINE/DEXAMETHASONE
ON POSTOPERATIVE NAUSEA AND PAIN AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION: A
RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIAL

PRESENTER: M. Talebpour

Co-authors: M. Khajavi

TUMS., Tehran University of Medical Science, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: Laparoscopic gastric plication (LGP) is a new restrictive

technique that reduces the gastric volume and increase intragastric pres-

sure. Nausea and vomiting one of the most common complications after

this procedure.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to compare the combined effect of dexa-

methasone plus promethazine and metoclopramide plus ondansetron for pre-

vention of nausea and vomiting after LGP.

Methods: After surgery in recovery, patients divided two groups:

Metoclopramid group that took metoclopramide 10 mg/6 h and

ondansetron 4 mg/12 h intravenously for 48 h and Promethazine group

that took Promethazine 50 mg/8 h and Dexamethasone 8 mg/12 h intra-

muscularly for 24 h and in the next 24 h Promethazine 25 mg/8 h and

Dexamethasone 4 mg/12 h intramuscularly. The intensity of nausea and

vomiting, number of reflux, epigastric fullness and duration of walking/

12 h in the first 48 h after surgery.

Results: Eighty morbid obese patients were enrolled in this study. The

mean number of nausea, reflux, epigastric fullness, and severity of

epigastric pain was lower in Promethazine group the patients in this

group was more sedated which cause duration of walking/12 h in this

group comes down.

Conclusion: Inmorbidly obese patients undergoing laparoscopic gastric plication,

the combination of dexamethasone and promethazine was more effective than

metoclopramide plus ondansetron in reducing the incidence of nausea, epigastric

fullness and reflux. This combination was also more effective than

metoclopramide plus ondansetron in reducing the severity of epigastric pain.
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P.279 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION IN MORBIDLY
OBESE ADOLESCENTS: A PROSPECTIVE STUDY

PRESENTER: M. Talebpour

TUMS., Tehran University of Medical Science, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity has increased rapidly among adoles-

cents. Bariatric surgery is associated with significant weight loss and improve-

ment in obesity related comorbidities, but may be associated with serious com-

plications. Therefore, attempts on finding a safe and effective bariatric procedure

for adolescents are ongoing.

Objectives: Herein, we aimed to evaluate safety and efficacy of laparoscopic

gastric plication (LGP) on adolescents.

Methods: A prospective study was performed on adolescents who underwent

LGP from 2007 to 2013. Measured parameters included the percentage of

excess weight (%EWL), percentage of body mass index (BMI) loss (%BMIL),

obesity related comorbidities, operative time and length of hospitalization and

complications.

Results: LGP was performed in 12 adolescents (nine female and three male).

Mean (SD) age of the patients was 13.8±1 years. Mean preoperative weight and

BMIwere 112.4±19.7 kg and 46.0±4 kg/m2, respectively. Mean (SD)%EWLand

%EBMIL were 68.2±9.9 % and 79.0±9.0 %, respectively after 2 years. All

medical comorbidities were improved after LGP. There were no deaths. One

patient required replication 4 days postoperatively due to obstruction at the site

of the last knot. No other major complications were observed. No patient required

re-hospitalization.

Conclusion: LGP has the potential of being an ideal weight loss surgery for

adolescents, resulting in excellent weight loss andminimal psychological disruption.

It is associated with, a minimal risk of leakage, bleeding and nutritional deficiency.

However, large well-designed studies with long-term follow-up are needed.

P.280 THE PLAN OF REVISION IN REGAINED PATIENTS
AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION (LGP)

PRESENTER: M. Tayefeh Norooz

Co-authors: M. Talebpour

Tehran University of Medical Science, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: LGP is a new restrictive bariatric method with about 12 years

history of experience under hand of prof talebpour. The outcome of LGP

and rate of regain and the plan of reoperation is very interesting to know.

Objectives:The aim of this study is to present the rate of regain in our patients and

plan of revision surgery and its results.

Methods: All of LGP cases were done by one surgeon. Data of cases recorded in

patient’s paper in his office. Themethodof plicationwasone-rowduring first 6 years,

2-row during recent 2 to 6 years and with supportive third row during last 2 years.

Records of data were after 1, 3, 6 and 12months of operation and annually later on.

Results: More than 1,200 LGP has done during 12 years. One hundred seven-

three cases were out of study due to poor follow up. The overall number of regain

cases was 145 out of 1,027 (15%). Eighty-two out of 176 (46%) LGP (during first

6 years), 42 out of 490 (8.5%) between 2 to 6 recent years and 21out of 361 (6%)

during recent to years complained of regain. Reoperation performed on 45, 20,

and six cases respectively. Revision surgery includes: 20 cases mini loop gastric

bypass, 29 cases malabsorptive and 27 cases replication.

Conclusion:The rate of regain after LGP has decreased due to newmodifications

of LGP. Three alternatives for revision include replication in selected cases,

malabsorptive in others which has replaced by mini loop GB recently.

P.281 COMPARISON OF 3 DIFFERENT LAPARASCOPIC
GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION TECHNIQUES

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: H. Yigitbas, C. Ercetin, S. Arici, H. Bilge, O. Onen, E. Yavuz, O.B.

Gulcicek, A. Solmaz, F. Celebi, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Gastric plication can be performed with different approaches such

as anterior side of the stomach, minor curvature of the stomach or the greater

curvature of the stomach.

Objectives: We perform greater curvature plication with three different

techniques.

Methods: Forty hundred seven gastric plications from November 2010

performed. Group 1 (113 patients) plicated the greater curvature singly

with one by one stitches using 2/0 silk suture. This procedure abandoned

due to patient’s dyspeptic symptoms, lack of sufficient weight loss, com-

plications like pseudodiverticules, loose of suture that are seen in gas-

troscopy and need of re-operations. Group 2 (20 patients) performed

three row plications by continue saturations with 2/0 polyprolene suture.

During follow up of one patient; loose of the sutures seen in gastroscopy

and re-operated. Group 3 (274 patients) performed double plications. At

the first plication layer we used four row continue saturation with 0 PBT

nonabsorbable wound closure device, second layer was continue satura-

tion with 2/0 polyprolene suture. We evaluated in 12 month follow-up of

patients who underwent this procedure dyspeptic symptoms were mini-

mal and we didn’t see any complications such as pseudodiverticule or

loose of suture in gastroscopy.

Results: Early postoperative complications of 3rd method are minimal, without

any important late complications. This technique needs more expertise and is

more time consuming. A long-term follow-up is advised.

Conclusion: We believe that the optimal plication technique is double plication

with continue saturation.

P.282 THE METABOLIC EFFECTS OF GASTRIC PLICATION

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: H. Bilge, H. Yigitbas, F. Celebi, S. Arici, E. Yavuz, O.B. Gulcicek, C.

Ercetin, A. Solmaz, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Obesity constitutes a serious health problem, which takes second

place after smoking among preventable mortality. It impacts on health of the body

by causing several diseases and by aggravating the progress of the diseases.

Insufficient medical treatment and lack of patient’s adoption to the diet and

physical activities leads to the development of surgical treatment.

Objectives: We aimed to evaluate the efficacy of recently used technique:

‘laparascopic gastric plication’. In Bagcilar Research and Training Hospital; General

SurgeryDepartmentweperformedbariatric surgery in 321patientswhodiagnosedas

morbidly obese between March 2011 and March 2013. We performed laparascopic

gastric plication in 258 patients. Forty-three of them were T2DM. We analysed

preoperative, postoperative findings and compared postoperative follow-ups retro-

spectively in these 43 patients.

Methods: In this group 25 (%58) patients were female, 18 (%42) were male. Mean

age was 41,6±8,9 (23–66), mean height was 163 (153–185) cm, mean weight was

125,12±19,2 (85–167) kg and the mean BMI was 44,37±5,2 (33–57) kg/m2, we

compared preoperative and post operative 12th month levels of HbA1c, Insulin,

HOMA-IR, triglyceride, cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C, loss of weight, BMI; it was statis-

tically significant (p:0.000).

Results:Whenwe compared the%EWL levels of the patients in their 1st, 3rd, 6th

and 12th follow-ups; it was statistically significant (p:0.000).

Conclusion: In conclusion; we found out that LGP procedure does not increase

the morbidity or mortality and makes an improvement in BMI and lipid profile. In

patients follow-upswe observed improvements in diabetic parameters and insulin

resistance.

P.283 RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC PLICATION

PRESENTER: L. Van Krunckelsven

Jan Yperman Hospital Belgium, Ieper, Belgium

Introduction: We present a 3 years experience in a series of 390 patients (30 %

male, 70 % female) with mean age 34 (14–65),mean BMI 35 (30–46) and mean

IEW 65 (40–130)%.
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A subgroup of 40 patients had earlier failed bariatric surgery (27 lapband, 11

sleeve, 2 duodenal switch).

Objectives:We aim to study results and complications in this series.

Methods: A laparoscopic greater curvature two layer gastric plication was per-

formed from the antrum up to the cardia, calibrated on a 36 F gastric tube.

We include cholecystectomy for biliary disorder and hiatal hernia repair for reflux

disorder.

Results:Mean operating time was 60 min without conversion.

Mean hospital stay was 48 h.

There were no pulmonary, urinary, wound or thromboembolic complications, no

mortality.

Early complications: 2 small cardia perforations and 1 early postoperative bleed-

ing, all treated by laparoscopy.

Early gastric outlet symptoms due to swelling (5 % of patients) always resolved

with conservative treatment within 72 h.

Mean % loss of the IEW was 70 % at 1 year, 65 % at 2 years and 64 % at

3 years.

No long termgastric ulcerations,malnutrition or veterinary deficiencieswere noted.

One case of gastric volvulus at 2,5 years postoperatively was treated by laparos-

copy. Threepatients with inadequateweight losswere converted to gastric bypass.

Use of plication technique for redo surgery gave similar results and no specific

complications.

Conclusion: In our experience gastric plication continues to be a very safe,

dependable and effective weight loss operation, for primary as for redo cases.

P.284 OUTCOMES AND COMPLICATIONS OF
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BANDING AND GASTRIC
PLICATION IN TREATMENT OF OBESITY

PRESENTER: L. Zahedi-Shoolami1

Co-authors: M. Hashemzadeh2, M. KaramiRad2

1N/A, Toronto, ON, Canada
2Dr Hashemzadeh Bariatric Surgery Center, Tehran, Iran

Introduction: New surgical modalities have been introduced to obese patients

after several attempts of weight loss non-surgical techniques. Laparoscopic

Adjustable Gastric Banding (LAGB) and Laparoscopic Gastric Plication (LGP)

were among the two recent ones.

Objectives: The recent study is designed to compare the results and complica-

tions of these two techniques in Iranian patients.

Methods:The recent cross-sectional studywas performed on obese patientswith

body mass indices (BMI) of 32–50 kg/m2 who had undergone LAGB or LGP

operations during 2005–2012. The study setting was a bariatric clinic in Tehran-

Iran and all patients were operated by a single team of surgery. The patients were

matched regarding their age and gender. Statistical analysiswas performed using

SPSS 13.05.

Results: One-hundred patients in the LGP group and 140 patients in the LAGB

group were evaluated during 8.1±0.9 months period. The mean weight loss of

patients was 16.7±2.4 kg in the LGP group and 18.4±2.3 kg in the LAGB group

which were not significantly different. The complication rates leading to reopera-

tion was 2.3 % and 9 % in the LGP and LAGB groups respectively which were

significantly different.

Conclusion: The results demonstrated equivocal response but less compli-

cation rates in LGP operations in comparison with the LAGB group. It

seems that LGP can be a more safe modality in treatment of obesity.

P.285 DEVELOPING THE OPTIMAL BARIATRIC OPERATION
TABLE

PRESENTER: E. Aarts

Co-authors: J. Homan, W. Schijns, B. Betzel, F. Berends, I. Janssen

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: The efficiency in bariatric hospitals has increased over the years.

This increases the strain for the operating team and especially the bariatric

surgeon. Due to suboptimal positioning of the patient on current operating tables

the ergonomic posture for the surgeon is insufficient, leading to early fatigue and

possible physical complaints in the future.

Objectives: To develop an operating table that allows an optimal ergonomic

posture for the operating team and patient.

Methods: With two different existent operating tables it seemed impossible to

achieve this optimal position. Additionally,whenanoperating table could also function

as a ‘wheelchair’ the efficiency in the operating theatre could be further improved.

The new operating table (DOCKX) was tested in our facility and compared to the

most frequently used table (Maquet). Tested in ten patients and one bariatric

surgeon were, amongst others, ergonomic posture, pressure points and venous

flow in both legs.

Results: Data on pressure points and venous flow show a reduction of pressure

for patients on the new operating table. This may result in a decreased trombo-

embolic risk for the patient. Also, the ergonomic posture of the bariatric surgeon

and patients significantly improved. While patients are able to lay on the new

operating table from the ward, to the operating theatre and ward again without

transfers led to a decreased turn over time.

Conclusion:An optimized operating table results in a better ergonomic posture for

both patient and bariatric surgeon.

P.286 UK NATIONAL BARIATRIC SURGERY REGISTRY
(NBSR) DATAENTRY: AREWEENTERINGTHEDATA?
AN AUDIT OF COMPLIANCE WITH NHS (NATIONAL
HEALTH SERVICE) COMMISSIONING POLICY FOR
COMPLEX AND SPECIALISED OBESITY SURGERY:
INITIAL RESULTS FROM HOMERTON UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL (HUH), UK.

PRESENTER: S. Ajaz

Co-authors: T. Boyle, E. Mackenzie

Homerton University Hospital NHS Trust, UK, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Metabolic and Obesity surgery has increased in volume substan-

tially over the past decade. In the UK, NBSR demonstrates a level of safety for

Bariatric surgery, its effectiveness in improving type 2 Diabetes, abolish sleep

apnoea, improve circulatory disease and restore functional ability. It supports

dramatic cost effectiveness. In April 2013, 100% submission of data to the NBSR

became mandatory in the United Kingdom.

Objectives: To assess the HUH Metabolic and Obesity Surgery team’s level of

compliance with the collection and submission of data to the NBSR and to

investigate reasons behind any non-compliance in order to make recommenda-

tions for improvement. This is to be re-audited in 2014.

Methods: All Metabolic and Obesity surgeries performed at HUH in March 2013

were audited to verify if initial surgical data and 6 monthly follow-up data were

submitted to the NBSR. Recommendations were suggested to aid compliance.

Results: In 2013, 100 % of HUH patient’s had surgical data entered onto NBSR

however only 57 % of HUH patient’s had complete discharge data (date of

discharge) entered onto NBSR. At 6 months, 74 % had follow up data entered

onto the NBSR. Of those without NBSR data entry at 6 months, 91 % of patients

did attend the appointment.

Conclusion: 100 % compliance with NBSR data entry at HUH will not only

develop confidence amongst the general public but also amongst the commis-

sioning boards, that Metabolic and Obesity surgery is indeed cost effective, safe,

and successful. We plan to repeat the audit in 2014 to improve our compliance.

P.287 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN OMAN–ANOTHER YEAR ON
THE ROAD: THE VIEW FROM THE ROYAL HOSPITAL IN
MUSCAT

PRESENTER: R.U. Almehdi1

Co-authors: M. Shaban1, N. Albusaidi2

1The Royal Hospital, Muscat, Oman
2National Diabetes Centre, Muscat, Oman

Introduction:Omanon the edge of the ArabianGulf has a population of 2.8million

people spread out on a wide terrain. The latest reports of national prevalence
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showed class I Obesity in 36 % of those above 40 years of age. The Metabolic

syndrome now stands around 32 %.

The Royal Hospital inMuscat is the biggest tertiary teaching centre in the country.

Bariatric services started in 2012 within the Upper GI unit which had already set

its platform of advanced laparoscopy 2 years earlier.

Objectives: To highlight the progress of the 2 years old service with emphasis on

the challenges faced, the results and the expectations.

Methods: Descriptive, Retrospective study from a prospective data base of all

Bariatric procedures done between 2012 and April 2014. Statistical analysis was

done using SPSS16.

Results: There were 60 cases of Sleeve Gastrectomy done. Average BMI was 46.

The metabolic syndrome was seen in 57 %. There were no mortalities, no conver-

sions, no anastomotic leaks, and no stenoses in this series. EWL was around 67 %

after 18months of follow up. Improvement or resolution ofDiabeteswas seen in 74%.

Conclusion: The will to ensure good outcome in this series was balanced against

the standing difficulties of setting the multidisciplinary team, building the required

infrastructure across specialties, and finding ways to guarantee proper patient

follow up across the wide landscape. The National Diabetes center rose over the

period to become a major referring point, reflecting the concomitant rise in

metabolic disease in the country.

The service stands in its second year with high hopes to continue the journey

ahead in spite of the challenging odds.

P.288 ELECTIVE AND READMISSION INPATIENT COSTS OF
BARIATRIC SURGERY IN ONTARIO

PRESENTER: A. Doumouras1

Co-authors: F. Saleh2, D. Hong1

1McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada
2University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: In 2009, the Ministry of Health in Ontario, Canada formed the

Ontario Bariatric Network (OBN). The OBN introduced the first centre of excel-

lence model for bariatric surgery in Canada.

Objectives: Our objective was to evaluate costs associated with both the initial

admission for bariatric surgery and subsequent readmissions.

Methods: We performed a population-based cohort study that included all pa-

tients who received a roux-en-y gastric bypass (RYGB) or sleeve gastrectomy

(SG) procedure in Ontario from March 2009 until April 2012. Data were derived

from the Canadian Institute for Health Information Discharge Abstract Database

and Hospital Morbidity Database. Costs are derived from resource intensive

ratings and cost-per weighted case. Costs were compared using the non-

parametric KruskalWallis test.

Results:Over 3 years, 5,009 procedures (90.8 % RYGB, 8.1 % SG) were performed

with a overall 30-day readmission rate of 7.7%. The average initial inpatient cost over

the study time periodwas $10,030with an average readmission cost of $9,375. There

was a significant decrease in the average cost per patient from $13,304 in 2009 to

$8,993 in 2011 (P<0.001). If a complication occurred, the average incremental cost

increase per patient was over $25,000 (P<0.001). In addition, a SG was associated

with a much lower cost as compared to a RYGB at approximately $3,000 (P<0.001).
Conclusion: This study evaluates the economic efficiency of the OBN delivery of

care. There was a significant reduction in cost suggesting improved efficiency.

Further improvements in preventing readmissions and complications need to be

sought after to further improve health care expenditures.

P.289 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN FOREIGN PATIENTS IN THE
BORDER CITY OF TIJUANA

PRESENTER: R. Enriquez1, R.R. Kelly1

Co-authors: C. Ayala 2

1Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Tijuana, BC, Mexico
2WLSCLINIC, Tijuana, BC, Mexico

Introduction:The city of Tijuana has been characterized as a placewheremedical

tourism has grown due supply of dental and medical services. Surgical

procedures like plastic surgeries and two decades ago starting bariatric surgery,

first with gastric band and now with other surgical techniques: gastric sleeve,

plicature, mini gastric bypass.

Objectives: The purpose of this research was to identify the possible causes why

many patients from the United States and Canada travel to the border city of

Tijuana looking for one bariatric surgery.

Methods: Depth interviews based questions guide to key players involved in the

care of foreign patients coming to Tijuana, Qualitative research requires a flexible

design so it was not necessary to determine the number of informants.We interview

20 people connected to the world of bariatric surgery in the city, such as: coordina-

tors for contact patients, nurses and doctors. We used the snowball technique.

Results: There are three main reasons why patients from the U.S. and Canada

decide to come to the City of Tijuana looking one bariatric surgery procedure. The

principal was a minor cost; secondly the proximity of the border to cities from US

and finally the good reputation gained by surgeons.

Conclusion: The border cities like Tijuana have been growing in medical tourism

because bariatric surgery is less expensive. This is one option for one segment of

the population from North American with a high prevalence of morbid obesity; so

they can resolve their main health problem linked to obesity and improve their

quality of life.

P.290 CLINICAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL PROFILE OF
PATIENTS IN A BARIATRIC SURGERY PROGRAM IN A
BRAZILIAN PUBLIC HOSPITAL

PRESENTER: D.A. Ferreira

Co-authors: A.N. Messias, L.V. de Freitas, R. Torrini, V. Mansur

Hospital Federal dos Servidores do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Introduction: Obesity is a known risk factor to other comorbidities. Presence of

major comorbidities related to obese was evaluated in patients at a public Brazil-

ian bariatric program.

Objectives: Analyze clinical and epidemiological characteristics of bariatric Bra-

zilian population.

Methods:All patients submitted to a bariatric surgery programat a public Brazilian

hospital were evaluated through their medical history and physical exam. Epi-

demical and clinical data of the first 48 obese patients was analyzed

retrospectively.

Results:Most patients were female – 91,7%, 16,7%were smokers, mean age of

41.4+/8.9 years, mean weight of 119.6 +/19,0 kg and baseline mean BMI was

45.3 +/ 6,6Kg/m2.

The most prevalent comorbidities were arterial hypertension – 62,5¨%,

osteoarticular disease 47,9 % and diabetes 45,8 %. Prevalence of another

comorbidities were 31,9 %. There was no difference in gender, weight or BMI

between groups presenting those comorbitidies. However, patients with arterial

hypertension and osteoarticular disease are older than patients with no comor-

bidities, respectively p=0,016 and p<0,001.
Diabetes and osteoarticular disease were more prevalent at HAS group

(respectively p=0,01 and p=0,03).
Conclusion: As in other series, patients included in this Brazilian bariatric

program presents a high prevalence of comorbidities. Arterial hyperten-

sion, diabetes and osteoarticular disease were the most notorious in this

population.

P.291 ANALYZING PATIENT PATHWAYS IN AN OBESITY
CONTROL CENTER USING METHODS OF MEDICAL
PROCESS MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: T. Horbach

Co-authors: S. Krueger

Stadtkrankenhaus Schwabach Obesity Control Center, Schwabach, Germany

Introduction: The effectivemedical care for obese patients is a large burden for all

OECD countries. Every obese patient adds about Euro 10,100 per year to the

medical expenses of Germany e.g.
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Objectives: In 2010 an evidence-based guideline for medical care of obese

patients was introduced in Germany. It resulted in a need for structured pathways

within obesity control centers.

Methods: We analyzed 100 consecutive patients with methods of medical pro-

cess management. The individual course of every patient was displayed in

diagrams and flow charts. The time for every step within the process was

measured.

Results: Identified shortfalls were: Personnel resources, information and commu-

nication deficits, paperbased documentation, coordination difficulties with exter-

nal institutions.

Conclusion:To improve the treatment process a digital patient chart accessible by

all involved institutions is a necessity. The basis of this structure is data safety

following the country-specific laws. The introduction of a national disease man-

agement program could facilitate this development.

P.292 LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS (LRYGB)
PATIENTS REQUIRE LIFE LONG NUTRITIONAL
SUPPLEMENTS. HOW GOOD ARE PATIENTS AT
TAKING THEIR SUPPLEMENTS 5 YEARS AFTER
SURGERY?

PRESENTER: N.A. Jennings

Co-authors: S.J. Walker, M. Boyle, S. Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction: In the UK patients are discharged back to their family doctor (FD) for

lifelong follow up 2 years after undergoing bariatric surgery. Given the complex-

ities of their surgery and the need for lifelong nutritional support patients are

discharged with a recommendation for lifelong vitamin, calcium and B12 supple-

mentation.While this may be seen as a burden by some patients these additional

supplements will be hopefully offset by a reduction in other pre-operative

medications.

Objectives:We aimed to assess if patients continued to receive the recommend-

ed calcium and vitamin B12 supplements following discharge from the bariatric

centre.

Methods: We contacted the FD of all patients who were greater than 5 years

following LRYGB fromour centre. The FDwas asked to provide a list of all current

medications being taken by their patient to assess themedication requirements of

patients five years post surgery.

Results:Ninety-eight patientswere included in the study. Our request for a current

list of medications was refused by 4 FD’s. Following LRYGB only 38 patients

(40 %) were receiving regular B12 injections and only 57 patients (61 %) were

receiving appropriate calcium supplementation. Nine patients were on regular

oral hypoglycaemic medication but only one patient was on insulin therapy, 17

patients (18 %) were on medication for hypertension. This represented a reduc-

tion from their pre-operative state.

Conclusion: Almost half of patients were receiving inadequate nutritional support

5 years following surgery. Despite a reduction in other medications there is

unwillingness from either the FD or the patient to take recommended

supplements.

P.293 OUTCOME OF CONTRAINDICATED PATIENTS TO
BARIATRIC SURGERY DUE TO INSUFFICIENT BMI

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, J.R. e Silva, Y.A. de Oliveira, B.F. Maranhão,

L.V. Rodrigues, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) surgery is indicated for patients

with BMI over 35 kg/m2. In spite of beinganexclusion factor, as time goesby, a low

BMI might become a high BMI and ultimately be considered as inclusion factor.

Objectives: The study define what percentage eventually met surgical criteria

during follow-up.

Methods: We performed a retrospective study including all the 70 patients who

did not meet the criteria to undergo a RYGB surgery between February 2005 and

July 2011. The study was conducted at Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a clinic in

Brası́lia - Brazil. Inclusion criterion was BMI below 35 in first patient visit. We

actively contacted patients who had lost follow-up. All data was gathered by

means of a questionnaire.

Results:We were able to contact 38 (54,28 %) patients. 15,79 % of patients that

were contacted had performed a bariatric surgery. Thirty-two had not performed

surgery and were evaluated according to their BMI. During initial assessment

15,63 % of patients had a BMI of 25–30 kg/m2, 84,37 % of 30–35 kg/m2. Follow-

up showed that after a mean of 4,56+1,68 years 40 % of patients had a BMI of

25–30 kg/m2, 60 % of 30–35 kg/m2.

Conclusion:Resultsmight have a bias: many of the patients were operated. Aswe

lost follow-up we cannot be sure that they were operated since they met the 35

BMI criteria, and this question in the questionnaire is of low value because a

negative answer would imply malpractice. From not-operated population we could

imply that a conservative approach might be sufficient to avoid morbid obesity.

P.294 ROAD RACING AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS FOR
MORBID OBESITY: FINAL RESULTS OF A NEW
PROTOCOL

PRESENTER: F. Marchesi1

Co-authors: G. De Sario1, V. Reggiani1, F. Tartamella1, A. Giammaresi1, S.

Cecchini1, E. Dall’aglio2, M. Ricco’3, V. Brambilla4, C. De Panfilis5

1Clinica Chirurgica e Terapia Chirurgica, Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria di

Parma, Parma, Italy
2Diabetologia Azienda Opsedaliero Universitaria di Parma, Parma, Italy
3Servizio Prevenzione e Sicurezza sul Lavoro, Azienda USL di Parma, Parma, Italy
4Fondazione Don Carlo Gnocchi Onlus Parma, Parma, Italy
5Clinica Psichiatrica, Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria di Parma, Parma, Italy

Introduction: In recent years, the pandemic explosion of obesity has led to the

definition of a pre-eminent therapeutic role for bariatric surgery, confining physical

activity to a success parameter of surgery rather than a primary preventionmeasure.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to re-define a role for aerobic physical

activity (road running) in strengthening the metabolic and psycho-social effects of

bariatric surgery.

Methods: Ten patients who underwent gastric bypass (RYGB) for morbid obesity

were submitted to an intensive program of road running training. After a prepara-

tory trimester, a 6-month intensive training program started, aimed at completing a

10.5 km competition in September 2013. Inclusion criteria included age (<50), BMI

(<35), suitability for sporting activity and good compliance. A cohort of ten patients

excluded for logistical issues were enrolled as a control group. During the training

period patients were submitted to biometrical measurements, sport performance

tests (Cooper), and cardio-pulmonary, metabolic and psychiatric evaluations.

Results: Protocol compliance was 70 %. Completing the protocol resulted in an

impressive increase in cardiopulmonary and athletic performance (from 1,050 to

1,800 m at Cooper test). Weight loss was higher in the cases, with a variation in

waist circumference and body fat percentage significantly higher than in the

control group. Psychiatric evaluation attested to an improvement in mood, drive

and volition for the runners.

Conclusion: Road running appears to have an important supporting role in

boosting bariatric surgery results. The utilization of monitorized and regulated

training programs represents a fundamental prerequisite to achieving satisfactory

results and adequate patient compliance.

P.295 COSTS OF LEAKAGE AND BLEEDING AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMIES

PRESENTER: S.W. Nienhuijs

Co-authors: J. Bransen, L. Gilissen, F. Smulders

Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Introduction: Leakage and bleeding after a sleeve gastrectomy (SG) are themain

serious postoperative complications. Due to a relatively low incidence, it remains
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difficult to determine the surplus value of reinforcement of the staple line. There-

fore the additional costs of these complications could be taken into account.

Objectives: Determine the costs of leakage and bleeding after sleeve

gastrectomies.

Methods: A retrospective analysis was conducted of a prospective cohort of

primary SGs between August 2006 and September 2013 in a bariatric center.

All SGs were performed consistently without reinforcement of the staple line.

Abscesses were also regarded as leakage and a two points decrease in hemo-

globin also as bleeding. Data were collected on all diagnostic and therapeutic

measures necessary to manage leakage or bleeding, days of hospitalization and

parenteral feeding, number of blood products, antibiotics and additional visits to

the outpatient department.

Results:One thousand two hundred sixty-one patients underwent a SG. Leakage

occurred in 32 (2.5 %) and bleeding in 29 (2.3 %) patients. Median additional

costs for leakage were 9,360 (range 2,478–124,414) and 4,562 (range 1,095–

40,752) for bleeding. Prolonged hospitalization at theward and ICU accounted for

the majority of costs, 52 % and 31 % respectively.

Conclusion: These results provide insight in costs of major complications after

SG. This underlines the effort to be made to decrease leakage rate and could be

useful in cost-effective analyses to determine the value of reinforcement of the

staple line.

P.296 ORGANISATION OF A BARIATRIC OUTPATIENT
DEPARTMENT

PRESENTER: S.W. Nienhuijs

Co-authors: J. de Zoete, G. van Montfort, M. Luyer, F. Smulders

Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Introduction: While fast track protocol has been established in bariatric surgical

procedures for enhanced recovery, the literature is scarce on guidance for the

organisation of the outpatient department. With increasing procedures, further

centralisationandpreferably longer follow-up, this care can beaburdenon resources.

Objectives: Provide an example of an organisation.

Methods:Description of a 3-year work process to organise a bariatric department

with increasing number of procedures up to thousand annually.

Results: In 2010 clinical immersions, dedicated obesity team members in each

discipline and frequent presentations throughout the hospital led to successful

implementation of the fast track at theOR. Improved studied teamwork and safety

climate results were shared with all OR personnel. A multidisciplinary team sup-

plemented by a manager and secretary described each step in the care provided.

This leanproduction processwasdesigned to identify gapsbetween expected and

actual performance. Increased knowledge and attention led to a significant de-

crease in length of hospital stay. Derived from this clinical care pathway a flowchart

was designed for screening and follow-up. Features are group presentations to

inform on the perioperative period, additionally visits before discharge by obesity

nurse of the outpatients department and alternating group and individual visits in

carousel. Lastly a formal statement of a set of care goals was composed using a

SWOT analysis. This business plan helped focusing on the reasons they are

believed attainable en planning for reaching further improvement.

Conclusion: This description of organisation of bariatric care could be a starting

point for discussion to optimize this care.

P.297 EFFICACY OF BARIATRIC SURGERY FOR SEVERE
HEART FAILURE WITH MORBID OBESITY (CASES
REPORT FROM JAPAN)

PRESENTER: Y. Ozamoto1, 2

Co-authors: H. Torii1, 2, T. Togawa1, A. Hagiwara2

1Kusatsu General Hospital, Kusatsu, Japan
2Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan

Introduction: In recent years, bariatric surgery to obesity disease is spreading and
number of cases have been accumulated in Japan.

It is proved that bariatric surgery is effective for not only weight-loss but also other

diseases such as severe heart failure derived from obesity.

Objectives: Here we report two cases who underwent laparoscopic sleeve gas-

trectomy for severe heart failure in our hospital.

Methods:Case one was a 28 years-old male, height and weight was 175 cm and

177 kg, BMI was 57.6.

And case two was a 41 years-old male, 179 cm and 190 kg, BMI was 60.2.

In both cases, the chief complaint was dyspnea, due to severe pulmonary edema.

Their systolic arterial pressure was over 200 and a cardiothoracic ratio was

expanded.

The diagnosis was acute serious heart failure, so they had to undergo

cardiovascular-internal-medicine hospitalization.

After an internal therapy and rehabilitation, laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy was

performed.

Results: Both of two patients downed their weight to about 100 kg in a year half.

The general activity of after leaving hospital was attained, and they were able to

return to work.

Conclusion: The surgical treatment for the heart failure derived from obesity is

very effective medical treatment.

Although In Japan, there are no reports of bariatric surgery for serious heart failure.

P.298 FIVE-YEAR OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: L. Angrisani2

Co-authors: A. Santonicola3, A. Hasani1, A. Vitiello3, G. Izzo3, P. Iovino4

1University of Naples “Federico II”, Naples, Italy
2General and Endoscopic Surgery Unit, S. Giovanni Bosco Hospital, Naples, Italy
3Department of Clinical Medicine and Surgery, University of Naples Federico II,

Naples, Italy
4Department of Medicine and Surgery, University of Salerno, Salerno, Italy

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is an effective and relatively

safe bariatric procedure, but long-term results are still rare.

Objectives:Our aim was to evaluate long-term outcomes concerning weight loss,

modification of comorbidities and need for redo surgery.

Methods:Medical records of all patients undergoing SG between 2006 and 2009

were retrospectively examined. These parameters were recorded preoperatively

and 1-, 3-, 5-year follow-up: weight loss, comorbidities (type II diabetes, GERD

symptoms, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obstructive sleep apnea), hiatal hernia

(HH) and cholelithiasis findings, complications, reoperations. The follow-up rate

was 100 % after 1 year, 92 % after 3 years and 90 % after 5 years.

Results: A total of 105 SG were performed, either as a primary procedure (N=

100) or as a redo surgery (N=5). The mean preoperative BMI was 48.1 Kg/m2.

14.3 % of patients showed positive findings for HH and underwent SG with

concomitant HH repair; 7.6 % of patients underwent SG with concomitant chole-

cystectomy, in one patient a SG with HH repair and cholecystectomy was per-

formed. The mean percent excess weight loss (%EWL) at 1, 3 and 5 years were

60%, 60.24% and 55.25% respectively. Comorbidities improved considerably: a

resolution of GERD symptoms and diabetes was achieved in 66.6 % and 82.6 %

of patients respectively. The following short-term complications were observed: 1

gastric stenosis, 1 acute kidney injury and 1 bleeding. A new-onset of GERD

symptoms was registered in five patients (4.76 %). Eight patients (7.6 %)

underwent reoperation for insufficient weight loss.

Conclusion: SG is an effective procedure with acceptable weight loss outcomes

and significant improvement and remission of comorbidities.

P.299 LONG TERM OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC
ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING (LAGB): A 12-YEAR
EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: J.M. Chevallier

Co-authors: D. Nguyen, M. Guenzi, R. Douard, F. Zinzindohoue, A. Berger

Hospital Européen Georges Pompidou, Paris, France

Introduction: Few long-term studies have been published on LAGB. Most have

reported high late complication and band removal rates.
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Objectives: to determine efficacy and complications 12 years after LAGB in our

obesity surgery center, performing bariatric surgery since 20 years.

Methods:A total of 229 consecutive patientswere offered a LapBand through the

perigastric pathway between January 1997 and December 1999 and were

contacted for evaluation.

Results:One patient died from myeloma. The follow-up was 44,55 % (102/229),

with a mean age of 41,23 ys (20,4-61,79). Sixty-one patients experienced 75

complications (59,8 %): 7 major (4 erosions, 1 perforation, 2 intolerances), 68

moderate (16 slippages, 10 esophageal dilatations, 10 intolerances, 18 port

problems, 14 GERD).

Fifty bands have been removed (49%): 23 alone, 9 with repositioning of a second

low-pressure band through the pars flaccida, 11 switched to gastric bypass, 5 to

sleeve gastrectomy, 2 to VBG. 61 still have a band in place (59,8 %).

Themeanweight decreased from121,97 kg (94–170) to 99 +/±23,14, theBMI from

44,52 kg/m2 (36,13–66,77) to 36,77+/±8,41. Success (=EWL above 50 %) con-

cerns 38 patients (32,25 %), 47 % (21/45) among the young patients.

Conclusion: Since 2006 we offer LAGB to patients selected according to predic-

tive factors of success that we have published (1).

Long-term efficacy and safety of the LAGB are highly dependant on the selection

of good candidates, with a multidisciplinary team responsible for dietetical prep-

aration and postoperative long-lasting surveillance.

(1) Ann Surg 2007; 246: 1034–9

P.300 FACTORS DISTINGUISHING WEIGHT LOSS SUCCESS
AND FAILURE AT FIVE OR MORE YEARS POST
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: C.M. Cook1

Co-authors: D.L. Safer2, S. Adler2, A.H. Robinson2, A.M. Darcy2

1Bariatric Support Centers International, West Jordan, UT, USA
2Stanford University, Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences, Stanford,

CA, USA

Introduction:Recommendations for dietary intake, eating behaviors, and physical

exercise are typically made to post-bariatric patients yet little is known about

which are most associated with weight loss success or failure over the

intermediate- and longer-term.

Objectives: This study investigated whether adherence to specific guidelines

would be associated with intermediate to longer-term weight loss outcomes at 5

or more years post-surgery.

Methods: A final sample of 158 respondents was comprised of 117 (74.05 %)

reporting, 80%EBWL who were defined as “Highly Successful” (HS) and 41

(25.9 %) reporting <40%EBWL, who were defined as “Not Highly Successful”

(NHS). These groups were compared on self-reported behaviors including: dietary

intake, physical exercise, attendance at surgical follow-up visits, and participation in

bariatric support groups.

Results: Regarding dietary intake, HS group reported significantly higher rates of

adherence to recommendations for diet (p<.001); fewer total calories/day

(1,511.9 kCals versus 2,190.0 kCals, p<.001); higher %calories from protein

(49 % versus 36 %; p<.001); higher frequencies of eating protein first (p=.007);
and lower %calories from carbohydrates (31 % versus 40 %; p=.001). HS group

was significantly more likely to regularly weigh themselves (p<.001); attend
support groups (p=.002); and take supplemental multivitamins (p=.029) Groups

significantly differed on patterns of drinking carbonated beverages (p=.02) and
caffeine (p=.005). Finally, the HS group reported significantly more physical

activity at least several times/week than NHS group (p<.001).
Conclusion: Adherence to guidelines recommended was found to be associated

with weight loss success of greater than 80%EBWL.

P.301 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN
ADOLESCENTS: LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP IN 57
CASES

PRESENTER: B. Dillemans

Co-authors: S. Van Cauwenberge, H. Vanommeslaeghe, C. Vercauteren, S.

Vandenhaute

AZ Sint-Jan Brugge-Oostende AV, Brugge, Belgium

Introduction: Morbid obesity in adolescents is a growing major health concern.

Reports on the long-term effects of bariatric surgery in this study group are

scarce. Our objective was to evaluate the short- and long-term results of laparo-

scopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) regarding complications and weight

loss in an adolescent subset of patients.

Objectives: To evaluate long-term weight-loss and nutritional status after LRYGB

in adolescents.

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed all adolescents between the ages of 14

and 18 years that underwent LRYGB using a standardized technique by a single

surgeon from 2005 to 2013. Complications and postsurgical weight loss at

6 weeks, 6months, 1 year and annually afterwardswere collected and expressed

as percentage weight loss (%WL).

Results: Fifty-seven adolescents underwent LRYGB with a mean age of

16.1 years and a mean BMI of 40.1 kg/m2. There were no major immediate

postoperative complications.

Mean %WL was 32.5 % (38/50) at 1 year. This trend was maintained at 5 years

(34.2 %; 15/30) and 7 years (42.55 %; 5/8) postoperatively.

In 20% a LRYGB related reintervention (internal herniation, cholecystectomy,…)

was necessary on the long-term, whereas 80% needed additional vitamin or iron

substitution.

Conclusion: This retrospective study on adolescents illustrates similar long-term

%WL after LRYGB compared to published series on the adult population. How-

ever, cautious follow-up of vitamin and mineral status remains imperative since

the significant prevalence of deficiencies.

P.302 THEDEPENDENCEOFTHEBODYWEIGHTDYNAMICS
OF VARIOUS FACTORS AFTER GASTRIC BANDING
AND GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: V. Egiev, E. Zorin

Co-authors: J. Majorova, A. Meleshko

RUDN, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: In 2005 to 2013was performed 457 gastric banding and 198 gastric

bypass.

Objectives:BMI before gastric banding was 43±0,4 kg/m 2, before gastric bypass

- 47,1±0,8 kg/m 2 (p <0.001).

Methods: In the long-term period after surgery determined the dependence of

decreasing excess body weight (% EWL) of age, gender, preoperative BMI and

postoperative periods.

Results: In terms of 1–1.5 years men lose weight better after gastric bypass than

after gastric banding % EWL 72,3 % and 56,6 % respectively; 2–4 years -56.2 %

and 46.4 (p>0.05) after 5 years and over 59.3 % and 34.1 %. In women, the

difference was not obtained. In general, women lose weight better. In women, we

found no indicators affecting the% EWL in the coming years after surgery. After

5 years, the best results in 30–39 years with BMI over 40 kg/m 2 was after gastric

bypass, the worst - in 50 years and over with a BMI of 40 kg/m 2 after gastric

banding. For males, in the early years, best results are obtained in 40–49 years

after gastric bypass. In the 50 years and older - better gastric banding. Best result

in men - 40–49 at BMI over 40 kg/m 2 after gastric bypass. The worst result

among men - over 40 years with BMI over 40 kg/m 2 after gastric banding.

Conclusion: dynamics of body weight after surgery directly depends on the sex,

age and type of operation.

P.303 DYNAMICS OF COMORBIDITIES AFTER GASTRIC
BANDING AND GASTRIC BYPASS AT DIFFERENT
TIMES AFTER SURGERY

PRESENTER: V. Egiev, E. Zorin

Co-authors: J. Majorova, A. Meleshko

RUDN, Moscow, Russia

Introduction:On the Medical Center of treatment and rehabilitation in 2005–2013

655 patients with morbid obesity were operated on, including 457 (69,7%) gastric

banding and 198 (30,3 %) gastric bypass.

Objectives: 61.2% of patients who subsequently banding and 79.3% undergoing

gastric bypass, before surgery had comorbidities.
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Methods: In the period 6 month-8 years 243 (53,2 %) patients after gastric

banding and 112 (56,6 %) after gastric bypass were examined.

Results: The frequency of arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus, osteoarthritis,

sleep apneawas 36,1% and 45,9%, 34,1% and 42,4%, 12%and 24,2%, 6,3%

and 11,6% before gastric banding and gastric bypass. In 1–1,5 years after gastric

banding and gastric bypass the frequency of co-morbidities was 23,1 % and

52,2 %, in 2–4 years 36,9 % and 71,4 %, and in 5 years and more 69,6 % and

54,3%. After gastric banding in 1–1,5 years the frequency of arterial hypertension

was 12,8 %, diabetes mellitus – 10,5 %, osteoarthritis – 12,8 %, sleep apnea –

0 %. After gastric bypass in 1–1,5 years - arterial hypertension was 26,1 %,

diabetes mellitus – 17,4 %, osteoarthritis – 17,4 %, apnea – 0 %. In 2–4 years -

arterial hypertension was 21,1 % and 38,1 %, diabetes mellitus – 7,8 % and

33,3 %, osteoarthritis – 22,3 % and 19 %, sleep apnea – 1,3 % and 9,5 % after

gastric banding and gastric bypass respectively. In 5 years the frequency of

arterial hypertension was 36,6 % and 28,6 %, diabetes mellitus – 10,9 % and

4,8 %, osteoarthritis – 27,5 % and 57,1 %, sleep apnea – 3,7 % and 0 % after

gastric banding and gastric bypass respectively.

Conclusion: In the period of more than 5 years gastric bypass seems preferable.

P.304 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR
MORBID OBESITY IN ADOLESCENTS–LONG TERM
FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER: N. Geron1

Co-authors: D. Hazzan2, S. Selbak1, A. Nicola1, M. Qarawany1, H. Mizrahi1

1The Baruch Padeh Medical Center, Poriya, Israel
2Carmel Medical Center, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: Failures of conventional methods in the treatment of obesity as well

as promising results of bariatric surgery in adults have made surgery a common

treatment for morbid obesity of adolescents.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to analyse the early outcomes of Laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) for morbid obese adolescents.

Methods: A retrospective review of all adolescents who underwent LSG from

2006 to 2010. Data including age, sex, body mass index (BMI), complications,

length of hospital stay, operative morbidity and percentage of excess weight loss

(% EWL).

Results: During the study period 22 adolescent patients have undergone laparo-

scopic metabolic surgery. Of them, 17 had primary LSG (M/F ratio 6/11) with

median age of 16 years (average 15.9, range 13–17). Preoperative median BMI

was 44.2 kg/m2 (average 43.8, range 36.160.2). One patient (5.5 %) had under-

gone explorative laparoscopy due to bleeding. Median length of hospital stay was

5 days (average 4.6, range 3–6). Follow up data are available for 12/17 (70.5 %)

of the patients. Median follow up period was 62.2 months (average 63.8, range

48.0–88.9). Current median BMI is 26.3 kg/m2 (average 26.0, range 19.5–33.2)

and the median percentage of EWL is 69.8 % (average 71.6, range 46.4–109.7).

Median height gain was 6.0 cm (average 5.2, range 0.0–11.0). One patient

(8.3 %) had an episode of seizure related to B12 deficiency 9 months after

surgery which resolved with oral vitamin treatment.

Conclusion: LSG is a safe metabolic procedure for adolescents. It produces

satisfactory long term results in terms of weight loss without the impairment of

height gaining.

P.305 NUTRITIONAL STATUS AFTER BILIOPANCREATIC
DIVERSIONANDBILIOPANCREATICDIVERSIONWITH
DUODENAL SWITCH AS WORSE AS EXPECTED

PRESENTER: J. Homan

Co-authors: W. Schijns, B. Betzel, E. Aarts, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: Biliopancreatic Diversion (BPD) and BPD with duodenal switch

(BPD-DS), have excellent results on weight loss. However, these malabsorptive

techniques are associated with malnutrition and vitamin deficiencies.

Objectives:The aim of this studywas to evaluate the nutritional status on the long-

term.

Methods: All patients who underwent a BPD or BPD-DS, were retrospectively

selected using a prospectively collected database. Minimal follow-up had to be

12 months. The selected patients were invited for a follow-up visit to our outpa-

tient department where a complete nutritional screening was performed.

Results: In total 40 patients showed up at follow-up. Median percentage EWLwas

59.2 % (22.7–91.0) for BPD and 74.5 % (12.0–108.8) for BPD-DS. In all patients

at least one deficiency was diagnosed during follow up despite the use of

supplements. Mean serum levels vitamins and minerals were comparable be-

tween BPD and BPD-DS. Seventeen (43 %) patients were anemic of which five

had an ferritin deficiency. Deficiencies for fat-soluble vitamins were present in 11

(28 %) patients for vitamin A, 24 (60 %) for vitamin D, 4 (10 %) for vitamin E and

24 (60 %) for vitamin K. Hypervitaminosis was found in 17 (43 %) patients with a

hypervitaminosis for B1 and 20 (50 %) for B6.

Conclusion: Nutritional deficiencies are a common complication after

malabsorptive procedures. Frequent monitoring of nutritional status is necessary

to prevent and treat nutritional deficiencies adequately. Multivitamin suppletion

should be implemented on a permanent base after BPD and BPD-DS. However,

there is no multivitamin supplement that meets the adequate requirements yet.

P.307 SURGICAL OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC SURGERY
ACCORDING TO THE SURGICAL TYPE

PRESENTER: H. Lee

Co-authors: J. Lee, Y. Huh, Y. Cho, B. Hahm

Seoul National University Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction:
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to analyze the results of single center

experiences on bariatric surgery.

Methods: Twenty one patients who underwent bariatric surgery were included.

Obesity only patients received sleeve gastrectomy (SG), but patients with diabe-

tes received Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB). In case of the presence of

pathology in the stomach or duodenum, resectional bypass was performed.

Results: Mean age was 42.6 (19–67) years old and mean preoperative

BMI was 42.5 (29.4–73.8) kg/m2. Twenty patients (95 %) had comorbid-

ities including nine diabetes (45 %). There were 12 SG (57 %), six

RYGB (29 %), two resectional bypass (10 %), and 1 biliopancreatic

diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) (4 %). Mean operation time

was 173.9 (range 69–345) min. Mean hospital days was 8.3 (4–12) days

and there were five complications including three wound problems

(14 %), 1 ileus (5 %), as well as 1 stenosis (5 %) which was resolved

by endoscopic ballooning. The percent of final excess weight loss was

40 % and success rate (loss of 50 % excess body weight or more) was

71 % (n=15). According to surgical type, the percentages of final excess

weight loss were 27 % and 56 % in SG and RYGB, respectively. Among

nine patients who had diabetes, mean final HbA1c was 5.8 % and all

patients showed responses including two cases of remission and seven

cases of partial responses after 1 month from operation.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery is effective for achieving weight loss and resolution

of diabetes. RYGB seems more effective than SG in terms of weight loss,

although fatal complication can occur.

P.308 LONG TERM ANALYSIS OF THE METABOLIC
EFFECTS OF ROUX-EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS ON
DIABETES CONTROL

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, B.F. Maranhão, Y.A. de Oliveira, L.V. Rodri-

gues, J.R. e Silva, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: The Roux Y gastric by-pass surgery technique is been considered a

metabolic surgery. Besides weight loss, it contributes, through anatomy and

hormonal changes, to glycemic control and favorably affects cardiovascular risk

factors.
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Objectives: The objective of this study is to compare levels of glycated hemoglo-

bin (Hb1AC), in obese diabetic patients, before Roux-en Y gastric bypass

(RYGB) and 3 years after the procedure.

Methods: This is a retrospective longitudinal study that analyzed the medical

records and Hb1AC levels of diabetic patients who underwent RGYB in Clı́nica

Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a private clinic in Brasilia (Brazil), from January 2001 to

February 2013. The determination of Hb1AC levels was made by local reference

laboratories.Were excluded from the analysis patients who had less than 3 years

postoperative follow-up.

Results: The sample was comprised of 180 patients, of which 54 were excluded

from the analysis (postoperative follow-up <3 years). Of the remaining 126

patients, 61 had normal Hb1Ac levels pre-operatively (Hb1Ac<5.7 %), 44 had

impaired glucose tolerance (5,7 %Hb1Ac6.4%) and 20 were diabetics (Hb1Ac>

6.4 %). Three years after RYGB, 82% of patients of group 2 and 70% of group 3

achieved normal Hb1Ac levels. The percentage of variation of Hb1Ac levels was

0.41 % for group 1, 8.33 % for group 2 and 28.12 % for group 3.

Conclusion:RYGB is capable of normalizingHb1Ac levels, in themedium term, in

obese patients with impaired glucose tolerance or diabetes, what may reflect a

better glycemic control.

P.309 EIGHT8 YEARS OF GASTRIC BYPASS: EVALUATION
OF WEIGHT REGAIN

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, B.F. Maranhão, Y.A. de Oliveira, L.V. Rodri-

gues, J.R. e Silva, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Reviews have concluded that between 10–20 % of patients fail to

achieve significant weight loss or experience premature and/or sizable weight

regain after Roux-en Y gastric bypass (RYGB). Depending on the amount of

weight regained, the patient may experience the return of comorbidities.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to analyze the prevalence and

magnitude of weight regain in patients who have undergone RYGB in a

private service.

Methods: This is a retrospective longitudinal study that analyzed the medical

records from patients who underwent RGYB in Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a

private clinic in Brasilia (Brazil), from January 2005 to May 2013. All surgeries

were performed by the same surgeon. The research was approved by the Ethics

Committee. Were excluded from the analysis patients who had less than 1 year

postoperative follow-up.

Results: The sample was comprised of 879 patients, of which 410 were excluded

from the analysis (postoperative follow-up <1 year). Of the remaining 469 pa-

tients, 36,7 % did not regain weight, 34 % regained up to 10 % of the minimum

weight achieved (mW), 8 % of them between 10 to 20 %, and only 2,6 % more

than 30 % of the mW.

Conclusion:Most people succeed at the goal of losing weight post RYGB. Even

though, the identification of factors associated with weight loss maintenance is

crucial to develop more effective strategies to sustain weight reduction following

RYGB.

P.310 THE ASSESSMENT OFCHANGE IN NUTRITION AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC SLEEVE RESECTION AND
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC ROUX-EN-Y BYPASS IN
PATIENTS OPERATED IN THE 2ND DEPARTMENT OF
SURGERY UJ CM

PRESENTER: M. Matlok

Co-authors: P. Major, M. Pedziwiatr, P. Budzynski, A. Budzynski, M. Natkaniec

2nd Department of Surgery, Medical College, Jagiellonian University, Krakow,

Poland

Introduction: In Poland statistics show that even 10 % of population have BMI

over 40 kg/m2. Bariatric surgery is the only proven method for weight loss in

patients with morbid obesity. Patients undergoing bariatric surgery lose about

70 % of excess weight. It is related with decreased food intake and decreased

absorbing surface of the small intestine. Due to this changes there is a risk of

development of malnutrition.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to assess change of nutrition in patients

operated for morbid obesity in the 2nd Department of Surgery UJ CM by com-

paring the level of haemoglobin, albumin, total protein, cholesterol and lympho-

cytes in laboratory studies.

Methods:Our prospective study involved a group of 36 patients operated

for morbid obesity in the 2nd Department of Surgery UJ CM. The group

consisted of 17 women and 19 men. The mean BMI 47.5 kg/m2. Prior

to surgery, all patients underwent the levels of haemoglobin, albumin,

total proteins, total cholesterol and lymphocytes. Nine patients

underwent LSG, and 27 patients underwent LRYGB. During the follow-

up performed 12 months after surgery, re-evaluation of the parameters

was performed.

Results:Mean bodyweight 1 year after surgerywas 99.06 kg (meanBMI - 33.34).

Mean loss of BMI was 29.7 %. Blood parameters such as levels of total proteins,

albumin, lymphocytes revealed statistically significant increase. The change of

the haemoglobin and total cholesterol levels didn’t reveal statistically significant

change.

Conclusion: On the basis of the study, we believe that 1 year after bariatric

procedure, despite significant weight loss, the nutrition didn’t deteriorate.

P.311 THE OUTCOME OF THE EFFECTIVENESS AND
SAFETY OF BARIATRIC AND METABOLIC SURGERY
IN JAPAN STUDIED WITH OF THE JAPANESE
REGISTRY BY JSSO

PRESENTER: S. Okazumi1, 2

Co-authors: T. Oshiro1, R. Kato1

1Department of Surgery Toho University Sakura Medical Center, Sakura, Japan
2Data Base Committee of JSSO, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: In Japan, Japanese Society for the Surgery of Obesity and Meta-

bolic Disorders (JSSO) was established in 2008 and the registry system of the

surgical cases had also begun for the development of the bariatric surgery

outcome in Japan.

Objectives: The indication, effectiveness and safety of the bariatric surgery in

Japan were clarified using data base compiled by JSSO.

Methods: Five hundred seventy-five cases of the bariatric surgery including 37 of

Banding method, 178 of Bypass and 360 of Sleeve gastrectomy in

2008.1–2014 which was the period from the start of the JSSO. Preoper-

ative BMI, complication, intraoperative incidents, reoperation and postop-

erative complication were examined and the effect on body weight and

metabolic complications were examined after follow up of 254 days

(mean).

Results: In the mean value of 575 cases, BMI was 42.4 and the rates of

preoperative complication were DM 60.0 % Hyperlipidemia 65.9, Hyper-

tension 57.0 and SAS 76.9 %. Intraoperative incident rate was 3.7 %

(injury, bleeding, staple trouble). Postoperative complication rate was

12.3 % (bleeding, stenosis, leakage, abscess, etc.). The outcomes were

25.2 of body weight decreasing and the improvements of 94.8, of DM,

45.4 of Hypertension and 49.9 of Hyperlipidemia. The median of postop-

erative hospital stay were 3 days.

Conclusion: The operations were safely performed with the operative mortality 0

and morbidity 12.3 and the good outcome on the body weight and DM were

obtained in most of the cases.

P.312 ETHNIC BACKGROUND AS A RISK FACTOR FOR THE
SURGICAL OUTCOME OF LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC
BANDING

PRESENTER: Z.H. Perry

Co-authors: E. Avinoah, L. Lantsberg, S. Atias, U. Netz, S. Bar, S. Mizrahi

Soroka University Medical Center, Beer-Sheva, Israel
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Introduction: We conducted a retrospective study to evaluate if there is a signif-

icant difference in the surgery complication rate between the minorities (i.e.,

former USSR residents, Beduins) and the general population does exist.

Objectives: An historical cohort study, which included a research group that

composed of patients who have undergone LAGB between the years 2000–

2010 at the, Surgery Dept. A, which were from the former USSR, or from a

Beduin background. Patients were followed up for at least 2 years.

Methods: Patients were requested to fill up a questionnaire which included three

forms—demographics details, LAGB complications evaluation and quality of life

evaluation (BAROS—Bariatric Analysis and Reporting Outcome System). For

patients that underwent re-operation, details were later gathered froma computer

data base in Soroka Medical Center. Their results were compared to patients

from the general population.

Results: We found some difference, although not significant (P=0.09), in the

frequent cause of re-operations between the groups.

The frequent cause for a re-operation among the former USSR group was

repositioning due to slippage whereas the frequent cause for a re-operation

among the general population was replacement due to malfunction.

Subjectively Former USSR residents were happier with the operation and felt

more contributed by it.

Conclusion: We have seen that the LAGB surgery complication rate is lower

among the former USSR population in comparison to the general population.

Further research is required in order to characterize these patients group, and

find, among their characteristics, those who lower the appearance of

complications.

P.313 THE IMPACT OF OBESITY SURGERY ON
MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE

PRESENTER: S. Purkayastha

Co-authors: U. El-khani, A. Ahmed, S. Hakky, J. Nehme, J. Cousins, H. Chahal

Imperial College, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: The cost-effectiveness and economic benefits of bariatric surgery in

mobilising an obese population is well established, yet only a fraction of eligible

patients undergo surgery. Evaluating the effects of bariatric surgery on musculo-

skeletal disease will increase our knowledge of obesity-related comorbidity mod-

ification and may prompt revision of current referral guidelines.

Objectives: A systematic review of the clinical effects of bariatric surgery on

musculoskeletal disease.

Methods:A PRISMA-compliant systematic review was performed. Medline, Ovid

andEmbase databaseswere searched for studies of bariatric surgery on physical

capacity, musculoskeletal pain and arthritis. There were no restrictions on study

age or type. 1,019 papers were identified and screened, of which 43 were eligible

for data synthesis.

Results: There were 3 Level I Evidence papers, 2 Level II-1, 32 Level II-2 and 6

Level II-3. Therewere 79 results across 24 studies pertaining to physical capacity,

of which 53 (67 %) demonstrated statistically significant post-operative improve-

ment. Therewere 75 results across 33 studies pertaining tomusculoskeletal pain,

of which 42 (56%) demonstrated a statistically significant post-operative improve-

ment. There were 13 results across six studies pertaining to arthritis, of which 5

(38 %) demonstrated a statistically significant post-operative improvement.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery significantly improved musculoskeletal pain, phys-

ical function and arthritis in 39 of the 43 studies in our review. These changes

were evident in a follow up period of up to 10 years post-operatively. Emphasis on

musculoskeletal burden may represent an area for obesity surgery referral-

criteria reform.

P.314 6,436 CONSECUTIVE MINI-GASTRIC BYPASSES:
16 YEARS LATER

PRESENTER: R. Rutledge

Center for Laparoscopic Obesity, Henderson, NV, USA

Introduction: In spite of initial skepticism; there is growing evidence that MGB is a

safe and effective procedure with many of the features of an ideal bariatric surgery.

Objectives: The study was designed to follow patients after MGB.

Methods: Patients were followed after MGB.

Results: The data on 6,436 patients who underwent MGB from September 1997

to January 2013 were reviewed. Mean preoperative weight (+/ Standard Devia-

tion) was 151 +/31 kg, BMI 46+/ 7. & 79%were female. Meanoperative timewas

43+11 min and median length of stay was 1 day. Three deaths occurred within

30 days of surgery, (0.05 %). None in the last 10 years.

Early complications occurred in 4.9 %. 44 (0.7 %) patients had anastomotic

leaks. Three (0.05 %) patients presented with dypepsia/bile reflux not

responsive to medical therapy and were successfully treated by Braun

side-to-side jejuno-jejunostomy. Gastritis/dyspepsia/marginal ulcer was

the most serious long term complication; routinely treated medically.

Excessiveweight loss occurred in 1%of patients; treated by take downof the bypass.

Mean % excess weight loss (EWL) of 78 %. 10 year weight regain 4.9 %.

>50 % EWL was achieved for 95 % of patients at 18 months and for 92 % at

60 months.

6 % of patient had inadequate weight loss or significant weight regain were

treated by revision, (addition of ~2 m to the bypass).

Conclusion: This study confirms reports presented first over 10 years ago, the

MGB is an effective, relatively low-risk, and low-failure bariatric procedure. In

addition, it can be easily revised, converted, or reversed.

P.315 LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS ON DIABETES
MELLITUS, HYPERTENSION AND DYSLIPIDEMIA IN
MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: W. Schijns1

Co-authors: K. Dogan1, J. Homan1, B. Betzel1, E. Aarts1, N. Ploeger1, H. de

Boer1, T. Aufenacker1, K. van Laarhoven1, I. Janssen2, F. Berends2

1Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands
2Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction:Roux-en-YGastric Bypass (RYGB) reduces co-morbidities, such as

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM), dyslipidemia (DL) and Hypertension (HT), on

the short-term. Only little is known about long-term outcomes.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to objectify the effect of the RYGB

on T2DM, DL and HTon the long-term.

Methods: Morbid obese patients with T2DM who underwent a primary laparo-

scopic RYGB, were retrospectively selected using a prospectively collected

database. Primary outcome was complete remission of T2DM. Secondary end-

points were remission of DL and HT.

Results:Fifty-two patientswere included.Mean post-operative follow-upwas 82±

28 months. Mean T2DM duration at time of surgery was 6.1±5.4 years. Mean

Excess Weight Loss was 60±24 %. Mean HbA1c level decreased significantly

(p<0.0001). 52 % achieved complete remission (p<0.0001) of their T2DM and

19 % had a relapse over time. Pre-operative HbA1ac level (odds ratio 0.911, p=
0.020) and duration of T2DM (odds ratio 0.637, p=0.010) appear to be indepen-

dent risk factor for no remission of T2DM. The number of patients with HT

significantly reduced from 38 (73 %) patients to 28 (54 %) patients (p=0.042)
and overall lipid profile improved.

Conclusion:RYGB results in excellent sustained weight loss with complete remis-

sion of T2DM in over 50 % on the long term. Individual predictors for remission of

T2DM were lower preoperative HbA1c level and shorter duration of T2DM in

medical history. Furthermore, hypertension and dyslipidemia markedly improved.

P.318 LONG-TERM OUTCOME OF PRIMARY
VERTICAL-BANDED GASTROPLASTY

PRESENTER: M.v. Wezenbeek

Co-authors: F. Smulders, J.D. Zoete, M. Luyer, G.v. Montfort, S. Nienhuijs

Catharina Hospital Eindhoven, Eindhoven, Netherlands

Introduction: The Vertical-Banded Gastroplasty (VBG) used to be a common

restrictive bariatric procedure, now merely abandoned due to a high failure-rate
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and high incidence of long-term complications. However, recently published

favourable long-term results and the upcoming banded gastric bypass, which

has a similar mechanical outlet restriction and control of the pouch size, have

renewed interest in the VBG.

Objectives: Therefore, long-term outcome of primary VBG at our centre was

reviewed.

Methods: Patients who underwent a primary VBG between 1998 and 2008 were

included. Patients’ characteristics, operative details, evolution on weight and co-

morbidities, complications and outcome of revisions were reviewed.

Results: A total of 392 patients (80 % female) were included with a mean age of

40±9 years and Body Mass Index of 44±5 kg/m2. Mean follow-up was 61±

49 months. A mean excess weight loss (EWL) of 53±27 % and co-morbidity

reduction of 55 % was encountered after primary procedures.

One hundred forty-five out of 193 patients (45 %) with long-term complications

underwent revisional surgery (37 %). Main reasons for revision were weight

regain (35 %) and vomiting/food intolerance (32 %). Analysis before revision

showed an outlet dilatation (18 %), pouch dilatation (17 %) and outlet stenosis

(10%). After revision, an additional EWLof 23%and 26% further reduction in co-

morbidities was seen.

Conclusion: Primary VBG has an acceptable EWL of 53 % and 55 % of co-

morbidities were improved. However, the high complication rate, often necessi-

tating revision, underlines the limits of this procedure.

P.319 DO SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS EFFECT OUTCOME IN
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

PRESENTER: B.D. Yildiz

Ankara Numune Teaching Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Since its introduction sleeve gastrectomy has become the most

commonly performed resection for obesity. Percent excess weight loss is the

major determinant of outcome in obesity surgery.

Objectives: To analyze if the dimensions of the gastric specimen has effect on

percent excess weight loss in sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Fifty-one patients who had sleeve gastrectomy by the same surgeon

between 2011 and 2013 were followed prospectively. Dimensions of surgical pa-

thology specimensweremeasured as long axis, short axis and thickness. A score is

derived by multiplying these dimensions. Patients were called in for follow up and

percent excess weight losses are measured.

Results: Lower percent excess weight losses were noted with lower dimension

scores.

Conclusion: Higher dimension score might mean removal of more ghrelin pro-

ducing tissue thus more effective induction of satiety.

P.320 ONE CENTER EXPERIENCE IN SCOPINARO
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION

PRESENTER: H.M. Abu Shanab

Co-authors: A.A. Alsalman, F.O. Elmokayed, T.O. Swieleim

King Abdul Aziz Hospital, Al Hasa, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: During the last 25 years, biliopancreatic diversion has been an excellent

operation for morbid obesity, to achieve long-term weight reduction.

Currently, Scopinaro’s operation is perceived as the most effective operation for

long-term weight loss.

Nevertheless, this procedure is not without postoperative complications,

and these are perhaps excessive for patients with a BMI <45 kg/m2

biliopancreatic diversion offer the best result in term of weight loss, cure

or improve of the comorbedities specially diabetes mellites, hypertension

and sleep apnea, patients are encouraged to biliopancreatic diversion as

a cure for diabetes mellites.

Objectives: To present 7 years experience at king Abdul Aziz hospital.

Methods:Between (2006 and 2013) we have done 816 patients ofmorbid obesity

and different co morbedities, our patient were worked up for the surgery accord-

ing to our protocol in bariatric surgery, classical biliopancreatic diversion with

distal gasterectomy, alimentary limb 200 cm, common limb 50 cm, the procedure

was done laparascopically, patients were followed up in the clinic every 3 months

monitoring the weight loss and cure or improvement of comorbeditied.

Results: our patients age (12–65) with BMI (35–105) kg/m2, 197 patient were

having DM, 255 pts with HTNmore than 700 pt with dislip, five patient were done

through laparotomy four patients have Bleeding, we have one leak.

Morbidity; 3 pt with peripheral neuropathy Mortality; 2 pts with late steatohepatitis

and liver failure.

Conclusion: BPD is considered the most effective surgical procedure for the

treatment of obesity and T2D.

However the operation should be adopted for each patient according to their

intellectual and nutritional habits as well as their understanding of the

complications.

P.321 CONVERSION OF GASTRIC BYPASS TO
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION – VL.031

PRESENTER: A.A. Al Salman

Co-authors: H.M. Abushanab

King Abdulaziz National Guard Hospital, Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: We present a case of a gentleman who is very well educated, who

has undergone a restrictive operation in the form of vertical banded gastroplasty

through laparotomywhich failed to decrease his weight. In the contrary, his weight

increases after then it was converted into laparoscopic gastric bypass which

decrease his weight for a couple of years (2 years) and then a rebound occurred

and his weight increased more than 200 kg, so a conversion to Scopinaro like

Biliopancreatic diversion was done which gave him an excellent result in term of

weight loss.

Objectives: To assess the efficacy of biliopancreatic diversion as a solution after

failure of restrictive procedures.

Methods: The patient was prepared for surgery according to our bariatric surgery

protocol. The procedure was done laparoscopically by conversion of the gastric

bypass to Scopinaro like procedure with alimentary limb of 200 cm and common

limb 50 cm. Post-operative follow up in obesity clinic withmonitoring of his weight.

Results: 3 months after the surgery the patient was seen and he loss 25 kg with

albumin 38 and hemoglobin 14.2 Patient is satisfied about the significant weight

loss and his good performance status.

Conclusion: Scopinaro biliopancreatic diversion is a safe and effective procedure

for weight loss after failure of the restrictive procedure with a positive impact on

the outcome in term of weight loss and improvement of lifestyle.

P.322 CONVERSION OF GASTRIC BAND TO SCOPINARO
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION

PRESENTER: A.A. Alsalman

Co-authors: H.M. Abo Shanab

King Abdul Aziz Hospital, Al Hasa, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: With the rapid increase in bariatric surgery in the last 20 years,

gastric band was one of the most relevant surgery for the treatment of obesity.

However, the results in term of weight loss was not encouraging and after

encouragement weight regain was the norm. Many patients opted for removal

and for another operation for loss of weight.

Objectives:Malabsortive procedures like biliopancreatic diversion offer more loss

of weight and sustained for a very long time.

This study showed that removal of the band and conversion to biliopancreatic

diversion was feasible and safe and gives patient satisfaction.

Methods: Sixty-five patients with failed gastric band in terms of loss of weight will

be presented. All of them had gone removal of the band and conversion to

Scopinaro’s Biliopancreatic Diversion in one setting. The results of this will be

presented.

Results: Restrictive procedure in the form of gastric band does not lead to loss of

weight which is sustained for long time and another procedure has got to be done

for that.
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Conclusion: Scopinaro’s Biliopancreatic Diversion is a feasible and safe

procedure after failure of gastric band and offer long lasting and excel-

lent weight loss.

P.323 SEX DIFFERENCE IN ABDOMINAL AND PERIPHERAL
FAT DEPOSITION MODULATIONS FOLLOWING A
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL
SWITCH SURGERY: EFFECT ON COMORBIDITIES
RESOLUTION

PRESENTER: A. Auclair

Co-authors: J. Martin, M. Bastien, J. Harvey, S. Marceau, L. Biertho, S. Biron, F.

Hould, S. Lebel, O. Lescelleur, P. Poirier

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec, Quebec, QC,

Canada

Introduction: Bariatric surgery-induced weight loss has profound effect on body

fat distribution and on comorbidities resolution.

Objectives: To compare, between men and women, the effect of biliopancreatic

diversion with duodenal switch (BPD-DS) surgery on changes in abdominal,

peripheral fat deposition and on comorbidities resolution.

Methods:Anthropometricmeasurements and computed tomography scans were

performed before, 6 and 12 months in men (n=10) and women (n=30) who
underwent BPD-DS surgery.

Results: At baseline, type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia and hypertension were signifi-

cantly (p<0.001) more prevalent in men. Men had higher baseline value for weight,

mid-thigh and abdominal adipose tissue; all p<0.05. At 6 months, adjusted for

baseline weight, men had a greater decrement in weight (29.5±4.8 vs. 25.5±

4.6 % for women), body fat (-39.4±6.4 vs. 18.3±7.3 %), visceral adipose tissue

(VAT) (54.0±19.0 vs. 37.6±11.6 %) and mid-thigh intermuscular adipose tissue

(IMAT) (47.1±11.1 vs. 31.0±12.7 %); all p<0.05. Between 6 and 12 month, there

was no additional difference between groups in terms of body composition chang-

es. At 12 months, despite similar weight loss in men and women, BPD-DS surgery

had more favourable modulation of body fat, VATand mid-thigh IMAT; all p<0.05 in

men vs. women. At 6 and 12months, hypertension resolution was significantly (p=
0.01) higher in men.

Conclusion: In men, BPD-DS surgery had a greater impact on abdominal and

peripheral fat changes and hypertension resolution. However, resolution of type 2

diabetes and dyslipidemia were similar in men and women.

P.324 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF BILIOPANCREATIC
DIVERSION

PRESENTER: M.K. Gari

National Guard Hospital, Al khobar, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Only limited data are available for assessing the medium and long

term out come after Biliopancreatic Diversion we report our own long term result

after Biliopancreatic Diversion.

Objectives: to evaluate the efficacy of BPD IN SAUDI PATIENTS.

Methods: The data from 420 patients out of 1,020 bariatric procedures with

5 years follow up were reviewed after Biliopancreatic Diversion from August

2008 till August 2013 the patient were assessed every 3months in the 1st 2 years

than every 6 months thereafter.

Results:

& The pre-operative body mass Index (BMI) was 55.6. The 1st 118 cases

alimentary limb was 250 cm and following 39 cases distal preserving stom-

ach technique.

& All cases were laparoscopic except one case converted to open.

& No intra-operative mortality

& One case died in 11th post-operative day due to trauma

& The 5 years BMI was 29 kg/m2 with mean excess weight loss+76 %+5

& Few cases has unsatisfactory weight loss excess less than 50 %

& Biologic data were obtained for 95 % of case at 5 years the main metabolic

complication were proteinmalnutrition 14.2% and anemia 14%and Vitamin

F deficiency 72.6 %

& The main vitamin and macro nutrient parameter remain stable over the time

& 12 cases 2.85 % were revised due to hypoproteinemia

Conclusion: The results of our study have shown that BPD achieves sustainable

significant weight loss with 5 years follow up.

Attention to adequate nutrition and vitamin supplementation with good patient

selection is the key for success of the procedure.

P.325 DUODENAL SWITCHWITHOMEGA LOOPTECHNIQUE
AN EFFECTIVE WEIGHT LOSS PROCEDURE WITH A
LOW COMPLICATION RATE AND PERFORMED
CORRECTLY—OUR EXPERIENCE WITH 47 PATIENTS
OVER 5 YEARS’ TIME IN ONE INSTITUTION

PRESENTER: A. Goralczyk

Co-authors: K. Mannur, F. Villa, K. Devalia

Homerton University Hospita, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Duodenal switch as part of two-stage procedure for morbidly obese

patients with high BMI patients (>60 BMI) is an established strategy to achieve

significant weight loss. Often the procedure is not adopted because of the steep

learning curve, longer operative time and metabolic consequences. Patients

should understand the drastic changes in lifestyle the operation entails.

Objectives: To demonstrate that omega loop technique makes DS a safe, easy

and relatively quick to perform. DS produces excellent results with regards to

weight loss and remission.

Methods:We present a consecutive series of 46 patients over 5 years that have

undergone a DS with Omega loop technique, 1–2 years following SG reporting

results in terms of operative time, weight loss and complication rate.

Results:Forty-six patients underwent Omega loop DS from 2009 to 2013. Mean

weight at SG was 187,2 kg (BMI 68.1), mean weight at DS was 140,4 kg (BMI

51.7). Mean weight at FU (2–36 months) 108,7 Kg (BMI 37.7), mean EWL%

65.4 (from SG), mean operating times 127 min, Mean Hospital stay was

4.41 days (2–23).

Conclusion:Omega loop techniquemakes the D-I and I-I anastomoses easy and

quick to perform. DS has proven to be successful as a second stage procedure.

P.326 EXTREMES IN BARIATRIC SURGERY:
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH ORWITHOUT
DUODENAL SWITCH

PRESENTER: J. Homan1

Co-authors: B. van Wageningen2, B. Betzel1, E. Aarts1, M. Edwards2, I.

Janssen1, F. Berends1

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Radboud University Medical Centre, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Introduction: The biliopancreatic diversion (BPD) and BPDwith Duodenal Switch

(BPD-DS) have great results on weight loss as primary surgery. These

malabsorptive procedures have also been performed as revisional surgery in

case of insufficient weight loss or weight regain after Adjustable Gastric Banding

(AGB) or Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG).

Objectives: The current study was initiated to evaluate the effect of BPD

and BPD-DS as revisional surgery after primary restrictive bariatric

procedures.

Methods: Patients that underwent BPD or BPD-DS were retrospectively

selected using a prospectively collected database. Follow-up had to be at

least 12 months. Forty-seven Patients were included, of which 22 (47 %)

underwent a BPD and 25 (53 %) BPD-DS. Primary endpoint was per-

centage Excess Weight Loss (%EWL).
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Results: Prior to BPD 16 patients underwent AGB and 6 Vertical Band

Gastroplasty (VBG). All BPD-DS patients underwent a SG as primary surgery.

Important indications for revisional surgery were as part of a two-step procedure

in 11 (23 %) patients, inadequate weight loss in 19 (40 %), weight regain in 11

(23 %) and gastric band erosion in 4 (9 %). After BPD 60 (23–91) %EWL was

achieved versus 75 (12–109) %EWL for BPD-DS. Complete remission on type 2

diabetes was achieved in 71 %. One patient deceased because of an postoper-

ative abdominal sepsis. Five patients (10 %) were reoperated and one re-

admissed.

Conclusion:BPD and BPD-DS are feasible and effective as revisional surgery on

terms of weight loss, reduction on comorbidities and complications. However,

risks and benefits should be weighed prior to revisional surgery by a multidisci-

plinary team in a specialized centre.

P.327 EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE
REPLACEMENT OF VITAMIN D IN HIGH DOSES IN
PATIENTS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, Y.A. de Oliveira, J.R. e Silva, L.V. Rodrigues,

B.F. Maranhão, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) causes a decreased lipid

soluble vitamins (A, D, E, K) absorption which adds to the commonly poor

dietary intake of vitamin D in this population and is even further aggravated by

the fact that Calcium does not pass through the duodenum to be absorbed.

Objectives:Wehad the objective of evaluate the effectiveness of the replacement

of Vitamin D in high doses in patients after Roux-en-Y.

Methods:We performed a clinical trial which included 23 patients with known low

preoperative vitamin D levels. The study was conducted at Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio

Arruda, a private clinic in Brası́lia—Brazil, between 12/2011 and 12/2013. The

patients were infused with a high dose of vitamin D (50.000 iu) in eight consec-

utive weeks totaling 400.000 IU. Blood levels were accessed 13,68±8,61 weeks

after the last dose.

Results: Our population was characterized by a postoperative vitamin D

level of 19,23±2,42 ng/mL. 13,68±8,61 weeks after the last dose our

vitamin D levels were significantly raised to 28,25±15,89 ng/mL. Other

bone metabolism markers stayed almost the same: calcium increased

from 1,21±0,04 to 1,24±0,05 mmol/L and PTH decreased from 50,84±

14,27 to 49,12±18,77 mg/dL.

Conclusion:The supplemental doses of vitamin D in order to overcome nutritional

and anatomical impairments in calcium metabolism showed an upward trend of

its levels in blood.

P.328 UNEXPECTED INCREASE OF TUMOR MARKERS
LEVELS AFTERAMODIFIED JEJUNOILEALBYPASS –
VL.032

PRESENTER: M.P. Loureiro

Co-authors: D. Dimbarre, M. Alhaddad, M. Moreira

Universidade Positivo, Curitiba, PR, Brazil

Introduction: Despite the evolution of bariatric techniques, lots of surgeons keep

doing surpassed procedures. Unfortunately for a bariatric team, sometimes we

have to deal with problems originated in other facilities, coming from different and

creative modifications of such procedures.

Objectives: Describe unusual alterations of tumor markers in a patient submitted

to a jejunoileal bypass, that normalized after surgical revision.

Methods: The authors describe a case of 66 years old female, who had underwent a

modified jejunoileal bypass surgery in 2006 for the treatment of morbid obesity. She

had lost 55 % of the EBW but she presented to us complaining of generalized

abdominal pain and recurrent diarrhea. Her blood work up turned up to be normal

except for a mild hypoalbuminemia of 3.1 g/ml and tumor markers results which

showed raised level of CEA: 13,6 and g/ml and CA: 19–9: 65,7 u/ml.

Abdominal ultrasound,CTandPETCT, upper and lowerGI endoscopywereall normal.

Results: The patient was scheduled for laparoscopic revisional surgery. It was

done the resection of the jejuno-ileal anastomosis which contained a ring in the

bowel as the modification proposed by the original surgeon.

Successful reversal was accomplished with smooth peri-operative course.

Following surgery, the values of these tumormarkers has gradually normalized by

3 months post operatively. The histopathology result of the resected specimen

was negative for malignancy.

Conclusion:Bariatric surgeries, specially the uncommon ones, can led to unusual

situations like a unexplained raise in tumor markers. In such cases revision to the

normal anatomy seems to be the best option.

P.329 THE LAPAROSCOPIC DISTALMINI GASTRIC BYPASS:
A GOOD BARIATRIC SOLUTION FOR MORBIDLY
OBESE SWEET EATERS

PRESENTER: R.J. Sarkis

Co-authors: A. Khazzaka, N. Choucair

Saint Joseph University, Beirut, Lebanon

Introduction: The effectiveness of surgery for morbid obesity in the sweet eater is

unpredictable, the restrictive surgery and the gastric bypass loses their effective-

ness over time. Intestinal length of 3 m is sufficient for nutrient absorption.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the excess weight loss

(EWL) in obese sweet eaters after a laparoscopic distal mini gastric bypass

(LDMGB).

Methods: Sweet eaters obese patients (n=12) with an average BMI of 48 were

operated by a LDMGB: vertical gastric pouch of 200 ml and a gastrointestinal

anastomosis at 3 m from the ileocecal valve The EWL, the diabetes (n=08, mean

HbA1c=8.9), the dyslipidemia and the arterial hypertension were evaluated at

one and 2 years after LDMGB.

Results: The LDMGB was done in 70 min, the total intestinal length averaged 7.2 m,

and the EWL was 72% at 1 year and 85% at 2 years, there was an improvement of

diabetes at 1 year (HbA1Cat 6, 5) and2years (HbA1cat 6.2), dyslipidemiaandarterial

hypertension improved for all patients.

Conclusion: LDMGB was feasible and reproducible technique, the gastric tube

was made wider to avoid malabsorption. the LDMGB was effective on EWL and

comorbid conditions. The LDMGB could be proposed as a bariatric andmetabolic

alternative in the sweet eater obese patients.

P.330 A PROMISING ECONOMIC PLAN FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF GASTRIC LEAK AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC GREATER CURVATURE PLICATION

PRESENTER: H.S. Abou Ashour

Co-authors: M.A. Abd Al Samie

Minoufiya Faculty of Medicine, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt

Introduction: Laparoscopic greater curvature plication (LGCP) is now practiced

on a wider spectrum specially in developing countries. One of the most serious

complication of LGCP is gastric leak. Unlike sleeve gastrectomy, the manage-

ment of leak after LGCP is not discussed in a wide manner. The cost, complica-

tions and closemonitoring during prolonged parenteral nutrition,make the enteral

nutrition more acceptable. Moreover endoscopic stents are not used in such

condition due to the large intragastric fold and its difficult application. As gastric

plication leak still hasn’t a standard plan for its management, we present our initial

experience of a simple economic plan for management of leak after LGCP.

Objectives: Evaluation of the benefits of enteral Jejunostomy feeding together

with omental flap plug for management of such leak.

Methods: Twelve patients with gastric leak were included in this study inMinoufiya

university hospital and other private hospitals. All patients were managed by

laparoscopic re exploration, plication undo, peritoneal lavage, suture repair or

suturing over an omental flap plug, tube feeding jejunostomy and liberal drainage.

Results: patients managed by this technique had zero mortality, average hospital

stay of 21.3 days, ranging 16 to 32 days. The average closure time of the gastric
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fistula was 24 days ranging from 14 to 31 days. with little non specific

complications.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic re exploration, plication undo, suturing of the defects,

feeding jejunostomy and rescheduled bariatric surgery, is a successful life saving

plan with unexpected short hospital stay for management of leak after LGCP.

P.331 ENDOSCOPIC REMOVAL OF AN ERODED
ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (AGB) IN A PREGNANT
PATIENT: REPORT OF TECHNIQUE

PRESENTER: A.K. Agarwal

Co-authors: P.A. Walker, S.K. Shah, E.B. Wilson, B.E. Snyder

University of Texas Medical School at Houston, Houston, TX, USA

Introduction: Endoscopic removal of eroded AGBs is increasingly being reported

in the literature.

Objectives:We present a case and report of technique of successful endoscopic

removal of an eroded AGB in a pregnant patient.

Methods: A review of a case is provided.

Results: A 28-year-old woman with a history of prior AGB placement who was

approximately 26 weeks pregnant presented to an outside hospital secondary to

abdominal pain. Workup was consistent with acute cholecystitis. At laparoscopy,

she was noted to have purulence around her AGB tubing. Cholecystectomy was

performed. EGD confirmed partially eroded AGB. She was transferred to our

facility and underwent successful endoscopic removal of her eroded AGB.

The technique was as follows. A Jagwire was passed around the band and then

passed into an out of scope mechanical lithotripter. The band was cut. The cut

edgeof the bandwas graspedwith a cold snare and gentle traction completed the

erosion into the lumen. An incision was made over the subcutaneous band port;

the port was dissected free. The port and associated tubing was pulled out of the

abdominal cavity until resistance was felt; the tubing was cut. The gastric band

and small amount of associated tubing was then removed from the stomach.

Complete removal of all components of the adjustable gastric band was

confirmed.

The patient has no post-operative complications.

Conclusion:We demonstrate one of the first reports of successful removal of an

eroded AGB in a pregnant patient without noted maternal or fetal complication.

P.332 UNUSUAL COMPLICATIONS OF RETAINED
ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BAND (AGB) TUBING

PRESENTER: A.K. Agarwal

Co-authors: P.A. Walker, S.K. Shah, E.B. Wilson, K.S. Bajwa, S.S. Mehta

University of Texas Medical School at Houston, Houston, TX, USA

Introduction: Complications of AGBs, including slip and erosion, are well

reported.

Objectives: We present two cases highlighting uncommon complications involv-

ing AGB tubing.

Methods: A review of two cases is performed.

Results:
Case 1:

A 58-year-old man had an AGB placed 4 years prior to presentation. He present-

ed to an outside facility secondary to an eroded subcutaneous port; he underwent

local removal. The band and tubing were not removed as per report of no gross

infection. He presented 1 month later with signs of partial bowel obstruction; at

operation, the retained band tubing was found to have created an obstruction at

the sigmoid colon secondary to acute appendicitis that acted as a fixation point for

the AGB tubing. The band and tubing were removed; the patient was discharged

POD#6.

Case 2:

A 35-year-old woman who had undergone prior AGB placement presented for

elective revision; she underwent laparoscopic band removal and conversion to

sleeve gastrectomy. Pathology confirmed removal of an AGB with associated

port/tubing. She represented 2 weeks later with abdominal pain; plain radiograph

revealed retained band tubing. She was taken back to the OR and underwent

removal of retained band tubing; the tubing had eroded at the metal connector.

Incidentally, a 3 cmmesenteric mass was noted and a small bowel resection was

performed. She made an uneventful recovery; pathology revealed gastrointesti-

nal stromal tumor.

Conclusion:We demonstrate two unique complications of AGBs. Although most

complications reported are of the band itself, these two cases highlight the

importance of AGB tubing in causing band related complications.

P.333MANAGEMENTOFGASTRICBAND (LAGB) EROSIONS
INTO THE STOMACH AND COLON-EXPERIENCE
FROM A TERTIARY REFERRAL CENTRE

PRESENTER: S. Ajaz

Co-authors: Y. Koak, S. Agrawal

Homerton University Hospital NHS Trust, UK, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Intra gastric erosion of LAGB is a well-recognised complication, with

an overall incidence of 1.46 %. Formation of a gastrocolic fistula with simulta-

neous erosion of LAGB into the stomach and colon has been reported rarely in

literature.

Objectives: To report our experience of the management of LAGB erosions.

Methods: Five patients were identified from a prospectively collected database

that had surgical treatment for LAGB erosions. The patients were managed

surgically on a case by case basis.

Results: All five patients were female. Mean BMI at the time of presentation

was 29 kg/m2, mean time to gastric band erosion was 36 months (range

3 months to 6 years). Four patients had gastric wall erosions, one patient

had formation of gastrocolic fistula. Two patients had gastroscopy

confirming gastric band erosion preoperatively, one patient had gastrosco-

py and colonoscopy preoperatively confirming erosion of the band into the

stomach and the transverse colon. Band erosion was an incidental finding

in two patients. Five patients had the gastric band explanted surgically, with

repair of stomach wall. One patient had limited transverse colectomy along

with gastric wall repair.

Conclusion: Intragastric erosion of LAGB is a well recognised complication.

Formation of a gastrocolic fistula due to simultaneous erosion of LAGB into the

stomach and colon is extremely rare. Bariatric surgeons need to be well prepared

to deal with such a rare complication, which may require pre-operative colonos-

copy and involvement of the colorectal surgeons.

P.334 FISTULAS IN LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY-A NEW CLASSIFICATION FOR A
BETTER MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: G. Al Hajj

Co-authors: R. Chemaly

MiddleEast Institute of Health-Obesity &Weight Control Center, Bsalim, Lebanon

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy is nowadays the most popular

bariatric intervention. The reason of its growing popularity is due to its technical

simplicity. Among several occurring post-LSG complications, fistula remains the

most feared one, necessitating a challenging management, since there is no

clear definition of it.

Objectives: In this review, we propose an algorithm for an optimal management,

based on a new anatomical classification.

Methods: We report in this retrospective observational study of 509 patients, 19

cases (13 personal/6 referred) of post-LSG fistula. The intervention was either a

primary or a redo surgery. According to radiological features we were able to

identify 3 types of fistula: type I defined as a tiny “leak”, type II as an “abscess”

complicating a larger leakage and a type III more complex “fistula”.

Results: The fistula percentage was 2.55 % (13/509 cases). The diagno-

sis was radiologicaly confirmed in 100 % of cases after water soluble

upper gastro-intestinal series and abdomino-pelvic CT-scan. The initial

treatment was total parenteral nutrition, wide spectrum antibiotics and
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keeping the patient NPO. This was sufficient for type I leak. Type II abscess was

internally or percutaneously drained. In this case early endoprosthesis can be

beneficial. Surgery was reserved for failure and for type III fistula.

Conclusion: After reviewing the fistula occurrence in our series, we were able to

establish a radiological classification. A precise algorithm for optimal fistula man-

agement was proposed.

P.335 INTRA OPERATIVE ENDOSCOPY DECREASES
POSTOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS IN RESECTIONAL
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M.B. AlHadad, A. Nimeri

Co-authors: D. Elamin, N. Dehni

SKMC, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) and laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) are two of the most common resectional bariatric

surgeries. Leaks, bleeding or stenosis after LRYGB & LSG are causes of major

morbidity and mortality.

Objectives:Whether routine use of intraoperative endoscopy (IOE) reduce com-

plications in LRYGBP & LSG.

Methods: Retrospective review of all cases of LRYGB and LSG done between

2009 and 2014.

We perform an IOE to check for leak & stenosis. When a positive air leak test is

detected, the area of the leak is re enforced IOE repeated. If the leak persisted;

gastrostomy feeding tube and a drain were placed. In LSG, if stenosis or a twist

was detected, the over sewing sutures were removed and the IOE repeated.

Results:We reviewed 342 LRYGB and 176 LSG cases. Our clinical leak rate was

3/342 (0.88 %) in LRYGB and 0 % in LSG.

IOE showeda positive air leak test in 6 LRYGB (1.75%). A negative leak test after

re-enforcement in 5/6 (83 %) cases was achieved and all patients had no clinical

leak.

IOE was negative in 336 LRYGB and we had 2 clinical leaks in this group.

In LSG, IOE showed a twist or narrowing in six cases (3.4 %); the over sewing

sutures were removed and endoscopy repeated. Our clinical stenosis, twist and

leak after LSG are 0 %.

Conclusion: IOE did change our operative strategy and could be one reason for

our low complications in LRYGB & LSG. Cost & time of IOE in LRYGBP & LSG

maybe justified by decreasing complications.

P.336 POST-SURGICAL REFUSAL TOEAT: A CASEREPORT

PRESENTER: S.L. Arruda2

Co-authors: M.D. Birck1, M.P. Martins2

1Universidade de Brası́lia, Brası́lia, DF, Brazil
2Clı́nica Dr Sérgio Arruda, Brası́lia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: An increasing number of cases of eating disorders in the postoper-

ative period are being reported. Although the reported patient has normal BMIs

and does not fulfill the full criteria for Anorexia (AN) or Bulimia (BN) for DSM IV,

she presented relevant signs of malnutrition.

Objectives: Discuss the new eating disorder “Post-Surgical Eating Avoidance

Disorder (PSEAD)”, proposed by Segal, Kussunoki and Larino (2004) from the

case report.

Methods: A case report: female patient, 36 years old, BMI pre-op 35, BMI current

24, medical record of anorexia in adolescence, onset of obesity in adulthood, and

underwent surgery 7 months ago (Capella).

Results: Patient has the symptoms of PSEAD, as follows: previous medical

record of obesity followed by bariatric surgery over the last 2 years; higher speed

of weight loss than the average; use of purgative strategies or excessive reduc-

tion of food intake; reaction of extreme anxiety and/or an active negative attitude

when nutritional correction is introduced; body image dissatisfaction or distortion;

follow-up nutritional tests alterations, maintained for more than 2 months after

initial interventions; exclude AN and BN; exclude Simple Phobias; exclude or-

ganic causes as the most probable factor for excessive weight loss.

Conclusion: The patient remains hospitalized in a private hospital and refuses to

eat. There were therapeutic failures in drug therapy. The psychologist has fo-

cused on psycho-educational interventions to deal with patient’s body image

dysfunction, dysfunctional beliefs, and family issues. In the present case, the

success of the treatment will depend essentially on her integration with the

multidisciplinary support team.

P.337 SYMPTOMATIC HIATAL HERNIA AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY—STILL A PROBLEM FOR THE BARIATRIC
SURGEON?

PRESENTER: D. Birk

Co-authors: P. Djalali

Protestant Hospital Zweibrücken, Zweibrucken, Germany

Introduction: Symptomatic Hiatal Hernia after bariatric surgery increases due the

growing numbers of patients having received such treatment.

Objectives: We report our experience in treating this patient group as a

certified referral center in Germany not only for bariatric surgery but also

for hiatal surgery.

Methods: Between 2008 and 2013 we operated 14 patients. Ten had a gastric

bypass (LGP), four had a sleeve resection (SG). Indication were dysphagia with

migration of the gastric pouch in 9 of 10 LGP patients. The SG patients had

symptomatic acid reflux under adequate medication.

The LGP patients all underwent a hiatal reconstruction 8 of 10 with mesh aug-

mentation (Bio-resorbable GORE BioA matrix), three received a simultaneous

pouch reduction. The SG patients were converted to LGP and received also a

hiatal reconstruction one with mesh augmentation.

Results: The median follow-up is 14 month. In 9/14 patients a gastroscopy at

1 year. So far no recurrence.

The major symptom was treated successfully in 12/14 patients. 2 of the LGP

patients report mild dysphagia, during gastroscopy no relevant obstruction was

observed.

Conclusion:Hiatal hernia in bariatric patients is common. Repair of a hiatal defect

during the primary operation is sometimes challenging. The defect itself is due to

excess fat around the hiataus masked. Especially in LGP patients bariatric

surgeons feel that hiatal repair is not necessary in the absence of future acid

reflux. However, also these patients may later present with serious symptoms. A

concept for these patients according to defect size, previous bariatric operation

and symptom is desirable.

P.338 ACCIDENTAL SEROSAL-GASTRO-JEJUNAL
STAPLING DURING THE ANASTOMOSIS FOR ROUX
EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS AND IMMEDIATE REPAIR –
VL.032

PRESENTER: A. Bueno

Co-authors: A.R. Ahmed

St. Mary’s Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Iatrogenic problems during the gastro-jejunal anastomosis in bar-

iatric surgery are not unusual. Intraoperative diagnosis and immediate reparation

should be performed.

Objectives: To show how easily can be performed a wrong gastro-jejunal anastomo-

sis during Roux en Y gastric bypass and how might be fixed.

Methods: The patient is a 61 year old lady with a BMI of 58.7 kg/m2 (weight

152 Kg and height 1.61 m) who had tried diet, exercise and drugs to lose weight.

Her main obesity related comorbidities include diabetes mellitus type II on

Humalog 100 units/day, sleep apnoea on CPAP, high blood pressure on three

tablets, bilateral lymphedema and severe arthritis on her knees.

Results: During the gastro-jejunal anastomosis it was noticed after firing the

30 mm linear stapler for the gastrojejunostomy that the gastric mucosa was not

included in the stapler but only the serosal layer of the stomach wall had been

joined with the jejunum. Immediate repair was performed by dividing the bridging

mucosa with diathermy and then closing with interrupted stitches the resulting

enterotomy. Oesophagus gastro-duodenoscopy (OGD) and leak test was
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performed during the operation to check the anastomosis from inside and rule out

any leaking or narrowing.

Operative time was 128 min. There were no other issues during the

operation. Patient had water-soluble contrast swallow 24 h after showing

normal emptying without evidence of leaking. Discharged third day post-

operatory.

Conclusion:Conclusions: Immediate repair by dividing the bridging mucosa after

just serous-gastro-jejunostomy and then closure with interrupted stitches is a

feasible option for resolution of this iatrogenic problem.

P.339 ACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF LEAK POST SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: W.L. Bukhari

International Medical Center, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Introduction:

1. Incidence and comments

2. Clinical Evaluations

3. Early Leak and Late Leak: Different ways of management

Objectives: Tackle the different way of management of leak post sleeve

Gastrectomy.

Methods: Video presentation of different ways of management

1. Primary repair with stapler

2. Hand sewing repairing of chronic leak

3. Esophagojujenum management for complicated leak with follow of drainage.

Results: International Medical Center Hospital experience

Number of cases (2012–2013)

Our Incidence of Leak 0.7–0.8 %

Our protocol of management of leak post sleeve Gastrectomy.

Conclusion:We are showing some of these complications and how we managed

each individually upon our experience.

P.340 ACUTE SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION DUE TO
MESENTERIC DEFECTS–STEPS FOR EMERGENCY
REPAIR

PRESENTER: S. Chakravartty

Co-authors: S.M. Ryan, A.G. Patel, A. Chang

King’s College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Small bowel obstruction following gastric bypass is seen in 1–9 %

cases. Although prophylactic closures may reduce the incidence of mesenteric

hernias, patients still present acutely with obstructive hernias. Emergency lapa-

roscopic repair is an essential skill which the bariatric surgeon will need to have in

his armamentarium.

Objectives:Weaim to describe a standardised approach for a laparoscopic repair

of mesenteric hernias in emergency setting.

Methods: Two patients, who had previously undergone a gastric bypass, pre-

sented with upper abdominal and back pain with normal inflammatory markers.

Imaging suggested an acutely obstructed internal hernia and they were operated

as an emergency. One patient suffered an obstructed internal hernia through the

jejunal mesenteric defect. The second patient was found to have bowel herniating

through a Peterson’s defect. We present a video of both procedures following a

standardised method.

Results: In both cases, the caecumwas first identified and the small bowel traced

from the distal ileum to the defect. Knowledge of anatomy, intelligent retraction

and careful handling of oedematous bowel were essential. The first patient had a

jejunal mesenteric defect in spite of being closed during the initial operation. The

second patient underwent a successful repair of a previously unrepaired

Peterson’s defect using our standardised approach. Both defects were closed

with non-absorbable sutures. Both patients had an uneventful recovery and were

discharged within 2 days.

Conclusion: A safe and logical approach as described in the video can be adopted

for laparoscopic repair of obstructed internal hernias following gastric bypass.

P.341 CHOLESTASIS SECONDARY TO STEATOSIS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPICGASTRICBYPASSYROUX.CASEREPORT
OBESITY CLINIC FUNDACION VALLE DEL LILI CALI
COLOMBIA

PRESENTER: E. Dorado

Fundacion Valle Del Lili, Cali, Colombia

Introduction: Steatosis affects between 50 to 74 % of morbid obesity and may

alter liver function especially ALT 3 times of normal value. weight reduction

improves steatosis and normalize liver profile.

Objectives: To describe the case of a patient with a cholestasis after laparoscopic

gastric bypass y roux, resolved spontaneously.

Methods:Female patient, 53 yearsmorbidly obesewithBMI 42withoutmetabolic

disease consulting the Fundacion Valle del Lili obesity clinic, which is scheduled

for a gastric bypass and laparoscopic roux in December 2011.

Results: After 7 days the procedure presented mucocutaneous jaundice, acolia

coluria, malaise, at emergency room the physian perfomed lab test: ALT 247 AST

185 BT 4.4 TAC AND ULTRASOUND hepatic steatosis discarded

colecistocoledocolitiasis, is valued by hepatology where diagnosed secondary hepa-

titis NASH, negative virologic peril, initiate management with ursadexocolic acid

300 mg every 8 h to 2 weeks after resolved jaundice and liver function normalized.

Currently the patient has AST 22 ALT 23 with BMI 25 asymptomatic.

Conclusion:Morbid obesity is related with staeatosis, alteration of transaminases

is three times higher than normal, there is disclosed in these patients episodes of

cholestasis that resolved spontaneously was report between 3–15 % without a

cause ursadexolcol ic ac id has been descr ibe for t reatment in

hypertransaminasemina and cholelitiasis related with obesity.

P.342 REVERSAL OF ALIMENTARY TRANSIT TO
DUODENUM FOR TREATMENT OF SEVERE
DIARRHEA AND MALNUTRITION AFTER GASTRIC
BYPASS (RYGBP)

PRESENTER: A.A. Elias1, 2

Co-authors: A.B.. Garrido Jr1, 2, M.R. Oliveira1, 2, R.M. Ito1, 2, H.Y. Shirozaki1, 2

1Instituto Garrido de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Diarrhea, flatulence and malnutrition are unusual complications of

surgical reduction of stomach and exclusion of duodenum, such as Billroth II

partial gastrectomy and RYGBP.

Conservative treatment may offer good results in most cases, but not in all.

Objectives: This paper reports the use of a surgical procedure similar to Henley-

Soupault’s, already used for decades in the treatment of post gastrectomy

syndromes, in severe diarrhea and malnutrition after RYGBP.

Methods: Surgical reversal was performed by sectioning the alimentary limb 20 cm

bellow gastrojejunostomy followed by jejunoduodenal anastomosis. Intestinal continu-

ity was reestablished. Four patients (Pn) previously operated (2 in other centers) for

morbid obesity and/or metabolic syndrome had intense diarrhea and malnutrition

uncontrollable by clinical means. All women, 2 already cholecystectomyzed, 2 type II

diabetics. After RYGBP, P1 controlled and P4 improved diabetes.

Results: There were no surgical complications. Before RYGBP, BMI (kg/m2)

P1:49.8, P2:41.3, P3:37.3, P4:30.1. Months to reversal 27, 12, 18, 27. At reversal,

age (years) 54, 45, 37, 64; BMI 16.8, 20.9, 21.6, 21.2. After reversion (months) 32,

36, 2, 20; BMI 22.6, 26.4, 21.6, 24.0. Diarrhea and flatulence receded immediately

after reversion.Nutritional condition improvedprogressively. P1 takes nomedication;

P2 takes insulin-5units/day plus oral medication. All feel much better and healthy.

Conclusion: In conclusion, surgical reversal of the transit to the duodenum is an

efficient solution for severe diarrhea andmalnutrition occurring in rare cases after

RYGBP and do not abolish the benefits of RYGBP on diabetes.
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P.343 SURGICAL STRATEGY FOR A SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY IN SUPEROBESE PATIENT WITH
BRANCH BLOCK NEWLY DIAGNOSED

PRESENTER: R. Enriquez1

Co-authors: R.R. Kelly2, C. Ayala 2

1Colegio de la Frontera Norte, Tijuana, BC, Mexico
2WLSCLINIC, Tijuana, BC, Mexico

Introduction: Gastric sleeve surgery is one popular bariatric procedure.

However, there are higher risks in superobese patients undiagnosed pre-

existing heart disease or recent onset. It is considered that the branch

blocks are delays or defects in intraventricular conduction. Branch blocks

have common features in the ECG: QRS widening and alteration in

configuration and inversion of Twave. Bundle branch block maymimic or hide

evidence infarct.

Objectives: Report of a case: Male patient 55 years old with a BMI 78 (550 lbs,

6.0 fts). Comobilidades: sleep apnea, hypertension, GERD, with no history of

heart disease.

Methods: in the last preoperative assessment few hours before the sur-

gical procedure, was detected in the EKG bundle branch block right

incomplete, so we proceeded to do an echocardiogram, discarding an

absolute contraindication. Surgery was performed, shortening time to

reduce surgical anesthetic time, achieving procedure in about 35 min

and discharged to intermediate care unit. Forty eight h after a test of

hidro-soluble contrast medium fluoroscopy no showed leaks.

Results: At the second month postoperatively, the patient is free of

symptoms with a 20 % loss of excess weight without evidence of heart

failure.

Conclusion: Patients with extreme obesity, with pre-existing heart disease newly

discovered, should undergo routine echocardiography to rule out associated

coronary artery disease.

It is also important to try to minimize surgical time to decrease anesthetic risks.

Echocardiogram as one resource to prevent potential complications not associ-

ated with the surgical technique is suggested.

P.344 INTERNAL HERNIAS AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: H. Faour

Royale Hayat Hospital, Jabriya, Kuwait

Introduction: Internal hernias after gastric bypass is a serious complica-

tion, if not treated can lead to bowel necrosis and death. Intermittent

abdominal pain with normal radiological findings does not exclude the

diagnosis.

Objectives: Internal Hernia after gastric bypass are increasing in incidence, and

continue to become more frequent and widespread.

A major complication of gastric bypass surgery is internal hernia, which has a

mortality rate of more 50 % if strangulation of small bowel is present and is often

misdiagnosed.

Methods: Data was obtained on 489 consecutive patients from November 2009

to October 2011 and analyzed retrospectively.

Results: 28 internal hernias occurred, an incidence of 5.6 %.

60 % of patients had CTscans or MRI.

The site of internal hernias varied:

26 patients–Petersen’s space;

2 patients–jejunojejunostomy mesentery.

Although most patients were symptomatic;

Three patients at 3rd trimester of pregnancy, six patients presented with

chyloperitoneum.

All cases managed laparoscopically. No death.

Conclusion: Internal hernias post gastric bypass are common, maintain a

high index of suspicion is crucial, Contrast radiography are not relevant

in 26 % of cases, diagnostic laparoscopy when in doubt; MRI in preg-

nancy is feasible. All repairs can be performed laparoscopically.

Treatment is reduction of herniated bowel and closure of defects.

P.345 TREATMENT OF STAPLE-LINE LEAKAGE AFTER
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: V. Fedenko

Co-authors: V. Evdoshenko, L. Mazikina, I. Elagin

National Bariatric Practice, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Staple-line leakage is the most dangerous complication after sleeve

gastrectomy. The surgical strategy for this complication is a matter of discussion

all over the world. The proposed use of esophageal stents is problematic and

difficult and not always successful.

Objectives: To develop a simple and reliable method of treatment of the

leakage.

Methods: A purse-string suture was made in the antral part of the stom-

ach. A flexible endoscope was introduced through the mouth. A biopsy

forceps was pushed through the working channel of the scope puffing

out the gastric wall in the center of the purse-string. The gastric wall was

perforated in this point, and biopsy forceps introduced into the abdominal

cavity. It grabbed the plastic tube (10 Fr), pulling the tube into the

stomach and placing it on the level of the leakage. The purse-string

was tightened. The second gastrostomy tube was introduced into the

jejunum for further enteral feeding. In the end of the procedure the drain

was placed in the abdominal cavity near the leakage.

In the postoperative period the first gastostomywas used to decompress the area of

the leakage, preventing the outcome of the stomach content to the abdminal cavity.

The patient stopped oral intake of the water and food for 2 weeks, receiving liquid

nutrition through the second gastrostomy tube.

Results: Five patients with staple-line leakage were operated using a new meth-

od. The mean time of healing the leakage was 4 weeks. No complications

developed.

Conclusion: The method is simple, cheap, effective and well tolerated by

patients.

P.346 MEGAESOPHAGUS AFTER GASTRIC BAND
PLACEMENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF MORBID
OBESITY

PRESENTER: G.H. Ferreira de Mattos

Co-authors: E.J. Ilias, W. Freitas, P. Kassab, C.A. Malheiros, O. Prado Castro, F.

Thuler

Santa Casa Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Despite being a less effective treatment method, the gastric band is

still employed due to its ease of implementation and low perioperative mortality

rates. Long-term complications have been very frequent though, making the

surgery practically prohibitive.

Objectives:Male patient, 53 years of age, submitted to gastric band surgery 9 years

ago; presenting with dysphagia, reflux, choking and wheezing over the last 1 year.

Digestive endoscopy revealed esophagitis, esophageal dilation, and constriction

3 cmafter esophageal-gastric transition into gastric body, with difficulty advancing

the endoscope.

X-rays revealed megaesophagus (stage IV).

Methods: One study with 167 patients described esophageal motility disturbs in

68 % of the patients, and esophageal dilation in 25.5 %. Six patients developed

stage IV megaesophagus, which resulted in the removal of the band.

The gastric band may lead to esophageal motility disturbs and internal esopha-

geal sphincter relaxation, which may cause this organ to be dilated.

Some patients end up using the esophageal dilation as a food reservoir and

consequently insufficient weight loss.

Results:After thewithdrawal of the band total remission of the symptomspresented.

Conclusion: The gastric band produces poor results in weight loss and high

complication rates. Such results have impaired its indication all over the world,

with failure rates reaching up to 60 %. Several complications may arise, such as

insufficient weight loss; ischemic gastric ulcers in the band region; stomach

dilation proximal to the band; and dysphagia, all of which can evolve to

megaesophagus on the long term.
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P.347 HYPOALBUMINEMIA (HA) FOLLOWING ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS RYGB: RAPID IMPROVEMENT OF
ORAL INTAKEANDSYMPTOMS IMMEDIATELYAFTER
STARTING ENTERAL NUTRITION AND HIGH DOSE
VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTATION

PRESENTER: A. Góralczyk

Co-authors: F. Villa, K. Devalia, K. Mannur

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: HA is a well-known complication of malabsorbitive bariatric proce-

dures. RYGB patients often develop HA because of insufficient protein intake

rather than reduced absorption. Often patients don’t follow a minimum intake of

50–70 g protein/day because their inability to tolerate foods rich in protein. Often

patient with marginal ulcers (MU) tend to develop protein deficiency, triggering a

vicious circle of low protein-prolonged healing times.

Objectives: To illustrate how effective is our management of patients with severe

HA often presenting with peripheral edema and vitamin deficiency.

Methods: We have reviewed our experience in managing eight patients with

severe HA. We have recorded short and long term improvements. Thiamin and

other vitamins are given intravenously. Patients with HA are assessed endoscop-

ically. When a mechanical cause is found we correct it (endoscopically or surgi-

cally). When we find a MUwe treat with PPIs. Whether we find a cause or not, we

always position an NJ and start enteral feeding.

Results:Surprisingly patients who were unable to tolerate oral intake expressed a

remarkable improvement of symptoms only 2 days after intravenous vitamins

were given and NJ feeding was started. Generally patients were kept on NJ feed

for 3–6 weeks. Their albumin levels started going up though slowly.

Conclusion:We believe that a factor contributing to the reduced intake in patients

with HA may be the edema of the small bowel that promptly resolves after

intravenous vitamins and enteral feed administration. Aggressive management

with vitamins and NJ feeding are always recommended for HA.

P.348 A THORACIC STOMACH AND A HIATAL BAND

PRESENTER: S. Hakky

Co-authors: A. Ahmed

Imperial College Healthcare, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Large hiatus hernias in the presence of a gastric band can present

as a symptomatic complication that will ultimately need surgery to repair.

Objectives:Management of a large symptomatic hiatal hernia laparoscopically in

the presence of a gastric band.

Methods: A laparascopy was undertaken following confirmation of the diagnosis

using Bariummeal andCt scan. The hiatuswas dissected, the band removed and

the sac with the stomach reduced.

Results: Patient recovered well and her symptoms resolved.

Conclusion: The hiatus hernia in this case may have developed after placement

of the gastric band ormight have existed prior to the gastric band and wasmissed

on the initial surgery. The prevention of a similar complication should be sought by

ensuring there is no hiatal hernia during the primary gastric band procedure.

However, if a hiatus hernia develops, it can be managed safely laparoscopicaly.

P.349 EFFECT OF N-3 POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS
ON ADIPOKINES AND BIOMARKERS OF
ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION IN OBESE ASTHMATIC
ADOLESCENTS WITH HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA

PRESENTER: F. Huang

Co-authors: B. Del Rı́o Navarro, O. Saucedo Ramı́rez, M. Hall Mondragón, J.

Pérez Ontiveros, S. Torres Alcántara

Hospital Infantil de México Federico Gómez, Mexico City, Mexico

Introduction:Obesity and asthma prevalence have been increasing over the past

decade. Epidemiological evidence demonstrates that obesity results in an in-

creased risk of developing incident asthma. Recently published data suggest that

obese asthmatic patients may represent a distinct phenotype of asthma. The

deficiency in omega-3 fatty acids could promote both obesity and excessive

inflammation, resulting in greater asthma severity.

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of supplemental omega-3 fatty acid daily (2.0 g

eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and 1.0 g docosahexaenoic acid (DHA)) for

12 weeks on adipokines and biomarkers of endothelial dysfunction in obese

asthmatic adolescents with hypertriglyceridemia.

Methods: The study was controlled, 12-week parallel group intervention trial

involving 86 obese asthmatic adolescents with hypertriglyceridemia (the level of

triglyceride is higher than 150 mg/dl) randomized to either omega-3 fatty acid

treatment (n=45) or placebo (n=41). Fasting glucose, insulin, lipid profile, leptin,

adiponectin, selectin E (sE) and asymmetrical dimethylarginine (ADMA) were

measured at baseline and endpoint.

Results: Compared with placebo, the supplement of omega-3 for 12 weeks

reducedweight, triglycerides, sE and ADMA in obese asthmatic adolescents with

hypertriglyceridemia. Also, Omega-3 fatty acid demonstrated tendency to im-

prove insulin resistance and decrease leptin. However, no changes were ob-

served in glucose and adiponectin after treatment.

Conclusion: These results suggest that supplement treatment with omega-3 may

be useful as an adjuvant therapy in obese asthmatic adolescents with hypertri-

glyceridemia (HIM/2011/004).

P.350 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
POST OPERATIVE BOWEL OBSTRUCTION – VL.033

PRESENTER: HV Shivaram

Columbia Asia Hospitals, Bangalore, India

Introduction: The management of ventral hernias associated with morbid obesity

is still controversial. The ventral hernias can be repaired pror to, during or after

bariatric surgery.

Objectives: This video shows the small bowel getting obstructed after suture

repair of ventral hernia done during sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: This morbidly obese patient underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrecto-

my along with laproscopic cholecystectomy for gall stones and suture repair of

ventral hernia since the sac was empty. On second post operative day he

developed small bowel obstruction due to bowel herniation between the repaired

sutures into the hernia sac. this was confirmed by aCTscan and then taken up for

laparoscopy. The herniated bowel was reduced and the ventral hernia was

repaired with a dual mesh.

Results: After the mesh repair the patient made uneventful recovery. He is

regularly followed up and has lost weight and hernia has not recurred.

Conclusion: The ventral hernia is present during a bariatric surgery and if the sac

is empty it may be better to do mesh repair than just suture repair or leave the

hernia undisturbed.

P.351 TREATMENT STRATEGY OF BAND MIGRATION

PRESENTER: O. Ioffe1

Co-authors: T. Tarasiuk1, O. Stetsenko1, I. Tsiura1, M. Kryvopustov1, I. Molnar2

1Bogomolets National Medical University, Kyiv, Ukraine
2Kyiv City Clinical Hospital #3, Kyiv, Ukraine

Introduction: The incidence of band migration after adjustable gastric banding

varies from 0.6 % to 12%, depending of band’s model and patient compliance of

dietary recommendations.

Objectives: Improve outcomes in patients with band migration.

Methods: Between January 2007 and March 2014 14 patients with band migra-

tion were treated. This complication developed in five of them during first 2 years,

in 9–3-5 years after operation. In three cases it were LAP-BANDVG (Allergan), in

11–Swedish Adjustable Gastric Band (Ethicon).

Results:All cases of bandmigration were diagnosed by gastroscopy. Six patients

had partial migration of 1/3 diameter of the band, 5– diameter, 4–partial migration

of band’s top edge. In eight cases the band’s buckle migrated. In all cases, there

was an attempt of endoscopic removal of bandage. In ten patients the bandage

was removed endoscopically by the Gastric Band Cutter (AMI). In four cases
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bandage was fixed and we retried the attempt 3 weeks later, which also

failed. After that three bandages were removed laparoscopicaly, with excision

of the capsule and suturing the stomach wall defect. In one patient first we

did laparoscopy, but then it was necessary to perform the conversion.

Conclusion: Differentiated approach to treatment of band migration can improve

outcomes and reduce the time of rehabilitation.

P.352 ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGBP) REVERSAL
TO NORMAL ANATOMY – VL.034

PRESENTER: R.M. Ito1, 2

Co-authors: A.B.. Garrido Jr.1, 2, A.A. Elias1, 2, M.R. Oliveira1, 2, H.Y. Shirozaki1, 2

1Instituto Garrido (private practice), São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Long term nutritional deficiencies after RYGBP are usually controlled

bymultidisciplinary care. In rare cases however, severe aggravating conditionsmay

threaten life and require return to integrity of the gastrointestinal tract.

Objectives: This paper reports our experience with four of these patients.

Methods:Three were female and 1 male, aged 32.2 (±6.0) years old, submitted

to open silicone ring RYGBP. Mean BMI at RYGBP: 44.3 (±4.9) kg/m2. Interval

to reversal: 45.5 (±14.7) months. At conversal: mean BMI 19.6 (±2.3) kg/m2;

mean excess weight loss 129.5 (±21.9)%. Causes of reversal: advanced cancer

(1 thyroid, 1 breast) in chemo and radiotherapy programs; uncontrolled diarrhea

and immunodeficiency; severe anorexia nervosa. Surgical procedure:

gastrojejunostomy and jejunojejunostomy were dismantled; gastric capacity

was fully reestablished by re-anastomosis of the pouch to the excluded stom-

ach, and the alimentary limb was anastomosed to the biliopancreatic end (short

video).

Results: One patient had postoperative intraluminal bleeding and needed blood

transfusion. Followed for 48.2 (±44) months all patients are alive, but two devel-

oped gastric stasis and gastro esophageal reflux, with severe symptoms in one.

This underwent Finney pyloroplasty, with partial relief. At present, mean BMI is

30.3 (±12.4) kg/m2.

Conclusion: Reversal to normal anatomy may preserve life if severe

aggravating conditions result in nutritional and immunoresistance impair-

ment after RYGBP.

P.353 CAN H. PYLORI INFECTION PREDICT
POSTOPERATVE ABDOMINAL PAIN AFTER
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS?

PRESENTER: A. Jangjoo

Surgical Oncology Research Center, Imam Reza Hospital, Faculty of Medicine,

Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran

Introduction: One of the problems of patients after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass is

abdominal pain. The etiology of pain usually is unknown. Some of the patients

respond to proton pump inhibitors or H2 blockers.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the concordance of H. Pylori infection

and postoperative abdominal pain.

Methods: This is a retrospective study of 120 patients with morbid obesity who

underwent Roux-en-Y gastric bypass in our hospital from September 2010 to

September 2013. To evaluate the concordance of abdominal pain and history of

H. Pylori infection, we reviewed the patients’ medical records. We routinely

checked the H. Pylori infection in gastric mucosa on routine endoscopy before

surgery using rapid urease test. All patients with positive H. Pylori infection took

medication for its eradication before surgery. On postoperative follow-up, the

symptoms and signs of patients were recorded.

Results: A total of 94 patients had a history of H. Pylori infection. All of them

received clarythromycin, amoxicillin and omprazole for 2 weeks. Twenty three

patients had abdominal pain in postoperative follow-up. They usually suffered

from left upper quadrant or left flank dull pain. It was not related to eating. Positive

H. pylori was detected in 21 out of 23 patients. Proton pump inhibitors alleviated

the pain in 13 patients and decreased the pain in eight of them. Two patients did

not respond.

Conclusion: It seems that H. Pylori infection play a role in the postoperative

abdominal pain. We recommend further prospective investigations to confirm this

relationship.

P.354 LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION OF VERTICAL
BANDED GASTROPLASTY TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS FOR CONTINUED MORBID OBESITY AND
DYSPHAGIA – VL.035

PRESENTER: M. Jawad

Co-authors: R. Moon, L. Elms, A. Teixeira

Orlando Regional Medical Center, Orlando, FL, USA

Introduction: Forty-three year old femalewith BMI of 52 complaining of dysphagia

and reflux. Patient is status post vertical banded gastroplasty 23 years ago. She

was scheduled for conversion to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for failure of weight

loss and dysphagia.

Objectives: Demonstrating the techniques of converting vertical banded

gastroplasty to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

Methods: Extensive lysis of adhesions was performed as the liver was densely

adhered to the gastric pouch. An Edlich tube was inserted. The stomach was

transected above the band and the transection was carried along the Edlich tube

until complete transection yielded a pouch and stomach remnant. The staple line

was oversewn with a 2-0 Polysorb suture. A 100 cm afferent limb was used to

create a stapled Roux-en-Y anastomosis. The efferent loop of jejunum was

brought to the pouch in an antecolic, antegastric orientation and a 2-layered

anastomosis with 2-0 Polysorb suture was performed.

Results: Patient was admitted to the bariatric floor postoperatively and

progressed well. An upper GI bypass protocol with water-soluble contrast was

performed on POD3 with no leak identified and good passage of contrast into the

intestines. The patient was then started on a clear liquid diet and observed for

24 h prior to discharge home on POD 4 on a phase 1 bariatric diet.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass is an option for the treat-

ment of a failed vertical banded gastroplasty.

P.355 RESECTIONOFGASTRO-GASTRIC FISTULAAND THE
BLIND LIMB AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS –
VL.036

PRESENTER: M. Jawad

Co-authors: R. Moon, A. Teixeira

Orlando Regional Medical Center, Orlando, FL, USA

Introduction: Fifty-two year old female with history of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass in

2010 complaining of weight regain and feeling hungry all the time. Her current BMI is

35.Her upperGI study showedasmall gastrogastric fistula andher upper endoscopy

showed mild esophagitis. She was scheduled for revision of RYGB with resection of

the gastrogastric fistula.

Objectives:Demonstrating the techniques of laparoscopic resection of the gastro-

gastric fistula and blind limb.

Methods: Adhesions were noted between the left lobe of the liver and the

omentum. The blind limb was enlarged and dilated. After passing the Edlich tube,

the blind limb was transected close to the gastrojejunostomy. Gastrogastric fistula

was noted at the proximal part of the pouch. The pouch was dilated as well, and it

was transected using a linear stapler up to the gastroesophageal junction. The

gastrogastric fistula was transected as well during the process. The staple line

was oversewed with 2-0 Polysorb suture.

Results: Patient was admitted to the bariatric floor postoperatively and progressed

well. An upperGI bypass protocol withwater-soluble contrast was performed onPOD

1, which showed a good-sized pouch with no communication between the pouch and

the stomach remnant. No leak was noted. The patient was discharged home on a

phase 1 bariatric diet on POD 1.

Conclusion: When present, resection of the gastrogastric fistula and dilated

blind limb maybe needed in patients with weight regain after Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass.
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P.356 ENDOPROSTHESIS VERSUS GASTRIC
BYPASS—OUR EXPERIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF 5
CASES OF LEAKS AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Khaitan

Asian Bariatrics, Ahmedabad, GJ, India

Introduction: Endoprosthesis seems to be the standard care for Post Sleeve

Gastrectomy leaks but displacement, vomiting, retching are problem after pros-

thesis which warrants a longer post procedure stay. A gastric bypass after sleeve

leak is more result oriented with no post procedure morbidity.

Objectives: TO treat Early and late gastric leak with a salvage Roux and YGastric

Bypass.

Methods: All the patients were diagnosed within 1 to 45 days of initial procedure.

In First two cases 24 cm long Self Expandable Metallic Stent were placed

endoscopically starting from mid esophagus, crossing the pylorus into the first

part of duodenumand removed after 5 weeks by repeat endoscopy. In other three

cases, a Roux en Y Gastric Bypass was carried out immediately on the diagnosis

of leak and were discharged 3 days after the second procedure.

Results: In endoprosthesis a long stay, repeated endoscopy to assess the position

of stent, high dose of centrally acting anti-emetics, need for feeding through naso-

jejunal tube and reduced patient compliancewith poor quality of life was noted. After

removal at 5 weeks, re-placement of endoprosthesis was done in one patient due to

persistent leak. In gastric bypass oral liquids was started after 48 h, the compliance

was very good and the patients were discharged three to 5 days after surgery.

Conclusion: Gastric bypass surgery is a better option than endoprosthesis be-

cause it reduces a high pressure system into a low pressure one thus promoting

the healing of leak.

P.357 MANAGEMENT OF BLEEDING OG JUNCTION ULCER
AFTER LAPAROSOCPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY –
VL.037

PRESENTER: M. Khaitan

Asian Bariatrics, Ahmedabad, GJ, India

Introduction: A patient of 40 BMI without any comorbidities was operated 2 years

back for sleeve gastrectomy. He developed hemetemesis 6 months post surgery.

Objectives: To help bleeding OG ulcer to heal by turning sleeve into a low

pressure system.

Methods: Upper GI scopy suggested OG junction bleeding ulcer. Cauterisation of

the bleeding vessel done. patient was kept on long term Proton Pump Inhibitors.

remained asymptomatic for few weeks and presented with the same problem.

Within 1 year post surgery he had multiple episodes of hemetemesis with BMI

coming down to 24. Roux en Y Gastric Bypass was done with 70 cm of roux limb

and Gj stoma of 45 mm.

Results: Post surgery there are no episodes of hemetemesis or vomiting.

Conclusion: high pressure sleeve did not allow the ulcer to heal. Conversion into a

RYGB healed the ulcer with no drop in BMI.

A 2 year follow up is done with no drop in BMI points. No episodes of

haematemasis. On repeat Gastroscopy-healed ulcer.

P.358 FREQUENT COMPLICATIONS IN BARIATRIC
SURGERY: MANAGEMENT OF COMPLICATIONS
AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BY PASS AND
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: B. Lasses

Co-authors: J. Dziakova, D. Sierra, E. Blesa, A.J. Torres, C. Hernandez

Hospital Clı́nico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Bariatric surgery procedures are frequently performed nowadays.

Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LGB) and Laparoscopic Sleeve Gas-

trectomy (LSG) are the most common bariatric surgeries. Early and late

complications have been described after both procedures and some of them

are associated with high morbidity and mortality.

Objectives:Our aim is to show different clinical presentations of LGB and LSG

complications and their management by laparoscopic emergency surgery.

Methods:We expose three cases including early and late complications after LGB

and LSG. Patient 1: presented on ninth postoperative day after LSG with surgical

site infection and tachypnea. A computed tomography (CT) showed free intraper-

itoneal fluid. Patient 2: presented on second postoperative day after LGB with

respiratory distress. A CTwas indicative for gastrojejunal anastomotic leak. Patient

3: presented 8 months after LGB with abdominal pain. A small bowel obstruction

was identified in a CT.

Results:Weperformed laparoscopic emergency surgery in all patients. First patient

had a staple line leak and purulent peritonitis; intense lavage and drainage was

made. Second patient had an anastomotic leak on gastrojejunostomy; the defect

was primarily closed. Third patient had herniation of alimentary limb through trans-

verse mesocolon; the herniated bowel was reduced and mesenteric defect was

closed. Patients had successful postoperative care and long term outcomes.

Conclusion: Complications after bariatric surgery are associated with subtle and

inespecific clinical presentation. Early diagnosis is a challenge and it is determi-

nant to achieve aggressive treatment strategies. In our experience, emergency

laparoscopic approach was successful in the management of early and late

complications after bariatric surgery.

P.359 SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF POSTOPERATIVE
LEAKS IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: C. Maiz

Co-authors: N. Quezada, J. Hernández, S. Morales, C. Muñoz, A. Sharp, F.

Crovari, R. Funke, F. Pimentel, C. Boza

Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery (BS) is the most effective treatment for obesity.

Nevertheless postoperative leaks are a potentially life-threatening complication.

Objectives: To report our experience in leak management.

Methods: Retrospective analysis of our BS database from January 2007 to Decem-

ber 2013. All patients operated in our center or referred with leak were included.

Results: Forty-six patients, 32 (70 %) women, mean age 37.7±11.8 (19–65),

preoperative BMI 40.1±5.5, were included. In 25 (54%) leak occurred secondary

to a Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB, two open): 16 (35 %) were in the gastric

pouch, 5 (11 %) in the gastro-jejunostomy, 2 (4 %) in the jejuno-jejunostomy and one

(2 %) in the alimentary limb stapler line. In 21 (45 %) patients leak occurred after a

SleeveGastrectomy (SG, 2 conversions fromGastricBanding), all in theupper portion

of the stapler line. Time from primary surgery to diagnosis was 8.7±11.2 (0–51) days.

Twenty-nine (63 %), 6 (13 %), 2 (4 %) and 2 (4 %) patients required 1, 2, 3 and 4

reoperations, respectively, and 28 (61 %) required endoscopic stent. The average

resolution timeof leakwas62.1±60.4 (4–299) days.Wehadnomortality in our series.

Conclusion: Postoperative leaks are a challenging complication of BS with no

established protocols for its treatment. Here we show our experience performing

a high rate of reoperations and endoscopic stents use with no mortality despite

long resolution time in some cases.

P.360 MIDDLE ARCUATE LIGAMENT SYNDROME AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: G. Martinez de Aragon1

Co-authors: C. Martinez Blazquez1, J. Vitores Lopez1, V. Sierra Esteban1, J.

Valencia Cortejoso1, I. AnguloRevilla1, A.GastonMoreno1, A.MaquedaMerino1,

P. Siebel Hermida1, M. Vicente Vicente1, A. Martinez de Aragon Martinez de

Pison2

1Hospital Universitario de Alava Sede Txagorritxu, Vitoria, Spain
2Hospital Petrie Sant Petriere, Paris, France

Introduction:Chronic abdominal pain in patients undergoing bariatric surgery is a

common reason for consulting.
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Internal hernias or anastomotic ulcer have direct relationship with the

surgical history. Other times the condition is triggered longer term being

more difficult to interpret.

Objectives: Present the case and how we resolved it.

Methods: Female 28 years, 50 BMI, laparoscopic gastric bypass June 2008.

Postoperative period was uneventful and the weight loss was correct. In May

2013 the patient had cholecystectomy. In subsequent checks the patient begins

to refer daily episodes of abdominal pain and wakes up in the night.

Abdominal ECO and MCR no significant findings are made. Gastroscopy shows no

complications in the gastric bypass, and abdominal CT doesn’t show any significant

change which may suggest internal hernias. After consultation with the Nutrition

Services and Digestive who fail to demonstrate any functional disorder, abdominal

magnetic resonance angiography is reported as stenosis in the celiac trunk with

subsequent dilatation, images that suggest the median arcuate ligament syndrome.

Results: We opt for performing selective angiography. This objective stenosis at

the ostium of the celiac trunk with significant pressure gradient, proceeding to

place 620mmstent. The subsequent evolution of the patient is satisfactory, being

currently in outpatient controls, remaining asymptomatic.

Conclusion: The arcuate ligament syndrome is a cause of abdominal pain to be

considered in bariatric surgery patients, in relation to weight loss and mesenteric

fat decrease.

Abdominal angiography enables the diagnosis.

Dilation and stenting is the treatment of choice.

P.361 FISTULA AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: SOLUTION
WITH A ROUX-EN-Y FISTULOJEJUNOSTOMY

PRESENTER: L.T. Ocaña

Co-authors: J. Rivas, E. Glückmann, F. Villuendas

Universitary Clinic Hospital of Malaga, Malaga, Spain

Introduction: The sleeve gastrectomy is a very common technique for obesity

patients and it has an excellent results. However, the fistulas are a dangerous

complication and its management is difficult.

Objectives: To resolve the fistulas with a surgical procedure like the Roux-en-Y

fistulojejunostomy.

Methods:We present two patients affected of a fistula after a sleeve gastrectomy.

A female, 25, with some comorbidities and a fistula in the hiss angle diagnosed

2 days after the surgical procedure. And a male, 54, with severe cardiac comor-

bidities, with a fistula in the middle portion of the sleeve, diagnosed 4 days after

the surgery. We tried some treatments (surgical drainage, suture of the fistula,

stents, conservative management), without any success.

Results: We made in both cases a Roux-en-Y fistulojejunostomy, the female

1 year after the sleeve, and the male 7 months after the primary surgery. The

reason for this delay is to try any others solutions, and to prepare the patients with

proteins and enteral nutrition for the fistulojejunostomy. In both cases we control

the fistula, and the main pass after the surgery was through the jejunum, instead

the stomach. The patients lost weight the same if they had had a gastric by-pass

or a sleeve gastrectomy.

Conclusion: The Roux-en-y fistulojejunostomy is a safe and good solution

for patients with a fistula after a sleeve gastrectomy, not only with a fistula

in the hiss angle, but also in other areas of the stomach.

P.362 INCARCERATED HERNIA UMBILICALIS IN A
SUPEROBESE PATIENT

PRESENTER: D. Pixner

KH Neuwerk, Mönchengladbach, Germany

Introduction: Case report of an incarcerated Hernia umbilicalis in a superobese

patient (BMI 64) with ileus and acute abdomen.

Objectives: choice of operative technique.

Methods: case report and poster presentation.

Results: The laparoscopic approach is combined with less postoperative complica-

tions after intervention of incarcerated Hernia umbilicalis in a superobese patient.

Conclusion: The laparoscopic approach in obese patient with an incarcer-

ated Hernia umbilicalis can reduce the postoperative complications and

should be taken after careful consideration as operative therapy of first

choice.

P.363 MANAGEMENT OF AN A GASTRODUODENAL
FISTULA AFTER REMOVAL OF AN ERODED GASTRIC
BAND – VL.038

PRESENTER: R. Pullatt

Co-authors: K. Byrne

Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA

Introduction: This is a Video demonstrating the management of a Gastroduode-

nal Fistula resulting from an eroded gastric band.

Objectives: To demonstrate technique and workup of a Gastroduodenal

fistula.

Methods: The patient is a 70-year-old lady who had a gastric band placed

at an outside hospital 5 years ago. The patient’s course was complicated

by a band erosion and subsequent removal of the gastric band. Patient

had increasing dysphagia and worsening GERD over the past several

months. Investigation revealed a Gastroduodenal fistula. This fistula was

present between the cardia of the stomach and the first portion of her

duodenum. The patient also was a diabetic and expressed a desire for

weight loss. A plan was made to take down the fistula and convert her to

a Roux En Y gastric bypass. the operative approach and management

are detailed in the Video.

Results: The patient did well and was discharged on POD#3 tolerating a standard

post gastric bypass diet. The patient is a year out with satisfactory weight loss and

amelioration of her Diabetes.

Conclusion:Satisfactorymanagement of adifficult complication fromanerodedband.

P.364 SIMULTANEOUS COVERED STENT AND DOUBLE
PIGTAIL STENT AS TREATMENT OF LARGE GASTRIC
FISTULA ORIFICE AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: L. Rebibo

Co-authors: S. Hakim, M. Fumery, A. Dhahri, F. Brazier, R. Delcenserie, T. Yzet,

J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction: Management of gastric fistula (GF) after sleeve gastrectomy (SG)

often requires the implementation of a stent. In the presence of a large-diameter

GF, a double pigtail stent (DPS) may not provide sufficient drainage. The pres-

ence of both gastric stenosis (GS) and GF require the use of a covered stent

(CS).

Objectives: The objective of this single-centre study was to compare

standard (CS-only) treatment with a new technique using combined CS

and DPS.

Methods: Between January 2009 and January 2014, we included all

patients treated for a large-diameter GF or GS associated with GF after

SG. A combined procedure was performed in some cases. The primary

efficacy criterion was the treatment duration after CS placement. The

secondary efficacy criteria were the number of endoscopic procedures,

the stent migration rate and the failure rate.

Results: Four patients were treated with both CS and DPS (CS+DPS

group), whereas nine patients were treated with CS only (CS group).

The median time for GF closure after implementation of CS was 27 days

(26–28) in the CS+DPS group and 73 days (33–130) in the CS group (p
0.05). The median number of endoscopic procedures at time of CS

implementation was 1 (1–1) and 2 (1–3) (p 0.05). The stent migration

rate after CS implementation was 0 % and 33.3 % (p=NS). The failure

rate was 0 % and 11 % (p=NS).
Conclusion: The combination of CS and DPS constitutes an effective treatment

for a large GF or for GS associated with GF allowing a significantly lower number

of endoscopic procedures and a shorter GF treatment duration.
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P.365 MANAGEMENT OF GASTROBRONCHIAL FISTULA
FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: L. Rebibo

Co-authors: A. Dhahri, P. Berna, P. Verhaeghe, T. Yzet, J. Regimbeau

Chu Amiens Nord, Amiens, France

Introduction: Gastric fistula (GF) is a serious complication after laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). Furthermore, gastrobronchial fistula (GBF) may ap-

pear some time after a primary LSG.

Objectives: Objective of this study was to characterize GBF after LSG and

establish standardized treatment procedures.

Methods: Between November 2004 and January 2013, we included all patients

undergoing surgery for GBF after LSG. Surgical and peri-operative care was

standardized. The primary efficacy criterion was the complication rate. Secondary

efficacy criteria were themortality rate, surgical data, types of complications and the

length of stay (LOS) in hospital.

Results: Six patients were treated for GBF after LSG. The median [range] time to

onset of GBF after LSG was 136 days (99–238). Pre-operative refeeding was

performed in five cases. The median time interval between the discovery of GBF

and its surgical treatment was 31 days (7–137). Five patients underwent simul-

taneous abdominal and thoracic procedures. The abdominal procedures

consisted of total gastrectomy (n=1) and 60 cm Roux-en-Y gastrojejunal anas-

tomosis (n=6). There were no post-operative mortalities. Four post-operative

complications occurred (66.6 %), two of which were post-operative fistulas

(33.3 %) requiring revisional surgery. The median time to oral refeeding was

10 days (8–65) and the median LOS was 14 days (13–25).

Conclusion:Our treatment ofGBF is based oneffective drainagewith endoscopic

procedures, allowing optimal pre-operative refeeding prior to combined abdom-

inal and thoracic surgery. For the abdominal procedure, we prefer a 60 cm Roux-

en-Y gastrojejunal anastomosis because the former is simpler and minimizes the

long-term risk of post-operative malabsorption.

P.368 ENDOSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF LEAK AT GE
JUNCTION POST LAP SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Sood

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala, A.G. Bhasker

Center of Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy is becoming one of the commonly performed

procedure for morbid obesity across Asia. The incidence of leak rates are less

than 1–3 % but are disastrous.

Objectives:Tosee if endoscopicmanagement of leakspost LSG is safeandeffective.

Methods: 23/Funderwent LSG.Fifth daypostOPdevelopedmassive hematemesis.

OGD at same center was non conclusive. Open Re—exploration on day 14 th.

Splenectomy with few sutures at OG junction and placement of drain along with

endoscopic stenting. Presented with Purulent drain, feeding J in situ, mild sepsis.

Endoscopic removal of the smaller stent, irrigation along with lavage of abscess

cavity and placement of proper size stent was done. Leak stopped. She was

discharged on 3 rd day.Was on liquid diet for 2 weeks and soft diet for next 2 weeks.

Stent was removed on 6th week. Barium was done which did not show any leak.

Results: Operating time was 25–35 min. The leak settled in and stent was

removed post 6 weeks of placements.

Conclusion: Endoscopic management of leaks post LSG is safe and effective.

Should be done by experienced bariatric surgeon or experienced endoscopist.

P.369 COMPLICATIONS OF BARIATRIC SURGERY:
EXPERIENCE OF 500 CASE – VL.039

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: H. Yigitbas, C. Ercetin, O. Onen, H. Bilge, S. Arici, A. Solmaz, E.

Yavuz, O.B. Gulcicek, F. Celebi, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Between 2010 and 2013, 500 patients underwent bariatric surgery

(sleeve gastrectomy (SG) 93-gastric plication (GP) 407) perioperative complica-

tions evaluated.

Objectives: The aim of this paper is to present our complications and to provide a

review of current approach to management and treatment after bariatric surgery.

Methods: In GP group: 1 patient portal vein thrombosis diagnosed and resolution

occurred with medical treatment; 2 patients (0,4 %) had severe nausea and vomit

symptoms due to the intraluminar migration of fundus and gastro-oesophageal junc-

tion, treated medically; 4 patients (0,8 %) subdiaphragmatic abscess was seen and

treated with percutaneous drainage; 7 patients (1,4 %) experienced upper gastroin-

testinal hemorrhagia and treated medically; 1 patients (2 %) have to re-operated due

to loosening of sutures and increase in stomach volume, SG was performed.

In SG group: 1 patient (0,2 %) had fistula, due to gastroesophageal constrict of

stapler, fistulea treated with covered self-expendable stent.

In both group (SG+GP): 2 patients (0,4 %) splenectomy had to be performed due to

uncontrolled hemorrhagia during the operation; Polyneuropathy occurred in 2 patients

(0,4 %), this complication was connected to essential minerals and amino acids
2patients (4,1 %) symptoms of reflux appeared, with medical treatment the

symptoms were alleviated successfully.

Results: Complications after bariatric surgery appear in different and unexpected

ways, we have to pay attention in perioperative period. 51 patients (SG 9; GP 42)

had early or late term complications (10,5%) and 2mortalities (0,4%)were seen.

Conclusion:As a result these complications can be treated successfully with early

diagnose and basic intervention principals.

P.370 PASSAGE OBSTRUCTION AFTER GASTRIC SLEEVE:
CAUSES AND MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: F.C. Torab1

Co-authors: M.Y. Kayyal2, H. Al Afari2, F. Branicki1

1UAE University, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates
2Tawam Hospital, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: passage obstruction after gastric sleeve is an undermined problem

after gastric sleeve. this problem can happened early or late after gastric sleeve.

Objectives: we want to discuss the causes of passage obstruction after sleeve

and how to manage it with the results of management.

Methods: Sixteen patients presented with recurrent vomiting, nausea, reflux

symptoms, postbrandial pain. Barium swallow and endoscopy was done in all

these cases. conservative treatment was done in five cases with mild symptoms.

One or more endoscopic dilatation was attempted in ten cases with severe

symptoms. a stent was added in two cases. Five cases were operated.

Results: twisting or kinking of the sleeve at different levels was the cause in all

cases. in five patients the twisting was mild and patient’s symptoms responded

well to medical treatment. Five patients have benefited from endoscopic dilata-

tions. two patents benefits from added temporary stunting. Five patients operat-

ed, two patients with resection of kinked part in addition to gastric bypass in one

and gastrogastric anastomosis in otherwhich had post-operative leak and bypass

added. three with re-twisting of the sleeve and fixation to the momentum was

done. two of them failed and a bypass was added.

Conclusion: stenosis after gastric sleeve is in some cases a difficult problem to

manage. most of the severe cases are ending up with conversion to bypass. The

initial management is with endoscopic dilatation. The method of choice to solve a

persisting problem on hand of our results is the conversion to gastric bypass.

P.371 ENDOSCOPICDILATIONASPARTOFWERNICKEAND
KORSAKOFF SYNDROME MANAGEMENT IN
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION – VL.040

PRESENTER:M.E. Valdez

Co-authors: D. Valdez Parodi

Centro de Cirugia de Obesidad Perdiendopeso, Lima, Peru

Introduction: Wernicke and Korsakoff Syndrome is an unfrequent complication.

The etiology of this syndrome is thiamine deficiency, a condition that is observed

also in alcoholism, prolonged fasting, hyperemesis gravidarum, prolonged par-

enteral feeding, dialysis. In bariatric surgery this may be due to four reasons:
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gastric atony or gastro paresis, anastomotic stricture, low food intake or a com-

bination of this factors.

Objectives: To demostrate the importance of early diagnosis, and the effective-

ness of apropiate management in Wernicke and Korsakoff Syndrome.

Methods: We present a patient to whom a biliopancreatic diversion with gastric

preservation was performed.

Three weeks after surgery the patient referred persistent vomiting for a 2 week

period. For this reason, an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was indicated.

during this procedure a gastroenteric anastomotic stricture was evidenced and

therefore, a balloon. dilation was performed.

Five days after the procedure the patient referred muscle weakness and right

hemithorax paresthesia. A week later he also presented ataxia and visual alter-

ations. Thirty mg of intramuscular thiamine was administrated relieving the symp-

toms immediately.

Results: It was evidenced that early administration of thiamine improves symp-

toms significantly and at a faster rate.

Conclusion: Wernicke and Korsakoff is an unusual complication, but it should

always be considered. If this deficiency is not treated early, it can lead to perma-

nent neurological damage.

P.372 CONTRAST ABDOMINAL CT, A USEFUL TOOL POST
BARIATRIC SURGERY BUT OFTEN MISLEADING
WHEN COMMENTING ON POSSIBLE INTERNAL
HERNIAS. TWO CONSECUTIVE CASES THAT LED TO
NEGATIVE LAPAROSCOPIES

PRESENTER: F. Villa

Co-authors: A. Góralczyk, K. Devalia, K. Mannur

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Contrast CT study is an excellent diagnostic tool to rapidly diagnose

possible complications following a bariatric procedure to spot out leaks, gastro-

gastric fistulas, collections and bleeds but when it comes to internal hernias it may

not be so reliable.

Objectives:Demonstrate that CT interpretation can bemisleading when querying

an internal hernia. When the CT is negative a hernia may still be present; when

positive a hernia may not be present.

Methods: We present two consecutive cases that have been flagged up by the

radiologists as possible internal hernias by the finding of small bowel loops in the

LUQ. The two patients, because of symptoms of abdominal pain underwent a

diagnostic laparoscopy.

Results: Two patients who had gastric bypass 18 months and 36 months ago

complained of similar symptoms: ongoing crampy abdominal pain often after meals

with bloating and nausea usually resolving within 30–40 min. Bloods NAD, Observa-

tions stable and generally well. In both cases they had achieved an excellent weight

loss. Clinical examination was normal. Both underwent a oral and IV contrast abdom-

inal CT. CT reports suggested “…findings compatible with possible internal hernia”.

Both underwent diagnostic laparoscopy and no abnormality was found. In one case

we found an intussuscepted segment of small bowel that was easily reduced.

Conclusion: When the spectrum of complications that we suspect is broad a CT

should always be performed. When we strongly suspect an internal hernia a CT

may bemisleading and we should carry out a diagnostic laparoscopy irrespective

of the CT finding.

P.373 PORTAL VEIN THROMBOSIS (PVT) FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR
MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: F. Villa

Co-authors: K. Devalia, A. Góralczyk, K. Mannur, M. Adebibe

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: PVT is a potentially life-threatening condition that is increasingly

being diagnosed proportionally to the increase in number of bariatric procedures

carried out worldwide. Awareness and prompt treatment are essential to prevent

catastrophic consequences.

Objectives: To generate awareness of this life threatening complication, following

LSG for prompt diagnosis and management.

Methods:Wepresent two patientswho developedPVT following LSG. Theywere

on 2 week clexane as per protocol. We looked at the presenting symptoms,

diagnostic methods and management.

Results: Thirty-one yo female with BMI of 37 Kg/m2 (FH of PVT!) and 49 yo

female with BMI of 35 kg/m2. They became symptomatic on day 12 and 15 i.e. a

day after stopping Clexane. Both complained of epigastric/chest pain, radiating

between the shoulder blades. CRPwas raised the next day. CTshowed in the first

case Portal vein was dilated with thrombosis extending into liver and the splenic

and SMV; in the second: right liver portal vein only. All negative for coagulation

abnormalities. Patients were started onWarfarin and kept on clexane until an INR

between 2 and 3 was reached. Patients recovered and were kept on warfarin for

at least 12 months. US Doppler was performed at 3 and 6 months. The first

patient required morphine daily for 6 months for intestinal angina.

Conclusion: PVT is likely consequence of manipulating the porto-mesenteric and

splenic vessels; it is subtle, rare but potentially lethal. In similar presentations

following a LSG, when more obvious complications are ruled out, PVT must be

suspected, diagnosed with CTscan and promptly treated.

P.374 CAN IMPROVING POST BARIATRIC SURGERY
CONSTIPATION RATES REDUCE ER VISITS AND
HOSPITAL READMISSIONS?

PRESENTER: W. Wang1, S. Robinson1

Co-authors: P. Kastanias1, T. Jackson1, F. Patt2, C. Lopez1, D. Mckanzie1, L.

Gougeon RD 1, K. Warwick1, M. Weiland 1

1Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada
2Toronto Rehabilitation Institute, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: Toronto Western Hospital (TWH), part of University of Toronto Col-

laborative Bariatric Program, is a Centre of Excellence for Bariatric surgery in

Ontario and has performed over 2,000 surgeries since 2009. TWH is the first centre

in Canada accredited by MBSAQIP. All patients in this program are assessed and

followed by an interprofessional team including nurse practitioners (NPs), registered

dieticians (RDs), a psychosocial team, and surgeons for a period of 5 years.

Constipation is one of the top three reasons for ER visits and hospital readmission

post bariatric surgery. In response to this problem, members of the interprofes-

sional team developed a comprehensive prevention and treatment protocol for

post-op constipation. This comprehensive protocol includes patient education

pre, intra, and post-op as well as individualized medication algorithms to prevent

and treat constipation.

Objectives: The objective of this quality improvement project was to evaluate the

impact of the post-op constipation protocol on the incidence of constipation, ER

visits and hospital readmission rates due to constipation.

Methods: The protocol was implemented in January, 2014. Nurse navigators

contacted patients at 48 h and at 2 weeks post discharge. NPs and RDs evaluated

constipation with a validated tool at 1 month post-op. ER visits and hospital

readmission rates for constipation were extracted from the MBSAQIP database

and analyzed at baseline and post implementation.

Results: Preliminary data shows an encouraging trend towards reduced patient

report of constipation, ER visits and hospital readmissions due to constipation.

The full protocol, final results and conclusion will be presented at conference.

Conclusion: see results.

P.375 PROLACTIN: ANOTHER EASILY MISSED OBESITY
HORMONE: A CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: W. Yin1, 2

Co-authors: C. Lee1, J. Chen1

1Department of Surgery, Dalin Tzu Chi General Hospital, Chia-Yi, Taiwan
2School of Medicine, Tzu Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan

Introduction: The cause of obesity can be divided into two categories; primary and

secondary obesity. Secondary obesity is less common than primary obesity and results

from underling conditions such as Cushing’s syndrome or other endocrine problems.
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Objectives: It is important to evaluate different kinds of hormones related to

obesity in order to diagnose secondary obesity which should be controlled med-

ically rather than surgery.

Methods: A married 55 years old male, a case of morbid obesity, had the history

of head trauma and was incidentally diagnosed as a pituitary tumor about 7 years

ago. His body weight was around 80–90 kg at that time. Several months before

the surgery, he complained of quick weight gain following increased daily intake at

least three large bowls of rice everymeal with strong desire to eat. Patient also felt

shortness of breath and right knee pain on walking without good response to

medical treatment. The routine hormonal essay like thyroid and adrenal hor-

mones checked preoperatively were within normal limit and no tumor recurrence

on brain image study.

Results: He therefore underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy but did not have

any significant weight loss during the follow-up. Repeated brain image showed recur-

rent pituitary macroadenoma and hyperprolactinemia (Prolactin: 425 ug/dl). Anti-

prolactin drug was advised and significant weight loss was noted after several weeks.

Conclusion: This paper shares our experience of an ineffective bariatric surgery

probably due to concurrent prolactinemia. We emphasize the importance of

perioperative evaluation and treatment of prolactinemia to make sure the suc-

cessful bariatric operation.

P.376 CONCOMITANT BIOMESH APPLICATION FOR
ABDOMINAL WALL RECONSTRUCTION DURING
BARIATRIC SURGERY IN OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: O. Agcaoglu1

Co-authors: N. Aksakal1, I. Azamat1, M. Tukenmez1, M. Kalayci2, F. Turker3, U.

Barbaros1, S. Mercan1

1Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of General Sur-

gery, Istanbul, Turkey
2Yeditepe University, Department of General Surgery, Istanbul, Turkey
3Istanbul University, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Department of Internal Medi-

cine, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: There has been significant progress made for the treatment of

large abdominal wall hernias and abdominal wall reconstruction along with

technological advances in recent years, but the increased risks, especially

in morbid obese patients may lead to serious consequences.

Objectives: In this case series, our aim was to share our experience for biomesh

application concomitant to bariatric surgery in two patients, who had diagnosis of

morbid obesity as well as abdominal wall defects because of previous surgeries.

Methods: Our first case was a 48 years morbid obese woman who had a giant

incisional hernia with a surgical history of eight operations in other centers due to

diagnoses including cholelithiasis, bowel obstruction and incisional hernia. Our

second patient was a 52 years old woman who underwent abdominoperineal

rectum amputation 10 years ago with the diagnosis of rectal cancer and cured

also with a giant incisional hernia.

Results:Our first patient is discharged on postoperative day eighthwhile the other

patient who had miles operation, had wound infection on postoperative day 7

dedicated to open skin sutures and followed with vacuum assisted closure

technique (VAC). VACwas applied for eight sessions following the first application

and after the granulation of biomesh, in order to fasten the healing process, a split

thickness skin graft was applied for closing the wound. This patient was

discharged on postoperativeday 62. There were not any graft loss, and ne hernia

recurrence on the first year follow-up.

Conclusion: Using biomeshs for complicated and tissues with high risk of infec-

tion, can reduce complications.

P.377 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY HAS SIMILAR EFFECTS ON
COMORBIDITIES AS THE ROUX-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
IN OBESE PATIENTS WITH DIABETES

PRESENTER: A.T. Billeter

Co-authors: P. Knefeli, J. Senft, H.G. Kenngott, L. Fischer, M.W. Büchler,

B.P. Müller

Department of Surgery, University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is increasingly used in bariatric surgery

although its effect on comorbidities is still under debate.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of SG

vs. Roux-Y-gastric bypass (RYGB) on comorbidities in obese patients

with diabetes.

Methods:Thirty-seven obese patients (BMI >35 kg/m2) with diabetes were

prospectively enrolled. Fourteen 14 patients underwent RYGB, 22

underwent SG. The effects on excessive weight loss (EWL), body mass

index (BMI), diabetes and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFDL,

assed by blood-based liver fibrosis scores FIB4, NAFDL, APRI) were

evaluated preoperatively and after 12 months.

Results: SG patients had a significantly higher preoperative BMI than

patients undergoing RYGB (50.8 kg/m2±1.48 kg/m2 vs. 46.38 kg/m2±

1.98 kg/m2, p<0.05). There was no difference in preoperative glycemic

control, insulin resistance, diabetes medication, liver function tests, and

blood-based liver fibrosis scores. EWL after 12 months was similar

between SG and RYGB. Both SG and RYGB improved glycemic control

and use of insulin/diabetes medication (all p<0.05); 65 % of SG and

93 % of RYGB were off any diabetes medication (p=0.1) after 12 months.

Complete diabetes remission was achieved in 39 % of SG and 69 % of

RYGB patients (p=0.16). Liver function tests and liver fibrosis scores

were significantly improved only in patients after SG (all p<0.05).
Alanine-Aminotransferase was lower in SG than RYGB patients after 6

and 12 months (p<0.05).
Conclusion: SG has similar effects on comorbidities in obese diabetic patients as

RYGB. SG may have superior beneficial effects on NAFDL whereas RYGBmay

be superior to achieve diabetes remission.

P.378 ALTERATION OF BILE ACID HOMEOSTASIS AFTER
RYGB

PRESENTER: C. Corteville1

Co-authors: C. Dörig2, E. Osto3, M. Bueter4, C. Germer1, T. Lutz2

1University Hospital Würzburg, Department of General, Visceral, Vascular and

Paediatric Surgery, Würzburg, Germany
2Institute of Veterinary Physiology, University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland
3Cardiovascular Research, Institute of Physiology, University of Zürich, Zürich,

Switzerland
4University Hospital Zürich, Department of Surgery, Zürich, Switzerland

Introduction: RYGB reduces body weight and improves obesity-related co-

morbidities. One mechanism that might play a role in these changes is the

alteration of bile acid (BA) homeostasis.

Objectives: Serum BA have been shown to be elevated after RYGB, but it is still

unclear why and how. Therefore we investigated the main enzymes of hepatic

and intestinal BA circulation in a RYGB rat model.

Methods: Male Wistar rats were fed 7 weeks with high-fat high-cholesterol

diet and underwent RYGB or sham surgery. Sham rats were fed ad libitum

or weight-matched to RYGB rats. Rats were sacrificed 8 days or 1 month

after surgery. Before surgery and at termination systemic BA concentrations

were measured. Enzymes involved in BA regulation were investigated in the

liver (CYP7A1, FXR, BSEP, NTCP) and in the intestine (ASBT, FXR, FGF15,

IBABP, OST).

Results:Serum fasting levels of BA were increased after RYGB compared

to sham. CYP7A1 was decreased 8 days after RYGB, while there was

no difference in CYP7A1 expression 1 month after surgery. Hepatic FXR

and NTCP expression were increased 1 month after RYGB. In the

common channel of RYGB rats mRNA expression of ASBT and FGF15

was decreased 1 month postoperative, while the other expressions

remained unchanged.

Conclusion: Our study shows alterations of BA regulation after RYGB,

which will help to investigate the mechanism and functional relevance

of elevated serum BA post-RYGB. In our study neither increased BA

synthesis nor decreased hepatic uptake seems to be responsible for

increased circulating BA levels after RYGB.
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P.379 PATIENTS UNDERGOING METABOLIC BARIATRIC
SURGERY: PREOPERATIVE EXPECTATIONS OF
PATIENTS AND THEIR POSTOPERATIVE
EMBODIMENT

PRESENTER: N. de Almeida, A. Takahashi, E. Ilias

Co-authors: C. Malheiros, W. Bruscato

Faculdade de Ciências Médicas da Santa Casa de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP,

Brazil

Introduction:Many overweight people believe that obesity surgery is the “miracle

cure” and definitive solution to the problem of obesity. From the psychological

point of view is very important to work the patient’s expectations, during the

preparation of the surgery, so to do not wait and do not dispose unreachable

changes during surgery as the only solution to their problems.

Objectives: To investigate from the perspective of patients operated for more than

2 years, what were the expectations before surgery of obesity andwhether theywere

achieved postoperatively, using the original questionnaire.

Methods: Cross-sectional Quantitative Descriptive and Retrospective Study

consisted of 25 patients who underwent obesity surgery for over 2 years. The

survey was conducted using semistructured original questionnaire developed by

the authors*, contemplating questions regarding Organic, Psychological, Social

and Labour sectors before and after surgery, from the perspective of the patient.

Results: 52 % of patients surveyed believe that the gains occurred only through

surgery. The remaining data were evaluated quantitatively according to the

responses of patients, performing the necessary analyzes, correlations and

regressions. The Social and Psychological sectors showed no significant varia-

tion in expectations, but the Organic and Labour were those in which we noted a

slight variation of expectations, indicating a lower extent of the same

postoperatively.

Conclusion: It is concluded through this study, that from the perspective of

patients, even when there is no full range of organic expectations, the majority

states that from a psychological, social and occupational view the expectations

were met or exceeded.

P.380 MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH
MODIFIED INTESTINAL BYPASS: A NEW PROMISING
PROCEDURE FOR MORBID OBESITY

PRESENTER: A.m. Elbanna

Co-authors: N.H. Taweela,M.B.Gaber,M.M. TagEl-Din,M.F. Labib,M.A. Emam,

O.O. Khalil, M.M. Abdel Maguid, A.M. Aly Abd Elrazek

Alazhar University School of Medicine, Giza, Egypt

Introduction:Background and Aim:Obesity is a chronic disease that is increasing

in prevalence worldwide. Bariatric surgery could be the clue in many situations.

Medical management and follow up of patients who have undergone bariatric

surgery is a challenge opportunity due to post operative complication.

Objectives: A new modified intestinal bypass (MIBP) operation was designed to

maintain good digestion and absorption with less medical and surgical

complications.

Methods:Patients andMethods:We experienced 157 patients medical follow up;

122 females (78.2 %) and 34 males (21.8 %), who have undergone a new

modified intestinal bypass (MIBP) surgery; (Elbanna operation) as wel as we

evaluated excessive weight loss (EWL), nutritional supplements, motility disor-

ders and fatty liver for consecutive 3 years after operation.

Results: Significant EWL post operative after 3 months (35 %), 6 months (57 %),

1 year (71 %), 2 years (80 %), 3 years (84 %).

Most of the element deficiencies occurred in the period of maximum weight loss.

No vitamins or minerals supplementations were reported, only diatary intake rich

in vitamins, proteins and iron was encouraged.

Conclusion: Patients who undergone bariatric surgery which is a challenge oppor-

tunity, accordingly, to the Novel (MIBP) Elbanna operation concept is to change

maldigestion and malabsorption concept of bariatric procedures to good digestion,

selective absorption and better appetite and satiety.

P.381 WEIGHT LOSS AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY IS
ASSOCIATED WITH THE REDUCTION OF CHRONIC
INFLAMMATORY MARKERS

PRESENTER: S. Elkassem

University of Calgary, Calgary, AB, Canada

Introduction: Chronic inflammation may be associated with higher cardiovascular

events. Morbid obesity is considered to be a chronic inflammatory condition.

Sustained weight loss after bariatric may decrease the chronic inflammatory state.

Objectives: To prospectively assess the changes inCRP levels after bariatric surgery.

Methods: Twenty seven patients undergoing bariatric surgery had hs-CRP

measured pre-operatively (pre-op) and post-operatively (range 4–12 months).

Results: The average (avg) BMI of the cohort was 51.Of these, 15%weremale; and

59 % of the patients (pts) underwent a lap gastric bypass, and 41 % a lap sleeve

gastrectomy. The majority of pts (77 %) had a pre-operative elevated hs-CRP level

(range 2.3–20.9). hs-CRP levels normalized in 81 % of these pts. Partial improve-

ment (impt) was seen in the other patients (avg 45 % impt). The overall impt in hs-

CRP levels in the cohort was 61.7 %.

Conclusion: Short-term weight loss after bariatric surgery is associated with

decreased levels of hs-CRP. Sustained weight loss after bariatric surgery may

decrease the chronic inflammatory state.

P.382 GHRELIN-TO-BMI RATIO IS INCREASED AFTER RYGB
AND ISHIGHER INPATIENTSWITHGREATERWEIGHT
LOSS

PRESENTER: G.R. Faria1

Co-authors: J. Guimaraes2, J. Preto3, C. Calhau2, A. Taveira-Gomes2

1University of Porto - Faculty of Medicine, Campo VLG, Portugal
2University of Porto - Faculty of Medicine, Porto, Portugal
3Sao Joao Medical Center, Porto, Portugal

Introduction: Ghrelin is the most potent orexigenic hormone and its levels in-

crease immediately before meals and are inversely related to BMI and body fat.

Most authors have concluded that gastric bypass induces a decrease in ghrelin

levels, but that this decrease is opposed by an active weight loss, so that the net

result might be unpredictable.

Objectives: To study the ghrelin levels after RYGB.

Methods: We recruited a prospective cohort of 141 consecutive patients that

underwent primary laparoscopic RYGB between January 2010 and June 2011.

Patients were evaluated for clinical and laboratory findings preoperatively and at

12 months after surgery. Total ghrelin levels were measured in frozen samples,

collected after an overnight fasting.

Results: Fasting total ghrelin levels increased from 288.6 pg/mL before RYGB to

471.0 pg/mL 12 months after surgery (p<0.001). Since ghrelin is inversely related to

BMI, a ghrelin-to-BMI ratio (GBR) might better capture the effects of RYGB. Pre-

operative mean GBRwas 6.4 and it increased to 12.7 in patients with less than 80%

EWL and to 19.3 in patients with more than 80 % EWL (p<0.001). There is a

significant correlationbetweenGBRat12monthsand the%EWL(rho=0.4;p<0.001).
Conclusion: After RYGB total fasting ghrelin levels are increased. Ghrelin-to-BMI

ratio is significantly more increased in patients with greater weight loss. These

findings support the theory that after RYGB patients’ ghrelin levels tend to be

similar to that of normal weight patients and that the magnitude of weight loss

might be associated with differing patterns of ghrelin production.

P.383 LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY IN ELDERLY
OBESE PATIENTS: TO DO OR NOT TO DO?

PRESENTER: L. Genser

Co-authors: M. Barat, M. Tabbara, S. Carandina, M. Bossi, C. Polliand, C. Barrat

AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France

Introduction: Limited data exist about safety and efficacy of bariatric procedures

in elderly obese patients.
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Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate our results in this

population.

Methods: A 6-years retrospective chart review was performed on patients

older than 60 years who underwent laparoscopic bariatric surgery at a

single institution.

Results: Forty patients with median age of 62.3 were included. Three

patients underwent gastric banding (LAGB), 23 sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG), and 14 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB). Six were revisional

procedures for failed LAGB. Baseline characteristics were comparable

between groups except for hypertension and dyslipidemia rates, which

were higher in LRYGB and SG groups than in LAGB (p<0.01 and p=
0.02 respectively). The median preoperative BMI was 43.7. The median

LOS was 8 days. Overall postoperative morbidity was 20 % (LAGB 0 %,

LSG 13 % vs LRYGB 43 %, p=0.05) including 5 (12.1 %) minor com-

plications. The 3 (7.5 %) major complications were leakage after LSG

and LRYGB responsible for 1 postoperative death (2.5 %). Overall mor-

bidity and leakage occurrence were positively correlated with revisional

surgery (p<0.001). After a median follow-up of 12.2 months, BMI was

significantly reduced to 34.9 and 32.9 kg/m2 at 1 and 2 years respec-

tively (p<0.001). Higher %EWLs were achieved after LSG (25.1 %/

29.6 %) and LRYGB (22.6 %/36.7 %) at 1 and 2 years respectively than

after LAGB (1.3 %) (p<0.0001).
Conclusion: bariatric surgery in elderly patients is limited efficacy due to

an insufficient %EWL significant postoperative morbidity and mortality.

P.384 INTESTINAL PERMEABILITY IN HUMAN MORBID
OBESITY: FROM TIGHT JUNCTIONS TO METABOLIC
COMPLICATIONS

PRESENTER: L. Genser1, 2

Co-authors: S. Benaissa2, A. Torcivia1, M. Rousset3, 2, K. Clément4, 2, 5, E. Brot-

Laroche3, 2, A. Leturque3, 2, S. Thenet3, 2, 6, C. Poitou-Bernert4, 2, 5

1Department of digestive surgery, Pitie Salpetriere Hospital, Paris, France
2ICAN institute of cardiometabolism and Nutrition, Paris, France
3UMR 1138 INSERM UPMC UPD, Cordeliers Research Center, Paris, France
4UMR 1166 INSERM UPMC UPD, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France
5Assistance Publique-Hôpitaux de Paris, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Heart and

Metabolism Department, Paris, France
6Cellular and Molecular pharmacology laboratory, Ecole Pratique des Hautes

Etudes, Paris, France

Introduction: The intestinal permeability (IP) is controlling paracellular movement

of solutes and immune cells. An increased IP correlated with impaired metabolic

function in rodent obesity.

Objectives: We aimed to assess markers of passive IP (PIP) in obese

(Ob) and type 2 diabetic patients (Obd) before and after gastric bypass

(GBP).

Methods: In vivo PIP was measured by lactitol/manitol excretion ratio

(L/M) in 25 Ob and 15 Obd, serum Zonulin and fecal calprotectine by

ELISA. Jejunal tissues from surgical waste of GBP (31 Ob, 18 ObD) and

lean surgeries (n=7) were collected and analyzed for ex vivo PIP assay

in Using chambers using small sized FITC-Dextrans.

Results: L/M values did not differ between Ob and Obd subjects (1.2 %±

2.1 vs 2.1 %±2; p=0.80) as compared to the 3 % healthy standard,

indicating no increase in PIP to small molecules. Zonulin levels were

decreased in obese as compared to lean subjects (30.6±23 vs 58±

2 ng/ml; p=0.02) and did not change after BPG (n=10). Fecal

calprotectine levels were within normal ranges (<100 g/g), indicating no

microinflammation. Ex vivo PIP was lower in the obese versus lean

subjects. The PIP was comparable between Ob and Obd whatever the

size of molecules: 0.4, 4 or 10 kDa. High PIP values were found in

subjects with good metabolic status and reduced systemic inflammation

(p < 0.05).

Conclusion: In morbidly obese subjects, PIP to small molecules is low,

and Type 2 diabetes does not further affect the PIP. However PIP to

large molecules of bacterial origin has to be further studied.

P.385 BLOOD SUGAR LEVEL RESPONSE TO
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE SASTRECTOMY (LSG) IN
INDIAN PATIENTS WITH TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
(DM)

PRESENTER: D. Goel

Co-authors: K. Kant, R. Vats, V.P. Bhalla

BLK Super Speciality Hospital, New Delhi, India

Introduction: LSG is a common procedure in India. Obese patients with

DM are treated with Roux en Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB). Some patients

however opted for LSG. We studied blood sugar level response in this

group.

Objectives: To assess blood sugar level response to LSG in Indian diabetic

patients.

Methods: From March 2011 to March 2013, 27 diabetics underwent bar-

iatric surgery. Twenty-two had a LSG. Blood sugar level, Glycosylated

hemoglobin (HbA1C) and requirement of anti diabetic drugs were record-

ed pre operation immediate post operation 3 months and 12 months

following surgery.

Results: The mean age was 48.3 years, mean BMI was 45.6 kg/m2, and

mean HbA1C was 8.07 %. Preoperatively 19 patients required OHAs and

three needed OHAs plus insulin. Blood sugar level and drug requirement

was reduced within 15 post operative days in 16 patients. Three months

after LSG 17 patients no longer required OHAs. Eighteen (81 %) were

euglycemic without drugs after 1 year and in three dose of medications

was reduced. One patient after 1 year showed uncontrolled sugars and

increased weight. The mean HbA1C decreased from 8.07 % pre opera-

tively to 7.3 % at 3 months and 6.2 % at 12 months.

Conclusion: LSG reduces blood sugar levels in type II DM. Improvement in

glycemic control starts even before significant weight loss and begins early in

the post operative period.

P.386 -CELL FUNCTION IS A MAJOR DETERMINANT FOR
ANTI-DIABETIC OUTCOME OF GASTRIC BYPASS
SURGERY IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH BODY MASS
INDEX LESS THAN 32

PRESENTER: Y. Heo

Inha University Hospital, Incheon, Korea

Introduction:Roux-e-Y gastric bypass (RYGB)markedly ameliorates or improves

type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in severely obese patients.

Objectives: Roux-e-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) markedly ameliorates or

improves type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) in severely obese patients.

This study was performed to investigate the effects of RYGB on glycemic

control, body weight, insulin resistance and pancreatic -cell function in

Asian T2DM patients with BMI less than 32.

Methods: This prospective study enrolled 20 Asian diabetic subjects with BMI of

23.3–31.8 kg/m2. All patients underwent RYGB. HbA1c level, body weight, and

indices of insulin resistance and -cell function were determined 1 day before and

1 week, 3 months, 12 months and 24 months after RYGB.

Results: Both HbA1c levels and BMI were profoundly decreased during the first

3 months post-RYGB and these changes weremaintained at 24months (HbA1c:

9.2±1.3 % baseline, 6.7±0.6 % at 3 months, 6.7±1.1 % at 12 months and 6.6±

0.9 % BMI 28.0±3.7 baseline, 23.2±2.2 at 3 months, 22.7±2.0 at 12months and

22.3±1.8 kg/m2). Insulin sensitivity was profoundly increased from 1 week post-

RYGB while an improvement in -cell function was significant at 3–12 months. At

12 months, 8 (47 %) among 17 patients available achieved an Hba1c<6.5 %. In

these patients, there was a greater improvement in -cell function during the

postoperative period.

Conclusion: About a half of non-morbidly obese T2DM patients achieved an

HbA1c<6.5 % at 1 year following RYGB. Recovery of -cell function is a major

determinant for anti-diabetic outcome of RYGB, which can be predicted by higher

fasting insulin/C-peptide levels and HOMA-IR.
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P.387 WORTHWHILE? METABOLIC SURGICAL RESULTS IN
LONG-DURATION (>10 YEARS) TYPE II DIABETES
MELLITUS

PRESENTER: C. Huang

Co-authors: H. Wing, P. Chang, M. Hsin

BMI Surgery Center/E-Da Hospital, Kaohsiung, Taiwan

Introduction: Long-duration type II diabetic patients have been proved to sustain

complications from different organs such as kidney, eyes, and heart. Though

recently surgical treatment for type II DiabetesMellitus (T2DM) has been adopted

as one alternative therapy, surgery in this group seemed still controversial and in

debate.

Objectives: This study was conducted to investigate the remission after laparo-

scopic loop duodenal-jejunal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy (LDJBSG) or lap-

aroscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) in patients with long-duration

T2DM (>10 years).

Methods: From January 2008 to December 2012, totally Sixty patients (19 Male
4Female) were included in this study. Data on patient demographics, clinical,

biochemical data and diabetic status were collected and analyzed. All patients

were followed up at least for 1 year.

Results:Eighteen patients underwent LDJBSGand 42 patients underwent LRYGB.

The mean age and BMI were 52.48 (8.06) year and 30.2 (6.69) kg/m2. After

1 year, hypertension, hyperlipidemia steatohepatitis, and hyperuricemia were all

improved significantly (p<0.05). Twenty four (40 %) patients achieved remission,

11 (18.3 %) patients achieved glycemic control, 24 (40 %) patients achieved

improvement, and only one (1.7 %) patient considered failure. Preoperative

higher BMI, lower HbA1c, Higher HOMA-%B, and more Waist and Hip circum-

ference were significant factors in group achieving remission (p<0.05). There was

no mortality.

Conclusion:Surgical treatment is a safe andworth procedure to induce remission

or glycemic control of T2DM in patients with long-duration T2DM. Long-term

result is still lacking and recurrence & impact of organ function are expected to

be reported in the future.

P.388 EARLY RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC MINI GASTRIC
BYPASS (LMGB) ON METABOLIC SYNDROME

PRESENTER: V. Kanakala

Co-authors: M. Boyle, N. Jennings, K. Mahawar, S. Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic Mini Gastric Bypass (LMGB) remains a contro-

versial, but effective procedure of choice compared to Laparoscopic

Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB). Short-term results of both proce-

dures are comparable with regards to excess body weight loss and

resolution of metabolic syndrome (MS).

Objectives: We present our short-term follow-up data on effect of LMGB on

metabolic syndrome.

Methods: A prospective study from October 2012 till April 2014. Preoperative

metabolic syndrome is compared with postoperative metabolic response at 6

&12 months and annually thereafter. International Diabetes Federation (IDF)

guidelines were followed to define metabolic syndrome (Raised triglycerides,

reduced HDL, raised BP and T2DM).

Results: Sixty-nine patients underwent LMGB during this period. 16 (23 %) male

[50 yrs (40–64 yrs] compared to 51 (74 %), female [41 yrs (24–60 yrs)]. BMI ratio

M: F (51: 46.4). Six months follow-up data was available in 48/69 (71%) patients,

of these 11 (23%) had 1 year follow-up. Pre-operative MSwas identified in 29/48

(60 %). Following LMGB, complete resolution was noted in 23 (47 %). Complete

resolution of diabetes was noted in 9/15 (60 %). Three patients did not improve

and are still under review as are the remaining patients.

Conclusion:The vast majority of patients with metabolic syndrome in this

report demonstrated improvement or resolution of the metabolic syn-

drome. Improvement was seen in 50 % of the remainder. We report

encouraging short term results of metabolic syndrome resolution after

LMGB, but accept long term follow-up data is still awaited.

P.389 HYPOTHALAMIC OBESITY DOES CONVENTIONAL
BARIATRIC SURGERY HAVE A ROLE?

PRESENTER: O.A. Khan

Co-authors: A. Roman, E. McGlone, M. Reddy, G. Bano

Department of Upper GI and Bariatric Surgery, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: The role of bariatric surgery in patients with hypothalamic

obesity remains a controversial subject. Calorific malabsorptive proce-

dures can be performed yet others advocate no surgical intervention.

For hypothalamic obese patients, we performed conventional restrictive

bariatric procedures that were deemed appropriate by the multidisciplin-

ary team at our institution.

Objectives: We prospectively assessed the efficacy of conventional restrictive

bariatric procedures in patients with hypothalamic obesity.

Methods: A total of six patients with hypothalamic obesity underwent

bariatric surgery at our institution between 2010 and 2012. Data regard-

ing their clinical status was prospectively collated alongside their peri-

operative data.

Results: Of the six patients (F:5 and M:1), the mean age was 42 years.

The clinical indication for the patients’ hypothalamic obesity was: pituitary

adenoma (four patients), craniopharyngioma (one patient) and tubercular

meningitis (one patient). The mean body mass index (BMI) prior to

surgery was: 47 (range: 40–55). Of those having laparoscopic surgery;

three patients underwent sleeve gastrectomy and three underwent a

gastric bypass. There were no peri-operative complications. At the 1 year

follow up date, all patients were reviewed. The mean BMI of the cohort

fell to 35 (range: 29–47).

Conclusion: For suitably selected patients with hypothalamic obesity, convention-

al bariatric surgery may be an effective treatment modality.

P.390 IMPROVEMENT OF INSULIN RESISTANCE: MAJOR
EFFECT ON GLUCOSE CONTROL 1 YEAR AFTER
GYASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY IN NON-OBESE
SUBJECTS

PRESENTER: M. Kim

Co-authors: K. Hur

Soonchunhyang University Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) tends to occur in non-obese

subjects in Asia. The pathogenesis of T2DM in Asia are both decreased insulin

secretion and increased insulin resistance.

Objectives: This study was to evaluate effect of gastric bypass on glucose

metabolism and its mechanism 1 year after the surgery.

Methods: A retrospective review of prospectively collected data was per-

formed for 53 patients with T2DM who underwent laparoscopic single

anastomosis gastric bypass (SAGB) surgery. All patients were followed

up regularly. Changes in BMI, fasting glucose, glycated hemoglobin

(HbA1C), insulin level, HOMA-IR were evaluated. Acute insulin response

(AIR) and insulinogenic index (IGI) were also evaluated.

Results: The study group consisted of 28 women and 25 men with a

mean age of 47 years (19–68). The BMI decreased from 25.2 to 22.6

(P<.0001). The HbA1C also decreased significantly from 9.2 to 7.4

(p<.0001). The mechanism of these changes was improvement of insulin

resistance rather than increased insulin secretion: HOMA-IR decreased

significantly 1 year after the surgery (5.0 vs. 3.7, p=0.0014), AIR also

decreased (26.53 vs. 14.89, p=0.0115). Insulinogenic index and disposi-

tion index showed decreasing tendency after the surgery.

Conclusion: Favor glucose control was achieved 1 year after the SAGB

surgery. The major effect of the surgery on glucose control worked

through improvement of insulin resistance rather than increase in insulin

secretion 1 year after the surgery. However long-term evaluation should

be needed.
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P.391 INTRAOPERATIVE MEASUREMENT OF SEROSAL
MICROVASCULAR TISSUE OXYGENATION USING A
VISIBLE LIGHT SPECTROSCOPY DEVICE (VLS)
DURING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY:
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF 7 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M. Kraljevic1

Co-authors: T. Delko1, T. Köstler2, H. Hoffmann1, R. Droeser1, D. Oertli1, U. Zingg2

1University Hospital Basel, Basel, Switzerland
2Limmattal Hospital, Schlieren, Switzerland

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is a well-established bar-

iatric procedure. Leakage remains the most feared complication. Ischemia has

been discussed to predict leakage and is one of the most common risk factors.

Intraoperative visual assessment of gastric perfusion during surgery has been

found to be inefficient to predict leakage. However, reliable intraoperative assess-

ment of intestinal microvascular tissue oxygenation is not yet established.

Objectives: This study evaluates gastric microperfusion and its alterations during

resection using a Visible Light Spectroscopy (Spectros T-Stat 303) measuring

serosal microvascular tissue oxygenation.

Methods: Patients undergoing LSG between January and March 2014 were in-

cluded. First, reference measurements were performed at the lesser curvature

(M1–M3), gastric antrum (MR), followed bymeasurements at the planned resection

line (M4–6) andgreater curvature (M7–M9). Aftermobilization,measurementswere

carried at the same areas again. After resection, measurements were conducted

only at the lesser curvature (M1–M3) and resection line (M4–M6).

Results: Seven patients were consecutively recruited, 1 male (14 %) and 6 female

(86 %). Median age was 43 years, median preoperative BMI was 51.4 kg/m2. The

highest drop in serosal StO2 values was observed at the upper parts of the resection

line (M6) after mobilization from 59.9 to 61.9 % and after resection to 52.1 %.

Conclusion: Serosal microperfusion is liable to alterations during surgery with a

decrease after gastric mobilization and resection compared to initial reference

measurements. The measured oxygenation shows highest drop in the upper line

next to the gastroesophageal junction.

P.392 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
WITH TRANSIT BIPARTITION: A PURE METABOLIC
SURGERY – VL.041

PRESENTER: A. Lacombe

Hospital Albert Einstein, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Bariatric procedures were based on mechanical restriction and

malabsorption. However, their neuroendocrine effects were shown to be respon-

sible for most of their benefits, while mechanical restriction andmalabsorption, for

most of their adverse effects. The sleeve gastrectomy with transit bipartition

(SG+TB) aims at the neuroendocrine effects and functional restriction, what

has been called pure metabolic surgery.

Objectives: DEMONSTRATE A PURE METABOLIC PROCEDURE.

Methods:Since 2003, more than 3,000 patients have been submitted to SG+

TB in Brazil, as it is similar to a BPD-DS, but simpler: with a step less and

many adverse effects less. A TB creates a gastro-ileal anastomosis in the

antrum after the SG; the duodenum is maintained with nutrient transit,

avoiding blind loops and minimizing malabsorption. The stomach remains

with two exits. Jejunum is laterally anastomosed to ileum at ~120 cm from

the ileocecal valve.

Results: Follow-up shows average EBMIL% is 90%, 92%, 84%, 79% and 75%

respectively in the first, second, third, fourth and in the fifth year. Excellent weight

loss, major improvement in pre-surgical comorbidities, diabetes remission over

85 % diabetes, safety and simplicity are the main reasons for learning this

technical alternative. This video shows the technical aspects didactically.

Conclusion: TB is simple to do and simple to reverse. It maintains the positive

neuroendocrine changes of a BPD however but avoiding blind loops and malab-

sorption, diarrhea, flatulence. Weight and comorbidities are improved similar to a

BPD. Diabetes is improved significantly without duodenal exclusion. TB is

an excellent complement to a SG and may completely substitute BPD-

DS in the future.

P.393 A RARE COMPLICATION AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY: DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS (DKA)

PRESENTER: M.H. Lee

China Medical University Hospital, Taichung City, Taiwan

Introduction: Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a severe complication in patients

who had diabetes mellitus. It usually presents in patients with type 1 diabetes

mellitus (T1DM), but it could also present in patient with type 2 diabetes mellitus

(T2DM). Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) is a common comorbidity of Morbid

obesity. The other comorbidity of Morbid obesity are hypertension, hyperlipid-

emia, sleep apnea, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and gallstone.

Objectives: To case report about rare complication after bariatric surgery.

Methods: This rare case was a 38 years old female who received Laparoscopic

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for morbid obesity with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)

and complicated with Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA).

Results: she was admitted by emergency department under the diagnosis of

diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA). Her data revealed severe metabolic acidosis, high

blood sugar level with ketone body presentation. But she had no evidence of

infection. After admission, she received intravenous fluid supplement and glyce-

mic control with insulin injection.

Conclusion: Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a life-threatening complication in dia-

betes mellitus. This complication of diabetes mellitus usually presents in type I

diabetes mellitus (T1DM), but it could also present in type 2 diabetes mellitus

(T2DM) under extreme stress. This patient who had low C-peptide level and poor

glycemic control before operation. Although shemade a smooth recovery after the

operation, we should still pay more attention for her sugar control and fluid status.

P.394 LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF METABOLIC SURGERY IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH BMI<35 KG/M2

PRESENTER: W. Lee

Co-authors: A. Almulaifi, J. Chen, K. Ser, S. Chen, Y. Lee

Min-Sheng General Hospital, National Taiwan University, Taoyuan, Taiwan

Introduction:Metabolic surgery has been developed recently for the treatment of

type 2 diabetes (T2DM). Although the short- and medium-term effect is impres-

sive, the durability of these effects is uncertain.

Objectives:We investigated the long-term results of metabolic surgery.

Methods:Weestablished an independently “diabetes surgery program” since 2007

in our department. Clinical outcome of 52 patients with T2DM (mean BMI 31.0±

2.3 Kg/m2, T2DM duration 4.5±4.7 years, HbA1c 9.0±2.1 %) who underwent

metabolic surgery between 2007 and 2008 and had at least 5-year follow-up were

assessed. Complete and partial remission was defined as HbA1c<6% and HbA1c

<6.5 % without medication. A matched medical group was recruited for

comparison.

Results:At 5-years after surgery, a meanweight loss of 20%was associatedwith

mean reductions in HbA1c from 9.0±2.1 to 6.4±1.2 %. Long-term complete and

partial remission rates were 38 % and 26 %. In comparison with a matched

medical group, the medical group remained a similar HbA1c level (from 8.1±

1.8 % to 8.0±1.6 % at 5-year). During follow-up, one mortality (1.9 %) due to

acute myocardial infarction occurred in the study group and a 3.0 %mortality rate

was recorded in the medical group.

Conclusion:Our data have shown that metabolic surgery is a highly effective and

safe treatment for mild obese T2DM. Although metabolic surgery had a better

glycemic control than medical treatment at 5-year, a survival benefit requires

more than 5-year to be proven.

P.395 BARIATRIC VERSUS METABOLIC SURGERY: A 5
YEARS EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: W. Lee

Co-authors: A. Almulaifi, J. Chen, K. Ser, S. Chen, J. Tsou, Y. Lee

Min-Sheng General Hospital, National Taiwan University, Taoyuan, Taiwan
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Introduction: Bariatric surgery is a weight reducing surgery while metabolic

surgery has been developed recently for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. The

treatment goals and clinical practices are different in these two programs.

Objectives: To compare the bariatric surgery program with metabolic surgery

program.

Methods: A “diabetes surgery program” was established independently since

2007 at our hospital. Between 2007 and 2013, 1,873 patients received the “bar-

iatric surgery program” and 711 received the “diabetes surgery program” were

recruited from both centers. Patients received revision surgeries were excluded.

Results: Diabetes surgery patients were older (40.8±10.9 vs. 33.5±11.7 years,

p<0.05), had a lower BMI (38.1±7.9 v 39.3±9.7 Kg/m2, p<0.05), and being a higher
prevalence of male sex (40.1 % vs. 28.7 %, p<0.05), having diabetes (98.3 % vs.

21.5 %, p<0.05). Surgical procedures are significant different in the two groups

(Bypass surgery in 76 % of the diabetes surgeries and 56.4 % of the bariatric

surgeries). The major complication rate was higher for diabetes surgery group

(2.1 % vs. 1.5 %) as well as the mortality rate (0.4 % vs. 0.1 %). At 5-year, the

success rate for bariatric surgery (WL>30 %) was 52.5 % and for diabetes surgery

(HbA1c<6.0 %) was 53.0 %.

Conclusion: Clinical profiles and impaired quality of life were very different but

both bariatric and metabolic surgery achieved the goal as well but diabetes

surgery carried higher risk than bariatric surgery.

P.396 ASSESSMENT OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS IN
PATIENTS TREATED FOR OBESITY

PRESENTER: A. Lehmann

Co-authors: M. Pawlak, M. Orowski

General Surgery Department, Ceynowa Hospital in Wejherowo, Wejherowo,

Poland

Introduction: Bariatric procedures are among the most common surgical proce-

dures today. Malnutrition might be independent factor influencing the outcome of

the operation.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate nutritional and metabolic profile

in morbidly obese patients prior to operation.

Methods: The study was conducted in the Department of General Surgery,

Ceynowa Hospital in Wejherowo. We have analyzed retrospectively the records

of patients operated in 2011 and 2012. The study included 221 patients who met

the eligibility criteria for bariatric treatment according to theWHO.On a day before

surgery diagnostic blood tests (hematological, biochemical, coagulation and

immunochemical) were made for each of the patients qualified for operation.

Lab indicators of malnutrition in adults: albumin, total protein, total number of

lymphocytes (CLL).

Results: The group consisted of 159 women and 62 men, with mean BMI 44.8±

6.1 kg/m2. Thirty four patients had a low serum albumin level and total protein

was too low in seven cases. In the study group, 11 had a CLL insufficiency, in two

the level was found below 800.

Conclusion: The disorders are primarily associated with weight and gender. No

statistical correlation between the studied parameters, and early results of treat-

ment and the number of postoperative complications, except for one. In patients

with lower HDL levels significantly more complications occurred. Malnutrition was

present in 0.9 % of the patients, a severe degree of malnutrition in 4.5 %-due to

the total number of lymphocytes and mild degree of malnutrition was found in

15.4 % of the patients due to the albumin level.

P.397 EPIDEMICS OF METABOLIC & BARIATRIC SURGERY
IN CHINA

PRESENTER: J. Liu

China Medical University Affiliated Shenjing Hospital, Shenyang, China

Introduction: Introduce the prevalence of metabolic & bariatric surgery in China

and the urgent problems in China. Show development and achievements of

CSMBS. More measures will be implemented to help the career develop

consistently.

Objectives: To introduce epidemics of metabolic & bariatric surgery in

China.

Methods: Show dates of metabolic &bariatric surgery in China from several

aspects. List the problems and achievements.

Results:Metabolic & bariatric surgery develops rapidly in China, though it still has

some problems to solve urgently. CSMBS will implement measures to solve

theses problems.

Conclusion: With the rising incidence of obesity and type 2 diabetes, the

number of patients who need surgery is also increasing. The career

develops rapidly in China, but there are also some urgent problems to

solve. CSMBS has done something to help this career keep health and it

has responsibility to promote its development and prosperity. More mea-

sures will be implemented to achieve the goal.

P.398 OUR EXPERIENCE IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: C. Ma

Co-authors: M. Fishman

Pavlov’s State Medical University, spb, Russia

Introduction:Obesity, hypertension, DM2, dyslipidemia are themain components

of the metabolic syndrome (MC).

Objectives: 2004–2012, 772–bariatric surgery. In 265 (37.4 %)–MC. In 64–im-

planted BIB. In the 708: LAGB - 228 (32.2 %); LSG - 327 (46.1 %); LRGB - 142

(20 %); LDS - 11 (1.5 %). Results up 9 y.

Methods: Total number operated, except - 83 (36.4 %) after LAGB and 84

(25.6 %) - after LSG. Input data: BMI: LDS 58.2±3.7; LRGB F 49.9±1.5, M

48.6±2.3; LSG: F 44.8±0.8, M 45.5±1.6; LAGB: F 40.8±0.3, M 41.3±0.7. 2.

Glucose: LDS 13.93±1.14; LRGB: F 7.01±2.86, M 6.57±1.52; LSG: F 5.64±

1.26, M 6.74±1.97; LAGB: F 5.65±1.41, M 5.70±1.22. Ka: LDS 10.74±0.45;

LRGB: F 5.02±0.29, M 5.27±0.46; LSG: F 4.73±0.21, M 5.57±0.47; LAGB: F

4.69±0.09, M 4.45±0.24.

Results: LAGB - the effect up to 1.5 years. LSG - effect from the first days and was

down in 3–5 years. LAGB83 (36.4%) and LSG84 (25.6%) the effect is lowand they

are excluded from further study LRGB in 131 (92.2%) and LDS in 11 (100%) - were

normal. BMI: 5 y.: LDS36.6±1.6; LRGB: F 33.4+0.7,M29.3+0.8; LSG: F 31.3+0.8,

M 30.4+0.6; LAGB: 9 y.: F 32.9+0.3, M 33.8+0.7. %EBMIL: LDS 64.7±8.2; LRGB:

F 65.7±13.1, M 75.1±17.2; LSG: F 54.9±24.9, M 68.6±16.5; LAGB: F 44.9±30.8,

M43.2±25.8.Glucose: LDS–5.16±0.73; LRGB: F 5.05±1.12,M5.65±1.62; LSG:F

5.16±0.64, M 5.88±1.41; LAGB: F 5.35±0.85, M 5.28±0.96. Ka: LDS–6.41±0.33;

LRGB: F 2.78±0.17, M 3.00±0.19; LSG: F 3.78±0.13, M 4.60±0.36; LAGB: F 4.32

±0.08, M 3.77±0.20

Conclusion: LAGB in treatment MS is limited and combined operations most

effective.

P.399 THE FUNCTION OF BILIO-PANCREATIC LIMB HAS A
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT IN METABOLIC IMPROVEMENT
AFTER DUODENO-JEJUNAL BYPASS IN OLETF RAT

PRESENTER: T. Miyachi

Co-authors: M. Nagao, N. Tanaka, K.Watanabe, H. Sasaki, T. Tsuchiya, E. Kono,

T. Morikawa, H. Musha, T. Abe, S. Ohnuma, K. Kudo, T. Aoki, H. Karasawa, K.

Nakagawa, H. Yoshida, F. Motoi, Y. Katayose, T. Naitoh, M. Unno

Department of Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, Sendai,

Japan

Introduction: In terms of anti-diabetic effect of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

or duodenojejunal bypass (DJB), common channel, which has functions

of the secretion of several gut hormones or absorption of bile acids, is

thought to be essential. However, the recent study revealed that not only

common channel but the alimentary limb (AL) or bilio-pancreatic limb

(BPL) had some direct metabolic effects in addition to transporting the

undigested foods and bile acids to common channel.

Objectives:Weevaluated whether the difference of the length of both AL andBPL

affected metabolic improvement in the animal DJB model.
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Methods: OLETF rats (Type 2 DM model) were divided into four groups; A-DJB,

witchwasDJBwith longAL and short BPL (AL30cm, BPL3cm), B-DJB, witchwas

DJB with short AL and long BPL (AL3cm, BPL30cm), J-DJB, which was DJB with

30 cm-long-jejunectomy as themodel that BPL of B-DJBwas eliminated (AL3cm,

BPL0cm), and sham operation (SH) group. Of those, glucose tolerance improve-

ments, weight gain, changes of serum level of bile acids and gut hormones were

assessed post operatively.

Results: The glucose tolerance of both A-DJB and B-DJB was improved com-

pared to that of SH. This effect was greater in B-DJB than A-DJB and the

postoperative weight gain was significantly suppressed in B-DJB. No significant

difference was seen regarding glucose tolerance or weight gain in J-DJB. The

serum bile acids level of B-DJB was higher than that of other groups.

Conclusion: The function of BPL has a significant impact in glycometabolism and

weight gain. Serum bile acids may play an important role on the mechanisms of

these effects.

P.400 GASTRIC BYPASS SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVES
QUALITY OF LIFE IN DIABETIC OBESE SUBJECTS
COMPARED TO USUAL MEDICAL CARE AND
DIABETES SUPPORT AND EDUCATION

PRESENTER: A. Mor

Co-authors: P. Omotosho, A. Torquati

Duke Surgery, Durham, NC, USA

Introduction: Type 2 diabetesmellitus (T2DM) negatively impacts both the health-

related quality of life (HRQOL) of obese subjects and the improvement of HRQOL

after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB).

Objectives:We prospectively studied twomatched obese populations with T2DM

with the aim of demonstrating that diabetic obese patients who undergo RYGB

will have a significantly better HRQOLwhen compared to a control diabetic group

who undergo Diabetes Support and Education program (DSE) and medical

management alone.

Methods: Thirty diabetic obese subjects underwent RYGB and 31 received usual

medical care and DSE, consisting of educational sessions on diet, and exercise.

Groups were matched by age, gender, weight, glucostatic parameters and anti-

diabetic medications. HRQOL was assessed using the normalized SF-36 ques-

tionnaire and data were collected at baseline, and 12-month follow-up.

Results: Diabetic patients who underwent RYGB experienced a significant in-

crease in their HRQOL, except in the role-physical and mental health domains

which increased, but did not reach statistical significance. Control subjects who

underwent DSE did not show any significant increase in HRQOL. Percentage

changes in glucostatic parameters, discontinuation of anti-diabetic medications

(oral anti-diabetic and insulin therapy) and T2DM remission were not found to

predict the percentage change in SF-36 scores at 12-month after RYGB.

Conclusion:We demonstrated that in obese diabetic patients a significant

HRQOL improvement is observed in patients who underwent RYGB, but

not in those who were offered usual medical care and DSE. However,

improvement of glucose homeostasis, reduced use of anti-diabetic med-

ications and diabetes remission are not predictors of improved HRQOL

at 12-month after RYGB.

P.401 CHANGES OF CIRCULATING IRISIN AND HIGH
SENSITIVITY C-REACTIVE PROTEIN LEVELS IN
MORBIDLY OBESE INDIVIDUALS WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: A. Mor

Co-authors: P. Shantavasinkul, P. Omotosho, A. Torquati

Duke Surgery, Durham, NC, USA

Introduction: Irisin, a myokines produced by muscle cells, provides beneficial

effects in obesity and diabetes, improving insulin sensitivity and increasing energy

expenditure. High sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) reflects the inflamma-

tory state that play a key role in obesity and its comorbidities.

Objectives: Compare irisin levels changes in an obese diabetic population that

underwent Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGB) versus a control

matched population that underwent usual medical care plus diabetes support

education (DSE) program. We also explored the association between irisin and

hs-CRP levels after the interventions.

Methods: In a prospective controlled trial, we studied 58 obese individuals with

type 2 diabetes before and 12-month after intervention. Twenty-nine underwent

LRYGB and 29 received DSE. Groups were matched by age, sex, and body

weight.

Results: After 12 month, compared to the DSE group, patients who underwent

LRYGB lost more weight (p<0.001). Irisin (p<0.05) and hs-CRP level (p<0.05)
were also significantly lower. After LRYGB, irisin levels reduction was positively

associated with hs-CRP levels changes (r=0.39, p<0.05).
Conclusion: This is the first study showing that LRYGB significantly reduces irisin

levels compared to usual medical care and DSE, in an obese diabetic population.

The elevation of irisin levels suggests irisin resistance in the obese state and its

decrease after LRYGB might reflect the resolution of irisin resistance. The strong

association between changes in irisin and CRP levels suggests that the reduced

inflammatory state after LRYGB might be involved in the irisin resistance

resolution.

P.402 LAPAROSCOPIC LONG LIMB GASTRIC BY-PASS FOR
COMPLETE REMISSION OF TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
PATIENTS WITH BMI 30–35

PRESENTER: A.J. Murad Jr1

Co-authors: J.A. Valadão1, C.L. Scheibe1, G.P. Campelo1, R.C. Lima1, M.G.

Soares1, L.M. Murad1, F.R. Teófilo2

1Hospital São Domingos, São Luı́s, Brazil
2Universidade Federal do Maranhão, São Luı́s, MA, Brazil

Introduction: Duodenal exclusion and ileal stimulation for release of incretins are

the main reasons for remission of type-2 diabetes. Conventional by-pass don’t

stimulate the ileum. Long-limb by-pass leads to a very important release of

incretins, leading to better results in metabolic surgery.

Objectives: Evaluating the results of long-limb gastric by-pass in the complete

remission of type-2 diabetes in patients with BMI 30–35.

Methods: From September/2011 to April/2013, 25 patients with type-2 diabetes

and BMI 30–35 were submitted to laparoscopic long-limb gastric by-pass. It was

collected the fasting glucose and the glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) before

the surgery and 1 year after the surgery. The surgery perfomed was a gastric by-

pass with a wide gastrointestinal anastomosis, and a long-limb Roux-en-Y recon-

struction, with 200 cm of biliopancreatic limb (from the ligament of Treitz), and

60 cm of alimentary limb. It was considered complete remission of the diabetes

when the patient had glycosylated hemoglobin below 6,0 % in the absence of

pharmacologic therapy.

Results: Before the surgery, the mean BMI, fasting glucose and HbA1c of the

patients were 32,5 kg/m2, 185 mg/dl and 8,9 % (6,8 to 10,9), respectively. Eleven

patients used oral hypoglicemiants+insulin, and 14 used only oral hypoglicemiants.

Therewere no death, major complication or reoperation. One year after the surgery,

the mean BMI, fasting glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin were, respectively,

25,1 kg/m2, 91 mg/dl and 5,1 % (4,0 to 5,8). No one patient was using medication.

All the patients reached complete remission of the diabetes.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic long-limb gastric by-pass is safe and extremely effec-

tive for the complete remission of type 2 diabetes in patients with BMI 30–35.

P.404 THE ROLE OF BILE ACIDS FOLLOWING METABOLIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: S. Purkayasthas

Co-authors: N.C. Penney, J.M. Kinross, R.C. Newton

Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Obesity is a major global health burden with multiple associated co-

morbidities. Thus far metabolic surgery is the most successful treatment for both
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weight loss and the resolution of associated co-morbidities such as diabetes. This is

thought to be through both weight-dependent and weight-independent mechanisms.

Objectives: Bile Acids have recently emerged as key signalling molecules that

have a potentially central role in modulating many of the physiological effects

seen after metabolic surgery. We aimed to further elucidate this role and to

appraise the supporting evidence.

Methods:A systematic search ofMedline andEmbase databaseswas performed

to identify all articles investigating the role of Bile Acids inmediating themetabolic

effects seen following bariatric surgery in both humans and animal models.

Results: Five hundred thirty-nine articles were identified by the electronic search.

After exclusions 25 studies were included. We use these studies to review, in

detail, the evidence to support the role of Bile Acids following Bariatric Surgery

and propose the ‘SLIMMER’ effects of Bile Acids. I.E. Their effect onSatiety, Lipid
and cholesterol metabolism, Incretins and glucose homeostasis, Energy M-

etabolism, Gut Microbiota and Endoplasmic Reticulum stress and explore a

possible link with carcinogenesis.

Conclusion: Overall there appears to be a strong body of evidence to support the

role of Bile Acids in many of the metabolic effects seen following bariatric surgery

through the above mechanisms. More work is needed to further clarify the molec-

ular signalling pathways involved, with the aim of developing improved surgical and

pharmacological treatments for obesity and its associated co-morbidities.

P.405 PREVALENCE OF METABOLIC SYNDROME AND ITS
COMPONENTS AMONG OVERWEIGHT AND OBESE
SECONDARY SCHOOL ADOLESCENT IN SFAX,
TUNISIA

PRESENTER: S. Regaig

Université de sfax, Sfax, Tunisia

Introduction: The metabolic syndrome (MetS) has become one of the major

public-health challenges worldwide. Early identification of metabolic complica-

tions consist an essential target for youth public health.

Objectives: We aimed to evaluate the prevalence of MetsS and its components

among overweight and obese adolescents.

Methods: This cross-sectional study concerned 51 overweight and obese adoles-

cents, aged 15 to 18 years and residing in Sfax city. Anthropometric assessments,

blood pressure measurement and biochemical assessment (high-density lipopro-

tein cholesterol, triglycerides. fasting plasma glucose and cholesterol) were done.

MetSwas defined according to the International DiabetesFederation (IDF) criteria.

Results:The prevalence of theMetSwas 21.6%. Therewas nogender difference

in prevalence of MetS (P=0.09). Obese subjects had the highest proportion of

MetS than overweight (25% vs. 15, 8%; p=0.04). 35, 3% of subjects had at least

two abnormalities of MetS. Abdominal obesity was the most common individual

component of theMetS (91, 3%) followed by lowHDL cholesterol (58, 8%). Body

mass index (BMI), Waist circumference (WC),Waist to hip ratio (WRH) and Neck

circumference (NC) had partial positive correlation (moderate to low) with Blood

pressure (BP) and Triglyceride.

Conclusion:MetS is prevalent in our young population in Sfax City. The results of

this study will help in planning to control these problems in the future. So we

suggest screening programs for secondary school adolescent to control obesity

and MetS in Tunisia.

P.407 NO NEED FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT OF
SUBCLINICAL HYPOTHYROIDISM PRIOR TO
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: W. Schijns1

Co-authors: I. Janssen1, J. Homan1, B. Betzel1, E. Aarts1, K. van Laarhoven1, F.

Berends2

1Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands
2Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: Subclinical hypothyroidism (SCH) is a known secondary phenome-

non of obesity. The need of treating SCH is growing because of the possible

association with cardiovascular disease.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate thyroid hormone levels in

morbidly obese patients before en after Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB).

Methods: All consecutive from May 2012 to January 2013 were screened for

SCH. Serum levels of thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) and free thyroxine (FT4)

were measured preoperatively and 12months postoperative. Also patients need-

ed to fill out there medication.

Results: The incidence of SCH was 13.7 % (75 patients). Baseline BMI was 46.8

±7.9 kg/m2 and decreased to 32.9±6.2 kg/m2 which correspondents to an EWL

of 68±20 %. Preoperative mean serum level TSH was 5.7±1.8 mU/l and FT4

15.5±2.2 pmol/l. A TSH level >12 mU/L was observed in 2 (2.7 %) patients. At

12 month follow-up TSH and FT4 levels significantly decreased to 2.7±1.4 mU/l

and 4.9±3.5 pmol/l (p<0.001). SCH resolved in 66 (88 %) patients. A Pearson’s

correlation between BMI decrease and TSH was calculated (0.55; P<0.001).
Preoperatively 14 patients used levothyroxine of which 13 patients were using the

same dose levothyroxine postoperatively.

Conclusion: The prevalence of SCH is high in morbidly obese patients. SCH

usually resolves after bariatric surgery. There is a need for follow-up and medi-

cation review in patients with SCH.

P.408 TOWARDS A SAFER LAP SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
OUR EXPERIENCE WITH INITIAL 25 CASES

PRESENTER: A. Shrivastava

Apollo Rajshree Hospital, Indore, MP, India

Introduction: We have started our Bariatric Surgery programme with limited

resources about 2 years back. We have included initial 25 cases of Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy and concluded our results.

Objectives: Whether Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy can be performed with

limited resources safely.

Whether we can achieve minimal complications in similar situations.

Methods: We selected patients with BMI between 37 and 48 with or without co-

morbid conditions. The patients’ age ranges from 20 to 56 years. The evaluation

of the patient starts with comprehensive preoperative workup which includes

Nutritionist, Clinical Psychologist, Pathologist, Radiologist, Essentially

Endoscopist, Physician and Endocrinologist.

Intraoperatively we used Optical trocars for entry into the peritoneal cavity with four

working ports. The need of Bariatric Anesthetist is to be stressed upon. We began

dissection at approximately 6 cm proximal to Pylorus. The energy source we use is

an ultrasonic dissector or a 5mmvessel sealer. ShortGastrics are takenwith utmost

care near the GE junction with minimal dissection around the fat at the GE junction.

Any adhesions around spleen and left lobe of liver are taken down with care.

Stapling is of paramount importance with strict adherence to its Basic Principles.

Vigilant postoperative care is done.

Results: The final result we got with our technique was zero complication and a

significant weight loss up to 1 year follow up with significant improvement in the

associated co-morbid conditions.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy can be safely performed in a

limited set up, sticking to the basic surgical technique protocols and a vigilant

postoperative care.

P.409 NONALCOHOLIC STEATOHEPATITIS (NASH) AND
OBESITY IN SOUTH INDIAN POPULATION- A VARIANT
PROFILE?

PRESENTER: O. Sudheer

Co-authors: S. Rejeesh, S. Kalghatgi, D. Balakrishnan, M. Eapen, U.

Gopalakrishnan, R. Menon, P. Dhar, S. Sudhindran

Amrita Institute of Medical Sciences, Kochi, Kochi, KL, India

Introduction: NASH is prevalent disease and Indian population differs from west

in metabolic syndrome associated with Obesity.

Objectives: To analyze the prevalence of NASH in patients who underwent

bariatric surgery in South India and to analyze its association with well recognized

risk factors.
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Methods:Out of 75 patients (meanage 38 years andBMI 43.14) undergoing sleeve

gastrectomy, liver biopsy was performed in 61 to assess the presence of NASH, by

NAFL score and Brunt score. Its association with BMI, Age, presence and duration

of diabetes mellitus, sex, lipid profile and transaminase level were analyzed.

Results: Out of 61 biopsies, six excluded due to inadequate biopsies. Out of 55,

NASH was seen in 42 (76.4 %) and fatty liver without steatohepaitis in 4 (7.2 %),

minimal obesity related fatty liver disease in 9 (16.4 %). On detailed analysis

between NASH (42) and No NASH (13) group, BMI 43.51 Vs 41.92, Diabetes 20

(48 %) Vs 4 (30 %), duration of diabetes 4.9 Vs 1.75 years, Serum cholesterol

>200 mg% 12 (28 %) Vs 6 (46 %), SGOT >35 IU 18 (42 %) Vs 2 (15 %), and

triglycerides >150 mg% 12 (28 %) Vs 3 (25 %) were found to have no statistical

significance. Whereas age 40.62±9.5 Vs 32.15±9.6 years, p 0.007, male sex 21

(50 %) Vs 4 (30 %) p 0.05, and SGPT>40 IU, 18 (28 %) Vs 1 (7 %) p 0.02 were

found significant.

Conclusion: In obese patients from South India prevalence of NASH is very high.

NASH appeared to be significantly associated with male sex, age more than

40 years, and a high SGPT value. Surprisingly the presence of diabetes mellitus

and its duration or dislipedemia did not show significance.

P.410 THE EFFECT OF DUODENO-JEJUNAL BYPASS FOR
NON-ALCOHOLIC STEATOHEPATITIS (NASH) IN THE
DIET-INDUCED RAT MODEL

PRESENTER: T. Tsuchiya

Co-authors: M. Nagao, N. Tanaka, H. Sasaki, T. Miyachi, E. Kono, H. Musha, T.

Morikawa, T. Abe, S. Ohnuma, K. Kudo, H. Karasawa, T. Aoki, K. Nakagawa, H.

Yoshida, F. Motoi, Y. Katayose, T. Naitoh, M. Unno

Department of Surgery, Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine, Sendai,

Japan

Introduction: Because of increase in obesity population, non-alcoholic

steatohepatitis (NASH) patients are also increasing. NASH would become one

of the major cause of the hepatocellular carcinoma in the near future, instead of

viral hepatitis.

Objectives: We tried to develop a novel dietary model of NASH in rats, and to

assess if the metabolic surgery can improve NASH by performing the duodeno-

jejunal bypass (DJB) on the rat NASH model.

Methods: Five-week-old male SD rats were fed with high-fat and high-fructose

diet (HFD) for 12 weeks. Four rats were sacrificed at 12 weeks and the specimen

was collected to assess the pathological findings as the baseline using NAFLD

(nonalcoholic fatty liver disease) Activity Score (NAS), whichwas commonly used

to evaluate the features of NASH. DJB or sham (SH) operation was performed on

the other rats at 12 weeks, and their improving effects were assessed at

24 weeks.

Results: The baseline NAS of each liver was from 5 to 7 points. These scores were

satisfied the criteria of NASH. In the DJB group, there were no remarkable changes

at NAS, but the liver weight and a plasma level of alanine aminotransferase (ALT)

tends to decrease (3.98 vs. 5.05 g/100 g body weight, and 54 vs. 109 IU/l,

respectively) compared to the SH group.

Conclusion: After performing DJB, the degree of steatohepatitis was improved. It

suggests that DJB may have the direct effect to the NASH improvement.

P.411 CHANGES IN LIPID PROFILE POST LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG): OUR EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: R. Vats

Co-authors: A. Charak, D. Goel

BLK Super Speciality Hospital, New Delhi, India

Introduction: Morbid obesity is gradually becoming a large health hazard world-

wide. LSG has lamented itself as a primary weight loss surgery. LSG improves or

resolves hyperlipidemia in most of the morbidly obese patients. Hyperlipidemia is

a risk factor for development of coronary artery disease in morbidly obese

patients. The most common abnormalities are hypercholesterolemia, hypertri-

glyceridemia, low HDL and high LDL cholesterol values.

Objectives: To evaluate effects of LSG on lipid profile (follow-up 6, 12 &

24 months).

Methods: Study period: 2011–2013
Total no. of patients (n): 247

No. of hyperlipidemic patients: 97/247.

Lost to follow up: 34

Duration of follow-up: 2 years

Male to Female ratio: 0.64

Mean BMI: 43

Mean Age: 40 years

Results:A total of 97 patientswere diagnosedwith hyperlipidemia ofwhom34 lost

to follow-up. Data is presented on 63 patients (60% females), aged (25 to 50 yrs).

Patients lost around 66.66 % to 73 % of extra weight over a period of 2 years.

Mean triglycerides decreased from 243 to 186 and 141 mg/dl, while HDL in-

creased from 28 to 47 and 53.5 mg/dl at 6 & 12 months. TC/HDL and TG/HDL

ratios also decreased significantly. There were no changes for total cholesterol

and LDL levels.

Conclusion: LSG improves lipid profiles in morbidly obese patients with hyperlip-

idemia, with most patients not requiring lipid lowering drugs within 6 months after

surgery.

P.412 WEIGHT LOSS FOLLOWING ROUX-EN Y GASTRIC
BYPASS IS NOT AFFECTED BY PARTNER BMI

PRESENTER: S.T. Adams1

Co-authors: D. Locker2, G.V. Miller2, S.H. Leveson1

1Hull-York Medical School, York, United Kingdom
2York Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, York, United Kingdom

Introduction: Studies have suggested that family members of patients undergo-

ing bariatric surgery also show improved health behaviours and weight loss

following surgery. This may be because those undergoing surgery are required

to adopt healthier lifestyles postoperatively in order to experience maximal ben-

efit. It could be argued that patients with lower BMI partners may find it easier to

adopt these lifestyle changes since their partners may already exhibit such

behaviours.

Objectives: This study aimed to investigate this hypothesis.

Methods: All patients undergoing RYGBP at 2 regional centres were

approached for inclusion. Data pertaining to patients’ gender, age, preoperative

and 1 year postoperative BMIs, eating and physical activity behaviours were

collected along with the BMIs of their partners at the time of recruitment. The

partners were grouped according to BMI (normal, overweight or obesity class

1, 2 or 3 and above) and compared to whether or not the desired target of

70 % excess BMI loss was achieved using Pearson’s Chi-squared test

with p 0.05 being considered significant.

Results: Twenty-one couples were recruited into the study. Of the 21 partners 2 had

normal BMIs, six were overweight, 11 were class 1 obese, 1 was class 2 obese and

1 was class 3 obese. No difference existed between the groups in terms of gender,

age or eating or physical activity behaviours. Partner BMI was not associated with

achievement of the eBMI loss target (p=0.297).
Conclusion: Partner BMI status is not indicative of weight loss outcome following

RYGBP.

P.413 EFFECT OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON TREATMENT
ON OVERWEIGHT AND OBESE PATIENTS WITH
FOLLOW-UP POST BALLOON REMOVAL FOR 1 YEAR

PRESENTER: S.S. Ahmad

Co-authors: S. Ahmad

Gastriccenter/Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany

Introduction: The intragastric balloon has proved to be effective in the short term

to reduce weight. Its effectiveness between groups with different body mass

index (BMI) seems to be different.
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Objectives:This study observed the results of BIB treatment in three different BMI

groups at 6 months after insertion and 6 months and 1 year after removal.

Methods:Between 2001 and June 2012, 467 overweight and obese patients with

BMI>28 kg/m2 were treated with an intragastric balloon. Four hundred patients

(85,6%) were available for follow up. Dietary advice was offered all patients up to

1 year after removal of balloon.

Group A: 200 patients with BMI between 28 and 34 kg/m2. mean BMI: 32 kg/m2

Group B: 160 patients with BMI between 35 and 40 kg/m2, mean BMI: 37 kg/m2

Group C: 40 patients with BMI>40 kg/m2, mean BMI: 44 kg/m2

Results: Mean BMI in group A fell from 32 kg/m2 auf 28,5 kg/m2 (P<0.01), in
group B from 37 auf 32,4 kg/m2 and in group C from 44 auf 34 kg/m2 at the time of

balloon removal.

After 6 months of removal the mean BMI increased again in all three groups.

After 1 year only 50%of the patient in group A, 20% in group B and 5% in groupC

maintained weight loss. The mean BMI increased again mostly in group C.

Conclusion: The intragastric balloon seems to be effective only in 50 % of the

patient with BMI lower than 35 kg/m2 observed for 1 year after removal and less

effective in patient with BMI >35 kg/m2

P.414 A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF CLINICAL CARE
PATHWAYS FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: J. Buchholz

Co-authors: K.W. Miyasaka, R. Aggarwal

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA

Introduction: The implementation of surgical clinical care pathways has become

more prevalent in recent years. These standardized pathways, or enhanced

recovery after surgery (ERAS) pathways, have shown improvements in length-

of-stay (LOS), morbidity, and patient cost.

Objectives: Conduct a systematic review of existing literature, investigating the

implementation and outcomes of surgical clinical care pathways utilized in bar-

iatric surgery.

Methods: PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane Library databases were searched for

articles concerning clinical pathway implementationanduse inbariatric surgery. Titles,

abstracts, and full-text articleswere screened according to the PRISMA statement for

articles that met pre-determined criteria (pre-, intra-, and post-operative components

of the clinical pathway; objective measurement of pathway effectiveness).

Results:Fourteen articleswere included in the review: one randomized clinical trial, six

case–control studies, and seven case series. Publication dates ranged from 2001 to

2013. Total patient population included in the review was 8238 (pathway patients=

7697; control patients=541).Gastric bypass proceduresweremost common (98%of

total) and laparoscopic operationsmadeup77%of all procedures.Overall, LOS (2.48

vs. 5.24) and 30-day readmission rate (3.6 % vs. 8.2 %) decreased for patients

included in a clinical pathway compared to control patients (population-weighted

average). Clinical pathway reduction in cost was between 4.7 % and 40 % (n=4).
Conclusion:Despite variability amongst institutions, bariatric surgery clinical care

pathways successfully reduce LOS, readmission rates and costs. The continued

use of these pathways is supported and further enhancement to implement

pathway best practices should be explored.

P.415 NONALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE IN
MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS: PREVALENCE,
HISTOPATHOLOGICAL CORRELATION AND ASSOCIATED
RISK FACTORS

PRESENTER: P. Chanswangphuvana

Co-authors: A. Techagumpuch, S. Udomsawaengsup

Chula Minimally Invasive Surgery Center, Department of Surgery, Faculty of

Medicine, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

Introduction:Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is considereda common liver

diseases in obese patients including simple steatosis, steatohepatitis and fibrosis.

Objectives: This study aimed to identify prevalence, histopathological correlation

and risk factors of NAFLD inmorbidly obese patients undergoing bariatric surgery.

Methods: Liver biopsy was performed in 133 patients who underwent bariatric

surgery, after other causes of liver disease were excluded. Clinical, biochemical

and histopathological features were evaluated.

Results: Steatosis was present in 123 (92.5 %) samples. With regard to its

intensity, it was observed that 55 (41.4 %) were classified as mild; 3 (26.3 %)

as moderate and 33 (24.8 %) as severe. NASH was diagnosed in 72 (54.1 %)

cases. Mild degree was found in 35 (26.3 %) cases; moderate in 34 (25.6 %)

cases, and severe in 3 (2.3 %) cases. Fibrosis was referred to in 58 (43.6 %)

biopsies, 17 of which (12.8 %) were stage 1; 3 (22.6 %) were stage 2; 1 were

stage 3 (8.3 %), and no cirrhosis was diagnosed. There was a strong correlation

between the degree of steatosis and the degree of NASH (rs=0.665; p<0.001)
and also between the degree of NASH and the degree of fibrosis (rs=0.682;

p<0.001). ALTwas a independent predictive factor associated with the presence

and degree of steatosis, steatohepatitis and fibrosis (p=0.034, p=0.003 and p=
0.01, respectively and p=0.01, p<0.001 and p=0.004, respectively).
Conclusion:Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease seems to be an obese-related condition.

There is a positive histopathological correlation. ALT was a independent predictive

factors associated with the presence and degree of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease.

P.416 THE PATIENT PERSPECTIVE OF BARIATRIC
SURGERY OUTCOMES: DEVELOPING A ‘CORE’ SET
OF PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES

PRESENTER: K.D. Coulman1, 2

Co-authors: A. Owen-Smith1, R.C. Andrews1, 2, K. Chalmers1, Y. Ferguson2, S.

Norton3, R. Welbourn2, K. Whale1, J.M. Blazeby1, 4

1University of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
2Taunton and Somerset NHS Foundation Trust, Taunton, United Kingdom
3North Bristol NHS Trust, Bristol, United Kingdom
4University Hospitals Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom

Introduction: Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are central to evaluating bariatric

surgery. However there is a lack of consistency as to which outcomes to measure.

Objectives: To evaluate outcomes of importance to patients and to use this

information to develop a core set of PROs.

Methods: Systematic reviews of PRO and qualitative research studies in

bariatric surgery were undertaken to build a list of outcomes and inves-

tigate patient experience of bariatric surgery. Qualitative interviews were

also undertaken with patients to elicit views of important outcomes. Data

from all sources was grouped into health domains and a questionnaire

drafted for a Delphi survey.

Results: Five thousand six hundred seventy-nine abstracts were screened, with

86 PRO and 21 qualitative studies included. Sixty-eight validated PROmeasures

were identified, representing 254 different PROs. Thirty-six themes were identi-

fied from the qualitative studies, of which one (‘development of new addictions

after surgery’) was not already encompassed by the PROs. To date, seven

qualitative interviews have been conducted which have yielded two additional

themes (‘personal identity’ and ‘normality’). Three assessors grouped the list of

PROs and themes into 20 broad health domains containing 96 items. Feedback

was sought frompatient representatives and the list reduced to 10 broad domains

with 69 items for inclusion in a draft Delphi questionnaire.

Conclusion: Validated PROmeasures are useful to assess patient experience of

surgery over time. However, qualitative research can shed light on the complexity

of experiences that quantitative measures cannot always access. Both ap-

proaches are needed to develop a core outcome set that truly reflects patient

centred outcomes and experiences.

P.417 ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS DECREASES
PRO-INFLAMMATORY AND THROMBOTIC
BIOMARKERS IN EXTREME OBESE FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: S. Cravo Bettini1

Co-authors: B.D. Netto2, A.G. Clemente2, J.P. de Carvalho Ferreira2, K. Boritza2,

S.D. Souza2, M.O. Heyde1, A.R. Dâmaso2

1Universidade federal do Paraná, Curitiba, PR, Brazil
2Uiversidade Federal de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
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Introduction: The low-grade inflammatory state in obesity leads to insulin resis-

tance and endothelial dysfunction, all of which promote cardiovascular diseases

in obese subjects.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the early effects of weight

loss, achieved through bariatric surgery on the inflammatory and prothrombotic

states.

Methods: Methods The sample was composed of 41 morbidly obese patients

(BMI 44.43 kg/m2) who underwent Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) for treating

obesity. Anthropometric and clinical data, biochemical markers of inflammation

were collected prior to, as well as 6 months post-RYGB.

Results: It was found higher PAI-1 concentrations among morbidly obese

wi th hyper lept inemia when compared wi th pa t ients wi thout

hyperleptinemia (p<0.01). In relation to the baseline, postsurgery reduc-

tion in BMI was of 12.2 kg/m2, corresponding to 61.73 (21.29)% of

excess weight loss. Also, were found decreased significantly in waist

circumference from 126.23 to 101.24 cm, total cholesterol (p<0.01),
triglycerides (p<0.01) and glucose (p=0.01). In regards to pro-

inflammatory biomarkers were observed a decrease on the PAI-1 of

(55.88 (6.02)%, p<0.01), CPR (18.8 (3.38)%, p<0.01), ICAM-1 (89.91

(5.7)%, p<0.01), leptin (27.86 (3.22)%, p<0.01) and resistin (69.29

(5.8)%, p<0.01). Indeed, we also observed significant decreases of the

TNF- and leptin/adiponectin ratio (p<0.01). Anti-inflammatory cytokines

adiponectin and IL-10 were significantly increased [170.71 (82.50)%,

p<0.01; 122.71 (55.05)%, p=0.02]. CRP levels were predictor of ICAM-

1 (p=0.04) and changes in leptin concentrations were predictor de-

creased PAI-1 levels (p=0.03).
Conclusion: Our findings suggest that obesity per se is associated with a

prothrombotic state and patients with hyperleptinemia have been major cardio-

vascular risk factors. Hence, the RYGB was effective in early reducing pro-

inflammatory and thrombotic risk in obese people.

P.418 EFFECT OF ETHNICITY ON WEIGHT LOSS AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: N. de la Cruz-Muñoz1

Co-authors: Z. Khorgami1, K.L. Arheart2, C. Zhang1, S.E. Messiah2

1Department of Surgery, University of Miami Leonard M Miller School of Medi-

cine, Miami, FL, USA
2Division of Pediatric Clinical Research, Department of Pediatrics, Department of

Public Health Sciences, Division of Biostatistics, University of Miami Leonard M

Miller School of Medicine, Miami, FL, USA

Introduction: Several studies have reported better outcomes of bariatric surgery

among non-Hispanic whites (NHW) versus non-Hispanic blacks (NHB) and His-

panics (typically Mexican-American).

Objectives: This study compared weight outcomes of Hispanic bariatric patients

originating from Central and South American and the Caribbean Basin who are

the majority population of their geographic area versus NHB and NHW.

Methods:A retrospective review of 3,495 patients (1,685 Hispanic, 717 NHB,

1,093 NHW, 76 % female, mean age 41.7±12.6 years) who underwent

bariatric surgery by a single surgeon from 2002 to 2012 were analyzed.

Percentages of Excess Weight Loss (EWL) at 6, 12 and 24 months were

compared. EWL was examined by gender, surgery type and BMI category

(<40, 40–50, >50 kg/m2).

Results: At 6-months, EWL was significantly different by ethnicity (52.9±15.7 for

Hispanics, 50.1±15.6 for NHW, and 43.4±17.2 for NHB, p<0.001). These differ-

ences remained significant at both 1 and 2 year after surgery. Between-subject

comparison showed significantly higher EWL inHispanics versusNHB (p<0.001)
but no difference between Hispanics and NHW. Analysis of EWL by gender,

surgery type, and BMI category showed similar results. NHW had higher EWL

than Hispanics only when they underwent band surgery and had a BMI>40 kg/

m2.

Conclusion: EWL outcomes after bariatric surgery significantly vary by ethnic-

ity. Hispanics who are the majority ethnic group in their geographic area have

similar weight loss outcomes as NHW (except in band patients with BMI>

40 kg/m2) and both groups have better outcomes than NHB. Environmental

and social factors may significantly contribute to successful weight loss after

bariatric surgery.

P.419 MANAGEMENT OF PRIMARY VENTRAL HERNIA WITH
INCARCERATEDCOLON, GIANTHIATAL HERNIA AND
SUPEROBESITY. CASE REPORT IN IV LEVEL CENTER
IN COLOMBIA

PRESENTER: E. Dorado

Fundacion Valle Del Lili, Cali, Colombia

Introduction: superobesity benefit from the gastric sleeve as primary treatment.

The presence of ventral hernias and giant hiatal hernia was a challenge for

definitive management decisions or deferred.

Objectives: Show management in patients with superobesity, primary ventral

hernia with colon incarcerated and intraoperative finding giant hiatal hernia.

Methods: Female 60 years old, BMI 55, metabolic disease (hypertension, diabe-

tes diagnosed 7 years ago hyperlipidemia without symptoms of GERD). Epigas-

tric hernia, 6 cm, with omentum inside. Normal endoscopy. Preoperati ve diet of

1000 kcal.

Results: surgery showed ventral hernia with transverse colonand omentun incar-

cerated without gangrene which was reduced. To retract the liver, giant hiatal

hernia 7 cm diameter is evidenced with fundus in the chest. Resection of the

hernia sac was performed, the esophagus is dissected thorax and 3 cm

intraabdominal guaranteed. 40 F bujie was use to calı́brate the hiatus. I per-

formed sleeve with 36 F bujie and reinforced staple line. With three stitches and

dual mesh we closed the hiatal hernia. Air leak probe was negative.

The defect in the abdominal wall is managed with primary closure with Prolene

and prevent a intestinal obstruction. Patient being discharged the next day in

excellent conditions, tolerated clear liquid diet.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy Have demonstrated the effectiveness in the

primary management of superobesity. Also the final repair with mesh in wall

defects should be delayed until the patient lies down all the percentage EWL.

The incidental finding of hiatal hernia, repair with mesh and perform sleeve

gastrectomy still has arguments for and against.

P.420 LISTENING TO OUR PATIENTS: CLIENT
SATISFACTION AND PROGRAM EVALUATION,
BARIATRIC PROGRAM AT ST. JOSEPH’S
HEALTHCARE HAMILTON

PRESENTER: M.W. Dunn, P.A. Eyles

St. Joseph’s Healthcare, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Introduction: Program evaluation and engaging clients to improve their health

care experiences are essential components of client centred care. As the bariatric

surgery lead health care organization in Southwestern Ontario the program at St.

Joseph’s Healthcare Hamilton (SJHH) had only evaluated parts of the program

when issues arose or time allowed. After 5 years of serving clients and identified

plans for restructuring the bariatric clinic in the region, the need for comprehen-

sive evaluation was acknowledged.

Objectives: To evaluate the program in order to determine how to best shape

services provided.

Methods: Starting September 2014, the evaluation was introduced to clients at

the beginning of all classes as well as in one-to-one appointments with the clinic

nurses and dietitians. Posters announced the evaluation in the waiting room and

in client packages. All clients could access the survey on-line or receive a paper

copy.

Components of the survey consisted of:

& Referral Process

& Orientation Class

& Assessment Visits Before Surgery

& Pre-Operative Education Class

& Preparing for Surgery at Home

& Your Hospital Stay
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& Follow-up Appointments After Surgery in the Bariatric Clinic

& Supports After Surgery

& Communication in the Bariatric Clinic

& Overall Rating of Bariatric Program

Results: As of April 1, 2014 224 client entries have been received with more

expected by conference time. The results of the complete survey will be summa-

rized along with program changes planned to address issued identified.

Conclusion: This poster demonstrates the importance of program evaluation.

P.421 ARE LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC PROCEDURES
FEASIBLE IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS WITH
SITUS INVERSUS? A REPORT OF TWO CASES FROM
A GERMAN CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

PRESENTER: I.A. Elsayes

Co-authors: R. Weiner, S. Weiner

Sachsenhausen Hospital, Frankfurt am main, Germany

Introduction: Situs inversus totalis (SIT) entails mirror image transposition of

abdominothoracic organs. Laparoscopic bariatric intervention in those patients

poses a special challenge.

Objectives: To report two morbidly obese patients with SIT who underwent

laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) (patient 1) and laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) (patient 2) in our clinic.

Methods:Patient (1) is a 39 years old hypertensivemale patient with a bodymass

index (BMI) of 44 kg/m2. Patient (2) is a 51 years old diabetic female patient with a

BMI of 54.2 kg/m2. Both operations were done in reverse Trendlenburg position,

with the surgeon standing in French position and the assistant standing excep-

tionally to the right of the patient. Five 12 mm trocars were used. The 1st trocar

(for optic device) was inserted a hand breadth below the xiphoid process, just to

the right of the midline. The 2nd trocar was inserted inside the right midclavicular

line, just proximal to the level of the first trocar. The 3rd trocar (for liver retractor)

was inserted inside the left midclavicular line, opposite the second trocar. The 4th

and 5th trocars were inserted through both rectus sheathes just cranial to the level

of the 2nd and 3rd trocars.

Results: Operations were completed laparosocpically. LRYGB lasted 76 min.

LSG lasted 61 min. Patients were discharged as per routine. Three years post-

operatively, patient (1) and (2) maintained BMI of 37 kg/m2 and 40 kg/m2

respectively and showed improvement of co-morbidities.

Conclusion: In experienced hands, laparoscopic bariatric surgeries are feasible in
patients with SIT with a satisfactory outcome.

P.422 PATIENT EXPECTATIONS OF BARIATRIC SURGERY
ARE GENDER SPECIFIC A PROSPECTIVE,
MULTICENTER COHORT STUDY

PRESENTER: L. Fischer

Co-authors: B. Müller, M.W. Büchler

Dept. of Surgery, Heidelberg, Germany

Introduction: The impact of bariatric surgery on weight loss and improvement of

comorbidities is no longer doubted. However, little attention has been given to the

treatment goals from the patient’s point of view (patient expectations).

Objectives: The goal of this study was to examine patients’ expectations of

bariatric surgery and identify gender differences.

Methods: Bariatric patients were asked to complete a questionnaire. Statistical

analysis was performed using chi-square, Pearson correlation coefficient and

Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Results: Overall, 248 patients participated in this study (69.4 % females). The

male patients (45.2 years, SD ±11.1) were significantly older than the female

(41.8 years, SD ±12.0; p=0.04) and suffered significantly more often from

diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia and sleep apnea. One hundred

thirty patients (52.4 %) expected to lose at least 45 kg and 39 patients (15.7 %)

more than 70 kg. The mean expected excess weight loss (EWL) was 71.8 %.

Females expected significantly more often that surgery alone would induce

weight loss (p=0.03). “Improved comorbidity” was by far the highest ranked

parameter.

Conclusion: The male bariatric surgery patients were older and suffered from

more comorbidities. Most of the patients had unrealistic weight loss goals and

overestimated the impact of the surgical intervention. However, for both female

and male patients, “improved comorbidity” was the most important issue.

P.423 WHAT INFLUENCES ACADEMIC CLINICIANS’
INTENTION TO TREAT PEDIATRIC OBESITY?

PRESENTER: C.C. Frankfurter

Co-authors: C. Charles, J. Pemberton, K. Morrison, K. Bailey

McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Introduction: Pediatric obesity is a prominent public health concern globally.

Clinicians play an integral role in diagnosing and managing childhood obesity.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to examine the extent to which con-

structs from the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)—Attitudes, Subjective Norms,

Perceived Behavioural Control and Barriers—predict academic clinicians’ Intent to

treat pediatric obesity.

Methods: A cross-sectional electronic survey was administered to academic

clinicians at tertiary care centers in seven Canadian provinces from January to

April 2012. A hierarchical linear regression analysis controlling for demographic

variables was conducted to examine the extent to which the TPB subscales

predicted Intent to treat pediatric obesity.

Results: The overall survey completion rate was 58 % (n=198). Demographic

factors alone accounted for 5.8 % of the variance in Intent scores. Together,

demographic variables and TPB subscales predicted 58.4 % of the variance in

Intent scores amongst health professionals to treat pediatric obesity. Peer influ-

ences (Subjective Norms) ( =0.17, p<0.001) and confidence in one’s ability to

manage pediatric obesity (Perceived Behavioral Control) ( =0.69, p<0.001) were
themost significant predictors of Intent. Attitudes ( =0.01, p=0.830) and Barriers (
=0.08, p=0.097) did not predict Intent.

Conclusion: We need to enhance clinicians’ confidence in their ability to treat

pediatric obesity and improve the extent to which colleagues support the man-

agement of pediatric obesity. The application of information learned using the

TPB can be applied to help develop and improve the effectiveness of existing

clinical training programs targeted towards treatment of obesity in children.

P.424 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN A CASE OF A RARE
INTESTINAL MALROTATION. IS GOING FOR
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS WORTH THE
RISK?

PRESENTER: B. Hendrikx2, F. Haenen1

Co-authors: B. Gys1, T. Gys1, T. Lafullarde1

1St. Dimpna General Hospital, Department of General and Abdominal Surgery,

Geel, Belgium
2Department of Abdominal and General Surgery, Antwerp University Hospital,

University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium

Introduction: Obesity is an increasing problem worldwide. 1, 2 Current

guidelines dictate that patients who remain obese after non-surgical

interventions are potential candidates for surgical intervention. 2 Laparo-

scopic roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is the preferred surgical ap-

proach. It has proven its success on excess weight loss (EWL) and its

positive effect on comorbidities 3.

Objectives: We describe a case of bariatric surgery in a patient with an unusual

and very rare anatomywere a LRYGB could not be performed due to an intestinal

malrotation, found peroperatively. Instead a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG) was carried out in a second procedure.
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Methods: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass results in the highest percent-

age of excess weight loss. 3 A number of cases describe the LRYGB in a patient

with an abnormal anatomy. Most of them could be performed using the usual

technique or a slightly altered one.

Results: However, in our case report, we considered the gain in excess weight

loss to be of less concern than the possible per- and postoperative complications

regarding the unusual and rare anatomy.

Conclusion: We considered and performed a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy,

although we expect to see less excess weight loss in the long run, as the safest

option for the treatment of this patient’s obesity.

It is our opinion that an intestinal malrotation is not a contraindication for bariatric

surgery. However the choice of procedure (either LRYGB or LSG) should be

made individually, according to the anatomy of the patient.

P.425 IMPROVEMENT OF END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE IN
AN OBESE DIABETIC PATIENT AFTER GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: G. Han

Co-authors: J. Park, Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Obesity not only is closely associated with increased incidence of

various comorbidities such as diabetes and hypertension, but also serves as an

independent risk factor for progression of renal insufficiency. Significant weight

reduction would appear to be the most important therapeutic approach to the

management of obesity-related renal dysfunction.

Objectives: We report a case of a morbidly obese female patient with stage V

chronic kidney disease (CKD) whose renal function was improved and stabilized

following substantial weight loss after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB).

Methods: A 54-year-old obese woman with a body mass index (BMI) of 41.4 kg/

m2 underwent RYGB. She had long-standing type 2 diabetes refractory to high

dose insulin along with diabetic nephropathy (stage V CKD). She also had

prolonged hypertension and cardiovascular disease.

Results: Her pre-surgical evaluation showed glycosylatedhemoglobin A1c

(HbA1c) of 9.3 %, and serum creatinine and cystatin-C level was 3.1 mg/dL

and 3.9 mg/L, respectively. The estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was

13.6 mL/min. A 24-h urine collection demonstrated proteinuria and

microalbuminuria. At 6 months after RYGB, her BMI was 34.2 kg/m2 and serum

creatinine and cystatin-C level reached 27 mg/dL and 1.92 mg/dL showing

improved GFR of 28.9 mL/min. She showed HbA1c of 6.6 % and therapy with

insulin administration was discontinued and replaced by oral antihyperglycemic

medication. All antihypertensive drugs were also discontinued.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery can be performed safely for the patients with CKD

andmight have a role in retarding the progression of renal dysfunction in carefully

selected morbidly obese patients.

P.426 MITOCHONDRIAL ENERGETICS IN HUMAN Rectus
Abdominus Muscle of Obese Individuals

PRESENTER: M. Harper1

Co-authors: G. Antoun1, A. Thrush1, R. Boushel 2, R. McPherson1, R. Dent1

1University of Ottawa, Ottawa, ON, Canada
2Mitochondrial Physiology Centre, Bispebjerg Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark

Introduction: A significant proportion of whole-body energy expenditure is attrib-

uted to skeletal muscle metabolism, and many studies have linked impaired

mitochondrial energetics in skeletal muscle to obesity and obesity-related disor-

ders (e.g., insulin resistance).

Objectives:Our aim is to assessmitochondrial bioenergetics in rectus abdominus
muscle from obese non-diabetic female patients (N=9; BMI=49.2±1.8) under-

going gastric bypass surgery at the Ottawa Hospital.

Methods:Approximately 200mg of rectus abdominuswas subdivided for isolation of
muscle satellite cells, histological analyses (e.g., oil-red-O staining), and for protein

and mRNA determinations. Also, permeabilized muscle fibers were prepared for

bioenergetics analyses. High-resolution respirometry of fibers was conducted in

Oxygraph-2 k systems (Oroboros). A rangeofmitochondrial substrates and inhibitors

was used to evaluate characteristics of coupled (i.e., oxidative phosphorylation) and

uncoupled respiration.

Results: Oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS), as defined by the activities of

mitochondrial complexes I and II in the presence of ADP and octanoyl carnitine,

reached roughly 40 pmol/s/mg. This is lower than previously published data of

OXPHOS in locomotor muscles of sedentary overweight individuals (~60–

85 pmol/s/mg). Additionally, complex I-dependant respiration in the absence of

octanoyl carnitine reached 20±3.3 pmol/s/mg. A significant increase in respira-

tion rates was observed with the addition of succinate (47±6.3 pmol/s/mg) but not

with the addition of the chemical uncoupler FCCP. Ongoing bioenergetics studies

involve rectus abdominus of diabetic patients.

Conclusion: Generally, results are consistent with the conclusion that mitochon-

drial energetics in the rectus abdominus of obese patients are lower and less

reliant on complex I, compared to findings from locomotor muscles.

P.427 ACUTENECROTIZINGGASTRITIS (ANG) AFTERROUX
EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS (RYGBP)

PRESENTER: R.M. Ito1, 2

Co-authors: A.B.. Garrido Jr.1, 2, M.R. Oliveira1, 2, A.A. Elias1, 2, H.Y. Shirozaki1, 2

1Instituto Garrido (private practice), São Paulo, SP, Brazil
2Hospital Alemão Oswaldo Cruz, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Gangrene of the stomach is rare but may be fatal. Reduced

immunoresistance is reported as predisposing factor. In ANG all major gastric

vessel and arterial supply are patent. Gastric gangrene occurs secondary to a

necrobiotic infection. We found no reference of ANG after RYGBP.

Objectives: Case report.

Methods: A 67 year old man submitted to open silicone ring RYGBP for severe

obesity 9 years before with BMI=52,4 Kg/m2, complained of epigastric pain,

vomiting, abdominal distention and melena, BMI=35,4 Kg/m2. He was taking

Infliximab and Methotrexate (immunosuppressants) for psoriasis.

At the emergency unit, endoscopy showed normal gastric pouch without bleed-

ing. Colonoscopy showed diverticular disease in sigmoidwith no evidence of local

bleeding, but the presence of red blood was observed at the terminal ileum. An

abdominal CT scan revealed moderate ascites, colon distension and excluded

stomach intramural gas.

Antibiotic therapy was immediately initiated. At emergency laparoscopy the ex-

cluded gastric wall was thick, pale and covered by fibrin. Resection of the

excluded stomach was performed.

Results: The patient recovered well. Discharged from hospital after 07 days.

Histopathologic examination of the excluded stomach confirmed ANG in body

and fundus.

In the present, the probable cause of gangrene was necrotizing infection associ-

ated to reduced immunodefense for immunosupressants drugs.

Conclusion: If a diagnosis of gastric ischaemia is considered after RYGBP,

abdominal CT scan is mandatory. Intravenous antibiotics should be initiated

immediately, followed by an emergency exploration surgery. Resection of the

necrotic stomach is required.

P.428 SEXUAL QUALITY OF LIFE AND PREVALENCE OF
FEMALE SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION AMONGWOMEN
BEFORE AND AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M.R. Janik

Co-authors: . Świst, I. Bielecka, K. Paśnik

Department of General, Oncological, Metabolic and Thoracic Surgery, Military

Institute of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland

Introduction: There is no consensus about the role of obesity as a risk factor

for female sexual dysfunction (FSD). However, there are reports suggesting

the resolution of FSD and improvement of sexual quality of life after bariatric

surgery.
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Objectives: The aim of our study was to evaluate sexual quality of life and the

prevalence of FSD in women after surgical treatment of obesity in comparison

with women before surgery.

Methods: In experimental group the Female Sexual Function Index (FSFI) and

the Sexual Quality of Life - Female (SQoL-F) questionnaires were administered

by e-mail to 153 women in 12-months post-operatively. Controls were 23 women

who were asked to complete the questionnaires during their pre-operative eval-

uation. The total FSFI cutoff score was<= 26.55.

Results: The mean FSFI score was not statistically significant between experi-

mental and control group (27.6±5.6 vs. 25.9±6.6, p>0.05). There was no differ-

ence in the prevalence of FSD (50 % vs. 50 %, p>0.05). However, the mean

scores in FSIF domains concerning desire and arousal were statistically signifi-

cant (4.7±1.0 vs. 3.6±0.9, p<0.05; 5.2±1.1 vs. 4.0±1.2, p<0.05). There were no
differences in the rest of FSFI domains. Themean SQoL-F score was statistically

significant (72.3±17.3 vs. 58.6±25.0, p<0.05).
Conclusion: The prevalence of FSD was comparable in both groups. However,

the higher score in SQOL-F has been noticed in the experimental group, sug-

gesting the potential effect of weight loss on sexual quality of life. Moreover, it

seems that obesity affects female sexuality.

P.429 PREOPERATIVE FASTING PROTECTS AGED OBESE
MICE AGAINST RENAL ISCHEMIA-REPERFUSION
INJURY

PRESENTER: F. Jongbloed1, 2

Co-authors: R.W. de Bruin1, S. van den Engel1, L.J. van der Laan1, H. van

Steeg2, J.N. IJzermans1, M.E. Dollé2

1Erasmus University Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands
2National Institute of Public Health and the Environment, Bilthoven, Netherlands

Introduction: Renal ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) is inevitable during transplanta-

tion leading to oxidative stress, with obesity causing worse outcome. We previously

showed that preoperative fasting protects against IRI in young-lean male mice.

Objectives: Because of heterogeneity and (co) morbidities in patients, we inves-

tigated the effects of fasting on IRI in mice of another age, sex, body weight and

genetic background.

Methods:Male and female F1-FVB/C57BL6-hybrid mice, average age 73 weeks

weighing 47.2 g, were randomized to preoperative normal food or 3-day fasting,

followed by renal IRI. Body weight, kidney function and survival of the animals

were monitored until day 28 postoperatively. Histopathology was examined for all

animals and scored for acute tubular necrosis and tubular regeneration.

Results:Preoperative fasting significantly improved survival after renal IRI in both

sexes compared with normal fed mice. Fasted groups had a better kidney

function shown by lower serum urea levels after IRI. Histopathology showed less

acute tubular necrosis and more regeneration in kidneys from fasted mice.

Fasting resulted in a body weight loss of 14–17 % in male and female mice.

The normal fed mice showed a larger and faster weight loss after IRI.

Conclusion: Similar to young-lean, healthy male mice, preoperative fasting pro-

tects against renal IRI in aged overweight mice of both genders. These findings

suggest a general protective response of fasting against renal IRI regardless of

age, gender, body weight and genetic background. Therefore, fasting could be a

non-invasive intervention inducing increased oxidative stress resistance in older

and overweight patients as well.

P.430 INTRAGASTRIC BALLOONS - TIME FOR EARLY
REMOVAL?

PRESENTER: A. Kamocka

Co-authors: M. Dunstan, N. Smith, M. Tipping, S. Irukulla, S. Humadi

Ashford and St Peter’s Hospitals, UK, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Intragastric balloons (IGBs) are effective and safe temporary tool

facilitating weight loss. They are utilised in our Bariatric Unit in a selected super

obese population and removed at 6 months, prior to definitive bariatric surgery.

Objectives: To investigate the peak weight loss and plateau phenomenon with

IGBs and to determine whether there is a case for earlier removal.

Methods: This single centre retrospective study examined patients who had

Orbera IGBs inserted and removed between May 2010 and Nov 2013. Patients’

weight, BMI and Excess Body Weight (EBW) were recorded on the day of IGB

insertion, after 2 and 4 months and on the day of balloon removal. The Wilcoxon

test was used for statistical analysis.

Results: Of 37 patients recruited into the study, nine patients required early IGB

removal. Twenty-eight patients (20 F, 8 M) aged 22–57 (mean 45) with a mean

BMI of 60 (47–78) and EBW of 100 kg (66–148 kg) were analysed. The mean

EWL was 18.5 %(8.48–41.9 %): 11.9 % within the first 2 months (Period 1, P1),

3.73% in the following 2months (P2) and 2.86%EWL in the final months (P3). A

statistically significant difference in the EWL between P1 and P2 was demon-

strated (p=0.00097). One patient gained weight during P1, 7 during P2 and 5

during P3 (up to 4.31 % of EBW).

Conclusion: Maximum weight loss occurred within the first 2 months following

IGB insertion. The majority of patients demonstrated a trend towards weight

plateau or increase during the subsequent months. We recommend that in cases

in which sustained weight loss is not observed, IGB removal should be expedited

prior to the recommended 6 months.

P.431 GASTRIC BYPASS SURGERY—PATIENT
EXPERIENCES OF PSYCHOSOCIAL AND PHYSICAL
PERSPECTIVE

PRESENTER: A.S. Karlsson

Co-authors: M.C. Nilsson

Aleris Obesity Skane, Kristianstad, Sweden

Introduction: Gastric bypass surgery helps obese patients to lose weight and to

better physical health. We know less about how it affects their mental health and

how they are perceived psychosocial changes that occur in the new living

situation.

Objectives: Patients’ psychosocial and body experiences after gastric bypass

surgery.

Methods: Literature review of ten qualitative and quantitative research articles,

peer -reviewed and original. Criteria for inclusion in the data collection was

research written in English, published 2000 or later focusing on men and women

over 18 who had undergone gastric bypass surgery.

Results: The study revealed concerns regarding nutrition, for example way of

eating, improper diet, not achieving weight loss goal and fear of complica-

tions. Several reported episodes of binge eating and/or eating at nighttime

1 year after surgery. Participants in the literature review who had received

professional help regarding their eating disorder before surgery, had better

postoperative quality of life and reduced eating problems. Majority of the

participants were satisfied with their body shape after the weight loss. Quality

of life increased in terms of ability to work, relationships, respect, acceptance

in society, together with positive changes in partner relationships and sexu-

ality. In the study it was also found that some people felt unattractive and

grotesque and socially stunted by all the excess skin.

Conclusion: The perceived quality of life was improved or was good, although

there were exceptions. Participants with eating disorder needed more education,

information and support to improve their psychosocial experience and everyday

life.

P.432 PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE AFTER BARIATRIC
SURGERY IN THE ELDERLY

PRESENTER: A. Kedar1

Co-authors: A. Rotenshtraich1, R. Elazari1, A. Keidar2

1Hadassah Medical University, Jerusalem, Israel
2Rabin Medical Center, Petah Tikva, Israel

Introduction: Due to the popularity of bariatric surgery (BS), we are facing an

increased prevalence of procedures among the elderly population. The long term

effect of BS at this age group is still uncertain. However, improvement in the

physical function can greatly contribute to the wellbeing and improvement of co-

morbidities.
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Objectives: To assess the improvement of physical function in patient older than

60 y/o following BS.

Methods:We conducted a prospective study of twenty nine patients 60 y/o or older

who underwent BS.We have used the Physical Performance Test (PPT) described

by Apovian et al. as an objective, quantifiable test to assess multiple aspects of

physical function using tasks which simulate activities of daily living. A PPT was

preformed prior to surgery, and repeated in 6 and 12 months post-surgery.

Results: Twenty nine patients were evaluated before surgery, 16 and nine pa-

tients completed the 6 and 12 months postoperative evaluation (respectively).

Mean age was 65 y/o (60–72), mean BMI 41.9 (35.3–51.4). Among the nine

patients included in the 12 months follow-up one underwent LAGB, 5 LSG and 3

LRYGB. Mean EWL% at 1 year was 67.7 %, no changes were observed in static

function such as writing a sentence or standing. However, an improvement was

observed in activities such as walking, climbing stairs, putting on a jacket and

several other physical activities.

Conclusion: BS improves physical function among the elderly population.

P.433 DISCRIMINATORY METABOLIC AND INFLAMMATORY
PARAMETERS IN SERUM AND OMENTAL ADIPOSE
TISSUE OF OBESE PATIENTS WITH DIFFERENT
INSULIN SENSITIVITY

PRESENTER: M.M. Khatib

Co-authors: I. Zvibel, S. Zelber-Sagi, C. Varol, G. Lahat, J.M. Klausner, Z.

Halpern, S. Fishman

Tel-Aviv Medical Center, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Introduction: Metabolically healthy obese phenotype is defined by high insulin sen-

sitivity and lack of metabolic syndrome. Recent studies show that inflammation of

visceral adipose tissue, ectopic fat deposition andadipose tissuedysfunctionmediate

insulin resistance in human obesity, determining the pathological metabolic conse-

quences in patients with obesity.

Objectives: To identify novel metabolic and inflammatory markers in serum and in

visceral adipose tissue which characterize the “unhealthy” obese patients and

distinguish them from obese patients with a better metabolic profile.

Methods: Seventy-seven obese patients who underwent bariatric surgery at the

Tel-AvivMedical Center. Patients using insulin were excluded leaving a sample size

of 75. The HOMA median value was used as a cut-off to differentiate between

patientswith better orworse insulin resistance/metabolic profile. Variables collected:

age, gender, BMI, fasting serum adipokines and visceral adipose tissue metabolic

and inflammatory markers. Logistic regressions were used to calculate odds ratio

and 95 % confidence interval (CI) for the prediction of the metabolic profile.

Results: Serum markers that were positively associated with HOMA above six

were progranulin (PRGN) and total bile acids. In the visceral adipose tissue, the

anabolic markers CIDEC and lipoprotein lipase and the inflammatory markers

fractalkine, TNFa and ADAM17were significantly increased in the obese patients

with HOMA above 6.

The strongest predictor that remained significantly associated with elevated

HOMA after adjustment for gender was ADAM17.

Conclusion: Serum bile acids, visceral adipose tissue TNFa and ADAM17 were

independent predictors for higher insulin resistance in morbidly obese patients

and ADAM17 was the strongest.

P.434 INCREASING SURGERY VOLUME VIA THE USE OF A
READY ROOM PROTOCOL

PRESENTER: S. Krzyzanowski

Co-authors: K. Kim, C.K. Buffington

Florida Hospital Celebration Health, Celebration, FL, USA

Introduction: A ‘ready’ room protocol involves the use of two operative rooms,

each complete with their own anesthesia and operative team. The protocol allows

the surgeon to reduce time between surgeries by moving directly from one

surgical theatre to the next.

Objectives: In this study, we report the impact that a surgical ‘ready’ room (RR)

protocol has on surgery volume.

Methods: The study was performed January 2011 to December 2012. Outcomes

included comparison of the number of totally robotic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(R-RYGB) and laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) procedures that could be

performed per day with or without the RRprotocol. Surgery counts were tallied for

operative days involving primary procedures only.

Results: The average number of primary surgeries performed with the RR proto-

col was 7.52 surgeries/day in contrast to 3.19/day in its absence (p<0.01). The
maximal number of R-RYGB primary procedures performed with the RR protocol

was 6.0/day, and the average number of R-RYGB procedures was 5.89/day.

These numbers compare with 2.83/day for the R-RYGB performed without the

additional room. Themaximal number of LSG performedwith the RRwas 13 and,

without, was 5.0. Despite the higher number of operations performed per day

using the RR protocol, complication rates (30-day) were similar to surgeries

performed without the protocol.

Conclusion: The use of a ready room protocol substantially increases the number

of primary surgeries that can be performed in a given day without increasing the

risk for complications.

P.435 PREGNANCY AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS: IS THERE A
DIFFERENT WEIGHT LOSS PRIOR TO PREGNANCY
UP TO 2 YEARS OF POSTOPERATIVE VS LATER?

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, B.F. Maranhão, Y.A. de Oliveira, L.V. Rodri-

gues, J.R. e Silva, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Obese pregnants have greatest risk for complications, while their

children have increased risks of fetal malformation and perinatal mortality.

Objectives:The objective of thiswork is analyzewhether therewas any difference
in weight loss prior to pregnancy between patients who got pregnant up

to 2 years after Roux-en Y gastric bypass (RYGB) and the ones who got

pregnant later.

Methods: This is a transversal study made in Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a private

clinic in Brasilia (Brazil), in the period of February 2009 to November 2012. All

patients were asked to answer a questionnaire about their pregnancy history (e.g.

pre-pregnancy weight, actual weight, number of previous pregnancies, etc.).

Patients who had any conflicting data were excluded from the analysis.

Results:The samplewas comprised of 29 patients, of which 11were excluded. Of

the 18 remaining patients, eight got pregnant less than 2 years after RYGB (group

1) and 8, more than 2 years after RYGB (group 2). Group 1 had a mean BMI of

39.3+3.2 kg/m2 preoperatively, while group 2 had a BMI 40.2+ 2.6 kg/m2. Group

1 patients lost 12.82+11% of their preoperative weight up to their immediate pre-

pregnancy weight, while group 2 ones lost 25.93+11 %. There was no statistical

difference between the groups.

Conclusion:Our study has small sample size andwe expect to increase it for future

evaluations. So far, there is no difference in pre-pregnancy weight in women who

get pregnant up to 2 years after RYGB than those who get pregnant after 2 years.

P.436 WAITING TIME FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY SHOULD
NOT BE LONG

PRESENTER: S.Y. Liu

Co-authors: S.K. Wong, C.C. Lam, E.K. Ng

Chinese University of Hong Kong, N.T., Hong Kong

Introduction: Access to bariatric surgery in public sector in Hong Kong often

requires long waiting time.

Objectives: Our objective is to evaluate the impact of waiting time for bariatric

surgery on body weight (BW) changes.

Methods:We conducted a retrospective analysis of all bariatric operations in our unit

(public center). Anthropometric details and comorbidity profileswere assessed at first

consultation (T1) and at time of surgery (T2). Time between T1 and T2 was defined

as waiting time. Patients without T2 assessment were excluded from analysis.

Results: Between 2002 and 2013, 209 bariatric operations were performed with

56 excluded for incomplete data. 153 patients (66 males, mean age 38.1±
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10.5 years) underwent 31 gastric banding (20.3 %), 100 sleeve gastrectomy

(65.4 %), 13 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (8.5 %), 8 greater curve plication

(5.2 %) and one duodenojejunal bypass (0.7 %). In mean waiting time of 13.4±

10.3 months, 24 patients (15.7 %) developed >5 % of BW gain while 11 patients

(7.2 %) reduced >5 % of BW. Majority of patients (n=118, 77.1 %) maintained

their BWwithin 5%of their original. In thosewithweight gain (>5%BW increase),

waiting time was significantly longer (18.5±11.8 vs 12.4±9.8 months, P=0.012).
In multivariate logistic regression, weight gain was independently associated with

BMI<35 (p=0.042, OR=7.3, 95 %C.I.=1.0-50.5). Age, gender, waist circumfer-

ence, body fat percentage, psychiatric illness and obesity-related comorbidities

(T2DM, hypertension, dyslipidaemia & sleep apnea) were not predicting weight

gain while awaiting surgery.

Conclusion: Longwaiting time for bariatric surgery was adversely associatedwith

weight gain. Patients with low BMI were at risk of developing weight gain and

should receive bariatric operation as early as possible.

P.437 POSSIBLE GIST PRESENTATIONS AND THEIR
MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR PRE BARIATRIC
ASYMPTOMATIC PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M.P. Loureiro

Co-authors: D. Dimbarre, M. Alhaddad, M. Moreira, R.A. Almeida

Universidade Positivo, Curitiba, PR, Brazil

Introduction: Bariatric surgery in gastric GIST patients can be a real challenge,

depending on size and location of the tumor.

Objectives: Present 3 different possible situations involving gastric GISTs in

bariatric patients.

Methods: Retrospective review of three different GIST presentations. One of a

large 7 cm lesser curve and cardiaGIST, with a endophytic and exophytic growth,

submitted first to a wedge resection, than 5 years latter to a Sleeve gastrectomy.

A second patient with a 3 cm endophytic GISTof the anterior antrum, which was

first resected and 3 months later reoperated for a gastric bypass.

A third onewas a peroperative finding of a 0,8 cm exophytic anterior fundus lesion

that was locally resected and the bypass done at the same time.

Results:R0 resections were obtained laparoscopically for the three cases. There

were no complications for the primary tumor operation nor for the bariatric

procedure. All the patients were discharged in the PO2 for the primary resections

as well as for bariatric surgery.

Follow upwas 65, 12 and 6months respectively for cases 1 to 3. They are all alive

and disease free.

Regarding bariatric results, patients are loosing weight according to their

bariatric procedures and post operative period. Comorbidities are

controlled.

Conclusion: GIST in bariatric patients demand the same attitude as in non

bariatric ones. They should always be resected, and laparoscopically if possible.

Strategy may vary in respect of the tumor size and location. A no recurrent

resected GIST does not seen to influence the bariatric result.

P.438 LAPAROSCOPIC MINIGASTRIC BYPASS (LMGB) IN
SUPER OBESE PATIENTS. OUTCOME AT 1 YEAR

PRESENTER: E. Manno1

Co-authors: M.N. Maglio1, M. Grasso2

1Cardarelli Hospital, Naples, Italy
2Cardarelli Hospital Università Federico II Teaching Program, Naples, Italy

Introduction: The ideal management of super obese patients (SO) is still contro-

versy and unclear. Data from the literature suggest good results with

malabsorbitive procedures (duodenal switch, bilio pancreatic diversion) as well

as sleeve gastrectomy and gastric bypass.

Objectives: the purpose of the study is to analyze the outcomes of a

series of 15 SO patients who underwent to a laparoscopic mini gastric

bypass (LMGB) at 1 year from the procedure, in terms of BMI/ewl/% and

diabetes control.

Methods: Review of a prospectively maintained data base was performed. All

patient underwent LBGB by a single surgeon (EM). Data collected included

demographics, initial BMI/ewl, BMI/ewl at 1 year, diabetes.

Follow up data was obtained at 1, 3, 6 months and at 1 year.

Results: Fifteen patients were considered eligible and comprised in the

study. There were ten women and five men. Average age was 40 (22–

60). Average BMI was 56 (50–67). All procedures but one were per-

formed laparoscopically. There were no major complications and deaths.

At 1 year, mean BMI was 32.6 (23–45). Mean ewl/% was 64.3 (31–86).

Five on 15 patients presented a diabetes controlled in four cases with

insulin and in one case with oral drug. Mean glycosylated hoemoglobin

level was 8.0 (6.5–8.9). At 1 year all patients were free of treatment, with

a mean glycosylated hoemoblobin of 5.6

Conclusion: LMGB is a simply and safe procedures and seems to offer

many advantage in terms of morbidity. Results at 1 year seem to be

encouraging and similar to those obtained with other procedures.

P.439 SIMULTANEOUS VENTRAL HERNIA REPAIR DURING
BARIATRIC SURGERY AND INCIDENTAL PULSE
GRANULOMAS

PRESENTER: S. Mansour

Co-authors: N. Sakai, M. Barreca, D. Whitelaw, V. Jain, P. Jambulingam

Luton & Dunstable University Hospital, Luton, United Kingdom

Introduction: Bariatric patients are prone to developing abdominal hernias. There

are no clear guidelines regarding simultaneous ventral hernia repair and bariatric

procedures. Pulse granuloma is characterised by nodular deposition of amor-

phousmaterial surrounded by variable amounts of inflammation and foreign body

giant cell reaction.

Objectives: To determine the feasibility of hernia repair and bariatric surgery.

Methods: Over the last 6 years, we performed over 80 combined procedures of

Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (LRYGBP) and ventral hernia repair.

Therewas nomortality in our group. A 57 years oldmalewith a BMI of 48.5Kg/m2

underwent simultaneous LRYGBP and incisional hernia repair in October 2013.

He had a background of perforated diverticular disease and emergency

Hartmann’s procedure 2 years prior to bariatric surgery. He subsequently had

reversal colostomy but developed multiple incisional hernias. During the opera-

tion, numerous nodules were seen on the surface of the small bowel. The

appearance was suspicious of cancerous deposits. There was no obvious iden-

tifiable primary lesion in the large bowel or the liver. Intra-operative frozen section

results showed foreign (vegetable) material and multinucleate giant cells

surrounded by inflamed connective tissue.

Results: The RYGBP was successfully completed simultaneously with repair of

the incisional hernia using Physiomesh. The patient made uneventful recovery

and was discharged 3 days later.

Histology of the small bowel nodules showed tissue with granuloma formation

and polarisable structures of vegetable origin.

Conclusion: To our knowledge this is the first case to show such findings in the

peritoneal cavity. Simultaneous ventral hernia and LRYGBP can be safely performed.

P.440 INCIDENTAL FINDINGS IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN A NEW
ZEALAND HOSPITAL

PRESENTER: I. Meredith

Co-authors: I. Aljanabi, S. Wickremesekera, S. Bann

Wellington Regional Hospital, Wellington, New Zealand

Introduction: There is no consensus for the role of preoperative screening in

bariatric patients despite evidence linking obesity with certain cancers. It is

therefore inevitable that a proportion of patients referred for bariatric surgery will

have incidental findings of significance. This may be further exemplified with the

use of postoperative imaging. The literature is sparse regarding incidental extra-

gastric findings in bariatric cohorts.
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Objectives: We report a series of incidental findings in patients undergoing

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG).

Methods: A retrospective analysis of a bariatric database in Wellington Hospital,

New Zealand.

Results: Sixty-eight patients underwent LSG over 2 years. There were five

significant incidental findings in four patients.

& A 59 yr female with past history of breast cancer 15 years previ-

ously. A CT swallow revealed lytic vertebral lesions and splenic

artery aneurysms.

& A 53 yr female ex smoker was found to have a pulmonary nodule on CT

swallow.

& A 49 yr male was found to have hypercalcaemia on postoperative biochem-

istry and elevated PTH.

& A 58 yr male at LSG was found to have a 3 cm exophytic mass arising from

the posterior wall of the stomach.

Conclusion: Bariatric patients are comorbid with elevated medical risk. Although

malignancy is not a contraindication to bariatric surgery, these patients represent

elevated cancer risk also. Preoperative assessment should be thorough, espe-

cially if there is a previous history of malignancy. The use of post-operative CT

swallow will likely reveal new pathology.

P.441 CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF WEIGHT LOSS SURGERY
IN MORBIDLY OBESE KOREAN ADOLESCENTS

PRESENTER: J. Park

Co-authors: Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Comprehensive multidisciplinary weight management programs

encompassing various conservative measures have shown only modest weight

loss results in obese children and adolescents; therefore, bariatric surgery for this

population has become a matter of debate.

Objectives: This study aimed to present our experience with and outcomes for

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) and laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass (LRYGB) in morbidly obese Korean adolescents.

Methods: The prospectively established database of all patients undergoing

bariatric surgery at Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Korea between

January 2011 and January 2013was retrospectively reviewed. Adolescents aged

14 to 20 years were included in the present analyses.

Results: Twenty-two adolescents underwent bariatric surgery during the study

period; 1 underwent LSG and 8, LRYGB. Of these, 17 were female and five were

male. Themean agewas 19 years. Their meanbodyweight and bodymass index

(BMI) before surgery were 115 kg and 40.1 kg/m2. The only postoperative

complication was intraluminal bleeding in one patient, which was managed

conservatively. The mean BMI decreased to 29.1 kg/m2 after a mean follow-up

of 10 months. The percent excess weight loss (%EWL) at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months

postoperatively were 19.6, 39.9, 52.6, and 74.2 %, respectively. Only one patient

showed %EWL less than 30 % at 12 months after surgery. All patients with

diabetes and sleep apnea were cured of their disease, and other comorbidities

also improved or resolved after surgery.

Conclusion: Bariatric surgery leads to significant short-term weight loss along with

resolution of obesity-related comorbidities in obese children and adolescents.

P.442 ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS AS A TREATMENT
OPTION FOR OBESITY IN UNDERLYING BARDET-
BIEDL SYNDROME-FIRST CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: P. Raj

Co-authors: S. Kumar, S. Perumal, C. Palanivelu

Gem Hospital & Research Centre, Coimbatore, TN, India

Introduction: Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a rare genetic disorder

which presents with multiple physical abnormalities like polydactyly, ret-

initis pigmentosa, speech disorders, ataxia etc. But, the most important

association has been Obesity and its related comorbidities like diabetes

mellitus, cardiovascular events etc. It is a autosomal recessive ciliopathy

disorder with 14 different genetic abnormalities which been identified so

fat with BBS1 genetic mutation most commonly been identified with

obesity. Leptin resistance has also been demonstrated in animal studies.

No specific medical management exists for the treatment of obesity in

underlying BBS.

Objectives: to study the feasibility of Bariatric surgery as a treatment modality for

obesity in a patient with underlying Bardet-Biedl syndrome.

Methods:Here we report a 17 year old patient with clinically diagnosed

Bardet-Biedl syndrome who was offered roux en Y gastric bypass

after the discussion with the patient’s relatives and a team of

endocrinologists.

Results: The pre-op BMI of the patient was 45.7 with a weight of 117 kg

and height of 160 cm. The excess weight was 28 %, 38.6 %, 50.9 % and

56.1 % at the end of 3, 6, 9 and 12 months respectively. The retinitis

pigmentosa has been nonprogressive. No nutritional or any other com-

plication occurred.

Conclusion: BBS is a complex genetic entity with obesity being the most

difficult problem to treat. No medical treatment has shown adequate

benefit. This is the first case report of Bariatric Surgery as a treatment

option with acceptable results of weight loss in the short-term. Long term

data and more such reports will prove its efficacy as a treatment

modality.

P.443 DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS OF SERUM
MICRORNAS IN OBESE PATIENTS WITH COLON
CANCER

PRESENTER: A. Sánchez Pernaute

Co-authors: A. Barabash,M. Ortega,M. Conde, E. Arrue,M. Fernandez-Nespral,

E. Bordiu, R. Gomez, P. Talavera, E. Martin Garcı́a-Almenta, E. Martin Antona, P.

Matia, L. Cabrerizo, A.L. Calle, M.A. Rubio, A.J. Torres

Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Epidemiological studies have reported an association between

obesity and colon cancer risk. Some studies have described an association

between some miRNAs expressed in adipose tissue and carcinogenesis. These

miRNAs can enter the circulation and are sufficiently stable in serum to serve as

clinical biomarkers.

Objectives: Our objective was to compare the expression profile of serum

miRNAs between patients with colon cancer and obesity, patients with colon

cancer without obesity and obese patients without cancer.

Methods: RNA was extracted from serum using the Qiagen miRNeasy

Mini Kit and cDNA was obtained with the miRCURY LNA Universal RT

cDNA synthesis kit (Exiqon). One hundred seventy-nine serum miRNAs

were screened in two samples per group using the Human panel I and II

(Exiqon). RT-qPCR was performed using the miRCURY LNA TM Univer-

sal RT microRNA PCR system (Exiqon) in an Applied Biosystems 7500

Fast Real-Time PCR. GenEX software (MultiD Analyses AB) was used to

analyze the RT-qPCR data.

Results: Overexpression of serum hsa-let-7 g-5p (8-fold), hsa-miR-365a-

3p and hsa-miR-423-5p (5-fold) has been found in the group of patients

with obesity and cancer with respect to the other two groups. In addition

to its role in adipocyte differentiation, hsa-let-7 g-5p regulates cell prolif-

eration by means of HMGA2, miR-365 regulates IL-6 expression and

miRNA-423-5p negatively regulates the expression of TFF1, an intestinal

protein that participates in mucosal repair.

Conclusion: There is a specific expression profile of serum miRNAs in

obese patients with colon cancer that could be involved in carcino-

genesis. It might be useful as a biomarker of cancer risk in obese

patients.
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P.444 EFFICIENCY OF INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON AS AN
AUXILIARY METHOD TOWEIGHT LOSS: ANALYSIS
OF 2002 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: B.Q. Sander1

Co-authors: R.J. Fittipaldi-Fernandez1, 2, J.I. Scarparo1, 2, 3, M.GalvaoNeto1, 2, 4,

G.C. Nunes1, 2, 3

1Clı́nica Sander, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
2Endogastro Med Service, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil
3Clı́nica Balão BIB, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
4Gastro Obeso Center, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: The intragastric balloon (IGB) have been shown to be effective for

the treatment of excess weight.

Objectives: To assess the efficacy of excess weight treatment with an IGB in

patients seen at the different medical centers.

Methods: A total of 2002 patients were analyzed. Allergan IGB was used. The

patients had a minimum BMI of 27 kg/m2. The patients were divided according to

sex and degree of excess weight (overweight and grade I, II and III obesity). Data

were analyzed using descriptive statistical methods, the Student t-test, and
analysis of variance followed by the Tukey post-test. The level of significance

was set at p<0.05.
Results: One hundred seven patients were excluded from the analysis: 70 due to

early IGB removal, 37 due to absence of weight loss. The incidence of fungus was

0.2 %, leakage was 0.25 %, pregnancy was 0,1 %; Korsakoff was 0,05 %, gastric

perforationwas 0,05%.Of the 1895 remaining patients, 1422werewomen and 473

were men. Mean age was 37.32 years. The patients showed a significant weight

loss, with a significantly lower final BMI (28.93±4.71 kg/m2; range: 18.98–57.38)

than the initial BMI (36.47±5.61 kg/m2; range: 27–74.74). Mean BMI reduction was

7.55±3.49 kg/m2 (range: 0.36–29.79). Mean percent weight loss was 20.43±

7.82 % and mean percent excess weight loss EWL was 73.48±36.71 % (range:

2,22–431,1). Percent EWL was higher in the overweight group, followed by obe-

sities grades I, II and III. Percent EWL was higher in men.

Conclusion: Treatment of excess weight with an IGB has been established as an

excellent therapeutic option for patients with overweight or different degrees of

obesity.

P.445 POST BARIATRIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Sepulveda

Co-authors: H. Guzman, C. Astorga, M. Alamo

Hospital DIPRECA, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Cholelithiasis is a common disorder in Chilean population. It

can be observed in patients undergoing bariatric surgery, with reported

incidence between 30 and 52,8 % with multifactorial etiology, assumes

that an associated factor is the rapid weight loss in the first 12 months

post surgery.

Objectives: This study aim to assess the prevalence post bariatric cholecystec-

tomy in patients underwent bariatric surgery at DIPRECA Hospital in Santiago,

Chile.

Methods:Retrospective cohort of the electronic hospital discharges database, of

patients underwent bariatric surgery and laparoscopic cholecystectomy at

DIPRECAHospital, between January 2010 and July 2013. A correlation between

the different bariatric surgical techniques (Sleeve Gastrectomy, Sleeve Gastrec-

tomy with Jejunal Bypass and Roux en Y Gastric Bypass) and laparoscopic

cholecystectomy was performed. In patients who went both surgeries, we

assessed whether cholecistectomy was performed before, during or after bariat-

ric surgery.

Results: Eight hundred eighty-five who underwent bariatric surgery between

January 2010 and July 2013 were included. 8 % of cholelithaisis presented as a

finding in the preoperative study, undergoing cholecystectomy in the same pro-

cedure. 0,5 % had a history of cholecistectomy. Eight hundred ten patients

without gallstones disease, confirmed by abdominal ultrasound (91,5 %) prior to

surgery. Of this patients, 130 underwent laparoscopic cholecistectomy after

bariatric surgery (16 %) in the time period described.

Conclusion: The incidence of post bariatric cholecystectomy in the simple is less

than the incidence observed in other series with similar characteristics, however

this may be due to underdiagnosis of gallstones disease or the patients were

resolved in other surgical centers.

P.446 SKIN CHANGES IN OBESE SUBJECTS

PRESENTER: S. Sidhu

Co-authors: P.S. Nain

Dayanand Medical College & Hospital, Ludhiana, PB, India

Introduction: In human’s obesity and skin changes play an important role in

determining the external beauty of a person.

Obesity is implicated in disrupting barrier function of the skin affecting wound

healing, circulation, flow of lymphatics and altering production of sebum and

sweat.

Objectives: Obesity is considered as an epidemic in the western world & with

rapid globalization it has also become prevalent in India.

There is a two fold increase in obesity in India.

This study highlights the various dermatological diseases that are associated with

obesity & the lack of awareness for active intervention in India.

Methods: To study the skin changes in obese patients whose BMI 40 kg/m2.

One hundred cases of obesity were examined in theOPD for a period of 1 year for

skin changes.

Results: Skin changes associated with obesity are acanthosis nigricans,

acrochordons, hyperandrogenism, hirsutism, striae, keratosis, pilaris, adiposis

dolorosa, plezogenic pedal papules, planter hyperkeratosis, xanthelasma

palpebrum, hidradenitis suppurativa and cellulite.

Skin diseases aggravated by obesity are psoriasis, chronic venous insufficiency,

bacterial and fungal infections. All cases required treatment in form of oral

supplements and topical treatment.

Conclusion:Obesity is responsible for a wide variety of skin changes and inflam-

matory conditions.

Since the number of obese are patients are increasing so therefore various

medical personal need to work together in order to effectively intervene and thus

reduce the adverse effects of obesity.

P.447 ROLE OF ROUTINE PRE OPERATIVE
OESOPHAGOGRASTRODUODENOSCOPY & WHY
ALL PATIENTS MUST BE SUBJECTED FOR
ENDOSCOPIC EVALUATION

PRESENTER: N.M. Singhi

Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Sleeve Grastrectomy & Roux-en-Y gastric bypass are the most

frequently performed bariatric surgeries in India. We recommend the routine

use of upper G.I. endoscopy in all patients to detect upper grastrointestinal

abnormalities. Our fear regarding difficulties in evaluation of stomach remnants

following gastric bypass is also taken care.

Objectives: The main aim of this study to identify most common pre-operative

endoscopic pathology in a symptomatic and asymptomatic patients by routine

use of pre-operative endoscopy in all patients.

Methods: Olympus video Study was conducted from March 2010 to

December 2013 which consist of 240 patients with BMI more than 35.

In our center all patients are subjected for routine pre-operative upper

G.I endoscopy. H.pyloric test was conducted in all patients assessment

of oesophagus, stomach and duodenum were done using endoscope 180

series.

Results: Abnormalities were found in 39.5 % (n=950). Most common pathology

was H.pyloric infection 52 % (n=57).
Gastritis 21 % (n=20)
Oesophagitis 11.5 % (n=11)
4 patients had hiatial hernia

2 patients had chronic duodenal ulcer
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1 patient had gastric ulcer at incisura

1 patient had multiple polyposis

1 patient had polyp at fundus

Conclusion: The routine pre operative endoscopy detects abnormalities which

may need specific treatment before surgery and also may require different

bariatric procedure. We also conclude that H.pyloric infection should be eradicat-

ed prior to surgery.

P.448 LAPAROSCOPIC PANCREATECTOMY IN A CHILD
WITH PERSISTENT HYPERINSULINEMIC
HYPOGLYCEMIA

PRESENTER: F. Soheilipour

Co-authors: A. Pazouki

MinimallyInvasive Surgery ResearchCenter, IranUniversity ofMedical Sciences,

Tehran, Iran

Introduction: In 1938, Laidlaw coined the term nesidioblastosis, now

termed persistent hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia of infancy (PHHI), to

describe the neodifferentiation of islets of Langerhans from pancreatic

ductal epithelium.

Objectives: Severe recurrent hypoglycemia associated with an inappropri-

ate elevation of serum insulin, C-peptide, and proinsulin defines this

disorder. PHHI represents the most common cause of persistent hypo-

glycemia below the age of 18 mouth and hyperinsulinism in neonatal

period. If left untreated, PHHI can lead to brain damage or death sec-

ondary to severe hypoglycemia.

Methods: We presented here a 12 years old adolescent boy with a documented

diagnosis of PHHI.

Results: The patient had recurrent attacks of hypoglycemia and seizure

from neonatal period, not responsive to medical therapy who undergo

laparoscopic pancreatectomy. About 85 % of the gland was resected and

now after a month post surgical follow up the child is in normoglycemic

state.

Conclusion: Great attention needs to be done for the diagnosis and proper

management of this disease.

P.449 THE ROLE OF GASTROSCOPY IN BARITARIC
SURGERY FOLLOW-UPS

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: C. Ercetin, H. Yigitbas, S. Arici, H. Bilge, O. Onen, A. Solmaz, E.

Yavuz, O.B. Gulcicek, F. Celebi, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Endoscopy is a useful examination method for us to reveal early or

late surgical complications.

Objectives:Gastroscopy also useful for us tomeasure the volume of the stomach

postoperatively especially in patients who has insufficient benefit from the

surgery.

Methods: In our department we perform gastroscopy to every 500 patients we

operate at post operative 6th week, 3rd month, 6th month and 12th month

routinely, but five of them cannot tolerate this process and we could not be

performed gastroscopy.

Results:We analyse three main factors during gastroscopy;

1) Intraluminar migration of plicated fundus. This can be the reason for severe

nausea or vomit symptoms (2 patients (0,4 %))

2) Loosened suture/pseudo-diverticulum. This complications causes gaining

weight or increasing appetite (10 patients (2 %)).

3) Decreased residue stomach volume. This causes distal oesophagitis and

GORD symptoms. The main reason for this symptom is the defect in angle

of His at the cardio-oesophageal junction (20 patients (4,1 %)).

Conclusion: As a result performing gastroscopy in a routine period helps us to

heal patients quality of life and most importantly make it possible to make

intervention immediately to the post-operative complications.

P.450 CHOLECYSTECTOMY AND BARIATRIC SURGERY AT
THE SAME SESSION

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: H. Yigitbas, A. Solmaz, C. Ercetin, H. Bilge, E. Yavuz, O. Onen, O.B.

Gulcicek, S. Arici, F. Celebi, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: For abdominal operations in order not to increase mortality or

morbidity, non- emergency surgery of another organ at the same session is

controversial.

Objectives: In our center
2of 500 (4,72 %) patients diagnosed semptomatic cholelithiasis during their pre-

operative examination.

Methods: All these 23 patient underwent bariatric surgery (8 SG, 15 GP)

and cholcystectomy at the same session without extra trochar replace-

ment to resolve the symptoms and to avoid the difficulties of second

intervention to the abdomen. All patients discharged from clinic with no

post-operative complications. On the late follow-ups, only three patients

(13 %) had developed GORD.

Results: After bariatric surgery development of GORD is 47 %. In our

study we evaluated that cholecystectomy at the same session does not

increases the rate of the complications. Mean duration of the operation

was increased 24 min. This extra anesthesia duration time did not affect

the morbidity of the patient.

Conclusion:Approach to the additional pathology at the same region, at the same

session has controversies, but in our study we evaluated that with the sufficient

experiment in this kind of operations there is no inconvenience to do the chole-

cystectomy and bariatric surgery at the same session.

P.451 ABDOMINAL WALL HERNIA REPAIR AND BARIATRIC
SURGERY

PRESENTER: E.N. Trindade

Co-authors: M.R. Trindade, V. von Diemen, O.H. Gastal, R. Mesquita, K.

Brochado, G. Beduschi, G. Lazzarotto

Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA) - Universidade Federal do Rio

Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

Introduction: The high prevalence of anterior abdominal wall hernia in patients

candidates for Bariatric surgery requires an assessment of the adequacy of

utilizing Bariatric surgery and hernia repair at the same time.

Objectives: Compare the incidence rate of post-operatory complications in pa-

tients submitted to Bariatric surgery and anterior abdominal wall hernia repair

Methods:Retrospective cohort study of patients who underwent openRoux-en-Y
gastric bypass. Two groups were separated, characterized by the association or

not of the anterior abdominal wall hernia repair. Outcomes analyzed where

seroma, surgical site infection and incisional hernias. Mann–Whitney and X2 tests
were used for comparison.

Results:Eight patients were included in the group submitted concomitantly

to both procedures with seroma formation rate of 37.5 %, incisional

hernia 25 % and surgical site infection 25 %. The other group had 238

patients included, with seroma formation rate of 12.6 %, incisional hernia

18.1 % and surgical site infection 6.3 %. There weren’t significative

differences between groups (seroma p=0.06, incisional hernia p=0.28,
surgical site infection p=0.08).
Conclusion: The absence of significance seems to be secondary to the small

number of patients submitted to the both procedures concomitantly. Thus, it

doesn’t seem adequate to adopt as routine the correction of anterior abdominal

wall hernia repair concomitantly to Roux-en-Y gastric bypass due to the potential

increase in complication rates.
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P.452 IS PATIENT’S HOME DISTANCE TO BARIATRIC
SURGERY CENTER ASSOCIATED WITH WEIGHT
LOSS?

PRESENTER: E.N. Trindade

Co-authors: O.H. Gastal, R.L. Muller, C.A. Blume, V. von Diemen, M.R. Trindade

Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA) - Universidade Federal do Rio

Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

Introduction: Inadequate adherence to follow-up in Bariatric surgery has been

correlated to patient’s home distance to Bariatric surgery center in recent studies.

Bad adherence is associated with poor surgical outcomes as weight loss and its

maintenance.

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the effect of the patient’s home distance

to the surgery center in relation to surgical outcomes (i.e. weight reduction) during

follow up.

Methods:Retrospective study with data gathering from medical records of

patients who underwent gastric bypass Roux-en-Y in the Hospital de

Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA) from 2008 to March 2013. Variables

analyzed where BMI reduction, weight loss, weight excess loss percent-

age and patient’s home distance to Bariatric surgery center. Spearman

test was used for correlation, Kruskal-Wallis for analysis of variance and

Tukey as post-hoc.

Results:Twohundred sixteen patientswere included (84% females), with amean

age of 40.37+10.69 years, pre-surgical BMI of 49.22+7.7 kg/m2, pre-surgical

weight of 132.95+25.92 kg, the median distance to the surgical center of 27 km

(minimum: 1 km, maximum: 540 km) and median follow up of 49 weeks (mini-

mum: 2 weeks, maximum: 198 weeks). The studied factor wasn’t correlated with

the outcomes BMI reduction, weight loss, weight excess loss percentage in any

moment follow up, as well as the comparison of these variables among the

quartiles of distances.

Conclusion:Patient’s homedistance to surgery center was not correlatedwith the

outcomes ‘weight loss’, ‘BMI loss’ and ‘weight excess loss percentage’ during

follow-up.

P.453 PREOPERATIVE STATUS OF PATIENTS
UNDERGOING ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS: A
TRANSVERSE STUDY

PRESENTER: M.R. Trindade1

Co-authors: D. Steffen1, 2, C.A. Blume1, V.v. Diemen1, E.N. Trindade1

1Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA) - Universidade Federal do Rio

Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
2School of Nutrition, Universidade Federal de Ciencias da Saude dePorto Alegre

(UFCSPA), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil

Introduction: According to World Health Organization, the worldwide obesity prev-

alence is 12 %, leading to death 2.8 million people per year. Targeting sustained

weight loss, the most effective treatment is bariatric surgery, resulting in improve-

ment or resolution of obesity-related diseases.

Objectives: To evaluate preoperative data of patients submitted to Roux en Y

Gastric Bypass (RYGB).

Methods: Two hundred sixty-two patients submitted to RYGB at Hospital

de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre between 2008 and 2014 were evaluated.

The following data were analysed: ethnicity, gender, age, marital status

(MS), scholarity, weight, body mass index (BMI), waist circumference

(WC) and comorbidities.

Results: Mean age was 40,6+10,8 y, 86,3 % female, preoperative mean weight

was 131+24,1 kg, BMI 48,9+7,4 kg/m2 (min 35,1–max 90,3) and WC 132,4+

15,1 cm. There was, 51,8%married, 42,9% single and 5% divorced; 46,1% had

elementary education, 37,9 % had high school and 15,2 % had higher education.

Concerning obesity comorbidities they presented: 28,7 % with dyslipidemia,

69,4 % with hypertension, 39,2 % with prediabetes and 24,1 % with type 2

diabetes, 23,3 % with cholelithiasis, 30,7 % with lower limb edema and 42,2 %

with musculoskeletal disease, 13,3 % had asthma and 25,2 % had sleep apnea.

5,9 % were smokers and 28,5 % were ex smokers. Psychiatric disorders were

presented in 37,9 % of the patients (34,6 % depression, 1,3 % bipolar disorder

and 2 % binge eating).

Conclusion: The patient’s profile is characterized mostly by women, married and

had completed primary school. Significant statistic relations were not found

between the analyze variables.

P.454 ASSESSMENT OF NAFLD AND FIBROSIS IN MORBID
OBESE PATIENTS BEFORE AND AFTER
UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M.R. Trindade

Co-authors: J.M. Grossi, M. Becker, I. Zepeda, F.F. Nicola, E.N. Trindade, V. von

Diemen, A. Martin

Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA) - Universidade Federal do Rio

Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
Introduction: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common

liver disorder in Western industrialized countries. The prevalence varies

among studies, because of the different population and methods used. In

obese patients, prevalence can be as high as 73 %.

Objectives: The aim of the present study is to compare the BARD, APRI, FIB4,

and NAFLD fibrosis score scores in morbid obese patients before and after

undergoing bariatric surgery.

Methods: The study included 81 morbid obese patients submitted to bariatric

surgery in the Hospital de Clinicas de Porto Alegre. 89,9 % females, with median

Body Mass index of 47,6 kg/m2, and a median age of 47 years. 29,5 % of the

patients had either Diabetes Mellitus or Insulin resistance. They had ultrasound

and histological confirmation ofNAFLD. Scoreswere obtained in±1month before

surgery and±6 months after surgery.

Results: Ultrasound diagnosed NAFLD in 75,3 % of the patients. Histological

biopsy revealed 93 % of NAFLD and 27 % of fibrosis. NAFLD fibrosis score

prediction of fibrosis decreased by 5 % after surgery, FIB4, APRI, all decreased

the prediction of fibrosis after a 6 month follow-up in patients who underwent

bariatric surgery.

Conclusion: Scores from APRI, FIB4, and NAFLD fibrosis are capable of

predicting fibrosis and NAFLD in morbid obese patients. BARD score was

always higher due to variable BMI increased in every patient. There was a

reduction on the score percentages after bariatric surgery.

P.455 ALTERATIONS OF OMENTIN AND APELIN LEVELS BY
WEIGHT CHANGE IN ANOREXIA NERVOSA AND
MORBIDLY OBESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: F. Turker1, Y. Tutuncu1

Co-authors: A. Kubat Uzum1, N. Aksakal3, B. Yucel2, U. Barbaros3, I. Satman1

1Department of Internal Medicine, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism;

Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey
2Department Of Psychiatry, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul University,

Istanbul, Turkey
3Department of General Surgery, Istanbul Faculty of Medicine, Istanbul Univer-

sity, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Morbid obesity (MO) and anorexia nervosa (AN) are two distinct

metabolic disorders in which adipokines play different roles.

Objectives: To evaluate the relationships between serum levels of several

adipokines (i.e. apelin-12, omentin-1, leptin, adiponectin, IL-6), anthropometric

indices and biochemical parameters.

Methods:TwentyMOpatients before and 3months after at least 10%weight loss

with bariatric surgery, nine AN patients prior and after 10 % weight gain and 18

healthy control subjects were recruited. Mean age and BMI in MO were 36.7±

11.6 year and 53.5±7.3 kg/m2. The corresponding figures were 20.2±8.1 year,

14.6±1.9 kg/m2 and 31.3±9.5 year, 23.6±2.1 kg/m2 in AN and control groups,

respectively.

Results: In general, baseline apelin and omentin levels significantly correlated

with anthropomethric and indices of lipid and carbonhydrate metabolism and
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insulin resistance. At baseline in MO group apelin, leptin, IL-6 and hs-CRP levels

were higher while omentin and adiponectin levels were lower than in AN and

control groups. In AN group omentin, but not apelin levels further increased by

weight gain. While after bariatric surgery, omentin and IL-6 concentrations were

increased toward control group whereas no difference was found in apelin and

adiponectin levels.

Conclusion: Omentin approached to normal levels by acute weight change in

both MO and AN patients.

P.456 WEIGHT LOSS SURGERY FOR PATIENTS WITH
VARYING DEGREES OF LEARNING DISABILITY. A
REVIEW OF THE OUTCOMES OF A GROUP OF
PATIENTS REFERRED TO OUR CENTRE, AND THE
DETAILS OF THE BEST INTEREST DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS WE ADOPTED IN ONE PARTICULAR CASE

PRESENTER: F. Villa

Co-authors: A. Góralczyk, K. Devalia, K. Mannur, C. Ghallager

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Prevalence of obesity is higher in patients with varying degrees of

Learning Disability compared to the normal population. The studies aiming to

evaluate the effects of weight loss surgery in this group are very few. This

probably reflects the small number of patients with learning difficulties actually

referred to bariatric centres. We have observed in the last few years an increase

in the number of referrals from GPs and community mental health services. This

probably reflects a growing awareness that patients with learning difficulties and

morbid obesity experience a higher degree of health inequality compared to those

with the same level of obesity but without learning difficulties.

Objectives: Our objective is to demonstrate our decision-making process and

criteria we applied, when considering each patient with learning difficulties as a

candidate for bariatric surgery.

Methods: We have reviewed the decision-making process that we adopted for

each of the eight subjects affected by varying degrees of learning difficulty

referred to our centre.

Results: In addition to the usual multidisciplinary assessment, a longer psycho-

logical assessment than usual is conducted by our Eating Disorders specialist.

Ideally this includes a capacity assessment, a detailed analysis of the patient’s

social circumstances and Best Interest Meeting.We illustrate this using a case of

a young patient with severe learning difficulties who went on to have a successful

outcome.

Conclusion: We believe that patients with learning difficulties should be

offered bariatric surgery on condition that they have suitable family/carer

support, to facilitate the whole process of lifestyle change that they will

inevitably face.

P.457 LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC SURGERY, MIDTERM
OUTCOMES IN SEVERE AND MORBIDLY OBESE
ADOLESCENTS

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: L. Guerrero2, 1, F. Milla2, P. Escobar2, I. Mir2, P. Maqueira2, V. Olate2,

C. Flores1, S. Araya1, M. Yañez1, P. Fuentes2, 1, M. Cariaga2, 1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: The prevalence of obesity and obesity-related disease among

adolescents continues to increase and the bariatric surgery has become as an

option to medical treatment failure.

Objectives: Analyze age, gender, comorbidities, safety, effectiveness of surgical

treatment in adolescent patients undergoing bariatric surgery with Body Mass

Index (BMI) >35.

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study; patients with BMI

>35, comorbidities and 1 yearmedical treatment failure, underwent Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) or Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass

(LRYGBP), between September 2009 and September 2013. Excel was used

for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Forty-four adolescents, 15male (34,1%), 29 female (65,9%), mean age

17,4 years (15–19), mean BMI 40,3 (35–53,5), 40 patients LSG (90,9 %) and 4

LRYGBP (9,1%). 25 class II obese patients (56,8 %), 17 female (67,8%), 8 male

(32,2 %), mean age 17,6 years. Nineteen class III obese patients (43,2 %), 12

female (63,2 %), 7 male (36,8 %), mean age 17,3 years. Complications: 1 patient

had an intraabdominal abscess treated with antibiotics. One trocar related bleed-

ing. No mortality. Comorbidities: Insulin resistance: 34 patients (91,9 %), Non-

alcoholic fatty liver disease: 15 (40,5%), hypertriglyceridemia: 8 (21,6%). Follow-

up: Mean Percentage excess weight loss at 6 months: 76,17 %, at 12 months:

92,27 %, at 24 months: 83,83 %.

Conclusion: Surgical treatment in adolescents has been proven safe an effective

in the midterm follow-up. Further studies are required to evaluate the long-term

results of this procedures.

P.458 PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE MCGILL CHIP
HEALTHY WEIGHT STUDY

PRESENTER: Z. Xu1

Co-authors: M. Chamandy1, E. Ivanova1, S. Grover3, 1, I. Lowensteyn3, 1, L.

Joseph1, A. Luszczynska4, B. Knäuper1

1McGill University, Montreal, QC, Canada
2Comprehensive Health Improvement Program, Montreal, QC, Canada
3McGill Comprehensive Health Improvement Program, Montreal, QC, Canada
4University of Colorado, Colorado Springs, CO, USA

Introduction: In Canada, approximately 1 in 4 adults and 8.6 % of children and

youth are obese. Effective programs have been developed to help individuals

lose weight, such as the Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) developed by the

National Institutes of Health. Such programs, however, are expensive because

they are delivered in one-on-one sessions by highly trained professionals. Group-

delivered versions of the DPP (Group-DPP) are cheaper, but are considerably

less effective.

Objectives: The objective of this study is to examine the effectiveness of the

Group-DPP with the integration of tools into the program that help people create

new eating and physical activity habits andmaintain these habits in the long-term.

We expect that the enriched version will lead to greater weight loss after 3months

than the standard version.

Methods:We integrated if-then plans (concrete action plans of when, where, and

how to act) and their mental practice into the Group-DPP curriculum. In theMcGill

CHIP Healthy Weight Study, a randomized controlled trial, overweight or obese

participants were randomly assigned to either the standard Group-DPP or its

enriched version. In the enriched version, if-then plans and their mental practice

were integrated into each session of the program based on methods we have

developed and tested in the past.

Results: Preliminary results on about a third of the target sample size will be

reported on changes in weight, waist circumference, physical fitness, and other

outcome variables for the 3-month assessment point.

Conclusion: We expect that if-then plans and their mental practice will increase

the effectiveness of the Group-DPP.

P.459 INTRA GASTRIC BALLOON FOR OBESE IRAQI
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: Y.F. Zidan

Co-authors: M.A. Mohammed Wajdi, S.I. Al-Saffar, I.E. Mohammed

National Center of Obesity, Mosul, Iraq

Introduction: The WHO recorded that nearly one third of people in Iraq were

obese, among different treatment options, the placement of an intragastric bal-

loon (IGB) constitutes a short-term, effective, non-surgical intervention to lose

weight.
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Objectives: This study was performed to assess the safety, effectiveness and

early experience of IGB for obese Iraqi patients.

Methods: This was a prospective clinical case series study which includes 280

patients forwhom IGB (MedSil) introduced, the safety assessed for all patientswhile

the effectiveness assessed for 100 patients who completed the treatment period.

Results:Onehundred patients (74 females and 26males), their age 14–61 (mean

34.7 years) underwent the procedure and their balloons removed after 7–

8 months. The patients lose 4–54.3 Kg (average 21.9) which was equal to 5.4–

75.8 (average 31.9) percent of excess weight. Their BMI reduced 0.7–21 (aver-

age 8.3) kg/m2 (the percent of EBMI loss 1.5–112.7). The percentage of weight

loss from the initial weight was calculated and range between 3.6 and 28.2

The associated comorbidities improved after weight loss, and the quality of life

improved in 84 % of patients depending on bariatric analysis and reporting

outcome systems (BAROS).

We recorded two cases of mortality from 280 (0.71 %) in extreme obesity (BMI

more than 70 Kg/m2, these mortalities were not related to the balloon itself, but to

associated morbidities.

Conclusion: Obese and morbidly obese patients can reduce their weight effec-

tively by the simple procedure of intragastric balloon that decrease morbidity and

improves the quality of their life.

P.460 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
INTRA ENDOSCOPIC GUIDANCE LONG TERM
RESULTS AND AN ANALYSIS OF THE TECHNIQUE

PRESENTER: A. Alexandroux

Co-authors: A. Michalinos, A. Athanasiou, S. Orfanos, C. Tsigris, T. Diamantis

National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Athens, Greece

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy has become the second most common bariat-

ric operation due to its’ low rates of morbidity and mortality, satisfactory treatment

of patients’ obesity and resolution of associated co–morbidities. According to

standard technique, calibration of the stomach is performed with varying sizes

of bougies while use of intra-operative endoscopy has only sparsely been

reported.

Objectives:To present 3 years result with technique of intra- endoscopic guidance
and study factors associated with 3 years Excess Weight Loos.

Methods: Between 2004 and 2013, 100 patients have undergone laparo-

scopic or robotic sleeve gastrectomy with intra—operative endoscopic

guidance. Technical aspects of the operation, results concerning morbid-

ity, progressive weight loss and resolution of co-morbidities were retro-

spectively reviewed.

Results:Morbidity and mortality was zero. Rates of excess weight loss at

6 months, 1 year and 3 years were 52.1 %, 67.4 % and 61.3 %

respectively. Patients’ highest rate of excess weight loss was achieved

18 months postoperatively. These rates were inversely related with pre-

operative age, Body Mass Index, and the existence of preoperative co-

morbidities.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy with intra–operative endoscopic guidance is at

least as safe and effective as with the bougie. Given the available expertise and

equipment, the use of this technique can increase the intraoperative sense of

safety with no compromise or even improvement of the immediate or long-term

results.

P.461 RESULTS OF 500 CASES OF INTRAGASTRIC
BALLOON

PRESENTER: L.S. Almeida

IMO - Instituto Mineiro de Obesidade, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil

Introduction: This work shows the results obtained with 500 cases of patients

treated with intragastric balloon and its accompanying 1 year after removal of the

balloon.

Objectives: The objective is to demonstrate the results obtained with treatment

with intragastric balloon, its relationship with the quality of multidisciplinary

monitoring and importance of the permanence of monitoring after the removal

of intragastric balloon.

Methods: We only used the patient from IMO, Instituto Mineiro de Obesidade

(Miner Obesity Institute), there were 500 cases of which cases of early intoler-

ance were excluded.

Results: From a total of 500 patients had a ratio of weight loss relative to the initial

total weight of the patient:

3.74 % from 0 to 5 %

13.79 % from 5 to 10 %

31.57 % from 10 to 15 %

26.8 % from 15 to 20 %

24.1 above 20 %

Two hundred twelve patients are over 1 year of removal of the balloon and were

divided into two groups, a first group that continued multidisciplinary monitoring

with 98 % of patients with stable weight, and a second group that abandoned the

multidisciplinary monitoring after removal with 68 % of patients had regained

weight.

Conclusion: The results depends on a good multidisciplinary support program

focused on changing habits of the patient, involving a team psychologist, nutri-

tionist and physical trainer. These should use the therapeutic window created by

the weight loss provided by the balloon to create a platform of support in the

months that the patient is with the balloon and maintaining this support platform

after balloon withdrawal is essential for obtaining core durable results.

P.462 FAST TRACK RECOVERY AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: F.M. Badiuddin1, 2

Co-authors: G. Lopez1, 2

1Mediclinic Dubai Mall, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
2Center for Strategic Healthcare Development, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Post operative Recovery of patients undergoing Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy can be enhanced by adopting a combination of tech-

niques and pharmacological means. Using these methods, we have reduced

the hospital stay of the patients undergoing this surgery to 24 h or less in

addition to reducing post operative complications.

Objectives: To describe to the attendees a program of post operative care to

reduce the incidence of adverse events and shorten hospital stay following

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy.

Methods: A strict protocol of Pre-operative, intra-operative and post -operative

measures was followed in patients undergoing LSG. This included, pre-operative

“Optimizing Diet”, Anesthetic protocol of “Neuromuscular Blockade’ and use of

anti-emetic and steroids to reduce post operative vomiting, and a Fast Track

Recovery protocol post operatively including early enteral feeding, early

mobilisation and non-use of drains, naso-gastric tubes and narcotics.

Results: Using these methods, we have reduced the hospital stay of the patients

undergoing this surgery to 24 h or less in addition to reducing post operative

complications. The author reports the results of over 150 consecutive cases over

a period of 3 years.

Conclusion: Enhanced Recovery Protocols following Sleeve Gastrectomy not

only reduce post operative complications, but also reduce hospital stay and costs

to the payors.

P.463 EXPERIENCE IN OVER 150 PATIENTS WITH THE
ENDOBARRIER/DUODENAL-JEJUNALBYPASSLINER

PRESENTER: B. Betzel

Co-authors: P. Koehestanie, K. Dogan, J. Homan, E. Aarts, P. Wahab, M.

Groenen, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
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Introduction: The duodenal-jejunal bypass liner (DJBL) is a novel endoscopic

bariatric technique. The DJBL supposedly induces weight loss and improves

glucose control in type 2 diabetes.

Objectives: To evaluate the effects of the DJBL on overweight and diabetes.

Methods: Patients were included for DJBL placement when they met the follow-

ing criteria: age 18–65 years, BMI 28–45 kg/m2, negative serum H. pylori test,

and use of at least two different types of oral anti-diabetics or insulin. Patients

using non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or anticoagulant medication were

excluded. The DJBL was explanted 3, 6 or 12 months after implantation.

Results: Between October 2007 andDecember 2013, 165 patients underwent the

DJBL implantation procedure of which 152 (92.1 %) implantations were success-

ful. In thirteen patients the device could not be placed because of anatomical

difficulties or bulbar ulcerations. Up till now, forty patients with an intended implan-

tation duration of 1 year, completed their follow-up. Body weight decreased from

106.1±15.6 kg to 95.7±14.7 kg (p=0.000), BMI dropped from 34.4±3.7 kg/m2 to

30.9±3.8 kg/m2 (p=0.000) andHbA1c decreased from 66±15mmol/mmol to 62±

16 mmol/mmol (p=0.128). Nine of nineteen patients on insulin therapy stopped

with insulin (mean 64 IU; range 24–116) at time of explantation. Seven patients still

received oral medication and two were converted to a GLP-1 analog. The addi-

tional ten patients decreased their insulin dosage (mean 56 IU; range 2–108).

Conclusion: In our first experience, the DJBL is feasible and effective in the

treatment of obesity and diabetes.

P.464 WHAT HAPPENS TO OVERWEIGHT AND TYPE 2
DIABETES AFTER EXPLANTATION OF THE
ENDOBARRIER/DUODENAL-JEJUNAL BYPASS
LINER?

PRESENTER: B. Betzel

Co-authors: P. Koehestanie, E. Aarts, J. Homan, K. Dogan, P. Wahab, M.

Groenen, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: The duodenal-jejunal bypass liner (DJBL) is a novel endoscopic

bariatric technique. The DJBL induces weight loss and improves glucose control

in type 2 diabetes (T2D) during its implantation period.

Objectives: The aim of our study was to evaluate the effects of the DJBL on

overweight and T2D after explantation.

Methods:Patients between18and65years old, BMI 28–45kg/m2, andT2Dwith use

of at least two different types of oral anti-diabetics and/or insulin were eligible for

implantationof theDJBL.Patientswere included if the implantationperiodof12months

was completed with a minimum follow-up period of 6 months after explantation.

Results: A total of 19 patients completed at least 6 months of follow-up after

explantation. At time of explantation, total body weight was decreased from

101.8 kg to 93.2 kg and BMI decreased from 32.6 kg/m2 to 30.0 kg/m2. Six

months post-explantation weight increased to 94.4 kg (p=0.03) and BMI to

30.1 kg/m2 (p=0.007), compared to baseline. HbA1c levels decreased from

73.6 to 69.6 mmol/mmol at time of explantation and increased again to

72.4 mmol/mmol 6 months after explantation. This resulted in a non-significant

difference (p=0.636) compared to baseline.

Conclusion: The DJBL results in a decreased body weight, BMI and HbA1c after a

1 year implantation period. Although a slight increase is observed after explanation,

positive effects on weight remain during 6 months of follow-up after explantation.

HbA1c levels 6 months after explantation are comparable to baseline values.

P.465 ENDOLUMINAL GASTRIC BYPASS EARLY RESULTS
AND TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF A NOVEL
ENDOSCOPIC PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: L. Biertho

Co-authors: S. Marceau, S. Lebel, F. Hould, O. Lescelleur, S. Biron

Quebec Heart and Lung Institute, Quebec, QC, Canada

Introduction: Bariatric surgical procedures are effective but are associated with

major complications. Less-invasive weight loss methods are needed to address

the growing obesity epidemic. A novel endoluminal procedure has been devel-

oped (ValenTx Inc. Carpinteria, CA, USA) to reproduce the physiological effects

of a Gastric Bypass (RYGB) using an endoscopic approach.

Objectives: To describe the technique and preliminary outcomes of a completely

endoscopic gastric bypass technique.

Methods: Preliminary results of a non-randomized multi-center prospective

phase I trial of endoluminal gastric bypass.

Results: Three morbidly obese patients (2 F/1 M) were operated under general

anesthesia. A 100-cm polyurethanes sleeve was first deployed in the proximal

small bowel. A Dacron cuff, reproducing the restrictive effect of a RYGB pouch,

was then attached 2-cm above the gastro-oesophageal junction using eight trans-

mural anchors. The sleeve was then connected and secured to the distal end of

the cuff, at the level of the cardia. All procedures were completed successfully

using completely endoscopic technique. There were no major intra- or post-

operative complications. Two patients were discharged within 24 h and the third

onewithin 48 h. There was no serious adverse event during the study period, with

good patient tolerance.

Conclusion:We report the technical feasibility of a completely endoluminal gastric

bypass. This type of procedure could potentially lead to major changes in the

bariatric field.

P.466 RISK REDUCING STRATEGY IN SUPER OBESE
PATIENTS: THE POTENTIAL ROLE FOR THE
ENDOBARRIER

PRESENTER: D. Sarma, S. Chakravartty

Co-authors: A.G. Patel

King’s College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Endobarrier (Endoscopic duodenojejunal bypass liner) is an endo-

scopically implanted device that leads to significant weight loss and improvement

of glycaemic control when compared to diets or sham procedures. However its

exact role in bariatric and metabolic surgery is yet to be ascertained.

Objectives:The aim of this study is to evaluate the Endobarrier in a high risk group

of super-obese patients.

Methods: High risk super obese patients (BMI>50 kg/m2) were selected for an

Endobarrier insertion between January and October, 2013. Patient outcomes

which included length of stay, complications, weight loss, and impact on

glycaemic control were prospectively observed.

Results: The Endobarrier was inserted in 11 super obese patients (9 males, 2

females) with a median age of 53 years (32–68 years), weight of 185 kg (120–

237 kg), BMI of 61 kg/m2 (51–70.4 kg/m2) and obesity surgery mortality risk

score (normal: 1–5) of 4 (mortality risk=2.4%). Device insertionwas successful in

all patients taking 39 min (16–85 min) with no removals required till date. One

patient suffered a minor upper gastrointestinal bleed which resolved with conser-

vativemeasures. Themedian excess weight loss at 6 and 12months was 17.3%

(15.5–31 %) and 25 % (14–38 %) respectively. Post-operatively, diabetic medi-

cation were either decreased (n=4/7) or no longer required (n=2/7) and HBa1c

levels improved significantly from a mean value of 7.7 % to 6.6 % (p=0.02).
Conclusion: Endobarrier achieves significant weight loss and good glycaemic

control in the super-obese andmay be a useful stepping stone to definitive weight

loss surgery in patients at high risk of peri-operative complications and mortality.

P.467 A NOVEL APPROACH FOR WEIGHT LOSS PRIOR TO
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: O.R. DiPietro

KE Diet, Bay Harbor Islands, FL, USA

Introduction:Many bariatric surgeon request a 10–20 lb (5–10 kg) weight reduc-

tion pre-operatively and up to 30 % of weight loss surgery patients regain

significant weight at 2 years.

Objectives: The current study sought to evaluate a ketogenic feeding tube diet as

an option.
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Methods: This is a retrospective study of 218 office patients who were evaluated

for weight loss. Over a 24 month period, 218 patients were evaluated with BMIs

ranging from 21.94 to 54.36. After exclusions, 177 were identified as having

verifiable data.

Results: Mean patient age was 44.7 years (range 20–70 years) with an 83.1 %

female ratio and 65 % Caucasian ratio. Mean BMI was 31.8 (SD=5.01). Mean

duration of treatment was 8.7 days (range 2–13 days).72.9 % (N=129) tolerated

the procedurewell with little or no discomfort. 15.8% (N=28) removed the feeding

tube early due to discomfort or personal reasons. 3.4% (N=6) did not tolerate the

treatment and 6.8 % (N=12) had their feeding tube reinserted during the treat-

ment. There were no other reported complications due to the feeding tube

insertion or use. Paired sample t-tests indicated that there was significant total

weight loss [t (175)=32.885, p<0.0001], BMI (1.95 kg/m2, SD=0.68, p<0.0001),
total FFM reduction (3.5 kg, SD=1.93,<0.0001) [t (110)=18.816, p<0.0001], and
fat mass (1.5 kg, SD=1.28, p<0.0001). Significantly elevated urinary ketone

levels [t (146)=17.595, p<.001] were also seen.

Conclusion: The ketogenic feeding tube diet may be an effective preoperative

weight lossmethod for patients needing to lose weight prior to bariatric surgery or

in the failed bariatric surgery patient who regains significant weight after surgery.

P.468 THE USE OF POTENTIALLY RESORBABLE BAND IN
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: V. Fedenko

Co-authors: V. Evdoshenko, L. Mazikina, I. Elagin

National Bariatric Practice, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Permacol is a crosslinked collagen implant. It has been widely used

as a biological mesh for abdominal and diaphragm hernias repair. Due to its

properties it can be used in direct contact with the intestinal wall. Permacol

survives for several years in the human body, gradually replaced by own collagen.

Objectives:To study the safety and effectiveness of permacol as a biological band

in bariatric surgery.

Methods: The Permacol strip 6x2.5 cm was wrapped around the stomach to

measure the length of the stomach perimeter. If it was too loose, it was cut to 5.5

2.5 cm and then sutured edge-to-edge to form a ring around the stomach with

non-absorbable 3/0 suture.

Permacol ring was installed in 17 patients with gastric bypass 1 cm above

gastroenteroanastomosis (5 primary and 12 secondary patients with weight

regain due to dilated gastroenteroanastomosis). In three patients permacol ring

was installed during primary sleeve gastrectomy (placed around cardia); and in

seven patients with sleeve dilatation as a secondary procedure (sleeve

narrowing+permacol). In five patients permacol ring was used as nonadjustable

gastric band. In two patients permacol nonadjustable band was used in combi-

nation with partial gastric plication (proximal fundal plication).

Results:We started bariatric permacol in January 2013. By now, permacol

ring was installed in 34 patients. The used material (Permacol) gave no

adverse effects. The degree of weightless met expectations in all cases.

Conclusion: Permacol can be safely used in bariatric surgery.

P.469 FAST-TRACK BARIATRIC EXPERIENCE IN A
WEEK-SURGERY UNIT IN ITALY: A PIONEERISTIC
JOURNEY

PRESENTER: P. Gentileschi

Co-authors: M. Cerci, M. Capperucci, F. Perrone, D. Benavoli, A.L. Gaspari

University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Fast-track protocols showed that the optimization of preoperative

care and the standardization of surgical techniques in bariatric surgery reduces

morbidity and postoperative hospitalization. The logistic situation in Italy makes

quick stay bariatric surgery difficult to perform.

Objectives: This study relates our practice about laparoscopic bariatric proce-

dures in a Week-Surgery Unit.

Methods: Two hundred three properly selected morbidly obese patients

underwent bariatric operations in a Week Surgery Unit from 2010 to

2013: they were 62 males (30.5 %) and 141 females (69.5 %); mean

age was 42.3 years; preoperative mean BMI was 46.3 kg/m2; as for

comorbidities we observed diabetes in 18.7 %, arterial hypertension in

30 %, obstructive sleep apnea syndrome in 6.9 %. We performed Lap-

aroscopic Gastric-Banding (LGB) in 14.7 % of cases, Laparoscopic

Roux-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) in 21.2 %, and Laparoscopic Sleeve

Gastrectomy in 60.6 % (LSG).

Results:Mean follow-up was 30.2 months (range, from 12 to 46 months).

Mean hospitalization was 2.2 days (range, from 1 to 24 days). In the

postoperative period we observed four bleeding episodes (1.9 %) from

the trocar site, treated with vessel ligation in local anesthesia; three

patients who underwent LSG (2.4 %) experienced a gastric fistula, treat-

ed with re-admission, re-laparoscopy, stenting and medical therapy. Re-

duction in mean BMI was 14 points, with a value of 31.3 kg/m2, with

reduction or remission of comorbidities.

Conclusion: The study demonstrated that Fast-track care is feasible and effective

in bariatric surgery even in Italy where patients are not willing to be early

discharged; postoperative course was fast and complication and readmission

rates were acceptable while costs were reduced.

P.470 IS THE ENTERRA THERAPY A VALID OPTION FOR
PATIENTS WITH GASTROPARESIS?

PRESENTER: R. Gonzalez-Heredia

Co-authors: M. Masrur, E. Elli

University Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Patients with gastroparesis experience delayed or inhibited gastric

emptying of contents from the stomach into the small intestine.

Objectives: This study evaluates the effectiveness of Enterra Therapy in reducing
symptoms and improving the quality of life of patients with drug refractory

gastroparesis.

Methods: In this study, 25 patients underwent a minimally invasive, laparoscopic

placement of the Enterra Therapy device. Patients were asked to rank their

severity of symptoms and quality of life retrospectively by completing the Gastro-

intestinal Symptoms Rating Scale (GSRS) and Short-Form 36 Health Survey

(SF-36) with respect to their condition prior to and 6 months following initiation of

Enterra Therapy.

Results: Twenty-five patients underwent laparoscopic placement of the

Enterra Therapy device, with no surgical complications recorded. The

average hospital length of stay for patients was 2.8 days with the

average patient age being 39.2 years old (range 20–65 years). Of these

patients, 60 % (15) had gastroparesis of diabetic etiology, while 40 %

(10) were of idiopathic etiology. Patients had been diagnosed with

gastroparesis, on average, for 2.5 years. Compared with cases of dia-

betic etiology, patients with idiopathic gastroparesis had higher rates of

both cholecystectomy (60 %) and history of anxiety, depression or per-

sonality disorder (60 %). Nearly 95 % of patients reported nausea and

vomiting to be their most debilitating symptom prior to Enterry Therapy.

Conclusion: Enterra Therapy can indeed be used to alleviate gastroparesis

symptoms, albeit to varying degrees, in the majority of patients. To improve

outcomes with Enterra Therapy, more research is needed detailing the types of

patients who respond best to gastric neurostimulation.

P.471 REINFORCEMENT OF HIATAL DEFECT REPAIR WITH
ABSORBABLE MESH FIXED WITH NON PERMANENT
DEVICES

PRESENTER: A. Iossa

Co-authors: F. de Angelis, A. Liguori, M. Rizzello, M. Avallone, G. Cavallaro, F.

Longo, G. Silecchia

Department of Medico-Surgical Sciences and Biotechnologies, University of

Rome “La Sapienza”, Division of General Surgery And Bariatric Centre of Excel-

lence, Icot, Latina, Italy
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Introduction: The standard technique for hiatal defect repair (HHR) remains

controversial, particularly in obese patients, and even more in obese submitted

to sleeve gastrectomy or revisional bariatric procedures.

Objectives:To report the resultsof anopen label prospective studyonanew technique

for laparoscopic HHR with absorbable mesh fixed with absorbable materials.

Methods: From January 2011 to January 2014, 70 patients were treated; Group

A, 38 patients submitted to laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) with concom-

itant intra or pre-operative (73–27 %) diagnosis of hiatus defect; Group B, 16

submitted to revisional surgery for the diagnosis of HH and GERD post-LSG; and

Group C, 16 submitted to 360˚ fundoplication for HH and GERD. All patients

underwent cruroplasty reinforcedwith bio-absorbablemesh fixed with absorbable

tacks and/or fibrin glue for hiatal defect 4 cm2 (mean hiatus defect 8±2 cm2).

Results: Conversion, mortality and intraoperative complications rate was 0 %.

The mean time for mesh placement and fixation were 8±2.3 min. We didn’t observe

any cases of mesh-related complications at a mean follow-up of 19±6 months. We

observed improvement of GERD symptoms in 21% of pts, resolution in 74% and no

variation the remnant. We registered three cases of recurrence (4.3 %), two radiolog-

ical (1 Group B, 1 group C) and one clinical (Group B).

Conclusion: Reinforcement with bio-absorbable mesh is a safe and effective

option for laparoscopic HH repair in normal weight and obese patients.

P.472 THE NEW IDRIVETM ULTRA POWERED STAPLING
SYSTEM: IS IT SAFE TO USE IN OBESITY SURGERY?

PRESENTER: R. Kadaba

Co-authors: K. Moorthy, S. Purkayastha, S. Hakky, A.R. Ahmed

Imperial college NHS Trust, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: In 2012, Covidien introduced the new iDriveTM ultra powered

stapling system, which is a fully powered, battery-operated endoscopic surgical

stapler. It features a one-handed push button operation, eliminating the need for

manual force and improving maneuverability. Following its introduction to the

Imperial College bariatric surgical unit, we present our experience with the device

for laparoscopic roux-en-y gastric bypass (LRYGB) procedures.

Objectives: Our aim was to study the incidence of intra-operative and immediate

post-operative complications concentrating on anastomotic leaks and bleeding.

Methods: All LRYGB cases in which iDriveTM stapling device was employed

were identified and data was collected retrospectively from operative notes and

discharge summaries. The mean follow up was 1 month. Data was collected on

patient demographics, BMI, co-morbidities, pre and post operative haemoglobin

and length of stay. The presence of staple line leak was detected by performing a

leak test intra-operatively. Documentation of staple line bleed was noted including

the number of clip applicators used.

Results:A total of 45 LRYGBswere performed using the device during a period of

6 months. Mean age was 45 years (range 21–77) and 75 % were female. The

average BMI was 45.5 (range 35–69.1) and all patients had at least one obesity-

associated co-morbidity. The average length of staywas 2 days (range 1–7 days).

There was one documented evidence of minor bleeding following firing of the

staples. One positive leak test at the gastro-jejunostomy site was documented.

There were no mortalities.

Conclusion: There was low incidence of immediate complications. Further study

involving larger numbers is underway.

P.473 SENSITIVITY, SPECIFICITY AND PREDICTIVE VALUES
OF A FOREARM BLOOD PRESSURE APPROACH TO
ASSESS HYPERTENSION IN SEVERE OBESITY

PRESENTER: M. Leblanc

Co-authors: S. Croteau, J. Bussières, A. Auclair, A. Grenier, P. Brassard, A.

Ferland, P. Poirier

Institut universitaire de cardiologie et de pneumologie de Québec, Quebec,

Canada

Introduction: In severe obesity, patient’s upper-arm has often a circumference

exceeding limits of appropriate cuff sizes.

Objectives:Toassess sensitivity, specificity and predictive values of a forearmblood

pressure measurement for hypertension diagnostic in severely obese patients.

Methods: The gold standard comparative method used was the intra-arterial

method. Forearm and upper-arm blood pressure were measured to the opposite

arm of intra-arterial. The three blood pressure methods were paired two-by-two:

forearm vs. intra-arterial, forearm vs. upper-arm, intra-arterial vs. upper-arm

method. The threshold values for hypertension diagnosis were 130/80 mmHg

(diabetics) and 140/90 mmHg (non-diabetics).

Results: Twenty-five patients (mean body mass index 50.9±7.1 kg/m2, 10 diabetics)

participated and 352 pairs of blood pressure were measured with the three methods.

Compared to intra-arterial, forearmmethodoverestimated systolic (5±13mmHg)and

diastolic (5±7 mmHg). Sensitivity and specificity of forearm method were 0.88 and

0.76, respectively, whereas predictive positive value (PPV) and predictive negative

value (PNV) were 0.64 and 0.93, respectively. Compared to intra-arterial, upper-arm

method underestimated systolic (8±16 mmHg) and overestimated diastolic (9±

7 mmHg). Sensitivity and specificity were 0.88 and 0.91, respectively, whereas PPV

and PNV were 0.83 and 0.92, respectively.

Conclusion: In these conditions, forearm blood pressure approach has similar

sensitivity than upper-arm method with a better predictive negative value. The

forearm approach could be an interesting alternative to upper-arm blood pressure

measurement when assessment of blood pressure in severely obese is techni-

cally limited or challenging.

P.474 A PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF A NEW DUAL
INTRAGASTRIC BALLOON

PRESENTER: G. Lopez-Nava

Co-authors: I. Bautista-Castaño, A. Jimenez-Baños, T. de Grado Manchado, J.

Fernandez-Corbelle

Madrid Sanchinarro University Hospital, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: The safety and effectiveness of single intragastric balloon for weight

loss has been well published. Clinical results have shown that single intragastric

balloons are safe and provide an effective non-surgical weight loss option.

Emerging balloon design like the novel dual intragastric balloon (two connected

balloons) may offer new therapeutics options and satisfactory results, however,

limited safety and outcome data is available.

Objectives:To evaluate the dual intragastric balloon, perioperative care, 6months

safety and weight loss outcomes.

Methods: Patients were prospectively enrolled between September, 2012 and

June, 2013 at a single site. Each patient received a ReShape Duo device filled with

a total of 900 cc of saline (450 cc in each balloon). Outcomes included adverse

events, total body weight loss (TBWL), percentage of TBWL (%TBWL) and per-

centage of excess weight loss (%EWL)

Results: 60 patients (49 females, 11 males) were enrolled with a mean baseline

BMI and weight of 38.9±5.3 kg/m2 and 107.4±19.2 kg, respectively. After

6 months of balloon placement, mean weight loss was 14.4±7.4 kg, mean %

TBWLwas 13.5±6.4 % and mean%EWLwas 41.7±23.4 %. One partial (single)

balloon deflation was noted with no migration. The intolerance rate was very low

(<2 %) and patient satisfaction level was high, with 84 % of patients reporting

being satisfied or very satisfied with the procedure.

Conclusion: The Duo balloon demonstrated clinically significant weight loss, a

favorable safety profile, a low intolerance rate and high patient satisfaction in this

prospective patient series.

P.475 FIRST RESULTS AFTER ENDOSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTROPLASTY WITH A FOLLOW UP TIME OF 6
MONTHS

PRESENTER: G. Lopez-Nava 1

Co-authors: M. Galvao2, I. Bautista-Castaño1, A. Jimenez-Baños 1, T. de Grado

Manchado 1, J. Fernandez-Corbelle1

1Madrid Sanchinarro University Hospital, Madrid, Spain
2Gastro Obeso Center, São Paulo, Brazil
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Introduction: Bariatric surgery is the most effective therapy for obesity, however

risk may limit adoption of these procedures. Emerging endoscopic techniques

such as endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty, are minimally invasive and can mimic

the anatomic alterations achieved by surgical sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives:To evaluate endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty using amodified suturing

method directed at the greater curvature, perioperative care, 6 months safety and

weight loss outcomes.

Methods: Prospective single-center, study over 20 patients (16 F, 4 M) using the

endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty procedure (OverStitch, Apollo Endosurgery, Inc.

Austin, Texas) under general anesthesia with overnight inpatient observation.

Follow-up was carried out by a multidisciplinary team (endocrinologist, psychol-

ogist and sport assessor). Overall patient status and weight data was collected at

baseline, 1 month (n=20), 3 months (n=13) and 6 months (n=5).
Results: There were no adverse events and all patients were discharged the day

after the procedure. Baseline mean BMI was 38.5±4.8 kg/m2 and mean age

45.8+8.4 years. Initial body weight (108.5±14.9 kg) was significantly reduced at

1, 3 and 6months. Mean bodyweight losswas 8.2+2.5 kg (% of initial weight loss

7.6 %) at 1 month, 13.7+5.6 kg at 3 months (% of initial weight loss 12.6 %) and

21.7+8.9 kg (% of initial weight loss 20.1 %) at 6 months.

Conclusion: The endoscopic sleeve gastroplasty procedure can be considered

effective, safe and well tolerated for the treatment of patients with obesity, at least

at 6 months of follow-up.

P.476 OMEGA LOOP TECHNIQUE FOR DUODENO-ILEAL
ANASTAMOSIS IN DUODENAL SWITCH FOR
MORBIDLY OBESE EASY AND SAFE TECHNIQUE –
VL.042

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: A. Goralczyk, F. Villa

Homerton University Hospita, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: The duodenal switch (DS) combines the restriction of a pylorus-

preserving vertical subtotal gastrectomy with the malabsorption imposed by the

exclusion of 2/3 of the small bowel, with 75 cm common limb for digestion. The

duodeno-ileal DI and ileo-ileal II (Biliary-Pancreaticlimb BPL to alimentary limb

AL) anastamosis can be difficult.

Objectives: To show our omega loop technique which makes the anastomosis

easy and safe to do.

Methods: The duodenum is divided about 4 cm from the pylorus. The common

channel (CC) measurement starts at the ileocecal (IC) junction. A suture is placed

at a distance about 75 cm from the IC junction hitching to the anterior abdominal wall,

indicating what was to become the CC. The bowel was measured further 175–

200 cm to form AL. Properly orientated ilieal loop was joined to the divided proximal

duodenal stump. The duodeno-ileal end-to-side anastomosis was performed by a

continuous 2 layer posterior and one layer anterior suture. The BPL was

anastamosed to AL at 75 cm from IC previously marked by a stay suture. Side-to-

side anastamosis betweenAL andBPLwas performed. BPLwas divided adjacent to

the duodeno-ileal anastamosis. The resulting mesenteric defect was closed.

Results: The operating time came down from 2 1/2 h to 11/2 h with nomalrotation

or ischaemia of bowel.

Conclusion:Both DI and II anastomoses are feasible to operate frombetween the

legs. Omega Loop technique DS reduces operative time, probably prevents

malorientation of BPL and AL, and curtails long division of the mesentery and

subsequent worry of ischemia of joined small bowel.

P.477 LAPAROSCOPIC TRANS-GASTRIC ENDOSCOPIC
RETROGRADE CHOLANGIO-PANCREATOGRAPHY
(ERCP) WITH THE RENDEZ VOUS TECHNIQUE FOR
THE MANAGEMENT OF CHOLEDOCHOLITHIASIS IN
PATIENTS WITH PRIOR GASTRIC BY PASS (GBP)

PRESENTER: R. Mejia

Co-authors: A. Sharp, E. Briceño, F. Crovari

Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Bariatric surgery has experienced a dramatic growth worldwide,

being GBP themost frequently performed procedure. Cholelithiasis and common

bile duct (CBD) stones are a usual finding during mid and long term follow up. For

anatomic reasons CBD access is technically challenging after a GBP and differ-

ent approaches have been described.

Objectives: To present an alternative method to access the billiary tract after a

GBP.

Methods: Two patients with a prior GBP, the first with simultaneous cholelithiasis

and choledocholithiasis, the second with a residual choledocholithiasis after a

cholecistectomy were operated laparoscopically. A guide wire was passed to the

duodenum through the cystic duct and a gastrotomy was performed. An

intragastric 15 mm trocar was placed and used to advance a duodenoscope to

the duodenum. The guide wire was recovered endoscopically. A papillotome was

advanced over the wire and a sphincterotmy was performed. CBD stones were

then recovered with a Dormia catheter. Laparoscopic gastric wall closure was

performed with a two layer interrupted suture.

Results: Both patients were successfully treated with this alternative technique

and were discharged without complications.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic trans-gastric ERCPwith the Rendez Vous approach is

a feasible and safe technique for the Management of patients with CBD stones

obstruction after a GBP.

P.478ARANDOMIZEDCONTROLLEDMULTICENTERSTUDY
OF AN INCISIONLESS OPERATING PLATFORM FOR
PRIMARY OBESITY (POSE) VS. DIET-EXERCISE
ALONE: THE MILEPOST STUDY

PRESENTER: K. Miller1

Co-authors: M. Radauer2, P. Jonas2, M. Mair2

1Head of Surgical Department, Hallein, Austria
2Hallein Clinic, Hallein, Austria

Introduction: New less invasive interventions are needed to address the obesity

epidemic. The POSE procedure utilizes g-Cath EZ suture anchors, to safely and

durably plicate gastric tissue endoscopically.

Objectives: To compare safety, satiety, and weight loss outcomes of subjects

undergoing POSE plus diet and exercise to those following diet and exercise

alone.

Methods: A prospective, randomized, controlled study was initiated at three

centers across Europe. Following Ethics Board approval, a total of up to 48

subjects (12–16 each site) with BMI 30–40 are being randomly assigned in an

un-blinded 3:1 (treatment: control) ratio. The treatment group receives the POSE

procedure with diet and exercise guidance. Control receives diet/exercise guid-

ance only. Satiety testing is being conducted in both groups at baseline, 2, 6, and

12 months. Weights are recorded regularly for 2 years following randomization.

Control subjects can choose active treatment at 1 year.

Results: Subjects are currently being recruited. N=14 have been randomized at

our single site to date (11 treatment/2 control/1 withdrawn). Mean body mass

index (BMI) at randomization=36.5±2.3. At 2 months post randomization, mean

weight loss for the treatment group=9.4 Kg±2.6 (n=9); control group=1.4 Kg±.01

(n=2). There have been no serious adverse events.

Conclusion: At early follow-up, POSE appears to provide a safe and effective

weight loss solution over diet and exercise alone.

P.479 NOVEL “HIATAL SLING” LIVER TRACTION FOR SILS
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: R. Palaniappan

Co-authors: J. Akhter

Apollo Hospitals, Chennai, India

Introduction: Single Incision Laparoscopic Surgery (SILS) is slowly gaining pop-

ularity in bariatric surgery. Recent instrumentations had helped surgeon perform

metabolic and revisional surgeries as well. However, difficult liver traction tech-

niques makes this more complex than other SILS surgeries.
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Objectives: To assess the safety and effectiveness of a novel “Hiatal sling”

technique of liver traction for SILS bariatric surgeries.

Methods: Two hundred sixty-four SILS bariatric surgeries were performed using

this technique. 1’0 Nylon or Endostitch bite is taken in the left crura. The thread

and needle are brought out using an indigenously made needle loop percutane-

ously both on the left and right of falciform ligament and tied outside the abdomen.

This gives the required traction of the left and part of the right lobe aiding in

exposure and access to the hiatal region. Time taken, ease of technique, safety

and adequacy of exposure were analysed.

Results: This technique serves as an excellent tool giving good traction of

liver. Being inert, it doesn’t come in to the view of intra-corporeal or extra-

corporeal surgical steps. There is reduction of one additional port as well

making it a true SILS. It hardly takes 5 min to complete the traction proce-

dure with success in 98.5 % cases. The procedure was 100 % safe and

adequate exposure was achieved in all successful cases.

Conclusion: “Hiatal sling” novel liver traction technique is best suited for Single

Incision Laparoscopic Bariatric Surgery. Its simplicity, 100 % safety & little time

consumption make it an ideal traction technique completely alienating the need

for an instrument for traction.

P.480 MATHEMATICALLY CLASSIFYING THE SHAPE OF
THE BARIATRIC PATIENT UNDERSTANDING THE
IMPORTANCE OF BODY SHAPE DESCRIPTORS

PRESENTER: J.R. Pender1

Co-authors: S. Wohlgelmuth2, K. Spaniolas1, W. Pories1, A. Mozer1

1East Carolina University, Greenville, NC, USA
2Sentara Medical Group, Norfolk, VA, USA

Introduction: The morbidly obese can be classified as gynecoid, android or

mixed. Typically this categorization is subjective. The subject’s shape often has

direct impact on the degree of surgical difficulty. Android subjects tend to display a

higher degree of central obesity, gynecoid subjects generally have excess weight

distributed around the hips. Mixed subjects can either have tendencies toward

having a gynecoid or android shape.

Objectives: To describe a mathematically determined shape description of the

morbidly obese subject, offering a definitive scale as an aid to evaluating the

difficulty of the pending surgery.

Methods: A commercial 3D whole body scanner was programmed to determine

torso height, torso volume and torso surface area, including the hips and the

buttocks. A formula was developed to determine the maximum torso circumfer-

ence and the midpoint torso circumference. The overall shape of the subject was

determined by dividing the torso volume/surface area ratio above the maximum

torso circumference with the overall torso volume/surface area. This determined

the Primary Shape Descriptor. Dividing the torso volume/surface area below the

maximum torso circumference into the ratio above the maximum torso circum-

ference determined the Shape Tendency Descriptor.

Results: The Primary Shape Descriptor is a reproducible value that classifies

overall shape. TheShape TendencyDescriptor indicates whether themixed shape

subject is tending gynecoid or android and provides an indication of central obesity.

Conclusion: The Primary Shape Descriptor with the Shape Tendency Descriptor

mathematically classify the shape of the morbidly obese. This aids in evaluating

central obesity and the difficulty of the pending weight loss surgery.

P.481 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SUPER OBESE
USING TRADITIONAL AND NON-TRADITIONAL
TECHNIQUES HOW “FAT” IS FAT?

PRESENTER: J.R. Pender1

Co-authors: S. Wohlgelmuth2, K. Spaniolas1, A. Mozer1, W. Pories1

1East Carolina University, Greenville, NC, USA
2Sentara Medical Group, Norfolk, VA, USA

Introduction: The super obese are those with BMI above 50. However, differen-

tiating among the super obese as to the individual degree of obesity relative to

other super obese has been a challenge. BMI “breaks down” at higher weights

due to the lack of meaningful samples when the scale was introduced.

Objectives: To present a survey of methods to evaluate the degree of obesity

among the super obese using non-traditional and traditional techniques.

Methods: Fifty pre-operative bariatric patients with BMI over 50 were selected for

this survey. Height and weight were recorded and they were scanned using a

commercial 3D whole body scanner. The scanner captured an accurate and

measurable 3D body model of the subject. Measurements were extracted, in-

cluding hips and waist, and volume and surface area informationwere calculated.

Newer measures of obesity previously unavailable such as torso volume/torso

surface area ratio, bulk volume, excess volume and fat densities were contrasted

to BMI and waist to hip ratio. Values in each category were correlated against

each other as well as BMI.

Results: BMI did not differentiate the degree of obesity among the super obese.

Using the 3D scanner, better differentiation was found using bulk volume, excess

volume and the Torso Volume/Torso Surface Area Ratio. These indicators are

based on the space the subject occupies.

Conclusion: The newer indicators that seek to determine the degree of obesity by

means of shape and the relative space the subject occupies not only effectively

differentiated between the super obese, but are more accurate measures of

obesity in general.

P.482 ENDOSCOPIC STOMA REDUCTION POST ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.043

PRESENTER: R. Pescarus1

Co-authors: A. Sharata1, E. Shlomovitz1, V.J. Halpin2, C.M. Dunst1, L.L.

Swanstrom1, K.M. Reavis1

1Portland Providence Medical Center, Portland, USA
2Good Samaritan Hospital, Portland, OR, USA

Introduction: Weight regain after gastric bypass affects up to 35 % of patients.

Revision surgery typically involves the re-creation of a small gastric pouch and

stoma or conversion to a more substantial malabsorptive operation. These sur-

geries are technically challenging and carry increased morbidity. Less morbid

endoscopic procedures have beenproposed as a safermeans than surgery while

providing adequate weight loss.

Objectives:We present our technique of endoscopic stoma and pouch reduction

using full thickness suture reduction combined with hypertonic saline injection.

Methods: A patient with weight regain following gastric bypass in the absence of

gastro-gastric fistula and a stoma opening greater than 2.5 cm met criteria for

endoscopic stoma & pouch reduction. The technique involved full thickness

suture reduction of the stoma to 7 mm diameter using OverStich (Apollo

Endosurgery, Austin TX) after de-epithelialization of the stoma with cautery.

Two ml of 4 % hypertonic saline was injected in three quadrants around the

stoma as well as 2 ml in three different places in the gastric pouch to augment

the reduction and induce sclerosis. The hypertonic saline injections were repeat-

ed again 4 months thereafter.

Results: Thirty pounds (20 % excess weight loss) was recorded 4 months post

procedure. No complications were recorded.

Conclusion: Sutured endoscopic stoma reduction combined with hypertonic sa-

line injections appears to be safe and reproducible. This is a potential alternative

to surgical revision. Long term follow-up is needed to assess the full potential of

these treatments.

P.483 PERSONALIZED ONLINE MONITORING USING
E-HEALTH TECHNOLOGY FOR POSTOPERATIVE
FOLLOW UP AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY. A
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL

PRESENTER: J. Pujol Rafols

Co-authors: J. de la Cruz, A. Galera Ubach, M. Segarra

Clinica Tres Torres, Barcelona, Spain

Introduction: Bariatric surgery entails an improvement of metabolic morbidities

and enhances patient’s quality of life. However, long term studies show that a
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significant percentage of patients regain weight within the third and sixth postop-

erative year. The main factors for that weight regain are conductual and psycho-

logical. E-health and ciber-medicine are cutting-edge technologies that could

possibly improve long term outcomes.

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the impact of online monitoring using e-

health technology for the postoperative Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG) and Gastric

Bypass (GBP) patients as a powerful behavioral determining tool to personalize

treatment, improve outcomes on long-term co-morbidities, symptomatology and

well-being of patients.

Methods: In a prospective control study, 80 Sleeve and Gastric bypass

patients are randomly separated in two groups: 40 patients with elec-

tronic monitoring with Medtep’s electronic monitoring solution and 40

patients without electronic monitoring. Each patient in both groups are

followed by a surgeon and a dietitian. Monitoring protocols include weight

control, GI symptomatology, daily habits together with integrated electron-

ic devices to ease introduction of data on physical activity, eating habits, and other

related variables.

Results: Initiated on the first semester of 2014, this is a 5 year study (2014–2019).

Interim results are expected after year 3 (2017). At the present time we are in the

recruitment phase. we present the study protocol and preliminary results.

Conclusion:E-Health solutions are being adopted during the postoperative follow

up with the aim to encourage personalized medicine and evaluate their effective-

ness in the medium and long term.

P.484 THE VALUE OF 3D VIDEO IMAGING TECHNIQUES IN
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: B. van Wagensveld

Co-authors: U. Coblijn, W. van Tets, S. de Castro

Sint Lucas Andreas Hospital, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Introduction:Minimal invasive surgery (MIS) is the gold standard in many proce-

dures. One major disadvantage of conventional MIS is loss of depth perception.

Three-dimensional (3D) systems are becoming more available, there are no

reports on bariatric procedures so far. Since bariatric surgery is a major contrib-

utor to MIS, the role of 3D laparoscopy was assessed in routine Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass (LRGB).

Objectives: To analyze the feasibility of 3D video laparoscopy for LRGB.

Methods: Female study patients undergoing LRGB (n=5, BMI 45±12 Kg/m2)

were case matched with 15 com-parable patients from our prospective database

(n=1,528). Olympus 3D system with flexible tip was used in all cases.

Results: Operation time in the study group was 90 min compared to 73 in the

control group. The depth perception subjectively enabled faster completion of the

anastomosis with increased precision and shortened instrument path length.

Major disadvantage was the lack of sufficient intra-abdominal space to achieve

the birds view needed for proper visualization. Another disadvantage was the

ease with which flexible tip brought out of balance when touched by another

instrument. There were no peri- or postoperative complications.

Conclusion: There is a potential advantage of 3D imaging in bariatric surgery,

especially in complex procedures. Due to the improved depth perception, precision

increased and instrument path length shortened. With the current system used,

disadvantage was the intra-abdominal space needed to achieve a birds view and

the flexible tip. Prospective studies are needed to compare available 3D systems

and assess the value in bariatric surgery.

P.485 LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY IN TRANSPLANTED
PATIENTS: A SERIES OF CASE REPORT AND
LITERATURE REVIEW

PRESENTER: W. Yin

Co-authors: J. Chen, C. Lee

Dalin Tzu Chi General Hospital, Chia-Yi, Taiwan

Introduction: Following the enthusiastic effort bymany experts around theworld in

Minimal InvasiveSurgery (MIS), we already have a consensuses that laparoscopic

surgery is at least not inferior to open surgery. However, there is still very few study

of MIS in the transplanted patients.

Objectives: To share our experience and literature review in order to convincemore

laparoscopic surgeons to carry out MIS in transplant patients with excellent results.

Methods: We reported six cases who underwent laparoscopic surgery for pre-

sumed acute appendicitis in a 52 y/o male 8 months after deceased donor liver

transplant (DDLT) and in a 50 y/o patient 16 months after deceased donor kidney

transplant (DDKT). A case of small right colon cancer not detected in preoperative

computed tomography underwent laparoscopic right hemi-colectomy and radical

lymph node dissection 1 month after LDLT. The fourth patient sustained chylous

ascites 6 months after LDLT and laparoscopy is very important for successful

management. A case of morbid obesity (male, 41 y/o) with BMI of 41 kg/m2

received laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy 3 years after DDKTwith good response.

The last patient with incisional hernia of subcostal wound about one and half years

after DDLT received laparoscopic hernia repair with dual mesh.

Results:All the patients had been operatedwithout any significant difference from
those with non-transplant patients and recovered uneventfully with all the benefits

of MIS.

Conclusion: We would like emphasize that laparoscopic surgery for major oper-

ation in General Surgery is feasible, safe, and can also obtain excellent recovery

as in non-transplant patients.

P.486 OUTCOMES OF PANNICULECTOMY AFTER
BARIATRIC SURGERY. A COMPARATIVE STUDY

PRESENTER: L. Genser1, 2

Co-authors: J. Qulichini1, M. Barat1, M. Tabbara1, S. Carandina1, M. Bossi1, C.

Polliand1, C. Barrat1

1AP-HP, Jean Verdier Hospital, Bondy, France
2ICAN institute of cardiometabolism and Nutrition, Paris, France

Introduction: Panniculectomy consistent in redundant abdominal skin and fat

resection has gained popularity especially post-bariatric surgery.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to compare postoperative outcomes of

patients undergoing panniculectomy post-bariatric surgery (group A) to those

who underwent panniculectomy alone (group B).

Methods: A retrospective chart review was performed of prospectively collected

data from patients who underwent panniculectomy at a single institution from

2005 to 2013.

Results: Seventy-nine patients had panniculectomy with men to women ratio of

1/12 and a mean age of 43.48 years. Group A (37 pts) included 28 pts (75.7 %)

who underwent laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding, 7 pts (18.9 %) who

underwent laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, and 2 pts (5.4 %) who

underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy. No differences in the baseline char-

acteristics were found between the two groups. Ventral hernia repair was more

often performed in group B (p=0. 01)whereasmost of group A patients underwent

associated umbilical transposition (p=0.02). Group A had longer length of stay

(12 days vs. 9.9 p=0.01). Overall post-operative morbidity rate was 13.5 % in

group A and 11.9 % in group B (NS). There was no mortality in both groups.

Conclusion: Panniculectomy post-bariatric surgery is a feasible and safe surgical

option.

P.487 REVISIONAL BARIATRIC PROCEDURES

PRESENTER: W.N. Abdel Salam1

Co-authors: K.M. Katri1, M.A. Sharaan1, E.A. Elkayal1, M.M. Gamal1, M.

Bekheit2, T.N. Abdel-Baki1, H.M. Elkomy1, M.I. Abbass1

1Department of General Surgery, Alexandria Faculty of Medicine, Alexandria

University, Alexandria, Egypt
2Department of General Surgery, El Kabbary Hospital, Elkabbary, Alexandria,

Egypt

Introduction: Morbid obesity has become a severe health problem. Bariatric

surgery is the only proven effective weight loss therapy for severely obese

patients. Although effective, inadequate weight loss or development of late

post-operative complications are not uncommon.
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Objectives: Assessment of safety and efficacy of revisional bariatric procedures.

Methods: A retrospective study was carried out on 534 morbidly obese patients who

underwent different bariatric procedures in the period fromJanuary 2006 till December

2013. Twohundred Laparoscopic AdjustableGastricBand (LAGB), 223 Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG), 40 Vertical Banded Gastroplasty (VBG), 50 Roux-en-Y

Gastric Bypass (RYGBP), 4 Mini Gastric Bypass (Mini-GBP) & 1 Laparoscopic

Greater Curvature Plication (LGCP). Different causes nescisitated re-operation.

Results:All patients were thoroughly assessed before re-operation. Each patient was
managed individually according to the etiology. Wide range of procedures had been

adopted including, band reviosional surgery, Mini-GBP, RYGBP, and sleeve gastrec-

tomy. Tweleve patients (6 %) with LAGB were re-operated for different causes e.g.

erosion, slippage, chronic pain. Band removal was the choice in ten patients (83.3%)

while repositioning was done in two patients (16.6 %). One patient (0.45 %) in LSG

groupneeded re-operation in the formofMini-GBP.While in LGCPgroup, onepatient

(5.8%) underwent re-operation and the choicewasLSG. InVBGgroup, three patient

(7.5 %) underwent re-operation in the form of Mini-GBP in two patients (66.3 %) and

gastro-gastrostomy in one patient (33.3 %).

Conclusion: All bariatric procedure will show some failures with time passing by.

Revisional bariatric surgery can be done safely and effectively in experienced hands.

P.488 IS LAPAROSCOPIC RE-SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY A
FEASIBLE OPTION FOR FAILED LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

PRESENTER: N.A. Alsharqawi

Co-authors: S. Al Sabah, A. Al Mulla, S. Ekrouf

Al Amiri Hospital, Kuwait City, Kuwait

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) is a procedure that is

gaining popularity in Kuwait. However, the concern for insufficient weight loss,

dilation of gastric sleeve and weight regain still exist.

Objectives: Laparoscopic Re-sleeve gastrectomy (LRSG) is recently being stud-

ied as a revisional technique for failed LSG. This study aims at assessing the

success rate of LRSG in Kuwait.

Methods:Retrospective analysis of 1,200 patients underwent LSG fromFebruary

2009 to October 2012 in Al Amiri Hospital, Kuwait, of which nine underwent

LRSG. Data included length of stay, percentage of excessive weight loss

(EWL%), and Body Mass Index (BMI).

Results:Mean age was 36 years, 88 %were females. During the initial LSG, mean

pre-operative weight of 142 kg, BMI of 50 and an Excess Weight Loss Percentage

(EWL%) of 35.1 after 1 year was noted. None of the patients suffered from

comorbidities. All nine patients underwent LSRG due to unsuccessful LSG and

dilation of gastric sleeve. Results of LSRG involved a mean end weight, BMI and

EWL%of 84, 30 and 48.9% respectively over a period of 1 year. Four patients failed

to follow up. Although after LSRG,meanEWL%wasdeemed unsuccessful, there is

a significant increase in comparison to EWL% of the initial LSG.

Conclusion: In cases of dilation of gastric sleeve, LSRG may be a necessary

procedure as it is a feasible option. However, this study implies no gain in terms of

success as an EWL% of<50 % was achieved. A larger follow up study may be

necessary to verify our results.

P.489 MANAGEMENT OF CHOLELITHIASIS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.044

PRESENTER: G.D. Alvarez

Co-authors: E.N. Faria, D.T. Girardon, A. Machado, M.D. Miranda

Federal University of Santa Maria, Santa Maria, RS, Brazil

Introduction: The incidence of cholelithiasis is higher post-gastric bypass. Rapid

weight loss after bariatric surgery predisposes to gallstone development.

Weight loss of more than 25 % may be predictive for the development of

symptomatic gallstone disease regardless of the bariatric procedure performed.

Objectives: The authors describe a video with the technical details of treatment

Choledocholithiasis by laparoscopic trans-gastric endoscopic retrograde

cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).

Methods: female patient 62 years old, in the third year postoperative laparoscopic

gastric bypass, showed right upper quadrant pain and jaundice without fever.

Ultrasound and colangioressenancia showed cholelithiasis and choledocholithi-

asis, with one stone of 1.8 cm in the distal bile duct.

The procedure was performed: coledocolitotomy ERCP by laparoscopic

transgastric access associated with laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Results: patient had no post operative complications and was discharged in

3 days, with follow-up of 06 months.

Conclusion: The treatment of choledocholithiasis pos laparoscopic gastric by-

pass for ERCP by laparoscopic transgastric access proved to be safe and

feasible, with a low complication rate and excellent long-term results.

P.490 LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
REPLACEMENT OF LAPAROSCOPICLC NISSEN
FUNDOPLICATION IN REFLUX RECURRENCE

PRESENTER: G.D. Alvarez

Co-authors: E.N. Faria, M.D. Miranda, D.T. Girardon, A. Machado

Federal University of Santa Maria, Santa Maria, RS, Brazil

Introduction: Morbid obesity is associated with high rates of gastroesophageal

reflux. Patients with morbid obesity patients submitted to correction of reflux by

Nissen techinque, show high recurrence rates of reflux and hiatal hernia. Many of

these patients after relapse of reflux with fundoplication decided to undergo

Obesity Surgery (Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass)

Objectives: Demonstrate the feasibility and security undo the Laparoscopic

Nissen Funduplication, making the correction of recurrent hiatal hernia and

submit it to Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y Gastric BYPASS.

Methods: Female patient, 35 years submitted to 5 years of laparoscopic

Nissen fundoplication with hiatal hernia recurrence and gastroesophageal

reflux with migration of the antireflux valve into the mediastinum. Thirty-

six had BMI and comorbidities, hypertension and dyslipidemia. Six

months ago, was subjected to reduction of mediastinal valve by closing

the diaphragmatic esophageal hiatus.

Results: After obesity surgery, the patient recovered without complications post-

operatively. After 6 months the patient is asymptomatic, BMI 27 and x-ray control,

without recurrence of hiatal hernia.

Conclusion: This is a feasible and safe procedure without increased risk to the

patient, with proper weight loss and resolution of the gastro esophageal reflux.

P.491 LAPAROSCOPIC COMBINED POUCH
RECONSTRUCTIONANDDISTALIZATIONFORFAILED
GASTRIC BYPASS IN A SUPER-SUPER OBESE
PATIENT – VL.045

PRESENTER: F. Bakhit2

Co-authors: Z. Abdulaziz Al Maaziz2, B. Dillemans1

1AZ Sint-Jan Brugge-Oostende AV, Brugge, Belgium
2Department of General Surgery Dubai Hospital, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: We present a case of total weight regain after failed gastric bypass

in a super-super obese patient. Complex revisional surgery was necessary to

correct multiple anatomical abnormalities.

Objectives: To demonstrate a complex revisional bariatric procedure in a super-

super obese patient.

Methods: A 38 year old male patient (BMI 73) consulted our bariatric unit for

important weight regain after laparoscopic gastric bypass in 2006 (operative

details were missing).

His weight history revealed an initial successful weight loss of 70 kg post bypass

(220 to 150 kg), but in the last 2 years a nearly total weight regain occurred. Daily

caloric intake was 2,750 kcal.

On the upper GI series a large and wide pouch was seen as well as the

opacification of the duodenum. Endoscopy confirmed the large pouch and dem-

onstrated a transmural ulcer at the gastro-jejunal anastomosis. Preop dietary

counseling resulted in 12 kg weight loss.
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Results: The surgical salvage procedure consisted of

1 A complete resizing of the pouch

2 The resection of the existing gastro-enterostomy including the marginal

ulcer

3 The conversion of the retro-colic single anastomosis gastro-jejunostomy

to a Roux-en-Y type

4 Distalization of the bypass with construction of a common channel of

150 cm.

The postoperative course was uneventful; at the 6 week postop control he had

lost an additional 17 kg (weight 189 kg) and was feeling great.

Conclusion: This case demonstrates that revisional bariatric surgery can some-

times be highly complex. Challenging, but rewarding!

P.492 TECHNIQUE OF GASTRIC POUCH RESIZING FOR
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FAILURE IN PATIENTS
WITH A DILATED POUCH – VL.046

PRESENTER: I. Ben Amor

Co-authors: F. Martini, A. Iannelli, T. Debs, J. Gugenheim

Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nice, Nice, France

Introduction: Insufficient weight loss or weight regain a few years after laparo-

scopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGBP) is becoming a serious problem given

the large diffusion of this procedure. Gastric pouch dilation is considered themain

anatomic determinant of RYGB failure, therefore gastric pouch resizing has been

proposed as a treatment.

Objectives: The aim of this video is to describe our technique of gastric pouch

resizing in case of pouch dilation.

Methods: A prospectively maintained database was queried regarding patient

demographics, the indication for revision morbidity, the percentage of excess

weight loss, and the evolution of co-morbidities.

Results: A total of 20 patients, 18 women and two men, with a mean age of

44 years andmeanbodymass index of 45.8 kg/m2, underwent pouch resizing.No

patients died; six patients (30 %) developed complications, including acute ab-

domen due to volvulus of the small bowel in 1, intra-abdominal abscess in 3, and

pulmonary embolus in 2. At a mean follow-up of 20 months, the percentage of

excess weight loss was an average of 69.1 % and persistent co-morbidities had

improved or resolved.

Conclusion: Pouch resizing has been shown to be a valuable option in the short

term for weight loss failure or regain in patients who have undergone laparoscopic

RYGBP and have a dilated gastric pouch. However, the long-term efficacy of this

procedure needs to be determined.

P.493 LAPAROSCOPIC MANAGEMENT OF GASTRO-COLIC
FISTULA AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY – VL.047

PRESENTER: A.G. Bhasker1

Co-authors: A. Sood2, M. Lakdawala3

1Section Chief- Bariatric Surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Institute of Minimally Invasive Surgical Sciences and Research Cenetr, Saifee

Hospital, Mumbai, India
3Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction:Staple line leaks after LSGare themost dreaded of all complications

and notoriously difficult to treat especially when they are chronic fistulae.

Objectives: Chronic leaks after LSG are rare and a tailor-made approach is

needed for every case. Here we report a rare case of a gastro-colic fistula after

a leak from an LSG.

Methods: A 26 year old lady underwent LSG. she had a delayed leak after

2 months and was treated endoscopically by internally drainage of the peri-gastric

abscess. She was discharged and had an uneventful course for one and a half

years after which she complained of diarrhea after meals and intermittent left

shoulder pain. A barium study revealed a fistula between the gastro-esophageal

junction and splenic flexure of the colon. She was advised a laparoscopic resection

of the gastro-colic fistula.

Results: Laparoscopic resection of the gastro-colic fistula was done. The video

elucidates the technique for laparoscopic resection in a complicated case such as

this. Patient did well and had no post-operative complications.

Conclusion: Late leaks after LSG are known. Stenting alone has limited utility in

late and chronic fistulae. A gastro-colic fistula after LSG is rare and its manage-

ment must be tailor-made to ensure complete excision of the fistulous tract.

P.494 REDO GASTRIC BYPASS TO BANDED GASTRIC
BYPASS USING GABP RING – VL.048

PRESENTER: T. Chamany

AV Hospital, Bangalore, KA, India

Introduction: Weight regain is known to occur after bariatric surgery and is

multifactorial. Redo bariatric surgery is not uncommon, especially in patient who

have undergone previous laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding, sleeve gas-

trectomies, gastric bypass. One third of patients who have undergoneRoux-en-Y

gastric bypass are known to regain 15–20 % of the excess weight lost (EWL) on

5–10 years follow up.

Objectives: To show Revisional bariatric surgeries are feasible & safe with good

outcomes.

Methods: We present a case of a 34 year female undergone Laparo-

scopic Roux-en-Y Gastric bypass 6 years back for Morbid obesity (BMI-

40.03) & Type II Diabetes mellitus, lost 40 % excess weight with com-

plete resolution of diabetes & presented with weight regain (gained 16 %

of excess weight lost). Evaluation with Endoscopy & Gastrograffin swal-

low revealed dilated gastric pouch with widened gastro-jejunostomy sto-

ma and dilated proximal jejunum. Decision to undergo redo gastric by-

pass using GaBP ring was undertaken Intra-operatively a dilated gastric

pouch & dilated gastro-jejunostomy was identified. Resection of previous Gastro-

jejunostomy was done with Re fashioning of Gastric pouch over a 36 F calibration

tube, a 6.5 cm GaBP ring was placed around the gastric neo pouch, the dilated

jejunum was transected and a gastro—jejunal anastomosis was re created. She

had an uneventful post operative recovery.

Results: She has lost 50 % of her excess weight at 8 months follow up.

Conclusion: Revisional bariatric surgeries are feasible & gives good outcomes in

selected patients.

P.495 LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION TO LOOP
DUODENOJEJUNAL BYPASS WITH SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY FOR INTRACTABLE DUMPING
SYNDROME AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS—TWO CASE REPORTS

PRESENTER: P. Chang

Co-authors: C. Huang

Bariatric and Metabolic International Surgery Center, Kaohsiung City, Taiwan

Introduction: Dumping syndrome is not infrequent after laparoscopic Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass and could result in dreaded complications, such as hypoglycemia

or syncope. Those patients who failed medical therapy and diet modification,

regarded as intractable dumping syndrome,may be considered as candidates for

revisional surgery.

Objectives: Herein, we make a video presentation of laparoscopic revisional

procedure for intractable dumping syndrome with unsatisfactory weight loss after

initial laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.

Methods:Twodiabetic, morbidly-obesewoman (initial bodymass index: 36.6 and

41.4 kg/m2) presented with intractable dumping syndrome 2 and 3 years after

initial laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, separately. In addition, these

patients also complained of insufficient weight loss (body mass index: 29 and
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31 kg/m2). Laparoscopic revisional procedure of loop duodenojejunal bypass

with sleeve gastrectomy was conducted to relieve their intractable condition.

Results: The whole surgical process went smoothly. Neither intra-operative com-

plication nor surgical morbidity was encountered. The Sigstad’s score decreased

to 2 points 1 year after revisional surgery and no more dumping syndrome

recurred till now.

Conclusion: Though long-term follow-up is warranted to draw a definite conclu-

sion, loop duodenojejunal bypass with sleeve gastrectomy for pyloric restoration

and malabsorptive effect remains an acceptable revisional procedure to relive

intractable dumping syndrome and insufficient weight loss in our patients

successfully.

P.496 REVISIONAL BARIATRIC SURGERY FOLLOWING
FAILED PRIMARY LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

PRESENTER: D. Cheung

Co-authors: N.J. Switzer, R.S. Gill, X. Shi, S. Karmali

University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction:Revisional bariatric surgery following Laparoscopic SleeveGastrec-

tomy (LSG) failure presents a clinical challenge for the bariatric surgeon. Limited

evidence exists in selecting the appropriate revisional operation: gastric bypass

(LGB), re-sleeve (LRSG) or other surgical intervention (OSI), to address weight

regain.

Objectives:Weaimed to systematically review the literature to assess the efficacy

of existing revisional surgery following LSG.

Methods: A comprehensive search of electronic databases (e.g., MEDLINE,

EMBASE, SCOPUS,Web of Science and the Cochrane Library) was completed.

All randomized controlled trials, non-randomized comparison study, case series

were included.

Results: Eleven primary studies (218 patients) were identified and included in the

systematic review. Studieswere grouped into threemain categories: LGB, LRSG,

and OSI. Pre-operative BMI was 41.9 kg/m2 (LGB), 38.5 kg/m2 (LRSG), and

44.4 kg/m2 (OSI). After conversion to LGB, BMI decreased to 33.7 kg/m2 and

35.7 kg/m2 at 12 and 24 months of follow-up respectively. EWL was 60 % and

48 % over the same periods. After LRSG, BMI decreased to 30.4 kg/m2 and

35.3 kg/m2 with corresponding EWL of 68 % and 44 %, at 12 and 24 months

respectively. After OSI, BMI decreased to 27.3 kg/m2 with an EWL of 75 % at

24 months follow-up but could not be analyzed due to incomplete data collection

in primary studies.

Conclusion: Both LGB and LRSG achieve effective weight loss following failed

LSG. The less technically challenging nature of LRSG may be more widely

applicable. Further research is required to elicit sustainability in long-term weight

loss benefits.

P.497 CLINICAL OUTCOMES OF BARIATRIC REVISIONAL
PROCEDURES: COMPARISON WITH PRIMARY
SURGERY

PRESENTER: J.E. Contreras1

Co-authors: J. Zamarin1, I. Court2, J. Bravo1, 2, C. Santander1, M. Bravo1, 2

1Department of Surgery Medicine faculty University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
2Division of Bariatric andMetabolic Surgery, Clı́nica SantaMarı́a, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: The main indications to perform bariatric revisional surgery are

insufficient weight loss (IWL) and/or weight regain (WR) and adverse effects

due to the primary procedure.

Objectives: The aim of our study is to present clinical outcomes of patients

submitted to revisional procedures by our team.

Methods: Retrospective cohort study of all patients undergoing to bariatric

revisional interventions by the same group. Description of demographics and

comparison of clinical outcomes. Primary endpoint: excess BMI loss (% EBMIL).

T-test for continuous variables.

Results: Between March 2008 and December 2013, 18 patients (1.22 %

of the entire cohort) required a revisional procedure, 13 because of IWL

and/or WR and five because of symptomatic gastroesophageal reflux.

Thirteen female, mean preoperative age 43.2 (±10.9) years and BMI 37.7

(±6.5) kg/m2. Procedures performed: conversion from Laparoscopic Gas-

tric Banding (LGB) to Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) in nine

cases, Laparoscopic Gastric Bypass (LGB) redo in two cases, conver-

sion from LSG to LGB in five cases, LSG redo in one case and reposi-

tioning of LGB in one case. Mean time between primary and revisional

procedure 37.9 (±18.4) months. There was no postoperative morbidity nor mortal-

ity in this group. Mean %EBMIL 1 year after surgery was significantly lower in the

revisional group compared to the primary surgery group (62% vs 84%, p<0.005).
Mean follow-up in the revisional group of 36 (range: 8–60) months.

Conclusion: Revisional surgery after a primary bariatric intervention is not fre-

quent and its results in terms of %EBMIL are worse than patients submitted to

primary bariatric interventions.

P.498 RUGB: GASTRIC POUCH REDUCTION & REVISION OF
STOMA – VL.049

PRESENTER: S.A. Dhorepatil

Shree Hospital, Pune, MH, India

Introduction: Patient with 195 KGS & BMI 62 kg/sq.M underwent laparoscopic

RNY gastric Bypass years ago. In next 3 years he lost 88kgs & acheived the BMI

of 35 kg/sq.M & resolution of OSA. Then onwards he started gaining weight. His

present BMI was 45with weight of 140kgs. TheUpper GI studies revealed Pouch

dilatation & stoma dilatation.

Objectives:Hewas advised revision surgery for gastric pouch & stoma as hewas

regaining weight. The revision was planned so as to reduce the pouch size &

narrowing of the stoma diameter.

Methods: The sleeving of pouch & reduction of stoma diameter was done

laparoscopically. The pouch sleeve was performed over the No. 26 oesophageal

bougie. Surgery was uneventful. He started loosing weight post operatively

similar to sleeve gastrectomy.

Results:He started loosing weight post operatively similar to sleeve gastrectomy.

He lost 40 kgs over a period of 1 year.

Conclusion: Revision of dilated pouch & dilated stoma can be acheived

laparoscopically. It helps patient to loose the regained weight.

P.499 FEASIBILITY OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AS REVISIONAL PROCEDURE FOR
FAILED GASTRIC BANDING

PRESENTER: S. Donohue1

Co-authors: B. Dimitri2, C. Emmanuel2, T. Nicolas2

1Université catholique de Louvain, Gilly, Belgium
2Saint-Joseph, Gilly, Belgium

Introduction: The aim of this study is to evaluate the feasibility, the safety and the

short-term efficacy of laparascopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) as a revisional

procedure for patients with unsatisfactory outcomes after laparoscopic adjustable

gastric band (LAGB).

In patient with failed gastric banding, the best procedure to handle these failures is

still controversial.

Revisional procedure such as laparoscopic gastric bypass (LRYGB) is the most

commonly performed.

Objectives:Recently, conversions of LAGB to LSGwere reported. We will review

our experience on this conversion.

Methods: From October 2010 to February 2014, 15 patients (14 women, 1 man)

underwent revisional laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (RLSG) after LAGB. It

represents 4,4 % of the laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy in our department.

Among the 15 patients that had RLSG after a gastric banding, all bands were

removed at least 2 months before the RLSG (range 2 months- 16 years).
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Results: The mean body mass index before surgery was 42,2 kg/m2 (range 35–

52). No conversion to open surgery was required. No patient died. The mean

hospital stay was 4 days (range 3–7).

Early postoperative complications included one parietal abcess, one parietal

hematoma and one pulmonary embolism (22 days after the surgery) in a patient

with prophylactic anticoagulation.

Late complications were persistent gastro-oesophageal reflux disease and in-

crease of incidence of patients requiring proton pump inhibitors.

After a mean follow-up of 12 months (range 1–41), the mean excess weight loss

percentage was 49 % (range 4–110).

Conclusion: LRSG is an effective revisional procedure for failed LAGB without

greater complication rates than the primary procedure.

P.500 REDO GASTIC PLICATION, LGB, AND FAILED LGS TO
SLEEVE

PRESENTER: A.K. Fardoun

EIH, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is a good weight loss procedure and can be

done on failed LGS, LGCP, and LGB.

Objectives: Re-Do Surgery for failed weight loss is a dilemma where the none

satisfaction is the most serious problem facing surgeons.

Methods: Fifty-six cases of Band, Plicatin, and sleeve with None Satisfaction or

failed weight loss are coverted to sleeve gastrectomy. All were operated by one

surgeon in a period of 2 years.

Results: No Leak occurred and no serious complications as well.

Gastric sleeve can be applied on patients with failed sleeve, failed plication and

failed band with less EWL compared with patients with sleeve as a first proce-

dure. Ewl 53 % after LGB, 51 % after LGCP and 41 % after LGS.

Conclusion: Redo SLEEVE surgery for failed LGS, LCGP, and LGB is effective

and has low rate of complications in spite that is less EWL is noticed.

P.501 GASTRIC PLICATION AS RE-DO BARIATRIC
PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: M. Fried1, 2

Co-authors: K. Dolezalova1, 2

1OB Klinika Center for Treatment of Obesity and Metabolic Disorders, Prague,

Czech Republic
21st Faculty of Medicine, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic

Introduction: Different metabolic, cognitive and other factors contribute to risks of

bariatric treatment failure. Laparoscopic Greater Curvature Plication (LGCP)

reduces stomach volume by imbricating (infolding/plicating) stomach wall. LGCP

may be considered for re-do surgeries in selected cases, predominantly after

primary bariatric operations, such as adjustable gastric banding, gastric plication

and sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives: Evaluate LGCP outcomes in re-do bariatric surgeries.

Methods: Two thousand seven hundred eighty-one different bariatric and meta-

bolic operations were performed between 2003 and 2012 in our institution. 251

(9.02 %) patients required elective reoperation due to treatment failure. LGCP

was chosen as re-do in 123 patients (49.0%). In this cohort, 80 (65.0%) were re-

does after plications, 32 (26.0 %) after AGB, 11 (9.0 %) following other proce-

dures. 44 (35.7 %) patients were diabetics. Initial (pre-bariatric surgery) BMI,

mean %EWL at the time of re-do operation, %EWL 3, 6, 12, 18 months after re-

do, and T2DM changes (glycaemia, IRI, Hb1A, HOMA IR, fasting insulin secre-

tion) were recorded.

Results: Initial (pre-bariatric) BMIwas 42.8±6.7.Mean%EWLat re-dowas 23.5±

3.6. %EWL was significantly (p<0.001) reduced 3, 6, 12, 18mths after re-do,

reaching 10.2 %±2.1, 23.4 %±3.5, 28.9 %±4.1 and 27.8±3.9 % respectively.

The overall %EWL was 51.3 % 18 months after re-do. In 32 (77.7 %) diabetics

glycemia, Hb1A and HOMA IR dropped to (5.2±1.5 mmol/l), (4.2±0.7 %), (4.1±

1.2) respectively (p<0.001). In 10 (22.7%) patients T2DM improved, however did

not reach normal values. In two (4.5 %) T2DM no post re-do changes occurred.

Conclusion: LGCP if performed as re-do operation exhibits effectiveness in

weight loss and T2DM improvement in short-to-mid term.

P.502 REVISIONAL SURGERY: LAPAROSCOPIC PLICATED
SIMPLIFIED DUODENAL SWITCH – VL.050

PRESENTER: A. Garcia Ruiz de Gordejuela

Co-authors: J. Pujol Gebelli, A. Casajoana Badı́a, J. Elvira López

Hospital Universitari de Bellvitge, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Spain

Introduction: Both Duodenal Switch and Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass may be used

as revisional surgery for failed Sleeve Gastrectomy. Our experience with staged

duodenal switch showed that weight loss is not as good as primary procedures,

due sometimes to the limited restriction.

Objectives: Demonstrate the feasibility of the plicated simplified duodenal switch

as a revisional procedure.

Methods: We present a video of a revisional surgery of a sleeve gastrectomy. A

37 y.o. male patient who had a sleeve gastrectomy 6 years before. He had a

complete weight regain and his actual BMI is 46 kg/m2. After the preoperative

work-up a revision to a plicated duodenal switch was proposed.

Results: First we performed a gastric plication over a dilated gastric sleeve. After that

we ligated the right gastric artery at its origin to achieve a non tension anastomosis.

After that the simplified duodenal switch is completed. Finally we performed an

endoscopy to check adequate plication and the anastomosis.

From April 2007 to December 2013 we operated 180 LDS. 24 cases

were a second stage after a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy. The last

five cases had associated a gastric plication over the sleeve. This tech-

nical aspect added better weight loss after the surgery. We did not find

any complications from the plication.

Conclusion: Adding plication over a dilated sleeve for a staged or a revision

of a gastric sleeve may improve weight loss. It is feasible and with no major

complications.

P.503 REVISION OF FAILED LAPAROSCOPIC ADJUSTABLE
GASTRIC BANDING TO OMEGA-LOOP GASTRIC
BYPASS

PRESENTER: M. Guenzi

Co-authors: J. Chevallier, G. Arman, C. Rau, M. Bruzzi, F. Zinzindohoue, A. Berger

HEGP, Paris, France

Introduction: The RYGB is considered to be an acceptable option for the conversion

of gastric banding (LAGB) for patients with weight loss failure. The conversion to

Sleeve Gastrectomy has been reported to significantly increase the risk of gastric

leaks.

Objectives: The Omega Loop Gastric Bypass (OLGB), described as efficient but

safer than RYGB, could represent another valid option for this redo surgery. We

retrospectively analysed the results of our OLGB series.

Methods: Between November 2006 and November 2013, 1,000 patients

underwent an OLGB in our bariatric surgical unit. One hundred twenty-five were

treated for weight loss failure following gastric banding (excess body mass index

loss, EBMIL<25 %).

Our data were analyzed using a prospectively collected database.

Results: One hundred twenty-five patients underwent conversion from LAGB to

an OLGB.

72% (n=90) were females, with amean age of 40.7 years. Themeanweight prior

to revision was 130.5±23.5 kg. and the mean BMI was 46±6.6 kg/m2.

94.4 % were performed laparoscopically (118). 24 % (n=30) needed a two

step procedure. Complication rate occurred in 8 % of patients (n=10).
5.6 % (n=7) were early and 2.4 % were late (n=3). There was no death.

After a mean of 28 months following redo surgery (range 6–80), the mean EBMIL

achieved 74.7 % (±29.3), and only two patients reached less than 25 % of

EBMIL.

No significant statistical differences were observed in the weight loss, between

the >50 and <50 Kg/m2 preoperative BMI groups.
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Conclusion:Our data shows that OLGB is a safe and effective procedure for redo

surgery after failed LAGB.

P.504 ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AFTER BELSEY-MARK
IV. A UNIQUE CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: F. Haenen

Co-authors: B. Gys, T. Gys, T. Lafullarde

St. Dimpna General Hospital, Department of General and Abdominal Surgery,

Geel, Belgium

Introduction: Obesity is an increasing problem worldwide (1, 2). Current guide-

lines dictate that patients who remain obese after non-surgical interventions are

potential candidates for surgical intervention (2). Laparoscopic roux-en-Y gastric

bypass (LRYGB) has proven its effects on excess weight loss and its positive

effect on comorbidities (3). In addition, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD)

affects many morbidly obese patients. The Roux-en-y gastric bypass operation

often results in weight reduction as well as in reflux correction (4).

Objectives:Wedescribe a case of a 53-year-oldmale, with a BMI of 45 kg/m2 and

diabetes. He underwent a Belsey-Mark IV procedure in another center because

of a large hiatus hernia and intrathoracic stomach, in combination with gastro-

esophageal reflux disease.

Methods: This approach is a procedure that can be used as an alternative in highly

selected cases to the transabdominal laparoscopic fundoplication (5). In this case, as

suggested by Coosemans et al., it was performed because of the large hiatal hernia

and short esophagus (6).

Results: He consulted at our center concerning his morbid obesity. After preop-

erative evaluation a laparoscopic Roux-en-Y bypass was performed with an

uneventful postoperative course. After 10 weeks follow-up a BMI of 36 kg/m2

was achieved, from a BMI of 45 kg/m2.

Conclusion: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass is a safe and feasible procedure to per-

form after a Belsey-Mark IV procedure. To our knowledge, this is the first report of

a Roux-en-Y gastric bypass after a Belsey-Mark IV procedure. There were no

intra-operative complications and 6 months follow-up was unremarkable.

P.505 VERTICAL-BANDED GASTROPLASTY TO ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: C. Hassan

St. Vincent’s Charity Medical Center, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction: Vertical-banded Gastrosplasty {VBG} was popular in 1980’s. Pa-

tients with chronic vomiting, abdominal pain, weight regain still seek revision to

Roux-en-Y (RNY) gastric bypass or Sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives:Todemonstrate the technical feasibility and the challengesof laparoscopic

conversion of VBG to RNY gastric bypass.

Methods: Laparoscopic principleswas followed from initial planning to the introduction

of first trocar and continued in each important aspect of the progression of the surgery

until the completion.

Results: The post operative radiological evaluation of the gastric pouch and gastro-

jejunostomy [GJ] showed good flow of the contrast in the lumen without obstruction or

leak. Patient did subsequently develop GJ stenosis and underwent multiple [three]

endoscopic stent dilatations before complete resolution of symptoms.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic conversion of VBG to RNY gastric bypass is a very

technically demanding procedure. Patients should be made aware of higher rate

of conversion to an open procedure. The outcome are significantly better than

most other revisional surgeries.

P.506 LONG-TERM OUTCOMES OF REVISIONAL SURGERY
AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: J. Homan

Co-authors: B. Betzel, E. Aarts, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: The Sleeve Gastrectomy (SG) gained popularity as a stand-alone

procedure with good short-term results onweight loss. However, on the long term

weight regain and other complications are reported after SG. Due to this, the

demand for revisional surgery is rising.

Objectives: The aim of this study evalute the long-term effects of revisional

surgery after primary SG.

Methods:All patientswho underwent revisional surgery, BiliopancreaticDiversion
with Duodenal Switch (BPD-DS) or Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) after

primary SG, were retrospectively selected using a prospectively database. Pa-

tients were invited to our outpatient department for a follow-up visit. Primary end-

point was percentage Total Body Weight Loss (%TBWL). Secondary end-points

were short- and long-term complications.

Results: In total 43 patients were included, 25 (58 %) patients underwent a BPD-

DS and 18 patients (42 %) a RYGB. Median follow-up was 37 (12–90) months.

Indications for revisional surgery were, as part of a two-step procedure in 13 patients

(30%), inadequateweight loss in 17 (40%),weight regain in 8 (19%), dysphagia in 4

(8%) and gastroesophageal reflux disease in 1 (2%). The TBWLwas greater in the

BPD-DS group compared tot RYGB when the indication for revisional surgery was

inadequateweight loss orweight regain, 27.0% (7.2–49.7) versus 9.4% (15.9–35.4)

(p=0.004). Short- and long-term complications were comparable.

Conclusion: Revisional surgery after SG is safe and feasible with comparable

complication rates for BPD-DS and RYGB. Significant more weight loss is

achieved with a BPD-DS if the indication for revisional surgery is inadequate

weight loss or weight regain.

P.507 LONG-TERM RESULTS OF REVISIONAL SURGERY
AFTER VERTICAL BANDED GASTROPLASTY

PRESENTER: J. Homan

Co-authors: B. Betzel, E. Aarts, I. Janssen, F. Berends

Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands

Introduction: Vertically Banded Gastroplasty (VBG) had excellent results on weight

loss in the past. However, on the long termweight regainwas described,mostly due to

staple line disruption. Therefore the need for revisional surgery after VBG is rising.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility and

effectiveness of revisional surgery after VBG.

Methods: All patients that underwent revisional surgery after VBG were retro-

spectively selected using a prospectively collected database. Minimum follow-up

had to be at least 12 months. Primary end-point was percentage Total Body

Weight Loss (%TBWL). Secondary end-points were short- and long-term

complications.

Results: In total 23 patients were included, of which 15 (65%) patients underwent

a Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) and 7 (30 %) a Biliopancreatic Diversion

(BPD). All VBG procedures were performed using a laparotomy in other centers.

Important indications for revisional surgery were weight regain in 11 patients

(48 %), insufficient weight loss in 7 (30 %) and dysphagia in 4 (17 %). A median

TBWL of 21 % (9–46) for BPD versus 28 % (16–55) for RYGB was achieved. In

total 4 (17 %) short-term complications occurred of which one patient deceased

within 30-days. On the long-term 3 (13 %) patients developed a complication.

Conclusion: Revisional surgery after VBG results in great weight loss but seems

to have a slight increased complication risk. Therefore, if there is a need for

revisional surgery after VBG, the risks and benefits should be weighed by a

multidisciplinary team in a specialized centre.

P.508 FAILED ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC BANDING:
OUTCOMES AND LONG-TERM FOLLOW UP OF
CONVERSION TO LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y
GASTRIC BYPASS: A SINGLE-CENTER,
SINGLE-SURGEON SERIES OF 143 CASES

PRESENTER: T. Lafullarde

Co-authors: F. Haenen, B. Gys, M. Ruyssers, T. Gys

St. Dimpna General Hospital, Department of General and Abdominal Surgery,

Geel, Belgium
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Introduction: Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) is performed

worldwide. Unfortunately, revisional bariatric surgery is sometimes required.

Conversion to laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (ReLRYGBP) has been

suggested to enhance weight loss following failed LAGB.

Objectives: This single-center, single-surgeon retrospective study aimed to evaluate

the long-term results and complication rate (CR) of LRYGB after failed LAGB.

Methods:Patients undergoing conversion from LAGB to LRYGB from 01/2001 to

12/2012 were included. Postoperative Excess Weight Loss (EWL) and CR were

calculated, after LAGB and after conversion to LRYGBP. Subgroup analysis of

CR was performed comparing one-step LRYGBP and the conversion as a two-

step, delayed procedure.

Results: 86 % (123/143) underwent one-step conversion to ReLRYGBP and

14 % underwent the two-step procedure. Mean time between LAGB and

ReLRYGBP was 7,3 years. Maximum follow-up was 12,6 years after conversion.

Reason for conversionwasmostly insufficient weight loss (97,20%). After LAGB,

the best-achieved mean %EWL was 63,5 %. The mean postoperative %EWL

recorded was 75,2 % at 12 months, 70,2 % at 24 months, up to 75,1 % 3 years

postoperative, up to 75,0 % 5 years postoperative (n=12).
Early CR was 4 % in the one-step ReLRYGBP. Late CR was 7 %.

The earlyCR in the two-stepReLRYGBPwas 10%. The late CRwas 30%. In our

series, there was no mortality.

Conclusion: Failed LAGB can safely bemanaged with conversion to LRYGB. It is

a feasible and safe procedure, when performed by an experienced surgeon, as a

one-step, or as a two-step, delayed procedure, with good postoperative results

with no mortality and a low early complication rate.

P.509 LAPAROSCOPIC CONVERSION OF FAILED NISSEN
FUNDOPLICATION TO GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.051

PRESENTER: A. Liceaga

Hospital Angeles, México City, DF, Mexico

Introduction: GERD is a common disease. In the EUA the prevalence has been

reported as high as 25–40%.Meta-analyses have concluded that individuals with

BMI >30 have an approximately twofold increased risk of GERD compared with

individuals who have a normal BMI.

the number of patients with nissen failure seeking obesity surgery is increasing.

Objectives: Presentation of a difficult surgery case.

Methods: Our case is about a 35-year-old obese male with a BMI of 35. The

patient has two previous nissen procedures for GERD and Barrett’s esophagus.

Conversion of Nissen procedure to RYGBP.

Results: We found a very firm adhesions along the stomach where the

wrap was formed as well as the liver and diaphragmatic hiatus. The

fundoplication was taken down using cold scissors and bipolar ligasure.

Stitches with poliéster were found in a first lyer suting stomach to

stomach and after careful dissection was done a second row of stitches

with polypropylene were found. We believe that the first fundoplication

was not taken down and a second row of stitches was done over the

first one. A estándar simplified RYGB was performed.

Conclusion: Conversion of laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication to RYGBP is a

good option for obese patients who had a failed nissen fundoplication and

recurrence of symptoms.

P.510 ENDOSCOPIC APPLICATION OF ARGON PLASMA
COAGULATION ON DILATED GASTROJEJUNAL
ANASTOMOSIS AFTER ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC
BYPASS: CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, J.R. e Silva, Y.A. de Oliveira, B.F. Maranhão,

L.V. Rodrigues, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) surgery has both restrictive and

mal-absorptive components in order to promote weight loss. The evolution of a

dilatation in gastrojejunal anastomosis after this proceeding commits the targeted

results, since it provides a greater volume of food eaten per meal.

Objectives: We present a case whose correction was made by endoscopic

application of argon plasma coagulation (APC).

Methods: In a single case report was conducted at Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a

private clinic in Brası́lia—Brazil, between October 2010 and August 2013. It was

about a patient with Roux-en-Y bariatric surgery who evolved to a dilatation in

gastrojejunal anastomosis larger than 2 cm, we describe the experience of using

an APC to create scar with local stenosis. The literature on APC in patients with a

RYGB was reviewed.

Results: In a 51-year-old female patient, a diagnostic endoscopy was made and

detected the anatomic cause of an unsatisfactory weight loss (21,4 Kg; BMI

change from 52,49 kg/m2 to 43,48 kg/m2) 2 years and a half after the RYGB.

Endoscopic therapywas performed, consisting of the application of argon plasma

coagulation to the mucosa surrounding the anastomosis site in an attempt to

narrow the local mucosa.

Conclusion: This case report confirms recent data emerging from the literature

that endoscopic application of argon plasma coagulation is amore safe technique

to promote stenosis in patientswith gastrojejunal dilated after a Roux-en-Y gastric

bypass. The diagnostic of this anatomical change and its endoscopic APC

therapy are essential to ensure the weight loss from the restrictive component

of RYGB.

P.511 LAPAROSCOPIC REVISION BYPASS SURGERY
AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC PLICATION SURGERY –
VL.052

PRESENTER: W. Luo

Co-authors: M. Lee

Division of Bariatric Surgery, Department of surgery, China Medical University

Hospital, Taichung, Taiwan

Introduction: Current gastric restrictive bariatric surgery, such as sleeve gastrecto-

my was popular globally. Recently, some studies also present short term results of

laparoscopic gastric plication for weight reduction without stapling or banding. But

satisfied weight loss goal was not achieved in some cases. Revision surgery would

be suggested if weight gain.

Objectives: We performed Laparoscopic revision bypass surgery for a female

who received laparoscopic gastric plication surgery before.

Methods: The 39-year-old female with initial body weight: 110 Kg and BMI

41.67 kg/m2. We performed laparoscopic gastric plication 2 years ago. She

achieved weight loss about 15 Kg in first 6 months. Then no more weight loss

was found. One year after surgery, weight gain back to 110 Kg. Hence, revision

surgery was suggested.We performed Laparoscopic revision bypass surgery for

her.

Results: We will present the video show how we perform laparoscopic revision

bypass surgery after laparoscopic gastric plication surgery. The total operation

time is 300 min. The patient was discharged without complication on the post

operation day 3 smoothly.

Conclusion: During the operation, adhesion caused by gastric plication would be

the first problem. We use linear stapler to overcome the situation. Then we could

perform our standardized laparoscopic bypass surgery.

P.512REVISIONOFDUODENALSWITCH (DS): SHORTENING
THE COMMON CHANNEL FOR INSUFFICIENT WEIGHT
LOSS AND LENGTHENING TO OVERCOME SEVERE
DIARRHEA AND NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY. OUR
EXPERIENCE IN 6 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: F. Villa, K. Devalia, A. Góralczyk

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: DS is a well-established bariatric procedure that when performed at

1–2 years following a SG can offer, in the hyper obese (BMI>60), a significantly
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higher and more durable weight loss than a standalone SG or RYGB. It is

relatively easy to revise the DS compared to RYGB: Shortening the common

channel when weight loss is insufficient. Lengthening the common channel for

excessive diarrhea and/or severe nutritional deficiency.

Objectives:Our objective is to prove that shortening the common channel in case

of insufficient weight loss and lengthening it in case of severe diarrhea and

untreatable nutritional deficiencies is an easy and successful approach to patients

who had DS.

Methods: We have retrospectively reviewed two groups of patients who

underwent shortening (2) and lengthening (4) of the common channel. We have

recorded weight loss and evaluated the resolution of the primary complaint.

Results: All patients were discharged on day 1 without post-operative complica-

tions. The shortening group started to lose weight promptly and achieved satis-

factory weight loss. In the lengthening group diarrhea was resolved in all patients

almost immediately and nutritional deficiencies have drastically improved. One

patient has restarted to gain weight. Renal failure improved.

Conclusion: DS is a safe and effective procedure when performed correctly and

when patients are followed up thoughtfully. Adjusting the common limb in DS is

easy and safe to perform and produces excellent results compared to RYGB. It is

extremely difficult to deal with weight regain in RYGB in this way.

P.513 REVISION OF DUODENAL SWITCH (DS) FOR
INSUFFICIENT WEIGHT LOSS AND SEVERE
DIARRHEA AND NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY – VL.053

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: A. Goralczyk, F. Villa, K. Devalia

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: DS Produces, in the super obese a significantly higher and more

durable weight loss than a standalone SG or RYGB. It is generally challenging to

intervene with a second operation to correct the problems of nutritional deficien-

cies and insufficient weight loss in all bariatric procedures.

Objectives: It is relatively easy to revise the DS compared to RYGB: Shortening

the common channel whenweight loss is insufficient or Lengthening the common

channel for excessive diarrhoea and/or severe nutritional deficiency.

Methods: We showed by video how lengthening of the limbs by moving the

alimentary limb on the Biliary-pancreatic limb and shortening of the common limb

by moving the alimentary limb on the common limb.

Results: All patients were discharged on day 1 without post-operative complica-

tions. The shortening group started to loseweight promptly and achieved required

weight loss. In the lengthening group diarrhea was resolved in all patients almost

immediately and nutritional deficiencies have drastically improved. One patient

has restarted to gain weight. In another patient renal failure improved.

Conclusion: Adjusting the common limb in DS is easy and safe to perform and

produces excellent results. It is extremely difficult to deal with weight gain in

RYGB.

P.514 GASTRIC BAND TO SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY:
EXCISION OF THE CAPSULE AND SCAR TO GET THE
BEST RESULT – VL.054

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: F. Villa, A. Goralczyk, K. Devalia

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Gastric bands are removed in 60 % of cases by 7 years.

The reasons could be failure of band to provide weight loss and for

complications like severe GORD, band slippage and band erosion. In-

creasingly, one is presented with performing other bariatric procedures

like Sleeve Gastrectomy SG at the same time of band removal. Compli-

cations from staple line leak could be high and similarly expansion of the

stomach where the band can happen resulting in stomach expansion and

weight regain.

Objectives: To show how the gastrogastric tunnel is opened completely with band

in place and then capsule and scar tissue excised to produce a pliable stomach

for SG. To show how appropriate sized staplers are used to get good closure of

the divide edge of the stomach.

Methods: We present by video how the gastro-gastric tunnel is opened with the

band in place, capsule and the scar of the stomach from the band excised and

thenSGperformed; thick staplers are used—almost all purple Tristaple (Coviden)

GIA or Green and Gold Echelonflex (Ethicon) staplers. No Blue stapler used.

Results: In more than 50 cases, no leak from the stomach has happened and the

hospital stay did not exceed 2 days. Weight loss is similar to that observed in

primary SG.

Conclusion: We recommend excision of the capsule and scar around the stom-

ach where the band was before performing SG.

P.515 RESULTS AFTER BANDING ON GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: Y. Matussiere

Co-authors: V. Frering, M. Blanchet, E. Fontaumard

Clinique de la sauvegarde, Lyon, France

Introduction:Gastric bypass (GBP) is one of the main procedure used in bariatric

surgery. One reason for failure may be related to increased food intake.

Objectives: This study reports results of gastric banding after long-term failure in

GBP.

Methods: In this prospective study, from July 2010 to July 2012, 12 patients had

gastric banding after GBP failure. All patients had their gastric pouch assessed by

gastroscanner. The indications for surgical revisions were validated multidisci-

plinary meeting. Clinical follow-up was performed every 4 months.

Results: Mean follow-up was 23 months (12 months to 36 months). During the

first surgery, meanweightwas 123 kg (162–103 kg) andmeanBMIwas 43Kg/m2

(53–37 Kg/m2). GBP was done in first-line in eight cases, in three cases after

gastric banding failure, and in one case after vertical banded gastroplasty failure.

Average weight at the time of gastric banding on GBP was 102 kg (119 to 82 kg)

and mean BMI 35.8 kg/m2 (42–32 kg/m2).

Mean time between the first surgery and the last surgery was 8,6 years (3–

14 years). There were no mortality and no complication after gastric banding.

One year after GBP, mean weight was 89,5 kg (108–67 kg), mean BMI 31,6 Kg/

m2 (37–26 Kg/m2). Mean excess weight loss, was 58 % (14,8–97 %). %).

Conclusion: In case of GBP failure, Adjustable gastric banding is an efficient and

safety solution.

P.516 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A SALVAGE
PROCEDURE FOR FAILED PRIMARY RESTRICTIVE
SURGERIES

PRESENTER: A.B.. Mofti

Security Forces Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction:Weight regain after restrictive bariatric procedurewas noticed as the

period of follow-up extends over the years.

Objectives: In this presentation we report our experience with 205 cases of

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) performed successfully to man-

age the weight regain phenomena in patients who has had primary

restrictive procedures.

Methods: The data were analyzed after reviewing the prospectively maintained

database of 205 patients who underwent LSG as a salvage procedure tomanage

the weight regain phenomenon.

The period of the study and follow-up extends over 6 years, from June 2007 to

November 2013

Results: There were 146 women (71.2 %) and 59 men (28.8 %). The

mean age and BMI were 39.4+/- 10.5 yrs (19–54 yrs) and 38.9+/ 4.0 Kg/

m2 (34–59.6 kg/m2) respectively. All the 205 patients responded favor-

ably and lost significant amount of excess body weight after their primary

bariatric procedure.
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However, within a period of 3 to 14 years those patients regained weight back to

the extent of beingmorbidly obese again. LSGwas successfully performed on the

205 patients as a salvage bariatric procedure.

EWL percentage after the salvage LSG was as follows: first year 67.8 %,

second year 68.2 %, third year 67.5 %, fourth year 63.4 %, and fifth year 59.6 %

Early and late complications occurred in 47 patients (22.9 %), the most

serious of which were leaks occurred in seven patients (3.4 %), stricture

in four patients (2 %) and GERD in 18 patients (8.7 %).

There was one mortality in this series (0.48 %) attributed to the procedure.

Conclusion: Salvage LSG appears to be a reasonably safe and effective proce-

dure to manage the weight regain phenomenon.

P.517 WEIGHT LOSS OUTCOMES AMONG PATIENTS
REFERRED AFTER PRIMARY BARIATRIC
PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: N.R. Obeid1

Co-authors: A. Baxter1, B. Molina2, B.F. Schwack1, M.S. Kurian1, C.J. Ren-

Fielding1, G.A. Fielding1

1New York University Medical Center, New York, NY, USA
2Mt. Sinai Beth Israel, New York, NY, USA

Introduction: Most bariatric patients obtain their long-term care by the surgeon

who performed their primary procedure. As such, it can be challenging tomanage

a patient who has undergone surgery prior to referral.

Objectives: Our aim was to evaluate weight loss patients having undergone

bariatric surgery elsewhere, and to compare the effectiveness of post-referral

management strategies.

Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis of patients having primary bar-

iatric surgery before referral. Patients referredwithin 60 days of surgery or followed

for <60 dayswere excluded. Post-referralmanagement includedmedical, revision,

or conversion. Primary outcomes were percent excess weight loss (%EWL)

overall, according to original operation, and based on post-referral management.

Results:Between 2001 and 2013, there were 569 patients: mean age 38.3 years,

80 % female, average BMI 46.3 kg/m2. Reasons for referral included unsatisfac-

tory weight loss (47 %) and complications (30 %). Mean follow-up was 3.1 years.

Adjustable gastric banding (AGB) was most prevalent (78 %), while Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass (RYGB) comprised 21 %. Management was 42 % medical, 41 %

revision, and 17 % conversion. Of those managed medically and with revision,

94 % and 82 % were originally AGB, respectively, while 71 % of converted

patients originally had RYGB (p-value=< 0.0001). Overall, mean %EWL was

45.3%.Basedonoriginal surgery type,%EWLwas 41.2% for AGB vs. 58.3% for

RYGB (p-value=< 0.0001). Management significantly affected %EWL (41.2 %

medical vs. 45.3 % revision vs. 55.1 % conversion, p-value=< 0.0001).

Conclusion: Patients referred after bariatric surgery can still achieve satisfactory

weight loss, although this differs based on surgery type and management

strategy.

P.518 SILS REVISION BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: R. Palaniappan

Co-authors: J. Akhter

Apollo Hospitals, Chennai, India

Introduction: In recent years single-incision laparoscopic surgery (SILS) has

emerged as a safe and feasible option of carrying out the bariatric procedures

in spite of its advanced nature. There has been an increasing interest in reduced

port techniques for primary bariatric surgeries.

Objectives: To analyse the technique and surgical results of SILS in revisional

bariatric surgery.

Methods: A total of four patients who underwent SILS revisional bariatric surgery

between July 2011 and August 2013 were analyzed. Two year follow-up of two

patients, 1 year follow-up of one patient and 6 months follow-up of the fourth

patient were analysed for their outcome based on errors, complications, percentage

excess weight loss, resolution of co-morbidities, quality of life and scar satisfaction.

Results: The procedures included two SILS band to sleeve, and two sleeve to

bypass. Nomorbidity ormortality was reported in the series.No additional incision

for a liver retractor, trocar or conversion were necessary. Percentage weight loss

and resolution of co-morbidities were similar to Laparoscopic revisional bariatric

surgery. Only one complication ofmild wound infection was reported in our series.

Percentage excess weight loss & resolution of co-morbidities were similar to

laparoscopic group. The patients were highly satisfied with the scar.

Conclusion: Abundant visceral and subcutaneous fat, multiple comorbidities and

previous surgery make SILS more challenging for surgeons than the already

difficult technique. Ergonomic changes and the right selection of patients make it

feasible and safe. However randomized studies to compare them with traditional

laparoscopy are essential before these can be utilized in day-to-day clinical

practice.

P.519 CAUSES AND OUTCOMES OF REVISIONAL
BARIATRIC SURGERY: INITIAL EXPERIENCE AT A
SINGLE CENTER

PRESENTER: J. Park

Co-authors: Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: Bariatric surgery has become more prevalent owing to the world-

wide obesity epidemic. With the growing number of bariatric procedures per-

formed annually, the requirement for revisional and secondary operations is

increasing accordingly.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the initial experience of revisional

bariatric surgery at a single specialized center.

Methods: A retrospective review of the prospectively established database

identified all patients who underwent revisional bariatric surgery between

January 2008 and August 2013. The causes, surgical outcomes, and

efficacy of the revisional surgeries were analyzed.

Results: Twenty-three revisional surgeries were performed laparoscopically dur-

ing the study period (laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding, n=14; laparoscopic
sleeve gastrectomy, n=9). The most common indication for revision was weight

regain or insufficient weight loss (12/23, 52.2 %), and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass

(RYGB) was the most commonly performed secondary procedure (17/23,

73.9 %, including four resectional RYGB procedures). Gastric pouch leak oc-

curred in one patient following revisional RYGB, which required reoperation on

the first postoperative day. The mean body mass index decreased from 36.1 to

28.8 kg/m2 at a mean follow-up period of 8 months after revision. The percent

excess weight losses at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperatively were 18.8 %,

41.1 %, 40.1 %, and 47.4 %, respectively.

Conclusion: Revisional bariatric surgery can be successfully performed via a

laparoscopic approach with acceptable risk. Deliberate selection for the proper

revisional procedure can efficiently manage undesirable results from the primary

surgery.

P.520 ROBOTIC-ASSISTED REVISION OF
GASTROJEJUNOSTOMY FOR MARGINAL ULCER
DISEASE

PRESENTER: K. Patton

Co-authors: R. Gonzalez-Heredia, M. Masrur, E. Elli

University Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Robotic bariatric surgery is becoming more common in centers

around the country. As bariatric surgery has grown, revisional surgery has be-

come more frequent. Poor weight loss, strictures, marginal ulcers, and fistulas

have led to revisions of RYGB. Although laparoscopy is advancing to include

these revisional procedures, Robotic surgery may offer some benefits in these

situations, specifically in revision of the gastrojejunostomy for marginal ulcer

disease.

Objectives: We report three cases of Robotic-assisted Revision of

Gastrojejunostomy for Marginal Ulcer Disease.
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Methods: Three patients who underwent robotic revisional gastrojejunostomy

were evaluated. All patients had surgery between July and November 2013.

Each procedure was performed for marginal ulcer, and any complications from

these reoperative procedures were identified.

Results:The first patient underwent laparoscopic RYGB in 2010 andwas referred

with amarginal ulcer seen onEGD. The ulcer was refractory tomedical treatment

and required clipping due to bleeding. A nonabsorbable suture was noted at the

ulcer site at surgery.

The second patient underwent laparoscopic RYGB in 2009 and was referred with

marginal ulcers. She presented with pain that prevented her from eating, as well

as a dependence on pain medication.

The third patient underwent open RYGB in 2003 and was referred with recurrent

marginal ulcers and an UGI bleed, diagnosed with UGI and EGD. A large gastric

pouch was identified.

Conclusion: Robotic surgery is exceptionally beneficial during revision of

gastrojejunostomy for marginal ulcer disease, providing improved visualization

and control in dissection as well as feasibility of a two-layer handsewn anasto-

mosis in a hostile field.

P.521 CONVERSION OF OPEN GASTROPLASTY TO A
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX EN Y GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: R. Pullatt

Co-authors: K. Byrne

Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC, USA

Introduction: The Video demonstrates the conversion of a remotely done

gastroplasty procedure to a roux en y gastric bypass.

Objectives: To Demonstrate Laparoscopic approach to conversion of Horizontal

Gastroplasty to Roux en Y Gastric Bypass.

Methods: The patient is a 60 y/o man who was referred to us for dysphagia

and abdominal pain. Patient Weighed 330 pounds with comorbidities includ-

ing Diabetes mellitus, Hypertension and Sleep apnea. The patient on history

stated that he had a weight loss procedure done 35 years ago. He was only

able to describe it as a stapling procedure. He had an upper endoscopy,

which showed a patent GE junction and then a small pouch and four

separate entries from the pouch to the rest of the stomach. We pre-

sumed that he had a horizontal gastroplasty, which had broken down. He

also had previous ventral Hernia repair and an open Cholecystectomy.

We offered him a Roux en Y gastric bypass. He was taken to the

operating room where an extensive adhesolysis was performed. We

freed up the stomach from the left lobe of the liver and using the

endoscope to guide us started stapling and pouch creation above the

broken down staple line and below the ge junction.

Once this was done we performed a standard antecolic gastric bypass.

Results: He has done well in the post op period and has resolution of his

comorbidities.

Conclusion: A safe Laparoscopic conversion of a Horizontal Gastroplasty to a

Laparoscopic Roux en Y gastric bypass can be accomplished.

P.522 ROBOTIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS AFTER
VERTICAL BANDED GASTROPLASTY – VL.055

PRESENTER: M. Raffaelli

Co-authors: C. Callari, P. Giustacchini, S. Vanella, R. Bellantone

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Policlinico A. Gemelli - U.O. Chirurgia

Endocrina e Metabolica, Rome, Italy

Introduction: Robotic has been introduced in the armamentarium of the bariatric

surgeon as an alternative to the laparoscopic approach, especially for complex

procedures Revisional bariatric surgery is challenging. Robotic approach can be

particular useful in such difficult cases.

Objectives: Among a series of 269 Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGBP) per-

formed between September 2011 and January 2014, 15 were robotically

assisted, six of them as revisional procedure. In this video we outline the steps

of the reversal of a failed open vertical banded gastroplasty to RYGBP in a 46-

years old morbidly obese woman.

Methods:A six trocar technique was used. After adhesiolysis and identification of

the banded gastric pouch, themeshwas removed. A 6 cm in length gastric pouch

was then created using a 40 Fr oro-gastric tube for calibration. The biliary limb

was measured 75 cm from the Treitz’s ligament and amanual end-to-side double

layer gastro-jejunal anastomosis was performed 4 cm distal to the biliary limb.

The jejunal limb 150 cm distal to the anastomosis was identified and a stapled

side-to-side jejunojejunostomy was performed at about 10 cm from gastro-jejunal

anastomosis along the bilopancreatic limb. The jejunal limb afferent to the gastro-

jejunostomy was sectioned distally to the jejuno-jejunal anastomosis to obtain a

Roux-en-Y reconstruction.

Results:The operative timewas 211min. The postoperative coursewas unevent-

ful. Postoperative contrast study was negative for leak and confirmed normal

gastric pouch emptying. Postoperative stay was 5 days.

Conclusion: Our preliminary experience confirmed that robotic approach

can be useful in challenging procedures, in particular revisional bariatric

surgery.

P.523 LARGEHIATALHERNIA AFTERFAILUREOFGASTRIC
BAND FOLLOWED BY SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY:
HIATAL HERNIA REPAIR AND LAPAROSCOPIC
REVISION TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.056

PRESENTER: M. Robert

Co-authors: C. Gouillat

Edouard Herriot Hospital, Lyon 1 University, Lyon, France

Introduction: Management of gastro-esophageal reflux (GER) with large

hiatal hernia (HH) after bariatric surgery is difficult and challenging.

Objectives: A case of laparoscopic revision to Roux-en-YGastric Bypass (RYGB) is

reported, due to large hiatal hernia with severe GER after SleeveGastrectomy (SG).

Methods: A 50-year-old woman was referred to us because of symptomatic

GER and morbid obesity recurrence after failure of gastric band converted

to SG. BMI was 44 kg/m2. Gastric band was removed in 2008 because of

pseudo-achalasia. SG was perfomed in 2009 because of weight regain.

Since revisional SG, the patient complained of GER with recurrent pneu-

monia, uncontrolled asthma and weight loss failure. A 3-Dimensional gas-

tric Computed Tomography diagnosed a large HH. Esophagitis and food stasis

into the hiatal hernia were found at gastroscopy. Esophageal manometry

highlighted no motility disorders and HH pressurization. Hiatal hernia repair

associated with laparoscopic revision to RYGB was proposed. A five port tech-

nique was used. Severe adhesions were removed. Large HH was reduced

associated with cruroplasty. Gastric pouch was resized and calibrated (30 cc).

An end-to-side gastro-jejunal anastomosis was performed using a linear stapler.

The alimentary limb was 150 cm long. A latero-lateral jejuno-jejunal anastomosis

was performed with a linear stapler.

Results: Duration of the procedure was 180 min. Postoperative course was

uneventful. GER symptoms disappeared.

Conclusion: In case of symptomatic GER after SG, hiatal hernia must be

suspected. Revision to RYGB is an efficient treatment to cure GER and improve

weight loss.

P.524 RESTRICTIVE BARIATRIC TECHNIQUES CONVERTED
TO GASTRIC BYPASS BY LAPAROSCOPIC
APPROACH

PRESENTER: M. Serradilla

Co-authors: C. Ballesta, C. González

Inmaculada Concepción Hospital, Granada, Spain

Introduction: Restrictive bariatric surgery gained popularity before 2000. Failures

inweight loss and other complicationswere treatedwith open surgery.We seek to

know whether the conversion surgery of these patients to laparoscopic gastric

bypass (LRYGBP) is a safe and effective technique.
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Objectives: The aim was to confirm than conversion to laparoscopic gastric

bypass is a safe and effective technique.

Methods:We performed a retrospective analysis of the patients operated by any

restrictive procedure and converted to LRYGBP, from January 2003 to January

2008. Fifty-eight patients were operated, 48 females. The mean age was

48.6 years old. The mean BMI in the first surgery was 44.86 kg/m2. Previous

techniques were 47 PTFE gastric bands, six vertical ringed gastroplasties, five

adjustable silicon bands. The mean BMI in the converted group was 39.2 kg/m2.

The indications for conversion were weight gain (41 patients), erosion of the band

(5), dilations/stenosis of the pouch (5), and others.

Results: Two procedures finished by laparotomy. Six patients presented early

complications, all with gastrojejunal anastomotic leaks. Two required surgery,

three had intraabdominal abscesses, two presented wound infections and one

suffered a pleural effusion and pneumonia. Late complications appeared in ten

patients, all with gastrojejunal anastomotic stenosis, treated by endoscopic dila-

tion. They also presented two gastrojejunal ulcers, two trocar-site hernias, and

one internal hernia. The mean hospital stay was 5.1 days and there was no

mortality. The mean BMI 1 year after surgery was 30.9 kg/m2.

Conclusion: Patients can be converted to LRYGBP with good results, similar to

those patients with a primary bypass.

P.525 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER
GASTRIC BYPASS FOR INADEQUATE WEIGHT LOSS
– VL.057

PRESENTER: A. Sood

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala, A.G. Bhasker

Center of Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Efficacy of Gastric bypass depends on factors as small

pouch, stomal size, length of alimentary limb. Pouch dilatation, with sub-

sequent loss of restrictive function, widening of GJ and adaptation of

alimentary limb to absorptive function remains causes for weight regain

after RYGB. LSG, Banded RYGB, limb lengthening can be considered as

options for revision in case of weight regain after RYGB.

Objectives: To see if Sleeve Gastrectomy can be considered as option for

inadequate weight loss after RYGB.

Methods: Twenty-three year old female weighing 148 Kg (BMI 50) underwent

RYGB in 2007. Lost 52 kgs and came down to 98 kg with BMI of 33 at 18months.

Was static on this weight for next 3 years. Under went revision to Banded RYGB.

Did not tolerate the band. Band was removed and gastrojejunostomy revised.

Regained wt (108 kgs BMI 36.5) at 8 months. RYGB converted to LSG in feb

2014. At 3 months of follow up came down to 89 kg (BMI 30.1). Gastro

gastrostomy was done with 21 mm circular stapler. Subsequently LSG was done

over 36 f bougie. Around 200 cm of alimentary limb was excised.

Results:Operating time was 150 min with 75 ml of blood loss, had an uneventful

recovery and lost 9 Kg in the next 1 month.

Conclusion: Sleeve can be considered as a feasible option for further weight loss

in patients with previous RYGB with inadequate weight loss.

P.526 EXCISION OF CANDY CANE DEFORMITY AND
CORRECTION OF JEJUNOJEJUNOSTOMY AFTER
GASTRIC BYPASS FOR POST PRANDIAL PAIN,
NAUSEA AND EPIGASTRIC FULLNESS – VL.058

PRESENTER: A. Sood

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala, A.G. Bhasker

Center of Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction:Excessive length of non functional Roux limb and twists or kink in JJ,

adhesions, internal hernias are common causes for persistent nausea, vomiting,

post prandial pain, epigastric fullness after Gastric Bypass.

Objectives: To see if excision of candy cane roux deformity and correction of

twisted JJ, improves the symptoms of nausea, vomiting, post prandian pain and

epigastric fullness.

Methods: A 55 year old male underwent RYGB in Sept 2012. Developed

GJ leak, underwent revision of GJ. Leaked again. Finally settled with

endoscopic stenting. Continued to have post prandial pain, nausea and

epigastric fullness. Endoscopy showed a blind ending roux limb of ap-

proximately 10 cm in length. Laparoscopic excision of candy cane roux

limb was planned, Intra op twisted JJ was found. Candy cane roux limb

excised along with revision of JJ.

Results:Operating timewas 140min and the blood losswas 85ml. Patient had an

uneventful recovery and no symptoms post 6 months after surgery.

Conclusion: A long, nonfunctional Roux limb tip may cause persistent nausea,

postprandial epigastric pain, and, even, a lack of satiety. Surgeons should attempt to

minimize redundancy in the Roux limb during the primary procedure. In this case

twisted JJ led to leak in GJ so every effort should be made to check the lie of JJ.

P.527 LAPOROSCOPIC ROUX-EN Y AND OMEGA LOOP
GASTRICBYPASSESAFTERFAILEDLAPAROSCOPIC
BANDS AND OPEN VBGS

PRESENTER: O. Taha1

Co-authors: M. Abouzeid2

1Assuit University Hospital, Giza, Egypt
2Ain Shams University Hospital, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction:Revisional bariatric surgeries after Laparoscopic and open previous

restrictive surgeries are considered huge challenge because the increasing inci-

dence of complications.

Objectives:Weight regain and complications associated with previous restrictive

surgeries have increased during the last decade.

Methods: FromMarch 2009 till Jan 2013,71 patients referred after failed previous

Laparoscopic bands (23) and (44) VBGs. Average age was 42.5 years and

average BMI of 45 kg/m2. Revisional surgeries were mainly due to regain of

weight in (54) patients, reflux esophagitis in (11) patients and inadequate food

intake in two patients. Decisions for undergoing either Mini gastric by-

pass (38 cases) or Roux-en-Y (29 cases) were taken according to the

size of pouch that could be tailored and the healthiness of the tissues at

the stomach after dissecting the pouch in cases of VBGs or removing

the bands and unwrapping the fundus.

Results: All procedures have been done laparoscopically with an average oper-

ative time of 99 min, no mortalities. Two reopeartions during the first 48 h

postoperatively due to internal hernia following Lap Roux-en-Y after open VBG

and uncontrolled bleeding after band removal and Mini gastric bypass.

One late complications with incarcerated hernia through the trocar site and been

operated 6 months after the revisional surgery. The averages follow up of

14 months shows a BMI of 33 Kg/m2. All bands have been removed with

immediate redo and all VBGs have been redone Laparoscopically.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Gastric bypasses either Roux-en-Y or Mini are effec-

tive revisional surgeries after failed previous restrictive procedures. Also is safe

and feasible to go laparoscopically after open restrictive surgeries.

P.528 WEIGHT REGAIN AFTER GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: F.C. Torab1

Co-authors: M.Y. Kayyal2, H. Al Afari2, F. Branicki1

1UAE University, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates
2Tawam Hospital, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates

Introduction: Weight regain after gastric bypass is constituting an increasing

problem for bariatric surgeon.

Objectives: we discuss the factors contributing to weight regain after gastric

bypass, the management sand the results of redo surgery.

Methods: Forty-five patients presented with weight regain after gastric bypass.

Forty-two patents had Roux en Y (RYGB) and three one anastomosis (OAGB)

gastric bypass. barium swallow study was done to all of them and a referral to

dietitian was done. Twenty-four patients were operated, three with OAGB con-

verted to RYGB. Twenty-one patients had a longitudinal resection of the
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alimentary jejunal loop, gastrjejunal anastomosis (GE) and the gastric pouch.

Two had in addition elongation of the alimentary limb to 150 cm.

Results: barium swallow showed dilatation of the alimentary jejunal loop with fast

emptying of the contrast through theGE. Twenty-one patients showed dilatation of the

blind loopof the jejunumand in tenpatients anadditional dilatationof thegastric pouch.

Dietary planwas failed to reduceweight by all patients. Thosewith pathology in barium

swallow were submitted to redo surgery. 5/21 patients with redo after RYGB showed

insufficient weight loss after surgery. no leakage was noticed.

Conclusion: Redo surgery after gastric bypass is safe in experienced hands.

patients should be selected carefully for redo surgery after a failed conservative

treatment. a dilatation of the stoma and the alimentary jejunal loop are the main

causes of weight regain. the results of redo surgery is less than the primary

surgery in terms of weight loss.

P.529 BARIATRIC SURGERY REDO: GASTRIC VOLUME
WITH FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS NEEDED FOR FACTUAL
DECISION

PRESENTER: P.J. Verhaeghe1, 2

Co-authors: L. Rebibo1, 2, T. Yzet1, B. Robert2, L. Saidi2

1University of Picardy, Amiens, France
2CHU Amiens, Amiens, France

Introduction: A 20% failure rate is observed after By-pass (RYGB) and laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (LSG). It’s often very difficult to evaluate each factor implication in

this failure: intake volume, nibbling, neuro psychological reasons ….

Objectives: Most papers note the failure and conclude that after LSG, RYGB is

neededwithout discussion! Considering that a restrictive procedurewill always be

less aggressive than a malabsorbtive one, we developed first a technique of

gastric mensuration and complete it by an isotopic functional of gastric emptying.

Methods: One hundred forty-eight gastric volumetric analysis (low dose

CT scan), were done. Ideal gastric volume was characterized as inferior

to 250 cm3 2 years after LSG: weight ascension some years after LSG,

insufficient result 18 month after LSG, questions of Patients feeling that

they can eat more recently … Half of the LSG with a gastric volume less

than 250 cm3 said to be able to eat more than some month ago! An

isotopic meal (ingestion of solid meal marked by 46 MBq of colloidal

Tc99 and a glass of water, at the end of the dish marked b 10 MBq i111

DTPA. used for many years used to understand the mecanism. In half

cases, LSG with gastric volume inferior to 250 cm, get an acceleration of

gastric emptying that could explain observations of the patient.

Results: Preliminary conclusion for low number of observations.

Conclusion: Dont limit X Ray examination to gastric index, Correct three dimen-

sional analysis of gastric volume needed but not always enough to decide.

Functional isotopic gastric analysis needed.

P.530 SINGLE BYPASS DUODENAL-ILEAL ANASTOMOSIS
BYPASS (SADI) AS A TECHNIQUE OF CHOICE FOR
SECOND STAGE SURGERY AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Vilallonga

Co-authors: J. Fort, M. Hidalgo, O. Gonzalez, E. Caubet, J. Balibrea, M. Armengol

Endocrine, metabolic and bariatric Unit. General Surgery Department,

Universitary Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Center of Excellence for the EAC-BC, Bar-

celona, Spain

Introduction: Duodenal-Ileal Anastomosis Single Bypass with sleeve gastrecto-

my (SADI-S)with single anastomosis is performed and the pylorus is preserved is

becoming more popular in bariatric surgery.

Objectives: SADI used as second stage procedure after SG also been used. We

present our series including 19 cases of SADI performed as second stage in

patients with previous SG.

Methods:We reviewed our prospective database of 328 patients who underwent

obesity by SG, of which 19 patients (15 women) were subsequently subjected to

SADI (2: robotic and 17: laparoscopic). Average age was 50.8 years (range:32–

62 years), a mean body mass index (BMI) of 40.9 kg/m2 (range: 34–53 kg/m2).

Mean follow-up after the SADI was 9 months, with a minimum follow up of

6 months to more than 55 % of patients.

Results:Sixty three (63%) of patients before the first SGhad an initial BMI>50 kg/

m2 (meanBMI 52.3 Kg/m2, with a range of 40–60 kg/m2). The initial meanBMI of

patients undergoing SADI was 41 kg/m2. No conversions to laparotomy. One

leakage at the level of the ileo-duodenal anastomoses treated by reoperation.

The mean BMI in the control at 3 months was 36 kg/m2 (range: 28–49 kg/m2)

reaching a BMI of 31 kg/m2 at 9 months follow-up (range: 25–42 kg/m2). Reso-

lution or improvement of comorbidities were hypertension (60 %), diabetes

mellitus (50 %). Mortality was nil.

Conclusion: The SADI bypass surgery as a second step procedure appears a

safe and effective technique. It added improvement of comorbidities. Long-term

results must be compared with those of patients undergoing SADI-S in a while,

SG to gastric bypass or SG to duodenal switch.

P.531 REDO BARIATRIC SURGERY AFTER GASTRIC BAND
REMOVAL

PRESENTER: M. Vix

Co-authors: A. D’Urso, S. Perretta, L. Marx, M. Nedelcu, J. Marescaux, D. Mutter

Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital, IRCAD IHU,

Strasbourg, France

Introduction: The failure rate of laparoscopic-gastric-banding (GB) with subsequent

weight loss failure increases the indication for revisional bariatric surgery (RBS)

Objectives: To report the results of sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and gastric bypass

(RYGB) as RBS after GB.

Methods: Between January 2009 to September 2013, 56 patients underwent

RBS after GB removal were reviewed. The parameters analyzed were: the

interval between GB removal and RBS, types of RBS, complications, hospital

stay, and the percentage of excess weight loss (%EWL)

Results: Of 111 patients who underwent GB removal, 56 patients with a BMI of

42,5±4,7 kg/m2 have had a RBS: 31 RYGB and 25 SG. The RBSwas performed

in one step for five patients and delayed (two steps procedures) with a mean

period of 4months (2 weeks–13months) in 49 patients. Postoperative immediate

(<30 days) complications included (n=4;7.14 %): 2 gastric fistulas, 1 peri-gastric

hematoma, 1 urinary infection. Six patients (10.7 %) had late complications: 4

postincisional hernias, 1 internal hernia after RYBG and 1 dysphagia after SG.

There were no conversions to open surgery, nomortality. Mean hospital stay was

5.7 (3–15) days. The mean follow-up was 17.4 months (6–60±10.8). The rate of

%EWL at 3, 6 and 12 months was 22.9 %±7.4, 46.6±15.9 % and 58.2 %±

18.2 %. After 12 months, %EWL was 76.8 %±15.3 for RYBG and 56.7 %±16.3

for SG.

Conclusion: SG and RYGB are effective and safe RBS procedures. RYGB had

better weight loss at 1 year follow up and it should be recommended as reference.

RBS is feasible in the same operative time but the 2-step approach is suitable.

P.532 BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION AND
BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH DUODENAL
SWITCH EVALUATION OF REVISIONAL CASES

PRESENTER: Y.I. Yashkov

Co-authors: N.S. Bordan

CELT- Clinic, Moscow, Russia

Introduction: Biliopancreatic Diversion (BPD) and its modification—BPD/Duodenal

Switch (BPD/DS) as procedures with a strong malabsorptive component may be

indicated in case of poor result after other operations. BPD/DS may itself demand

conversion or revision by different reasons (intolerance of operation, protein mal-

nutrition, calcium deficiency).

Objectives:The aim of this study is to evaluate the results of BPD and BPD/DSas

a revisional operation and to evaluate different approaches and outcomes of

revisional surgery after BPD/DS depending on the cause of revision.
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Methods: Of total 507 BPDs in various modifications 27 (5,3 %) operations were

done as a re-do surgery since 2003. After 483 BPD/DS 41 patients (8,5 %)

underwent re-do surgery: 17 (3,5 %) had partial or total bowel restorations, 24

(5 %)—revisions to improve long-term results of the primary surgery: shortening

of alimentary and common channels, re- sleeve, sleeve-plications alone or in

combination with bowel restrictions.

Results: There was no mortality after revisional surgery. Revisions from VBG to

BPD/DS were technically more demanding operations with potential risk of com-

plications. Additional gastric restrictions provided better weight loss than bowel

shortening alone in case of insufficient weight loss after BPD/DS. Duodenal or

upper jejunal inclusion is necessary in case of Calcium deficiency.

Conclusion: BPD/DS is a very effective solution after failed restrictive operations.

Choice of modification of BPD depends on the anatomy of the primary operation.

Revision of BPD/DS usually should include not only shortening of bowel limbs but

also further gastric restriction. Different options are necessary depending on the

cause of revision after BPD/DS.

P.533 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
REDUCED PORTS (RPSG) IN 433 PATIENTS:
TECHNIQUE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

PRESENTER: M.A. AlJarallah1, 2

Co-authors: M.G. El-Din2, M. Shaaban2

1Jarallah German Specialized Clinic, Hawally, Kuwait
2Al Salam Hospital, Bneid Al Gar, Kuwait

Introduction: Single port technique has been shown to be effective and feasible

for sleeve gastrectomy. A reduced port sleeve gastrectomy (RPSG) though two

openings was used, aiming at cosmoses with less costs and complications. The

technique, preliminary results and 1 year follow up are presented.

Objectives: To evaluate the feasibility of reduced port sleeve procedure based on

our personal experience.

Methods:A total of 655 consecutive patients underwentRPSG fromJune2009 till

December 2013, by a single surgeon. About 25 patients were excluded due to

inability to obtain follow up data and 197 patients didn’t complete 1 year, sowe did

RPSG for 433 patients (BMI less than 55)

The technique involves umbilical incision for two trocars and another 5-mm left

hypochondrial one. Straight instruments were used with no special devices. Liver

was retracted by proprolene 2-0. Stapling was started 2–4 cm from pylorus

calibrated with 36-Fr bougie.

Results: About 433patients analyzed 351 (82.1 %) were females. Mean±SD age

and (BMI) were 28.34±8.37 and 41.09±6.34 respectively. Mean operative time

was 41±20 min.

One patient had leakage. Four patients had infected umbilical wound. Thirteen

patients required blood transfusion (1–3 units). One patient had intra-abdominal

abscess and one had portal vein thrombosis. Three patients turned into three

ports. There were no mortalities.

Hospital stay was 2 days. Mean % EWL was (82.06+ 22.6) at 1 year, and

cosmetic results were satisfactory.

Conclusion: RPSG is considered as safe and effective procedure, with minimal

post-operative complications and satisfactory cosmetic outcome.

P.534 SINGLE INCISION SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VERSUS
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. 2 YEAR
RESULTS OF 600 PATIENTS

PRESENTER: A.G. Bhasker1

Co-authors: A. Sood2, C. Remedios3, M. Lakdawala3

1Section Chief- Bariatric Surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Institute of Minimally Invasive Surgical Sciences and Research Cenetr, Saifee

Hospital, Mumbai, India
3Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Initially when single incision surgery SILS arrived on the

surgical scene it sparked off peoples’ imagination but there was no data

to support its efficacy and any added advantages over conventional

laparoscopy.

Objectives: To compare the efficacy, complication rate, pain score and cosmetic

satisfaction in the two groups.

Methods: This is a prospective comparative analysis of 300 patients in each arm

who underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) and single incision

sleeve gastrectomy (SISG). Both groups were matched for age and BMI. Mean

age was 35.5±9.7 and 35.5±7.8 years and mean BMI was 39.9±5.2 kg/m2 and

39.9±5.1 kg/m2 in the SISG and LSG groups respectively. M:F was 1:13 in the

SISG group and 1:1 in the LSG group. Super-super obese and those with a

scarred abdomen were excluded. The 2 year results in terms of excess weight

loss (EWL), remission of co-morbidities, complication rates, pain scores and

cosmetic scores were compared between the two groups.

Results: Operating times and intra-operative blood loss was comparable in both

groups. At the end of 2 years EWL% in SISG group was 65.4±29.6 and that in

LSG group was 69.1±26.3. Remission of co-morbidities and short and long term

complications were comparable. The post-operative pain was lesser in the SISG

group and visual scar satisfaction was superior with SISG.

Conclusion: SISG as a procedure has come of age and must not be considered

experimental. It has comparable results in experienced hands.

P.535 SINGLE ANASTOMOSIS OMEGA BYPASS WITH THE
SPIDER – VL.059

PRESENTER: J.M. Chevallier1

Co-authors: R. Hembry2, M. Guenzi1, G. Arman1, M. Gagner3

1Hospital Européen Georges Pompidou, Paris, France
2TransEnterix, Inc, Morrisville, NC, USA
3Hôpital du sacré Coeur, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: There is a growing body of evidence showing that the Mini-Gastric

Bypass (MGB) is a safe and effective alternative to other bariatric surgeries.

Objectives: The internationally respected surgeon Dr Michel Gagner, our Presi-

dent, used the SPIDER Surgical system to perform aSingle anastomosisOmega

Bypass, assisted by Professor Jean-Marc Chevallier, president of the French

Society for Obesity and Metabolic Surgery (SOFFCO-MM).

Methods: The MGB consists in creating a long and narrow gastric pouch cali-

brated along the lesser curvature, followed by a single linear stapled gastrojejunal

anastomosis with a jejunal limb measured 2 m down from the Treitz ligament.

The SPIDER, already used for sleeve gastrectomy, is supposed to easily achieve

the creation of this single anastomosis with the help of its flexible instruments.

Results: The SPIDER Surgical system by TransEnterix offers a surgeon a less-

invasive alternative to traditional laparoscopic surgery. The surgeon makes a

small incision, inserts the device and opens it inside the patient’s abdomen like

an umbrella. SPIDER’s expansion allows the surgeon to comfortably and pre-

cisely manipulate 360-degree-rotating, flexible instruments at angles that en-

hance access and dexterity at the operating site.

Conclusion: Spider Surgical system has been worldwide used for Sleeve

gastrectomies.

This video shows the first Omega bypass with the SPIDER. The MGB procedure

seems well suited for Spider.

P.536 SINGLE-PORT LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF ONE
CENTER

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: L. Guerrero2, F. Milla2, P. Escobar2, P. Maqueira2, I. Mir2, V. Olate2,

C. Flores1, M. Cariaga2, P. Fuentes2, M. Yañez1, S. Araya1, C. Ojeda1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: Single-Port laparoscopic surgery has sparked a great deal of inter-

est in the surgical community in recent years, including bariatric surgery. While

the single-incision transumbilical approach represents an advance. Better
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cosmetic result and overall satisfaction, its application in morbid obesity at pres-

ent is limited.

Objectives: To describe our initial experience, short-term surgical results and

related complications. Patients who underwent to Single-Port Laparoscopic

Sleeve Gastrectomy (Single Port-LSG), using Gel Point .

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study in ten obese patients

underwent Single Port-LSG, during November 2012-December 2014. All of them

were female, with body mass index (BMI)>30 and <40, and comorbidities asso-

ciated. The same surgeon performed all surgeries, with totally transumbilical

technique. Excel were used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Ten patients, all females, mean age 28,4 years (17–51), mean BMI

35,1 Kg/m2 (30–40). LSG via transumbilical route was successfully carried out

in all patients. All of themwere very satisfied with the cosmetic outcomes. No peri- or

postoperative complications. NoMortality. No conversions or extra port was needed.

Conclusion: In this study, single-port LSG has proved to be safe, technically

feasible, and reproducible, with results that are similar to those obtained with

conventional laparoscopic bariatrics surgery. Larger studies are needed to ana-

lyze the safety of this technique and its possible benefits.

P.537 REDUCED AND SINGLE PORT LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: INITIAL EXPERIENCE OF
ONE CENTER

PRESENTER: R. Villagran1

Co-authors: L. Guerrero2, F. Milla2, I. Mir2, P. Escobar2, P. Maqueira2, V. Olate2, C.

Flores1, M. Cariaga2, P. Fuentes2, S. Araya1, M. Yañez1, C. Ojeda1

1Clinica Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile
2Universidad de Antofagasta, Antofagasta, Chile

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is commonly per-

formed using multiple ports (normally we use 5). Reduced-Port bariatric

surgery has sparked a great deal of interest in the surgical community in

recent years.

Objectives: To describe our short-term results and related complications in

Reduced-Port Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (RP-LSG), performed in our

patients using the VersaStep Laparoscopic trocar fromCovidien, andGelpoint for

Single Port Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy. (Single Port-LSG)

Methods: Descriptive, non-randomized, prospective study in 27 obese patients

underwent RP-LSG, during November 2012-March 2014. We separate patients

in 2 groups: Group A: 2 ports (17 patients); Group B: Single Port: 10 patients. All

of themwere female, with bodymass index (BMI)>30 and <40, and comorbidities

associated. The same surgeon performed all surgical interventions. Excel were

used for data tabulation and statistical analysis.

Results: Twenty-seven patients, all females, mean age 29,8 years (17–51), mean

BMI 34,9 Kg/m2 (30–40,04). Both groups showed satisfactory results in all

patients. No peri- or postoperative complications. No Mortality.

Conclusion: In our study, reduced and single port laparoscopic sleeve gastrecto-

my has proved to be safe and feasible for selected patients. However, there is not

evidence enough to recommend its widespread. Larger studies are needed to

analyze the safety of this technique and its possible benefits.

P.538 SINGLE PORT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER
FAILED POSE PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: A. Villalobos Alva1, 2, C.A. Diaz Avelar1, 2

1Clinica Integral de Cirugia de Obesidad, Guadalajara, JAL, Mexico
2Hospital Regional Valentin Gomez Farias, ISSSTE, Guadalajara, JAL, Mexico

Introduction: POSE procedure is a minimally invasive technique that has gained

acceptance among patients who cares about incision, post operative pain, cos-

metic result, fast recovery and ask for a bariatric procedure. Nevertheless the

results reported are very poor, in weight loss and patient satisfaction. We present

a minimally invasive option with much better proven results.

Objectives: To demonstrate that Single Port Sleeve Gastrectomy it’s a safe and

minimally invasive surgery to convert a failed POSE procedure.

Methods: Case presentation. Female 37 years old, caucasian, POSE procedure

performed 2 years before, with a weight loss of eight pounds in this time. Chronic

abdominal pain with intolerance to many foods. We propose to convert in to a

Single Port Sleeve Gastrectomy, which was successfully, without complications.

The technique is showed in a video and discussed.

Results: The single port approach has little advantages like cosmetic result and

less postoperative pain compared with traditional laparoscopy, but some patients

really care a lot about this issues. The revisional surgery was performed safely,

effectively and achievement of patient satisfaction. Two months after surgery the

patient has lost 30 pounds without complications.

Conclusion:Single Port SleeveGastrectomy is a safe revisional surgery for some

bariatric procedures with same results as traditional laparoscopy but

accomplishing better patient satisfaction.

P.539 ROBOTIC BARIATRIC SURGERIES, ASEER CENTRAL
HOSPITAL INITIAL EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: A.M. Alahmary

Aseer Central Hospital, Abha, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: The only evidence-based approach to sustainable weight loss in

patients with severe obesity is bariatric surgery.

Many surgical procedure were practiced in the field of bariatric surgery.

Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has emerged in the last decade

as a viable, integral, alternative technique for the treatment of morbid

obesity. Therefore, Da Vinci Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunny-

vale, CA) was introduced in the surgical practice and has gained popu-

larity in different specialties, including obesity surgery. Its technology,

including 3D vision and Endowrist movement enables complex surgical

movements and procedures.

Objectives: TO evaluate the visibility and safety of robotic in obesity surgery as an

alternative to the conventional laparoscopic surgery.

Methods: We review the data retrieved from the files of all obese patients who

underwent surgery for obesity with robotic.

The cases were 30 cases over 12 months period from April 2012 to may 2013

Results: Retrospective review of the medical records of patients who underwent

ropotic surgery for obesity using robotic.

We reviewed the operative time, number of ports, positioning of ports and post

operative pain and complications and weight loss after the procedure.

We find that robotic surgery is visible and safe in the management of obese patient.

Conclusion: Robotic surgery was found to be safe and visible in obesity surgery.

It has a fast learning curve.

It needs a team dedication and commitment and sustainability.

P.540 ROBOTIC GASTRIC BYPASS WITH MANUAL
GASTROJEJUNAL ANASTOMOSIS – VL.060

PRESENTER: C.E. Domene

Co-authors: P. Volpe, F.A. Heitor

Hospital 9 de Julho, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Gastric bypass is the standard operation for morbid obesity. Lapa-

roscopic approach is gold standard. Robotic approach may represent a safe

alternative to laparoscopic approach.

Objectives: Demonstrate the standard robotic approach to gastric bypass with

manual gastrojejunal anastomosis.

Methods: Da Vinci robotic four arms approach. Dissection of gastric fundus.

Performing a 3 cm gastric pouch with ultrasonic device and three staplers.

Identification of treitz ligament and a 100 cm biliopancreatic limb. Manual two

layers gastrojejunostomy. Closing mesenteric defect. Section of biliopancreatic

limb. Anastomosis of biliopancreatic limb with 100 cm alimentary limb. Closing of

the mesenteric defect.

Results: There were operated on 67 consecutive patients with robotic gastric

bypass. There was no leak. There was no 30 readmission. The patients were

discharged on first post operative day.
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Conclusion: Robotic gastric bypass represents a safe alternative to laparoscopic

gastric bypass. Further studies are needed to establish an advantage, if there is,

between the robotic and laparoscopia approach.

P.541 INITIAL EXPERIENCE WITH ROBOTIC GASTRIC
BYPASS AND BPD FOR OBESITY TREATMENT—67
CONSECUTIVE CASES OPERATED ON

PRESENTER: C.E. Domene

Co-authors: P. Volpe, F.A. Heitor

Hospital 9 de Julho, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: gastric bypass is the standard operation for morbid obesity. Lapa-

roscopic approach is gold standard. Robotic approach may represent a safe

alternative to laparoscopic approach.

Objectives: demonstrate the standard robotic approach to gastric bypass with

manual and stapled gastrojejunal anastomosis.

Methods: Da Vinci robotic four arms approach. Dissection of gastric fundus.

Performing a 3 cm gastric pouch with ultrasonic device and three staplers.

Identification of treitz ligament and a 100 cm biliopancreatic limb. Manual two

layers gastrojejunostomy. Closing mesenteric defect. Section of biliopancreatic

limb. Anastomosis of biliopancreatic limb with 100 cm alimentary limb. Closing of

the mesenteric defect.

Results: There were operated on 67 consecutive patients, 54 with gastric bypass

and 13 with BPD (Scopinaro). There were no leaks. There was no 30 day

readmission. The patients were discharged on first post operative day. Weight

loss was similar for both types of anastomosis.

Conclusion: Robotic gastric bypass represents a safe alternative to laparoscopic

gastric bypass. Further studies are needed to establish an advantage, if there is,

between the robotic and laparoscopia approach.

P.542 COMPLETELY ROBOTIC REPAIR OF LARGE HIATAL
HERNIA AND SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY – VL.061

PRESENTER: L. Katz

Crozer Chester Medical Center, Wynnewood, PA, USA

Introduction: This is a video presentation of a large hiatal hernia that required a

complete repair prior to performing a sleeve gastrectomy with a completely

robotic approach.

Objectives: This video aims to present the necessary steps for completing a full

mediastinal dissection utilizing the Davinci Robotic platform. The sleeve gastrec-

tomy is performed utilizing a sutured technique to secure the staple line.

Methods: Using the Davinci Robot and the vessel sealer, a three armed technique

was used to perform a complete dissection. The goal is to showhowadissection can

be safely performed utilizing a robotic approachwith themultiple degrees of freedom.

Results: The procedure took 1 h and 45 min. The patient was able to be

discharged in less than 48 h with liquid pain medication.

Conclusion: The robotic platform requires dedication and repetition with the

benefit to both the patient and surgeon. The patient has amore precise dissection

with less blood loss. The surgeon has the benefit of excellent 3D visualization and

an ergonomic environment that allows the surgeon to perform in a more comfort-

able manner a complex procedure. Continued use if the robot allows the surgery

to be performed in a timely and cost efficient manner.

P.543 THE SAFETY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TOTALLY
ROBOTIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS FOR OLDER
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: K. Kim

Co-authors: S. Krzyzanowski, R. White, C.K. Buffington

Florida Hospital Celebration Health, Celebration, FL, USA

Introduction: Robotic surgery, according to our series and that of others, lowers

complication rates, making the procedure idea for high-risk patients, including the

elderly. Studies find that older patients present withmore health issues and are at

increased risk for surgical complications, mortality, prolonged hospital stay, and

lower weight loss success.

Objectives: In this study, we examined the safety and effectiveness of totally robotic

Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (R-RYGB) among patients 60 y.

Methods: The study population included 242 R-RYGB patients from a single

surgeon practice. Of these, 32.2 % were 60 y (60–76) and 67.8 % were <60 y

(18–59). Health status was defined as total number of serious co-morbidities.

Postoperative outcomes included intraoperative and 30-day complications, con-

version rates, re-operations, and mortality, as well as, length of hospital stay

(LOS) and %EWL at 6 and 12 months.

Results: Age groups were similar with regard to preoperative BMI, but patients

60 y had significantly more health issues than those <60 y, i.e. co-morbidities=

3.43 vs. 2.0, respectively. One patient 60 y was converted to open surgery due to

an intrinsic anatomical defect. The 30-day complication rates for older patients

were comparable to those of the younger population (7.79 % vs. 8.37 %, respec-

tively), as were LOS (2.36 vs. 2.53 days) and 30-day reoperations (3.89 % vs.

3.70%). The 30-daymortality rates were similar, i.e. one mortality per group. Age

had no effect on %EWL at 6 or 12 months postoperatively.

Conclusion:Totally R-RYGB is a safe and efficacious procedure for older bariatric

patients, despite the poorer health status of this population.

P.544 ROBOTIC GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.062

PRESENTER: A. Prasad

Apollo Hospital, New Delhi, DL, India

Introduction: Robotic surgery has proved its benefits for many urological,

gynaecological and GI surgical procedures. Surgeons however are sceptical of

its benefits during bariatric surgery.

Objectives: To compare surgical technique and short term benefits of robotic and

laparoscopic gastric bypass surgery.

Methods: Operative time, blood loss, wound complications, post operative pain

and hospital stay were compared and analysed.

Results: There is a reduction of blood loss and post operative pain during robotic

surgery. The other parameters are same in both techniques.

Conclusion: Robotic bariatric surgery is a safe and effective method of bariatric

surgeryandhassomeshort termbenefits in termof blood lossandpost operativepain.

P.545 ROBOT-ASSISTED MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS – VL.063

PRESENTER: M. Raffaelli

Co-authors: C. Callari, P. Giustacchini, S. Vanella, R. Bellantone

Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Policlinico A. Gemelli - U.O. Chirurgia

Endocrina e Metabolica, Rome, Italy

Introduction:Mini-gastric bypass (MGB) is an emerging bariatric procedure, with

acceptable weight loss, co-morbidity resolution, and complication rates. Robotic

has been introduced in the armamentarium of the bariatric surgeon as an alter-

native to the laparoscopic approach.

Objectives: Among a series of 174 MGB performed between September 2011

and January 2014, six were robotically assisted (RAMGB). In this videoweoutline

the steps of the procedure.

Methods: A 46-years old morbidly obese woman (BMI 40.4 kg/m2) was scheduled

for RAMGB. The first step of the procedure was laparoscopically accomplished. A

narrow gastric pouch of 9 cm in length was created using a 40 Fr oro-gastric tube for

calibration. Thebiliary limbwasmeasured 200cm from theTreitz’s ligament and fixed

at the gastric stump. The robot was then docked. A manual end-to-side double layer

gastro-jejunal anastomosis was robotically performed. The methylene blue test was

negative for leak. The afferent jejunal limb was then lifted up, by suturing it to the

vertical stapled line of the gastric pouch in order to reduce the risk of biliary reflux and

to provide a preferential way for food and liquid. The efferent loop was fixed to the

gastric antrum to avoid the angulation of the anastomosis.

Results: Operative time was 150 min. The postoperative course was uneventful.

Postoperative contrast study was negative for leak and confirmed normal gastric

pouch emptying. Postoperative stay was 3 days.
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Conclusion: RAMGB is feasible and safe, even if associated with increased oper-

ative time and costs with respect to the laparoscopic approach.

P.546 ROBOTIC CONVERSION OF NISSEN
FUNDOPLICATION TO ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
– VL.064

PRESENTER: M.R. Ver, T. Rogula

Co-authors: J.M. Davis

Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction: The exponential growth of bariatric surgery has led to an increased

amount of complex and revisional surgeries. The robot serves as a valuable tool

for theminimally invasive surgeon. Use of the robot allows for superb visualization

and enhanced dexterity and manipulation of tissues.

Objectives:We present here a revisional bariatric case using the robot.

Methods: Our patient is a 58-year-old female with a BMI of 35 and multiple co-

morbidities seeking weight loss surgery. She has a significant past surgical

history, including a Nissen fundoplication. Using the robotic approach, we per-

formed an extensive lysis of adhesions, take-down of the Nissen fundoplication,

hiatal hernia repair, conversion to RNYGB with handsewn anastomoses, and

intraoperative upper endoscopy.

Results: Technical challenges during this case included dense adhesions, a

recurrent large hiatal hernia with a partial herniated stomach, and a mildly

enlarged fatty liver. Our patient did very well post-operatively.

Conclusion: In select patients, robotic approaches to revisional bariatric surgery

are feasible and safe, and allow for superb operative technique. Robotic surgery

should be performed by an experienced operator and surgical team for improved

surgical times and outcomes.

P.547 ROBOTIC SINGLE ANASTOMOSIS DUODENO–ILEAL
BYPASS (R- SADI) FOR THE TREATMENT OF MORBID
OBESITY

PRESENTER: R. Vilallonga

Co-authors: J. Fort, E. Caubet, M. Hidalgo, J. Balibrea, O. Gonzalez, M. Armengol

Endocrine, metabolic and bariatric Unit. General Surgery Department,

Universitary Hospital Vall d’Hebron, Center of Excellence for the EAC-BC, Bar-

celona, Spain

Introduction: Laparoscopic Single anastomosis duodeno–ileal bypass with

sleeve gastrectomy (SADI-S) considered in one stage or two stages is a

recent new operation for morbid obesity based on the biliopancreatic

diversion. A sleeve gastrectomy is followed by an end-to-side duodeno-

ileal diversion on a single procedure or after a first period of weight loss.

The preservation of the pylorus allows making possible the reconstruc-

tion in one loop, which reduces operating time and needs no mesentery

opening.

Objectives: The authors present the two first world cases reported for that

technique for totally intracorporeal robotically assisted SADI using five ports

and a liver retractor.

Methods: After development of the technique in the laparoscopic fashion,

the da Vinci robot was first used in February 2014 to perform a SADI

using five ports and a totally intracorporeal technique. Patient selection

was based on standard surgery guidelines for revisional surgery for

morbidly obese.

Results: This technique was applied for two patients with a mean body mass

index (BMI) of 38.5 kg/m2 and a mean age of 56 years at the time of revisional

surgery. The median operating time were 124 and 174 min. None of the two

patients underwent conversion to open surgery, and experienced no postopera-

tive leaks with no mortality.

Conclusion: The safety, feasibility, and reproducibility of a minimally invasive

robotic surgical approach to complex abdominal operations such as SADI can

be shown. The R-SADI allows for a sutured duodeno-ileal anastomosis similar to

the laparoscopic technique using a minimal number of small access ports,

controlled and enhanced image for the surgeon.

P.548 KNOWLEDGE AND INTEREST IN BARIATRIC
SURGERY IN MORBIDLY OBESE PATENTS

PRESENTER: M. Aarts1, 4

Co-authors: A. Craik1, N. Sivapalan1, S. Wharton2, 3, 4

1University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
2Wharton Medical Clinic, Toronto, ON, Canada
3York University, Toronto, ON, Canada
4Toronto East General Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada

Introduction: Since 2009 bariatric surgery has been readily available in

Ontario through a central referral registry providing equal access to a

multi-disciplinary surgical program to all eligible patients.

Objectives: To determine the level of awareness, interest and patient con-

cerns around bariatric surgery in a cross-section of surgery-eligible obese

patients.

Methods: Surveys were distributed at a medical bariatric clinic (the Wharton

Medical Clinic, WMC), and in the endocrinology and respirology outpatient clinics

at the Toronto East General Hospital, a bariatric surgical center of excellence.

Eligible patients had a BMI>35 kg/m2 plus comorbidities, or BMI >40 kg/m2.

Results: In total, 47 individuals completed the survey, 28 from the WMC and 19

from the hospital outpatient clinics. Respondents mean age was 46 years, mean

BMI 46.4 kg/m2; 77%had obesity related comorbidities. Overall, 87% of patients

had received counseling about weight loss from their health care providers, but

only 17 % were informed about the option of bariatric surgery. Significantly more

respondents from the hospital outpatient clinics cited an interest in bariatric

surgery (63 %) compared with the WMC (19 %) (P<0.05). Most WMC patients

viewed medically supervised diet and weight loss as a satisfactory and safer

alternative. Patients identified the acute risks and the long-term side effects of

surgery as the most significant barriers to considering surgery (67 % and 55 %,

respectively).

Conclusion: Morbidly obese patients are poorly informed about the option of

bariatric surgery. Despite being treated by specialists for weight related comor-

bidities less than one in five patients had discussed bariatric surgery with a

physician.

P.549 PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES OF A PILOT STUDY
DEVELOPING A PATIENT SELECTION TOOL FOR
GASTRIC BYPASS

PRESENTER: S.T. Adams1, 2, 3

Co-authors: D. Locker2, T. Sathyapalan1, 3, F.B. Smith4, G.V. Miller2, S.H.

Leveson1

1Hull-York Medical School, York, United Kingdom
2York Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, York, United Kingdom
3Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust, Hull, United Kingdom
4Dept of Social Sciences, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI, USA

Introduction: We conducted a pilot study to assess the impact of 13 differing

factors on percentage excess BMI (eBMI) loss at 12 months post-Roux-en Y

gastric bypass (RYGBP).

Objectives: To develop a simple preoperative screening tool for potential

RYGBP candidates.

Methods: All patients eligible for RYGBP at two regional centres were

approached for inclusion. Data pertaining to genetic predisposition to obesity,

ethnicity, patients’ reasons for seeking surgery, eating behaviour, physical activity,

quality of life, personality score, motivation to change, alcohol intake, smoking

history, social class, working pattern and past medical history were collected.

These data were analysed using multivariate linear (ML) and binary logistic

regression (BLR) analysis.

Results: One hundred twenty-nine patients were recruited of whom just 60 were

eligible for analysis. The mean percent eBMI loss was 67.3 % (SD 18.8 %, range

33.4–136.2 %). ML showed none of the factors to be significantly correlated with

percent eBMI loss. BLR showed that personality score, motivation to change

score and smoking status were all significantly associated with eBMI loss of 70%

or greater when combinedwith the other factors (p=0.013,p=0.016 and p=0.027
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respectively) but not when analysed individually. The tool developed from BLR

was able to correctly identify whether or not patients would lose 70 % eBMI or

greater 85 % of the time using all 13 factors but only 65 % of the time when only

the above three factors were included.

Conclusion: This pilot study shows that a multi-factorial approach to clinical

prediction and patient selection is feasible and worthy of future study.

P.550 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A REDO SURGERY FOR
SEVERELY MORBID OBESITY CAN STAND ALONE,
CASE PRESENTATION

PRESENTER: A.M. Alahmary

Aseer Central Hospital, Abha, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Patient with severe obesity seen infrequently in our practice as a

bariatric surgeons.

Some of them came with a history of another procedure been done for them.

This makes new options for surgical options limited.

Objectives: visibility of sleeve gastrectomy alone as a surgical option for severe

obesity with excellent results and low risk.

Methods: 26 years old male patient with BMI of 142 was admitted to our hospital

and maintained on dieting and rehabilitation till his BMI dropped to 71 then taken

to operating theater where laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy was done.

Patient had an uneventful recovery postoperative and was discharged in good

condition.

Now, patient weight is 100 kgm after 8 months of surgery.

Results:Sleeve gastrectomywas very effective for this patient with no side effects

or nutritional deficit.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy can stand alone as a management of severe

obesity.

P.551 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN MONOGENIC OBESITY

PRESENTER: C. Borg1

Co-authors: S. Manning2, M. Hashemi2, R.L. Batterham2, N. Finer2

1University Hospital Lewisham, London, United Kingdom
2University College Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Monogenic causes of obesity account for 5 % of cases of severe

obesity. Outcomes of bariatric surgery in this patient group remain unclear.

Objectives:We discuss the results of RYGB in a patient with monogenic obesity

and review the literature.

Methods: A 58 year old woman with morbid obesity secondary to prohormone

convertase 1/3 (PC1/3) deficiency underwent RYGB in 2010.

Results: The patient initially presented with reactive hypoglycaemia and was

found to produce vast amounts of pro-insulin but little insulin. She had cortisol

insufficiency, hypothyroidism and subsequently developed diabetes mellitus,

dyslipidemia and OSA. She underwent an uneventful RYGB (weight 110 kg).

Three years post-op she weighs 63 kg and is normoglycaemiac off

hypoglycaemic medication. PC1/3 deficiency results in impaired processing of

multiple pro-hormones however this did not impair the response to bariatric

surgery.

A systematic review was performed to investigate outcomes post-surgery

in patients with monogenic obesity. A case report of an adolescent with

MC4R deficiency who underwent banding and vagotomy found no long-

term weight loss. Another study showed no significant difference in

weight loss post-RYGB in four patients heterozygous for significant

MC4R mutations compared to controls. In another case control study,

functional MC4R mutations and MC4R genetic variants did not influence

weight loss post-surgery. Two patients with LEP-R mutations had differ-

ent outcomes attributed, by the authors, to difference in ability to make

post-op dietary changes.

Conclusion: The results of surgery in patients with monogenic obesity are poorly

characterised. It may be important to understand if any, lead to poorer outcomes

or weight regain post-bariatric surgery.

P.552 MODIFIED STOPBANG IS AN EFFECTIVE SCREENING
STOOL FOR OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNOEA

PRESENTER: S. Dresner

Co-authors: C. Parmar, W.R. Carr, J. Jeffries, J. Bradley

James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom

Introduction: Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) doubles the risk of cardio-

respiratory complications, quadruples the risk of unexpected ITU admissions

and increases hospital stay post-operatively. Detection and treatment of OSA is

an essential part of pre-operative bariatric assessment. Prevalence rates of 70%

have been reported for obese patients.

Objectives: This study aims to validate a modified STOPBANG questionnaire as

a screening tool for OSA in patients presenting for bariatric surgery. Within this

study “do you feel tired?” was replaced by an Epworth Sleepiness Score of 12.

Methods: Over a 6-month trail period all patients undergoing bariatric assess-

ment were referred to the sleep clinic for investigation of possible sleep apnoea.

At this point the modified STOPBANG questionnaire was completed. A clinical

decision making model was used to analyse the likelihood of a patient suffering

from OSA at a given Modified STOPBANG score and to assess the likelihood of

missing a patient with moderate/severe obstructive sleep apnoea (who should

receive CPAP treatment) below this score.

Results: One hundred four patients were assessed. M:F ratio of 1:1 and mean

BMI of 43.9 kg/m2 (SD 7.3). OSA was diagnosed in 74 % (21 % mild, 14 %

moderate, 39 % severe). No patient with a score of <3 was diagnosed with

moderate/severe OSA. This increased to 21 % if 5 was used as the cut off. The

likelihood ofmoderate/severeOSA increased from54 to 64% to71%with scores

of 3, 4, and 5 respectively.

Conclusion:Amodified STOPBANG score of <3 is an effective cut off point when

screening for OSA in obese patients.

P.553 ANTHROPOMETRICSANDCO-MORBIDITIESDATAOF
PATIENTS REFERRED FOR BARIATRIC SURGERY IN
ONTARIO

PRESENTER: B. Mackinnon1

Co-authors: B. Varghese1, A. Varghese2, K. Loney1, M. Anvari3

1Health Sciences North, Sudbury, ON, Sudbury, ON, Canada
2Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON, Canada
3St. Joseph’s Health Care, Hamilton, ON, Canada

Introduction: This study analyzes the baseline anthropometrics and co-

morbidities of patients referred for bariatric surgery to different assessment

centers across Ontario.

Objectives: The objective of this study was to see if there were any

significant differences in the baseline anthropometric and co-morbidities

data between the different regions across Ontario and also the prevalence

of co-morbidities in patients referred for bariatric surgery.

Methods: The data was collected from the Ontario Bariatric Registry

database. The data was collected at the 1st assessment visit and was

from nine assessment centers across Ontario: Windsor, Guelph, Hamil-

ton, Humber, Toronto, Ottawa, Thunder Bay, Sudbury and Kingston. For

the anthropometric data, the mean weight (kg), BMI, waist circumference

(cm), systolic and diastolic blood pressure were collected. For the co-

morbidity data, the number of patients with musculoskeletal pain, angina,

heart failure, heart attack, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, stroke,

hypothyroidism, gastro-esophageal reflux disease (GERD) and sleep ap-

nea were recorded.

Results: There was no significant difference in the anthropometrics and co-

morbidities data between different assessment centers in Ontario and in partic-

ular between Northern and Southern Ontario. The prevalence of musculoskeletal

pain was 75 %, GERD 48 %, sleep apnea 42 % and hypothyroidism 14 %.

Hypertension was present in 48 %, Type 2 diabetes 33 % and hyperlipidemia

34%. Prior heart attack noted in 2.7%, angina 8%, heart failure 1.7% and stroke

in 1.5 % of patients.

Conclusion:The patient characteristics and co-morbidities are fairly similar

for patients referred for bariatric surgery from different parts of Ontario
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and co-morbidity prevalence is significantly higher than in the general

population.

P.554 FATTY MASS DISTRIBUTION AND REPORTED SLEEP
DISORDERS IN PATIENTS PREPARING FOR
BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: T. Pintar

Co-authors: A. Ilovar

UMC Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Introduction: Obesity is a recognized risk factor for sleep disorders and risk

factors for complications are not completely defined.

Objectives: Increased fatty tissue deposition in the airway walls, decreased upper
airway muscle force and reduced upper airway diameter are correlated to the

effect of the excessive fat deposition in abdomen and the chest wall. Study

analyzed a relationship between fat mass distribution and reported sleep

disorders.

Methods: Twenty-five patients prior surgery were analyzed, median age was

39,0 years, median BMI 42,1 kg/m2. A standardized questionnaire included:

demographics, physical activity, concomitant diseases, pharmacological treat-

ment and sleep disorders: loud snoring, obstructive sleep apnea syndrome.

Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) using Tanita instrument (MC-780) was

used.

Results: Median BMI in patients denied sleep disorders was 42,7 kg/m (2)

and 41,7 kg/m (2) for the patients confirmed sleep disorders. 63,2 %

patients had one obesity-related comorbidity and 36,8 % did not practice

any regular physical activity. Median total fat percentage in group positive

to sleep disorders was 41,1 % and 44,3 % without. The distribution of fat

mass in group one was 22,1 kg or 38,4 % of median trunk fat mass

compared to 19,9 kg or 35,4 % for the group without.

Conclusion: A connection between a higher fat deposition in the trunk area and a

reported sleep disorder compared to no sleep disorders in higher BMI and higher

total body fat is demonstrated. Correlation with studies strongly support rather

than total body fat, upper body fat distribution and abdominal obesity play a key

role in the development of the sleep disorder.

P.555 EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVELY IN 500 PATIENTS
WHO UNDERWENT BARIATIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: M. Tokocin

Co-authors: H. Yigitbas, C. Ercetin, S. Arici, H. Bilge, O. Onen, O.B. Gulcicek, E.

Yavuz, A. Solmaz, F. Celebi, A. Celik, R. Kutanis

Bagcilar Training And Research Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: Laparoscopic great curvature plication (GP) and laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (SG) are operations that reduces the volume of the

stomach.

Objectives: Due to excellent efficacy for weight loss in the short-term follow-up,

SG and GP have gained enormous popularity as bariatric procedure.

Methods: Five hundred patients included in our study who underwent

bariatric surgery (407 GP, 93 SG). Median age was 40 (14–66), median

weight was 126 kg (85–167), median BMI was 44,4 kg/m2 (33–57).

Weight loss and difference of BMI was evaluated for all patients at their

1st, 3rd, 6th and 12th month follow-ups.

Weight loss; 1st month 11,1 kg (GP 10,8; SG 12,4), 3rd month 20,3 kg (GP 19,9;

SG 23,1), 6th month 28,7 kg (GP 27; SG 32,9), 12th month 28,9 kg (GP 28,2;

SG 31).

The difference in BMI; 1st month 3,8 kg/m2 (GP 3,8; SG 4,4), 3rd month 7,4 kg/

m2 (GP 7; SG 8,1), 6th month 7,4 kg/m2 (GP 7; SG 8,1), 12th month 9,9 kg/m2

(GP 9,5; SG 11,4).

Results: SG and GP are procedures that help patient’s weight loss. 12 month

follow- up showed that our patients lost nearly 23% of their total weight. However

it is observed that the ratio of weight loss decreases after 6th month of the

surgery.

Conclusion: As a result; along with bariatric surgery, early start of the physical

activities and rehabilitations are recommended to the patients, for increasing the

weight loss ratio.

P.556 CHANCE OF TABLESIDE TEST OF THE STAPLE LINE
COMPETENCE OF THE EXCISED STOMACH DURING
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: H.S. Abou Ashour1

Co-authors: M.S. Ammar1, M.A. Abd Al Samie1, M.M. Farghaly2

1Minoufiya Faculty of Medicine, Shebeen AL Kom, Egypt
2Al Seef Hospital, Kuwait, Kuwait

Introduction: The most serious complication of LSG is leak. Early leak is due to

technical problem and stapler misfiring. beside, costs, staff exhaustion, mortality

and it has negative impact on bariatric surgery reputation.

Objectives: Benefits of correlation between leak outside in the excised stomach

and current or potential intracorporeal leak.

Methods: Four hundred eighty-three sleeve gastrectomies underwent this intra

operative tableside test., careful watching of the excised stomach (ES) staple line

for anymisfires, a small holewas doneat one pole, filling it withmethelyne blue, then

hole closure, all the ES was examined passively and under rising pressure then

classified into groupA thosewhich (didn’t leak passively or under pressure), groupB

thosewhich (leakedpassively and undermild pressure), groupC (leakedunder high

pressure), then conventional methelyne blue test of new stomach inside the patient

was performed and comparing between the extracorporeal and intracorporeal sites

of leak was evaluated finding out any correlations between them.

Results: No extracorporeal leak occurred in group A. In group B, extracorporeal

staple line leak was found in 13 cases, in group C, leak was found in 23 cases.

Typically no intracorporeal leak occurred as those in group A. Eleven patients

(84.6%) showed intracorporeal bleeding andmirror image leak similar to those of

group B (P<0.001). One patient showed mirror image leak to group C.

Conclusion: Extracorporeal leak at the staple line of the ES had a great signifi-

cance of current or potential leak and selection of which case to perform sutures.

P.557 NON-OPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF STAPLE LINE
LEAKS FOLLOWING LSG

PRESENTER: S. Aggarwal

Co-authors: S. Sharma, K. Sreesanth, N. Gurnani

All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), New Delhi, India

Introduction: Staple line leak following LSG is the most dreaded complication.

The management is challenging and the options include reoperation, stenting,

image guided drainage of sepsis and antibiotics.

Objectives: To analyze our experience with management of acute leaks following

LSG using image-guided drainage of sepsis, naso-jejunal feeding and intrave-

nous antibiotics.

Methods: The case details of all patients who developed acute staple line leaks

following LSG were analyzed.

Results: Of 350 patients who had undergone LSG, four patients (1.2 %) devel-

oped leak. Three patients presented between 3 and 5 days after surgery. One

patient was readmitted 2 weeks after surgery with high grade fever. Two patients

presented with fever, tachycardia and decreased urine output. One patient pre-

sented with fever and turbid drain output. Computed tomography of abdomen

was diagnostic in all. The sepsis was drained at the same time using CT guided

catheter drainage in all except one patient who had a drain in situ. The patients

were given intravenous broad spectrum antibiotics. A fluoroscopy guided naso-

jejunal catheter was inserted for feeding. Leak closed completely in three patients

in a period of 4–6 weeks without the use of any endoscopic stents. In one patient

the leak got converted to a low output gastrocutaneous fistula. This patient, a

chronically bed-ridden patient, succumbed to pulmonary embolism about

3 months after initial surgery.

Conclusion: Non-operative management was successful in controlling sepsis in

all the patients and led to closure of leak in three patients. It is our initial manage-

ment protocol in patients who present with leak and localized sepsis after 3 days.
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P.558 MORBID OBESITY AND SUBSEQUENT PANCREATIC
TUMOR: COMBINED LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AND DISTAL PANCREATECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Ahn

Co-authors: M. Jang, Y. Ryu, S. Ahn

Hallym University Sacred Heart Hospital, Anyang, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic resection of abdominal solid-organ tumor simulta-

neously performed with weight loss surgery was seldom reported.

Objectives: This report describes a case of mucinous cystic neoplasm of

pancreas incidentally identified during pre-operative preparation for bar-

iatric surgery.

Methods: A 23-year-old woman who was registered a candidate for

weight loss surgery (body mass index: 38.3 kg/m2 and hyperglycemia)

presented to outpatient clinic with recurrent epigastric pain, dyspepsia

and diarrhea for routine preoperative checks-up. Elevated pancreatic

enzymes prompted computed tomography, which revealed pancreatic

cystic neoplasm. CEA was elevated in the cyst aspiration fluid and

malignant cell was negative in routine cytology. Magnetic resonance

imaging showed a mucinous cystic neoplasm on the body of pancreas

and a gall bladder stone.

Results: The surgeon performed a bariatric surgery and a resection of pancreatic

tumor simultaneously. Postoperatively, it was found that performing laparoscopic

distal pancreatectomy following laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy was easier

than performing laparoscopic distal pancreatectomy alone due to clear view of

operation field.

Conclusion: Pathology of the specimen demonstrated a mucinous cystadenoma

of pancreas. There was no postoperative complication or evidence of recurrence

during follow-up period. Patient’s bodymass index was reduced from 38.3 kg/m2

to 29.0 kg/m2 6 months postoperatively.

P.559 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG)
OUTCOMES FROM THE ARABIAN GULF

PRESENTER: S. Al-Sabah

Co-authors: S. Almazeedi, T. Jumaa, A. AlMulla, W. Bastaki

Al-Amiri Hospital Kuwait, Kuwait, Kuwait

Introduction:Morbid obesity and metabolic syndrome has high prevalence

rates in the Arabian Gulf. According to WHO, Kuwait is one of the most

obese nations in the world, which creates the need for bariatric surgery.

In the Arabian Gulf more than 18,000 people underwent LSG in 2012

and 6,551 people in Kuwait.

Objectives: To observe the impact of LSG in the Arabian gulf, especially in Kuwait

which is the highest country percentage performing bariatric surgery.

Methods: A retrospective study was done of 1,202 patients who underwent LSG

in Kuwait from 2008 to 2012. Data analyzed included demographics, periopera-

tive BMI, complications, and obesity-related comorbidities.

Results:One thousand two hundred two patients, average age 34 years, 889

(74 %) were female, Median BMI was 45 (30–105). Percentage Excess

weight loss was 77 % at 4 years. One hundred eighty-five patients (15 %)

diabetics with 53.3 % resolution rate. The histopathology results of 656

patients identified 488 (74.4 %) cases with chronic gastritis. H. Pylori was

discovered in 48 (7.3 %) of the patients. No statistical significance (p=0.71),
was seen between the overall complication rate and H. Pylori. Seven hun-

dred forty-seven patients had pre-operative ultrasonography; 240 patients

(32.1 %) had normal results, 83 (11.1 %) were found to have gallstones,

427 (57.2 %) had fatty liver. There was no statistically significant association

between BMI and gallstones (p=0.545) or fatty liver (p=0.418). Morbidity and

mortality was recorded.

Conclusion: LSG is an effective and safe procedure for the treatment of obesity-

related comorbidities. Routine histological examination of gastric specimens is

recommended. No association between H. Pylori infection and post-LSG com-

plications. Trans-abdominal ultrasonography screening should be reserved for

indicated patients.

P.560 OMENTOPLASTY AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY –
VL.065

PRESENTER: H.K. Almajrafi

Co-authors: M. Lakdawala

Center of Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is a common procedure for weight loss and

metabolic disease.

After stapling of the sleeve it becomes very narrow that it can herniate through the

hiatus especially if the hiatus is loose already.

Weaddedanother step to our sleevegastrectomy to fix the sleeveandpreventmigration

into the chest. We started fixing the omentum to the staple line ie omentoplasty.

Objectives: To fix the sleeve into abdominal cavity and reduce herniation through

the hiatus.

To prevent rotation of the sleeve.

To reinforce stapling and suturing for hemostasis and leak prevention.

Methods: The divided omentum is brought back to be fixed at the staple line.

Sero-muscular stitches are taken below and above the staple line with the

omentum incorporated into the stitiches for at least 5 to 7 cm below the gastro-

esophageal junction.

Results:Omentoplasty keeps the sleeve in the abdomen and helps preventing it’s

herniation to the chest especially if it is associated with crural laxity. It also helps

derotating the sleeve if it has a degree of rotation after stapling. Omentoplasty

forms another enforcement to prevent bleeding and leak.

Conclusion:Omentoplasty is anadditional step in sleevegastrectomy, it needs further

study to be incorporated in the standard steps of sleeve gastrectomy procedure.

P.561 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A ROAD
MAP TO ZERO LEAKS

PRESENTER: A.M. Almontashery

King Abdullah Medical City, Makkah, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Staple line leak post laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG)

is a challenging complication, it’s reported to be up to 7 %. Several

technical errors are linked to the development of this complication, in-

cluding a tight sleeve related to the bougie size selection, ischemia due

to excessive dissection, and twisting or kinking of the sleeve itself.

Objectives: To review our institution experience with LSG and the periop-

erative strategies adopted to decrease staple line leak rates.

Methods: One hundred fifty morbidly obese patients underwent LSG at our institu-

tion between February 2013 to March 2014. A standardized operative technique

was utilized for all patients. It included the use of a 38 Fr. bougie for calibration,

stapling away from the incisura angularis, plication of the suture line, omentopexy of

the gastric sleeve, and the utilization of a gastroprokinetic agent post operatively. All

patients were followed post operatively at 2, 6, and 12 weeks intervals.

Results: Staple line leaks were seen in one patient (0.67 %), five patients (3.3 %)

had postoperative drop in hemoglobin. The mean operative time was 86 min.

Conclusion: Embracing a standardized operative approach and the utilization of

different intra and postoperative techniques has helped in achieving a low staple

line leak rate in our series.

The use of prokinetic agents to reduce the pylorus tone and decreasing the intra-

sleeve pressure could help in decreasing leak rates.

P.562 NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTROECTOMY, WHAT & WHEN: LOCAL
EXPERIENCE FROM SAUDI ARABIA

PRESENTER: A.S. Almulhim

King Faisal University, Hofuf, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastroectomy has gained popularity as a

primary bariatric procedure.
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Objectives: Our objective was to assess the micronutrient and vitamin

status after laparoscopic sleeve gastroectomy at secondary care hospital

in Saudi Arabia.

Methods: Over a period of 36 months, patients who underwent LSG were

documented in this prospective study. The study endpoints included nutritional

deficiencies, complication rates and percentage of excess weight loss (%EWL).

Results: From January 2008 to December 2010, 107 patients (female: male=

79:28) with a mean age of 23.9 years (range: 18–44) and a preoperative BMI of

42.6 kg/m2 (range: 36–57) underwent SG. Statistical analysis with t tests were

used to determine deficiency.

Conclusion: Close fellow up and nutritional screening is important to detect

nutritional deficiencies after LSG. nutritional supplementation should suggested

routinely.

P.563 BOUGIE TUBE & LEAKS POST LSG

PRESENTER: A.A. Alsaigh

Riyadh Care Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Literature review of Surgical Strategies That May Decrease Leak

After Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy.

Objectives: To study the effect of bougie size which is one of the surgical

strategy on leak, after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in morbid

obese patients.

Methods: conducted a systematic retrospective review of literature to iden-

tify surgical strategies that may decrease leak after laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) especially size of bougie. Our systematic review yielded

112 studies encompassing 9,991 LSG patients. Review included publica-

tion until 2012. We assessed the relationship between the size of bougie

used and the incidence of leak as well as weight loss.

Results:Utilizing bougie 40 Fr may decrease leak without impacting %EWL up to

3 years. The use of a size 40-Fr to 49 was associated with a leak rate of

1.7 %,>50 F 0.9 % compared with those who used smaller sizes whose leak rate

was 2.5 %

Conclusion: A recommendation to use the smallest bougie possible should be

avoided because the risk may out weight the benefit.

P.564 THE EFFECT OF BARIATRIC SURGERY IN EPWORTH
SLEEPINESS SCALE SCORES IN PATIENTS
UNDERGOING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: H. Altun1

Co-authors: S. Salman1, F. Ece1, Y. Teyyareci1, O. Banli2, A.B.. Karip3, H.K.

Celik3, R. Karakoyun4, T. Matlım1, B. Batman1

1Liv Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey
2Yozgat University, Yozgat, Turkey
3Fatih Sultan Mehmet EA Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey
4Antalya EA Hospital, Antalya, Turkey

Introduction: Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is characterized by the air-

way collapse during sleep. Obesity is the main risk factor for the devel-

opment of OSA and it is most important reversible risk factor. Obstructive

sleep apnea increases the morbidity and mortality after bariatric surgery.

Detection of OSA preoperatively may decrease these morbidities.

Objectives: We aimed to compare preoperative and postoperative

Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) scores of patients undergoing bariatric

surgery.

Methods: Twenty-eight patients have undergone laparoscopic sleeve gas-

trectomy between October 2013 and January 2014. Preoperative ESS

scores and postoperative ESS scores at 3 months were recorded. There

were 18 women and ten men. Mean age was 36,1 years and mean BMI

was 44,8 kg/m2. Non-parametric Wilcoxon test was used for comparison

of ESS scores.

Results: There was no mortality and morbidity. Mean preoperative ESS

score was 5,21 and postoperative ESS score was 1.79. There was

statistically significant difference between preoperative and postoperative

scores (p=0.002).
Conclusion:Patients scheduled for bariatric surgery presents higher frequency of
OSA. Bariatric surgery is very effective in reducing weight and comorbidities like

OSA. In our small study, there was significant healing of ESS scores only

3 months later.

P.565 MALIGNANT GASTRIC CARCINOID TUMOR AND
MORBID OBESITY: ANALYSIS OF >11,000 SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMIES

PRESENTER: A. Aminian

Co-authors: D. Cetin, C. Daigle, T. Rogula, S.A. Brethauer, P.R. Schauer

Bariatric and Metabolic Institute, Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction: Carcinoid tumor is a rare but the most common gastrointestinal

endocrine neoplasm. Gastric carcinoids account for less than 1 % of all carcinoid

tumors and less than 2 % of all gastric neoplasms, with an incidence of 2 per

million in the general population.

Objectives: A few case reports have suggested an association between obesity

and higher incidence of carcinoid tumor.

Methods: Cases of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for morbid obesity (CPT

code: 43775) between January 2010 and December 2012 were extracted from

the American College of Surgeons-National Surgical Quality Improvement Pro-

gram (ACS-NSQIP) database. Among them, patients with diagnosis of malignant

carcinoid tumor of stomach (ICD-9 code: 209.23) were examined.

Results: Of the 11,320 extracted laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy cases, five

patients (0.04 %) had malignant gastric carcinoid tumor. The incidence of carci-

noid tumor in this series (442 per million) was higher than the general population

(2 per million). Carcinoid patients had amale to female ratio of 1:4, a mean age of

56±19 years, a mean BMI of 39.59±14.7 kg/m2, and a median ASA score of 2.

There was no major 30-day postoperative complication, reoperation, and

readmission.

Conclusion: Although rare, a higher incidence of malignant gastric carcinoid

tumor in morbidly obese patients than in general population was observed. This

finding raises suspicion about the influence of obesity on the pathogenesis of

carcinoid tumors. In a localized gastric carcinoid tumor along the greater curva-

ture, sleeve gastrectomy may be a safe and appropriate surgical option.

P.566 OMENTOPEXY (OP) IN VERTICAL SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY (VSG) IS ASSOCIATED WITH
REDUCED MORBIDITY

PRESENTER: A. Averbach

Co-authors: A. Abdo

Saint Agnes Hospital, Catonsville, MD, USA

Introduction: VSG can be associated with significant morbidity. Changes in

surgical technique, routine hiatal hernia repair (HHR) may minimize morbidity

and specifically incidence of GERD.

Objectives: Evaluate feasibility of VSG with OP to reduce morbidity.

Methods: Eighty-six procedures were done without OP (control group) and 87 -

with OP (study group). There were no significant differences between groups.

Analysis included morbidity, use of endoscopy for stricture dilatation and daily

antacids at 1 year of follow-up (data available in 85.1 % of the study group and

88.5 % - control group).

Essential elements of surgical technique included HHR and patulous hiatus, flu

mobilization of posterior funds and exposure of angle of His, 40 Fr. bougie,

curvilinear clearance of incisor angular is. Entire staple line was over sewn with

seromuscular running suture. In the study group, VSG suture line was secured to

the left crura and remnants of gastrosplenic and gastrocolic ligaments with

running suture.
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Results: There was no mortality. Morbidity, readmission and reoperation

rates were not different. Only one proximal leak had occurred in control

group. VSG related morbidity (stricture, esophagitis, endoscopy with

dilatation) was statistically higher in the control group. At 1 year, daily

use of antacids was reported by 32 % in the control group vs. 16 % in

the study group (p=0.011). HHR with OP was associated with significant

reduction in antacid use (41 % vs. 16 %, respectively; p=0.007). There

were no reoperations for stricture.

Conclusion: VSG with OP appears to contribute to reduction in short and long

term sleeve related morbidity augmenting the effect of HHR repair.

P.567 OUTCOMES OF VERTICAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
(VSG) WITH TRI-STAPLE TECHNOLOGY

PRESENTER: A. Averbach

Co-authors: A. Haddad

Saint Agnes Hospital, Catonsville, MD, USA

Introduction: Several techniques of VSG were suggested to decrease morbidity

including type of the stapler used.

Objectives: Evaluate outcomes of VSG construction with Tri-Staple technology.

Methods: Records of 203 patients operated in 2010–2013 were retrospectively

reviewed. All procedures were performed with Universal Endo GIA with Purple Ri-

Staple cartridges with staple line inverted with running 2.0 Surgidac Endostitch

(Covidien). Essential elements of surgical technique included full mobilization of

posterior funds and exposure of angle of His, 40 Fr bougie, curvilineal clearance of

incisor angularis and repair of hiatal hernia or patulous hiatus. In LapBand revision

to VSG, gastric plication was completely taken down with excision of pseudo

capsule.

Results: An average of 5.7 Purple 60 mm cartridges were used. Average

operative time was 103 min. There were no blood transfusions. Morbidity

was 6.89 % at 90 days. Only 1 proximal leak (0.49 %) was encountered.

There was no morbidity in LapBand revision subgroup. Average length of

stay was 2.39 days. Readmission rate within 90 days was 6.89 %. There

was no mortality. Endoscopic dilatation of stricture was required in

3.45 %. There were no reoperations for stricture or further morbidity

and mortality at 1 year of follow up.

Conclusion: VSG construction with Tri-Staple technology with seromuscular

inversion of the staple line is associated with acceptable and reliable outcomes.

P.568 METABOLIC EFFECT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
SUPEROBESE PATIENTS, 2 YEARS FOLLOW UP

PRESENTER: A. Bananzadeh1

Co-authors: S.V. Hosseini1, L. Ghahramani2

1Laparoscopy Research Center, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz,

Iran
2Colorectal Research Center, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is an increasingly

performed procedure for morbid obesity worldwide. The role of sleeve

gastrectomy in the management of superobese patients is still debated.

We describe our experience in superobese patients treated with sleeve

gastrectomy.

Objectives: To describe the results of sleeve gastrectomy in superobese patients.

Methods: Between March 2009 and March 2012, 61 patients with BMI of 50 kg/

m2 or more underwent sleeve gastrectomy. We compared the preoperative and

the postoperative data after 2 years. BMI and obesity related diseases such as

hypertension, hyperlipidemia and diabetes mellitus were evaluated.

Results: Mean BMI was reduced from 54 kg/m2 to 37.6 kg/m2 at 2 years, and

resolution occurred for 80 % of patients with type 2 diabetes, 63 % with hyper-

tension, and 75 % with hyperlipidemia.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy is an effective procedure in superobese pa-

tients. It is effective both as a bariatric procedure and as a therapeutic intervention

for obesity related diseases.

P.569 SINGLE STEP BARIATRIC SURGERY AND
PANNICULECTOMY

PRESENTER: J.V. Baptista

Co-authors: A. Andre, C. Trindade, C. Azeda, L. Cortez

Centro Hospitalar Setúbal, Setubal, Portugal

Introduction: We report the clinical case of a female patient, aged 38 years, with

super-super-obesity (BMI=61 kg/m2), treated in the Unit of Surgical Treatment of

Obesity (UTCO) at our Institution since 2006.

Objectives: To simultaneously address the surgical treatment of obesity and

abdominal panniculectomy in order to optimize early deambulation and weight

loss.

Methods: As per institutional protocol, the treatment was started with the

placement of an Intra Gastric Balloon (IGB) for 6 months, with weight

loss of about 30 kg. Given the morphotype of the patient, who presented

with Abdominal Panniculus Grade III that hindered her walk, a single

stage Sleeve Gastrectomy and Abdominal Dermolipectomy was pro-

posed. In September 2011, she underwent these procedures with no

immediate complications.

Results: The patient was operated on with a BMI of 52 kg/m2. She valued the

immediate and significant gain in quality of life. The follow-up at 4 and 12 months

showed a BMI of 41 kg/m2 and 35 kg/m2 respectively. As postoperative compli-

cations we refer the existence of a seroma that resolved with sequential needle

drainage.

Conclusion: This case illustrates the possibility of effectively combining interven-

tions in different areas of expertise, to break the vicious cycle of obesity in a

complex case. We managed to immediately improve the patient’s mobility,

allowing early deambulation and exercise, thus restoring her quality of life and

boosting her weight loss.

P.570 REVISIONAL SURGERY FROM FAILED ADJUSTABLE
GASTRIC BAND TO VERTICAL LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN ONE SURGICAL TIME.
CASE SERIES.

PRESENTER: M. Berry

Co-authors: P.A. Lamoza, L. Urrutia, E. Luna, S. Marquina

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: The revision of a failed laparoscopic adjustable gastric Banding

(LAGB) has become a common scenario in bariatric surgery. The international

literature highlights a high morbidity with the conversion of a LAGB to a LSG in

one surgical time.

Objectives: The main objective of this study is to evaluate the results of the

conversion in one surgical time of a failed LAGB to LSG.

Methods: Prospective and observational study based on analysis of a database

of 1,605 patients, between April 2006 and March 2014.

Results: From a universe of 1,605 patients subjected to LSG, 77 patients were

subjected to a LAGB withdrawal and converted to LSG in one surgical time,

representing 4,79 %.

Mean age was 40.82 years (18–68), 67 % of the patients were female;

the mean weight prior to surgery was 95.15 Kg (68.6–144), with a mean

BMI of 34.75 (30–44). Co-Morbidities: Insulin resistance 69.86 %, Dys-

lipidemia 58.90 % and Fatty liver 53.42 %. At 12 months, EWL was

21.3 Kg, with EWL% of 87.3 %and a BMI 26.1. At 24 months, EWL was

18.9 kg, with EWL%of 74.7 % and BMI of 27.3.

OR timewas 91.81min. Ten patients (9.59%) had another procedure associated,

cholecystectomy and liver biopsies were the most frequent; there were no con-

versions, no mortality.

Morbidity: 5.1 %(3) Patients, reoperation by sustained fever, negative laparosco-

py, 2 bleeding medically treated. There were no leaks.

The average hospital stay was 2.5 days.

Conclusion: According to these findings, we conclude that LAGB conversion to

LSG in one surgical time is an effective revisional procedure regardingweight loss

and safety.
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P.571 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC OBESE
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: M. Berry

Co-authors: P.A. Lamoza, L. Urrutia, R. Lahsen, A. Molina, E. Luna, S. Marquina

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Morbidly obese patients with T2DM who undergo bariatric surgery

have improvement or remission of their diabetes.We report our results in terms of

type 2 diabetes (T2DM) control in obese patients after laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG), analyzing the excess weight loss percentage (EWL%), met-

abolic performance after surgery, and morbimortality.

Objectives: Evaluate the results of metabolic control in the treatment of obese

patients with T2DM undergoing LSG.

Methods: A prospective series of obese, well-controlled DM2 patients underwent

LSG consecutively between April 2006 and December 2013.

Results:Ninety-five patients (5.92 %) from a universe of 1,605 subjected to LSG,

56male and 39 female, mean age 49.48 years (24–70), were operated upon and

underwent follow-up for a mean of 36 months (3–85). Mean preoperative BMI

versus follow-up BMI were 36.43 (30.2–51) and 26.2 (24–28), respectively, and

the mean EWL% was 77.57 %. Mean preoperative fasting glucose levels and

HbA1C decreased from 144,53 mg%(84–250) to 95.1 mg%(70–120) and from

7 %(5.2–11.6) to 5.79 %(5.3–6.9), respectively. At follow-up, 89 % of patients did

not require further oral treatment for diabetes, while 11 % witnessed a significant

decrease in dosage of medication and/or were being progressively tapered off of

medication.

Comorbidities: hemoperitoneum 1.05 % and perigastric hematoma 1.05 %; no

mortality.

Conclusion: LSG is a safe and an effective treatment for mild and well controlled

DM2 patients, achieving very good metabolic control. Further follow-up is neces-

sary to evaluate long term results and may provide valuable information in

optimizing patient selection for this procedure.

P.572 RE-SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY – VL.066

PRESENTER: M. Berry

Co-authors: L. Urrutia, P.A. Lamoza, E. Luna, S. Marquina

Clinica Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Introduction:Weight regain is becoming a known scenario for bariatric surgeons.

What to do in these cases is not standard. A failed sleeve gastrectomy as every

surgical technique must be studied to establish probable causes of failure and

increased gastric volume with loss of restriction is one of them.

Objectives:We show a video of a re-sleeve gastrectomy, trying to demonstrate it

feasibility and surgical steps.

Methods: Case of a female young patient who regain weight after two pregnan-

cies and lost of follow up during 5 years. Preop study with Upper GI X-ray series

with gastric volume measurement demonstrated a large gastric pouch of 960 ml.

Results: A laparoscopic re-sleeve gastrectomy is performed, calibrated with a 32

Fr bougie. Five reinforced with buttress material green staple loads were used. A

methylene blue test was done with no leaks demonstration. A drain was left. Post

op esophagogram was performed and showed an easy passage of contrast to

distal and no leaks. Liquid diet was indicated and patient was discharged at the

3rd post-op day.

Conclusion: Re-sleeve gastrectomy as every revisional surgery is not an easy

procedure and must be done by experienced surgeons.

P.573 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG) AS A
TREATMENT FOR MORBID OBESITY IN ELDERLY
PATIENT

PRESENTER: F.M. Birkfellner

Co-authors: M. Wielandner, H. Nehoda

BKH St. Johann i.T., St. Johann, Austria

Introduction: The LSG was originally designed as a first stage produce for the

Duodenal Switch in high-risk, super obese patients. Recently, the operation has

gained rapid popularity as an standalone procedure all over the world.

Objectives:Wewant to report our experienceswith LSG in elderly patients (60–74).

Methods: Twenty-three patients from this age group with a mean preoperative BMI

of 44,5 underwent LSG at our department over the past 4 years (12 female, 11

male). Minimum follow-up was 12 months. We analysed the EWL, BMI decrease,

metabolic effects and intra/perioperative and postoperative complications.We used

a five trocar technique, diverting the short gastric vessels with Ligasure and stapled

the sleeve along an 33 French bougie. We over sewed the staple line in all cases.

Results: The median EWL reached 65 %.(61–74 %) Male patients showed a

trend to lose more weight. The average weight loss was 29 kg. (20–38 kg) The

fastest weight loss was seen within the first 6 months. In all cases the metabolic

status improved and it was possible to reduce medication for diabetics and

hypertension.

There were no intra or perioperative complications, two pt developed a trocar

hernia in the follow up. One had to be converted to an RY-Gastric Bypass due to

reflux symptoms.

Conclusion: In this age group improvement of the cormorbiditis (and not maximal

weight) loss should be our aim.

Therefor the LSG is our operation of choice in elderly pt withmoderate to high risk.

P.574 EARLYPOST-OPCOMPLICATIONS IN PATIENTSWITH
H. PYLORI UNDERGOING VERTICAL SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A.R. Brownlee

Co-authors: M. Roslin

Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, NY, USA

Introduction: In Vertical Sleeve Gastrectomy (VSG), the majority of the stomach

is resected and tissue colonized with H. pylori and the bulk of acid producing cells

are removed. As a result, the significance of detection and the need for eradica-

tion are unknown.

Objectives:The objectivewas to determine the impact of H. pylori on post-operative

morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Four hundred and eighty patients undergoing VSG are the subject of

this study. Three surgeons at a single institution performed the procedures. The

remnant stomachwas sent toPathology and tested for presenceofH. pylori using

immunohistochemistry. All patients were discharged on proton pump inhibitors. If

H pylori was detected, no further treatment provided.

Results: Of the 480 patients who underwent VSG, 52 were found to be H. pylori

positive based on pathology. There was no statistically significant difference in age

(p=0.77), sex (p=0.48) or BMI (p=0.39) between the groups. There were 17

readmissions post-op. Five of these were in the H. pylori positive cohort. Six of

these complications were classified as severe (anastomotic leak, intra-abdominal

collection or abscess), with two in the H. pylori positive cohort. There was no

statistically significant difference in the severe complication rates between the two

groups (p=0.67). There were no readmissions for gastric or duodenal ulceration or

perforation.

Conclusion:Our data suggests that there is no increase in early complications in

patients withH. pylori undergoing VSG. If confirmed in long term follow up it would

mean that pre-operative H. pylori screening and eradication if detected are

unnecessary.

P.575 SPECIMEN EXTRACTION AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. SIMPLE IS BETTER

PRESENTER: M. Calin1

Co-authors: J.C. Kollar2, V. Gritsus2

1Bronxlebanon Hospital, Bronx, NY, USA
2Valley Hospityal, Ridgewood, NJ, USA

Introduction: Obesity surgery is one of the most popular subjects in the current

surgical era. By far laparoscopic gastric sleeve (LGS) resection has become one
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of the main procedures in the bariatric surgery armamentarium. The minimally

invasive approach is amust in this field and attention has been focused to use the

smallest trocars possible. Efforts are beingmade to decrease the number and the

size of the trocars, but there are some technical limitations related to the size of

the stapler devices that still require a 12 mm trocar. The other concern is that the

specimen extraction can be challenging and time consuming when done through

a smaller trocar site.

Objectives: The aim of this article is to present our approach for the stomach

extraction after LSG.

Methods: This involves cutting the specimen with the scissors in the peritoneal

cavity and extraction in one piece through one of the 12 mm trocars.

Results: We used this approach in 49 of a total of 182 LSG patients

without any intra-abdominal abscess, wound infection, staple line hema-

toma or leak, trocar site hernia, in the postoperative period. There were

no reoperations and no mortalities. The discomfort at the 12 mm trocar

extraction site was very well tolerated by the patient.

Conclusion: In conclusion, our approach for specimen extraction after

LSG resection was proven in practical application to be safe, feasible,

inexpensive, rapid, with good cosmetic outcome and easily reproducible.

P.576 352 CONSECUTIVE SLEEVE GASTRECTOMIES IN A
SMALL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

PRESENTER: F. Campanile1

Co-authors: F. Greco1, E. Paone2, L. Scappaticci2

1ASLVT - Ospedale di Civita Castellana, Civita Castellana, Italy
2Rome Obesity Center, Rome, Italy

Introduction: The impact of hospital and surgeon volume on clinical outcome

following bariatric surgery is debated.

We report a series of 352 consecutive sleeve gastrectomies (LSG) performed in

4 years in the surgical division of a small community hospital, in which bariatric

surgery represent the 15 % of the general surgical activity.

Objectives: Analyze the outcomes in a general surgery division of a small com-

munity hospital.

Methods: This cohort study retrospectively analyzed the data collected prospec-

tively in a database used for clinical follow-up (retrospective cohort study). All

surgical technical details were standardized on the basis of the available evi-

dence, and the same technique was adopted in all cases. The outcomes ana-

lyzed included the complication rate and the weight loss.

Results: From 2009 to 2013, two surgeons performed 352 consecutive LSGs.

The average EWL% was 70.29 %. In 21 cases the LSG was performed as a

revisional procedure after a failed or complicated gastric banding. In 12 cases a

hiatoplasty was deemed necessary for a concomitant hiatal hernia. A cholecys-

tectomy was added in 20 cases and a ventral hernia repair in 2. One patient

presented a gastric fistula (0.28 %) and was successfully treated conservatively.

In four cases (1.1 %) a postoperative bleeding required either a transfusion (2

cases) or a re-operation (2 cases).

Conclusion: The results in our series are more satisfactory than reported in the

international literature. In a general surgery division of a small community hospital

it is possible to achieve excellent outcomes if expert surgeons adopt a surgical

technique standardized according to the available scientific evidence.

P.577 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY DID WELL
CONTROL OF NEWLY ONSET DM AND RENAL
FUNCTION IN A PATIENT WITH MORBID OBESITY
AFTER KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION: CASE REPORT

PRESENTER: J. Chen1, W. Yin1, 2

Co-authors: C. Lee1

1Department of Surgery, Da-lin Tzu Chi General Hospital, Chiayi County, Taiwan
2Department of Surgery, College ofMedicine, Tzu Chi University, Hualien, Taiwan

Introduction:Obesity is associated with multiple cormobidities and surgical

complications. In Kidney transplantation, the obesity is associated with

higher rate of delay graft function, poor graft and recipient survival and

multiple surgical complications, no matter preoperative or postoperative.

Bariatric surgery may aid benefit for these patient.

Objectives: Herein, we report a case of morbid obesity after kidney transplanta-

tion who is treated with laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A 42-year-old obese Taiwanese man with end stage kidney

disease received cadaveric kidney transplantation on Oct. 2010. After

operation, body weight gain about 20 Kg within 1 year. Otherwise, newly

onset DM with poor control combined with multiple metabolic syndromes

was noted on him. We applied laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy to him

on Dec. 2013.

Results:One month after operation, he lost about 20 Kg within 1 month.

Otherwise, he did not need any medication for DM and other metabolic

syndromes. Otherwise, the postoperative immunosuppressant amount is

decreased. Moreover, improvement of his renal function was noted.

Conclusion: To our experience, laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is a

feasible treatment for obese patient after renal transplantation to stabilize

the renal function, reduce weight, and control newly onset metabolic

syndrome including DM.

P.578 OUTCOMES OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY IN KOREA

PRESENTER: Y. Choi

ASAN Medical Center, Seoul, Korea

Introduction: LSG is being utilized not only as a first step of a two- stage approach

for high-risk patients but also as a primary and final procedure for morbid obesity

with acceptable short-term results.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to examine weight-loss outcomes of LSG

among obesity patients in Korea.

Methods:A retrospective review of 50 patients undergoing LSGover last 3 yearswas

performed. Data included weight, BMI. Excess weight loss (% EWL), impact on co-

morbidities and complications. Follow- up initially for 3months for 1 year and thereafter

yearly.

Results: The mean age (n=50
3women and 14 men) was 40.06 years. The BMI was 41.22±5.34 kg/m2 preop-

eratively while 34.32±5.12 kg/m2 postoperatively. The mean excess weight (kg)

was 47.2. A mean% EWLwas documental 95.3 at 1 year and 69.8 at 3-year. For

hypertensive patients, there was a reduction of 23.5 mmHg and 14.2 mg in

systolic pressure and diastolic pressure respectively. For diabetics, there were

clear reductions in fasting blood sugar & Hb A1C of 74.2 mg/dl and 1.65 %

respectively. GERD appears in 10 % at 1 year and 1.5 % after 3-year. These

results included 2 patients who had benefited from R-Y gastric bypass and one

patient who underwent a “resleeve gastrectomy”.

Conclusion: LSG is a safe and highly effective options for treating morbid

obesity in Korean populations with improving & resolving BMI and obe-

sity associated co-morbidities like hypertension and DM.

But it is associated with weight regain and reflux symptoms.

P.579 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LSG):
3–6 YEAR FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: J.E. Contreras1

Co-authors: J. Zamarin1, 2, M. Bravo1, 2, I. Court2, J. Bravo1, 2, D. Villao1, C.

Santander1, J. Hamilton2, P. Brante2

1Department of Surgery Medicine Faculty University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
2Division of Bariatric andMetabolic Surgery, Clı́nica SantaMarı́a, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) has become an effective

bariatric technique in terms of excess weight loss. We present our results of a

cohort of patients with LSG and 3 to 6 year follow up (FU) in terms of weight

loss and regain.

Objectives: The objective is present our results of a cohort of patients with LSG

and 3 to 6 year follow up (FU) in terms of weight loss and regain.
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Methods: Retrospective cohort study. Population: patients undergoing LSG be-

tween August 2006 and May 2011 operated by our team according to an

established protocol with 6 year FU. Primary endpoints: excess BMI loss (%

EBMIL) and weight regain, defined as increase in BMI at least 10 % over the

lowest BMI reached after surgery (%RBMI). Statistical analyses using Stata

software, version 11.

Results: Of the initial 133 patient cohort, 40.6 %, 26.3 %, 18.8 % and 9.8 % of

patients completed 3, 4, 5 and 6 years FU, respectively. 67.7 % female, mean

preoperative age 39.6 (19–65) years and BMI 37.9. Main endpoints according to

FU as follows: mean %EBMIL 80.6 %, 68.9 %, 59.3 % and 45.2 % at 3, 4, 5 and

6 year FU, respectively. According to weight regain: 24.1 %, 31.4 %, 44 % and

38.5 % of patients regained a mean%RBMI of 8.3 %, 6.1 %, 10% and 7.44 % at

3, 4, 5 and 6 year FU, respectively.

Conclusion: Our results in terms of %EBMIL and %RBMI after LSG might be

comparedwith other published series. Amore complete and longer FU is required

to draw better evidence based conclusions.

P.580 TECHNICAL ASPECTS FOR MAKING SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMYWITH TUBE THEORY

PRESENTER: J. Del Castillo Perez

Remedios Cliinic, Cali Colombia, Colombia

Introduction: Section: Video.
Technical considerations for making gastric sleeve applying the theory of homo-

geneous tube that helps reduce associated complications such as:

& Reflux

& Vomiting

& Stenosis

& Fistulas

Objectives: reduce associated complications with this technical considerations

“tube theory”.

Methods: TECHNIQUE ¨tube theory¨

& 5 Convention ports

& greater bend release harmonic scalpel

& MIDSLEEVE tube.

& Start cutting at 4 cm from the pylorus

& staples jhonson green, gold and two blue/60 mm: Recommendations posi-

tion stapler in gastric tissue.

& reinforcement pds 000.

& Inclusion in omental patch Graham gastroesophageal junction in bulk that

limits slippage of the stomach into the thorax.

& Include reinforcement PDS suture 000, omentum along initial dissection

gastric tube for orientation and decrease risk of bleeding.

Two homogeneous groups and were taken:

group I: traditional technique

group II: "tube technique theory”

Results: Group I: 1,120 patients Group II patients: 980 patients

& reflux 9 % 3 %

& hematomas 1 % 0.4 %

& abscess 0.5 % 0.2 %

& stenosis 0.001 % 0 %

& fistula 0.01 % 0 %

& mortality 0.001 % 0 %

Conclusion: ¨tube technique recommendations¨ has low complication rate.

the best technique ¨tube theory¨ s Quality of life with good tolerance to food

without vomiting.

P.581 GASTRIC EMPTYING AND VOLUMETRIC CHANGES
AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A RANDOMIZED
STUDY

PRESENTER: D. del Castillo

Co-authors: F. Sabench, A. Molina, S. Blanco, M. Hernández, A. Sánchez, E.

Rebenaque, D. Rodriguez, E. Raga, M. Danús, M. Parı́s, A. Muñoz

University hospital of Sant Joan. Faculty of Medicine. Rovira i Virgili University,

Reus, Spain

Introduction: In the context of sleeve gastrectomy, there’s still no consensus about

which is the optimal distance from the pylorus until the first section of gastric curvature.

Objectives:Our goal is to study the relationship between the preservation or not of

the antrum, on the rate of gastric emptying and volume changes in morbidly

obese patients who underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Prospective study with two randomized groups according two distances in

the initial section of LSG (3 cmand 8 cm frompylorus). A physiological study of gastric

emptying by scintigraphy and measurement of volumetric changes by CTand three-

dimensional reconstruction is performed in each patient, before surgery, at 6 months

and at 1 year. Results are expressed in cc and in emptying half time (T1/2 min).

Results: At the moment, 36 patients have been evaluated. Preoperative gastric

volume (cc): 3 cm (n=17): 1024±353, 8 cm (n=19): 1050,0±343,7. 6 months,

3 cm: 124,9±54,1, 8 cm: 166,0±70,2. One year, 3 cm: 171,2±12,6 (n=4),
8 cm:192, 8±13,8 (n=8). Preoperative Gastric emptying 3 cm: 127,5±99,5.

8 cm: 123,2±79,1. 6 months, 3 cm: 35,5±5,7. 8 cm: 62,5±38,76. One year,

3 cm: 22,3±16,0 (n=4). 8 cm: 52,6±22,7 (n=8). Gastric emptying is faster

(p<0.05) in 3 cm group, at 6 and 12 months. One year after surgery, gastric

volume begins to increase.

Conclusion: Antrum preservation slows evacuation of food. Despite volume

increases progressively, T1/2 decreases clearly. This can lead to important

metabolic implications as different GLP-1 levels and different metabolic improve-

ment which will be determined at the end of the study with the complete sample

(30 patients/group).

P.582CHANGES IN INTAKEANDMETABOLIC PARAMETERS
AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A
RANDOMIZED STUDY

PRESENTER: D. del Castillo

Co-authors: A. Molina, F. Sabench, M. Hernández, S. Blanco, A. Sánchez, A.

Bonada, E. Raga, M. Parı́s, J. Sánchez, A. Muñoz

University hospital of Sant Joan. Faculty of Medicine. Rovira i Virgili University,

Reus, Spain

Introduction:The exact relationship between the quality of food intake and antrum
preservation in laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is still unknown.

Objectives: Our focus is to compare changes on intake and other metabolic

parameters before and after LSG with or without antral preservation in morbidly

obese patients.

Methods: Prospective study with two randomized intervention groups according two

distances in the initial section of LSG (3 cm and 8 cm from pylorus); 3 patients/group.

Food records of 72 h. and metabolic parameters were analysed before surgery and

6 months after.

Results: At the moment, 36 patients have been evaluated, 75.0 % and 25.0 % ,

mean age 52.7 years, mean weight of 132.5 kg and mean BMI 50.5 kg/m2. In

both groups (3 cmand 8 cm) there is a significant reduction in the total daily intake

(kcal/day). At 6 months it remains the similar percentage of macronutrients,

showing the same imbalance in carbohydrates, proteins and fats. We observe

a significant reduction in levels of insulin and HbA1c in both groups at 6 months

after surgery. Triglycerides only decrease in 8 cm group. Systolic and diastolic BP

were significantly reduced only in 8 cm group.

Conclusion: Weight evolution at 6 months is similar in both groups. The data

reported confirm that the dietary intake 6 months after surgery doesn’t change in

terms of quality of macronutrients. This implies the need to include nutritional

education reinforcement in these patients after surgery. There is a clear trend

towards normalization of metabolic parameters. The follow-up at 1 year will

confirm these changes.
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P.583 CONVERSION OF OPEN VBG TO LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY – VL.067

PRESENTER: S.A. Dhorepatil

Shree Hospital, Pune, MH, India

Introduction: Patient with Bmi of 41 kgs/sq.M underwevt open Vertical Banded

Gastroplasty & acheived the weight loss of 70 % EW to have BMI of 30 kgs/sq.M

within the first 2 years of surgery. In next 10 years he started regaining weight but

slowly. After completion of 10 years of first surgery he reached to have BMI OF

37 kgs./sq.m & newly developed diabetes. He was advised RYGB but opted for

Lap. sleeve Gastrectomy.

Objectives: The revision surgery was done to achieve the desired weight loss in a

patient who regained weight.

Methods: His VBG stoma band was released & laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy was performed by resecting dilated VBG Pouch & taking

out the fundus completely. There were multiple adhesions but procedure

was completed as standard LSG.

Results: the surgery was uneventful & completed laparoscopically.

Conclusion: One year post operatively he lost 70 % of his extra weight & the

diabetes was resolved.

P.584 INTRAOPERATIVE HIATUS HERNIA DETECTION
DURING LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
AND REPAIR IS EFFECTIVE TO PREVENT POSTOP
GERD SYMPTOMS

PRESENTER: N. Dukkipati

Co-authors: D.J. Thakkar

Livlife Hospital, Hyderabad, India

Introduction: A significant number of obese patients suffer from GERD. Most

Bariatric surgeons prefer a concomitant Hiatus hernia (HH) repair in Laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) patients. However, detection techniques for hiatus hernia

in these patients vary in different centres. Most commonly preop endoscopy or

barium study is used to detect HH. Also repair techniques vary like anterior repair,

posterior repair, mesh repair etc.

Objectives: We study the results of intraoperative balloon pullback technique for

detection of HH and anterior crural repair on postoperative GERD symptoms in

patients undergoing LSG.

Methods: From Jan 2012 to Dec 2013 all Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG) patients at our centre were intraoperatively checked for presence of HH

or crural laxity using 15 ml balloon pull back technique and treated with anterior

crural repair if found positive.

Results: A total of 246 patients underwent LSG in the study period. Of them 77

were detected with HH. Most patients with a clinically silent HH did not have

GERD symptoms postoperatively (p=0.001). A significant no of preoperatively

symptomatic patients had GERD symptom remission after HH repair (p=0.003).
Conclusion: An intraoperative detection of HH with Balloon pullback technique is

simple and anterior repair for the same is effective in treatment of GERD symp-

toms in obese patients.

P.587 A PILOT STUDY INVESTIGATING EARLY
POSTOPERATIVE CHANGES OF PLASMA
POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Eryilmaz1

Co-authors: M. Aslan1, İ. Aslan2, F. Özcan1, C.Ö. Ensari2, T. Bilecik2

1Akdeniz University, School of Medicine, Antalya, Turkey
2Antalya Training and Research Hospital, Antalya, Turkey

Introduction: This study aimed to determine early postoperative changes of

plasma polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) following laparoscopic sleeve gas-

trectomy (LSG).

Objectives:This study aimed to determine early postoperative changes of plasma

polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) following laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

(LSG).

Methods: Ten obese patients (mean BMI: 51.10±11.59 kg/m2) underwent LSG

and eleven normal weight control patients (mean BMI: 24.37±2.33 kg/m2)

underwent laparoscopic abdominal surgery. Fasting blood samples were collect-

ed prior to surgery, at day 1 after surgery and after postoperation oral feeding.

Plasma levels of arachidonic acid (AA, C20:4n6), dihomo-gamma-linolenic acid

(DGLA, C20:3n6), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, C20:5n3) and docosahexaenoic

acid (DHA, C22:6n3) were determined by an optimized multiple reaction moni-

toring (MRM)method using ultra fast-liquid chromatography (UFLC) coupled with

tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) was measured

in serum samples by enzyme immunoassay.

Results: A significant decrease was observed in insulin and HOMA IR levels in

sleeve gastrectomy patients after postoperation oral feeding compared to

preoperation. Plasma AA levels and AA/EPA ratio were significantly increased

in sleeve gastrectomy patients after postoperation oral feeding compared to

postoperation day 1. Serum PGE2 levels and AA/DHA ratio was significantly

higher in sleeve gastrectomy patients at preoperation, postoperation day 1 and

after postoperation oral feeding when compared to control group patients.

Conclusion: Increased peripheral insulin sensitivity associated with LSG may

play a role in the significant increase of plasma AA levels in sleeve gastrectomy

patients following postoperation oral feeding. The significant increase in PGE2

levels and AA/DHA ratio in sleeve gastrectomy group patients also confirms the

presence of a proinflammatory state in obesity.

P.588 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY, V-LOC
STAPLE LINE REINFORCEMENT, 480 CASES
WITHOUT LEAK OR BLEEDING

PRESENTER: J. Esmeral1

Co-authors: A. Carrasquilla1, J. Zafrani2

1Hospital CIMA San Jose, San Jose, Costa Rica
2Hospital Clinica Biblica, San Jose, Costa Rica

Introduction: Morbid obesity has become a major health problem in Costa Rica.

LSG have proved to be a surgery with good results, that can be done with a

reduce rate of complications. However leaks and bleeding are the most fear

complications by the surgeons.

We describe the surgical technique and the results of 480 cases done by a group

of surgeons from December 2010 to December 2013.

Objectives: To present our experience and results oversewing the staple line with

V-Loc.

Methods: LSG was standardized. Pneumoperitoneum was done with Veress

needle. Afterwards one 15 mm trocar and one 12 mm, two 5 mm trocars and a

5 mm liver retractor were placed.

The vessels of the greater curvature were transected with a 10 mm Ligasure.

The sleeve was created over a 34 Fr bougie. Starting 6 cm from the antrum with

two 60 mm green loads and completing the resection of the body and the fundus

with 60 mm blue loads. We leave 1–2 cm lateral to the Angle of His. This was

follow by the reinforcement of the staple line with a serosal running suture with V-

Loc 2-0/180

Results: There were no leaks or bleeding in any of the patients. Mean hospital

stay 1 day. No conversions.

Conclusion: The LSG can be performed with a low complication rate. Reinforce-

ment of the staple line may play a rol in preventing leaks and postoperatory

bleeding. With no impact in the time or cost of the procedure.

P.589 NEW PARTIALLY REVERSIBLE SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A.K. Fardoun

EIH, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
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Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is becoming popular but still is having many

serious complications specially leak and vitamin and mineral deficiencies. Also

many undesired symptoms as vomiting and reflux are main complications.

Objectives:Having a good experience in gastric plication I have developed a new

method reserving antrum. Avoiding the cut of this vital part of the stomach marks

the difference in the new sleeve having better function and secretion and less

complications.

Methods: Six hundred cases of sleeve were done since January 2012 till April 2014

with a new technique reserving antrum plicating the stomach from pylorus till 2 cm

above the incisura then stapling from incisura till GEJ. Reinforcement was always

done from GEJ till incisura by prolene 2/0.

Results: No leak or bleeding occurred in 600 cases done.

Vitamin and minerals were better in the new sleeve. Protein and albumen levels

were also better. Vomiting and reflux were drastically decreased (3%only). EWL

82 % and weight regain was nill in 2 years.

Conclusion:New sleeve gastrectomy is a Variation of sleevewith amazing results

avoiding the main complications as leak and bleeding. Minerals, vitamins protein

levels also are better reserved.

This method should be studied more to understand the function of the reserved

part of the stomach. I have presented in many congresses raising a big interest

(Videos are available for presentation)

P.590 IS A LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY A
BRIDGE TO HEART TRANSPLANT IN ADOLESCENTS
WITH MORBID OBESITY?

PRESENTER: A.L. Franklin

Co-authors: M.C. Hamrick, J.N. Scheel, E.P. Nadler

Children’s National Medical Center, Washington, DC, USA

Introduction: Adolescent obesity is increasing at alarming rates. In the United

States, nearly 1 million adolescents suffer from severe morbid obesity. Bariatric

surgery has been shown to improve cardiac function in adult patients with cardio-

myopathy, however it is unclear if this holds true in adolescents with morbid obesity.

Objectives: To determine the benefit of a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy as a

bridge to heart transplantation in adolescents with morbid obesity.

Methods:A 16 year-old femalewith a history ofmorbid obesity, insulin-dependent

type II diabetes, idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy, and CHF with systolic dys-

function requiring an automatic implantable cardioverter defibrillator was

consulted by bariatric surgery. Her BMI is 56.83. The patient and her family

attempted weight loss with diet and exercise, however she experienced dyspnea

upon exertion and subsequently gained weight. After multiple hospitalizations for

decompensated CHF she is being considered for heart transplantation, however

her weight precludes transplant listing.

Results:After optimization of her cardiac statuswith diuretics andMexiletine, shewas

taken to the operating room for a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy. After administra-

tion of general anesthesia, a 5 mm trochar was placed in the left midepigastrum

because hepatomegaly was preoperatively diagnosed. She underwent a laparoscop-

ic sleeve gastrectomy without complication. On the first postoperative day, a contrast

upper GI study was completed showing no leak and she was advanced to a clear

liquid bariatric diet. The patient is tolerating a full liquid bariatric diet.

Conclusion: With a multi-disciplinary team a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy

can be used as a bridge to heart transplant in adolescents with morbid obesity.

P.591 COMPARISON BETWEEN OG TUBE/BOUGIE AND A
SUCTION CALIBRATION SYSTEM FOR EFFECTS ON
OPERATING TIME, STAPLE LINE CORKSCREWING,
AND ESOPHAGEAL PERFORATION DURING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. A
RANDOMIZED STUDY

PRESENTER: M. Gagner1

Co-authors: R. Huang2

1Hospital du Sacre Coeur, Montreal, QC, Canada
2Boehringer Laboratories, Inc., Phoenixville, PA, USA

Introduction: It is recommended to have a bougie in place when a sleeve gas-

trectomy (SG) is fashioned.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to compare this standard to a suction

calibration system (SCS) that performs all functions with one insertion, and

measure time of all steps.

Methods:Primary SGwere performedwith a bougie andSCS in alternating order,

determined randomly. Frequency of tube movements, times to decompress and

leak tests, operating time and remnant linear measurements were obtained.

Results: There were 15 women and 11 men. The mean age was 36.8 years and

BMI averaged to 45.3 kg/m2. The average number of tube movements was 8.13

for the bougie versus 3.58 for SCS (p<0.0001). The usage of SCS reduced the

operating times: fully decompress of the stomach reduced by 62 % (21 s vs. 8 s)

tube placement decreased by 51% (101 s vs. 49 s, p<0.0001)); leak testing time

fell 78 % (119 s vs. 26 s, p<0.003); mean operating time (tube insertion to end of

stapling) decreased 21 % (875 s vs. 697 s, p<0.019). Further, the use of SCS

reduced the corkscrewing effect: when measuring the distance from the greater

curvature to the staple line, the variance of the staple line distance was 1.64 for

the bougie and 0.92 for SCS, or a 43.9 % straighter sleeve formation.

Conclusion: SCS maintains the gastric wall in place, thereby preventing

corkscrewing, and reduces total operating time. Further, a reduction in the num-

ber of tube insertions may prevent esophageal damage and accidental tube

stapling events.

P.592 THE SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: A SAFE PROCEDURE
FOR PATIENTS 65 YEARS AND OLDER

PRESENTER: P. Garneau

Co-authors: N. AlEnazi, R. Denis, H. Atlas

Sacré-Coeur Hospital of Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: The risks and benefits of bariatric surgery in older patients (=or

>65 years) are still being evaluated.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to assess how the laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy can be safely performed on this population while achieving good

outcome results and significantly improving chronic health diseases.

Methods: A retrospective review was performed on 30 older patients who

underwent a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, performed within a single center,

fromMay 2007 to December 2013. Collected data included age, sex, body mass

index (BMI), comorbidities, intraoperative complications, length of stay, and post-

operative complications. Percentage of excess weight loss (% EWL) at 6 months

and 1 year postoperatively was also noted.

Results: The average patient’s age was 67.2 years (65 to 74) and average BMI was

45.1. Several comorbidities were found (17 with DM, 26 with hypertension, 17 with

dyslipidemia, 9 with cardiac disease, 3 with pulmonary disease, 3 with renal insuf-

ficiency and 17 with sleep apnea). Average operative time was 86 min, average

hospitalization was 2.9 days. No major complication (leak or death) was found.

Average BMI was significantly reduced at 6 months and 1 year (%EWL of 32.1%

and 54.8% respectively) and comorbid medical conditions improved in 86.7% of

patients.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy can be safely implemented and

effective in older patients (=or>65 years), producing significant EWL, with a

notable improvement of chronic health conditions.

P.593 ENDOSCOPIC STENTS AND INTRAPYLORIC BOTOX
AS ADJUNCTS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF LEAK
AND GASTRIC FISTULA FOLLOWING SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R. Gartrell1

Co-authors: J. Avramovic1, S. Baker1, P. Bovey2

1North Queensland Minimally Invasive Surgery Townsville Australia, Townsville,

QLD, Australia
2Mater Hospital Pimlico Townsville, Townsville, QLD, Australia
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Introduction: Staple line leak following sleeve gastrectomy presents a challenge

for surgeons as there is currently no accepted algorithm for their management.

Objectives: To determine whether endoscopic stent placement or intrapyloric

Botox decreased the time to fistula drainage cessation compared to conventional

management of a staple line leak following laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: A retrospective analysis was performed to study LSG staple line

leak management in a private hospital centre. From July 2006 to November

2013, 667 LSG’s were performed. Twenty-three patients (3.4 %) had a

postoperative gastric leak. Management included control of intra-abdominal

sepsis and antibiotics. Endoscopic stent placement and/or intrapyloric Botox,

was performed. Outcome measures included time to cessation of fistula

drainage and mortality.

Results:Of the 23 patients with a leak, 20 patients (87.0 %) required re-operation

or percutaneous drainage for intra-abdominal sepsis. Twelve patients (52.2 %)

received either an endoscopic stent or intrapyloric Botox with two patients (8.7 %)

receiving both. Using time to fistula cessation as the outcome, there was no

additional benefit in the use of endoscopic stents (N=6) or intrapyloric Botox

injections (N=6), z=1.61, p=.108, and z=.12, p=.902 respectively. The median

time to fistula cessation in endoscopic stented patients (N=6)was 69days and for

Botox patients (N=6) was 40 days.

Conclusion: Adjunct management of staple line leak with an endoscopically

placed stent or intrapyloric Botox, was not shown to reduce the time for fistula

closure compared to conventional management in this non-randomised, retro-

spective study.

P.594ANATOMICAL LOCATIONOFLEAK INLAPAROSCOPY
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: L. Ghahramani

Co-authors: S. Hosseini, A. Bananzadeh

Laparoscopy Research Center, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz,

Iran

Introduction: Laparoscopy sleeve gastrectomy is one of common bariatric pro-

cedures. However, some complications such as leak is a dread condition. The

risk of leak estimates 2.4 %.

Objectives: To assess the anatomical location of leak in sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Five hundred forty-one patients underwent laparoscopy sleeve gas-

trectomy from March 2009 until April 2013. The median age was 31 years, with

34%male and 66% female. The mean bodymass index was 44.6 kg/m2. All the

patients operated in the same method including size of bougie (40 F), distance

frompylorus (4–6 cm), full mobilization of right and posterior parts of stomach and

dissection of fat pad at the angle of His without removing fat. Buttressing was

done for some selected patients for control of bleeding (117 cases). Fifty-one

patients underwent single-port sleeve gastrectomy. The patients were evaluated

by contrast study 1 day post operation.

Results: The early disruption of stapler line was 2.96 %. In all 16 cases

of leakage, the anatomical location of disruption was near gastroesoph-

ageal junction. Stent was applied in four cases in acute leak and ten

patients with early leak and one case with chronic leak need surgical

interventions. One case expired due to septic shock. This complication

was not related to body mass index, size of bougie, distance from

pylorus, buttressing, and single or multiple ports laparoscopy. Therefore,

ischemia or remaining pouch induced inflammation maybe the risk factor

of leak in proximal part.

Conclusion: Attention during full mobilization of fondues without damage

to vascularity of gastroesophageal junction should be mandatory.

P.595MINI LAPSLEEVEGASTRECTOMYANOBITUARYFOR
SINGLE PORT!

PRESENTER: R. Goel

Co-authors: G. Patil, N. Salian, M. Goel

Nova Specialty Hospital, Mumbai, MH, India

Introduction: Use of laparoscopy in last 2 decades has led to increased safe

outcomes & acceptance of bariatric surgery. Though bariatric surgery was never

considered cosmetic in nature, industry driven campaign has led to reduced

port/single port bariatrics.

Objectives: If cosmetically equivalent outcomes can be achieved with multi-port

laparoscopy, then learning curve, complications and hernia potential associated

with single port can beavoided. The purpose of this prospective study is to assess

the outcomes of mini lap bariatric surgery.

Methods: Patients suitable for single port sleeve were offered mini lap after

detailed discussion of possible surgical & cosmetic outcomes. Three mm Karl

Storz bariatric set was used for three ports while 12 mm Excel (Ethicon) trocar

was used trans navally. Except approach, no difference in technique was re-

quired. No port closure was required for 3.3 mm ports.

Results:All patients, whowere offeredmini lap, preferred it over single port. Though

surgical time was higher (90 vs 70 min), oversewing, omentopexy etc. as done with

standard laparoscopywere also donewith equivalent safety. Analgesic requirement

was much less & patients were mobilised earlier. The 3 mm scars were barely

visible 1–2 months after surgery & no patient complained of cosmetic outcome.

Conclusion:Mini-lap sleeve gastrectomy is likely to replace single port sleeve since

no new set of skills are required, vision is better, pain is less & potential of complica-

tions is also less. Though it may not sound exciting or new, mini lap should become

standard of care for patients looking forward to cosmetic outcome with bariatrics.

P.596 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: SINGLE ACADEMIC
HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE

PRESENTER: R. Gonzalez-Heredia

Co-authors: M. Masrur, K. Patton, E. Elli

University Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, IL, USA

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy has gained popularity over the past decade

due to its safety, feasibility and good results.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to describe our experience with this

procedure.

Methods: This study is a nonrandomized, controlled, retrospective review of 409

patients whounderwent aminimally invasive sleeve gastrectomyat theUniversity

of Illinois Hospital and Health System from January, 2008 to December, 2013.

Three hundred four patients underwent a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG)

and 105, a robotic procedure with the da Vinci Surgical System. Patient demo-

graphics, comorbidities, date of surgery, postoperative morbidity and mortality,

operating time, length of stay and excess weight loss (EWL) were reviewed.

Results: The mean age was 41 years (18–70), with no statistical difference

between the two groups. Patient’s demographics were similar (p=.395) in both

groups. The mean time for the robotic group was 110.6 min versus 84.18 min in

the laparoscopic group, that was statistically significant (p<0.5). There was no

significant difference regarding the perioperative complications, length of stay

and EWL percent in between the two groups.

Conclusion: There is no significant difference between the robotic and laparo-

scopic group in terms of complications, length of stay and EWL. RASG is

associated with longer operating time and increased cost. Robot technology is

particularly useful for patients with central obesity and high BMI (>50 kg/m2) by

reducing the “torque effect” of the abdominal wall that translates in decreasing

fatigue for the surgeon. Future studies should be conducted with a larger sample

within a randomized controlled trial comparing two approaches.

P.597 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: 1-YEAR EXPERIENCE OF A
NICARAGUAN GROUP

PRESENTER: G. Guzman, E.I. Montealegre

Hospital Metropolitano Vivian Pellas, Managua, Nicaragua

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) was first done in Nicaragua

in 2006, since then it has been gaining popularity as a procedure for the morbidly

obese patient with or without comorbidities. Currently it has become the procedure
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of choice for most surgeons. Little is known about the experience and results of this

procedure in Nicaragua. We present our one-year experience for this procedure.

Objectives: Present the results of our bariatric group with the use of LSG.

Methods: Retrospective review of LSG cases done from January 2012 to

December 2012. Age, gender and preop body mass index were taken into

account. Postoperative excess of weight lost, comorbidities resolution and

complications were reviewed at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months postoperative.

Results:During this period of time 50 patients underwent LSG for the control

of morbid obesity and related diseases. 70 % were female and 33 % male.

Mean age, preop weight and body mass index was 40 years old, 122 kg and

45.6 kg/m2 respectively. 28 % had associated comorbidities. The mean

excess of weight lost at 1, 3, 9 and 12 months was 24 %, 40 %, 54 %

and 66 % respectively and 70 % resolved or improved their comorbidities.

One complication was presented (2 %), acute leak, and no mortality.

Conclusion: Our work showed very good results in reducing excess body weight

and controlling associated comorbidities in morbidly obese patients 1 year after

LSG, with a low mobidity rate and no mortaliy.

P.598 SINGLE-PORT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Hosseini

Co-authors: L. Ghahramani, A. Bananzadeh

Laparoscopy Research Center, Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran

Introduction: Laparoscopy sleeve gastrectomy has beenaccepted as aneffective

procedure in bariatric surgery.

Objectives: We reported our experience with single –port laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy which performed in selected patients.

Methods: Fifty-one patients underwent single -port sleeve gastrectomy from March

2013 toMarch2014.Theydidnothavepastmedicalhistoryof previousupperabdominal

surgery. All procedures were performed by Unimax or Gelpoint single port trocar. The

incision was done near 4 cm in left upper quadrant, 3 cm below costal margin and 2 cm

lateral of rectus muscle. In four patients was need extra port insertion for liver retraction

during surgery. The patients were evaluated post operation for any early complications.

Results:Themedian agewas 31 years. Themedian bodymass indexwas 41.4%

and 34 % of them were men. Two cases were converted to traditional multiple

ports laparoscopy sleeve gastrectomy due to lack of exposure, they had body

mass indexmore than 50 kg/m2.Another complicationwas acute leak because of

disruption of superior stapler line about 1.5 cm defect near cardia that managed

surgically because the patient was unstable. There was a case with internal

bleeding with decreasing Hb who treated conservatively. The median hospital

stay was 2.5 days. Overall, post operative complications including leak, bleeding,

failure of acceptable weight loss were admissible in conventional multi ports

laparoscopy sleeve gastrectomy (490 cases) to single-port procedure (51 cases).

Conclusion: The result of weight loss and complications of single-port sleeve

gastrectomy seem to be equivalent to traditional multiple ports.

P.599 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS A
PRIMARY BARIATRIC OPERATION

PRESENTER: M.D. Ilić

Head of Department Esophageal Surgery, Sremska Kamenica, Serbia

Introduction: “Sleeve” gastrectomy was initially conceived in 1988 as a restrictive

component of biliopancreatic diversion (BPD).

Objectives: According to based evidence, clinical guidelines and personal expe-

rience aim of this paper was to determine efficiency of LGS in resolution of

metabolic disorders (MD).

Methods: Review of worldwide literature and database from Clinic for Thoracic

Surgery, Institute for Lung Diseases of Vojvodina.

Results: First international consensus summit (ICS) for sleeve gastrectomy

(2007) concluded LSG is a rapid and less traumatic operation and is showing

good resolution of comorbidities and good weight loss, while Second (2009)

concluded that is LSG very promising as a primary operation. Survey on LSG

at the Fourth ICS presented LSG as a safe procedure and further long-term

surveillance is necessary. Clinical practice guidelines (2013) reported that LSG

has demonstrated benefits and is no longer considered investigational while other

procedures such as gastric plication remain investigational.

We performed at Clinic for Thoracic Surgery 90 LSG (2010–2013) withoutmortality,

leaks, late complications and with only four early complication (intraabdominal

bleeding). Overall % EWL was 64,56±16,03, mean resolution of MD 3 years after

procedure were in diabetes 75 %, hypertension 87 %, hypertriglyceridemia 67 %,

hypoalphalipoproteinemia 67% and 1 year after proceduremean resolution odMD

were 67 %, 80 %,60 %, 50 % respectively.

Conclusion: LSG is define as a regular surgical option for obesity and metabolic

disorders, in our hands as a primary operation, with excellent short and midterm

results with significant resolution of MD.

P.600 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
CONCOMITANT HIATUS DEFECT REPAIR: SIMPLE
CRUROPLASTY VS MESH REINFORCED
HIATOPLASTY

PRESENTER: A. Iossa

Co-authors: G. Cavallaro, F. Longo, F. de Angelis, M. Rizzello, A. Liguori, M.

Avallone, G. Silecchia

Department of Medico-Surgical Sciences and Biotechnologies, University of

Rome “La Sapienza”, Division of General Surgery And Bariatric Centre of Excel-

lence, Icot, Latina, Italy

Introduction: Recent guideline recommended to perform hiatus defect repair

(HR) during bariatric procedures. Dibated remain the choice of crura defect repair.

Objectives: Evalue prospectively the comparative results about HR with or with-

out mesh in patients submitted to laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG).

Methods: From January 2011 to January 2014, we performed 317 primary LSG;

103 of these patients were submitted to concomitant HR. Group A, 35 patients

(7 M/28 F; mean BMI 42±7 kg/m2) submitted to LSG and cruroplasty with non-

absorbable stitches for hiatus defect 4 cm2; Group B, 35 pts (12 M/23 F; mean

BMI 44.3±8 kg/m2) submitted to LSG and cruroplasty reinforced with absorbable

mesh fixed with absorbable devices for hiatus defect >4 cm2. Diagnosis of haitus

defect was detected intraoperatively in 73 % and pre-operatively in 27 %.

Results: Conversion and mortality was 0 % and no intraoperative compli-

cations were reported. Mean operative time for HR was 6±2 min for

Group A and 8±2.2 min of Group B pts. Post-operative dysphagia was

observed in 3 pts of Group A (8 %) and in 7 pts of Group B (20 %), and

we didn’t observe any cases of mesh-related complications at a mean

follow-up of 14.3 months. Recurrence rate was 17 % in Group A (6 pts)

and 6 % in Group B (2 pts).

Conclusion:Despite the differences in terms of operative time and post-operative

transient dysphagia in our experience simple cruroplasty during LSG had an high

percentage of recurrence. The choice to extend the indication to hiatus reinforce-

ment still remains a controversial issue.

P.601 GLOBAL BARIATRIC HEALTH CARE. IS SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY A REASONABLE OPTION

PRESENTER: J. Joffe Fraind

Hospital San Javier, Guadalajara, JAL, Mexico

Introduction: The demand for Bariatric Surgical Tourism has increased in recent

years. Guidelines for this type of practice have been addressed by the ASMBS.

Following this guidelines, we review our experience with 100 foreign patients that

had Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy.

Objectives: Retrospective review of our experience with Laparoscopic Sleeve

Gastrectomy in 100 patients that traveled specifically to have Bariatric Surgery.

Methods: One hundred foreign patients were followed by phone or internet from

2months to 4 years after surgery. Results and complications are discussed aswell as

ASMBS bariatric surgical tourism guidelines that were implemented in our program.

All patients hadmultiple preoperative evaluation interviews, with information regard-

ing the procedure, surgical team and venue, potential acute and late complications,
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written instructions for propermedical follow up, 24 h contact information number for

questions, plus the pathology report and a video of the surgery.

Results:Sixmonths after surgerymost of our patients achieved over 50% reduction in

excess weight. As far as comorbidities is concerned, 59 % of diabetic patients had

discontinuedmedications. 71% had discontinuedHypertensionmedications and 26 of

28 patients had discontinued use of CPAP.

Four major complications that required surgical correction were encountered.

Two were corrected at the time of first admission. There was no mortality.

Satisfaction with the venue, standard of care, improvement in quality of life and

over all experience was rated as above average.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy, seems to be a good alternative

for the morbidly obese patients who seek Global bariatric surgical care outside of

their country.

P.602 DOES HELICOBACTER PYLORI INCREASE
READMISSION AND COMPLICATIONS FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY?

PRESENTER: V. Kanakala

Co-authors: A. Johnston, L. Wahlers, D. Chattopadhyay, N. Jennings, S.

Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is one of the commonly

performed surgical weight loss procedures. However it is difficult to manage if

complications arise.

Objectives: The resected stomach following LSGwas evaluated for the incidence

of Helicobacter pylori and its relevance to post operative readmission and com-

plication rates.

Methods: Retrospective review of pre-operative endoscopic findings and post

operative histology of LSG patients in a single bariatric institution. Details of

Helicobacter pylori (CLO) testing during pre-operative endoscopy and histopath-

ological examination of resected stomach after LSG were studied from a pro-

spectively maintained database and correlated with clinical notes.

Results: Out of 325 LSG patients, CLO test was positive in 27 (8.3 %) at

endoscopy. Nine patients (2.8 %) were positive for Helicobacter pylori during

histological examination. Three of these patients (33 %) were negative for

CLO testing preoperatively; all these patients were on long term proton

pump inhibitors at endoscopy. Chronic inflammation was found in 139

(43 %) patients, 16 of these were positive for CLO. Three (0.9 %) patients

had incidental GIST and found to be completely excised on LSG specimen.

We did not find any higher incidence of readmission or complications in the

Helicobacter pylori positive patients, post LSG.

Conclusion: In this study Helicobacter pylori does not contribute to readmission

following LSG. However, as only 3/30 false negative tests would not have under-

gone eradication therapy prior to surgery, larger cohort studies are needed.

P.603 INTRAPERITONEAL LOCAL ANESTHESIA WITH
ROPIVACAINE IN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: B. Khatsiev

Co-authors: A. Kuzminov, E. Baychorov, N. Uzdenov

Stavropol State Medical University, Stavropol, Russia

Introduction: Intraperitoneal local anesthesia with ropivacaine has demonstrated

efficacy in pain management after some operations, but no research was per-

formed to study its effects in bariatric setting, particularly after sleeve

gastrectomies.

Objectives: To study effects of ropivacaine on postoperative pain, nausea and

vomiting after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Prospective double-blind randomized controlled trial, where 100 pa-

tients are to be randomized into two groups to receive intraperitoneal instillation

with 20 ml of solution (ropivacaine 0.25 % or normal saline). Patients with

simultaneous operations and operations performed after 3 pm are excluded.

Instillation is performed immediately after dissecting the lesser sac, 10 ml of

solution are applied to posterior stomach wall, 10 ml to anterior wall and dia-

phragmatic crura. Pain and post-operative nausea and vomiting (PONV) are

measured using visual analogue scales (10 cm unscaled band).

Results: These are the preliminary results for 40 subjects. Twenty-one

received ropivacaine instillation and 19 instillation with normal saline.

There were no surgical complications in any group. Postoperative pain

2 h after surgery was 4.5 (SD 1.5) in ropivacaine group and 5.7 (SD 1.3)

in normal saline group (p<0.05). The difference remained significant 8 h

after surgery (4.8 vs 5.5). On the morning after the surgery there was no

difference in the pain level (2.7 vs 2.9, p>0.05). Measurement of PONV

demonstrated no difference between groups in any time point taken.

Conclusion: Ropivacaine instillation can be used for pain reduction after laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy as it is an easy to perform procedure and does not

increase postoperative pain and vomiting.

P.604 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AS
REVISIONAL SURGERY FOR ADJUSTABLE GASTRIC
BAND EROSION

PRESENTER: S. Kim

Gachon University, Gil Hospital, Incheon, Korea

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy has been increasingly adopted as

a revisional surgery for failed gastric banding. However, little information is

available regarding the outcome of revisional LSG for band erosion.

Objectives: A retrospective database analysis was performed to study LSG as

revisional surgery for band erosion.

Methods: For staged revision, we waited a minimum of 3 months after band

removal, and for single-stage revision, the band was removed by gastrotomy and

sleeve gastrectomy was performed Main outcomemeasures were success rates

of therapeutic strategies,morbidity, andmortality, length of stay, and BMI (%EWL)

before and after revision.

Results: From March 2011 to February 2013, nine female patients

underwent revisional LSG. Average age was 34.7 years. Among the six

patients, eroded bands had been removed by laparoscopy in four and by

endoscopy in two without complications. Their LSGs were performed at a

median 4.4 months after band removal. The other two patients

underwent single stage revision. In the last patient, band erosion was

incidentally found during a revisional LSG for insufficient weight loss. No

mortality occurred. There were one stenosis and two proximal leaks.

After a mean follow-up of 19.1 months, the mean pre- and post-LSG

BMIs were 34.0 and 25.6, respectively Revisional LSG resulted in a

further %EWL of median 28.0 versus weight at time of band removal.

Conclusion: Revisional LSG after band erosion was found to be feasible and

effective. In selected cases of band erosion, LSG can be performed at the time of

band removal in a single stage.

P.605 CAN ELDERLY PATIENTS BE CANDIDATES FOR
BARIATRICOPERATIONS?A SINGLECENTER STUDY

PRESENTER: D.P. Lapatsanis

Co-authors: N. Kohylas

Evaggelismos General Hospital, Saronida, Attikis, Greece

Introduction: Batriatric operations on older patients has been a controversial

issue, with the debate being whether the benefits of weight loss outweigh the

dangers of a bariatric operation.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the benefits and complica-

tions of restrictive bariatric operations (laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) or

laparoscopic total vertical gastric plication (LTVGP) on patients aged 60 years or

older.

Methods:Twenty-five patients underwent a bariatric operation by a single surgeon.
Most had obesity related medical condition (hypertension, diabetes mellitus etc.)

but no major comorbidities (cardiac, respiratory or renal failure). Ages ranged 60–

66 (median 61 years). Postoperative complications were noted and the efficiency
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of the bariatric operation was evaluated using the Bariatric Analysis and Reporting

Outcome System (BAROS). Follow-up ranged 9- 44 months (median 22).

Results: There was no mortality. There was one major complication (a severe

postoperative pneumonia that demanded stay in a High Dependency Unit) and

three minor complication (one case of dehydration and two cases of rhabdomyol-

ysis). On theweight loss chart, the scores were 3 (55%), 2 (30%) and 1 (15%). On

the medical conditions chart, alleviation from comorbidities was achieved on 65 %

(scores 1–3). Median quality of life score 1,6 (Good). Median total score 5,3 (Very

Good).

Conclusion:With a major complication rate of 4 %, no mortality and a very good

BAROS score, bariatric operations can be both safe and effective on carefully

selected elderly patients.

P.606 AMYLASE VALUE ANOMALIES FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Mahajna

Co-authors: A. Horn, W. Aboud, A. Assalia

Department of General Surgery, Rambam Health Care Campus, The Technion-

Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

Introduction: In some patients undergoing Sleeve Gastrectomy for morbid obe-

sity, we observed a sharp increase in the level of Amylase enzyme in the Jackson-

Pratt drain left in the surgical field.

Objectives: The main purpose of this study is to examine the incidence of

Amylase enzyme amount increase, in the blood, the urine and the drain, after

Sleeve Gastrectomy procedure, and thereby inference conclusions which may

enable the use of this data for optimizing the treatment after the procedure.

Methods: A prospective controlled clinical study including all morbidly obese

patients undergoing laparoscopic sleevegastrectomyat our institute during1 year

period was conducted.

The data being collected includes: demographic information such as BMI,

age, gender, weight, height, Co-morbidities, Complications during surgery.

Laboratory data, which is taken before the operation, a day after it and

2 days after it. In cases of high Amylase, and a further laboratory testing

which includes Amylase is being performed after week. Complete blood

counts, outpatient complication, and Mortality.

Results: One hundred sixty one patients underwent laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy were prospectively enrolled and analysed, Hyperamylasemia,

increase amylase levels in the urine or the drain were observed in 22 % of

the patients. No gastric leak was observed in all patients. Post-surgical

complications were observed in 5 (4 %) patients and 2 (5.7 %) patients with

normal amylase and elevated amylase, respectively.

Conclusion: There was no correlation between the increase in Amylase

levels and post-surgical complications or leakage from the sleeve. There-

fore, amylase test is not routinely required after sleeve gastrectomy.

P.607 REPAIR OFHIATUSHERNIA ESSENTIAL TO PREVENT
GASTRO-OESOPHAGEAL REFLUX GORD IN SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY – VL.068

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: A. Goralczyk, F. Villa

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Gastric bypass is offered to patients with severe GORD

instead of sleeve Gastrectomy. In patients with mild to moderate GORD,

Sleeve Gastrectomy is offered and the GORD may improve with the

weight loss. GORD is a complication that can occur after Sleeve Gas-

trectomy and it is disheartening and debilitating in some and difficult to

deal with. Therefore it is important to seek and repair hiatus hernia

before the surgery at the index operation.

Objectives: Repair of Hiatus hernia at the time of the operation will help resolve

the problem of developing GORD post sleeve gastrectomy. Video to show the

various steps in achieving this obesjective.

Methods:Weshowed by video how this is done. Hiatus hernia repair is done fairly

tightly against the oesophagus with a 34 F bougie or an oro-gastric tube in place.

Majority of times the repair of hiatus hernia is performed after devascularisation of

the greater curvature of the stomach but before the division of the stomach.

Results: It is an easy and quick procedure that adds not much time to sleeve

Gastrectomy. Only one patient in more than 700 patients with Sleeve Gastrecto-

my had severe gastrooesophageal reflux but he didn’t have the repair of hiatus

hernia at the time of the initial operation.

Conclusion: Sleeve Gastrectomy can be performed even with patients with mild

tomoderate GORD/hitatus hernia with the proviso that the hiatus hernia has to be

sought thoroughly and repaired.

P.608 ANTRAL STUNTING ASTSG RATHER THAN ANTRAL
SPARINGASSGSLEEVEGASTRECTOMYSHOULDBE
PERFORMED TO PROVIDE LONG LASTING WEIGHT
LOSSA VIDEOPRESENTATIONOFTHE TECHNIQUE –
VL.069

PRESENTER: K. Mannur

Co-authors: A. Goralczyk, F. Villa, K. Devalia

Homerton University Hospital, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy has been in use for more than a decade as a

standalone weight loss surgery. There is a lot of controversy in how one has to

execute this surgery. Antral sparing/antral stunting, narrow/wide sleeve, away

from angle of His/on-to-the oesophagus, thorough mobilization/non mobilization

of the back of proximal stomach, dissection/non-dissection of fat pad, reinforce-

ment with strips, partial/complete reinforcement with sutures, through and

through/invaginating sutures and many more techniques have been used with

strong advocates for one or other technique.

Objectives: To show a simple way of performing stand alone AStSG which can

produce good results.

Methods: The whole of Greater curve of the stomach is devascularised using a

energy device - Harmomnic (Ethicon), Sonicision (Covidien) or Thunderbeat

(Olympus). The dissection continues until the crus is exposed. Posterior fat is

dissected. The fat pad dissected to expose the angle of His. Thirty F orogastric

tube is inserted into the duodenum. Division of the stomach starts 1–3 cm from

pylorus. GIA Stapler applied a little away from the orogastric tube. Stapler

thickness depends on the thickness of stomach. Running through and through

suture to reinforce the stomach 2 mm away from the staple line, if serosal tear

seen. Hiatus hernia is sought and repaired.

Results: It is an easy and quick procedure reproducible by all.

Conclusion: AStSG can be performed fairly quickly and with minimum complica-

tions if one sticks to plan. Hiatus hernia has to be repaired. Results are good and

long lasting.

P.609 HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S. Mansour

Co-authors: N. Sakai, M. Barreca, D. Whitelaw, V. Jain, P. Jambulingam

Luton & Dunstable University Hospital, Luton, United Kingdom

Introduction: Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) was initially described as

a first stage of the laparoscopic duodenal switch in super obese patients but

currently LSG is a very popular stand–alone weight loss procedure.

Objectives: To identify the relevance of the gastric histopathology of the patients

who have undergone LSG.

Methods:A retrospective study of a prospective maintained database was

performed. The histology results of all patients underdone LSG between

April 2010 and April 2013 in a United Kingdom based Bariatric Centre

were examined.

Results: Two hundred and seven patients with a mean age of 47 years and

mean BMI of 51 Kg/m2 were included in the study. One hundred and thirty
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six patients (65.7 %) were females while 71 (34.3 %) were males. The

histopathology results identified 84 (40.58 %) cases with chronic gastritis, 8

(3.86 %) with follicular gastritis and 3 (1.45 %) patients with chemical

gastritis. A total of 13 (1.8 %) cases showed findings other than gastritis,

including five (2.41 %) cases of gastric polyps, two (0.97 %) cases of

granulomatous disease, 3 (1.45 %) gastro-intestinal stromal tumor, 3

(1.45 %) intestinal metaplasia and one (0.45 %) patient had spindle cell

tumor. Helicobacter pylori was detected in 7 (3.4 %) patients.

Conclusion:The majority of the gastric histology results after LSG showed

chronic gastritis, a finding that has been recognised in previous studies.

However, some patients had significant pathologies but did not require

further management. Routine postoperative specimen examination is of

questionable value for all patients following LSG.

P.610 CLINICAL OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH BMI LESS
OR 35 KG/M2 (OBESITY CLASS 1) SUBMITTED TO
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: C. Martinez

Co-authors: C. Santander, A. Garay, W. Awad

Clinica Las Lilas, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Patients with class I obesity have a predisposition to diabetes,

hypertension, and dyslipidemia which have shown to improve after bariatric

surgery procedures.

Objectives: to show our clinical results in patients with obesity class 1 submitted to

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in terms of excess weight loss (%EWL)

and resolution of associated comorbid conditions.

Methods: retrospective cohort study. Population: all patients with obesity class 1

(BMI: 30–35 kg/m2) submitted to LSG by our team between January 2008 and

December 2012. Description of biodemographics, associated comorbidities, per-

centage of excess weight loss (%EWL) according to follow-up and evolution of

comorbidities after 12 months.

Results: Three hundred four patients, 87.5 % female. Mean preoperative age

34.5 (±9.9) years (range: 15–59), mean preoperative BMI 33.2 (±1.5) kg/m2

(range: 30–35).

According to comorbid conditions, 14.5 % showed hypertension (HT), 81.3 %

insulin resistance (IR) and 71.4 % dyslipidemia (DLP). All of them have been

previously submitted to at least two attempts of unsuccessful medical treatment.

Mean %EWL according to follow up: 110 % (±33.3) range: 47–206 %, 112.4 %

(±34.8) range: 47–181%, 112% (±36.4), range: 55–181% y 101% (±35), range:

57–155 % at 12, 24, 36 y 48 postoperative months, respectively.

The evolution of comorbid condition after 12 months went as follows:

30 % of patients with HT showed remission and 45 % resolution. Pa-

tients with DLP showed 25 % remission and 40 % resolution. IR resolved

in 67 % of cases.

Conclusion: in our experience, LSG in patients with obesity class 1 achieves a

significant excess weight loss and resolution of comorbid conditions at midterm

follow up.

P.611 RELATIONSHIP OF A TECHNICAL SCORING SYSTEM
FOR LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AND
CLINICAL SAFETY

PRESENTER: M.A. Mohammed Wajdi1

Co-authors: M. Gagner2, Y.F. Zidan1

1National Center of Obecity, Mosul, Iraq
2IFSO, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) produces excellent results

if performed properly, otherwise serious complications may occur.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to validate a technical scoring system for LSG

and evaluate safety.

Methods: The proposed scoring system relies on essential steps taken

from videos of ten expert bariatric surgeons (points for essential steps

with penalty to reach the final score); an excellent score above 80, good

score (accepted and safe) 50–80, and a bad one bellow 50 (unsafe and

unaccepted).

Results: Three groups of surgeons are involved in this study, proficient (A),

beginners that know the scoring system (B) and beginners that don’t know it (C).

The system was tested prospectively on (10) consecutive cases performed by

each group taking the average. Group (A) Scored 70.5 while group (B) scored

51.8 (p-value 0.0009) and in the last (2) cases the beginner scores were close to

the proficient, group (C) scores 23.7 (p-value 0.0025).

The scoring system correlated with level of proficiency and mean opera-

tive time which was 97.4, 137.4 and 177 min in different groups (p-value

0.0010 and 0.0125 respectively). The plateau was achieved in case

number (6) for group (B) while for group (C) the plateau was not iden-

tified. In group (C) one case of mortality and (3) cases of conversion

were recorded (2 strictures and 1 bleeding).

Conclusion: This scoring system proved to be effective, applicable and shows

that higher proficiency score correlated with faster operating time, and lesser

serious morbidity.

P.612 BANDED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN A GROUP OF
MORBIDLY OBESE EGYPTIANS

PRESENTER: A.A. Moustafa

Co-authors: A. El Ashry, M.E. El Shenawy

Faculty of Medicine Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is one of the widely practiced restrictive proce-

dures internationally. The maintenance of weight loss after sleeve gastrectomy

maybe lost with time due to sleeve dilatation.

Objectives: The objective of this work is to compare the outcome of banded and

non banded sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Four hundred morbidly matched obese Egyptians, in 2012 and

2013 at Ain Shams University Hospitals and Ahmed Maher Teaching

Hospital underwent sleeve gastrectomy. They were divided into two equal

groups randomly. Group A had standard sleeve gastrectomy and group B

had banded sleeve gastrectomy. We used a strip of proline mesh

1X6.5 cm wrapped around the sleeve with a stitch, 6 cm from the

cardio-esophageal junction. The follow up included early postoperative

difficulties and complications.

Results: The operative time, hospital stay, operative difficulties, complications in

the two groups showed no statistical significant difference. Theweight loss results

as regards the percentage excess body loss and drop of BMI at 3, 6, 12, and

18 month following surgery showed a trend of better weight loss results in the

banded sleeve group which did not mount to a statistical significant difference.

Conclusion: Banded sleeve gastrectomy is technically feasible and does not

increase operative and early postoperative complications. The value of the

banding of the sleeve as regards maintenance of the weight loss and avoidance

of weight regain as well as its long term complications needs bigger number of

patients and longer periods of follow up to be proven statistically.

P.613 PROBLEMS IN LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY – VL.070

PRESENTER: M. Muftuoglu

Co-authors: M. Odabasi

Haydarpasa NUmune Research and Training Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey

Introduction: We demonstrate two problems (intraabdominal adhesions, small

bowel injury and splenic infarction) which can be encountered during laparoscop-

ic sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives: Dense adhesions from previous abdominal surgery may pose

added risk for all laparoscopic surgery and may need for conversion to

open surgery.

Intraoperative demarcation of the upper splenic pole was seen in this video.
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Methods: In this video, we demonstrated how to manage the intra-abdominal

dense adhesions and small bowel injury.

No intervention was done for splenic infarction during the surgery.

Results: In this video, we demonstrated how to manage the intra-abdominal

dense adhesions and small bowel injury.

No intervention was done for splenic infarction during the surgery.

Conclusion: Midline incision cause more dense adhesion formation for laparo-

scopic approach than others (subcostal, pfannesteil).

The management of splenic infarction was conservative treatment in this patient.

The patient had uneventful postoperative period.

P.614 IMPACTOFLAPAROSCOPICSLEEVEGASTRECTOMY
(LSG) ON CLASS I OBESITY (BMI <35) WITH TYPE II
DIABETES MELLITUS AND METABOLIC SYNDROME:
FIVE-YEAR RESULTS

PRESENTER: W.l. Mui

Co-authors: D.W. Lee, K.K. Lam

Hong Kong Bariatric and Metabolic Institute, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is becoming an

established operation in treatingmorbid obesity. However, the outcomes onClass

I obesity are lacking.

Objectives: We aim to investigate the long-term outcome of LSG on Class I

obesity.

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed one hundred and forty nine consecutive

Class I obesity patients (BMI <35) (119 Female;mean age 39.5; meanBMI 31.0±

2.5 kg/m2; 63.8 % MS
5DM) underwent LSG from 2009 to 2013 in a single center in Hong

Kong.

Results: Overall follow-up rate was 78.2 % with mean follow-up 28±

8 months. Mean % EBMIL (BMI 23) was 98.2±34.0, 92.3±43.9, 89.6±

49.3, 62.7±26.0 and 62.1±38.5 % at 1-year, 2-year, 3-year, 4-year and

5-year. The incidence of MS was dropped significantly from 63.8 %

before operation to 18.8 % (p<0.005) with significant improvement on

blood pressure and lipid level. Two patients developed leakage at staple

and one required re-operation. Follow-up rate for 57 DM patients was

86.6 % with mean follow-up 25.5±19.3 months. Mean duration of DM

was 5.5±5.4 years. Overall DM resolution rate was 51.5 %. The number

of DM medications required was significantly decreased from 1.8±1.4 to

0.8±1.0 (p<0.0005) and HbA1C level was decreased significantly from

9.0±2.1 to 6.3±0.7 % (p<0.005).
Conclusion: LSG is effective and safe in treating Class I obesity associated with

DMandMS. It should be considered and recommended to those patients who fail

conservative and medical therapy.

P.615 SERUM GHRELIN LEVELS AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY: A REVIEW OF 30 CASES

PRESENTER:P.S. Nain

Co-authors: A. Ahuja, P. Sethi, S. Sidhu

Dayanand Medical College & Hospital, Ludhiana, PB, India

Introduction:Different changes of plasma ghrelin levels have been reported

following bariatric surgery, but none of the studies have been done

prospectively which have compared the serum ghrelin levels pre-

operatively and post-operative period, with excess body weight loss in

sleeve gastrectomy cases.

Objectives: Evaluation of changes in fasting plasma ghrelin levels in 30

patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy pre-operatively and

postoperatively at 1 week, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months.

Methods: Thirty cases undergoing sleeve gastrectomy for morbid obesity

were included in the study. Serum Ghrelin levels were evaluated preop-

eratively, 1 week, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months postoperatively

they were compared with the excess body weight loss and %of fall in

ghrelin levels.

Results: Patients who underwent LSG (n=30) showed a significant de-

crease of plasma ghrelin at 6 months compared to preoperative values.

The value of serum ghrelin did not rise significantly in any of 30 cases

studied at 1 year interval.

Conclusion: Decrease in Serum ghrelin levels after Sleeve Gastrectomy may be

correlated to excess body weight loss. Large volume of cases and longer follow

up is required to substantiate this direct correlation of fall in ghrelin levels and

weight loss.

P.616 ANTI-DIABETIC EFFECT AND BODY WEIGHT LOSS
EFFECT OF THE SLEEVE GASTRECTOMYWITH
DUODENO-JEJUNAL BYPASS IN JAPANESE OBESE
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: T. Naitoh

Co-authors: N. Tanaka, T. Miyachi, T. Tsuchiya, M. Nagao, T. Morikawa, H.

Musha, T. Abe, S. Ohnuma, K. Kudo, T. Aoki, H. Karasawa, K. Nakagawa, H.

Yoshida, F. Motoi, Y. Katayose, M. Unno

Department of Surgery, Tohoku University Hospital, Sendai, Japan

Introduction: In Japan, patients with severe obesity were rare. Therefore, a

bariatric surgery had been uncommon surgery. However, morbid obese and type

II diabetes patients are increasing rapidly as well as in western countries. Roux-

en Y gastric bypass (RYGB) is the most common procedure in the western

countries. However, in Japan, the sleeve gastrectomy is the only one officially

approved procedure and no bypass surgery is approved yet. Therefore, we are

performing the sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and SG with duodeno-jejunal bypass

(SG/DJB) instead of RYGB.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to assess the clinical outcome of the SG and

SG/DJB.

Methods: We have performed 17 bariatric surgery. Eleven patients underwent

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG), and six underwent Laparoscopic

Sleeve gastrectomy with Duodeno-jejunal bypass (LSG/DJB). Of those patients,

we assessed perioperative outcomes in terms of weight loss and anti-diabetic

effect.

Results:Mean age of patients is 40.4 year-old, and BMI is 44.1. Twelve of

17 cases are in medical treatment for T2DM. Operative time was

145 min in LSG, and 274 min in LSG/DJB. No postoperative complica-

tions were observed. EBWL% after 12 months was 42.3 % in LSG, and

51.3 % in LSG/DJB. Five cases of LSG gained weight again. A preop

HbA1C level is 7.4 % in LSG, 8.0 % in LSG/DJB, and decreased to

5.8 % in LSG, and 6.1 % in LSG/DJB at 12 months.

Conclusion:Both LSG and LSG/DJB have good effect on weight loss and T2DM.

However, since rebounding rates seemed higher in LSG, it is essential to have a

bypass surgery as a surgical option.

P.617 REVISED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: P. Noel2

Co-authors: M. Nedelcu1, C. Cazeres3, A. Schneck4, A. Iannelli4, M. Gagner5

1Department of Digestive andEndocrine Surgery, University Hospital Strasbourg,

Strasbourg, France
2Casamance Private Hospital, Aubagne, Marseille, France
3Clinique les Orchidees Jeanne d’Arc, Le Port, La Reunion, France
4Hôpital Archet, Université de Nice, Nice, France
5Hôpital du Sacre Cœur, Montreal, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic-Sleeve-Gastrectomy (LSG), a very common

bariatric procedure, but weight loss failure can necessitate further surgi-

cal interventions and Revisional-Sleeve-Gastrectomy (ReSG) can repre-

sent an option.

Objectives: To evaluate the results of Revised Sleeve Gastrectomy.

Methods: From October 2008–March 2014, 50 patients underwent ReSG for

progressive weight regain, insufficient weight or severe gastroesophageal reflux
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in “La Casamance” Private Hospital. All patients underwent radiological evalua-

tion. If gastrografin swallow showeda hugeunresected fundusor an upper gastric

pouch dilatation, or if the CT-scan-volumetry revealed a gastric tube >250 cc

ReSG was proposed.

Results:Fifty patients (42 women, 8men;mean age-40.4 years), with BMI of 39.6

underwent ReSG. Nineteen patients (38 %) had their original LSG performed at

another institution. Thirty-five patients (70%) had a history of gastric banding with

weight loss failure. Fifteen patients (30%)were super-obese before primary LSG.

The mean interval time from the primary LSG to ReSG was of 35.7 months (9–

72 months). The indication for ReSG was insufficient weight loss for 26 patients

(52 %), weight regain for 20 patients (40 %) and invalidating gastro-oesophageal

reflux for four patients. In 36 cases the gastrografin swallow showed primary

dilatation and in 14 cases secondary dilatation. The CT-scan-volumetry was

realized in 34 cases with mean gastric volume of 436.3 cc (range 275–1,000).

All 50 caseswere completed by laparoscopy with no intraoperative incidents. The

mean operative time was 41 min (29–70 min) and the mean hospital stay was

3.7 days (3–16). One perigastric hematoma was recorded. The mean BMI

decreased to 29.6 (20.24–37.5); the mean %EWL was 57.4 % (+/25.3)

(p<0.0004) for a mean follow up of 22 months (6–56).

Conclusion: The ReSGmay be a valid and safe option for failure of primary LSG.

Long-term results of ReSG are awaited to prove efficiency.

P.619 RESECTED GASTRIC VOLUME DOES NOT
INFLUENCE POSTOPERATIVE WEIGHT LOSS AFTER
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: M. Ohta1

Co-authors: T. Kawasaki1, K. Watanabe1, M. Inomata1, S. Kitano2

1Department of Gastroenterological and Pediatric Surgery, Oita University Fac-

ulty of Medicine, Yufu, Oita, Japan
2Oita University, Oita, Japan

Introduction: In Japan, laparoscopic bariatric surgery has been performed since

2000, and the most popular operation is laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG).

The previous report demonstrated that removedgastric volume of <500ml seems

to be a predictor of failure (Obes Surg 2007;17:1297).

Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between

removed gastric volume and postoperative weight loss after LSG.

Methods: Between 2006 and 2012, 63 Japanese obese patients underwent LSG in

our institute. This study enrolled 39 patientswho received itmore than 1 year agoand

whose resected gastric volume were measured. LSG was carried out using endo-

scopic linear staplers from the greater curvature of the antrum 5 cm proximal to the

pyloric ring to the angle of His alongside a 32-Fr endoscope. The resected gastric

volume was measured using injection of saline manometrically up to 10 cm H2O.

Results: No major complications were experienced, and mean resected gastric

volume was 583 ml. Weight loss and % excess weight loss (%EWL) were 34 kg

and 59%after 1 year, and 36 kg and 56%after 2 years. There were no significant

differences in weight loss and %EWL between groups with the gastric volume of

<500 ml and >500 ml or between groups with the gastric volume of <600 ml and

>600 ml. The resected gastric volume did not statistically correlate weight loss or

%EWL.

Conclusion: Resected gastric volume does not influence postoperative weight

loss after LSG.

P.620 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY AFTER
LIVER TRANSPLANTATION – VL.071

PRESENTER: D. Pajecki

Co-authors: M. Santo, H.D. Joaquim, F. Kawamoto, D. Cesconetto, R. Macacari,

W. Andraus, L.C. D’Albuquerque, I. Cecconello

HC FMUSP, São Paulo, SP, Brazil

Introduction: Few data is available for assessing the outcomes of bariatric sur-

gery for patients who underwent orthotopic liver transplantation.

Objectives: Report a case of sleeve gastrectomy after 15 months of liver

transplantation.

Methods: (Case report): We present a laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy after a

liver transplantation emphasizing adhesiolysis between transplanted liver and

small gastric curvature in order to have a safe stapling procedure. The patient is

a 33-year old female, overweight since childhood, with significant weight gain in

adolescence. Current BMI 39. Maximum weight: 121 kg (BMI 43). Submitted to

liver transplantation inDecember 2012due to auto immunehepatitis and hepatitis

C. Remained with stable weight after introduction of corticosteroids and other

immunosuppressants. After 8-month follow up, patient developed stenosis of the

biliary anastomosis underwent biliary endoscopic cholangiopancreatography

drainage. Patient developed a progressive failure of biliary prosthesis requiring

percutaneus transhepatic biliary drainage, which remained for 3 months. After-

wards, Rendezvous technique was performed (simultaneous endoscopic and

interventional radiology procedures), with successful internal biliary protesis

placement, aiming a surgical biliary diversion after weight loss.

Results:Patient underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, 120-min procedure,

with a good liquid diet acceptance in the second day after procedure. Was

discharged 4 days after surgery and had a total of 11 kg weight loss in 15 days.

No early complication was observed.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy is technically feasible after liver transplantation

and resulted in weight loss without adversely affecting graft function and

immunosuppression.

P.621 BANDED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY (LAPAROSCOPIC
AND ROBOTIC)- EARLY RESULTS AND PATIENT
OUTCOMES A 2 YEAR DATA

PRESENTER: J.H. Palep1

Co-authors: S. Mistry1, A. Bhandarwar2

1Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital and Research Institute, Mumbai, India
2Grant Medical College & Sir. J. J. Group of Hospitals, Mumbai, India

Introduction: The placement of a silicone ring around the upper part of the

sleeved stomach to help maintenance of excess weight loss achieved after a

sleeve gastrectomy has been described over the last couple of years.We present

our data and early outcomes of this procedure in 20 cases over a period of

18 months.

Objectives: The objective of the study was to find benefit of this addition of a ring

over a conventional sleeve for the long term outcomes of a weight loss procedure

for the morbidly obese.

Methods: Twenty patients underwent a laparoscopic or robotic sleeve gas-

trectomy under general anesthesia. The M: F ratio was 5:15. The mean age

of the group was 37 years mean preoperative BMI of 41 kg/m2 underwent

surgery between March 2012 and March 2014. The stomach was divided 3–

4 cm proximal to the pylorus. Orogastric bougie diameter was 36 French. A

7.5 cm diameter silicone ring was placed around the upper portion of the SG

roughly 3 cm below the E-G junction. A retrospective analysis was

performed.

Results: All procedures were completed laparoscopically or robotically. Follow-up

at 6 months, 1, 2 years was 100 %, 92 %, 87 % respectively. 85 % of patients

demonstrated partial or complete resolution of their preoperative comorbidities

including hypertension, diabetes, sleep apnoea and hyperlipidaemia along with

significant excess weight loss. 12 % developed new-onset reflux. There was no

wound infection or deaths reported.

Conclusion: The banded sleeve gastrectomy seems to be a feasible weight loss

procedure with good short term excess weight loss.

P.622 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
KOREAN OBESE PATIENTS: UP TO 4-YEAR
FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: J. Park

Co-authors: Y. Kim

Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital, Seoul, Korea
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Introduction: Recently, laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has been gaining

marked popularity as a stand-alone procedure for morbid obesity.

Objectives: This study aimed to evaluate the mid-term outcomes and efficacy of

LSG performed at a single center in Korea.

Methods: One hundred ninety-two consecutive patients who underwent

LSG at Soonchunhyang University Seoul Hospital between April 2009

and December 2012 were retrospectively reviewed. The demographics

and surgical outcomes including anthropometric data were analyzed.

Results: Themean age of the patients was 33.1±9.6 years and they consist of 61

males (31.8 %) and 131 females (68.2 %). Their preoperative body mass index

(BMI) was 40.0±7.2 kg/m2 and 120 of them (62.5 %) had at least one obesity-

related comorbidities. Operating time was estimated at 104.4±28.1 min and they

were discharge on the second postoperative day on average. Four of them

(2.1 %) required endoscopic or surgical intervention to manage postoperative

bleeding or leakage. The mean percent of excess weight loss (%EWL) reached

68.3±27.2% at mean follow-up of 25 months. Obesity-related comorbidities also

resolved in more than 70 % of the patients after surgery. Twenty-five patients

(13.0%) showed%EWL less than 50% at 12months after surgery. Nine patients

(4.7 %) required conversion to gastric bypass due to inadequate weight loss,

intolerable reflux symptoms, or intractable diabetes.

Conclusion: LSG is a safe and effective surgical procedure for morbidly obese

patients regarding the mid-term results. Longer follow-up is necessary to eluci-

date if LSG could achieve durable weight loss and comparable outcomes tomore

aggressive procedures in the long term.

P.623 JEJUNOILEAL BYPASS AS A SECOND STEP TO
IMPROVE OUTCOME OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: R.d. Pereira

Co-authors: B. Zilberstein, M.Y. Franciss, L.C. Barchi, J.A. Ferreira, G.T. Kappaz,

L.T. Kakuda, E.D. Filho, R.N. Staffa, M.C. Lima, C.M. Bussons, F.F. Nunes, R.W.

Moreira, H. Oliveira

GASTROMED/Zilberstein Institute, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is a restrictive technic for surgical treat-

ment of morbid obesity. Linked to the elimination of ghrelin-producing area, ac-

cording to the resection of gastric fundus, and restriction due to the removal of

approximately 70 % of the stomach. Intending to maximize the effects of the SG,

not only in inducing weight loss after surgery, but enhance themaintenance of lean

weight in the long term, and add a metabolic component, we proposed the

association of jejunoileal bypass to SG. The procedure of Jejunoileal bypass with

the SG in the same time is already being done in the last 6 years, with good results.

Objectives: Report the results of the Jejunoileal bypass as a second step, in

cases that SG was insufficient to achieve the necessary weight loss and treat-

ment of comorbidities.

Methods: Four patients were operated by laparoscopy, with a latero-lateral

jejunoileal bypass performing the anastomosis between the jejune at 80 cm from

Treitz angle and the ileum at 120 cm from ileocecal valve, as a second step 7–

46 months after the SG.

Results: The four patients consisted of three women and onemen, aged between

31 and 60 years, with an average BMI of 35,25, and 41,08 (before SG), with a

mean follow-up of 2–5 months. There weren’t postoperative complications. The

average loss of excess weight was 22 % during this period.

Conclusion: Jejunoileal bypass after SG is a safe and very simple procedure,

adding a metabolic effect, improving the results and achieving proper weight loss

and treatment of comorbidities.

P.624 ENDOSCOPIC TREATMENT OF SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY LEAKS: PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF

PRESENTER: R. Pescarus1

Co-authors: A. Murphy2, E. Shlomovitz1, A. Sharata1, C.M. Dunst1, V.J. Halpin2,

L.L. Swanstrom1, K.M. Reavis1, 2

1Portland Providence Medical Center, Portland, USA
2Good Samaritan Hospital, Portland, OR, USA

Introduction: A concerning complication following sleeve gastrectomy is staple

line leak. Treatment is challenging due to altered surgical anatomy and increased

endolumenal pressure. Endoscopic treatments of leaks are less morbid than re-

operative surgery but have a reported high failure rate.

Objectives: To demonstrate that multiple endoscopic attempts and combinations of

technologies result in an overall high success rate for sleeve leak closure.

Methods: A retrospective analysis of patients with a postoperative gastric sleeve

leak from 12/2011–01/2014 was performed. Based on the size of the defect and

the quality of the neighboring tissues one ormore endoscopic therapeutic options

were employed.

Results: Ten patients presented with proximal sleeve gastrectomy leak. The

postoperative presentation time varied from 4 to 90 days.

Overall, endoscopic treatments had a 90 % success rate, with 1–7 endoscopic

procedures necessary. Five of ten patients underwent stenting as a single treat-

ment. Over-the-scope clips were used for small deficits or for stent fixation (n=6),
aswell as fibrin injections (n=2). In successful cases, healing occurred between 5
and 8 weeks.

The most common complication was stent migration in 4/10. One patient

responded to endoscopic treatment with leak recurrence 1 year later and was

treated with placement of a Roux limb to the fistula defect. Bovine pericardium

buttressing material used in the index operation was acting as retained material

perhaps explaining endoscopic treatment failure.

Conclusion: Endoscopic treatment of sleeve leaks was successful in 90 % of

cases but frequently required multiple endoscopic sessions and combinations of

technologies. Non-absorbable buttressing material may be a risk factor for failure

of endoscopic treatment.

P.625 BANDED SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY- AN INDIAN
EXPERIENCE – VL.072

PRESENTER: A.N. Peters

Fortis Hospital, New Delhi, DD, India

Introduction: aparoscopic Sleeve gastrectomy has stood the test of time and is

now taken as a standalone procedure with short term results comparable to

RYGB. In my practice, a few of them however come back with failure to lose

adequate weight or regain of weight after 2–3 yrs. Adding a Ring to prevent

dilatation of the sleeve seems to be a good procedure in long term. I have been

using it only for 6 months now and still have to wait to see the results after 5 yrs.

Objectives:To add a restrictive component to a sleeve to prevent its dilatation and

failure in long term follow-up in a select group of patients.

Methods: Fobi’s Ring (GaBP) of size 7.5 was used on the sleeves about 3–4 cm

below the GE junction and transfixed using vicryl 2-0.

Results: The cost increases and the operative time increases by about 10 min.

long term results need to be seen.

Conclusion:GaBP ringmay look promising to be used on the sleeve for long term

results preventing dilatation of the sleeve.

P.626 SINGLE-PORT SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
ADOLESCENTS WITH SEVERE OBESITY

PRESENTER: G. Pourcher1

Co-authors: G. Defilippo2, P. Bougneres2, I. Dagher3

1Assistance publique des hôpitaux de Paris- Hôpital Beclere, Clamart, France
2Service d’Endocrinologie et Diabétologie Pédiatrique, Assistance Publique –

Hôpitaux de Paris, Hôpitaux Universitaires Paris Sud, Hôpital Bicêtre, Le

Kremlin-Bicêtre, Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, France
3Assistance publique des hôpitaux de Paris- Hôpital Beclere, Clamart, France

Introduction:Dietary and lifestylemodifications commonly proposed to overweight

or obese youth lack efficacy in thosewith severe obesity. Early results with bariatric

procedures in obese adolescents suggest that weight loss and safety are compa-

rable or better than those seen in adults. One of these procedures, laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy is commonly performed using multiple ports.
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Objectives:We selected single port laparoscopy (SPSG) as a minimally invasive

surgery to be tested in severely obese adolescents.

Methods:Prospective clinical and biochemical data were collected from16 young

severely obese patients who underwent SPSG.

Results: Mean age was 17.5 years (12 girls, 4 boys). Weight averaged 119.2 kg

and BMI 43.9 kg/m2. All patients were insulin-resistant, including hypertriglyc-

eridemia in six. Median operating time was 66 min. There were no intraoperative

complications. No conversion to open surgery was required. No patient required

additional trocars. No patient had postoperative complications. The median hos-

pital stay was 3 days. During a median follow-up of 12.4 months, weight de-

creased by 41.7 kgs, resulting in a decrease of Excess Weight Loss by 59.9 %.

Insulin-resistance decreased in 16/16 patients and hypertriglyceridemia in 5/6.

Conclusion: SPSG seems safe and effective in the short term in severely obese

adolescents.

P.627 ROBOTIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMYWITH CRURAL
REPAIR FORMORBIDOBESITYWITHHIATUSHERNIA
– VL.073

PRESENTER: A. Prasad

Apollo Hospital, New Delhi, DL, India

Introduction: Robotic surgery has proved its benefits for many urological,

gynaecological and GI surgical procedures. Surgeons however are sceptical of

its benefits during bariatric surgery.

With increasing acceptance of sleeve gastrectomy for morbidly obese with hiatus

hernia, robotic surgery as an option should be considered.

Objectives: To compare surgical technique and short term benefits of robotic and

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy surgery with crural repair.

Methods: Operative time, blood loss, wound complications, post operative pain

and hospital stay were compared and analysed.

Results: There is a reduction of blood loss and post operative pain during robotic

surgery. There is no difference in short term complications and hospital stay.

Conclusion: Robotic bariatric surgery is a safe and effective method of sleeve

gastrectomy surgery with crural repair in patients of morbid obesity with hiatus hernia

and has some short term benefits in term of blood loss and post operative pain.

P.628 STAPLE LINE OVERSEWING MAY INCREASE LEAK
RATE AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY. AN
EXPERIMENTAL EX-VIVO STUDY.

PRESENTER: T. Rogula1

Co-authors: P. Acquafresca2, M. Bazan3, O. El-Shazly4

1Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA
2Servicio de Cirugı́a General y Digestiva, Hospital Nacional Prof A Posadas, El

Palomar, Pcia. de Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
3Jagiellonian University School of Medicine, Krakow, Poland
4Faculty of Medicine Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is generally considered a safer alternative

compared to gastric bypass and other bariatric procedures. There is an ongoing

effort to decrease staple line leak rate. There is still no conclusion whether or not

the staple line should be reinforced by oversewing.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to compare two patterns of oversewing

staple line versus no reinforcement.

Methods: Resected stomachs of 20 patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy were used after extracting them from the abdomen. Reinforcement

technique was applied in random order to three segments of the staple line: 1.

continuous Lembert’s sutures, 2. continuous through-and-through sutures and 3.

no reinforcement. A 16GAngiocath inserted at the antrumwas used to inflate the

stomach with a methylene blue water solution under pressure. Pressure and

volume at first leak were recorded. Maximum stomach capacity volume and

ischemic time (from ligating the short gastric vessels) were recorded.

Results: No leaks were observed in segments reinforced with Lembert’s

oversewing technique. The through-and-through reinforcement segments were

first to leak in 13 out of 20 cases (65 %) with mean leak pressure of 460 mmHg

andmean leak volume of 320ml. No-reinforcement segments leaked in 7 (35%);

with leak pressure and volume of 742 mmHg and 408 ml. Mean volume of

resected stomachs was 590 ml and ischaemic time was 21. 3 min.

Conclusion: Lembert’s suture reinforcement technique is superior compared to

non-reinforced staple line. The through-and-through reinforcement increases risk

of leak. Our conclusion supports results of in-vivo leakage studies.

P.629 LIMITED TROCAR LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY – VL.074

PRESENTER: T. Rogula

Co-authors: M. Bazan, P. Acquafresca

Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH, USA

Introduction: Sleeve gastrectomy is a common procedure in bariatric sur-

gery owing to the relatively low morbidity and mortality. The use of three

trocar sites for sleeve gastrectomy offers the advantage of fewer incision

sites as well as smaller incision sites than the one used in Single Incision

Laparsopic Surgery (SILS). We present the use of three trocars to com-

plete a successful laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Objectives: Sleeve gastrectomy is usually performed laparoscopically with the

placement of five to seven trocars. An intermediate option between (SILS) and

five-to-seven trocar sleeve gastrectomy procedure is the use of three trocars.

Some surgeons are concerned about the large incision required for SILS and the

possible risk of herniation from such a large incision.

Methods: See video.

Results: Placement of three trocars allowed for successful completion of

the sleeve gastrectomy procedure. The use of three trocars did not limit the

movements of surgeons, nor did it decrease capability to perform the

required surgical steps. The camera was used in two ports throughout

the procedure and provided sufficient angles and field of view.

Conclusion: Three trocars offer adequate positioning and vision during

laparosopic sleeve gastrectomy. Three trocar technique does not seem to

increase difficulty of performing the procedure and the already available

laparoscopic tools can be used effectively without modification.

P.630 LONGITUDINAL SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VIABILITY
ON PATIENTS WITH PRIOR ABDOMINAL SURGERIES
(NISSEN FUNDOPLASTY) – VL.075

PRESENTER: R.W. Sadek1

Co-authors: A.M. Wassef2

1Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson Univer-

sity Hospital, Somerset, NJ, USA
2Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: We present the case of a 41 year old female with history of prior

abdominal surgery (Nissen Fundoplasty). Re-entrance into the abdominal cavity

following surgery is known for its increased risk and complications.

These risks include, increased adhesions, difficulty dissecting tissues,

and decreased overall visualization during surgery. Due to a history of

multiple bowel obstructions, and prior Nissen Fundoplasty we elected

to perform a Longitudinal Sleeve Gastrectomy rather than a standard

Bypass.

Objectives:Determine viability and reduce foreseen complications of Longitudinal

Sleeve Gastrectomy on a prior Nissen Fundoplasty.

Methods: Entrance into the abdomen was obtained using (4) trocars: (2) 5 mm,

(1) 12 mm, and (1) 15 mm trocar. Trocars were placed in a semi-circular fashion

over the lower abdomen where (2) ports are occupied by graspers, (1) by the

Laparoscope, and (1) by a Harmonic Scalpel. Dissection of the Omentum from

the greater curvature of the stomach was performed by the harmonic

scalpel. In order to avoid entrance into the Nissen pouch, an endoscope

was placed through the length of the stomach. A surgical stapler utilizing

multiple green, gold, and finally blue cartridges were used to form the
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Gastric Sleeve. Special care was taken near the Nissen over-fold to

ensure a proper seal. Integrity of the staple line was tested using CO2

over saline and finally sealed with tissue sealant.

Results:
Complications: None to date

Preoperative BMI: 40

3 month BMI: 36

Conclusion: Longitudinal Sleeve Gastrectomy is a viable option for patients

with prior Nissen Fundoplasty and history of bowel obstruction seeking weight

loss.

P.631 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GATRECTOMY IS A SAFE
PROCEDURE IN PATIETS WITH CORONARY ARTERY
DISEASE AND ON CURRENT PLATELET THERAPY

PRESENTER: R.W. Sadek1

Co-authors: A.M. Wassef2

1Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson Univer-

sity Hospital, Somerset, NJ, USA
2Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction: Patients with coronary artery disease and antiplatelet therapy for

stents or CABG represent a challenge for weight loss surgeons. The challenge

arises from the fact that weight reduction is life saving procedure and stopping

antiplatelet therapy is not an option.

Objectives: Looking at the feasibility and complication rates for patients who

underwent bariatric surgery (Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy) and have active

cardiac issues and on anti platelet therapy. Anti-platelet therapy is defined as a

treatment that inhibits, reduces production or breaks down of platelets within the

blood to prevent formation of aggregates.

Methods: 1-We looked at 51 (fifty one patients who were operated on from 2010

till 2013. All patients had active cardiac issues at the time of surgery. Active issues

defined as either coronary artery stent or CABG and on active antiplatelet therapy

during the time of surgery.

2- All patients underwent laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy procedure

3- 90 % were males and 10 % females

4- Average BMI was 45

5-Average age was 52 years

Results: 1- There were no complications recorded

2-All patients had successful weight loss at 1 year with an average weight loss of

70 % of extra body weight

3-All procedures were done laparoscopically

4-All patients were on anti platelet therapy and was not stopped

5- In three patients DRAIN was placed

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is a safe and successful

procedure in patient on active anti platelet therapy for coronary artery

disease.

P.632 VIABLILTIY OF SIMULTANEOUS DIAPHRAGMATIC
HERNIA REPAIR AND LONGITUDINAL SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY PAIRED PROCEDURES

PRESENTER: R.W. Sadek1

Co-authors: A.M. Wassef2

1Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, Robert Wood Johnson Univer-

sity Hospital, Somerset, NJ, USA
2Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ, USA

Introduction:Gastro esophageal reflux disease, Hiatal hernia and diaphragmatic her-

nia are considered a contraindication for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy by some

surgeons, hypothesizing the increase in reflux symptoms.

Objectives: To provide a clinical study showing that adequate repair of

diaphragmatic hernias in conjunction with Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy

in Morbidly obese patients. Also to prove that the reflux symptoms don’t

worsen after Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy and adequate diaphragmatic

hernia repair.

Methods: Patients who underwent Laparoscopic sleeve Gastrectomy from 2010

till 2013 were evaluated. Total number of patients were 600. Out of these patients

one hundred twenty (120) patients (20 %) had a concomitant Diaphragmatic

hernia repair. All repair was done using non absorbable sutures over a 50 FR

Bougie for females and 52 Fr for males.

GERD symptoms were evaluated in all patients. Follow up was 2 years on

average and was done through office visits.

patients with symptoms were evaluated with Upper Endoscopy.

Results: Ten (10) patients had GERD symptoms requiring PPI Treatment and

symptoms resolved.

There were no other complications in all patients weight loss average

was 75 % seven (7) of the ten patients who experienced GERD were

females 70 % rate.

Patients who experiencedGERDunderwent anUpper endoscopy to evaluate the

stomach, no Barrette’s esophagus was detected.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy and diaphragmatic hernia

repair is an acceptable procedure for morbid obesity in patients who

don’t wish to undergo Gastric bypass due to the malabsorbtion compo-

nent of the procedure. Adequate diaphragmatic closure should decrease

the rate of GERD post operatively.

P.633 STUDYING STAPLE LINE REINFORCEMENT OF THE
RESECTED STOMACH IN SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY –
VL.076

PRESENTER: A.M. Salem

Co-authors: W. Abou Yassine, I. Hammod, Y. Lotfy, A. Mansour, F. Abou Zaid, S.

Kaftaro, A. Asiri

Specialized Medical Center Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Staple line reinforcement reduced incidence of bleeding and

leakage in sleeve gastrectomy, best type of staple line reinforcement still

debatable.

Objectives: To study the burst pressure of the staple line to air insufflations of the

resected stomach in sleeve gastrectomy cases, with and without staple line over

sawing or invagination.

Methods: This is an experimental study on the resected stomach post sleeve

gastrectomy, 50 cc of normal saline stained with Methylene blue is injected into

the resected stomach, then air is insufflated into the stomach, till the pressure

develop high enough to leak air & Methylene blue from the staple line (burst

pressure). Three types of staplers are used Echelon Flex, GIA, and Tristapler,

each with and without over-sawing or invagination using 2.0 prolene in running

fashion.

Results: The highest burst pressure was developed when staple line of was

invaginated by running 2.0 prolene, regardless the stapler type used. The least

burst pressure when staples were applied with no reinforcement.

Conclusion: In this experimental model, invagination or over-sawing of the

staple line by running 2.0 prolene, increased the burst pressure of the

staple line.

P.634 343 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN A SHORT STAY
SURGICAL CENTER

PRESENTER: G. Salinas G. Salinas

Co-authors: P. Dongo, L. Saavedra, V. Sanchez, C. Machicao, E. Piskulich

Clinica Avendaño, Lima, Peru

Introduction: Since January 2006 we have performed 798 laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) in our short stay surgical center (SSC). Usually this procedure

is an inpatient hospital management.

Objectives: Analyze the results of LSG in a SSC and demonstrate it’s feasibility.

Methods: We have collected retrospectively, 343 consecutive patients who

underwent LSG in a SSC between January 2011–December 2013. All patients

were included in our protocol of pain and nausea prophylaxis with a 1:1 nurse/

patient ratio in the recovery room.
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Results: Two hundred thirty-five females (68.5 %) and 108 males (31.4 %), mean

age 33 years (±SD 12), mean BMI 36.58 kg/m2 (±5.85), 21 patients (6.1 %) with

BMI <30.

Two hundred eighty patients, (81.63%) were discharged at post operatory (POD)

day one, 50 (14.57 %) were discharged at day 2 and 9 (2.62 %) were discharged

at POD 3. A total of 98.82 % of patients were discharged and 4 (1.16 %) were

transfered to a hospital.

46 (13.41 %) were readmitted to our SSC, of which 11 (3.20 %) were transferred

to a hospital and 3 (0.87 %) were re operated.

We didn’t have mortality.

Conclusion: It’s feasible and safe to perform SLG in a SSC.

P.635 PREGNANCY OUTCOMES AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTECTOMY

PRESENTER: G. Salinas

Co-authors: L. Saavedra, P. Dongo, V. Sanchez, C. Machicao, E. Piskulich

Centro Medico Avendano, Lima, Peru

Introduction: In our Ambulatory Bariatric Center, Obese women in fertile age

underwent Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastectomy (LSG). They continue their normal

life Style, including pregnancy and childbirth.

Objectives: Describe pregnancy outcomes after LSG 8 patients.

Methods: We reviewed 243 medical charts of female patients in fertile

age from 798 SLG (January 2006–march 2014); We collected using a

telephone survey the following Data: number of pregnancies after LSG,

number of abortions, mothers weight gain, pregnancy or delivery compli-

cations, cesarean or not, Newborn weight and health state, and actual

patient weight.

Results: Eight patients were pregnant after LSG. Six patients with seven new-

borns and two patient were actually pregnant. No miscarriage after LSG was

reported. All babies born fromelective cesarean. Time between LSG and delivery

was 10–38 months. One patient is programed to an elective caesarean at

30month after LSG and one patient is expected to delivery 36months after LSG.

No patient was obese immediately before pregnancy BMI 19,6 to 25.1, and there

is no obese actually (BMI 19,7–28.2). Weight gain mean during pregnancy was

7 KG (6 kg to 18 kg).

There was no low weight newborn baby.

One baby has Ebstein cardiopathy, this baby was born 3 years after the LSG and

was the second baby after LSG in this patient.

One baby has Neuroendocrine cells hyperplasia. All other five babies are healthy.

Conclusion: Pregnancy and childbirth are possible conditions after LSG. Sur-

geons and patients must be prepared for this event.

P.636 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN PARTIAL SITUS
INVERSUS MALE PATIENT

PRESENTER: G. Salinas

Co-authors: L. Saavedra, P. Dongo, V. Sanchez, E. Piskulich, C. Machicao

Centro Medico Avendano, Lima, Peru

Introduction: We describe the case of a 36 year old male patient with

partial situs inversus (PSI) who underwent Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrec-

tomy (LSG).

Objectives:Demonstrate the features and technical difficulties related to congen-

ital anatomic abnormality and show the importance of ultrasound and upper GI to

surgeons.

Methods: We present the case of a 36 year old male patient BMI: 33.3 Kg/m2

presenting knee and ankle pain, dyslipidemia, coronary risk: 8.39 S/U, metabolic

syndrome and B12 hypovitaminosis. Ultrasound done by the surgeon showed an

anomalous left quadrant position of the gallbladder, the hepatic parenchyma is

identified at the right quadrant and the presumptive diagnosis of situs inversus is

set, requesting CT, were no dextrocardia is found. A preoperative upper GI was

performed, showing a mirror image of gastric anatomic structures. LSG was

performed in mirror settings (trocars, surgeons position and left hand surgery

technique).

This patient presents to our bariatric center without knowing his situs inversus

diagnosis. Our Surgeons routinely do ultrasounds in the office mainly to liver and

gallbladder evaluation, left lobe measurements, postoperative FAST evaluation

and in this case to identify this anatomical abnormality. Surgeons perform a

preoperative endoscopy to all our bariatric surgery patients, prior to surgery.

In order to familiarized inversus image, we trained watching our LSG

videos reflected on a mirror. Trying to replicate movement with left hand

technique.

Results: A successful nocomplications LSG was performed.

Conclusion: Is feasible but technically difficult to do LSG in a situs inversus

patient. Ultrasound and upper GI were a great help to the surgeons diagnosis.

P.637 EVOLUTION OF HYPERINSULINEMIA IN GASTRIC
SLEEVE

PRESENTER: G. Salinas

Co-authors: P. Dongo, M. Bardelli, L. Saavedra, E. Piskulich

Clinica Avendaño, Lima, Peru

Introduction: Metabolic surgery allows improvement and even resolution of the

metabolic diseases associated with obesity, thereby reducing cardiovascular.

Objectives: Evaluate the variations of insulinemia 6 months after sleeve gastrec-

tomy was performed.

Methods:A retrospective study of 132 patients (90 women and 42men) with a age of

38.67+ 12.2, a BMI of 38.43+ 6.26, underwent sleeve gastrectomy from January to

December 2012 at the Medical Center Avendaño.

We divided the patients according to BMI into three groups. Group I 28.5 BMI 35,

BMI 35.1 Group II and Group III 40 BMI>40.1

Results:After 6 months, 100% of the controlled patients showed normal levels of

insulin.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy is an effective method for controlling the meta-

bolic alterations associated with obesity.

P.638 PREOPERATIVE PREDICTIVE FACTORS OF
INSUFFICIENT WEIGHT LOSS IN SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Sánchez Pernaute

Co-authors: M.E. Sánchez López, E. Arrue Del Cid, A. Cadenas,M.Á. Rubio, A.J.

Torres Garcı́a

Hospital Clı́nico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain

Introduction: Thirty percent of patients submitted to a sleeve gastrectomy do not

present adequate postoperative weight loss.

Objectives:To analyze risk factors for insufficient weight loss at 1 year follow-up in
patients who underwent a sleeve gastrectomy as a one-step procedure at a

single institution.

Methods: Our series consisted of 102 patients between the years of 2007 and

2012. We define insufficient weight loss as an excess weight loss less than 50%.

We realized a multivariate analysis for possible factors of insufficient weight loss

at 1 year of follow-up: age under 40 years, female gender, bodymass index (BMI)

higher than 50 kg/m2, bougie size of 16–18 F, and diabetes.

Results: The five independent variables were correlated with insufficient weight

loss at 1 year. Whenmultivariate analysis was performed, only a BMI higher than

50 kg/m2 prior to surgery correlates with poor weight loss.

Conclusion: In patientswith BMI higher than 50 kg/m2, a sleeve gastrectomy as a

one-step procedure may be insufficient to achieve adequate weight loss.

P.639 UK SURVEY OF TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF
LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S.S. Sandhu, A. Harbias

Co-authors: A. Khan, S. Mirza

NHS- Walsall Manor Hospital, UK, Birmingham, United Kingdom
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Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is a relatively new procedure in

comparison to a gastric bypass and considered to be safer in high risk obese

patients. However, there are variations in the surgical technique among bariatric

centres and individual surgeons in these centres.

Objectives: To ascertain the common variations in the surgical technique among

bariatric surgeons in the UK.

Methods: A questionnaire regarding the technical aspects of the procedure was

emailed to consultant members of BOMSS (British Obesity and Metabolic Sur-

gery Society) via the BOMSS website.

Results: There are currently 62 responses from an ongoing survey. 77.4 % (n=48)
routinely explore for a hiatus hernia, with 95.2 % (n=59) performing a cruroplasty

alone whilst 4.8% (n=3) use a biological mesh. 98.3% (n=61) use a bougie ranging
from 28 F to 40 F, of which 34 F is the most commonly used. One surgeon uses a

MIDSLEEVEtube.Resection distance from the pylorus range from2 cm to 8 cmwith

the median distance being 5 cm. Five surgeons place a band around the sleeve (4

adjustable, 1 fixed band). 56.5 % (n=35) do not re-enforce the staple line. Of the

43.5 % who do, 16.1 % (n=10) oversew whilst 27.4 % (n=17) use biological re-

enforcement.

Conclusion: The initial response shows that there are significant variations in the

technique among bariatric surgeons in the UK. This identifies a need for a

standardised approach to the procedure. Final results will be presented at IFSO2014.

P.640 SLEEVE GASTRECTMY S.G: WHEN U ARE THE
PATIENT

PRESENTER: M.y. Seleem

Cairo University, Giza, Egypt

Introduction: all surgeons try to follow rules: recognizing the real feelings and

concerns of the patient will help to give feed back to surgeons, so that

corrective actions may be taken one of the methods- which is not properly

utilized- is to have feedback from medical staff after being subjected to surgery

herein the author “a senior bariateric surgeon” undergone sleeve gastrectomy.

is reporting his personal experience and how he benefited from it in his future

care for patients.

Objectives: to describe the fears of post operative depression.

& to suggest solutions for difficulties in drinking

& to report degree of” satisfaction” after eating small amounts

& exchange knowledge with surgeons regarding diet instructions

& report “how this experience” helped the author in counselling with the pa-

tients later on

Methods: writing down all the medication and progress in eating

& increase calories orientation and promoting health food seeking

& consulting other surgeons

& being engaged in healthy dieting environment

Results:

& eating honey and nuts in small counts -with calories control- were helpful in

improving drinking and alleviating mood

& although the author eat normal types of diet excluding (fat-sugar), he lost

weight according to expectation

& the improved psychological status, after weight loss, helped to develop new

ways for stress evacuation

Conclusion: personal experience of medical staff after being subjected to surgery

should be evaluated

& the eating process -after S G -should became amindful act to satisfy hunger

not evacuate stress

& to prevent vomiting: swallow slowly, no fluid intake before or after meal

P.641 THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE AND 102 PATIENTS
OPERATED ON LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC
SURGERY IN THE CITY OF ARICA, CHILE.

PRESENTER: M. Sepulveda2, 1

Co-authors: L. Sepulveda2, M. Goren2, C. De La Barrera2, C. Gonzalez2

1Hospital DIPRECA, Santiago, Chile
2Clinica Arica, Arica, Chile

Introduction: Laparoscopic bariatric surgery has recently developed in the

Chile’s northest city, Arica. More than 100 surgeries have been performed in our

center.

Objectives: To present the experience of bariatric surgery in Arica, reporting %

excess of weight loss and postoperative evolution.

Methods: A prospective database of all surgeries between January 2011 and

march 2014 was analyzed.

Results: A total of 102 patients with a mean age of 35.7 (19–63) years,

78.4 % women. Preoperative weight was 100.8 kg and BMI of 38 kg/m2

(30.3–49.2). Sleeve gastrectomy and Sleeve gastrectomy with Jejunal

Bypass were the surgical techniques used. In ten patients (9.8 %) a

cholecistectomy was performed simultaneously. Postoperative stay was

2.5 days. Main comorbidities were insulin resistance 62.7 %, dyslipid-

emia 48 %, fatty liver 41.2 %, hypertension 12.7 %, type 2 diabetes

mellitus 6.9 % and prediabetes 5.9 %. 100 % of patients achieved more

than 50 % of EWL. BMI and %EWL at 3–6–12–18–24 and 36 months

was 31–27.6–25.7–26.2–25.3 y 24 kg/m2 and 57.7–87.9–100–95.7–

107.2 y 113.1 % respectively. The mean follow up was 15.8 months

and it was 88.7–79.5–88–68.2–47.8 y 57.1 % at 3–6–12–18–24 and

36 months. One patient presented self-limited gastrointestinal bleeding,

and there was no mortality.

Conclusion: We present the largest cohort of patients in Arica city

(Chile) with excellent results in weight loss, acceptable follow-up and

morbidity.

P.642 QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMYWITH JEJUNAL BYPASS BASED ON
BARIATRIC ANALYSIS AND REPORTING OUTCOMES
SYSTEM (BAROS)

PRESENTER: M. Sepulveda1, 2

Co-authors: M. Alamo1, X. Prat1, C. Astorga1, N. Flores2, H. Guzman1

1Hospital DIPRECA, Santiago, Chile
2Universidad Diego Portales, Santiago, Chile

Introduction: Sleeve Gastrectomy with Jejunal Bypass (SGJB) is performed in

our institution since 2004 for the treatment of obese patients. This technique has

been subjected to evaluations in terms of weight loss and comorbidities

resolution.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to assess the quality of life (QoL) of patients

undergoing SGJB based on BAROS Moorehead–Ardelt survey.

Methods:BAROSwas applied in a series of 224 obese patients operatedwith the

three surgical techniques at DIPRECA Hospital in Santiago, Chile (SGJB, RYGB

and LSG) between May 2012 and March 2014. Incomplete surveys were exclud-

ed. Patients had at least 6 months of follow-up. Ninety-four met the inclusion

criteria, operated between September 2007 and October 2013. To facilitate

statistical analysis, was established as successful surgery an score >3 (Good,

Very Good and Excellent). Scores <3 were defined as poorly evaluated (Regular

and Poor).

Results: Mean time of follow up was 15.4 months (6–32.2). Mean score

was 6.7 (Very Good). Of the 94 patients, 95.7 % (90) evaluated the

technique as successful (17 %=Good, 28.7 %=Very Good, 50 %=Excel-

lent). Only four had a score below 3 (4.2 %=Regular). None of them was

classified as Poor.

Conclusion:SleeveGastrectomywith Jejunal Bypass is evaluated as a successful

technique in improving quality of life of patients, based on BAROS Moorehead–

Ardelt survey.
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P.643 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY FOR THE
SUPER-OBESE ASIAN SINGAPOREAN PATIENTS

PRESENTER: A. Shabbir1

Co-authors: L. Loo1, D. Lomanto1, T.S. Khin2, J.B. So1

1National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
2National University Of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Frontiers in bariatric surgery include various surgical options in

management of super-obese and super-super-obese patients. There is paucity

of literature on the outcomes of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) in super

obese multiethnic Asian cohorts.

Objectives: Primary outcome of interest was the percentage excess

weight loss over time (%EWL) in super-obese patients after LSG. Sec-

ondary outcome measures included morbidity & mortality and remission

of co-morbidities.

Methods: This is a cohort study using data extracted from a prospectively-

collected bariatric surgery database at the National University Hospital, Singa-

pore from August 2008 to December 2013. Demographics and baseline charac-

teristics were collected. Outcome variables included peri-operative complica-

tions, length of stay, mortality, weight loss over time and remission of pre-

existing conditions.

Results: A total of 180 patients enrolled. Thirty-one patients were super-

obese. Among them, 15 patients (48 %) were female and 16 patients

(52 %) were male. Eleven patients (35.5 %) had diabetes mellitus, nine

patients (29 %) had dyslipidemia and 19 patients (61 %) had hyperten-

sion. Among the super-obese, one patient had proximal small bowel

perforation requiring another laparoscopic operation for small bowel re-

pair and washout. There was no mortality in this series of patients.

Median hospital stay was 2.5 days (Inter-quartile range: 2–4 days). Mean

%EWL was 20 % at the first follow-up in the first month post-operatively

and improved to 150 % at 1 year follow-up. A quarter of the diabetic,

hypertensive or dyslipidemia patients had remission of their pre-operative

disease.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is effective in achieving good short

term weight loss and remission of metabolic diseases among the super-obese

Singaporean.

P.644 PROTOCOLISED WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
IMPROVES WEIGHT LOSS AFTER SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: A. Shabbir1

Co-authors: K. Guowei1, C.S. Tan2, A.K. Cheng3, J.R. Rao4, D. Lomanto1, J.B.

So1

1National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
2Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health, Singapore, Singapore
3Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
4Tan Tock Seng Hospital, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) has gained popularity in

recent years, there is no study looking into the role of a standardized weight loss

protocol.

Objectives: To determine if a protocolised weight loss program improves weight

loss after LSG.

Methods: We compare patients who have undergone LSG in three bar-

iatric centers in Singapore from April 2010 to July 2013. One center

utilizes a standardized weight loss protocol (SWLP). Results were com-

pared with the combined results from two other centers which do not

utilize any protocols.

Results: A total of 211 patients were studied, 129 followed the SWLP. At 3, 6,

9 and 12 months post LSG, these patients achieved mean excessive weight

loss (EWL) of 40 %, 54 %, 62 % and 67 % as compared to 36 %, 50 %,

54 % and 55 % respectively in patients who did not follow the protocol. These

results were statistically significant (P <0.05) at 12 months. The difference in

mean of EWL (%) between NUH and others when months were treated as

categorical variables was 5.21 (95%CI: 1.33 to 9.09), 3.98 (95%CI: 1.14 to

9.09), 5.45 (95%CI: 0.10 to 11.00) and 9.43 (95%CI: 3.82 to 15.03) at 3, 6, 9

and 12 months respectively (p=0.003). The difference in estimated marginal

mean of excessive weight lost (%) between NUH (55.7; 95%CI: 52.8 to 58.5)

and others (49.7; 95%CI: 46.1 to 53.3) was also significant (6.02; 95%CI: 1.43

to 10.6).

Conclusion: The use of a standardized weight loss protocol for patients who have

undergone laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy improves weight loss outcomes in

the short to mid-term period.

P.645 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
MORBIDLY OBESE ADOLESCENT SINGAPOREANS

PRESENTER: A. Shabbir1

Co-authors: T.S. Khin2, D. Dolgunov1, J.B. So1, D. Lomanto1

1National University Hospital, Singapore, Singapore
2National University Of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Introduction: In Asia adolescent bariatric surgery is in its infancy.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate outcomes and effectiveness of

bariatric surgery in adolescents and report associated factors of adolescent

obesity in Singapore.

Methods: Patients younger than 20 years who underwent laparoscopic sleeve

gastrectomy (LSG) between 2011- 2013 at the National University Hospital,

Singapore, were selected. This is a retrospective review of prospectively collect-

ed data.

Results: Twelve LSG were performed constituting 7.4 % of all LSG. Mean

age (SD) was 19.25 years (+0.7) and the pre-operative mean body mass

index (BMI) was 47 (+8.5) kg/m2. 66.7 % had 1–2 comorbid conditions

and another 25 % had three or more upon presentation. 50 % of patients

had family history of obesity, 42 % never exercised and 91.6 % had

regular intake of high calorie drink. The most common comorbid were

obstructive sleep apnea (58.3 %), hypertension (50 %), asthma (33.3 %),

diabetes mellitus and hernia (25 %). The mean EWL was 70 % at 1 year

with mean BMI dropping to 29.8 (23–37) kg/m2. Patients reported mean

pain score of 2 at 24 h post surgery. Length of post-operative stay was

2 days with patient ambulating in less then 24 hrs after surgery and

started drinking on post op day 1. There were no mortalities, complica-

tions or readmissions. Remission of comorbidities was reported in two

out of three diabetic patients, four out of five hypertensive patients within

1 year of surgery.

Conclusion: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy for weight loss is safe option in

Asian adolescents with good short-term weight loss outcomes.

P.646 ANTIREFLUX TECHNIQUE ASSOCIATED TO SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY. STRACHAN TECHNIQUE. THE LAST
(PARTIAL VAGOTMY)

PRESENTER: I. Strachan

Co-authors: D. Felix, G. Ramos, J. Lopez Pelaez

CIPLA, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Introduction: The sleeve gastrectomy has become one of the most fre-

quent technique in the treatment of obesity. The risk of fistula and its

management is one of the most feared complication The high rate of

gastroesophageal reflux and hiatal hernia lead many surgeons to prefer

the gastric-bypass.

Objectives:

& Evaluate the distribution by age, sex and body mass index.

& Identify the complications and their management

& Evaluate the effectiveness of the procedure

Methods: Our descriptive study included 365 patients The technique was per-

formed in all of themThe patientswere selected base on the standards’ criteria for

bariatric surgery.
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Results: In our cohort 365 patients underwent the procedure from Novem-

ber 2010 to December 2013. Two hundred sixty patients were female

and 135 male. The mean age was 37 years old and BMI of 41. Gastro-

duodenal barium series were performed preoperatively, 1 month and

3 months after surgery. No bleeding complications were observed. The

episodes of reflux were resolved or improved in all patients. No hiatal

hernia was reported. One patient developed suture line leak postopera-

tively and one patient developed grastic burn. Patients with vagotomy

showed decrease in the secretion and motility and maintained satiety for

longer time.

Conclusion: our modification to the sleeve gastrectomy is an acceptable option to

improve its outcome by reducing its postoperative complications and incidence of

gastroesophageal reflux. Now the partial vagotomymaintain the satiety for longer

time.

P.647 RESULTS OF MORE THAN 11 000 PATIENTS WITH
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY—DATA ANALYSIS FROM
THE QUALITY ASSURANCE STUDY OF THE
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF OBESITY IN GERMANY

PRESENTER: C.E. Stroh1

Co-authors: R. Weiner2, K. Ludwig3, S. Wolff4, C. Knoll5, T. Manger1, T. Obesity

Surgery Working Group1, C. Obesity1

1SRH Wald-Klinikum Gera, Strasse des Friedens 122, Gera, Germany
2Hospital Sachsenhausen Frankfurt, Frankfurt, Germany
3Hospital Rostock Südstadt, Rostock, Germany
4University Hospital Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany
5Statconsult Magdeburg, Magdeburg, Germany

Introduction: Since January 1st 2005, the situation of bariatric surgery has been

examined in Germany. All data are registered prospectively in cooperation with

the Institute of quality assurance in surgery at the Otto-von-Guericke University

Magdeburg.

Objectives: Since 2006 sleeve gastrectomies were performed at 140 German

hospitals. Number of procedures has been increased from 20 in 2006 to more

than 3,000 in 2013. In total we report data on Sleeve Gastrectomy performed in

more than 11 000 patients in Germany.

Methods: The data registration occurs in an internet online data bank. Data

collection on results of Sleeve Gastrectomy has been started in 2006. Follow

up data were collected once a year. Participation at the quality assurance study is

voluntary.

Results: Since 2006 sleeve gastrectomies were performed at 140 German

hospitals. Number of procedures has been increased from 20 in 2006 to

more than 3,000 in 2013. Initially leakage rate was 7 % in 2007 and was

dropped down to 1 % in 2013. Mean age of patients was 43.6 and mean

BMI 51.9 kg/m2. Influence of age, gender comorbidities, effect of

oversewing and use of staple line buttresses and bougie size was

analysed to evaluate the effect on leakage.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy is the hype procedure in Germany. But

postoperative complication rate is still high. Complication rate depends

on use of staple line buttressing, bougie size and patient’s comorbidities

and gender. Data of more than 11 000 patients after SG were evaluated

on several aspects and in comparison to meta-analysis.

P.648 SLEEVEGASTRECTOMY INSITUS INVERSUS – VL.077

PRESENTER:W.E. Suliman, A.A. Alsaigh

Riyadh Care Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Anotomical review tips & techniques.

Objectives: tips & techniques.

Methods: N/A.
Results: tips & techniques.

Conclusion: tips & techniques.

P.649 SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF A NEW
REINFORCEMENT OF PGA NON-WOVEN FABRIC
COMBINED WITH STAPLER INSTALLED TO SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY IN BARIATRIC SURGERY

PRESENTER: H. Torii1, 2

Co-authors: Y. Ozamoto1, 2, T. Togawa1, 2, M. Fujishiro1, M. Urabe1, 2, H.

Takamori2, 3, S. Morita3, T. Orikasa2, J. Ikeda2, A. Hagiwara2, 1

1Kusatsu General Hospital, Kusatsu, Japan
2Faculty of Life and Medical Sciences Doshisha university, Kyotanabe, Japan
3Gunze Co., Ltd., Ayabe, Japan

Introduction: In obese patients undergoing sleeve gastrectomy, the gastric

wall is often thick and readily breakable due to thick adipose tissues

accumulating in the layers of the submucosa and the muscularis. When

sleeve gastrectomy is performed on such patients, a conventional sta-

pler without the reinforcement often breaks or fails to suture the thick

and fragile gastric wall, sometimes resulting in serious intra-operative or

post-operative complications such as bleeding and/or anastomotic

leakage.

Objectives: As a countermeasure for this problem, we have used a newly avail-

able type of reinforcement with a stapler, which sandwiches a strip of reinforce-

ment made of poly (glycolic acid) non-woven fabric between the staples and the

tissue.

Methods: By stapling the gastric wall from the reinforcement layered atop, the

stapler prevents breaking of the tissue and achieves the effective stapling. The

suture line of the gastric wall strengthened with the reinforcement seems to have

a proper physical strength for stapling.

Results: Since the introduction of the new reinforcement, we have experienced

neither intra- nor post-operative complications stemming from the fragility of the

gastric wall.

Conclusion: It was concluded that this new reinforcement with stapler will be

useful in sleeve gastrectomy in bariatric surgery.

P.650 SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY VERSUS GASTRIC BYPASS
IN LATE ADOLESCENTS

PRESENTER: S.R. van Mil1

Co-authors: L. Biter1, R. Gadiot1, S.C. Hofland1, B. Grotenhuis2, G. Mannaerts1

1Department of Surgery, Sint Franciscus Gasthuis, Rotterdam, Netherlands
2Department of Surgery, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Introduction: Increasing interest has been shown in bariatric surgery in

adolescents, since childhood obesity equals a lifelong increase in health

risks. Recently, sleeve gastrectomy (SG) is suggested to be a good

alternative for RYGB in adolescents. This study compares long-term

effects of SG and RYGB.

Methods: Baseline characteristics, anthropometric measures and medical

history were collected retrospectively on all adolescent patients, who

underwent SG or RYGB in our clinic. Differences between both proce-

dures were described as mean (±SD) or percentage and were analyzed

using the two sample unpaired t-test.
Results: Fifty-five adolescents (44 female; aged 18–20) were included
4subjects underwent SG.

Significant differences were seen in sex, with 100 % female in RYGB

and 72,5 % female in SG (p<0.05), and duration of surgery with 81,8±

12,81 min and 53,5±20,85 min (p<0.001), respectively.

Significant differences in %EWL were seen at 1-year follow-up with

%EWL of 85.6±20.1 % in GS and 65.8±17.0 % (p<0.01) in RYGB, at

2-year follow-up 94.0±20.2 % and 66.0±21.1 % (p<0.05), respectively

and at 3-year follow-up 80.6±17.2 % and 32.4±27.1 % (p<0.05),
respectively.

Complete resolution of hypertension, type 2 diabetes and dyslipidemia was seen

in both groups.

Conclusion: SG showed significant better results than RYGB in terms of de-

crease in BMI and%EWL and the result of SG persisted over a period of 6 years.

All comorbidities resolved in both groups.
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Considering weight loss, effects on comorbidities and the association of RYGB

with nutritional deficiencies, we propose SG to be superior to RYGB in late

adolescents, at

P.651 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY WITH
TRI-STAPLE REINFORCEMENT FOR SEVERE
OBESITY

PRESENTER: K. Whitlock1

Co-authors: C. Sheppard1, D. Birch1, S. Karmali2

1University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
2Centre for the Advancement of Minimally Invasive Surgery, Edmonton, AB,

Canada

Introduction: Obesity is a chronic disease that affects over 500 million

adults globally. Bariatric surgery is the only evidence-based treatment to

achieve sustainable weight loss. Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG)

is a restrictive procedure with important physiologic changes. Staple line

dehiscence and hemorrhage represent two of the major complications

associated with this procedure. Respectively, surgeons have attempted

numerous modalities to avert these issues by using various stapling

products, buttresses and hemostatic adjuncts.

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to analyze the utility of a Tri-staple non-

buttressed stapler on the incidence of postoperative leakage and hemorrhage

post LSG.

Methods: A retrospective review of medical records was performed for 97 con-

secutive patients that underwent LSG with the Tri-Staple between July 2011 and

October 2012.

Results: The mean age of patients was 44.4±9.2 years, with mean pre-

operative BMI of 48.5±10.6 kg/m2. Preoperative comorbidities included

Type 2 diabetes (34 %), hypertension (42 %), dyslipidemia (28 %), and

obstructive sleep apnea (43 %). The mean operative time was 80.0±

22.0 min. There were no intraoperative leaks identified. There were no

documented postoperative leaks or bleeds after a median follow up of

12 months. At 12 months following surgery, BMI had significantly de-

creased to 33.9±6.6 kg/m2 (p<0.05), corresponding to an EWL% of

54.8 %±24.2 %. HbA1c was significantly reduced after 1 year (6.7±1.2

vs 5.6±0.7, p<0.05).
Conclusion: The Tri-Staple configuration used in LSG seems to mitigate

staple line failures. Furthermore, weight loss and comorbidity reduction

was determined to be acceptable and equivalent to LSG using other

staplers.

P.652 FIRST SERIES OF LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY IN SRI LANKA—TECHNICAL
FEASIBILITY AND OUTCOME IN A RESOURCE POOR
SETTING IN ASIA

PRESENTER: T.K. Wijeratne1

Co-authors: U. Bulugahapitiya1, S. Kumarage2, H. Rajaratnam3

1Colombo South Teaching Hospital Sri Lanka, Colombo, Sri Lanka
2North Colombo Teaching Hospital, Ragama, Sri Lanka
3Nawaloka Hospital PLC, Colombo, Sri Lanka

Introduction: Morbid obesity and metabolic syndrome are emerging as a major

health issues in developing South Asian countries. Laparoscopic Sleeve Gas-

trectomy (LSG) has been introduced to this region with excellent out comes in

controlling morbid obesity and metabolic syndrome.

Objectives: Assess the technical feasibility and outcome of LSG as a surgical

procedure in a resource poor country in south Asia where Bariatric surgery is still

a novel concept.

Methods:Prospective Analytical study of the first 15 patientswho underwent LSG
in a tertiary care hospital in Sri Lanka over 2 years. All data on pre operative,

surgical and post operative follow up were recorded in a pre-designed research

Performa and all patients were followed up for a minimum period of 6 months by

Surgical and Endocrine team. All Surgerieswere performed by the same surgeon

and the surgical team using total Laparoscopic technique using a 40 F Gastric

bougie to standardize the Sleeved stomach. There were 14 females and one

male in the study group.Weight range was from 83 to 167 kg with a mean weight

of 106.2 kg. Average BMI 45 kg/m2

Results: There were no major complications. The percentage excess weight loss

during first 3 months was 28.8 % and at 6 months 42.3 %. Resolution of co-

morbidities especially Diabetes and Metabolic Syndrome was excellent and one

out of two patients who had surgery for subfertility conceived during study period.

Conclusion: LSG can be performed safely in a resource poor setting in south Asia

and is effective as a Bariatric surgical procedure for Sri Lankan population.

P.653 WEIGHT LOSS AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY IN
SUPEROBESE

PRESENTER: B.D. Yildiz

Ankara Numune Teaching Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction:Sleevegastrectomy is becoming awidely popular technique for surgical

treatment of morbid obesity. Superobesity is defined as body mass index 50 kg/m2.

Objectives: To analyze results of sleeve gastrectomy in superobese patients.

Methods: Thirty superobese patients out of 216 who had sleeve gastrectomy were

enrolled in the study. Data about body mass index, improvement in co-morbidities

and demographic data were collected retrospectively.

Results: There were 27 female and three male patients. Mean age was 42.43±

8.86 years, mean bodymass index preoperatively was 53.4 kg/m2 (minimum 50,

maximum 62). Ten patients had diabetes, ten patients had hypertension, two had

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease an done had asthma. Mean follow up was

11.82±6.94 months. Mean percent excess weight loss was 30.71±14.73. At the

final follow up five patients stopped using diabetic medications and five patients

reduced dose of anti-hypertensive medications. The patient with chronic obstruc-

tive pulmonary disease and asthma had decrease in severity of their diseases.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy provides significant percent excess weigth loss

and improvement in co-morbidities in superobese individuals.

P.654 GASTRIC LEAK FOLLOWING LAPAROSCOPIC
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY: CASE REPORT AND
LITERATURE REVIEW

PRESENTER: J. Zhu

East Hospital, Tongji University, Shanghai, China

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy has become a very frequent

procedure in bariatric surgery due to its efficacy, simplicity and safety compared

to gastric bypass. The major complications of it are hemorrhage, leakage, or

stricture. Gastric staple line leak is a severe complication following laparoscopic

sleeve gastrectomy with a long non standardized treatment.

Objectives: The aim of this article is to present a case report and review the

current literatures related to the options in the treatment of gastric leak following

sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy was performed for a 21 years

old girl with a BMI of 40.6. Fever and left should pain were complained

6 days postoperatively and a staple line leak was diagnosed. Nonsurgical

treatment, endoscopic stent and suture were performed and failed re-

spectively. The patient was referred to a center with specialty in the

management of digestive leak or fistula.

Results: Gastric tube suction, enteral nutrition and proton pump inhibitor and

antibiotics were given to the patient, who was cured after 10 days through such

formal treatment in the center with specialty for digestive fistula or leakage. The

current literature was reviewed, and a flow chart was listed which give sugges-

tions in the treatment of such leaks.

Conclusion: The most important option for gastric leak following sleeve

gastrectomy is formal nonsurgical treatment. It’s better to refer the pa-

tients to the centers who are special in the treatment of digestive fistulas

or leakages. It’s usually not a large leak on the staple line, which would

be cured earlier by the experienced experts.
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P.655 GASTRIC BAND ADJUSTMENT—DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF A SIMULATION MODEL

PRESENTER: K. Andony1, S. Yorke1

Co-authors: D.D. Birch1, 2

1Alberta Health Services, Centre for the Advancement of Minimally Invasive

Surgery, Edmonton, AB, Canada
2University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction:With the increase of gastric bands being used tomanage obesity the

need to support these patients has also increased for physicians and nurses.

However with limited opportunities to practice adjustment techniques medical

professionals may struggle with the technical skills required to assist these pa-

tients. CAMIS has developed a gastric band simulation unit that will allow medical

professionals to familiarize themselves with the skills prior to assisting patients.

Objectives: To provide a hands on demonstration of a simulated gastric band

adjustment for physicians, nurses and allied health professionals.

To increase awareness of current gastric band usage for the treatment of obesity.

To provide health care providers with an understanding of how and why a gastric

band simulation unit was developed.

Methods: The gastric band simulation units have been used by residents as part

of their training at the University of Alberta.

The units will also be tested in primary care settings that see patients who have

gastric bands.

Results: Feedback from medical professionals who use the units and can com-

pare them to an actual gastric band adjustment.

Conclusion: With enhanced awareness of gastric banding skills medical profes-

sionalswill be able tomoreeffectively treat patients and recommendappropriate care.

P.656 FAILURE AND BARIATRIC SURGERY: WHAT TO DO
AFTER THE “HONEY MOON”

PRESENTER: L. Barru1, P. Bayart2, 1, J. Balta-Blondeau1, J. Marcelin1

1Clinique Centre Médico Social, Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe
2Université Lille Nord De France, UDL3 PSITEC, Lille, France

Introduction: Bariatric surgery, reference treatment for severe obesity, has a not

insignificant failure rate after a so-called «HoneyMoon » phase of rapidweight loss.

Objectives: Show how to reduce the failure rate of bariatric surgery by combining

it with systematic care of food behavioral disorders: snacking, restriction vs

compulsion, binge eating disorder, night eating disorder…

Methods: We offer candidate patients for bariatric surgery a multidisciplinary care

(medical, nursing, dietary, psychological consultations) based on the recommenda-

tions of learned societies, cognitive-behavioral therapy and therapeutic education.

Results: The patients are seen in six ambulatory multidisciplinary consultations.

They encounter the doctor whose consultations focus on bariatric surgery and on

the assessment of the patient’s sate of health. They meet the dietician who

centers her interviews on diet balance and food beliefs. The psychologist evalu-

ates the patient’s eating behaviour in order to adapt the following consultations

taking into account his/her difficulties. Eventually, a nurse, fills out different forms

with the patient and evaluates his/her way and quality of life. The patient’s care is

thus operantly adapted to his/her evolution.

An initial assessment of patients’ quality of life before and after this long term

preoperative care shows that it is beneficial. A remote statistical study will be

required to verify if this care helps limiting postoperative weight recovery.

Conclusion: The reinterventions for Bariatric surgery failure having a higher

complication rate and uncertain long-term results, it is essential to prevent these

failures by an appropriate multidisciplinary care.

P.658 INTEGRATION OF PRIMARY AND TERTIARY CARE IN
OBESITY MANAGEMENT

PRESENTER: K. Danzinger

Co-authors: J. Jones, J. Bennett

Alberta Health Services, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Introduction: In 2011, AlbertaHealth Services launcheda provincial obesity initiative,
which includes a suite of services, from community-based programs to intensive

medical intervention, all designed to reduce the burden of obesity in Alberta. In the

Edmonton Zone, the Edmonton Adult Bariatric Specialty Clinic (EABSC), Primary

Care Networks (PCN), and the Weight Wise Adult Community Program (WWACP)

are meeting this need through the integration of primary and tertiary care services.

Objectives: This poster demonstrates this connectivity and relationship through

illustration of a patient’s journey through community-based workshops and sup-

port, primary care intervention, and specialized bariatric services. Patients then

transition smoothly back in to community-based support.

Methods: Research supports the use of community workshops, bariatric surgical

intervention, and post-operative support groups to optimize patient care in obesity

management.

Results: The WWACP offers ten workshops, providing education to all mem-

bers of the community on nutrition, physical activity, stress management,

and emotional eating. They also operate an information phone line available

to both public and clinicians to answer questions about weight management

and resources available. Some of the PCNs have initiated obesity manage-

ment programs, utilizing nurses, dietitians, family physicians. Many PCNs

also offer the WWACP workshops. EABSC offers specialty bariatric care,

including bariatric surgery, and links post-surgical patients with the WWACP,

who offer support groups.

Conclusion: The link between primary and tertiary care in the Edmonton zone is

connected to optimize weight management for patients.

P.659 HOW TO BECOME A BARIATRIC SURGEON: A
FRENCH SURVEY

PRESENTER: B. Elias1

Co-authors: N. Reibel1, D. Quilliot1, O. Ziegler1, T. Debs2, B. Bassil2, P. Cuny2, L.

Brunaud1

1CHU Nancy, Université de Lorraine, Hôpital Brabois Adultes, Vandoeuvre les

Nancy, France
2CHR Met-thionville/Bel-Air Hospital, Thionville, France

Introduction: A well structured multidisciplinary approach have been implement-

ed in France by the high authority of health to provide optimum care for morbidly

obese patients. However, the completion of a bariatric surgery national training

program has not been fully standardized.

Objectives: to help gain a better understanding of the actual training provided by

specialized obesity centers in France, and suggest a more defined pedagogical

program.

Methods: A 9-item survey was filled by 26 out of the 37 specialized obesity

centers in France. The questions focused on the actual training system and the

suggestions proposed to improve the system.

Results:Eighteen out of 26 centers considered that the training program is not well

defined actually. Seventeen centers considered that the training should be kept

aside only for the bariatric fellows, whereas nine centers considered that it should

start during the abdominal surgery residency. Twenty-three centers agreed that a

bariatric surgery diploma is mandatory to practice this surgery. Nineteen centers

were favorable to standardize a new national obligatory training program. Seven-

teen centers are with the idea to establish a validating bariatric board exam.

Conclusion: Until now, there does not exist a board exam in France, neither in

north america for bariatric surgery the training program differs among centers. A

well defined national program including at least an obligatory diploma and a

bariatric boardwould allow to improve the skills and the competence of the surgeon

and to decrease the morbidity and the failures of bariatric surgery. This program

should be further discussed among experts and the national obesity society.

P.660 THE BEGINNING OF A BARIATRIC SURGERY
PROGRAM IN A BRAZILIAN PUBLIC HOSPITAL

PRESENTER: D.A. Ferreira

Co-authors: A.N. Messias, L.V. Coelho, R. Luna, L. Basto

Hospital Federal dos Servidores do Estado, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Introduction:Brazil is the second country worldwide inBariatric Surgery numbers.

However, 90 % of bariatric surgeries are made in the private sector. Therefore,
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our group decided to initiate a Bariatric Surgery program in the Hospital Federal

dos Servidores do Estado, in may, 2012.

Objectives: Access epidemiological, medical characteristics and early results of

our program.

Methods: It was analyzed prospectively, clinical and laboratorial data of the first

31 obese patients submitted to surgery.

Results:Most patients were female 96,7 %, mean age of 41.4+/8.9 years, mean

weight of 119.6 +/19,0 kg and baseline mean BMI was 45.3 +/- 6,6Kg/m2.

Regarding their comorbidities, 62,5 % have arterial hypertension 47,9 % have

osteoarticular disease, 45,8 % have diabetes and 31,9 % have another

comorbidities.

We perform 31 surgeries, 28 gastric bypass and three sleeve gastrectomy. There

were two complications that required reoperation (6,5 %), pos operative bleeding

in one case and surgical incision infection on the other. Both patients presented a

good clinical resolution. We have no other complications or any mortality.

Conclusion:Despite the high prevalence of comorbidities among our patients, we

have a good early pos operative result, with low complication rates and no

mortality.

P.661 PRECEPTORSHIP AND PROCTORSHIP IS A
EFFECTIVEWAYTOLEARNLAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: P. Garneau1

Co-authors: K. Ahmad1, S. Carignan2, P. Trudeau2

1Sacré-Coeur Hospital of Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada
2CSSS de Chicoutimi, Chicoutimi, QC, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy has rapidly gained popularity as

the preferred procedure for morbidly obese patients.

Objectives: The goal of this project is to evaluate a training program for the

laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG), given to a group of surgeons by a

specialized consultant in bariatric surgery.

Methods: The training process is divided in two parts. First, bringing the trainee

surgeons to a specialized bariatric center to observe and take part in bariatric

procedures with an experienced bariatric surgeon (preceptorship). Second, the

consulting surgeon offers on-site training to all surgeons within their own hospital

(proctorship). The support personnel (bariatric nurse, OR nurse, nutritionist)

accompany the surgeon and are included in the training process. Finally, preop-

erative, intraoperative and postoperative data are compiled and analyzed.

Results: This study included 31 patients operated for LSG by the two new trained

surgeonsafter theproctorship.Medianagewas43andmeanBMIwas45.9.No leak,

stricture ormortality was found after the surgery. Mean surgical timewas 94min, and

mean hospital length of stay was 3.9 days.Minor complicationswere seen during the

follow-up at 1–3–6 month and an EWL of 62 % was found at 6 month.

Conclusion: This study showed the effectiveness of training provided through in

preceptorship/proctorship with a specialized consulting surgeon. The low compli-

cation rate and the weight loss achieved in only 6 months demonstrate the safety

and efficacy of this learning method.

P.662 TEN TECHNICAL TIPS TOAVOID PROXIMAL GASTRIC
WALL DILATATION AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: S.A. Jaber

King Fahd Military Medical Complex, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy is becoming a very common

bariatric procedure, based on several advantages it carries over more complex

bariatric procedures.

Objectives:weight loss failure or regain of weightmight due to the dilatation of the

proximal part of the stomach post sleeve gastrectomy. we are clarifying the 10

technical tips that may help avoiding future proximal gastric lumen dilatation.

Methods: Two hundred seventy-eight laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy cases

were performed. Twenty-six patients were noticed unable to lose weight after

6 months of the procedure.

Results: Gastrograffin study was performed in all of the 28 patients. Six patients

were founds to have proximal pouch dilatation. After these cases, we re-

evaluated and modified our technique with ten tips to avoid future proximal

dilatation. we are presenting these tips as figures.

Conclusion: Proximal gastric dilatation after sleeve gastrectomy is mainly a

technical related complication that probably avoidable with ten tips to follow.

P.663 SPECIFICATIONS FOR AN MHEALTH PLATFORM
TARGETED AT THE BARIATRIC PATIENT PATHWAY

PRESENTER: D.C. King, S. Purkayastha

Co-authors: M. Mobasheri, A. Ahmed, A. Darzi

Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Introduction: Increasing numbers of people are undergoing bariatric surgery.

Before a decision to operate can bemade, patients must demonstrate an attempt

at intensive lifestyle modification alongside an understanding of the benefit-risk

ratio of surgery. All patients require multidisciplinary care to prepare them for

surgery as well as lifelong monitoring and follow up thereafter. The process is

complex and patients frequently complain of a lack of information and support

through the bariatric pathway. As the majority of people accessing bariatric

services use smartphonedevices, we are supporting the development of amobile

health (mHealth) app to support them across the pathway.

Objectives: Establish the user-specifications for an mHealth platform to support

patients across the bariatric pathway.

Methods: Systematic analysis of 20 semi-structured interviews (10 clinicians in

our multidisciplinary bariatric service and 10 patients). In addition, two experts in

user-centred design followed patients through the bariatric pathway and made

structured notes of different episodes of care.

Results: Key deficits in the current pathway were identified. In particular, patients

had a poor understanding of the different bariatric procedures available and the

risks associated with each of them. Patients found it difficult to keep up to date

with appointments and the status of their consults and investigations. There was

poor access to behavioural support to facilitate weight loss in the run up to or

replacement of surgery.

Conclusion: The specifications for a new bariatric software app addressing

current problems were identified. The platform is focussed at four key areas;

‘discovery’, ‘profile’, ‘diary’ and ‘follow-up’ and is under development.

P.664 EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING CURVE IN
PERFORMING ROUX-EN-Y: RELATION BETWEEN
EXPERIENCE AND FREQUENCY OF PERIOPERATIVE
COMPLICATIONS

PRESENTER: R.D. Lins

Co-authors: S.L. Arruda, F.K. Maia, L.V. Rodrigues, J.R. e Silva, Y.A. de Oliveira,

B.F. Maranhão, M.S. de Araújo, F. França

Clinica Dr. Sergio Arruda, Brasilia, DF, Brazil

Introduction: Laparoscopic roux-en-Y gastric bypass is associated with a low

number of surgical complications.We report our 3 year experience employing this

procedure, accounting our learning curve and complications.

Objectives: Evaluate learning curve in performing Roux-en-Y.

Methods:Weperformed a retrospective database study including 57 patients that

underwent surgery at Clı́nica Dr. Sérgio Arruda, a private clinic in Brasilia (Brazil),

between March 2010 and April 2013. All surgeries were performed by a single

team, and data (body mass index (BMI), complications, surgical time, previous

laparoscopic surgery) was collected during hospital stay.

Results: The population was comprised of 53 women and four men. The mode of

hospital stay after the surgery was 3 days, with only three exceptions and one

hospital stay of 15 days due to sepsis, but no casualties. Surgery time decreased

from a mean of 143 min to 133 min after the 30th procedure, with/out statistical

significance. The most common surgical complication was intraoperative bleeding

which was always promptly corrected. On noted problem was the inexperience

dealing with the clip applier which was more common during the first procedures.
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Conclusion: It was noticed a significant decrease in the mean operation time

between the two groups of surgeries and both didn’t have severe immediate

complications related to the procedure, with one exception.

P.665 LIFESTYLE INTERVENTION AND WEIGHT LOSS IN
THE PREOPERATIVE STAGE

PRESENTER: T. Pintar

Co-authors: A. Ilovar, I. Stotl, R. Juvan

UMC Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Introduction: Diet, exercise and behavioural treatment and is an important strat-

egy for weight management.

Objectives: Preoperative weight loss is associated with better compliance after

surgery and significant reduction in operative risk. An assessment of preoperative

programme in view of excess weight loss prior to surgery and its impact to

postoperative weight loss is analysed.

Methods:Data analysed from all patients undergoing bariatric surgery from 2012 to

January 2014. Preparation for bariatric surgery lasted 6months. Data collected from

a standardised questionnaire included: demographics, attempts to lose weight,

physical activity, diseases, pharmacological treatment and eating habits,

osteomuscular pain, snoring, daytime sleepiness were analysed. Consulting based

for locally produced high protein diet and exercise, analysed for: weight changes,

BIA, eating behaviour, physical activity and satisfaction with the programme.

Results:Median age of the patients was 49 years;median BMI was 45, 64 kg/m2,

male 48, 65 kg/m2, female 43, 87 kg/m2. 62, 5% of the patients had one obesity-

related comorbidity. Data showed median BMI 41, 68 kg/m (2) and median

excess weight loss (%EWL) 14,36 % at surgical day 0. BIA displayed average

1,8 kg of lean body mass gain, preoperatively. Three months post bariatric

procedure median BMI was 34, 97 kg/m2, median EWL 47, 95 %. Increased

physical activity preoperatively mostly walking four times per week for 1, 5 h,

8 weeks postoperatively aerobic fitness training four times a week for 1,5 h.

Overall satisfaction with the treatment was above.

Conclusion: Significant weight loss, improved lean body mass, positive BIA mea-

surements and physical activity improved lifestyle are approached multidisciplinary.

P.666 MINI-GASTRIC BYPASS TIPS AND TRICKS:
TECHNIQUE, FEASIBILITY, SAFETY AND LEARNING
CURVE.

PRESENTER: R. Rutledge

Center for Laparoscopic Obesity, Henderson, NV, USA

Introduction: Mini-Gastric Bypass (MGB) is a growing form of bariatric surgery.

Objectives: This report describes our technique and experience with the tips and

tricks of performing a safe MGB.

Methods: Three years were spent travelling the USA, Europe, Middle East and

Asia. More than 100 surgeons were involved teaching and training the MGB from

July 2011 to February 2014.

Results: Some of the critical factors include in part: making sure the first

gastric firing is at or below the junction of the body and antrum of the stomach

and special attention to make sure the first firing is perpendicular to the lesser

curvature to make a LONG gastric pouch. The gastric pouch is treated with

extreme caution and delicacy, Under No circumstances is the EG junction to

be a approached or dissected, hiatal hernias are to be ignored and areas of

former Lap Band or Nissen to be similarly avoided by carrying the staple line

lateral to these areas.

The length of the bypass is tailored to the patient’s weight and the omentum is

never divided. The gastro-jejunostomy is performed without tension and the

lateral gastric pouch staple line is carefully avoided. Closure of the GJ can be

sutured or stapled but beware of excessive suturing as it can lead to stricture and

proximal obstruction.

Conclusion: MGB is safe and feasible in the morbidly obese. When paying

attention to a few critical factors, proficiency in this technique using conventional

laparoscopic equipment can be achieved with a short learning curve.

P.667 SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO INTERNAL HERNIA
IDENTIFICATION AND REDUCTION IN A PATIENT
WITH BILIOPANCREATIC DIVERSION WITH
DUODENAL SWITCH – VL.078

PRESENTER: D. Telem

Co-authors: M. Altieri, A. Pryor, P. Kim

Stony Brook Medical Center, Stony Brook, NY, USA

Introduction: Identification and reduction of internal hernia following

Biliopancreatic Diversion with Duodenal Switch (BPD/DS) can present a chal-

lenge for surgeons who are not familiar with this procedure.

Objectives: The goals of this video is to show a systematic approach to internal

hernia identification and reduction in a patient with BDP/DS.

Methods: This is a video showing identification and reduction of an internal hernia
following BPD/DS.

Results: Successful Reduction of the internal hernia.

Conclusion: This video is showing a systematic approach for identification and

reduction of an internal hernia in a patient with BPD/DS.

P.668 ADDING SUPERVISED GROUP EXERCISE TRAINING
TO INTERDISCIPLINARY LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT
IN SUBJECTS AWAITING BARIATRIC SURGERY: A
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY

PRESENTER: A. Baillot1, 4

Co-authors:W.M.Mampuya1, 5, I.J. Dionne2, 6, E.M. Comeau3, A.Méziat-Burdin 3,

M. Langlois 1, 4

1Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Sherbrooke Research Center, Sherbrooke,

QC, Canada
2Research Centre on Aging Health and Social Services Centre, Institute of

Geriatrics, Sherbrooke, QC, Canada
3Department of Surgery, Division of General Surgery, Université de Sherbrooke,

Sherbrooke, QC, Canada
4Department of Medicine, Division of Endocrinology, Université de Sherbrooke,

Shernbrooke, QC, Canada
5Department of Medicine, Division of Cardiology, Université de Sherbrooke,

Sherbrooke, QC, Canada
6Faculty of Physical Education and Sports, Université de Sherbrooke, Sher-

brooke, QC, Canada

Introduction: To optimize bariatric surgery (BS) results, experts recommend

practicing physical activity, but no evidence is available in the literature regarding

the effect of Pre-Surgical Exercise Training (PreSET).

Objectives: We aimed to evaluate the impact of PreSETon physical fitness and

quality of life (QOL) of subjects awaiting BS.

Methods:Candidates for BS [age=41.8±9 years, BMI=47 (42.8–54.4) kg/

m2] have been randomized in two groups: one group following the

PreSET (3 80 min per week for 12 weeks of endurance and strength

training; n=10) and a control group (n=12). The two groups received

usual care including individual lifestyle counselling sessions. Before and

after 12 weeks of intervention, physical fitness was assessed with a

battery of tests (symptom-limited cardiac exercise test, 6-min walk test

(6MWT), sit-to-stand, half-squat and arm curl tests) and QOL with the

Laval questionnaire.

Results: Subjects in the PreSET group participated in 65±23 % of the

supervised exercise sessions proposed. Results showed significant im-

provement in the 6MWT distance (+19 vs. –24 m; p=0.02), half-squat

test (+18 vs. –0.1 s; p=0.03), arm curl test (+4.9 vs. +0.2 repetitions; p=
0.03) and QOL social interactions score (+3.1 vs. –2.0 %; p=0.046) in

the PreSET group compared to the control group. No significant differ-

ence between groups in BMI and other outcomes studied was observed after

the intervention.

Conclusion: PreSETseems to bemore effective to improve submaximal physical

fitness and social interactions score compared to individual lifestyle counselling

intervention alone. The project is continuing to confirm these beneficial effects on

long-term in a larger sample.
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P.669 THE EFFICIENCY OF TRANSVERSE ABDOMINIS
MUSCLE PLANE BLOCK (TAP BLOCK) IN
PREVENTIONOFPOSTOPERATIVEPAIN IN PATIENTS
UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY IN
COMPARISON TO LOCAL ANESTHESIA WITH
BUPIVACAINE APPLICATION

PRESENTER: P. Major

Co-authors: M. Pedziwiatr, M. Matlok, M. Rubinkiewicz, M. Kisielewski, M.

Stanek, A. Budzynski

2nd Department of Surgery, Medical College, Jagiellonian University, Krakow,

Poland

Introduction: It is very important to fight the postoperative pain after laparoscopic

bariatric surgeries. The aim is to enable the patients the fas test recovery. The

alternative to painkillers is to use local anestesia of the abdominal wall.

Objectives: The aim of the study was to compare Transverse Abdominis Muscle

Plane Block (TAP Block) with local application of bupivacaine to trocar insertion

sites in postoperative pain prevention in patients undergoing bariatric surgery.

Methods:Seventeen patients undergoing bariatic surgery in The 2ndDepartment

of General Surgery were enrolled to the study. There were six men (35,29%) and

11 women (64,7 %) in the study group. Patients were randomized into two

subgroups: In the 1st group patients received TAP Block after the surgery, in

the 2nd group local anesthetic (Bupivacaine) was applied. The intensity of post-

operative pain was measured in NRS scale with standarized questionaire

immedietely after the end of surgery, and in 2,4,8,12,24 and 48 h subsequently.

Results:Eight patientswere submitted for laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy, the rest of

ninepatientsunderwent laparoscopicgastric by-pass.Tenpatients receivedTAPBlock

and in seven patients a bupivacaine injection was used. Statistical analysis did not

reveal any differences in pain intensity in 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24 and 48 h after the surgery.

Conclusion: Local application of bupivacaine in patients undergoing bariatric

burgery has similar effects as TAP Block. However, bupivacaine injection is less

time consuming, do not require portable ultrasound and is technically easier

P.670 THE IMPACT OF LAPAROSCOPIC BARIATRIC
PROCEDURES ON CHRONIC INFLAMMATION AND
BONE METABOLISM IN PATIENTS TREATED DUE TO
MORBID OBESITY IN THE 2ND DEPARTMENT OF
SURGERY UJ CM

PRESENTER: P. Major

Co-authors: M. Matlok, M. Pedziwiatr, M. Stanek, M. Migaczewski, A. Budzynski

2ndDepartment of Surgery,Medical College, JagiellonianUniversity, Krakow,Poland

Introduction: Bariatric surgery remains the only effective method to successfully

cure patients with morbid obesity, which is why its use is increasing. An excessive

amount of body fat in patients withmorbid obesity increases the chronic inflammatory

response of the body through the production of pro-inflammatory factors. This pro-

cess intensifies complications due to morbid obesity. Recently the impact of bariatric

surgery on acceleration of bone metabolism has became the object of interest.

Objectives:The aim of the study is to evaluate the impact of laparoscopic bariatric

procedures on chronic inflammation and bone metabolism in patients operated

due to morbid obesity in the 2nd Department of Surgery UJ CM.

Methods: The research enrolled 16 patients surgically treated due to morbid

obesity in the 2nd Department of Surgery UJ CM, who underwent LSG (three

patients) or LRYGB (13 patients). Prior to surgery levels of serum IL-6 (an

inflammatory marker) and two markers of bone metabolism: OC (osteocalcin)

and BAP (bone fraction of alkaline phosphatase) were measured. In 12 month

follow up levels of studied parameters were reassessed.

Results: The year after the procedure plasma level of IL-6 decreased in 14

patients. Among the assessed bone metabolism markers osteocalcin increased

in 15 patients. The bone fraction of alkaline phosphatase increased too.

Conclusion: Weight loss and decrease in the BMI ratio leads to decrease of

chronic inflammatory process. However bariatric surgery can have negative

effects on bone mineral economy. It cause the acceleration of bone metabolism

which results in the reduction of bone mass.

P.671 IMPACT OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY ON EATING
BEHAVIOR OF THE OBESE

PRESENTER: J.S. Todkar1

Co-authors: N.A. Sawant1, A.A. Haldule1, P.S. Mhaskar1, R.Z. Dani2, S.R.

Stephen3

1Ruby Hall Clinic, Pune, India
2Dr L H Hiranandani Hospital, Pune, India
3Dr L H Hiranandani Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Eating behavior of an individual is a surrogate evidence of the

hunger and satiety. Bariatric surgery is known to modify the hunger and satiety.

Objectives: This is a prospective study conducted at our center, to assess the

eating behaviors of obese individuals in comparison to normal weight individuals

and to understand the effect of bariatric surgery on it.

Methods: Eating behaviours of the obeses group pre operatively and post oper-

atively (n=36) were, compared to those of the normal weight group (Gr1).

Results: A significant difference was noted in uncontrolled eating and emotional

eating of the two groups. The obese scored higher on both. Gr1 scored highest on

cognitive restraint and obese group in uncontrolled eating.

Post bariatric surgery a drastic change was observed in the eating behaviours of

the obese. Cognitive restraint increased by 13.17 %, uncontrolled eating reduced

by 50.2 % emotional eating reduced by 25.8 %.

Eating behaviours post surgery followed the same trend as Gr1 with higher

cognitive restraint and lower uncontrolled and emotional eating.

Conclusion: Maladaptive eating behaviour that involves a higher degree of un-

controlled and emotional eating and lower degree of cognitive restraint are

associated with obesity. These findings suggest that, Bariatric surgery is effective

in correcting this pattern and hence should not be denied to obese persons with

maladaptive eating behaviours.

P.672 ROUTINE ABDOMINAL ULTRASONOGRAPHY
BEFORE BARIATRIC SURGERY HAS HIGH
DIAGNOSTIC YIELD IN CHINESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: W. Yang

Co-authors: C. Wang, J. Yang, G. Cao, Y. Pan, Y. Hu

First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University, Guangzhou, China

Introduction: Incidence of cholecystolithiasis in mainland China is high. Some

surgeons suggested that abdominal ultrasonography (AU) could be performed

only in selected bariatric surgery patientswith symptoms.Whether or not it should

be the routine AU in asymptomatic patients is still remain controversy.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate the value of preoperative AU in

Chinese bariatric surgery patients.

Methods: Clinical data of bariatric surgery patients underwent routine preopera-

tive AU in the First AffiliatedHospital of Jinan University betweenMarch 2011 and

March 2014 was reviewed.

Results: One hundred twenty-one patients (58 M/63 F) with mean BMI

40.9 underwent AU. It showed 18 cases (14.8 %) of normal findings and

104 cases (85.2 %) of abnormalities. The abnormal results showed 101

cases (83.4 %) of fatty liver, 21 cases (17.4) of gallstone, 45 cases

(37.2 %) of other comorbidities. Some patients suffered multiple comor-

bidities. Ninety-two cases (88.5 %) were asymptomatic and 12 (11.5 %)

had symptoms abdominal pain. Gastric bypass were performed in 84

patients (69.4 %) and sleeve gastrectomy in 37 patients (30.6 %), in-

cluding 21 patients (17.4 %) underwent concomitant procedures due to

the abnormal AU findings. There was statistically significant association

between AST/ALT elevations and gallstones (p=0.041) and it with fatty

liver (p=0.043). Patients with BMI>40 showed highest AST/ALT eleva-

tions. There was no statistically significant association between BMI and

gallstones (p=0.409) and BMI and fatty liver (p=0.713). The cost of AU

were approximately USD 40.

Conclusion: Routine preoperative AU in bariatric surgery patients is non-

invasive and has high diagnostic yield at a low cost. It reveals the

asymptomatic diseases and helps to make the choice of surgical

procedures.
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P.673 LOWER PREOPERATIVE BMI RESULTS IN BETTER
SURGICALOUTCOMESBYLAPAROSCOPICGASTRIC
BYPASS: BMI<50 VS 50 IN CHINESE PATIENTS

PRESENTER: W. Yang

Co-authors: C. Wang, J. Yang, G. Cao, Y. Hu, Y. Pan

First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University, Guangzhou, China

Introduction: Laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) is regarded as the

most common procedure in treating morbid obesity. Little research is available

about the super obese Chinese patients with BMI50.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the feasibility, safety and

surgical outcomes of LRYGB for Chinese patients with BMI50.

Methods: Clinical records of super obese patients who underwent LRYGB be-

tween September 2011 and March 2013 were analyzed retrospectively, and

compared surgical data, postoperative recovery, weight loss, and complications

with the patients of BMI<50.

Results: Of 29 patients (20 males/9 females), all of them underwent LRYGB

successfully without conversion to open surgery. Seventeen had BMI<50 and

12 had BMI50. Preoperative co-morbidities, operating time, and postoperative

drainage duration were similar in both groups. The age of the BMI50 group is

younger (26.2±7.2 vs 34.7±10.3, P=0.02) but it had a longer post-operation

hospital stay (8.6±3.1 vs 6.8±1.5 days, P=0.043). %EWL in 12 months after

surgery was greater in the BMI<50 group (68.3±15.0 vs 58.7±9.7, p=0.01).
Post-operative%EWLhad linear correlationswith preoperativeBMI (r=0.415,P=
0.025). Co-morbidities were improved or cured in both groups in 1 year after

operation. Post-operative complications including hair loss and dumping syn-

drome (n=9 and 3). The BMI50 group tends had higher chance of postoperative

loosen skin than that of the BMI<50 group (P=0.038).
Conclusion: LRYGB for super obeseChinese patients is safe and feasible. Lower

preoperative BMI results in better surgical outcomes. Preoperative weight loss

seems necessary in super obese patients.

P.674 AMELIORATIONOFGLYCEMICCONTROLBYSLEEVE
GASTRECTOMY AND GASTRIC BYPASS IN A LEAN
ANIMAL MODEL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES:
RESTORATION OF GUT HORMONE PROFILE

PRESENTER: H. Eickhoff1, 2

Co-authors: T. Louro2, 3, P. Matafome2, 3, F. Vasconcelos3, R. Seiça2, 3, F. Castro

e Sousa4, 5

1Hospital de Santiago, Setúbal, Portugal
2Institute of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Coimbra,

Portugal
3Institute for Biomedical Imaging and Life Sciences (IBILI), Faculty of Medicine,

University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal
4Department of Surgery A, University Hospital of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal
5Faculty of Medicine, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal

Introduction: In obese diabetic patients, bariatric surgery has been shown to

induce remission of type 2 diabetes. However, the potential of gastrointestinal

surgery regarding diabetes remission in non-severely obese diabetic patients has

yet to be defined.

Objectives: In the present experimental study we explored the effect of

established bariatric procedures with and without duodenal exclusion on

glycemic control and gut hormone profile in a lean animal model of type

2 diabetes.

Methods: Forty 12- to 14-week-old non-obese diabetic Goto-Kakizaki (GK) rats

were randomly assigned to four groups: control group (GKC), sham surgery

(GKSS), sleeve gastrectomy (GKSG), and gastric bypass (GKGB). Age-matched

Wistar rats served as a non-diabetic control group (WIC). Glycemic control and

plasma lipidswere assessedat thebeginningof the observation period and4weeks

after surgery. Fasting andmixedmeal-induced plasma levels of ghrelin, GLP-1 and

PYY were measured.

Results: Glycemic control improved in GKSG and GKGB. Mixed meal-

induced gut hormone profiles in WIC were significantly different from

GKC and GKSS. GKSG and GKGB showed a similar postprandial de-

crease in ghrelin as non-diabetic WIC. Following both surgical proce-

dures, a significant meal-induced increase in PYY and GLP-1 could be

demonstrated.

Conclusion: Sleeve gastrectomy and gastric bypass induce a similar improve-

ment in overall glycemic control in lean diabetic rodents. After surgery, meal-

induced profiles of ghrelin, GLP-1, and PYY become similar to non-diabetic WIC.

Our data does not support the hypothesis that duodenal exclusion and early

contact of food with the ileal mucosa alone explain changes in gut hormone

profile after gastrointestinal surgery.

P.675 EARLY RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC MINI-GASTRIC
BYPASS ON REGULATION OF TYPE 2 DIAEARLY
RESULTS OF LAPAROSCOPIC MINI GASTRIC
BYPASS ON REGULATION OF TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
PATIENTS WITH BMI 27.5 TO 34.9 KG/M2

PRESENTER: M. Ismail1

Co-authors: M. Shareef1, M. Rajagopal1, H. Ansari1

1Moulana Hospital, Malappuram, India
2Raihan Institute of Medical Sciences, Perinthalmanna, India
3Raihan Institute of Medical Sciences, Kottayam, India

Introduction: The efficacy of laparoscopic mini-gastric bypass (LMGB) in

obese patients with T2DM has been proven by numerous studies. But

not many studies were done on the result of this procedure in low BMI

patients.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of LMBG

in non-obese T2DM patients (BMI 27.5–34.9 kg/m (2)).

Methods: The study comprised 33 patients with T2DM who underwent

LMGB at our hospital from Sep 2012 to Feb 2014., whose BMI ranged

from 27.5 to 34.9 kg/m2.

The criteria for inclusion in the operational treatment were: T2DM difficult

to regulate pharmacologically, lasting less than 15 years, negative anti

GADA antibody, negative anti—islet cell antibody. Fasting and stimulated

C-peptide, HbA1C and Ugale Diabetic score were evaluated before sur-

gery. Glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c), fasting plasma glucose (FPG),

and 2 h postprandial glucose (2-h PPG) were analyzed at 1, 3, and 6

and 12 postoperative months.

Results: All procedures were completed laparoscopically. Mean age of the pa-

tients was 45.2 years, mean BMI was 30.7 kg/m (2), mean operative time was

73.3±15 min, and mean postoperative hospital stay was 3.3±1.5 days. There

was no major complications or mortality. Mean preoperative fasting plasma

glucose (FPG), glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c),), and C-peptide level were

243 mg/dl, 8.3 %, and 2.9 ng/ml, respectively.

Conclusion: 74 % of non-obese T2DM patients (BMI 27.5–34.9 kg/m (2) had

resolution of diabetes in 6 months follow up period. Although long-term follow-up

data are required, early operative outcomes were satisfactory in terms of glyce-

mic control and safety of the procedure.

P.676 ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS STANDS THE TEST OF
TIME. FIVE YEAR RESULTS IN LOW BMI (30 TO
35 KG/M2) INDIAN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS

PRESENTER: M. Lakdawala1

Co-authors: A.G. Bhasker1, C. Remedios2, A. Sood2, 3

1Section chief- Bariatric surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India
3Institute of Minimally Invasive Surgical Sciences and Research Center, Saifee

Hospital, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Greatest challenge faced by India today is a steep rise in non-

communicable diseases like T2DM.
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Objectives: To evaluate the long-term results of laparoscopic Roux-en-Y

gastric bypass (LRYGB) viz excess weight loss, remission of metabolic

syndrome and complications in patients with uncontrolled diabetes in the

BMI range 30–35 kg/m2.

Methods: Prospective observational study, commenced in January 2006. Fifty-

two patients with uncontrolled T2DM and a BMI between 30 and 35 kg/m2

underwent LRYGB. Duration of diabetes was 3.5 to 14.5 years (Median:

8.4 years). 61.5 % patients were hypertensive and 59.6 % were dyslipidemic.

Remission of T2DM and other components of metabolic syndrome were

assessed. Follow up was done for 5 years.

Results: Median % EWL was 72.2 % at 1 year and 67.8 % at 5 years. 84.6 %

patients achieved euglycemia, 73.1 % achieved complete remission, 23.1 %

partial remission and 3.84 % no remission at 1 year. Weight regain was seen in

eight patients. They were restarted on antihypertensive drugs and statins, bring-

ing down the complete remission rates to 57.7 % and partial remission rates to

38.5% at 5 years. However there was 96.2% improvement inmetabolic status at

the end of 5 years.

Conclusion: LRYGB is safe, efficacious and cost effective treatment for patients

with uncontrolled T2DM with BMI between 30 and 35 kg/m2. Early onset T2DM,

better weight loss and higher C- peptide levels serve as predictors of success

after surgery. The improvement after surgery in hyperglycemia, hypertension and

dyslipidemia may help in controlling micro and macro vascular complications and

decrease morbidity and mortality associated with T2DM.

P.677 LAPAROSCOPIC SLEEVE WITH DUODENO-JEJUNAL
BYPASS- AN ALTERNATIVE FOR OBESE DIABETICS

PRESENTER: M. Lakdawala1

Co-authors: A. Sood2, R. Srivastava2, A.G. Bhasker1

1Section chief- Bariatric surgery, Saifee Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Asians develop T2DM with lesser degrees of obesity, at younger

ages and suffer longer with complications.

Objectives: To review the efficacy of laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) with

duodeno-jejunal bypass (DJB) in moderate to severely obese type 2 diabetics.

Methods: Prospective observational study designed to study the results in 25

type 2 diabetic patients on insulin with a BMI of 30 to 40 Kg/m2 who underwent

LSG with DJB from June 2010 to June 2012. Mean age was 48±17.6 years.

Mean duration of T2DM was 12±8.2 years. Fasting c-peptide levels ranged from

1.5 to 3.5. LSG with DJB was performed in all patients. Remission of T2DM was

as per the ADA criteria. Follow up was done at 6 months and 1 year.

Results: Mean EWL% was 67±5.2 at the end of 1 year. Complete remission of

T2DMwas seen in 65.4 % of the patients. Remaining patients showed an overall

improvement in the metabolic status but continued to be on minimal medication

for T2DM and associated co-morbidities.

Conclusion: In patients with longer duration of T2DM and suboptimal pancreatic

reserves (as suggested by lower c-peptide levels), an additional mechanism like

the bypass of foregut is needed to achieve good results. LSG with DJB is a good

alternative for Asian countries as it takes away the risk of developing gastric

cancer and is a more physiological procedure. C-peptide levels and duration of

T2DM emerged as the defining predictors for the remission of T2DM.

P.678 NONMECHANICAL NAUSEA AND VOMITING AFTER
SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: B.D. Schirmer

Co-authors: S.W. Davies, P.T. Hallowell, J.B. Stokes, M.S. Miller, B. Turrentine,

A.D. Covington

University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, USA

Introduction: We observed that some patients experienced severe nausea and

vomiting after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectony (LSG), which was unexplained by

radiographic or endoscopic studies.

Objectives: We wished to review our experience with LSG to determine the

frequency and severity of such a symptom complex after sleebe gastrectomy.

Methods: A review of our prospective patient database was performed.

This database is an institutional one as is the National Surgery Quality

Improvement Program (NSQIP) database, which at our institution in-

cludes 100 % capture of bariatric patients. The two databases were

reviewed for short (30 day) and medium (1 year) outcomes after laparo-

scopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Results:Our experience includes 157 patients undergoing LSG. They had an

average age of 45.5 years, BMI of 48.6, and weight of 299 lbs. Of these

patients, 17 (10.8 %) were readmitted to the hospital within the first 3 months

after surgery. Of these 17 patients, 11 had the primary complaint of nausea

and vomiting. Eight (5.1 %) had no mechanical lesion identified by radio-

graphic studies to explain the symptoms. Of these, five resolved their symp-

toms without interventional therapy within 3 months, and one has less severe

but persistent symptoms. Two of the eight patients required feeding

jejunostomy placement to treat their condition.

Conclusion: Nonmechanical nausea and vomiting may cause readmission after

sleeve gastrectomy. In our experience this was the cause of readmission if over

5 % of patients, and represented almost half of all readmissions after this

procedure.

P.679 NO EFFECT OF ALIMENTARY LIMB LENGTH ON
WEIGHT LOSS IN ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
PATIENTS

PRESENTER: J. Homan1

Co-authors: K. Dogan1, E. Aarts1, B. Betzel1, K. van Laarhoven2, T. Aufenacker1,

I. Janssen1, F. Berends1

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Radboud University Medical Centre, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Introduction: The Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) is a proven effective treatment

for obesity and related comorbidities. Nevertheless, there exists no consensus on

optimal limb lengths to induce maximum weight reduction.

Objectives: The aim of the present study was to assess the effect of a longer

alimentary limb length on weight reduction after RYGB.

Methods:All patientswhounderwent aRYGBwere retrospectively selected using a

prospectively collected database. Patients received a short alimentary limb RYGB

(SAL-RYGB; 100 cm) or a long alimentary limb RYGB (LAL-RYGB; 150 cm) with a

fixed biliopancreatic limb of 50 cm. A minimum follow-up of 6 months was required.

The primary endpoint was percentage Excess Weight Loss (%EWL). Secondary

endpoint were overall mortality and short- and long-term complications.

Results: In total 730 consecutive patients were included with a mean follow-up of

37±26 months. A SAL-RYGB was performed in 360 (47 %) patients. Overall

%EWL was 73±23 % and 61±27 % after respectively 2 and 5 years and slightly

decreased to approximately 52 % after 10 years. For the first 18 postoperative

months %EWL was significantly higher for SAL-RYGB compared to LAL-RYGB.

However, on the long-term no significant differences were calculated. The 30-day

mortality rate was 0.13 %. The overall short-term complication rate was 9 % and

the cumulative long-term complication rate was 19 %.

Conclusion: Overall complication rates are low in this series with good long-term

outcomes weight loss. Lengthening of the alimentary limb from 100 cm to 150 cm

does not affect weight loss after RYGB on the long term.

P.680 WEIGHT LOSS AFTER BARIATRIC SURGERY: IS
THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD AND POOR
RESPONDERS?

PRESENTER: S. Cravo Bettini2, 1

Co-authors: G. Farias2, L.M. Teixeira2, R.B. Radominski2

1Sociedade Brasileira de Cirurgia Bariatrica e Metabólica, Curitiba, PR, Brazil
2Universidade federal do Paraná, Curitiba, PR, Brazil

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is one of the main treatments for obesity, but one of

the main issues currently discussed is weight regain after surgery.
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Objectives: To compare the clinical and nutritional profile of obese patients who

underwent bariatric surgery had sustained loss of excess weight with those who

failed.

Methods: An observational clinical study with patients undergoing gastric bypass

Roux-en-Y in public hospital of Brazil. Whereas the percentage of EWL of 50,0%

after at least 2 years postoperatively, the sample was divided into good re-

sponders (GR) and poor responders (PR). Statistical analysis was performed

with SPSS 22.0 software.

Results: Two hundred four individuals (87,7 % women) with a mean age of 50,15

±11,08 years and 67,38±30,76 months postoperatively were evaluated. After

2 years postoperatively, 71,1%were consideredGR and 28,9%PR,with amean

EWL of 72,33±13,86 % and 35,06±12,10 %, respectively. GR lost most over-

weight in different times analyzed postoperative. There was improvement or

remission of diabetes mellitus (86,9 %), dyslipidemia (80,8 %) and hypertension

(62,8 %) in both groups, being more significant in GR

Conclusion:With the higher loss weight, more higher is the remission comorbid-

ities rate and better quality of life. However, in the present study no differencewas

observed regarding standard alimentation between groups.

P.681 MEDIUM TERM RESULTS FOLLOWING
LAPAROSCOPIC ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS
(LRYGB) IN THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE (NHS).

PRESENTER: N.A. Jennings

Co-authors: S.J. Walker, M. Boyle, S. Balupuri, P.K. Small

Sunderland Royal Hospital, Sunderland, United Kingdom

Introduction: Bariatric surgery is now established in the UK as part of the NHS.

Patients receive pre-operative evaluation, surgery and 2 years following up in a

Bariatric centre as part of their care package. They are then discharged back to

the care of their family doctor (FD) for ongoing care.

Objectives: This study aims to report 5 year follow up data following LRYGB in a

publically funded health care system. It assesses the adequacy of FD follow up

following discharge from the bariatric centre.

Methods: We traced the first 104 patients to undergo surgery at our unit and

contacted their FD for their most recent medically recorded weight. Medium term

weight loss results were calculated to evaluate the ongoing success of patients

following discharge.

Results:Median length of followupwas 6.3 years. All FD’swere contacted.Seven

patients had moved out of the area leaving 97 (94 %) patients for analysis. Total

weight loss and percentage excess weight loss were as follows, 2 year (32.2 %/

64.5 %), 3 year (31.1 %/62 %), 4 year (27.3 %/55.8 %) and 5 year (27.9 %/

55.9%). Thirty-two patients had not beenweighed in the last year, 22 patients had

not been weighed for the last 2 years and 15 patients had never been weighed

since discharge.

Conclusion:Medium termweight loss results achieved in this study were excellent

mirroring the weight loss reported in Swedish Obesity Study. A significant propor-

tion of patients are receiving inadequate follow up from their FD. This study raises

the question should patients receive medium term review in a bariatric centre?

P.682 LONG TERM RESULTS OF SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY
FOR ASIAN

PRESENTER: K. Kasama

Co-authors: Y. Seki, K. Hashimoto, A. Umezawa, Y. Kurokawa

Yotsuya Medical Cube, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: LSG as a standalone bariatric procedure has rapidly gained popu-

larity worldwide. 70 % of bariatric procedures performed in Japan 2012 were

LSG. However, LSG does not have sufficient evidence of long-term outcome in

Asia.

Objectives: One hundred seventy-nine patients (90 male, 89 female) who

underwent LSG in Yotsuya Medical Cube from 2005 Oct. to 2013 July are

enrolled.Complete f/u over 5 years was 59%.Averageweight andBMI at surgery

were 120.4 kg and 43.3.

Methods: Twenty-eight patients were BMI less than 35, 107 with 35 to 50, 29 with

over 50. Sixteen patients were age over 60. Thirty six patients were performed

with preserving antrum 6~8 cm from pyrolus and 137 were 4 cm. Twenty-seven

patients were with 45Fr. bougie and 146 were with 36 Fr. Long term data among

the groups were analyzed.

Results: %EWL (ideal weight as BMI 22) in all at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 years were 68.5 %,

72.9 %, 74.6 %, 72.9 %, 64.2 % respectively. %EWL at 5 years among patients

over BMI 50, of patients with 45 Fr. bougie, of elder patients over 60 years old were

26.0 %, 42.7 % 31.4 % respectively and they were significantly lower than that

among those with BMI under 50, that with 36Fr., that of younger than 60, which

were 75.1 %, 78.3 %, 64.8 % respectively. There was no significant difference

according to the length of antrum and gender at 5 years. Six patients had to receive

revision surgery due to insufficient weight loss and intractable GERD.

Conclusion:Weight-loss effect of LSG for super obese, elder and bigger bougies

patients seemed to have limits in long term.

P.683 LONG-TERM NUTRITIONAL STATUS AFTER
ROUX-EN-Y GASTRIC BYPASS IN PATIENTS WITH
NO-SHOW ON REGULAR FOLLOW-UP

PRESENTER: W. Schijns1

Co-authors: K. Dogan1, J. Homan1, E. Aarts1, H. de Boer1, K. van Laarhoven2, T.

Aufenacker1, I. Janssen1, F. Berends1

1Rijnstate Hospital, Arnhem, Netherlands
2Radboud University Medical Center, Nijmegen, Netherlands

Introduction: The Roux-en-Y Gastric Bypass (RYGB) is an effective treatment for

obesity and related comorbidities, however, it may also lead to multiple nutritional

deficiencies.

Objectives:The aim of the study was to evaluate the nutritional status after RYGB

on the long-term.

Methods: A retrospective analysis was performed of prospectively collected data.

Patients with a minimum follow-up of 4 years and available nutritional status were

eligible for analysis. Primary outcome was the number of deficiencies. Secondary

outcomes were compliance of the patients for multivitamin use andweight reduction.

Results: A total of 51 morbidly obese patients who underwent a primary RYGB

were lost on regular follow up. Mean follow-up was 81±27 months. Significant

weight reduction was achieved, from 140±22 to 104±21 kg (37±16 kg;

p<0.0001) and BMI decreased from 46±6 to 34±7 kg/m2 (12±5 kg/m2;

p<0.0001). In total 14 % patients were deficient for iron, 8 % for vitamin B12

and 55 % for vitamin D. Sixty-nine percent of the patients used a multivitamin

supplement on daily base. Patients with multivitamin usage had compared to

non-compliant patients less deficiencies for iron (6 % vs. 30 %, p=0.03), vitamin

B12 (6% vs. 13%, p=0.67) and vitamin D (46% vs. 75%, p=0.07). Anemia was

present in 24 % of the patients.

Conclusion: Nutritional deficiencies are common after RYGB. The use of multivi-

tamin supplements decreases the number of deficiencies for iron, vitamin B12

and vitamin D.

P.684 SYSTEMATIC REVIEWOF LONG TERMWEIGHT LOSS
AFTER SLEEVE GASTRECTOMY

PRESENTER: H. Shimizu

Co-authors: F. Hatao, K. Imamura, K. Takanishi

Tokyo Metropolitan Tama Medical Center, Tokyo, Japan

Introduction: Japanese national insurance has just started to cover sleeve

gastrectomy from this April. Sleeve gastrectomy has a long history as a

first-stage procedure in high-risk or super obese patients, and has strong

evidence on good short term outcomes. However, the studies reporting

long term effects are scarce.

Objectives: This study was conducted in order to evaluate current evidence of

long term effects after sleeve gastrectomy.

Methods: Pubmed was searched for citations including the keywords:”sleeve

gastrectomy”, “bariatric surgery,” “sleeve gastrectomy,” “vertical gastrectomy,”

and “Magenstrasse and Mill.” English language citations for human studies
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reported from 1996 to 2013were included in the search.We focused on long term

weight loss after surgery and defined the long term as 5 years or more.

Results: A review of 171 reports from 5,206 initial citations was conducted.

Additional citations were obtained by manually reviewing the bibliographies of

the reports selected for review. A total of 18 studies were extracted for the present

review. The preoperative weighted mean BMI of total 2,135 patients was 47.7.

The long term results were available for 598 patients. The weightedmean excess

weight loss was 56.5 % (48–86 %) for the post operative period 5–9 years. The

success rate, defined as 50% or more EWL, was 34–66 %. Most obesity related

diseases were improved after surgery. As one of the long term complications, 9–

30 % GERD were reported.

Conclusion: This study shows that sleeve gastrectomy could offer dura-

ble weight loss and metabolic improvement.

P.685 BARIATRIC SURGERY IN ADOLESCENTS,
LONG TERM RESULTS—SAVING PRECIOUS
YEARS

PRESENTER: M.L. Vilas-Boas1

Co-authors: H.P. Póvoas1, B.C. Duque1, I. Vergne1, F. Kruschewsky1, M.

Magalhaes1, 2, J. Pinheiro1, N. Ferraz1

1Clinica Baros, Salvador, BA, Brazil
2Universidade do Estado da Bahia - Departamento de Ciencias da Vida,

Salvador, BA, Brazil

Introduction: Childhood Obesity has been a major public health problem

among western civilization. Serious comorbidities as well as a severe

impact in self-esteem and quality of life are tightly linked to this condition

in adolescents. Long term studies from youth patients are lacking.

Objectives: The aim of this study is to evaluate the long term results of an obese

adolescents cohort submitted to Bariatric Surgery and revise the rationale of an

early approach of this population.

Methods: Between May 2001 and January 2013 we operated on 52 patients

between 14 and 19 years old, with a mean weight of 126 Kg (89–188), and a

mean BMI of 44 Kg/m2 (35–70). There were 46 Gastric Bypasses (42 laparo-

scopic and four open), and six laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding. Patients

were included using the same NIH criteria used for adult population.

Results: After 10 years weight fell to 79 Kg and BMI to 29. Mean excess weight

loss was 74 %. We had two major post operative complications (1 subfrenic

abscess and 1 intrabdominal hemorrhage). Long term complications included a

few patients with cholelitiasis, anemia and gastroesophageal reflux. There was

no mortality. Quality of life was dramatically improved.

Conclusion: Adolescents have a great benefit from bariatric surgery and have a

sustained weight loss pattern 10 years after surgery, with a great psicosocial

outcome.

P.686 ONE YEAR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF REMISSION
OF T2DM AFTER LSG AND RYGB IN INDIAN
POPULATION

PRESENTER: A.G. Bhasker1

Co-authors: A. Sood1, 2, C. Remedios2, M. Lakdawala2, 1

1Institute of Minimally Invasive Surgical Sciences and Research Cenetr, Saifee

Hospital, Mumbai, India
2Center for Obesity and Digestive Surgery, Mumbai, India

Introduction: Laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy (LSG) is the commonest bariatric

procedure in Asia. It has shown metabolic potential and although Roux-en Y

gastric bypass (RYGB) is the procedure of choice for obese diabetics, LSG also

has a good remission rate.

Objectives: To compare remission of T2DM between RYGB and LSG at

1 year.

Methods: This is a retrospective observational study. There were 74

patients who underwent RYGB and 100 patients who underwent LSG.

Both groups were matched for age and BMI. Mean BMI was 45.2±8 in

RYGB group and 46.5±10 in LSG group. Mean weight was 118±

23.32 kg in RYGB group and 124.9±29 kg in LSG group. Mean HbA1c

levels were 9.1±2 in RYGB group and 7.7±1.66 in LSG group. Mean

duration of T2DM was 6.7±6.3 years in RYGB group and 4.14±

5.34 years in LSG group. Mean fasting c-peptide levels were 5.3±1.9

and 4.5±2.6 in the RYGB and LSG groups respectively.

Results:At the end of 1 year, EWL was 65 % in RYGB group and 66 %

in LSG group. Mean HbA1c levels decreased from 9.1±1.9 mg% to 6.2

±0.9 mg% in RYGB group and from 7.7±1.6 to 5.9±1.1 mg in the LSG

group. Complete remission of T2DM as per the ADA criteria was seen

in 68 % and improvement was observed in 32 % patients in RYGB

group. In LSG group complete remission was seen in 75.7 % and

improvement in 24.3 %.

Conclusion: LSG is a good metabolic option for patients who have shorter

duration and lesser severity of T2DM.

P.687 SLEEVEGASTRECTOMYAFTERGASTRIC PLICATION
FAILURE: A SAFE AND EFFECTIVE PROCEDURE

PRESENTER: K. Ahmad

Co-authors: H. Atlas, P. Garneau, N. Safa, R. Denis

Hôpital du Sacré-Coeur de Montréal, Montreal, QC, Canada

Introduction: Laparoscopic Gastric plication (LGP) has had a recent popularity.

However, our experience has shown a high rate of complications and failure

leading to reinterventionnal surgery.

Objectives: On a retrospective study basis, we wanted to evaluate the feasibility,

safety and effectiveness of Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectony (LSG) as a rescue

operation for failure of LGP.

Methods: From February 2011 till December 2012, 51 patients underwent

LGP in our institution. Four patients needed emergency duplication for

acute complications, 14 underwent conversion to LSG for weight regain

and three are expecting LSG. We thus considered a failure rate of 41 %

(21 patients out of 51). We studied the outcome of the 14 patients who

underwent conversion to LSG.

Results: Fourteen patients underwent LSG, all on an ambulatory basis.

Average age was 37 years (26–49). Average weight at the time of

LSG was 103 kgs (77–121) and average BMI was 37 kg/m2 (31–41).

%EWL was 58 % at 6 months and 87 % at 12 months (10 out of 14

patients).

Waiting time between both surgeries was 15 months (average time).

Mean operating time was 55 min. Technique was standard LSG using

a 36 F bougie, all black cartridges and oversewing technique. Only four

needed distal gastric duplication. There were no death, no leak nor

bleeding. One patient was readmitted for 2 days for acute pancreatitis.

Seven patients (50 %) showed post operative reflux, well controlled with

IPP.

Conclusion: We feel LSG can be safely conducted after LGP failure, with very

good results, on short terms, and very low complications rate.
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